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Abstract 

The introduction explores the historiographic and 

conceptual context within which the present work is set. 

Two major and a number of sub-types of historical 

scholarship are identified and discussed with particular 

reference to Africa. A case is made against empirical 

History and for a more structural and comparative approach. 

The Marxist concept of social epochs is argued to be a 

fundamental tool of any structural approach to the study 

of the past. 

In chapter II the focus narrows to south-east Africa. 

The region is defined, and the features of Nature in its 

local aspect introduced as historical variables. The 

argument then moves to an exploration of the changing 

relationship between Mankind and Nature in south-east Africa, 

beginning in chapter III with the presentation of a 

tentative sequence of early social epochs culminating 

sometime before the 16th century in a transition to Feudalism. 

Chapter IV discusses the international history of 

Feudalism in order to enable the essential structural 

characteristics of the epoch to be identified. A 

parcellization of economic and political sovereignty is 

found to be particularly important. In chapter V the social 

formation of south-east Africa in the later 16th century, 

as presented in Portuguese documents of the time, is 

considered against this theoretical background. Chapter VI 

discusses the differential development of Feudalism in 

south-east Africa in the period 1600-1680. Particular 

attention is given to a contradiction emerging in some 

parts of south-east Africa between the pattern of social 

relations characteristic of Feuda1ism, and the structural 

imperatives associated with a growing commodity exchange 

component of the regional economy. Chapter VII discusses 

the manner in which this and other incipient contradictions 

•••• /iv 
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came to be linked together in a general crisis 0£ 

Feudalism in the northern part 0£ the region. 

In chapter VIII Absolutism is discussed at a 

theoretical level as the social epoch which has a 

tendency to develop as £orces struggle to contain or 

resolve the contradiction between Feudalism and commodity 

exchange. Various possible lines of development £rom 

Absolutism are discussed. Chapters IX and X consider the 

various political, social and military changes which took 

place in south-east A£rica in the late 18th and early 19th 

centuries, within the context 0£ a general transition to 

Absolutism. The rise of a Zulu Empire and its particular 

characteristics are explored as the logical product of 

this general transition. Particular attention is given 

to the contradictions within the social formation of the 

Empire and the measures taken at the centre to try to 

control them. 

Chapter XI argues that Absolutism was not able to 

establish itself as a dominant form in south-east Africa 

on a stable basis because it was unable to contain the 

contradictions both within itse1£ and implicit in its 

relations with forces emanating from the recently 

strengthened Capitalist enclave at the Cape. The chapter 

devotes particular attention to a discussion of these 

forces and their relationship both to the general expansion 

of European Capitalism, and to the struggle taking place 

within the British Empire on the question of 'systematic 

colonisation'. The hunter-traders at Port Natal and the 

Voortrekkers are presented as the south-east African 

vanguard of these forces, each representative of a 

particular vision of the political economy of the future

in south-east Africa. Zulu Absolutism lost its dominant

position in the political economy of the region in 1838

under the weight of their combined impact, and the ability

of these forces to exploit the internal contradictions

within the Zulu Empire. 

The conclusion introduces the various forces whose

•••• /v 
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interaction would determine the broad outline of the 

Natal political economy in the early 19th century, under 

the loose hegemony of the Cape and British fractions of 

International Capital. 
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I 

INTRODUCTION 

Broad1y speaking, there are two major modern 

traditions of historical scholarahip.1 The first

utilises an •empirical' approach, whilst the second is 

more 'structural' in orientation.2

Underpinning the work of the empiricists is the 

belief that the proper concern of History is the study 

of the particular. It is argued that the circumstances 

in which each event or process occurs in the past are 

unique. The :fundamental lesson which it is therefore the 

task or History to reveal is this complexity of the 

human experience.3 

Those who are critical of this approach argu� that 

the empiricists, immersed in detail, specialise in the 

production of fragments of History which it is virtually 

impossible to assemble into a whole. As such, empirical 

History leads the reader, not towards a greater 

understanding of the forces which have operated and are 
operating in the World, but towards ever greater 

confusion. A stronger line of criticism suggests that 

1 In the present work, 'history' is taken to be the sum 
total of events and processes tald.n« place in past-time. 
Aa such it furnishes the raw material for the production 
of 'History' which represents the interpretation or the 
past by individuals through the labour process of 'historical 
scholarship'. 

2For an introduction to these two traditions and the lon�
-standing debate between the■ see A. Marwick, The Nature
of History {Macmi�1an, 1970) pp.205-6.

)For a statement of this position see G.R. Elton, The Pract�ce

of History (Fontana, 1969) especially pp.37, 41-69 •
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this confusion is politically intended; that it 

represents the ideologica1 function of empiricism.4

For the historian sympathetic to the structural 

study of the past, the historical analysis of' an 

event, process or whatever is of li�t1e value un1ess 

it can be set within a general framework f'or purposes 

of comparison and contrast across space as well aa 

through time. Careful comparison and contrast of' this 

kind, it is hoped, will lead eventually to the 

construction of a general theory capable of universal 

application in the process of historical scholarship, 

and from which certain conclusions may also be drawn 

regarding future political action.5 

Th• present study of' an aspect of the histor.t of 

south-east Africa is written from a structural 

standpoint. It is conceived as a contribution to the 

emergin« History of southern Africa set within the 
structural tradition. 

The remainder of this introductory chapter is 

concerned to identify more precisely important 

characteristics of the empirical and structura1 traditions, 

to consider the manner or their application to the study 
of African history, and to discuss certain of the more

controversial features of the methodology of structural 

history which are central to the construction of th• 

present work. 

4 1''or the general a tt.ack on empiricism see David and 
Judith Willer, � stematic �m iricism: Criti ue of a 
Pseudo-Science t+lw �s11.� 

1 
E�\�-..ioc t.\'i�s. \ lr,y-.�\c::.� �\l, \"113 • 

5Amongst the works which discuss the aims and methodologies 
of structural History is Louis Althusser and Etienne 
Halibar, Reading Capital (New Left Hooks, 1970), esp. chapt. 
'An Outline of the Concept of l:f.istorical Tim••• Also set 
within this problematic are the remarks of Eric liobsbawm 
in Hobsbawm, •Introduction", in �arl Marx, �re-capitalist 
Economic Formations, trans. Jack Cohen, ed. and intro. 
E.J. ttobsbawm lLawrence & Wishart, 1964) pp.9-65. Also 
pertinent is Hodney Hilton, "Mediaeval Peasants: Any 
Lessons?", Journal of ¥easant btudies I, 2 \Jan. 1974) 
pp.207-8. 
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Each of the two major traditions of historical 

scholarship incorporates a number of strands. Occasionally 

a single strand provides the framework for a piece of 

History. More often two or more strands are interwoven, 

each g�ven a different deg-ree o:f prominence in the work 

o:f different historians. 'rhe balance is as much 

determined by the process of history itself, as by the 

conscious will of the historian, so that different 

strands have passed in and out of �he respective 

traditions as the objective circumstances o:f history 

have changed. 

Each strand employs its own methodoloc;r. An 

essentia1 element o:f the methodoloa is sets of cate�ories 

which reflect the assumptions upon which the particular 

strand is :founded. It is larcely through the deployment 

and manipulation o:f these categories that the past is 

explained - that historians, through their scholarship, 

establish a link between the actors o:f the past and the 

readers of History, who may be actors of the present or 

of the future. 

Three strands o:f the empirical tradition wi11 be 

considered here. The first, which is of long standinc, 

places the focus upon the individual as the source of 

the dynamic o:f the process of historical change. Historians 

of this persuasion search for any deeper :force of 

history in the personal psychology of their heroes and 

anti-heroes, rather than in the social context within 

which they operate. For these writers, the fundamental 

lesson to be drawn from the analysis of history ia th• 

uniqueness and power of the individual. 

Within this strand, not all individuals are 

deemed to have contributed to the dynamic of history. 

Attention is confined to-:-:a handful of kings, queens 

and other •important' people, and the cateeories 

employed in the periodisation of the past are baaed upon 

the span of their respective political careers. 

• ••• /4.
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The strand represents an ideological 

approach to the past appropriate to an 

aristocratic age. It presents the picture of a very 

few special individuals able to wield power sufficient 

to shape not only the past but also, by implication, 

the present and the f'uture. Although in many 

contemporary situations the structural conditions are 

inappropriate to the maintenance of this ideolocical 

approach to the past, it has taken a long time to die.

Certainly in Britain it lingers on in some 'popular' 

works of History and biography, and in some school 

te:xtbooks.6

A more recent introduction to the empirical 

tradition is a strand of thought which concedes that 

historical explanation cannot remain at the level of 

the individual. ·i:he past must be understood as the 

unfolding of social processes. As Marc Bloch pointed 

out, this was indeed a sipificant change; 

••••••••in the study of,history 
there have been few stages so 
decisive as the moment when 
'Empires•, dynasties, famous 
periods identified with some 
great name - in a word, all the 
old arbitrary divisions born of 
a monarchical and oratorical 
tradition - began to give place 
to another system of classification, 
based on the observation of social 
phenomena." 7 

Unfortunately there is more than one way in which 

social phenomena may be observed. It follows that there 

is more than one way in which individual actors of the 

past may be set within a social context by the historian. 

6
·.t'he approach was parodied as early as 1930 in
w.c. Sellar and R.J. Yeatman, 1066 And All. That (Methuen,
19)0). 

7Marc Bloch, Feudal �ociety, trans. L.A. Manyon, foreword
M.M. Postan, 2nd ed., 2 vols. \Routledge & Ke�an Pau1,
1965}; Vol.I, The vrowth of Ties of Dependence p.xvii •
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Bloch's work is exceptional in according economic 

considerations importance, but the social contexts 

which have generally preoccupied empirical historians 

have tended to be those of relicion, ethnicity or 

the modern geo-polity. ,, 

Within this ranee of positions the geo-political 

or national focus has tended to become dominant. 1·he 

concentration has been upon charting the History of 

the essence which is 'Germany', 'Britain', 'India' 

and so on, together with that of the 'German people', 

the 'British people', and the 'Indian people'. 

Helatively 1111:tle attention is �iven to the 

possibility of social tensions within these national 

categories, or to the possible part played by social 

conflict in furnishin� the dynamic for the process of 

historical change. on the occasions when social conflict 

is so overt as to be unavoidable, as in the 'Indian' 

case, it is analysed by means of the deployment of 

religious or ethnic categories. 

-rhe :fundamental lesson of history presented by

this strand of the empirica1 tradition is not the 

uniqueness and power of the individual but of the 

essence which is the nation. Historical scholarship is 

thus the study of the cu1tura1 experience of the nation. 

·:a:-he ro.le of history is to contribute towards the

socialisation of the past, present and :ruture cenerations

into the nation. where the nation is in fact a recent

construction, the socialisation into it of the actor•

of the past is an urgent and difficu1t task. 1his

helps to explain the heavy emphasis p.laced upon

relatively early periods of history in the writing of

the historians of these nations, and the c1ose watch

kept upon the ideological commitment o:f such writers

to the fundamental national category.

l'bia strand of empirical History is appropriate 

•••• /6 
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to an era dominated by a complex of national 

bourgeoisies.

More recently there has developed a strand 

within the empirical tradition which employs a social 

scientific approach. �ts essential characteristic is 

the use of observationally-defined categories in the 

analysis of the past. 'ihe use of such cate�ories 

effectively militates against international comparisons 

and contrasts being drawn. �uch observationally-

defined categories may be helpful in illuminatinc changes 

through time in a specific locality, but not across the 

myriad of political and cultural boundaries which have 

been imposed in space. J.he analysis bas a tendency to 

remain confined within narrow limits imposed by a 
national focus. 

Work undertaken from this standpoint sometimes

successfully masquerades as structural ttistory, even 

though the assumptions upon which it is founded are 

really far from those of the structural tradition. The 

problem arises because, contrary to the view of Hindes• 

and tlirst,8all structura1 categories are u1timately

observational1y derived. It is not the way in which such 

categories are first arrived at which constitutes the 

ne«ation of structuralism, but their continued 

multiplication. The aim of structura1ism must always be 

the development of a common set of categories through 

the deployment and manipulation of which, the history of 

Mankind as a whole can be understood. The tendency 0£ 

empiricism, by contrast, is to derive fresh 

observational categories from,and to describe,each new 

situation which is analysed •. 

Most historians of Africa adhere to a broad1y 

empirica1 approach. The categories deployed and 

manipulated in order to explain the history of Africa 

8Barry Hindesa and Paul Q. Hirst, Pre-Capitalist Modes
of Production (Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1975) pp.2-4. 
For further discussion of this problem in relation to 
the methodology of Marx and Engels see below "'°:u.,-� .
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have tended to be individuai, ethnic, nationa1 

and, to a lesser extent, religious. The approach 

makes it extremely difficult to draw structural 

comparisons and contrasts with the history of 

other parts of the Worid, and indeed even between 

different parts of Africa. 

A strugcle for predominance was fought in th• 

1960s amongst the representatives of these various 

strands within the empirical approach to the African 

past.9 Ln view of the new conditions prevailing in

the aftermath of the triumph of national categories 

in the objective sphere, it is hardly surprising that 

the strugcle within the ideoloci,cal sphere was 

largely resolved in favour of the national perspective. 

With its hegemony assured, national History 

in Africa has permitted and even encouraged the 

development of other branches of the empirical tradition 

as subordinate strands. Ethnic History is permitted to 

operate at a more local level, and the sub-type of 

Racial History in analysing the forces operating in 

the colonial and neo-colonial eras. The degree to which 
these approaches are able to co-exist is perhaps 

inqicative of the degree to which they are not 

fundamentally in contradiction. 

There is also one increasingly important sphere 

in which national History is to some extent able to 

co-exist with a particular form of structural History. 

9For an example of the strugcle in process see Donald 
Denoon and Adam Kuper, "Nationalist historians in 
search of a nation: the 'New Historiography' in Dar Es 
Salaam•, African Affairs 69 (1970) pp.329-49; Terence 
Ranger, "The 'New Historiography' in uar Ea Salaam; An 
answerw, Ibid., 70 (1971) pp.50-61. uenoon and Kuper 
accused Ran«er and other practitioners of the then new 
national approach to the bietory of Africa, of projecting 
the spatial boundaries of the new nations back into the 
past, and in this and other ways hinting at an organic 
link between the people who lived within this area in 
the past and those who live there now. As such Denoon 
and Kuper were mounting an attack from an alternative 
strand within the empirical tradition, rather than from 
the standpoint of structuralism. 

--IB 



This is the area of scholarship concerned with 

the 'economic' aspects of the history of Africa. 

The approach to this theme has been dominated 

by the view that individual action is the 

historica1 force tending to bring about economic 

'development•, thouch the individuals concerned 

are defined by their membership within an 
10 

international structural category of'entrepreneurs•. 

With the exception of this precise conjunction, 

national m.story cannot normally co-exist with 

structural History. The latter is rejected by national 

historians from a straigh'ltf'orward national standpoint, 

though to permit a wider mobilisation of kindred 

interests it tends to be expressed at the multi-national, 

continental or racial level. It is argued that the 

history of Africa and of Africans bas been unique, just 

as the history of any other part of the globe has been 

unique. Therefore categories and methodologies evolved 

over the years in the study of a European or other non 

-African experience, however diverse, cannot 

not be applied to the analysis of the African 

It is a call which empiricists throughout the 

and must 
11experience. 

world can. 

recognise and rally to, regardless of their own 

particular national affinities. 

The nature o:f nationa1 History in Africa can be 

further understood by reference to the diverse source• 

from which it derives support within the continent. On 

the one hand it is subscribed to by all but a handful. of 

historians of nations which are ruled by people of black 

10 For the approach operating in relation to a 'black' 
Af'rican situation see A.G. Hopkins, An Economic History 
of West Africa (London, 1973). Two •white• Africa 
examples are u. Hobart Houghton, The 8outh .African Economy 
(Oxford UP, 1964); R. Horwitz, The Political �conomy or

South Africa {Ox:ford UP, 1967). The approach owes much 
to the ideas of w.w. Rostov; see below p.�n . 

11This seemed to me the consensus at the 1974 annua1
conference of the Historical Association o� Kenya. The 
theme o:f the conference was 'Social chance in Eaat Africa• • 
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pigmentation. They argue that to apply categoriea 
derived from the analysis of a non-African experience 
is to perpetuate a form of ideological colonialism. 

The national approach and the related opposition 
to structural History are both equally strongly 

entrenched in the south of the continent where nations 
are ruled by people of white pipentation, not known 

for their sympathy towards the aspirations of black 

people who also live in those nations. J.n the south 
there has long been a reluctance to use structural 

categories drawn from the ana1ysis of the European 

experience, since they often would not correspond with 

the ethnic distinctions around which political forces 

led historians to centre their explanations of the 
historical process, within that is the fundamental 

national categories of •south Africa• and 'Rhodesia'• 

�owhere in fact is the national approach more 
apparent than in writing on the South African nation, 

indicative perhaps of the strength of its national 

bourgeoisie. Within the national approach, however, a 
number of sub-strands can be isolated. All assume the 

existence of the South African nation, but dispute the 

identity of the major social forces which produced the 

nation and which, by implication, should therefore 

bene:fi t :f'rom its future. ·J:hese social f'orces are presented 

in ethnic terms. The :forms of' historical scholarship, 

identified by the social force which it deems to have 
played a leading role in the historical process, are 

the •white• or 'European•, the 'English', the 'Dutch' or 

'Afrikaner•, the 'tilack and white together• which is also 
known as the 'liberal' :form, and the as yet embryonic 

12 separate 'black' or 'African' form. The main axis of

12 L.M. Thompson, "South Africa•, in M.W. Winks, ed.,!!'!!,
Historio a h  of' the British Em ire-�ommonwealth 
(UUrhauu North Carolina, 19 6 .  See also Shula Marks, 
"Historians and �outh Africa•, in J.D. Fage, ed., Africa

· Discovers 11er Past { Oxford UP, 1970 J pp.8)-9. "!"here is often
an articulation with individual categories. 'Zulu' history

is for example periodised by means of' their deployment. 

Although not discussed here, the individualist strand of

empiricism is still strong, as anyone who is familiar ��th

the thesis output of South African wiiversities vtlx' 
be familiar. "iography is a favourite form. 



struggle is currently between the representatives 

of the 'Afrikaner' and 1 1iberal' �orms. 

Within the works of History written from 

these various standpoints, a broadly similar pattern 

of ethnic categories is deployed and manipulated in 

order to explain the past. 1his essential similarity is 

somewhat hidden by terminological shifts according to 

the standpoint emp1oyed and the objective historical 

timing of its use. Thus the same major ethnic categortea 

may be peopled by 'Ka:ffirs', 'Natives•, 'Bantu', •Africans' 

au� 'Blacks' on the one hand, and by 'Europeans', 'Whites•, 

'Settlers' or 'Colonists' on the other. 

These major ethnic categories are then sub-divided. 

'.i:he :first into 'Bantu• and 'Non-Jjantu', and the second 

into 'Dutch' or 'Afrikaners' - 'English' or 'Britons•. 

Division of white people rarely goes beyond this stag-e, 

but that of black people has only just begun. 

At the next level of analysis 'Non-Hantu' are 

divided into 'Khoi' and 'San', and then into a myriad 

of smaller categories. The sub-division of the 'Bantu' 

is even more systematic. ·.a.he first stop is the 'Nguni' 

and 'Sotho 1 1evel and their equivalent. r·ol1owing the 

'Nguni• branch, the next distinction encountered is 

that between the 'Northern-Nguni' and the 'Southern or 

t;ape-Nguni'• '.l'he process of ethnic sub-division continues 

with the distinction between •Zulu', 'npondo', 'Xhosa• 

and their equivalent. '.i:here then ensues a very complex 

debate concerning the origin and layering of still 

further categories - 'Mbo', •�ala' and the like. 

it is the interaction of these ethnic categories 

as discrete entities which is taken to provide the 

essential dynamic of the historical proces�. in order 

that linguistically-derived categories should fulfi1 

this role, it is necessary that they be given an active 

social existence in past-time which, in many cases, is 

also carried over by historians into present-time and 

by politicians into the future. �ateria1 on technologies, 

•••• /11 
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economic practices, cultural systems and ideologiss 

are somehow fitted within or around each category. 

The 'iiantu• and 'Dutch' instances are par�icularly 

well known, but the process operates in other cases 

as wel1. The general p1ea, as amongst all empirical 

historians in Africa, is for more single ethnic or 

tribal histories, more work that is to give social 

reality to the lower levels 0£ the hierarchy of 
ethnic categories.13

It is interesting that terms which, when stripped 

of their ideological overtones carry a certain sti-Jctural 

meaning, terms such as 'hoer' and 'bushman', are somehow 

redefined so as to be used in a manner which allows 

their easy substitution for well-known ethnic categories.

The 'Afrikaner' strand of national history is 

usually understood to be attempting to expand the use of 

ethnic categories into the realm of archaeology on the 

one hand and into the field of contemporary studies on 

the other.14 What is less understood is the affinity which

it enjoys with the 'liberal' strand.15 In fact modern

'liberal' scholarship, as exemplified in most of the 

contributions to the recent Oxford History of South Africa, 

is often pictured as the total opposite of 'Afrikaner' 

History. As a reviewer of these volumes pointed out; 

"••••••whereas the A£rikaner historians 
are in general concerned to show that 

13shula Mark:,, "The .Nguni, the Natalians, and their History", 
Journal of African History VIII, J (1967) p.540. 

14For what amounts to a 'liberal' view of 'Afrikaner'
History see L.M. Thompson, "Afrikaner nationalist 
historiography and the policy of Apartheid", Ibid., III 
(1962) pp.125-41. For the be�innings of a structural 
critique see Martin Legassick, "Review", African 
Historical Studies III, 2 (1970) pp.491-6. Legassick's
remarks are directed in particular at one of the relatively 
few works from within this tradition readily available in 
English; c.F.J. Nu1ler, Five Hundred Years: A Histo of 
South A:frica (Pretoria & Cape Town: Aoademica, 19 9 • 

l5.Martin Legassick is shortly to publish a major structural 
study o:f the 'liberal' tradition of South African History. 
For what amounts to a critique o:f the 'liberal' tradition 
by a 'European• historian see L.H. Gann, "Liberal  

·

Interpretations o� South A:frican History ff, Rhodes-Livingston 
Institute Journal XXi ( 1959·).
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separation between racial 
groups has been the only 
South African tradition, the 
editors of the Oxford History 
are concerned to show the 
opposite. They demonstrate 
instead the meeting points, 
the degree of acculturation 
and the amount of' integration 
that has occurred between al1 
the peoples of South Africa 
over the centuries". 16

Although concerned to stress the differences between the 

two approaches, she also inadvertently indicated their 

essential similarity - the agreed national framework in 

the category 'South Africa', and the uee of ethnic sub

categories within it.17

Essentially the same approach has been applied by 

liberal writers to the history of south-east Africa. It is 

ff • ••• an attempt to avoid an 

16 

emphasis on the history of 
any of the groups of people 

Shula Marks, "African and Afrikaner history•, Journal of 
African Historr XI, 3 l1970) p.440. �ee also Monica 
Wilson and Leonard M. Thompson, ed., The Ox£ord Historx_ 
of' South A£rica, 2 vols., l0x£ord UP, 1969-1971), esp. 
I:v. The title of Marks' review is a·;little misl.eadinc. 
Neither she nor the authors reviewed actually write from 
within an 'African' tradition, in the precise sense of 
the term used at p.9. above. Marks is actually a 
spokeswoman in this article £or 'liberal' History, and 
hence the aim of the review is to specify the point of 
difference between the 'liberal' and 'Afrikaner' strands, 
rather than their fundamental similarity. For a more 
structural critique of the Oxford History see Stanley 
Trapido, "::;outh Africa and the historians", African A:f:f'airs 
71, 285 \1972) pp.444-8; Martin Legassick, 11 The dynamics 
of modernisation in South Africa", Journal o:f African 
History XIII, 1 (1972) pp.145-50. 

17·rhe preoccupation of southern African History with the
un:foldin� of national and ethnic essences was first 
drawn attention to by .Martin Le�assick, "The frontier 
tradition in South African historiography", in Shula Marks, 
ed., Collected Seminar Papers on the Societies of 
Southern Africa in the 19th and 20th Centuries, Vol.2 
(London: Institute of Commonwealth Studies, 1971) pp.1-JJ • 
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in ftatal - Africans, Europeans 
or Asians. It is an attempt to 
steer a middle course ••••••••• 
to write an impartial history of 
all three groups who built �ata1w1a 

In more sophisticated discussions, particularly 0£ 

the 'pre-colonial' phase of south-east African history, 

the full hierarchy of ethnic categorisation is employed. 

ueep in the past the interaction of discrete entities 

such as 'Lala', 1 Mbo' and 'Pure Nguni' can be discerned, 

and an attempt made to link them to the more structural 

categories employed by archaeology. lron-workin�, for 

example, appears to be a cultural characteristic of the 
1 Lala 1

•
19 One awaits with trepidation the passage of the

'Central-�udanic �peakers 1 into the mainstream of the 

literature. '!'heir :footsteps can already be heard and their 
20particular cultural characteristics perce�ved. 

Though they have undertaken valuable work in the 

direction of unravelling the seeming ethnic complexity of 

the south-east African past, the empirical methodology of 

the historians concerned appears to have prevented a 

18 �.H. Brookes and c. de B. Webb, ed., A History ot: Natal
(Pietermaritzburg: Natal UP, 1965), preface. 

19�h i � ula Marks and A.E. Atmore, ffThe problem of the �.:un:

20 

an examination of the ethnic and linguistic situation in 
�outh Africa before the Mfecane", in V.Dalby, ed., 
Language and History in Africa (Cass, 1970} pp.120-)2; 
::Shula Marks, "The traditions ot: the .i.'jatal. 'Nguni': a 
second look at the work of A.'1'. Bryantu, in L.M. Thompson, 
ed., African �ocieties in �outhern A:frica (Heinemann, 
1969) pp.126-44. 

Christopher Ehret, MQutlining southern African history: 
a reconsideration 100-1500 A.D.", Ufahamu III, 1 l1972J 
pp.9-27; "Patterns of bantu and Central.-;::,udanic settlement

in central and southern Africa, ca. 1000 tl.C. - 500 A.D.", 
Transafrican Journal of History III, 1 & 2 \1973) pp.1 
-27. There are signs that the �entral-�udanic Speakers
are to become the people of the sheep; Ehret, "Sheep and
�entra1-�udanic peop1es in southern Arrica•, Journal of
African History ix, 2 \1968J esp. pp.219-20.
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:fun.damenta1 breakthrough :from being made. The picture 

is sti11 one o:f considerable con:fusion. A detailed 

discussion o:f this question is beyond the scope o:f the 

present work, but some indication may be given o:f the 

kind o:f progress which could be made i:f a structural 

approach to the problem is consistently employed. The 

starting point of the approach is the assumption that 

ethnic groups rarely have a concrete existence as constant, 

homogeneous, and discrete entities. They are more usually 

ideological representations o:f social reality which, 

like all historical phenomena, have a limited existence in 

time and space, and sometimes even in the eye o:f the 

beholder. 

'l.'hough deployed and manipulated by empirical historians 

in the same manner, the historical derivation o:f ethnic 

terminologies is actually very varied. A preliminary 

analysis reveals three main types, though with important 

variations within them. The first comprises terms of modern 

observational derivation. 'Nguni' is the best known example. 

It purports to describe a social grouping existinc in past 

as well as present time. This social category, though 

central to the whole ethnic explanation of the south-east 

African past, is also its weakest link. ·1·here is not even 

a consensus amongst empiricists as to its precise 
21derivation and meaning. 

21
rt may not even be of modern observational derivation,
but o:f modern invention. It was :first used by Bryant 
without explanation; A.T. Bryant, A Zulu-�nglish Dictionary: 
(Pietermaritzburg, 1905); Olden Times in Zululand and 
Natal (London, 1929). Some empiricist writers take the 
term to represent a broad cultural-linguistic category, 
others a simple directional referent meaning 'people to 
the west•, and still others restrict membership o:f the 
1 Nguni' category to the descendants of' a chief' i'lguni. The 
empiricists usual1y indicate in their work that they are 
well aware o:f the difficulties involved in using the 
term, and it is thus all the more surprising that they 
still persist in its usage. For their attempts to cope 
with the problem see �.J. Van warmelo, Preliminary Survey 
o:f the Bantu Tribes of bouth Africa (Pretoria: Department 
of .Native A:ff'airs, 1935) part .3 p.59; "The Classification 
o:f Cultural Groups", in J.D. Hammond-Tooke, ed., The Bantu 
-Speaking Peoples o:f �outhern Africa (Routledge and Kegan
Pau.l, 1974) pp. 58, 60-1; Narks, "'fradi tions", pp. 126-8;
"Nguni, Natalians and their History", p.,5:}2n; .Honica
Wilson, "The N€;UI1i People", in Oxford History, i:129-JO •
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�imilar in derivation is the distinction between 

the 'northern' and •southern' Nguni. it would saem to 

be little more than a comment on a relatively recent 

divergence which appears to have taksn.,·place as a result 

of the farreaching changes north of the Tugela River 

which led to the construction of the Zulu Empire. Like

'Nguni' itself, the terms are sometimes projected 

backwards and given a social reality in the past in order 

to explain the very same historical forces which in fact 

produced them. 

There is secondly a set of terms which derive from 

the historical record and which refer to Political units 

of' various types and sizes existing within past-time. 

Ihey often seem to derive f'rom the clan name of the then 

current ruling dynasty. Examples include Zulu, Ndwandwe, 

1'lg"#ane, '.l'emba, Nthethwa, lll\d' Xhosa. Several problems 

arise in the handling of terms of' this kind. There is 

the problem of matching the modern versions of' the terms 

used here with those employed by actors in the past, not 

all of whom spoke the same language or owed alle�iance 

to the polity concerned. 'l'hus it seems that tha 19th 

century term 'Xhosa' may be equated with the 17th century 

'Magosse' o'f' the Dutch castaways. At the same time terms

undergo changes in meaning through time. in the 18th 

century this same geo-polity, existing between the Cape 

frontier and the 'Tambookie' country, was known as the 

country of the 'Kaffirs' by Dutch visitors. Within half 

a century this term, which a1ready carried a class 

component, had lost its association with a specific polity 

and had been widened to a general term of' contempt used 

by white settlers to refer to all blacks whom they held 

to be somehow inferior to themselves. Another problem 

stems from the complexity of' the pattern of political 

relations which existed at various periods in the past. 

Amajor category may overlap in space with a number of' 

other political units which are subordinate to it. The 

case of the �ulu Empire is well known, but the possibility 

must be allowed for that this was not the first complex 

polity to come into existence in south-east Africa. Care 

must be taken in distinguishing between levels of' power 

and between different types or polity, especially as 

- •••• ; 16_



a term like •�ulu' may refer at different 

points in the past to a small chiefdom or a great 

empire. 

As political referents these terms have an active 

social life only for limited periods in the past. Thus, 

with the overthrow of Dingiswayo, the ruling dynasty 

of'Mtethwa'fades from view and that of •�ulu' attains 

prominence. 'Hlubi' and other political categories are 

in turn crushed and disappear. '.1.'he various and changing 

power of the polities to which these terms refer may 

conceivably be judged by the degree of congruence 

between the self-perception of the rulers and the ruled. 

�inguistic patterns may also be a clue to unravelling 

the structure of political relations, because language 

-transfer or non-transfer is ultimately a class question.

'.L'he third type of' ethnic' category which appears 

in the empirical literature is also derived from the 

stream of history. It appears as a term descriptive of 

a situation of social stratification. A surprisingly 

large number of terms appear to fall within this category 

in the south-east African instance. They include 'Lala', 

'Abatwa', 'M:fengu', 1 Ho�wana•, 'Vatwah', 'Ronga' and 

possibly even 'Sutu•. ill these are ideological terms 

used by various ru1in� groups at various times to refer 

to groups of people which they had reduced to subordinate 

status or for other reasons had contempt. A number of 

them appear to have come into existence as generic terms 

used by a colonising group to describe a11 the people 

of the tract of country over which they now claimed 

political control. In time, like the equivalant terms 

•Kaffir',and 'Native•, they took on the meaning o:f

•serf' or 'commoner'. They became ideological referents

descriptive either of a pattern of class relations 

existing in social reality, or one which the user of 

the term looked forward to bringing into existence. The 

term 'Lala' is a particu1arl.y good example. '!'he :fact 

that a term like •Lala' is also found in the historical 

record of areas outside eouth-east Africa, may indicate 

more about the identity of the group which used the 

term than about the identity of the group to which it 
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2?was appl.ied. ~

The identification 0£ these three types of 

'ethnic' terminology represents a preliminary 

attempt to cope with the problem of the ethnic 

approach to the south-east African past. other types 

of terminology are, for example, conceivable.23

22 
For the 'Lala' case see Bryant, Dictiona

ti 
pp.6,26,30J

S.M. Molema, The Bantu Past and Present Edinburgh, 1920)
p.36, cited by Marks, nNguni, �atalians and their
History", pp.531-2. For the 'Ronga' instance see Henri
A. Junod, '.1'ha Life of a South A:frican '"fribe ( 1912;
repr. ed., 2 vols., New York: University Hooks, 1962),
Vol.I, Social Life p.15. For the 'Honwana' see Junod, 
op.cit. II, Mental Life, pp.52,55,137. In the time of
Dingane, the enTJ.angwini, who would probably be termed
an 'Nguni' group by the empirical historians, were

referred to as 'Abatwa•. The term seems to have been
employed in the sense of a group o� poor or subordinate
people who scraped a living in the 'bush'. This 
particular community had been driven from their original
settlements and were operating as elephanv hunters in
the Mkomanzi valley; Felix �.c. Okoye, "Dingane and the
British traders 1828-38", University of California,
5/5/1965 (mimeograph) p.5 and note 28. As Bryant has
pointed out, 'Vatwahs' are merely members of the same
structural category as 1 Abatwas'. The change in the
nomenclature represents a linguistic shift; Bryant,
Ulden Times p.286. Use of these terms may indicate the
existence of a strata of 'bushmen' within a state, who
might but need not be bandits or rebe1s. The term cou1d
also be used more generally to indicate contempt on the
part of the speaker. '1'hus it was possible for a group
of 'Vatwahs 1 to invade the powerful Delagoa chiefdoms
in the early part of the 19th century. No tiny
bushman band could have been powerful enough to 
undertake such a raid; G.H. Theal, ed., Records of' South
-East Africa, 9 vols., (Cape Town, 1898-1903; repr. ed.,
Cape Town, 1964), II:469-70. For the 'Sutu' see Bryant,
Uldan Times p.286. Even 'Swazi' and 'Tonga' may be
terms of this kind; Bryant, pp.286-7. 'Mfengu' denoted
the structural condition of being a refugee. �here may
be other terms carrying a similar meaning.

23.Monica Wil.son, for example, has suggested that the
term 'Mbo' may have been a simple directional
referent applied by people in the south of the region
to the people living to the north-east; Monica Wilson,
"Nguni People", in Oxford History, I:129-JO. The
argument does not seem convincing; see below P.\16 •
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Enough has perhaps been said, however, to indicate 

the weakness of the ethnic approach to the south 

-east African past. Most of the ethnic terminology

emp1oyed has some value, but it would certainly seem

as if it shou1d be used by historians rather more

carefully than has usually been the case. Care must

be taken to avoid giving these terms complete sets

of convenient cultural baggage, and other attempts

to give them a social reality beyond their specific

form of existence in the past. Ethnic cat:epri•�

hard1y warrant remaining the starting points of

empirical let alone structural analysis.

�one of the various approaches within the 

empirical tradition meets the essential requirement of 

structural History. No matter how precisely de£ined, 

individual, national and ethnic categories can never 

be sufficiently freed from their cultural context to 

permit their contribution to the comparative analysis 

of the history of Mankind as a who1e. But the prob1em 

is more acute than this. The continued use of such 

categories effectively prevents the History which is 

produced from ever being successfully incorporated 

into such a framework • .c.'mpirica1 .history and structural 

Uistory are fundamentally in contradiction. 

The structural approach to the study of history 

is of more recent origin than the empirical tradition. 

its essential characteristic is the attempt to use 

methodo1ogies, frameworks and categories which have 

meaning beyond the specific geographical or 

chronological focus of that analysis • .
i

he aim is to 

develop a general understanding of the process which 

is history. 

�he range of positions within the structural 

tradition is perhaps less wide, and the tradition 

generally less entrenched than in the empirical case. 

Many of the strands of structural tdstory have tended 

to become woven in and around a dominant element which 
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apr,>9ars to provid� the most comprehensive methodology 

capable of meeting the basic requirements of any 

structural approach to th9 past. The methodology is 

that of' l"iarxist political economy. 24

In view of this it is somewhat surprising to 

find that the notion of a structural approach to the 

study o:f the past has recently come under attack from 

two Marxist non-historians, as well as from the more 

:familiar empirical. sources. According to Hindess and 

Hirst, there can be no such thing as structural History, 

even if Marxist concepts are employed; 

•History is condemned by the nature
of its object to empiricism". 25

The attack of Hindess and .tiirst is concerted, and 

mounted at a number of' levels within the general 

problematic of the relationship between history, History, 

Marxism and class struggle. A :full consideration of' 

their criticisms of' structural History is beyond the 

scope of the present work. A particular target,. however, 

is the notion o:f a theory of history based upon a 

general theory o:f modes of production. �ince this theory 

is :fundamental to the present work, some defence o� it 

is perhaps necessary. 

�ontrary to the view of' Hindess and Hirst, there 

is an essence of history. it is the articulation 

between Mankind and Nature. �ankind is obliged to retain 

a constant connexion with Nature, because ftature is 

essential to subsistence - to life i tsel:f •  Mankind

24 Amongst the non-Marxist structural approaches to the
study of the past is the cyclical approach employed 
by Spengler and Toynbee; Oswald Spengler, Uecline of 
the West (London, 1918); Ar11old Toynbee, A Study of 
History, 10 vols., \London, 1934-54). A linear 
approach to the study of the past based upon the 
idea o:f a progressive enlargement in the scale of 
social relations, was put :forward by u0d:frey and 
�-.onica Wilson, lhe Analyeis of' ;:,ocial (;hange , 1945 J •
. kos-tow has set out the principles for an a.lternative 
linear approach which gives prominence to the 'economic' 
factor; v.w. Rostow, The Sta�es of Economic Growth 
(Cambridge UP, 1960). It is already highly influential. 

25 Hindess and Hirst, Pre-Ca�italist Modes of Production
p.J10. See also pp.2-19, o8-2J. 
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exists only in so far as the species is in 

articulation with Nature. It is this linkage which 

provides the element 0£ continuity between the past, 

the present and the :future. It is accordingly the 

analysis 0£ this articulation which can provide the key 

to a structural understanding 0£ the general process 0£ 

history. 

The connexion of' Mankind with Nature ia termed 

production. Production ie both a function of' Nature and 

a :function of' individual members o:f the species Nankind 

acting in settings o:f social relations. �ature �urnishes 

the means of' production, the material conditions 

determining the setting in which production will take 

place. But 

"In the process o:f production, human 
beings do not only enter into a 
relation with .Nature. They produce 
only by working together in a specific 
manner and by reciprocally exchanging 
their activities. In order to produc�, 
they enter into definite connexions 
and relations with one another, and 
only within these social connexions and 
relations does their connexion with 
Nature, i.e. production, take place". 26

Social relations do not therefore exist except in 

so :far as they are also relations of production. They 

cannot be reduced to economic relations, nor separated 

:from political relations. Al.l form part of' an intef;rated 

whole. An integrated system of relations of production 

is termed a mode of production. 

Two levels of analysis of the position of individual 

actors in the past now become possible. First, they may 

be defined according to the mode o:f production into 

which they are integrated. Secondly, they may be defined 

according to their position within the setting of social 

relations which constitutes the mode. Ultimately both 

means of definition derive from a specification of their 

relationship to �ature. 

26 
, 

i Karl Marx, Wage Labour and Capital (1848). This translat 0�

o:f the relevant pas�age occurs in Karl Marx, belected 
Writin s in Sociolo and Social Philosonhvt ed. and trans.

omore an n. u e , \ e 1.can, 9t> J p.155 • 
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Changes in the past can be analysed in terms of 

changes in the mode of production. In the complex 

dialectics within Nature, in the complex relationship 

which links a part of' Nature to a part of' Mankind in 

a mode of' production, in the complex of' re1ations 

within a mode of' production which of'ten leads to the 

deve1opment of' antagonistic social classes, and in the 

links which may develop between two or more modes of' 

production, the possibilities for the emergence of' 

contradictions are almost infinite. It is the objective 

necessity f'or these contradictions to be resolved 

which provides the dynamic f'or the process of' historical 

change. Where the integration and level of' the 

contradictions reaches critical proportion8, the 

conditions are created f'or a major transition to a new 

mode of' production. 

Th• methodology of' Marxist political economy next 

f'urnishes a set of' tools by means of' which the relationship 

between .Mankind and Nature, which is production, may 

be periodised. This is the notion o� a scale based upon 

the intensity of the relationship between i•1ankind and 

.r.ature • .1.ts starting point is that at which Mankind is 

simply a part of Nature in the most direct sense - a 

species of' the fauna of' �ature. At the opposite extreme 

is a condition in which .Mankind exerts a large measure 

of control over the dialectics of 1-.ature. A range of 

positions is conceivable within these limits. It is

theref'ore possible to speak of' the progressive separation 

of' Mankind from �ature. This is def'ined as the process 

of social development. The process and the scale 

indicative of positions along it both derive from theory. 

'!'hey are tools which may be used in the structural 

reconstruction of the past • .1.t is not essential that 

Nankind should progress or regress along the scale • .Lt 

is a matter to be ascertained by the process of 

historical scholarship. 

Only at the lowest points on this scale is a 

setting of social relations - a social formation or 
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society - characterised by a single mode of production.27

Under such conditions the mode of production may be 
said to be universal within the social formation or 
socie:ty. Al.ternatively, an articulation may come into 

existence between two or more modes of production a� 
28 different points on the scale of social development. 

For a time it may be possible for different modes 

of production to co-exist, and evsn to some extent 

interact on a basis of equality. At some point, however, 

initially through such processes as unequal exchange, the 

mode of production which is more advanced in terms of 

the scale of social development will tend to acquire a 

position of hegemony.
2

9

The initial stage of hegemony is not one involving 

the total integration of the membership of the simpler 

mode into the more advanced. Lt is characterised by a 

pattern of dominance and subordination. Even at this 

stage, however, the relationship is an active one. The 

dominant mode of production operates as a determinate 

mode; 

"In all forms of society it is a 
determinate production and its 
relations which assign every 
other production and its 
relations their rank and influence. 
lt is a general illumination in 
which all other colours are plunged 
and which modifies their specific 
tona1ities. it is a specific ether 
which defines the specific gravity 
of everything found within it.n30 

27For the purposes of the present study l have taken a
•social formation' to be an integrated setting of
social relations existing at a specific point in time.
A •society' is a setting of social relations which
has some degree of persistence through time.

28�amir Amin, "Underdevelopment and dependence in �lack
Africa - origins and contemporary forma t', Journal of 
Modern African Studies 10, 4 {1972) pp.506-8� 

29For the theory of unequal exchange see Arghiri .t:mmanuel,
unequal Exchange: A Study of the �mperia1ism of Trade 
(New Left Books, 1972). i am not convinced by the 
argument that the theory is only applicable to the 
articulation through trade of capitalist and pre-capitalist 
modes. 

3°Karl Narx, Grundrisse (Berlin, 195JJ p.27.
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�n time it is conceivab1e that the subordinate 

mode or modes of production would disappear, and the 

social relations of their membership be realigned 

complet9ly in the manner appropriate to the more 

advanced mode. Essentially an expansion in the scale of" 

this mode will have taken place. More likely is that the 

degree of comp1exity implicit in the new social formation 

would bring into existence a pattern of contradictions 

capable of bringin� about a major social transition, to 

a situation in which a different mode of production would 

be dominant. 

�ertain modes of production may be universal or 

dominant in different parts of the World over a lengthy 

period of time. This permits a periodisation of the past 

to be undertaken. Each period is associated with,and 

characterised by, a particular mode of production, even 

though others may also have existed within it. 

Where it can be shown that a similar mode 0£ production 

has characterised periods of the past in a wide variety 

of partts of the World, then it can be said that such modes 

characterise major social epochs, which is to say period� 

in the historical experience of Mankind as a whole. Each 

social epoch may include a variety of modes of production 

in various relationships with one another, but only one 

amongst them is dominant to a sufficient degree to be 

said to characterise the epoch. 

Social epochs in the history of Mankind are defined 

by their existence in structural time. It is not essential 

for the epochs to exist through the same portions of linear 

time in all parts of the World. 

Thus Marxist political economy not only offers a 

common methodology and system of categories for structural 

social and historical analysis, but also, in the notion 

of a system of eocial epochs, a set of categories capable 

of being deployed so as to produce a new and more 
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illt.uninating periodisation of the history of Africa 

and of various regions within it. The concept of 

socia1 epochs can do much to restore the essential 

unity of the historical process which the activity of 

the empiricists has done so much to fragment. 

The enormous variety of concrete situations possible 

within a social epoch suggests that a range of transitions 

to and from particular epochs is possible. In the incidence 

of a social epoch in a particular part of the World, the 

precise balance of forces at work may differ to some

degree from that which may occur elsewhere. I£ in the final 

analysis the differences outweigh the similarities, the 

product of the interaction of the historical forces need 

not be the same. As Hindess and Hirst point out, particular 

transitions from one epoch to another cannot be taken for 

granted in any part of the World,-in past, present or 

future time - on the basis of a pre-determined theoretical 

model, but must be analysed in each concrete situation. 

Nevertheless, the variety of possib1e transitions 

is not infinite. The scope for regression or progression 

to take place on the scale of social development is limited 

because any common social epoch can only be said to exist 

if the same mode of product�on is dominant within it. 

There is thus a tendency for similar patterns of 

contradictions to develop within the same epoch in different 

parts 0£ the World. �ince patterns of contradictions 

furnish the dynamic for the process of historical change, 

there is thus an underlying tendency for similar transitions 

to be produced. 

Marx and Engels strove in their work to isolate from 

the complex stream of World history the major social epochs 

in the history of Mankind. So far as the study of pre

Socialist epoc�s was concerned, they worked according to 

a rigorous and scientific methodology of structural History, 

a point of which Hindess and Hirst appear blissfully 

unaware. The basic tools of political economy were constantly 

applied and re-applied to a range of observed phenomena 
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in past and present time. Th�se observations were 

constantly being augmented by further research.Ji 

In this way a preliminary formulation was arrived at; 

"in broad outlines Asiatic, ancient, 
feudal, and modern bourgeois modes 
of production can be designated as 
progressive epochs in the economic 
formation of a society". J2 

Marx and Engels were not entirely 5atis:fied with 

this formulation and continued to return to the problem 

from time to time until their deaths. Like a11 elements 

0£ Marxism, social epoch categories were applied to the 

analysis of past and present social relations by .riarx 

and Engels in the sense of working hypotheses rather 

than proven ;natural .. : laws. These hypotheses, though 

subject to constant testing against the stream of history 

which might conceivably have led to the need for their 

revision, served in the interim to illuminate the complex 

interconnexions of perceived phenomena. It was and etil1 

remains an approach to the study of the past which may 

legitimately claim to be scientific in the modern sense

o:f the term. 

Marx and Engels asked several questions o:f their 

pre1iminary framework o:f social epochs. To what extent 

were those identified the on1y major 8ocia1 epochs? To 

what extent could they be said to occur in a single 

sequence? To what extent were other sequences possible, 

and if they were possible, what determines the sequence 

which occurs in a particular part of the World? What 

determined the :form of a particu1ar transition within the 

sequence? Whilst grappling with these problems, constant 

attention was also given to defining each socia1 epoch 

more rigorously in a structural manner. 

As a result o:f these processes, the list of modes

o:f production characteristic o:f social epochs was lengthened 

31For a discussion o:f the practical research undertaken
by Marx and Engels on this question see .t1obsbawm, 
"Introduction", in �arx, Pre-Caoitalist Economic �ormations • 

32aarl Marx, Preface to a Contribution to the critiQua o:f
Political Economy, reproduced in Marx and i:i'redarick Jm.gels, 
�elected Works in One Volume (Lawrence & Wishart,1968) p.182. 



to include the 'primitive communal', the 'Germanic', 

and the 'Slav', with the implication that there 

might be others. 1'he epoch characterised by the 

bourgeois mode was defined more precisely as'Capitalism 1
•

33

Al.though Narx and Engel.s progressed far towards 

their goal of devel.oping a general system o:f social. epochs, 

they had not completed the task by the time o:f their deaths. 

it is necessary to proceed :further in this direction on 

the :firm :foundations which they had establ.ished. An important 

tension in their work which remained partially unresolved, 

was that between the use of observationally-derived 

categories on the one hand, and structural categories on 

the other. As pioneers in the :field of structural analysis, 

Narx and J?,ngels were usually initially :forced to apply 

observationally-derived categories. As they realised, 

however, this is ultimately not conducive to the realisation 

of the goals of structural history. As these observationally 

-derived categories were tested more widely, so they were

in :fact gradually defined more abstractly, eventually

to be replaced by more genuinely structural categories

capable 0£ wide application regardless of' any specific

cultural or national antecedents. By the time of the

deaths of' Marx and l!;?lgels, 'Feudalism• and •capitalism.•·,

and to a l.esser extent 'Primitive Communism• had been

refined into rigorous structural categories. �onsiderable

problems, however, still surrounded the remaining epochs.

�he prob1em of' sequence also remained well short 

of total solution. It was clear that 'Capitalism' could 

not precede any of' the other epochs which had been 

identified from the stream of history, but beyond this 

there remained a number of unresolved problems. There 

were hints that the notion of alternative sequences was 

to be added to the tools available :for the understanding 
34of' the past and the potential within the present. 

)).l".1.arx, J:lre-Capitalist Economic J:i·ormations , pp.67-120. 

34Hobsbawm, 1·Introduction", in :J.bid., pp.32,38. Ihis
opened up a vast range o:f practical and intallectual 
possibilities. As �enin realised, not the least of the 
practical possibilities was the chance of a •Socialist' 
revolution in Hussia in 1917. A recent work which makes 
the most of the inteilectual possibilities is .oarrington rioore J�., Social \iTJf.tiDs of uictatorship and ut,unocracy\raregrine, 1969). 



The historian operating today thus inherits, 

if he or she so chooses, the basic tools and social 

categories for a periodisation of the past in a local 

or regional context, which is meaningful in a structural 

sense, because it is capable of being compared and 

contrasted with the periodisation 0£ the past in other 

spatial contexts, and ultimately related to the history of 

i"lankind as a whole. The historian has no need to devise 

new sets of observationally-derived social categories when 

confronted with each new situation requiring analysis, 

unless it is the deliberate intention to furnish the reader 

with a picture of empirical confusion. 

This is certainly not to say that the Marxist system 

of social epochs, or indeed other elements of the 

methodology o� political economy, is entirely satisfactory. 

Further work is needed to refine existing categories, to 

augment or reduce their number, and to pick out the sequence 

o£ transitions in different parts of the World. This work 

can only be accomplished, however, by following the 

methodology laid down by .Marx and Engels, which involves 

the constant testing and re-testing of structural 

hypotheses against the stream of history. It is in this 

sense that the system of social epochs wi11 be applied in 

this study. 

Within the last decade, attempts have been made to 

develop and apply a structural approach to the study 0£ the 

history 0£ Africa. In the main, however, it has concentrated 

upon a particular question; that of the changing form of 

the articulation between pre-Capitalist modes of production 

based within Africa, and Capitalist or near-Capitalist 

mod'3s of production based outside the continent. The initial 

form taken by this articulation is seen to be commercial, 

and it is analysed using the concept of 'unequal exchange'. 

Later,other forces contribute further to the process of 

the'development of underdeve1opment'. A periodisation of 

the history of Africa is built up on the basis of changes 

in the nature of this fundamenta1 articulation between 

Africa and forces emanating from outside it. 
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Within this broad tradition, studies now 

exist at various levels; continental,35 regional,36

and nationai.37 The tradition has its intellectual roots 

in the efforts of A.G. Frank to cope with the general 

problem of the historical relationship between the 

'developed• and'underdeveloped' parts of the World.38 Works

which employ Frank's methodology in regard to Africa, now 

stand within a much broader tradition of similar studies 

concerning the history of 'underdevelopment' in almost every 

part of the 'Third World'.39 

35Examp1es include Walter Rodney, How Europe Underdeveloped 
Africa (Dar �s �alaam: Tanzania Publishing House, 1972);
Samir Amin, "Underdevelopment and dependence in Hlack Africa n ; 
Immanuel Wallerstein, "The three stages of African 
involvement in the World Economy•, in Peter Gutkind and 
I. Wallerstein, ed., The Political Economy o:f Contemporary
Africa, Vol.I, \forthcoming). 

36Examples include E. A. Alpers, Ivory and Slaves in �ast 
Centra1 Africa (Heinemann, 1975); E.A. Brett, Co1onia1ism 
and Underdeve1opment in East Africa: The �olitics of 
Economic �han�e 1919-39 (Heinemann, 1973). 

37�xamples include Colin Leys, Underdevelopment in Kenya: 
The .t'Olitical Economy of.' Neo-Colonialism 1964-71 \.Heinemann, 
1975); Martin Legassick, "Development and underdevelopment 
in South Af'rica", London: Chatham ttouse, Hoyal Institute 
of International A:f'f'airs, 1971 �mimeograph). 

38For the roots of the methodology see A.G. Frank, "The
development of underdevelopment", .Nonthly Review, 18, 4
(New :xork: 1966). ;.rhe penetration of 1''rank's ideas into 
the fie1d of African studies has been documented by �.A. 
Alpers, "Rethinking African economic history", Kenya 
Historical Review I, 2 ( 197.3) pp.163-87 • .r'or what amounts 
to an empiricist's critique of' this penetration see 
A.G. Hopkins, "On importing A.G. Frank into Africa", 
African Economic History Review 2, 1 (1975) pp.1)-21. 

39Frank, for example, fir5t applied his ideas to the Latin 
American situation; A.G. Frank, �a

f
italism and

Underdevelopment in Latin .America New �ork: .Modern 
.Header, 1969) • 
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'fhe process o'f' the 'deve1opmen t o'f' rmderdevelopmen t' 

is now argued to have begun very deep in the African past. 

Alpers has recently suggested, for example, that the 

process pre-dates the articulation of African societies 

with a Capitalist mode of production based in �urope. i�s origins 

must be sought in the much earlier articulation with 

;developed', if not exactly 'Capitalist', 'Arab' and 'Indian' 

i t. 40 soc e ies. 

i.n many respects this general approach represents a 

considerable advance over the limitations of empirical 

history. Nevertheless it must be said that it does not 

exactly meet the requirements of a genuinely structural 

approach to the study of the African past. it will be

regarded here as a valuable, even necessary, bridging device

between a mode of empirical thinking and a fully structural 

approach to the past. it is not a substitute for such an 
41approach. 

�riticism of the indiscriminate use of the approach 

may be mounted at a number of levels. First, the tendency 

is to use non-structural categories in analysis. �atterns 

of relationships are usually characterised in simplistic 

continental, etlmic or national terms - 'Africa' and 'Africans', 

'Kenya' and •Kenyans', 'Europe' and •Europeans', 'Britain' 

and 'the British' • .1.hus the categories most commonly 

deployed in explanations of the past are those 0£ empricical. 

History. 

Secondly, the approach does not meet the particular 

requirement of l>'iarxist structural History. Its starting 

point is not the continuing and fwidamental connexion 

between Mankind and �ature which is production, but the 

less essential occasional connexion between members of 

different modes of production which is commodity exchange. 

Thirdly, it is not an approach which is helpful in 

achieving a structural. explanation of African history as 

0 Alpers, �vory and �laves. 

41lhis is not the first attempt at a critique from the
structural standpoint. �ee :for example ., • .1.aylor, ••Neomar:xism 
and underdevelopment: a sociological phantasy", vournal of 
Contemoorary Asia 4, 2 �1974) pp.5-23.



a whole, even though there are signs in the work 

of Alpers and others that it is coming to be used in this 

way. Its projection deep into the past leaves little room 

for forces emanating within fifrica to fulfil a dynamic 

role in the analysis of change • .Ln £act it sometimes seems 

as if employment of the approach does little to counter the 

ol.d ;racist· argument that Africans were somehow without 

history before their ar�iculation with non-�frican forces, 

and that even then they became largely sleeping partners 

in the relationship with these forces. Little attention 

is given to analysis of' the situation before the moment 

of' this articulation, or to continuing patterns 0£ social 

dynamics within the continent. 

Al.l thie is plainly unsatisfactory from a structural 

point of' view. Moreover, the substitution of the approach 

for genuine structuralism also tends to lead to misleading 

answers being discovered to the important structural 

question which is actually at the heart of the approach. This 

is the question of the manner in which the various parts 

of Africa were brought within the bounds of the relatively 

recent process of Capitalist accwnulation on a global 
41 scale. It was largely the degree to which social

development had taken place in Africa before the linkage 

to Capitalist forces which determined the manner in which 

different parts of the continent were absorbed into the 

expanding Capitalist system. This in turn determined 

many important features of the subsequent •colonial' 

relationship, not least the pace and form of the return 

to 'neo-colonialism•. The relationship between 'Africa• 

and outside forces clearly evolved and continues to 

evolve through time, but it was never simply a case of 

external forces operating in a social vacuum. Marxist 

analysis has often lost sight of this important dialectic. 

�tis necessary to move beyond the neo-structural 

approach discussed here, to focus upon the broad sweep

41For an overview of this process see Samir Amin, Accumulation
on a World ::>cale \New xork: Monthly Review Press, 1974); 
Immanuel Wa1lerstein, The Modern Wor1d System: Capitalist 
A iculture and the Ori ins of the Euro ean World Econom 
in the 1 th Century (Academic �ress, 197 ; M. Barratt Brown, 
-rhe Economics of Imperialism (Penguin,1974) esp. pp.96-127 • 
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of structural changes which have taken place in 
the relationship between the species .Mankind and 
i'-iature in Af'rica, and to set influences external. to tha 
continent within this overall :framework.42

There is no reason why analysis of this kind should 
seek to devise new and somehow more 'Afrocentric' tools 
and social categories. Both are readily available from 

within the system o:f .i"larxist political economy. There is 

no reason why they should not form the starting points 

£or analysis of the history o:f A:frica, as of that of 

Europe or any other part of the World. Narxism stands or 

falls on its ability to offer tools and social categories 

capable of furnishing an understanding of all social 

situations, regardless o:f artificial limits in time and 

space. 

Only i:f the existing system of social epochs, and 

any refinements made to it, has been tested and found 

wanting in a wide variety o:f African contexts, will it be 

necessary :for structural historians to discard it al toge·ther. 

This situation is very far from having been reached, 

yet it is nevertheless quite common to £ind, even amongst 

structural historians, an extreme reluctance to use the 

Marxist system of general social epochs outside of the 

immediate national, regional or continental context :from 

which the categories which comprise it were originally 

observationally-derived.43 .ihe :fact is that almost all the

insights which Marx and .1:,ngels provide into the process 

of history derive initially :from their examination of the 

•European' situation, on the outlines of which they had

a thorough grasp. �t is reasonable to use the system o:f

social epochs which they abstracted from this situation,

just as it is reasonabl.e to employ other structural

categories,such as peasant, slave and proletarian, which

were also the product of their •�uropean' investigations. 

42it must be said that some attempt to do this is made by
the more careful neo-structuraliste such as rtodney and Amin. 

43see, for example, the discussion of the epochs a:f 'Feudalism'
and 'Absolutism' below. bom·e wri ter8 have been only too 
eager to respond to the warnings; c. Coquery-vidrovitch, 
.,Re!learch on an African mode of' nroduction", critiQue of Anthronology 4 and 5 �1975) pp.J�-71.



·.Lhe fail.ure to even attempt to app1y the narxist

system of social epochs to African history would seem 

to invite the continued hegemony of the empiricists in 

this sphere. ihere is a constant danger of those who 

attempt to foll.ow in the footsteps of .Marx and Engels 

fal1ing en route into the empirical trap, by analysing 

the past in terms of a myriad of social classes and 

local observationa1ly-derived social epochs which have 

little comparative structural value. 1Aarxism must 

constantly struggl.e against the myopia of empiricism which 

bourgeois-national. pressures seek to impose upon it. It is

perhaps necessary to remind ourselves of the fundamental 

unity of the harxist methodological system, and the 

cathol.icism of its vision. 'I'he aim is nothing less than to 

establish the general. mechanism of all social change. 

As the empiricists are only too ready to point out, 

there is also another trap waiting to ensnare those 

structuralis�s who do not follow the methodological example 

of' Marx and Engels precisely. r.J..'his is the trap o:f determinism. 

ueterminists apply a rigid and narrow system of social 

categories and social. epochs to the past, rather than 

constantiy testing them against the stream of history in 

the manner of scientific hypotheses. 44

Some progress has been made in the £ie1d 0£ anthropology

and of contemporary studies to develop a more structural 

approach to the analysis of African situations, 45 but it 

is arguably only in relation to southern Africa that a 

school. of historical writing employing a more or less 

structural approach has really begun to assert itself'. 

44This accusation has been levelled against certain works 
emanating from the Soviet Union; Coquery-Vidrovitch, 
"Research on an African mode of production n , p.JS. The

remarks in the article are directed in particular against 
a work which has been used as a textbook for African 
students at the Patrice Lumumba University in Moscow for 
many years; Nitropolski and v. Kerov, Apercu d'Histoire 

.. . 

et d'Economie1 1 : Formations Precapitalistes; La 
Communaute Primitive, la Soci�t� Escl.aviste

1 
la 8oci�t� 

F�odale (Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1960).

45contributions which employ a structural anthropological
approach may be found in the journals Cahiers d'Etudes 
Africaines, La �ensee, and Critique of Anthropology. Some 
exampl.es are discuseed in chapter J below. 'fhere is now 
a journal of contemporary studies committed to a ���r� 
�\'t>"lo..�1r-.: ��-h�':'::,l o'\ ��S."'D �<:) \�c-,,\ E, C.O\'\I;(,\➔ ' 
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The recent Ox-Pord History of' South Af'rica actual.ly 

incorporates a strand 0£ structuralism, which add3 an 

el.ement of unevenness to the broadl.y l.iberal-empiricist 

character of' the work. The strand is not apparent, one 

must hasten to add, in the work of' the contributors to 

these volumes who are fundamental.l.y historians, but in 

that of writers trained within an archaeological. or 
46 anthropological tradition. The first volume in fact 

opens with a broadly structural. approach. There are passages 

drawing upon archaeological material in which people are 

differentiated largely according to the productive, or 

at l.east the techno-economic base of' their society. A 

chapter written by an anthropologist, and dealing with 

the "hunters and the herders", makes some attempt to

continue this approach. There then f'ollows a sharp and 

rather uneasy jump to more conventional passages of empirical. 

history, where the categories used tend to be individual 

or ethnic�7The l.iberal.-empirical approach dominates the

remainder of the volume, and indeed the whole of' the second 

volume with the notable if partial exception of Monica 
48

Wilson's contribution on the uGrowth of' peasant communities". 

46This is certainly not to suggest that the approaches 
emp1oyed by these two disciplines is entirely satisfactory. 
A f'ul.1 critique is beyond the scope of the present work, 
but some remarks are offered in later chapters in relation 
to specific products of the approaches. Even the notion 
of a •structural anthropology' would seem to beg a number 
of questions. 

47There is actually a good deal of awareness amongst
empiricists of' the problems they face in trying to achieve 
this transition, but this awareness seems not to have 
led to any fundamental. change of approach. 

48Elsewhere i have begun to query the manner in which the
structural category of' the 'peasantry• is applied in 
this and other studies of the history of' southern Africa; 
Henry Slater, "Peasants and primitive accumulation in 
southern Africa", in Christopher .Hill and Peter 
Warwick, ed., Papers Presented at the 1975 University 
of' rork Annual Conference on Southern Africa Work in 
Progress (York: University of iork Centre for Southern 
African Studies, forthcoming). 
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The whole work is presented within a fundamental national 

category which is often projected backwards into a time 

-period in which it has no structural claim to exist.49

�he leading practitioners of the structural approach 

to the southern African past have tended to be Narxists, 

however, and their work is not found within the pages of 

the Oxford History. The tradition is not new, though it 

has come to prominence within the last few years. its roots 

may possibly be traced to an origin within the activist 

political tradition 0£ a socialist character, which began 

to develop within the South African geo-polity in the 

1920s. ihe development of the tradition at this time and 

in this geo-polity within the African continent was not 

accidental. It reflected the greater degree to which a 

pattern of Capitalist relations had come into operation 

in �outh Africa, relative to the situation elsewhere in 

the continent. To a large extent this distinction sti11 

exists. 

Hecent writing within this tradition has essentially 

been concerned to develop an understanding of the patterns 

of contradictions existing within the contemporary social 

formation of southern Africa, and therefore the structural 

possibilities £or further transitions to take place 

within it. Wideranging comparisons and contrasts within

the general social epoch of Capitalism, or at least 

within situations of Capitalist hegemony, serve to help 

illuminate the nature 0£ the prevailing situation, and 

to suggest possible roads of social development and political 

struggle.50

49As the editors take pains to point out in the preface
to the work, everything discussed in the two volumes 
takes place Non South African soil"; Monica Wilson and 
Leonard Thompson, "Preface n, in oxford History of South 
Africa, I:v. The emphasis in the quotation is mine, the 
capitals are supplied by the editors. There is no way 
that the geo-polity South Africa can be said to have 
existed before 1910. The title o:f volume one is thus 
an entirely ideological construction; South Africa to 
1870. The national category's :fundamental place in these 
volumes is actua1ly rubbed home in the general title, 
which is not as usually cited ;l'he oxford .t1istory o:f South 
Africa, but the Oxford History of SOUTH A�'RJ.CA. 

50space does not allow citation of these works, but at least
the name.a o:f Trapido, Arrighi, Legassick and Wolpe may 
be mentioned. 



�tructural. historians have so far not ffiven attention 
CJ 

to the history of southern Africa before the period of 

formal �'uropean co1onisation, which is taken to mark the 

opening of the era of Capita1ist hegemony. �ituations 

which pre-date this are co1lectively subsumed within one 

of' a number of static residual categories which, in 

themselves, have no explanatory val.ue. 'Traditional. society' 

and the •traditional economy 1 are perhaps the best known 

of these categories. Sometimes a curious, but still static, 

ethno-structural combination is employed, such as the 

•Sotho mode of production•. Alternatively,a category

borrowed from bourgeois political economy is employed,

without indicating its place within any historical

sequence. Polanyi 1 s notion of the •redistributive economy:

is perhaps the best known category or this type. Although

the 1iterature is dotted with occasional insights, I am

not aware of any systematic treatment of pre-�apitalist

southern Africa from a structural standpoint.51

'.i.'he task of removing this wall of silence is more 

urgent than is sometimes credited. Capita1ism in southern 

Africa is far from universal, and the source of an 

understanding of certain of its contradictions may still 

lie in the study of its specific antecedents in the 

region. 

�twas, broadly speaking, from the structural

standpoint that I began to attempt to analyse the history 

of rural •Natal', originally in the time period 1838 to 

1913.52 In undertaking this task, it became apparent that,

although the too1s and parallels existed for the construction 

of such an analysis, the mode of thin.king of which they 

formed part was completely different from that so far 

applied to the pre-18)8 time-period. it accordingly proved 

very difficu1t to achieve a satisfactory opening linkage 

with existing work dealing with this earlier period, and 

to gain a full structural understanding of the contradictions 

51Nick Hyman's general study of class formation in southern
Africa may eventua1ly have important things to say on the 
subject. 

52Henry Slater, "The changing pattern of economic and social
relationships in rural .Natal, 18J8-191J", in Shula i"iarks, ed., 
Collected Seminar Papers, Vol.III (197J); "Land, labour and 
capital in �atal: The �atal Land & Colonisatio� ComTiany, 
1860-1948", Jonrua) af t\:Crlcan Hi5tonc XVI, 2 \1975) pp.257-33 



which fuell�d th� historical process in the 'colonial' 

period. 

Though useful work, albeit from an empirical standpoint, 

had been undertaken on aspects of commodity exchange 

relations and patterns of political change, virtually 

nothing had been said of the history of the totality which 

is production.53 Bryant's long-standing assertion that there

were essentially no changes in production, and that 

therefore production cannot form the starting point for a 

system of Historical explanation, remained unchallenged; 

"The Zulu daily life of a hundred, 
perhaps a thousand, years ago 
was precisely that which it is 
today". 54

It began to appear that the resolution of this 

contradiction between the methodolog:1.cal approach in use 

in relation to the 'pre-colonial' period of south-east 

African history, and the methodological approach of the 

structuralists to the 'colonial' period, was a more urgent 

task than the presentation of a structural explanation 

of the history of 'Natal' between 1838 and 1913. The task 

a1so appeared to be an essential prerequisite £or the 

formulation of such an explanation which the author still 

proposes to undertake. 

The work which follows does not claim to be a 

complete History of south-east Africa before 1840. important 

dimensions are missing. 55 'What the work does attempt to 

show is the extent to which the application of a set of 

structural tools to the analysis of south-east African history 

53This work will be introduced and discussed as the 
argument unfolds in later chapters. 

54Bryant t Olden Times p.74.

55Amongst these, for example, is that of the •voice' of 
social conflicts and social experience expressed in the 
words of the actors of the past themseives. Nick hyman 
has already shown that some progress might be made in this 
direction by the careful analysis of 'praise' poems and 
other forms of oral literature; Nick Hyman, "Tentative 
propositions concerning class formation in southern Africa 
in the pre-colonial and colonial epochs", University of 
London, Centre of International � Area Studies, �iarch 1972

(mimeograph). 
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before 1840, may serve to offer a deeper understanding, 

not only of the history of the region in this and 

subsequent periods, but also a means towards an 

understanding of its place in the history of l'lankind as 

a whole • 

.ihe set of structural tools is derived from Narxist 

political economy. 'i'he author does not claim a tota.l 

knowledge or understanding of these tools and the 

methodological system 0£ which they form elements. Neither 

is a fu11 knowledge claimed of all possible observable 

phenomena in the past of south-east Africa. Still less 

is it claimed that an entirely satisfactory linkage has 

been established between the two. The analysis is no� 

therefore put forward as a definitive statement, but as 

a working hypothesis supported by investigative evidence; 

an alternative framework within which further study might 

be carried out, further testing undertaken, further 

questions asked and further hypotheses formed. 
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PART O:l:,lE: 

PRE-FEUDAL SOCIAL RELATIONS 



II 

SOUTH - EAST AFRICA ANil 

THE DIALECTICS OF NATURE 

Care must be taken in selecting the fundamental spatial 

category within which any structural History is to be 

presented. This is especially so in the case of studies 

which transcend the chronological and spatial limits of any 

specific geo-polity or •ethnic' category. After all, from 

the standpoint of- structural analysis, there are no 'peoples', 

•nations' or 'ethnic' groups which exist as finite social

categories in past, present and future time. '!'here are 

only people living in different parts of the �orld, 

socialised into different modes of production and cultural 

systems over periods of varying length. 

�thnic or national categories, such as •Nguni' or 

1 zulu', even if capable of precise definition, cannot 

therefore be taken to provide a meaningful framework within 

which to attempt a structural analysis ranging deep into 

the past, because they cannot be taken as fundamental 

constants. They are historical variables. 

By the same token, categories such as 'Natal', 

1zululand 1 and 'Pondoland' are geo-political constructions 

existing only in limited time, and can provide meaningful 

frameworks for structural analysis only in these periods. 

•Natal' represents a partial exception to this rule • .i.n

addition to its relation to a specific geo-political 

construction, it has also been employed in a loose 

subjective sense to refer to a part of southern Af'rica, 

the prevailing structural realities of which, the users 
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1of the term were unaware. 

By contrast to the variety of social categories 

which have existed through time, simple spatial categories 
2 defined by geographical features can be taken as constants. 

The setting for this particular case study in the history 

of Mankind is south-east Af'rica. 1'"'or the purposes of' the 

present work, this category is defined as that part of 

southern Africa which is bounded by the physical features 

currently known as the Indian Ocean, the l''ish River, the

Drakensberg .Mountains, and Delagoa Bay. 

Although some of these physical features have a 

tendency to impose a certain structural unity on the area, 

they have not been selected primarily because of this. The 

main reason for attempting a structural History within this 

category is the degree to which, as argued above, the 

prevailing approaches to the history of the area are 

unsatisfactory. 

-i-he selection of an arbitrary spatial category implies

that it cannot be taken to represent, a priori, an integrated 

•political economy'; though it is possible for the

methodology o:f t-iarxist political-economy to be applied to

the analysis o:f social relations which have :from time to

time existed within it and across its boundaries.

ftature :forms the starting point :for an analysis of 

this kind. Nature is a constant, but on1y in the precise 

1It was originally a term used by Vasco da Ga.ma in 1497 to 
vecy roughly delineate a certain part of' the coast and 
hinterland of south-east Africa which he had come across 
in the season o:f 'Natal', the season o:f Christmas. He may 
not even have set :foot on it; Brookes and Webb, History 
o:f Natal p.3. Later it became a term used to delineate a 
specific geo-political category. 

2The importance of the change :from ethnic to geographical
categories in the methodology o:f the presentation o:f the 
:findings o:r historical scholarship has been pointed out 
by Perry Anderson, Passa es l<'rom Anti ui t to 1''euda1ism
(New Left Books, 197 p.16. lt must be said, however, 
that Anderson is much less carefu1 in distinguishing 
between geographical and geo-political categories • 
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sense or being a totality existing in almost limitless tima 

and space. The totality is not homogeneous. �tis rather a 

system of relations, the overall complexion of which is 

constantly changing. Change is induced partly by an inner 

dynamic - �ature 1 s own system of dialectics, but also 

latterly by the capacity of Mankind to influence aspects 

0£ the operation 0£ these dialectics. Thus �ature varies 

in time as well as in space. At any given point in time, 

a portion or �ature which is also limited in space, may be 

termed a natural environment. 3·

Theoretically therefore, it is not possible to specify 

the characteristics of the south-east African natural 

environment, except in so far as they existed at a particular 

moment in the past. ln practice as historians we must make 

some attempt to do so, though constantly remaining aware of 

the degree to which any generalisations are no more than 

hypotheses about the past. Like all such hypotheses they 

are subject to constant testing in the light o:f fresh 

evidence. 

It is reasonable to suppose that within the last £ew 

thousand years, relatively little change has taken place 

in the main characteristics of certain physical features; 

notab1y the altitudinal-zoning of the region, the major 

drainage pattern, and the nature and distribution o:f mineral 

deposits \except in so far as these have been consumed)• �o 

attempt will be made to describe these features in detail, 

but some attempt must be made to introduce aspects of them 

which appear to have taken on particular importance in 

the social sphere. 

'l'aking :first the interrelated questions o:f relie:f

and drainage patterns: south-east Africa may be divided 

into four physical zones; the land above 0,000 :ft., the land 

between b,OOO and 4,ooo :ft. also known as the 'highveld', 

the land between 4,ooo and 2,000 ft. known as the •middleveld•, 

and the land below 2,000 ft. known as the 'lowveld;. A clear 

J�or an introduction to the idea of Nature as a complex 
historicai variable see Frederick Engels, Dialectics of 
.Nature \ Lawrence and Vis hart, 1qb4- J.
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pattern is discernible in the landscape, which forms a 

plane sloping downwards from west to east, a :fact which 

determines the orientation of the main drainage pattern.4

The land above 6,000 ft. is confined to the Drakensberg 

Mountains, which separate south-east Africa f'rom the vast 

interior plateau to the west. In the south the range form3 

an abrupt and rugged escarpment, reaching heights in excess 

of' 10,000 ft. in places. Northwarde the range becomes 

lower and more broken until it disappears altogether. The 

Drakensberg are important in two respects. ¥irst, their 

existence ensures that south-east Africa, with the exception 

of that part of the 'lowveld' in the north-west, tends to 

have a much higher rainfall than the interior. Secondly, 

the mountains form a partial barrier to human interaction. 

Sloping eastwards from the foot of the Drakensberg to 

the 4,ooo ft. contour is the relatively even and 

undissected surface of the '!:!_ghve1d'. When co�trasted to 

the mountains to the west, and the rugged landscape to the 

east, the even surface of the 'highveld' suggests that it 

may have been well-suited to development of the major north 

-south arteries of human interaction and migration.

The landscape of the 1 middleveld 1 is generally rugged. 

Here much of the original plateau surface has been deeply 

4Except where otherwise indicated, this discussion of the
physical features of south-east Africa is based upon 
J.H. Wellington, Southern Africa: A Geographical Study, 
2 vols., lCambridge UP, 1955), Vol.1, Physical Geography; 
E.H. Brookes and N. Hurwitz, ed., The Natal Regional 
survey, 13 vols., Vol.I, The Archaeology and Natural 
Resources of' Natal (Cape Town: Oxford for .Natal UP, 1951)
pp.Jo-140; Vol. 3, The Distribution of Population in 
Natal. ( Cape ·i·own.: Oxford for .Natal UP, 19 5 5) pp. 1-5 • 
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dissected by powerful-flowing rivers to produce a pattern 

of deep gorges separated by narrow spurs or ridges, both 

of which radiate eastwards from the foot of the Drakensberg 

escarpment. There is thus a tendency f'or the landscape 

within this zone to divide itself into a number of parallel 

corridors of a broadly west-east orientation. On1y in the 

north and north-west, and occasionally where parts of the 

former plateau surface stand free, is the overall pattern 

disrupted. It is reasonable to suppose that the pattern 

of the landscape in this zone is such as to tend to inhibit 

north-south human interaction, and to channel east-west 

interaction along major corridors running from the 

'highveld' to the sea. Corridors which led up to important 

Drakensberg passes, such as the �ugela and its tributary 

valleys, were especially well equipped to fulfil such a 

role. 

Between the 2,000 ft. contour and the indian Ocean 

is the coastal or 'lowveld' zone. �n many parts of the 

region the drop from the 'middleveld' to the 'lowveld' ta.�es 

the ;form of a steep escarpment. ·.1:he width of the coastal 

zone varies considerably. Between the Fish and the 1'ugela 

Rivers it is usually less than 20 miles wide, but further 

north it opens out to merge with the extensive 'Mozambique' 

plain. The landscape of the 'lowveld' is also one of 

considerable variation. In the north the surface is the 

product of marine deposition and is low, sandy and fairly 

even. The river valleys are open with considerable 

expanses of ailuvium bordering the river courses. Very 

few physical barriers are thus placed in the way of 

human interaction in any direction. Un the other hand, in 

the south the surface becomes more uneven and the rivers 

flow in deep, narrow valleys. Here once more north-south 

human interaction faces physical obstacles, especially 

in the rainy season, though the seashore would form a 

partial exception to this. As in the case of the 'middleveld', 

the pattern of' the landscape is such as to encourage east 

-west human interaction to take place along the river

valleys. 
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Ths tondancy of the landscape to descend in steps 

from the Urakensberg Mountains to the .lndian ucean, inhibits

navigation of tha river system by boats, except in the

extensive plains area around vel.agoa Hay. There are

relatively few inlets along the coast suitable for use as

harbours.

South-east Africa is rich in minerals, including coal 

and the important metallic forms iron, copper, tin, zinc, 

gold, nicke1, lead and silver. An obvious but important 

structural feature of mineral deposits is that they are 

not distributed evenly throughout the countryside, but 

exist in precise locations. J.n south-east Africa there is 

also a tendency for these deposits to be grouped in 

clusters.5 

Generalisations about the incidence in time and space 

of climate, vegetation, soil, disease and fauna regimes 

are much more difficult to formulate. �eff Guy has recently 

pointed out the incidence and possible social significance 

of local differences in south-east African natural 

environments.6 These in turn must be set within the context

of short and long-term changes through time. A range of 

techniques is now available to undertake the historical 

reconstruction of natural environments, but in the case 

of south-east Africa their application is only just 

beginning.7 Until the fruits of such research become

readily available, general conclusions have largely to be 

based on contemporary or near-contemporary data. 

5see maps figs. !l � � � 

6J • ..i. lrllY, tt'f'he destruction of the Zulu Kingdom: 'rhe Civil 
war in Lululand, 1879-1884", �h.u. thesis, university of 
J.Andon, School of Oriental & African Studies, 1975, pp.11-2\. 
see also �atal Regional Survey. I:63-4.

71'·or an ear:Ly summary of' work in this field see .Lbid.,
I:1-8. An important new contribution is shortly to be 
published; Martin Hall, "The dendroclimatology of Natal 
since c.1J20", Annals of the Natal Museum (forthcoming). 
I am not aware o� any work which has been published on 
the question of soil history. 
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It seems likely that within the last few htmdred years, 

the overall pattern of rainfall has remained closely related 

to relief. The regions of highest rainfall are currently 

along the coast south of Lake St. Lucia, and also along 

the Drakensberg Mountains and its transverse ridges or spurs. 

Mean annual rainfall in these areas exceeds 40 inches. Much 

of the 'middleveld', together with that part of the coast 

north of St. Lucia, has between 30 and 40 inches per year. 
1.i'he lowest rainfall is f'ound in the northern and north

western interior. In these areas it reaches levels of' 25 

inches,or less in some places. 

The bulk of this rain falls in summer, that is between 

the months of' �ovember and March. tieyond this, however, the 

distribution of' rainfall through the year varies considerably 

from one part of' south-east Af'rica to another. There is 

almost no dry season along most of' the coast, but one 

exists inland and extends in duration towards the interior. 

over much of' the northern and north-western interior the 

drought period is protracted and severe, so that plant growth 

is retarded in winter. ¥ive months are usual in certain 

restricted localities in these areas. 

The number of' rainy days is also a factor significant 

for plant growth. The summer-mist zone of' part of the 

'middleve1d 1 has over 100 rainy days a year, and is thus 

particularly well-favoured in this respect. Along the coast 

high humidities have also favoured plant growth. In the 

north and north-west, the number of rainy days per year 

falls to under 60, restricting the range 0£ plants which

grew or could be grown in these areas before the application 

o£ techno1ogical innovations. 

A further crucial rainfall variant is reliability. 

unreliable rainfall can render an area of normally high

annual totals marginal £or human settlement. Some attempt 

to compute rainfall reliability statistica�ly, and to 

transpose the information on to maps, has been made. Albeit 

on the basis of relatively recent data, it would seem that 

areas east of a line running approximately between the 
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sites of the present towns of Durban and vryheid, experienc� 

a relatively less reliable rainfall regime than areas on the 

western side of it.8

·1·here is evidence to suggest then that the driest parts

of south-east Africa have also been those most susceptible 

to drought. Moreover, much of the rainfall in these areas 

currentiy takes place in heavy storms, leading to flooding, 

soil erosion or hail damage to vegetation. ihe picture is 

not substantially altered by two moderating factors • .1.<•irst, 

because of the twin functions of the Drakensberg as 

catchment area and watershed, surface streams are plentiful 

in all parts, including the north-west areas lacking in 

rainfall. �econdly, because of the general humidity, the 

loss of ground and surface moisture to evaporation is 

lower in the region as a whole than in many other parts of 

southern Africa. 

A great deal of attention is now being given to the 

historical study of drought in Africa in the relatively 

recent past, and to the possible relationship between

signi£icant instances of drought and farreaching political, 

economic and social developments in various parts of the 

continent.9 Work of this kind in south-east Africa has
10 hardly begun, but a1ready we have isolated suggestions

of the possible social implications of drought in the 

history of the region. 1 1

8Wellington, �outhern Africa: A Geographical �tudy 9 �:254,
fig.7Ja. 

9�n 1974, for example, a series of papers dealing with this
theme were presented to the African ttistory Seminar of the 
institute of �ommonwealth �tudies at the University of 
London. A great many ingenious methods are now used to 
isolate drought regimes from the stream of history in Africa. 
•Dendroclimatology', for example, involves deductions
being made from the varying widths of the annual growth rings
of old trees. Particularly interesting are the deductions
being made concerning periods of drought in east Africa and
'Ethiopia' from the records which survive 0£ the annual
ievels of the �ile at A1exandria dating back more than a
thousand years. i am grateful to Ralph Herring for this
information.

10Bu t see hall, "Dendroclima tology of l'ia tal ;, •

11A role has been suggested £or drought \Or famine) in the
'Sh.akan revolution'; uuy, 11 Destruction of' the :lulu .!\.ingdom", 
p.20. �ee also "ryant, vlden Times pp.6J,88.
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it must be remembered, however, that drought is an 

extremely complex concept and one which, like famine, is 

ultimately a social relation. �t is a function of the 

relationship between a natural environment and people 

dwelling in it. its possible impact cannot therefore be 

taken as a constant but will depend on a variety of factors 

including the size of population, the nature of the mode of 

production within which it is organised, possible connexions 

between this and other modes, and the position of the 

individual within the pattern of social relations which 

comprise the mode. urought has undoubtedly played an 

important part in processes of social development and 

regression in south-east africa, but it is a variable which 

must be handled with care and situated within a specific 

historical context. 

South-east Africa currently enjoys a sub-tropical 

temperature regime. Frost is almost unknown at the coast, 

but it is a feature 0£ the climate for between 30 and 60 days 

of the year further inland. Its particular significance lies 

in the manner in which it limits the planting and reaping 

seasons of entirely frost-intolerant crops. tieveral types 

of maize, for example, are tolerants of light frost in the 

early stages of growth, but other types, together with the 

seedlings of many crops including beans and melons, are 

not. �rosts late in the growing season affect ripening 
12 

grains and, if severe, wili damage the maize cobs themselves. 

vegetation cover is an aspect of �ature in south-east 

Africa which has probably undergone the greatest change 

during the last �ew hundred years. Acocks, the leading 

student of this problem, has suggested that long ago 

southern Africa was covered with either forest or closed 

scrub forest. As late as 1400 the bushveld was probably a 

lot more extensive than it is today. b'orest and bushveld 

have gradually given way to various forms of grasslands and, 

mostly in areas outside south-east Africa, even to desert.
13

12wellington, Southern Africa: A Geographical Study, I:225.

13J.P.H. Acocks, Veld Types of South Africa (Pretoria; 
Botanical Survey of South Africa, 1953). 
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The influence of human activity has undoubtedly beea 

 crucial in this respect • .r·orest-cover has been progressively

cleared over the centuries to permit more extensive husbandry 

of' animals and crops. Human activity has also been largely 

instrumental in bringing about change in the nature 0£ the 

grasslands which were brought into existence by this 

clearance. 

The characteristics of' the grasslands are of :fundamental 

importance :for livestock-husbandry practices. An initial 

distinction may be made between 'sweet' and 'sour' grassveld. 

Areas occupied by 'sweet' species may be grazed upon 

throughout the year, even when they are dry. Areas taken up 

by 'sour' species are available £or the summer months only. 

it must be a very long time since 'sweet' species dominated 

the landscape, and in the last :few hundred years the 
14 species. balance has tipped decisively in favour of the •sour' 

It is thus the late Autumn, Winter and early Spring 

months \:from about the middle of Harch to the end of 

September) that pose prob1ems :for cattlemen in south-east 

Africa. it has been estimated that, left to their own 

resources on the natural sourveld, cattle may get a bare 

subsistence for only three out of these six or seven months. 

In the remaining three months an ox can easily lose 150 1bs. 

in weight, and become vulnerable to any number of diseases.15

cattlemen now, probably like their predecessors of the 

distant past, seek to have their cattle graze the sourveld 

in Summer in order to reserve the sweetveld for Winter use.

Where these kinds o:f elementary rules o:f veld management 

were ignored, for whatever reason, overgrazing o:f the 

sweetveld would have resulted. uvergrazing not only serves 

to retard growth in the short-term, but can also have 

disastrous long-term consequences by allowing the spread 

of ranker grasses into areas which had once been the preserve 

14wellington, Southern A£rica: A Geographical Study, 1:286;
A.J. Christopher, "Natal: a study in colonial land 
settlement", Phd. thesis, University o� �atal at Durban, 
1969, p.20. 

15wellington, op.cit., p.291.
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o:f sweet species • .It is highly likel.y that this process has 

been taking place in south-east Africa :for a very long time. 16

When other :factors are incorporated into the picture, 

it may be concluded that the carrying capacity o:f the veld 

varied greatly, not only from place to place, but also :from 

season to season and year to year.In recent times it has 

become possible :for :farmers to partially control or otherwise 

overcome these variations by means of irrigation, the 

planting of new species, the application of :fertilisers to 

the soil, and the use of :forage. tle:fore these technological 

developments, all of which appear to li� outside the period 

of south-east African history which :forms the subject of this 

study, husbandmen must have jealously guarded the better 

sections o:f the veld, together with the right to move their 

herds and flocks :from one place to another. By the same 

token, in the absence of technological changes, it would 

have meant that the question of access to the veld could 

easily have become an important poiitical question, which 

is to say a source of tension in existing patterns of social 

relations�7�t must be stressed, however, that this was 

probably only one aspect of natural environments over which 

social tensions might conceivably have developed. 

Three major vegetational zones may current1y be 

distinguished. At the coast there remains a beit of thick 

bush and evergreen forest, which shades into mangrove 

swamp in "the more northerly part of' the region. J.he type of' 

vegetation cover and other £'actors have tended to inhibit 

use of the coastlands for livestock-husbandry, a situation 
18which may have long prevailed. 

Between the coastal zone and the J,000 ft. contour 

is the savannah or bushveld zone. Tree and grass types vary 

16wellington, �outhern .Africa: A Geographical Study, i:287;
A.J. Christopher, ••Natal: a study in colonial land 
settlement n , p.21.

17christopher has constructed a valuable map of the approximate 
Voortrekker assessment of •Natal' as a cattle country in 
1838. it shows clearly variations in the 'quality' of the 
veld at this time; see map fig.7. 

18�bid. This is also apparent from written records dating 
back to the 16th century and which are discussed below. 
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in species and concentration, but a substantial part of the 

zone comprises the sub-type thornveld - made up of grasses 

and acacia thornscrub - which also extends into some of the 

deeper valleys penetrating the interior. As a pastoral area, 

the thornveld has certain important characteristics. �ts 

sour grasses are nutritious in the early stages 0£ growth 

as elsewhere, and the sweet grasses are excellent grazing 

the whole year through. J:iOWadays however, the sweet grasses

are mostly fine, widely-spaced and thus easily overgrazed. 

it has been estimated that an area of this kind with a 

rainfall of 20 inches can carry 25 beasts to the square mile; 

about 50% of the rate of grassland with 25 inches and 20� 

of that for grassland with JO inches.19 �ssentially then

the thornveld is a brittle environment suited to nomadic 

pastoralism of low density;or, with its useful summer shade 

not found on the open grasslands, to act as one 1es of.' a 

wider-based pastoral economy. 

HUCh of the remainder of south-east Af.'rica is now 

characterised by various types of grassveld, with isolated 

patches of forest in valleys and between the J,ooo and 

4,ooo ft. contours, all that now remains of what was 

probably a much more extensive forest cover. 

Space does not a11ow discussion of the complex 

distribution of soil types; their characteristics and their 

history. it must suffice to point out that soils are not 

all of equal potential for agricultural activity. in some

cases their exploitation by farmers may have been conditional 

on certain technological innovations lin the sphere of 

impltments or crop types for example) having first taken 

place. 

A number of human and livestock diseases are known to 

have been important at various stages in the history of 

south-east Africa, but one area of nagana is usually thought 

19-wellington, Southern Africa: A Geographical :::itudy,
I:300-1. 
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to have been of' lasting significance. '!'his is the zone of' 

tsetse fly which currently takes up much of' the northern 

lowveld, and is a :formidable problem f'or cattlemen in the 

area. it is usually argued that the incidence of tsetse

borne sleeping-sickness was more general and more severe 

in earlier times, and that it may therefore have been 

important in determining livestock and human migration 

and settlement patterns.20

There is probably a good deal of' truth in this 

argument, but there is also evidence to suggest that the 

incidence and social significance of tsetse :fly should be 

seen within the context of the dialectical relationships 

within Nature and between �ature and the human factor. it 

has been pointed out, for example, that its incidence in 

cattle increases when the game population declines, 

because the possibility of' the fly finding alternative hosts 

is reduced. The game popul.ation is of course a variable 

capable of being profoundly infl.uenced by human activity. 

The incidence of the fly may also be influenced by a shift 

in the dominant disease r�gime. In the last years of the 

19th century, when the game population had already been 

decimated, rinderpest disease in cattle sweeping southwards 

through the continent virtually wiped out the tsetse fly 

in south-east Africa, because neither wild nor domesticated 

hosts remained. As the livestock population was rebuilt, 

so too was that of the tsetse :fly. The situation is further 

complicated by the fact that methods may have been 

devised, in relatively early as well as in modern times, 

to control the incidence of the fly and its associated 
21

disease. 

20.1�atal Regional Survey, I:89,96; Vol.VII, The .Native
Reserves o:f .Natal {Cape Town: Oxford for .Natal UP, 1957) 
pp.45,47; Brian Fagan, Ancient Peoples and Places: 
Southern Af'rica (Thames and Hudson, 1965) p.28; Wellington, 
�outhern Africa: A Geographical survey, Vol. LI, Economic 
and Human Geography p.81; Monica wilson, HChanges in 
social structure in southern .A:f'rica: the relevance of 
kinship studies to the historian•, in L.M. Thompson, ed., 
African �ocieties in �outhern Africa (Heinemann, 1969) p.79. 

21wellington, op.cit., II:81-2; J.ti. McI. Daniel,
"A geographical study of pre-Shakan Zululand", South African 
Geographical Journal 55, 1 l 1973) p.JO. 1''or a wider 
perspective see J.J. McKelvey, Man Afainst Tsetse: Struggle
for Africa { .l thaca and London: t!orne 1 UP, 1973); .r· .L. 
Narmbrecht, 11 i.'lotions concerning the evolution o:f communicabla 
diseases in Man", �outh A±,rican Journal of' Science , 64 ( 1968)



Area infested with tsetse fly in 1945 

Fig.8 Area of South-east Africa inrested with �setse 
Fly in 194'J 

After Wellington l1955) Il:81. 
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�o far as the question of the fauna population is 

concerned, fossil evidence proves that the land-mass, 

rivers, coastal waters and skies of' south-east Africa have 

iong been the homes of a rich variety of insects, fish, 

birds and animals. 

It is difficu1t to determine even a wildly approximate 

date for the emergence of Mankind as an identifiable species 

within the fauna of �ature in south-east Africa, and 

impossible to decide whether this development resulted from 

independent evolution or from immigration. It undoubtedly 

took place many thousands of years ago, and research being 

carried out in other parts of the continent seems to point 

to the possibility of a very distant origin in time. 

r.l'he economic potentialities implicit in aspects of 

�ature in south-east Africa have already been hinted at, 

notably in relation to animal husbandry and mineral production. 

The region also c1early contained potential for various 

forms of food-gathering, hunting, fishing and agriculture. 

The realisation of these potentialities, however, is a 

social question determined by the complex interaction 0£ 

natural and human forces. ·1hus a human activity such as 

agriculture cannot be introduced into a work of history 

as an aspect of the ;geographical• or 'economic• background 

considered largely in static terms, but like Nature itself, 

must be added to the list of variables contributing to 

the stream of history requiring ana1ysis by the techniques 

of historical scholarship. 

Early European travellers to south-east Africa were

ao impressed by the appearance of the natural environment 

with which they were confronted, that they told themselves 

they had reached the Promised land. Later settlers, 

encouraged by the propaganda distributed in the European 

metropolis by unscrupulous emigration agents, arrived in 

the geo-polity of •�atal' with a similar vision before them. 

Both these groups quickly came to find farming in south

east Africa much more difficult than they had ever 
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�l'.�tt.c:\e.� , and many lef't the I.and or the region because 

of it. Their problems partly derived from the prevailing 

patterns of social forces, but they al.so had an 

environmental component. They had discovered that Nature 

in south-east A:frica is a totality of considerable 

complexity in space as well as time, and that it has proved 

capable of providing successive generations of people 

with difficult problems. The point is made here because 

the image of south-east Africa as a relatively homogeneous 

natural environment, unchanging through time and 

consistentl.y welcoming to successive waves of •immigrant' 

farmers, is not entirely dead and sometimes even seems 

to be alive and well in the work of influential historians.22

The compl.ex patterns of relations which comprise 

�ature in its south-east af'rican aspect, suggest that 

explanations of the social history of the region which rely 

entirely upon notions of diffusion - the migration of 

people, animals, technologies, ideas and social forms 

may be at .least partially misleading. The complex 

dialectics of �ature in south-east Africa are clearly capable 

of having generated forces which coul.d furnish the initial 

dynamic, and subsequently help to guide the direction, of 

processes of social development in the region. This needs 

to be borne in mind as the human factor is introduced into

the analysis. 

22A simple distinction between the •natural environment'
of south-east Africa and of the interior, tQgether with 
its homogeneity in time and space, is for example 
fundamenta.l to the argument of J.D. Omer-�ooper, The 
Zulu Aftermath: A Nineteenth Century Revolution in.Dantu 
Africa (Longmans, 1966) p.25.
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III 

SOCIAL TRANSITIOKS IN SOUTH 

- EAST AFRICA BEFORE 1550

As much care must be taken by historians and others 

in approaching the study of the connexion between people 

and the natural environment, as in discussing the 

characteristics of the natural environment itself. Unfortunately 

this care is not always taken. 

The present chapter discusses first,the problem of 

isolating a genuinely structural methodology,from amongst 

the various ways in which particular writers have approached 

the study of the connexion between people and the natural 

environment. Secondly, the chapter introduces the sources 

which are available for the study of the early forms taken 

by this connexion in south-east Africa, and considers their 

respective possibilities and limitations. Thirdly, an 

attempt is made at synthesis between the methodological 

perspective offered by the structural approach and the

observational data offered by these sources. The paucity 

of the data ensures that the synthesis remains at the 

level of a highly tentative hypothesis supported by 

preliminary investigative evidence. The attempt is made 

because the roots of ethno-empirical History are tending 

to thrust ever deeper into the past, on the basis of a

range of observations which is certainly no less unsatisfactory. 

I.n order to counter this tendency it is important to 

establish from the outset of the analysis of the south-

east African past, a mode of structural thinking concerning 

the patterns of social relations which comprise the stream 

of history in the region. 
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There is a tendency for some anthropologists to posit 

a direct, almost deterministic relationship, between the 

natural environment and the manner in which people live in 

settings of social relations. The approach not only attempts 

to offer an explanation of broad settlement patterns and 

their differences, but also the pattern of economic life 

and the form taken by a number of socio-political institutions. 

An example in the field of southern African studies, is 

Basil Sansom i s distinction between two dominant types of 

African society in the region: an •eastern•, coastal or 

•nguni' type; and a 1 western 1
, interior highve1d or 'Sotho' 

1type. 

Such models avoid the diachronic limitations of 

empirical History, but in doing so fall into the synchronic 

trap of empirical anthropology. Anthropologists• models 

are essentially fWlctionalist, in the sense that the 

relationship between people and the natural environment is 

virtually taken to be a constant existing in present, past 

and future time. The analysis of �ansom and others describes 

the manner in which peopie are integrated into near-static 

modes of adaptation, rather than into modes of production 

which have a limited existence in time as well as space. 

lhe approach which is criticised here is aiso 

discernible in the work of anthropologists who have a 

reputation for standing within the structural tradition. 

Thus cieillassoux•s 'peasantry• is a social category analysed 

in terms of a simple relationship between peop1e and the 

natural environment which takes the form of the economic 

1aasil Sansom, "lraditional economic systems", in
Hammond-Tooke, liantu-Speaking Peop1es of Southern Africa, 
pp.135-75• In other respects i have found Sansom's work 
extremely interesting and challenging. Amongst other 
literature which adopts a similar perspective are L. Sachs, 
"Environment and styles of development", Environment in 
Africa I, 1 (1974} pp.9-34; E.J. De Jager, wsettlement 
types of the �guni and Sotho tribes", �ort Hare Papers 
III (1964) pp.19-30. 
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practice which is cultivation. There i3 no account taken 

of forces generated from the political environment within 

which the practice of cultivation also occurs. Xet it 

is usually agreed, by Marxists and non-Marxists alike, 

that one of the defining characteristics 0£ the peasantry 

as a social category, is that it represents a stratum 

within a wider society, and that this society includes 

political forces capable 0£ influencing the pattern 0£ 

cultivation and the distribution 0£ any surpluse� which 

may result from it.3 A generous interpretation of

Meillassoux•s position would be that he is not actually 

analysing a peasantry at all, but a group 0£ simple 

cultivators who may or may not exist in social reality.4

A more hostile interpretation would be that Meillassoux 

is not really describing relations of production at all, 

but relations of adaptation. 

There is a temptation £or historians to join the 

anthropologists in picturing people existing in a direct 

relationship with the natural environment, though the 

possibility 0£ change is now allowed for. Thus it has 

recently been suggested that Zulu Kings in south-east 

Africa did not permit their warriors to take wives for 

much 0£ their economically-active lives, because the 

2c1aude Neillassoux, "'l'he social organisation of the
peasantry: the economic basis of kinship", Journal of 
Peasant Studies I, 1 (1973) pp.81-90; also in uavid 
Seddon, ed., Marxist Approaches to Economic Anthropology 
(Cass, 1974). The other environment which l•1eillassoux 
talc.es account of in his analysis is that connected with

the reproduction of the species. 

JEric R. Wolf, Peasants (New Jersey, Englewood Cliffs: 
Prentice-Hall, 1966) pp.2-4; Don Barnett, �easant � es 
and Revolutionary Potential in Colonial Africa British 
Columbia, Richmond: LSM Press, 1973) pp.2-J. 

4For this general distinction see Wol£, op.cit. An attempt 
was made to apply it to the Arrican situation in L1oyd 
A. Fallers, "Are African cultivators to be called peasants?",
Current Anthropology; 2 \1961) pp.108-110. Fallers asked
the right question, but arguably took too little account
o£ the possibility of changes through time in formulating
his answer.
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natural environment was incapable of sustaining further 

increases in population.5 

There are undoubtedly certain short and long-term 

forces emanating from the dialectics of Nature in any 

particular part of the World, which have a tendency to 

inf1uence many aspects of social organisation. Nevertheless, 

these forces do not operate in a social vacuum, and thus 

do not operate in a deterministic fashion. 1.n very simple 

societies these f'orces may be very influential indeed. The 

societies described by Sansom- and Neillassoux (and al.most 

all historians) are very far from being simple societies, 

and their relationship with �ature is accordingly not 

direct, but operates through complex networks of social 

relations. 

The connexion with Nature, and the possibilities for 

change in its character, are both conditioned by the degree 

to which the processes of social and technological 

development have progressed. These levels determine the 

broad limits 0£ the rel.ationships with �ature which are 

possible in any given situation. ·fhus the resources which 

the natural environment may contain, must be distinguished 

from the means of production which they may come to 

represent in a given social context. Two instances may 

serve to illustrate the point. The first concerns the 

mineral resources of south-east Africa. The degree to which 

these constitute a part of the means of production is a 

social function limited in time by such considerations 

as knowledge of their location, knowledge of the 

technology required for their extraction and use, and the 

degree to which other social factors could permit the 

development of a new mode of production based upon their 

exploitation. Secondly, the degree to which the land 

resources of south-east Africa constitute a means of 

agricultural production is conditioned by the degree to 

which appropriate food plants are available, together with 

5wy, "Destruction of the Zulu K.ingdom", p.29. 
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tools suitable for the clearance of the forest cover and 

for the working of the soil. �roadly the same is true of 

all aspects of the physical environment. �ature only 

represents a source of the means of production under 

restricted social conditions. 

It has already been pointed out above that historians 

have so far been little concerned with specifying the 

changing relationship between people and Nature in south 

-east Africa from a structural point of view. There has

been no attempt at a history of production.6 To some

extent this may be understood without reference to the

assumptions and methodologies of the historians who have

interested themselves in the early history of the region.

Any attempt to study the history of the period before the

16th century is immediately confronted with serious

difficulties. In addition to the problem of determining

the environmental forces operating at the time, considerable

problems are posed by the relative paucity and by the

precise nature of the source materials available.

Be£ore the 16th century there are no known written 

records 0£ observed phenomena from which the history 0£ 

the region can be analysed. Written records may £Unction, 

bru(ev�r� as a source of indirect insight,which, though 

valuable, must be handied with great care. The records of 

south-east Africa in the 16th century, and of adjacent 

parts of the continent in much earlier times, both fall 

into this category.7 They help to enable the boundaries

of the historically-possible to be defined. Their function 

is similar to those of the insights furnished by the 

work of anthropologists and structural Historians in 

relation to later time-periods and other parts of the 

world. 

The oral traditions of the people of the region are 

6;:;ee above p.Jb.

7The 16th century records are discussed in chapter V below. 
Arab chroniclers were writing as early as the 11th century 
of the complex societies existing along t.he Zambesi at the 
time. The Zambesi is some 650 miles north of Delagoa Bay, 
which is a lesser distance than from the .bay to the .ti•ish Rivel 
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only slightly more useful. Here an initial distinction 

must be drawn between the traditions which have been 

collected at an earlier date, and those which may be 

collected in the field at the present time.8

The major work already undertaken in the field of 

collecting oral traditions is that of �ryant, Soga and 

�tuart respectively.9 None o� these traditions were

collected before the late 19th century, and only Stuart 

8For a general discussion of the possibilities and problems
inherent in ora1 tradition as a historical source see 
Jan Yansina, Oral 'l'radition: A Study in Historical. 
Methodology (Routledge and K.egan Paul, 1965). It is 
sometimes thought that oral tradition is a historian's tool 
peculiar to the study of the African past. This is not the 
case, and a good deal of attention is currently being 
given, for example, to its use in the field of 'English' 
social. history. 

9The main works of A.T. Bryant are A Zulu-English .IJictionary, 
published in 1905, and Olden Times in Zululand and Natal, 
published in 1929. Also of interest by the same author 
are Zulu People (Pietermaritzburg, 1949); Bantu Origins 
( Cape 'l'own, 1963); A History of the Zulu and i'ieighbouring 
Tribes (Cape Town: Struik, 1964). This last work first 
appeared as a series of articles in the Mariann.hill 
periodical lzindaba Zabata during 1911 and 1913; Marks, 
"Traditions of the Natal 1 Nguni'", p.127n. The main works

of J • .H. Soga are The South-Eastern Bantu {Johannesburg, 
19JO) and The Ama-Xosa: Life and Customs (Lovedale: Mission 
Press, 1932). The freehand, detailed and unsorted mass of 
data collected by James Stuart from more than 200 
informants in the period between the 1890s and the 1920s, 
has long lain in the archives of the Killie Campbell 
Museum of Africana in Durban. In 1970 the Department of 
History and �olitical Science of the University of �atal 
at Pietermaritzburg launched a project aimed at 
extracting the'historical evidence' �rom the collection 
and publishing it in printed form. The first work in 
the projected series is now available; James Stuart, !h2.
James �tuart Archive of Recorded Evidence Helating to the 
History of �ulu and Neighbouring Peoples, ed. and trans. 
c. de "• Webb and J.B. Wright, 5 vols., 1975- , Volume
One (Pietermaritzburg: �atal UP,and Durban; Killie
�pbell Africana Library, 1975).
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attempted to observe what has become the modern historian's 

method, of maintaining a certain distance between the 

oral traditions of observed phenomena which he recorded, 

and their use in the presentation of a work of history. 

Handling of these materials also provide a number of 

other problems for the historian. They tend to record the 

traditions only of the more important lineages, rather 

than the perspective of the subordinate strata over which 

they held sway until this position was in turn undermined 

Eu 1 i 1 . lO An h · bl by ropean co on a agencies. emp asis on pro ems

of royal genealogy stems partly from this, and partly 

from the ethno-empirical mode of thinking of those who 

undertook the task of collection. Students whose interest 

lies in reconstructing the changing pattern of social 

relations in south-east Africa can find precious little 

of value in any of these sources. The collectors of the 

traditions placed little emphasis on the themes necessary 

for a reconstruction of these changes. The problem is 

compounded by the £act that Bryant used the occasional 

information gleaned, to assemble what must be regarded 

as a highly suspect ahistorical picture o� 'Nguni' or 

'Th 
. • 

t 
11 

'Zulu' economy. e crucial dimension 0£ time is aosen . 

It is doubtful if fresh collections of traditions 

can do much to overcome these problems, except in 

relation to the relatively recent past. it has been 

suggested that in south-east Africa traditions are rarely 

accurate beyond a time-depth of 300 years, which 

effectively rules out the possibility of meaningfu1 

discoveries being made regarding the pre-1550 period.12

10�.J. Van Warmelo, "The classification of cultural
groups", in Hammond-Tooke, The Bantu-::>peaking Peoples 
of Southern Africa, pp.55-7• 

11see above p.36.

12Marks, "Traditions of' the !'la tal 'Nguni' ", p. 1 J 1. 'l'he
lack of political continuity between the present and 
this time-depth would seem to make even this degree 
of accuracy questionable. 
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One also wonders the degree to which data concerning 

production, rather than more obvious political phenomena, 

is really remembered. 

The science of' linguistics may one day contribute 

valuable insights into patterns of social relations in 

the distant past, but at the present time investigations 

in this field are sorely compromised by their being 

constrained within the kind of ethnic straitjacket 

discussed in the opening chapter. 

The primary direct source of evidence regarding the 

history of south-east Africa before the 16th century is 

therefore archaeology. A considerable amount of research 

has been undertaken in south-east Africa from the 

standpoint of this discipline, though many of the important 

discoveries have yet to be dated precisely, and no work 

has yet been undertaken in the lowland area around velagoa 

Bay. There is also a disturbing tendency for archaeologists 

to feel the naed to marry their findings with those of 

linguistics and to present the whole within the kind of 

broad ethnic categories which historians have long been 

wont to project into the distant past.13 Certain other

problems related to the methodology of archaeology will

be discussed later in the chapter. 

A general methodological question which is raised 

by the paucity and nature of the source materials available 

£or the study of the early history of production in south 

-east Africa, is the degree to which historians can

legitimately devise methods to develop an analysis of

continuity and change when little material exists on

which to formulate conclusions. �f there is no evidence

for a phenomenon, does this therefore entitle a historian 

to conclude that it did not exist, when there is equally 

no evidence upon which to base this conclusion? lf 

archaeology is, by the nature of the technology currently 

13An example is 1).W. Phillipson, "Who was there first'i",
Sunday liation, .Nairobi, 14/10173. rlhe article, by one of 
the leading archaeologists of the iron-Age in the region, 
well illustrates the point that archaeologists as well 
as historians have felt the need to inject considerations 

of ethnicity or nationality into their work. 
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avai1able to it, unable to 'prove' the exi3tence of 

food storage systems before their reportage in the 

written sources of the 16th and 17th centuries, is the 

historian to conclude that they therefore did not exist 

before this point in time? Arguably, it is at this point 

in the analysis that the insights of comparative 

structuralism,and in certain circumstances of retrospective 

observation, may be brought to bear on the past. Each may 

act as a control on the other. 

As elsewhere, a very early stage in the separation 

of Mankind from Nature in south-east Africa probably 

involved a growing differentiation from other species 

within the fauna of the region, made possible by a 

diversification of the subsistence base. Yrom a dependence 

upon one food-type, there was a shift to a diet including, 

where available, a range of wild vegetables, fruits, and 

insects. A nomadic pattern was probabl.y essential for 

the maintenance of such a form of production.14

At a later stage, game, birds and �ish were added 

to the diet. Simple technologies were devised to 

facilitate production of this kind, notab1y the means of 

making f'ire, and tools made o:f wood, stone and bone. 'J.'here 

is plen�y o:f evidence o:f this stage of social development 

in the archaeological record of south-east Africa.15

Though precise dates are usually missing, its origins 

are clearly very distant in the past. Some idea of the 

time-depth involved may be gleaned from the radio-carbon 

dates for Stone-Age settlement which have been established 

for the Ngwenya site in present-day Swaziland, which is 

on the north-western margin of south-east Africa. They 

extend back no less than 28,000 years before the birth of 

Christ. At the same site, the 'mining' of red haematite 

14For a generalised structural introduction to the early
phases of social development see Frederick Engels,� 
Part Played by Labour in the Transition from Ape to Man, 
reproduced in Narx and Engels, Selected Works in One 
Volume, pp.354-64.

15The best general account is probably still that by o.
Davies in Natal Regional Survey, I:1-29. 
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pigment, itsel� a fairly sophisticated form of Stone 

-Age production, has been dated to if.S.O IH: .. 16

At this stage of social development, people were 

probably predators upon Hature. Production was undertaken 

with little regard for the capacity of Nature to 

reproduce the resources which were consumed. The resources 

of the natural environment were used as subjects of labour. 

When these resources were exhausted, people moved on into 

a fresh tract of country • 

.An im:portan t change in the relationship of .Man.1<.ind 

to Nature involved the former becoming husbandmen of 

Nature rather than predators upon it. In the consumption 

of each type of food, allowance came to be made for the 

need for a recovery period to enable Nature to reproduce 

it. In the case of both food-gathering and hunting this 

necessitated an awareness of season. �n the case of 

hwiting it also necessitated an awareness of the sex of 

the animals hwited, and the need to preserve the females, 

especially if they were with young. 'l'he resources of' 

Nature,able to be utilised within the limits of the 

social organisation and technologies of the time, 
17 

gradually began to be regarded as instruments of labour. 

16R.A. Dart and P.B. Beaumont, "Ratification and retrocession
of earlier Swaziland iron-ore mining radio-carbon 
datings", South African Journal of Science 64, 6 (1968} 
pp.241-4. When mixed with oil or fat, it is thought 
that the pigment was used as a cosmetic. Recent work on 
the southern margins of' south-east Africa is discussed 
in John Parkington, "Recent advances in the archaeology 
of the Later �tone Age in South Africa, with special 
reference to the Cape Province", university of London, 
�nstitute of Commonwealth Studies, 7/11/74. For the 
wider context see R.R. Inskeep, "The archaeological 
background", in ux:ford History of South Africa, I:1-31; 
J. Desmond Clark, The �rehistory of' Africa (Thames and
Hudson, 1970).

17The distinction between 'subject• and 'instrument' of
labour was originally drawn by 1'-teill.assoux, though I 
have widened use of the latter concept beyond his 
application of it in relation to land and agriculture; 
Claude Meil1assoux, "Recherche d'un niveau de determination 
dans la societe cynegetique 11

, L'Homme et la Societe, 6 
( 1967 J. 
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This change in the relationship between people 

and �ature led to the development of transhuma.nce; that is 

a form of production which no longer involved a wandering 

existence, but was based upon a regular pattern of 

migrations within an annual cycle. �'vidence has been found 

£or the existence of such forms of production in the 

south-east African past. Carter, for example, has suggested 

a two-stage cycle for the �ehlabathebe Hasin. People may 

have spent Summer in the highland sourveld under the 

Drakensberg, and then followed the migration of the game 
18

population to winter in the thornveld at lower altitudes. 

Such a pattern would be generally consistent with the 

known behaviour of Late--Stone-Age communities elsewhere. 19

As Gabel has suggested for Late Stone-Age communities 

in general, 

"There is little reason to believe, 
from either archaeological or 
surviving ethnographic sources, 
that Late Stone-Age food-collectors 
were impoverished populations 
living on the brink of disaster, 
barely holding their o,m until 
food-producing methods were 
introduced to them by others." 20 

Micro-environments in many parts of south-east Africa were 

undoubtedly rich in a large number of useful food plants. 

�--Ven today, certain groups in neighbouring south-central 

Africa make use of no less than 96 different varieties of 

plants from the veld.21 In addition caterpillars, termites,

181'.L. Carter, "Late Stone-Age exploitation patterns in
southern �atal", South African Archaeological tiulletin 
XXV (1970), pp.55-8. 

l9l;reighton Gabel, "Terminal food-collectors and agricul.tural
initiative in east and southern Africa .. , International 
Journal of African Historical Studies VI�, 1 (1974) p.59.

20Ibid., p.67. The same point is made in a wider context
by Narshall Sahlins, Stone Age 1:;conomics (Tavistock, 
1974), chapt.1. 

21B. Reynolds, The Material �ulture of the Peoples of the
Gwembe valley { 1·1anchester UP, 1968), cited by 1.;;abal, 
op.cit., p.62. 
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locusts and wild honey were probably also collectect.22 It

has also bean pointed out that the size of game biomasses 

in southern Africa are, even today, extraordinarily large. 

�n times gone by they would undoubtedly have been greater, 

and would thus have represented a vast store of the means 

of production for people who included hunting within their 

economy. 23 Fish and shellfish also offered an abundant and 

valuable source of protein-rich food to those who included 

the seashore amongst the micro-environments within which 

they undertook production. For commm1ities of Stone-Age 

hunter-gatherers in south-east Africa, �ature clearly 

offered a wide range of rich subsistence possibilities. 

In order to exploit these potentialities efficiently, 

and to survive against threats from wild animals which 

disputed dominance of the veld, forms of social cooperation 

were necessary, together with an elementary division of 

labour. A kin group or 'clan' operated as a unit in 

defence of the resources of a number of micro-environments, 

as well as in defence of its members against threats from 

outside the group. Within these micro-environments, the 

task of hunting was probably the communal task of the 

menfolk. Women undertook responsibility for food-collection 

. 1 d. 
24 

practices, inc u ing that of shellfish along the shore. 

The products of the hunt were probably shared within the 

group, though each woman may have been responsible only 

for the gathering of food for nuclear units within the 

group. �t is usually thought that groups of this kind 

were small and loosely organised, with leadership a 

function of natural status possibly based upon age

seniority. The versatility of the subsistence base, and 

22Nonica 'Wilson, "The hunters and herders", in Oxford
History of South Africa, I:47-8.

2 3¥. Bourliere, "Observations on the ecology of some large
A:frican mammals 11

, in 1'' .c. Howell and F. Bourliere, ed., 
African Ecology and ttuman Evolution (New York, 1963) 
pp.4J-,54. 

24.t-'agan, Southern Africa, p.4o. Some of the written records
discussed in chapts. v, YI and V�I below, mention 
reports of women observed collecting shellfish at the 
shore. 
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thus the capacity of this form of production to cope with 

drought and other forces generated by the natural 

environment, meant that there was little incentive to 

develop technologies related to food storage. Without 

such technologies, there could be no accumulation of 

surpluses, and thus little or no social stratification. 

It is perhaps this mode of production, rather than 

the simpler forms of predation which preceded it and the 

more complex forms which followed it, which is properly 

designated as primitive-communism.25 it is characterised 

by the immediate and simple redistribution of surplus 
26

within the group. 

At some stage, the seashore leg of the primitive

communal transhumance economy may have provided the 

basis £or a transition to a form 0£ production which

incorporated a semi-sedentary component within the annual 

cycle. At coastal and especially river-mouth locations, 

there existed an all-year-round source of protein-rich 

foodstuffs. A partial stabilisation of settlement in 

such locations would have provided the incentive to 

develop pottery and other simple technologies appropriate 

to a semi-sedentary way of lif'e. There certainly seems 

to be some evidence for the proposition in the 

archaeo1ogica1 record of south-east Africa. A large 

number of coastal and otherwise water-adjacent village 

sites have been unearthed, and the incidence of shellfish 

debris indicates the importance of' this form of' food in 

their subsistence base. A large amount of pottery has 

also been found in conjunction with these sites.27

25,_rhe notion of 'primitive communalism' is not at al.l
clearly articulated in the writings of' Narx and �ngels. 
At times it seems to be little more than a generic 
term for a variety of relatively simple forms of society, 
including the 1 Germanic 1

, •Slav', and others. Elsewhere 
it takes on a more precise identity as a specific mode 
of productionJ Hobsbawm, "Introduction", in i•1arx, Pre
Capitalist Economic Vormations, pp.27,51. 

26Hindess and Hirst, Pre-Capitalist Modes of Production, 
esp.p.47. 

27J.F. Schofield, ".Natal coastal pottery from the Durban
district 11, �outh African Journal of Science XX.XII {19J.5) 
pp.508-27, XX.XIII (1936) pp.993-1009; Primitive Pottery 
(Cape Town: South African Arch. Society, 1948). 



A number of problems surround the historical as 

opposed to the archaeological interpretation of this coastal 

data. �ome of the mixed assemblages include not only 

pottery, but also grains of millet, cattle remains and 
28 scraps of iron. This makes it extremely difficult to

situate the sites within either linear or structural time, 

except with the aid of very precise dating of various 

levels within each site. Precise dating is particularly 

urgent since travellers came across coastal villages, 

inhabited by people heavily dependent upon shellfish , as 

late as the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries.29 Unf'ortunately

much of the research which originally unearthed these 

sites was undertaken by Schofield in the 19JOs, before 

accurate methods of dating f'inds were available. Recent 

research is only slightly more helpful. At the Blackburn 

site near Umhlanga, for example, only one date has been 

produced. It suggests occupation of the village concerned 

in the 11th century A.D.; but unless the site can be taken 

to consist of various levels dated to different periods, 

it makes some of the mixed assemblages found difficult to 

explain from a historical point of view. 30

An important stage in the development of the husbandry 

of �ature is sometimes termed the Neolithic Revolution. It 

involved the beginnings of cultivation and of lives�ock

husbandry.31 Very little is really known of these changes 

28srian 1''agan, 11 The Later l.ron-Age in South Africa", in
Thompson, ed., African .:::iocieties in .::iouthern Africa, p.65.

29see below chapts. v, VI and VII .

JOOliver Davies, "Excavations at lilackburn", South African 
Archaeological Hulletin 26, 10J/4 (1971) pp.165-78. 

3 1sonia �ole, The Neolithic Revolution (British Museum of
Natural History, 1967), pp.vii-ix • .!tor an overview of 
the Neolithic in Africa see Clark, Prehistory of' Africa, 
pp.187-210. 
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in the history of south-east Africa, and there has 

generally been a tendency to l.ump them together with iron 

-technology as part of a cultural complex, which diffused

into southern Africa as a complete entity in association

with a 1 Bantu 1 migration sometime about the beginning of 

the Christian era. Although this hypothesis has hardly 

been 'proven' according to any scientific methodology, the 

paucity of the source materials relating to these questions 

makes it extremely difficult to arrive at new conclusions. 

t'roblems remain in dating the constituent parts of the 

�eolithic Revolution, in deciding whether they occurred 

separately or in concert, in picking out the respective 

and precise directions of their spread, and in abstracting 

materials for a structural historical analysis from what 

amounts to a predetermined ethnic framework.32

what is known without doubt is that the full range 

of �eolithic food production practices existed in fairly 

sophisticated form over much of south-east Africa in the 

later 16th century, though they were not quite universal 

within the region.33 The widespread distribution and

sophisticated form of both agriculture and husbandry at 

this time, suggests that they were both of fairly ancient 

origin. If, as one suspects but cannot prove, cultivation 

32y0r the debate on these questions see D.W. Phillipson,
•Early iron-using peoples of southern Africa", in Thompson,
ed., African Societies in Southern Africa, p.44; Monica
Wilson, "Changes in social structure 11 , pp.8J-5; Christopher
Ehret, "Cattle-keeping and milking in eastern and southern
African history: the linguistic evidence", Journal of
African History VIII, 1 (1967J, esp. pp.2,16; "Sheep and
Central-Sudanic peoples in southern Africa-, Ibid., �X,
2 (1968) esp. pp.219-20; Inskeep, "Archaeological
background", pp.23,29-30; Monica Wilson, "Hunters and
herders", pp.55-8; "The Nguni", pp.10J-7.

J3see chapt.Y below. 
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and animal husbandry practices developed in south-east A-f'rica 

or were introduced into the region before iron-usage, it 

would suggest a date earlier than the 5th century A.D •• 

Ln parts of northern Africa these practices are known to 

have developed more than J,000 years ago, making an earlier 

date than the 5th century A.D. at least plausible for south 
� . 34 -east A.1.r1ca.

'l'hough collectively termed a 'revolution' , the introduction 

of food-production processes would have been a gradual 

process. Even today cultivation exists in articulation with 

food-gathering in a neighbouring part of the continent to 
35 south-east Africa. A number of stages are conceivable; the 

first perhaps involving the development of a primitive 

'vegeculture', and a second being characterised by the 

harnessing of one or more indigenous or imported grains.36

The free spread of agricultural production would probably 

have been severely limited before the introduction of 

metal technologies for use in clearing thick bush and in 

tilling heavier ground. A similar pattern of stages may 

have characterised the husbandry component of the l.'leolithic. 

What is particularly important in connexion with the 

present work are the structural implications of these 

changes -£'or the pattern of social relations in south-east 

Africa. �omewhat different structural forces would seem 

J4see, for example, �ole, �eolithic Hevolution pp.ix,29,43.

J5Thayer Scudder, Gathering Among African Woodland Savannah 
Cul ti va tors, A Case Study : The Gwembe Tonga lMo...c�eshr UP, 1971). 

J6At least three types of cultivation may be distinguished; 
, primitive vegecul ture' , 'plan ting agriculture' •,v'hich 
does not involve seed, and 1 seed agriculture' of which 
grain culture is by far the most important form. For these 
distinctions see E. Stokes and R. Brown, ed. and intro., 
The Zambesian Past (Manchester uP, 1966), p.JJLi" ; .r1eillassoux, 
7i"social organisation of the peasantry", p.85. There are 
few indications of 'planting agriculture' - of yam and 
cassava cultivation - ever having been dominant in south 
-east Africa. This may be partly a reflection of the
high rates of decomposition to which vegetable matter is
subject, so that there is a tendency for 'planting
agriculture' not to appear in the archaeological record;
u-abel, "Terminal food collectors", pp.62,64 • .1.t is more
likely to be a function of climate. Plant crops such as 
yam and cassava do not thrive outside tropical latitudes • 
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to be generated by each aspect of the �eolithic production 

complex. 

Agricultural activity furthers the tendency towards 

the establishment of sedentary communities. �'ven with slash 

and burn techniques, there is only a need for communities 

to move from a settlement site after several year's 

production on different plots within its vicinity. Al.so 

implicit in the notion of agriculture, and tending to 

operate in a similar direction, is the need for a number of 

people to gather around a given product, resulting from 

their combined labour investment. 

in the case of ·planting agriculture·, the resulting 

social organisation may have a tendency to be fairly 

diffuse, and patterns of matrilineality may be appropriate. 

This is partly because the product may be stored dispersed 

in the field for part of the year, and because relatively 

little consumption has to be foregone in order to furnish 

the means of production for the next year's planting.Jr 

�he forces implicit in grain cultivation are 

arguably more likely to encourage the development of 

stratified societies; those which have come to be linked 

with the euphemistic term 'civilisation•.38 Here the

product cannot be stored dispersed in the fields, but 

must be harvested immediately and its storage centralised 

within the production unit. There is a need to forego a 

substantial proportion of the product in order to furnish 

seed for the new year's planting. Defence of this store 

of seeds against internal or external immediate consumption, 

is occasionally rendered more difficult and more urgent 

by the greater vulnerability of grain culture to the 

vagaries of short-term environmental changes such as 

drought. Undertaken primarily in the wetter tropical 

regions, 'planting agriculture' is much less vulnerable 

to such threats. All these factors tend to encourage 

J7Neillassoux, "Social organisation of the peasantry", p.85. 

38
cole, Neolithic hevolution, p.4.
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a movement towards patrilineality and a more rigid social 

organisation of the production unit in the case of grain 

culture than in that of 1 planting agriculture•.39 The

incentives for such organisation are considerable, for in 

optimum environmental and social conditions, grain culture 

is a highly efficient source of food in the sense that it 

is capable of releasing a substantial quantity of surplus 

-labour from amongst the members of the production unit.

At some point in the distant past of south-east Africa, 

grain culture became the central component of the 

agricultural production complex and the theoretical 

structural tendencies associated with it were thus introduced 

into the stream of history. Yet the epoch when a simple 

agriculture formed the sole source of subsistence would 

appear to be so distant in the past, in so far as it ever 

existed, that it would seem unnecessary to discuss here 

the lineage mode of production which other writers have 

suggested is characteristic o:f simple agricultural 
40 

societies. in south-east Africa, an articulation o:f 

agriculture with livestock-husbandry forms a much more 

plausible starting point for structural analysis. 

39Neillassoux, "Social organisation o:f the peasantry", 
pp.85-6. 

40This concept has been the focus o:f attention of a number 
o:f 1''rench 'structural' or i-larxist anthropologists :for 
some time, including Rey, Terray, Heillassoux, Godelier 
and Chesnaux. For an introduction to the concept see 
P.P. Rey, "The lineage mode of production", �ritigue o:f 
Anthropology 3 (1975) pp.27-79; Emmanuel Terray, 
Narxism and Primitive Societies (.a:-iew York: Nonthl.y Review

¥ress, 1972). Much of the debate within the ranks of
these writers surrounds the theoretical. question of the
degree to which a class structure and therefore a state
can be brought into existence on the basis of agricultural
production alone. Also pertinent is Frederick �ngels,
Origin of the 1t·amily, Private Property and the State, 
reproduced in 1•iarx and Engels, Selected Works in One 
Volume, pp.449-583. 
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A different range of structural forces is implict in 

the notion of livestock-husbandry. Unlike agriculture, 

the addition of animal husbandry to the subsistence base 

can, in certain respects, be readily absorbed within the 

nomadic or semi-nomadic pattern of living characteristic 

of the epoch of Primitive-Communism. in the absence of 

the technological innovation represented by the idea of 

silage, iivestock must be moved according to a regular 

cycle to take full advantage of seasonal changes and 

regional variations in natural grazing conditions. uccasionally 1 

a.s in time of drought, the normal spatial limits of these

migrations may need to be transcended, with the resulting

potential for conflict with neighbouring groups. Since

livestock in such economies are an important source of

subsistence, the communities dependent upon them must also

move in order to have full and regular access to their

products.

if this was the sole impact of animal husbandry, a 

primitive-communal mode of production would have to change 

little in order to absorb it. But the addition of livestock 

to the subsistence base also introduces the potential for 

accunulation of private wealth, and its use to build up 

retinues of political dependants. There are now much 

wider possibilities for exchange, and for social and political 

differentiation to occur. if the potential of animal

husbandry is seen from this point of view, it is but a 

smal1 step to the idea, expressed more than once in 

relation to the southern African context, that the 

institution of 'chiefship' emerges with the herders. 41

The sedentary and centralising tendencies of grain 

culture, coupled with the potential for accumulation and 

social differentiation implicit in animal husbandry, would 

clearly represent a particularly formidable economic 

combination - particularly in a patrilineal context.42

41 see for example, Monica Wilson, "Hunters and herders 11
, p. 60 .

42�or discussion of an aspect of this potential see Monica
Wilson, "Changes in social structure in southern Africa", 
pp.71-85. 
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This articulation is clearly in evidence in the first 

written records of the area, which date from the 16th century. 

on the basis of this, it is suggested that the articulation 

came into existence in south-east Africa at a considerably 

earlier date than the 16th century, and that it was the 

potential implicit within the articulation which helped to 

generate the forces which led to the subsequent transition 

to the epoch of Feudalism. 

A1 though i•1arx wrote very little about it, the 'li-ermanic', 

or what I would prefer to term the 'homestead' mode of 

production, seems to be a particularly useful concept for 

the understanding of this kind of situation.44 xet, so far

as I am aware, it has so far sti11 to be applied in an 

African context. The crux of the homestead mode of production 

is scattered settlement in economically self-sustaining 

family units; 

"At bottom every individual. household 
contains an entire economy, forming 
as it does an independent centre of 
production tmanufacture merely the 
domestic subsidiary labour of the women 
etc.,. In classical antiquity the city 
with its attached territory formed the 
economic whole, in the Germanic world, 
the individual home, which itself 
appears merely as a point in the land 
belonging to it; there is no 
concentration of a multiplicity of 
proprietors, but the family as an 
independent unit". 45 

ln south-east Africa, certain features of �ature 

tended to encourage the development of' a dispersed pattern 

of settlement appropriate to the mode. Much of the region 

43see chapt.V below.

44The change of' terminology is perhaps justified in the
particular circumstances of the case. Marx clearly 
devoted little thought to the general mode of production 
which he represented by the term 'Germanic'. rlad he done 
so, it seems highly likely that he would himself have 
rejected such an obviously observationally-derived term, 
with a specific regional or ethno-cultural implication, 
for one more abstract and thus more structural in its 
derivation. The clearest formulation of the mode is 
contained in Marx, Pre-Capitalist Economic Formations, 
pp.77-80. 

45 Ibid., p.79.
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is made up of a complex of valleys and hills, amongst which 

the 'eyes' of cultivable land are dispersed. Surface water 

is readily available throughout the region. The large 

number of hills and ridges offer ideal defensible settlement 

sites, though are usually small enough to be unfavourable 

for large settlement concentrations. 

As individual homesteads expanded their membership 

through natural reproduction and other agencies, there was 

a tendency for offshoots to be generated so that a 

homestead cluster developed, loosely linked by kinship ties. 

Although retaining independent control over production, 

homesteads surrendered certain limited elements of 

sovereignty to the cluster. It operated as the sovereign

unit 

"for war, religion, the settlement 
of legal disputes, etc." 46 

The cluster also operated as a unit for the protection of 

the pasture and hunting territory which was used in common. 

The property relation implicit in this particular 

:form of social organisation was thought especially important 

by r•iarx. The resources o:f the natural environment were 

used by each homestead within the cluster as an individual 

production unit. They were not used, as in primitive

communal or lineage societies, by the individual as a 

representative of the common whole; 

"It is genuinely the common property 
of the individual owners, and not 
o:f the union of owners". 47 

it is the emergence o:f this individualistic element, which 

above all would seem to distinguish the social relations 

characteristic of the homestead mode :from those o:f primitive 

-communism. lt is suggested that the relation may have

existed in embryonic form in both agricultural and livestock 

-husbandry societies, but that its full potential was

released where a synthesis had occurred between these two

forms.

46 
Marx, Pre-Capitalist Economic Formations, p.80.

47 l.bid.
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The homestead has a long history in southern Africa, 

and a number of idealised pictures of its operational 

characteristics appear in the literature. Attention is 

especially drawn to the kin link between the various 

members of a homestead, the division of' labour between the 

sexes, the powerful position 0£ the patriarch or male 

homestead-proprietor, polygamous marriage, the distribution 

of the product within the family which comprises the 

homestead, and its ability to produce without injections 

f' t . d 48 of' labour rom ou s1 e. 

Though the homestead can be clearly seen in outline 

in a variety of social formations existing in south-east 

Africa up to the present time, its form cannot be taken as 

constant. Although the homestead cannot exist outside of 

the combination of agriculture and livestock husbandry, 

it is quite possible for the balance between these forms 

to vary, and for hunting, fishing and food-gathering 

practices to exist, to varying degrees, in articulation 

with the dominant economic practices. other elements, such 

as craft manufacture, may also grow to prominence within 

it. At the same time its form may vary in proportion 

to the time since the moment of the establishment of the 

homestead, and to the wealth of' the proprietor. Above all 

the form may be changed by the characteristics of the 

socio-political environment within which the homestead 

exists; that is the extent to which it represents a 

dominant or subordinate mode of production and, if the 

latter, the nature of the demands placed upon it by the 

dominant mode. 

Commentaries on the place of the homestead mode of 

production within the Marxist system of' social epochs 

have not always been helpful, and it is perhaps better to 

48see for example, A.P. i'lewton, �.A. Benians and .Bric A.
Walker, ed., The Cambridge History of the British Empire, 
vol.VIII : South Africa Rhodesia and the �rotectorates 

Cambridge UP, 19Jb) pp.42-J; James Walton, African 
Village (Pretoria, 19.56J esp. p.150; Guy, "Destruction 
of the Zulu kingdom", pp.26-7. 



proceed from the hints of narx himself .. 49 l.n particular,

�arx appears to have regarded the homestead mode of 

production as an especially dynamic form, capable of 

generating from within itself the forces required to enable 

a transition to be made to a new historical epoch not 

characterised by the dominance of the homestead.SO 

The dynamic of the homestead mode derives from a 

combination of elements. First, under optimum conditions 

it permits a high and regular output of foodstuffs relative 

to the labour-input required for their production, and 

thus the generation of a substantial labour-surpl.us.51 The

form of social organisation which is the homestead ensures 

that the social component of these optimum conditions is 

met. it efficiently combines the labour-power of several 

individuals . A sufficiency of labour is permanently at 

hand throughout the production cycl.e, and an efficient 

division of labour could be developed on the basis of sex 

and age considerations. In optimum conditions this would

involve men clearing the land for cultivation and taking 

responsibility for the livestock, youths undertaking 

herding, women the tasks of planting and weeding, children 

being stationed in the fields to prevent grain losses to 

the birds, and all sharing in the harvesting of the crops. 

Other work within the homestead would be similarly 
52

divided. 

49liobsbawm•s comments, for example, sometimes appear 
misleading. There is nothing in the original £ormul.ation 
to warrant the suggestion that the mode is a subordinate 
form differentiated from Feudalism by its association 
with towns, still less that it represents a development 
out of Jteudalism; Hobsbawm, "Introduction", in Narx, 
Pre-Capitalist Economic .t''ormations, pp.J5-8, 4J-4 • 

.50 Hobsbawm, op.cit., pp.JS,44. 

51This is recognised by Morris, though he mistakes the
nature of this surpl.us. Lt may appear concreteiy in a 
number of forms including stocks of food, accumulated 
wealth, trading imports, dependants, craft production 
and so on, as well as in the form of the leisure-time 
available to the menfolk which Morris has in mind. '.L·hus 
labour cannot be described as the only surplus generated 
by the homestead. Ln the Marxist sense of the term, 
'surplus' is by definition 'surplus labour'. See D.R. Morris, 
The Washin of the S ears: The Rise and Fall of the Zulu 
.:,ia tion Jona than Cape, 19 o) p. • 

52For the rel ation between labour and the cycle of production 
see for example Junod, Life of a South African Tribe,
II:22,24. 
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Secondly, societies dominated by the homestead mode 

of production are organised in such a manner as to permit 

the retention of the product within the ranks of the direct 

producers. In its simplest form, the beneficiaries may 

include both the men and the women of the homestead, with the 

sexual division of labour not developed into a form of 

social stratification. 

Thirdly, and perhaps most important of all, a sedentary 

existence partially based upon grain culture encourages 

innovation in the field of food storage. Although the 

nature of these technologies in the south-east African 

instance may not have permitted their appearance in the 

archaeological record, they are reported in the first 

written sources pertaining to the region.53 it seems highly

likely that their introduction considerably pre-dates 

their 16th century appearance in these sources. 

In certain circumstances, the storage of food can 

permit the accumulation of wealth on a long-term basis. l.t 

is suggested that the usual pattern which may have 

developed in south-east Africa was for surplus to be 

generated each year by each homestead in the form of a 

quantity of food grains surplus to direct consumption 

requirements of the homestead membership. Surplus of this 

kind was generated whenever climate and other factors 

permitted. At this point, however, accumulation had yet to 

take place. Lt was sti11 only a notional surplus, because 

two important functions in the production cycle remained 

to be fulfilled by this grain. Part was for use as seed 

in the next year's planting, whilst the balance served as 

an insurance against the failure of the new harvest. Only 

when the next year's harvest was assured to be a success, 

in that a new notional surplus had been brought into 

existence, could the previous year's grain stocks be 

released for direct consumption, trade or whatever. in 

other words, only when the production cyc1e had run its 

second full annual course successfully, was a notional 

surplus translated into a real surplus. 

5Jsee chapt.V below. 
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1·he breaking of' this strict cycle on more than an

isolated occasion would have constituted a considerable 

threat to the survival of' the homestead as an independent 

production unit. �n such circumstances, the homestead 

-proprietor would have been faced with a number of'

alternatives. Livestock could have been bartered to others

or mortgaged to homesteads in a more f'avourable situation,

in return f'or f'oodstuf'f's. In the case of grain, f'ood could

easily be transported over relatively short distances in

pottery or basket containers. Cattle, of' course, are in

themselves a mobile source of' subsistence.54 in so far as

any market f'or it had come into existence, labour-power 

could have been disposed of in return for f'ood or items 

negotiable as f'ood. Cattle could have been borrowed f'or 

the regular supply of' milk which they yield�5Livestock

could have been slaughtered f'or f'ood, or as a last resort 

grain eaten which had been kept f'or seed. At the end of 

this slope, people would have been f'orced into dependence 

upon veld produce, shellf'ish or game, or into relationships 

of personal dependence with those who still retained 

control over the means of immediate consumption and of' 

future production. �qually dire consequences might follow 

from loss of' control over any other aspect of' the 

d t. 56homestead pro uc ion complex. 

These possibilities f'or the emergence of' social 

diff'erentiation are partly conditional on the notion of' 

surplus accumulation. Yet, because of' deterioration, grain 

cannot form a permanent store of' wealth. �ven real surplus 

cannot theref'ore be accumulated directly within a solely 

agricultural society. J.n the homestead case it is probably 

54�or the notion of' the origins of local trade in the 
W1evenness of' production due to drought and other forces 
stemming from diff'erentiation within the natural 
environment, see Sansom, "Traditional economic systems", 
p.136.

55.r·or an introduction to the notion of' temporary cattle
transfer and the structural implications of' the practice 
in the f'ield of 'interest' and dependency see Ibid., 
pp.149-53; �orris, Washing of' the Spears, pp.28-9. 

56The impact on the homestead of' the loss of' f'emale labour,
for example, is well illustrated by the remark the paramount 
Fal�u is said to have uttered when first shown a plough in 
operation; "It is worth six wivest"; DJ. Kotze, ed., Letters 
cf the t\,mP,rican tdssionaries, 1835-38 {cape '1·own, 1950) p.115,
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best regarded as a pre-requisite for accumulation to take 

place. �ts main function appears to have been to ensure 

that accumulation in the livestock sphere of the economy of 

the homestead, was not threatened by the need to use these 

domestic animals for immediate consumption purposes, either 

by killing them :for food or by exchanging them for food 

from others. 

Stocks of wealth can be built up in the livestock 

sphere of the economy on a long-term basis for a number 

of structural reasons implicit in the notion of livestock, 

and especially in the notion of cattle. First, no special 

methods of storage need to be devised to enable cattle 

and other livestock to be kept over long periods. They are 

stored 'on the hoof'. Secondly, like grain, livestock 

derive their basic source of value from their function as 

a source of food. Unlike grain, however, there is no 

lengthy annual production cycle required. �attle and goats 

in particular yield a daily food product in the form of 

milk. �hirdly, the natural mobility of livestock ensures 

that, unlike grain plants growing in the field, they are 

somewhat less a prisoner of drought and other forces 

emanating from the natural environment • .l"ourthly, livestock 

can also be moved and defended more easily against raiders 

than stores of' grain and other crops. 1''if'thly, the natural 

life of' livestock is probably greater than that of' grain, 

given the limitations of the storage technologies of the 

period. Sixthly, livestock represents a store of wealth 

which is capable both of self-development and self'

reproduction, whereas grain suffers a steady deterioration 

from the moment of' harvest. Finally, livestock furnish

a number of useful non-food products in the form of hides,

wool, bone, grease and so on, whereas the use of grain is

entirely confined to its use as food, as a simple form of

ornament and possibly as a source of oil.
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�attle and goats would seem to be especially versa�ile 

forms of domestic livestock, and the difference between them 

essentially a function of scale and the physical conditions 

needed £or each to thrive. Sheep and poultry, though 

deriving value from a range of uses, would appear to be 

rather less versatile. u-enerally though, it seems reasonable 

to assume that livestock was not killed, except for spacial 

feasts or in honour of important guests, or at the behest 

of the powerful. �either would livestock have been traded, 

except by those extremely desperate or, which is more likely, 

by those very secure in the means of subsistence who were 

offered what they regarded as equally precious items in 

exchange. In the early history of the homestead mode, such 

items may have been confined to women - regarded as a store 

of future labour and reproductive power,57 and such c�aft 

manufactures which the homestead did not possess the 

technological expertise or have access to the raw materials 

to produce, but which it possessed the labour-power to 

set to work. 

Like all forms of wealth, in certain limited social 

conditions which were not found in south-east Africa in 

the epoch in which the homestead was the dominant mode of 

production, livestock and especially cattle could also 

·t 1 58function as capi a .  

The ability of the homestead to produce, accumulate, 

exchange and otherwise manipulate surplus, introduced 

various possibilities for further social and political 

differentiation in areas where it came to operate as the 

determinate mode. These possibilities were compounded by 

57.fhe 'lo bola 1 system, which was built around the notion
of marriage as a reciprocal exchange of wealth between
homesteads of different clusters, is usually thought to
have been of ancient origin in south-east Africa. There
is no way in which its origin can be dated precisely.

58The emergence of the social relation which is 1 capital 1 

in south-east Africa is discussed in chapter X below. 
b'or some of -che positions taken up by non-Marxists on the 
question of the use of the term in relation to cattle in 
Africa see Lars Sundstr8m, The Exchange Economx of Pre
Colonial Tropical Africa (nurst, 1974) pp.114-j; Sansom, 
"Traditional economic systems", pp.149-53; uaniel, 
"Geographical study of pre-Shakan Zululand", p.24 • 
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forces generated by the dialectics of �ature in the region. 

Some homestead clusters were able to expand to subordinate 

weaker homestead clusters, and primitive-communal remnant 

groups, and to incorporate refugees as dependants. '.1·he 

result was a relatively large number of small principalities 

or dynastic states dispersed across the countryside, eacn 

dominated by a separate •royal' lineage, but in which 

individual homestead-proprietors retained a large degree of 

autonomy. 

A variety of mechanisms gradually came into operation 

in these states by means of which a partial transfer of 

surplus took place, from the individual homestead-proprietors 

to the chief at the apex, who was the representative of the 

ruling lineage. These mechanisms may have involved direct 

tribute, but indirect forms of transfer are perhaps more 

likely. Included amongst these may have been religious 

and judicioJ mechanisms, and monopolies in relation to 

bunting, trade and the fruits of war.

�t is suggested that, long before the homestead mode 

of production had subordinated all the remaining pockets in 

south-east Africa in which simpler modes continued to exist, 

its own determinate role began to be challenged. The dynamic 

within the homestead mode enabled a different mode of 

production to develop in certain of its interstices. 

characteristic of the transition was the reduction o:f many 

homestead-proprietors to the status of peasant-proprietors, 

and the partial transfer of surplus to the members of the 

ruling lineage in the :form of tribute. The form has been 

termed a tributary mode of production.59

59Amin, "Underdevelopment and dependence in Black AfricaP , 
p.507. I have also benefitted :from a discussion with
Martin Fransman on this point. Amin's formulation specifies
a parallel existence of a village community and a socio
political structure which exploited the former by 
exacting a tribute. In the south-east African instance it 
would seem reasonable to equate the 'homestead' with the 
•village' of Amin's formulation. Early visitors to the
region in fact often described individual homesteads as
villages. homesteads were almost certainly greater in size
before their systematic reduction to the attenuated form
characteristic of the later 19th century and beyond. The 
temptation to develop the concept of the 'tributary mode 
of production' into a social category peculiar to Africa, 
and seemingly generalised within it over a long period, 
must be resisted. unfortunately the position is already 
extant; Coquery-Vidrovitch, "Research on an African mode 

of production". 
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This partial redistribution cf surplus from the 

homestead permitted wealth to be accumulated by chiefs and 

their lineage associates. This could be used to recruit and 

equip dependants as military followers, groups of which 

were frequently seen by the first European travellers to the 
. 60 u . t. h d region. narrior re inues attac e to major homesteads, 

provided the mechanism for further expansion and 

development of a powerholder 1 s position. Control over a 

military force independent of the citizenry of the state, 

permitted a stabilisation of power. It permitted the 

enforcement of hereditary succession, so that it became 

possible for a lineage to maintain and perpetuate a position 

of political dominance over a state composed predominant1y 

of non-kin. As in Europe, the presence of household warrior 

retinues was an essential ingredient of the conditions 

required to permit a transition to a new social epoch to 

take place in south-east Africa - the epoch of Feudalism. 

ihis transition to Feudalism in south-east Africa 

appears to have been closely linked with the development 

and widespread, though not universal application of metal 

technoioeies. �ron was especially important. On the one 

hand,the labour organisation of the homestead was such that 

it could efficiently set to work agricultural technologies 

which utilised iron. At the same time, the emergence of 

household retinues introduced a form of labour which could 

make effective use of expensive technological developments 

in the sphere of weaponry based upon iron. 

Based on the latest radiocarbon dates which are 

available, and a new method of analysing them, Phillipson 

has argued that the complex of technological changes 

associated with the Early Iron-Age entered southern Africa 

in two streams, which probably overlapped by the time of 

their arrival on the north-western margins of south-east 

Africa�1Wh.at is more important for the present study,

however, is the approximate date at which this complex of 

60see below chapt.V. 

61
0.w. Phillipson, "The chronology of the J..ron-Age in Bantu

Africa", Journal of African History XVI, J \1975) pp.J21-42 •
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tech..,ological changes was set to work in the region. 

The earliest date which has been established comes from 

the �gw-enya site in modern-day Swaziland on the extreme 

north-western margin of south-east Africa • .l:iere the mining 

of the haematite ores for their red pigment gave way to their 

being mined for the iron they contained not later than the 

4th or 5th century A.n.62 viven the prevailing technological

limitations of the period in the sphere of transport, it 

was probably essential for the ore to be smelted in situ, 

and the site contains evidence of smelted iron, though it 

is surprising that the technical reports on the site make 

no mention of the presence of furnaces. it is clear that 

several thousand tons of ore have been moved from primitive 

mines in this area over the centuries.63 Another north

western site, this time on the Pongola River, contains 

very clear evidence of iron-smelting and has been dated to 
64

the 7th century A.D. 

A number of other iron-mining and smelting sites have 

been discovered further to the south, but as yet full 

technical reports and firm dates are still awaited. These 
6 .. 

include sites at �ato Ridge and in the Tugela valley. ' There 

is important work in progress on iron-Age sites in the 

Mfolosi valley,66 and there are almost certainly other

sites which have yet to be wiearthed. �o work has been done, 

for example, on the archaeology of the 1 .i'10zambique' plain, 

south or north of Delagoa bay. In addition, written sources 

62uart and �eaumont, "Ratification and retrocession•, p.242.

6Jibid., pp.242-J.

64Phillipson, ''Who was there first?".

65oavies, "Excavations at Blackburn", p.175.

66This work, more precisely on the Mfolosi Basin, is being 
undertaken by Martin Hall of the �ata1 Museum. I am 
grateful to John Wright of the Department of History at 
the university of Natal, Pietermaritzburg, for this 
information; private commwiication, 1J/J/76. 

' 
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relating to a later period, include references to iron-mining 

operations. It is conceivable that these mines were first 

worked at much earlier dates, possibly even prior to the 

16th century.67 lhere is plenty of evidence of the relatively

early and systematic development of mining in southern 
. h l 68

Africa as a w  o e. 

By far the most interesting of the sites which 

currently lack firm dates and full technical reports is that 

in the Tugela Valley. In a tributary valley of' the Tugela 

proper, 20 miles below the site of the modern town of �olenso, 

evidence has been discovered of a rich Iron-Age industrial 

complex. �t includes an iron mine, comprising mostly 

surface workings, but incorporating one vertical shaft not 

yet examined. A horizontal coal shaft has been found, 

together with no less than 80 furnaces. Two local inhabitants 

think that the complex had been in operation before the 

beginning of the European colonial era in the 18JOs, but 

how far back in time the complex began to function has yet 
... . d 69

to be ascervaine . 

until the fruits of this research become available to 

the historian, Phillipson's general conclusion may be taken 

67In Dingane•s time, :for example, iron was being mined near 
the headwaters of the Amatikula River, which is a small 
river running a little way into the hinterland north of the 
mouth of the Tugela; Captain Gardiner, "First interview 
with Dingane", February 18J5, in John Hird,ed •• The Annals of 
Natal 1495 to 1845, 2 vols., (Pietermaritzburg: Davis, 
1888), Vol. I, pp.305-6. 

68For general discussion of the early history of mining in
southern Africa as a whole see R.A. Dart and P.B. Beaumont, 
"Amazing antiquity of mining in southern Africa", �ature 
216, 511J (1967) �p.407-8; A.K. Doshier, "Mining genesis", 
Mining Survey 64 (1969) pp.21-8; G.N.G. Hamilton, "Ancient 
workings in southern Swaziland", South African Journal of 
Science 32 \1935) pp.582-6; T.G. Trevor, "Some observations 
on ancient mine-workings in the Transvaal'', Journal of the 
Chemical, Netal and i''iineral Society of South Africa 12 
( 1912) pp.267-75, 370-72, 414-5; 1J \ 1912) pp.148-9; .t<'agan, 
Southern Africa, pp.153-7. 

69The discoveries have been made by a team led by Tim i.'-iaggs
of' the .Natal i•1useum. Unce again l. am grateful to John 
Wright for this information; private communication, 
lJ/3/76. 
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as the starting point for the historical analysis of the 

spread and impact of these changes; 

"By the close of' the first millenium 
it appears that most of the Transvaal, 

, together with parts at least of 
Swaziland and the northern strip of 
�atal were subject to lron-A�e 
settlement". 70 

In many respects, however, generalisations of this 

kind pose more problems than they solve. Phillipson is 

essentially concerned with dating the 'floruit' of the Iron 

-Age in various parts of Africa. in coping with such a

broad perspective, he is obliged to obscure a number of

important distinctions which might prove crucial in the

development of a historical analysis of the past. ¥irst, as

Phillipson himself points out, even if the qualifying terms

'early' and 'late' are employed to add an element of

precision to the analysis, still the Early Iron-Age

industrial complex is "capable of sub-division at various

levels". Archaeologists tend to use at these levels the

kind of observationally-derived categories which make

structural comparisons and contrasts very difficult. �econdly,

major social dis�inctions tend to be obscured. These include

that between metals production and metals consumption; that

between those whose labour is expended in production of the

raw material or of the finished manufacture, and those

who control the production process; and that between the

various uses to which metals are put. These kinds of

distinctions appear crucial in enabling a historical

understanding of the ·Iron-Age' in south-east Africa to be

reached.

It is suggested that small-scale iron mining, smelting 

and manufacturing began in south-east Africa during the 

first millenium A.D •• At this stage, technological applications 

of iron may have come to include ornaments, easily 

transported and negotiated stores of value, hunting 

impliments, weapons,and finally agricultural and bush

clearing tools. �roduction at this stage would have been 

7o�hillipson, »chronology of the Iron-Age", p.JJO. 
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relatively inefficient in that it consumed large amounts of 

surplus-labour, and its manufactured output would probably 

have been 'expensive' relative to cattle and other items 

which derived their value from a linkage to the process of 

subsistence. Metal manufactures were therefore scarce, and 

could only be put into operation by the more wealthy 

homestead proprietors. 

At some point, the mining and smelting of copper ore 

may also have begun in south-east Africa, or the metal 

imported in its refined state from neighbouring regions. 71

Technological applications of the metal were probably 

confined to the overlapping spheres of ornamentation and 

'currency'. That is, a range of technological applications 

of the metal which was much narrower than in the case of 

iron. 

This gradual pattern of changes seems to have been 

overtaken by forces emanating from the north-western and 

western margins of south-east Africa. Ln south-central 

Africa, and to a lesser extent on the highveld west of the 

vrakensberg, there is considerable evidence from 

archaeology, Arabic written sources, and oral tradition, 

that mighty empires had come into existence at a time 

when the pattern of technological changes characteristic 

of the �ron-Age was only just being brought into operation. 

in south-east Africa itself. �n these areas trade in 

ivory and various kinds of minerals with Arab merchants 

linked to a system of indian Ocean commerce, came into 

existence at an early date. control of labour, markets and 

the sources of trading commodities became important over 

a wide area of central and southern Africa. An early 

technological application of iron in the sphere of weaponry 

gave these empires an important advantage over the small 

-scale principalities of the surrounding territories.

71south-east Africa certainly possesses resources of the ore;
see above p.44. The metal was certainly in use in the 
16th century on a limited scale; see below chapt.V. 19th 
century sources spoke of it having been mined in the 
•Pondoland' region at some point in the past.

,R'7 
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As Jack uoody has argued, the bow and stone-tipped arrow is 

essentially a 'democratic' weapons system, in that its 

dis-cribution cannot be controlled • .DY contrast, iron

tipped pikes and spears are not freely available in simple 

societies, because their iron content is 'expensive•. 

Providing labour is freely available to set them to work, 

they also represent an e£ficient weapons system. With the 

development of iron weapons, farreaching social and 
'/'2. political transformations are on the cards. As Alan �mith 

has written in connection with an invasion into the area 

north 0£ Delagoa tiay; 

"Informants recall that the invaders 
brought iron assagais and laid their 
claims to rule on the basis of this 
superiority". 7 3 

�ith the aid of warriors equipped with this kind of 

weapons system, offshoots of these interior empires 

established themselves in the Lebombo hills and other points 

on the north-western, and possibly western, margins of 

south-east Africa. In time, important lineages associated 

with these groups sent offshoots to dominate tracts of 

countryside further into south-east Africa. before the 

16th century, several of these lineages had established 

themselves as ruling aristocracies in different parts of 

south-east Africa. The paramountcies which they brought 

into existence included those of Tembe and inhaca based 

on the shores of Delagoa .Bay, 74 that of' vambe - the country 

7�Jack �oody, Technology, Tradition and the State (uxford 
UP, 1971 J p.46. 

73Alan .Ii. Smith, ··The peoples of' southern .Mozambique: an 
his�orical survey", Journal of African History XI�,� 
l 1113 > p • .57.5.

74tloth of these states are mentioned in the 16th century 
written records; see below chapt.v. it is impossible to 
decide at what point in time they came into existence, 
though it must obviously have been a point in time prior 
to the first recorded observation of �hem. various types 
of terminology are used in the contemporary and 
secondary literature in relation to these states. The 
Portueuese, for example, referred to the state of 'Zembe', 
and modern Africanists translate the �ortuguese rendition 
of 1 lnhaca',for the word they heard spoken,as 1 Nyaka'. 
I have generally prefered to employ the terms which 
appear in the early written records, as � feel they need 
very careful analysis before modern 'Africanisms' can 
be substituted for them. }'or no particular reason, l have 

chosen to break this rule in the case of 'Tembe' • 

• • • • /88
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of the ctbo - which extended its power on either side of the 

Tugela valley,75 that of a paramountcy established on the

Dedesi tributary of the upper nzimvubu,76 and probably a

number of others.77

75The existence of' this paramountcy was reported by 16-th
century European visitors. The fact that they remarked 
upon a Portuguese trading connexion with it suggests that 
'Vambe' was already wail-established by this date; see 
below chapt.v. As in so many other instances in south
east African history, there is a good deal of overlapping 
terminology reflecting different people's perception of 
reality, and the different attempts of successive 
generations of �uropeans with different languages to 
render the various names which they thought they heard 
being used. As Bryant points out, for example, 1 va' seems 
to have been a prefix in use in the northern part of south 
-east Africa, and was equivalent to 1 aba 1 which was used
further south. Yeople in the south also used the prefix
•e' to distinguish the country from the people; 1 eMbo 1

-

'abaNbo' • .I. find tryant entirely convincing on the link 
between •Vambe' and 1 Mbo'; tlryant, Olden Times, pp.289, 
313,315. �ryant also suggests that the state owed its 
origin to a general extension of political power by a 
polity established on the �komati River; Ibid., pp.289, 
314. There is evidence from archaeology which suggests
that there was a state on the �komati capable of
generating such a colonising movement. �gwenya, the
important iron mining and smelting complex which came
into existence not later than the 5th century A.D., was
located on a ridge overlooking the main �komati valley;
see above p.83. This extension of political power
gradually spread southwards along the Lebombo Hills; Bryant,
op.cit., pp.289,J14. A number of states were established
as offshoots of this general political expansion, of
which •vambe' was one. in turn, 1 Vambe 1 probably came to
generate offshoots of its own; tiryant, op.cit., pp.289,
314. The important iron industrial complex on the Pongola,
which began to operate not later than the 8th century A.D.,
appears to have been located on the approximate route 0£
this colonising movement; see above p.8:}. 'J.'he question
of the location of' the 'Vambe' heartland in the later 16th
century, and its possible relation to an important iron
industrial complex, is discussed in chapt.V below. Like
'J.'heal, and for a number of reasons which space does not
allow to be discussed, I find tlryant's argument and the
general 'political' interpretation of this question
quite convincing. By the same token, I cannot accept the
objections mounted by Nonica Wilson and others; Nonica
Wilson, "The early history of the Transkei-Ciskei", A£rican
Studies XVIIJ., 4 ( 1958) p.174; C.R. Boxer, The 'i'ragic
History of the Sea, 1589-1622 (Cambridge UP, 1959) p.7on.
�ee also above p.17.

76
This paramountcy, at some point before the late 17th century,
produced the ''I'hembu' and'Xhosa' offshoots. 'i'-1pondomisse' 
had a similar origin; Wilson, op.cit., pp.174-5; Omer-Cooper, 
Zulu Aftermath,p.1J. 

77,Mpondo', for example; Wilson, op.cit., p.175.
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Several of these paramountcies appear to have shared 

common roots.78 �his, together with a number of other pieces

of evidence, suggests that they may have come into existence 

as satellite states on the periphery of one or more imperial 

system centred in the south-central or southern African 

interior. 1 Venda-lialanga 1 was certainly one such system.79

78Thus one cluster appears to have come to include Nbo (Vambe),
Ngwane, Ndwandwe, Dlamini, Hlubi, Mpondo etc., and to 
have been offshoots - directly or indirectly - o:f a state 
located on the �komati River; bryant,Olden Times, pp.289, 
314; Wilson, "Early history of the Transkei-Cisl�ei", p.175. 
The interpretation is supported by the fact that the 
same term o:f greeting was in use :from the HZimvubu to Lake 
Sibayi; tiryant, op.cit., pp.10-11. Tembe was probably also 
part of this system; Alan Smith, HThe trade o:f uelagoa Bay 
as a £actor in �guni politics, 1750-1835", in Thompson, 
African �ocieties in southern Africa, p.180 and n. For 
other material on the pattern of interlinkages see above 
p .88 and n.; l•larks, nTradi tions of the .Natal 1 .r�guni 1 ", 

pp.1J6-4J; Van Warmelo, "The classification of cul.tural. 
groups", p.65; Alan bmith, "The peoples o:f southern 
hozambique", pp.565-81; Junod, Life of a �outh African 
Tribe, I:4,22-J,JJO. 

79,Tembe' appears to have had a •�alanga 1 origin; Junod, 
op.cit., I:23. AS has been pointed out in note 79 above, 

1 Ternbe 1 seems to have shared a common origin with a number 
of other early paramountcies. Apparently the correct 
rendition of the late 18th century paramount o:f' the 
�dwandwe is not 1 Zwide' but 1 Zwide Ka Lang-a'; R.c.A .

Samuelson, Long, Long Ago (uurban, 1929) p.402; 11. Yon 
:::;icard, 11 Shaka and the north", Af'rican Studies 14, 4 
(1955) p.147. In the 16th century Delagoa Bay was known 
as "this bay of Hocranges"; 'i'hea1, Records, II:202. Soga 
suggests that the whole of south-east Africa was, at one 
tiCTe, dominated by Kalanga groups, Soga, South-�astern 
Hantu, p.JO. See also the interesting discussion in 
ll'wnica Wilson, "The Sotho, Venda and Tsonga", in Oxf'ord 
History o:f' South Africa, I:167-76. Although Bryant did 
not go so far as to suggest such a Kalanga connexion 
with south-east Africa, he did think that the migration 
streams or political clusters which he identi:f'ied, 
ultimately derived from the Upper Limpopo, a conclusion 
quite consistent with the argument advanced here; Bryant, 
Olden Times, pp.6-10. All this makes the hypothesis o:f' 
Welch, that at one time the whole of south-east Africa 
up to and including 'Natal' had been part of the mighty 
Mwenemutapa Empire, entirely plausible; s.R. Welch, �outh 
Africa Under John III: 1521-1557 lCape Iown, 19481 PP• 
278-9. Although, as the title o:f this particular book
indicates, Welch's perspective is not entirely adequate,
his work is constantly challenging to the reader enclined
to lapse back into thinking about pre-16th century south
-east A:frica in terms o:f' static and simple societies. His
work deserves to be better known.

••••I 90 
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but there may just have been others.80

These colonisers may have been initially interested 

in the ivory and hWlting products, iron, copper and possibly 

salt and labour-power of the region. Copper ornaments of 

more or less precise weight may have been a common currency 

and store of value which underpinned the commodity exchange 

relations within these imperial systems. ·1·h.ey certainly 

seem to have been performing these functions in the 16th 
81

century. 

The empires of south-central Africa had established 

an early commercial link with Arab merchants operating in 

association with a general Indian Ocean system of trade. 

The uelagoa Bay states may have been established as ports 

to serve the needs of an expansion of this commerce to 

include much of Africa south of the Limpopo River. There is 

a good deal of circumstantial evidence which suggests an 

ancient Arab trading connexion with south-east Africa, pre 

-dating the 16th century origins of the Portuguese
. 82

connexion.

SO, Inhaca' may possibly have been the Del::i.goa Bay foothold
of a rival system. It certainly seems to have had poor 
relations in the 16th and 17th centuries with some of the 
states of the 'halanga-group'. � have not been able to 
find any precise information on its political antecedents. 
un the other hand it may have originally been a part of 
the 1 Kalanga-group', but in the 16th and 17th centuries
was moving towards a position of autonomy. 

81see below chapt.v.

82If Sofala was sufficiently important in the 11th century
to be visited by the Arab chronicler Al Haj, then it seems 
at least possible that there was some Arab commercial 
activity or indirect commercial links further south before 
the 16th century. 'i'here is some archaeological evidence 
in support of this proposition, in the form of what is 
thought to have been a Swahili-Arab trading site at Port 
st. �ohns. �ome ning china and red beads have been found, 
but a thorough investigation has yet to be undertaken; 
.Narks, 11 .Nguni, the i:�atalians and their history", p.5J1. 
There are also a number of linguistic clues; oryant, 
Dictionary, p.46J; Van Warmelo, 11 '1·he classification of 
cultural groups", p.59. �t has been suggested that the 
vutch settlers inherited the term 1 Caffer' (kaffir -
, unbeliever') from the ;-.,rahs, possibly via the �ortuguese • 
The Arabs probably used it as a generic term for all with 
whom they had dealings on the coast, but the Dutch at the 
Cape initially used it to refer to the 'Xhosa' alone, as 
this was the only group they knew to exist; George .1hompson, 
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With the exception of the Delagoa bay states, all 

the paramountcies of the colonisers appear to have been 

located, at this period, inland from the sea • .r·rom these 

positions they could easily control the people and 

resources of the various parallel corridors leadin� from 
0 

the foothills of the vrakensberg to the sea, as well as 

the even ground of the 'highveld• which probably constituted 

the main north-south artery of trade and other human 

communication at the time. The 1'ugela corridor leading up 

to the urakensberg passes may have been especially important. 

The various groups of people which were subjected to 

the rule of these colonial aristocracies were given 

certain generic terms to distinguish them from those who 

ruled over them. In the north one such term appears to 

have been '.1:lonwana•, whilst ·Lal.a• was the equivalent in 

use further south. 'l'hese terms may originally have meant 

•the people who went before', or ·the outsiders', bu� they

quickly came to take on the connotation of:the subordinate

class'. J..n view of this it is not strange that writers

have discovered a connexion between the 'Lala' and iron

-working. Lhe 1 Lala 1 are, by definition, the 1 workers 1 
-

of iron as of everything else.83

�t is important not to overestimate the degree of 

class polarisation and the incidence of commodity exchange 

at this stage of south-east African history. lioth existed, 

but neither was the determinate aspect of the social formatior 

Travels and �dventures in �outhern Africa, ed. with notes 
by Vernon S. borbes {London, 1827; 2nd ed., 2 vols., �ape 
Town, van Riebeeck Society, 1967) Vol.I, part 1, p.160. 

8JFor fuller discussion of the use of these terms see above
p.16-17 and n. See also Von Sicard, --�haka and the north",
pp.150-51. �he distinction in the literature between
'Honwana' and 'Lala' may suggest that two imperial systems
with different languages were involved, or that 'Honwana'
actually bore some relation a name of sel:f-identit"ication
in use in the north. 'Lala' seems to be too general over
southern and south-central A:frica :for it to have been
in any sense a term of self-identification. For the
, Lala• connexion with iron-working see i'-iarks, "Tracti tions
of the ;�atal '1"lguni'11, p.1J4, after Soga.
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'1'he numbers fully enserfed at this stage may have been

small, and only a trickle of long-distance trade may have 

been involved. �n order to maintain their positions of 

dominance, the new aristocracies m�y have been obliged 

to permit levels of intermediate power to remain in the 

hands of local 'royal' lineages. A three-tiered pattern 

of Yeudal sovereignty was brought into operation involving 

homestead-proprietors, lineages which had once dominated 

independent principalities but which were in process of 

being reduced to vassal status, and a number of paramountcies 

at the apex. These paramountcies may have been loosely 

combined in a 'Kalanga' confederacy or imperial commercial 

system. 

A progression of social transitions has been suggested 

in south-east Africa before 1550. The incidence of some 

modes of production across space and through time, may have 

been sufficient for them to characterise important social 

epochs in the history of the region. A particular mode of 

production rarely became universal in the region before 

a new mode developed within its interstices. At later points 

in the progression, 'frontier' struggles between different 

modes of production gave way to what amount to class 

struggles within wider economic and political frameworks. 

The evidence presented in support of the various 

hypotheses is not always conclusive, but it is suggested 

that something like the pattern of changes described 

must have taken place in south-east Africa before 1550, if 

the complexity and precise character of the social formation 

existing in the region in the later 16th century is to 

be understood. Though simpler modes of production persisted 

as subordinated forms, at some point before the later 

16th century, south-east Africa had entered the social 

epoch of ¥eudalism. 
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PAR'l' TW0 : 

THE TR.ANSITI0t': TO FEUDALISM 



IV 

A NOTE ON THE CO�CEPT OF FEUDALISM 

Before describing the south-east African situation as 

it appeared to visitors in the second half of the 16th century, 

and considering to what it extent it can be said to have been 

characterised by patterns of feudal social relations, some 

consideration of the concept of 'Feudalism' itself is necessary. 

Though initially applied to .Medieval western .l!.'urope, the term

has since come to be used more widely, 1 including a number of

general and more local applications to Africa.2 There has

been a tentative attempt to apply the concept to certain

southern African situations.3

1For a work which introduces a number of these applications
see Rushton Coulborn, ed., ¥eudalism in History (Princeton 
UP, 19 56) • 

2For an introduction to major works published before 1963, see
Jack Goody, 11 Feudalism in Africa?", .Journal of African
History IV, 1 (196JJ pp.1-18. Amongst these works were S.F •
.Nadel, A Black Byzantium (1942); E •. M. t;hilver, "Feudalism", 
in A. Richards, ed., �ast African Chiefs: A Stud of Political 
Development in Some Uganda and Tanganyika Tribes 19 0) pp. 
J78-9J; Jaques J. 1•1aquet, The .t"remise of .1.neguali ty in Ruanda 
1961); 11 A research definition of African :feudali ty't, Journal 
of African History III (1962) pp.J07-10. Nore recent 
applications include those of' Walter .Rodney and ;:;amir Amin 
respectively; Rodney, How �urope Underdeveloped Africa , chapt. 
2; Amin, 11 Underdevelopment and dependence in Black Africa", 
p.507.

3.aoth .Nick Hyman and Richard i•1oorsom, respectively, have
spoken of an 'incipient feudalism• in relation to certain 
southern African situations pre-dating the era of �uropean 
colonisation; Hyman, "Tentative propositions concerning 
class formation in southern Africa in the pre-colonial and 
colonial epochs", p.1; "Four questions concerning the 
relation between class and national formation in southern 
Africa in the pre-colonial a.."ld colonial epochs", University 
of London, Centre of International and Area Studies, 1•.ay 
1972, (mimeograph) pp.1-2; Richard Noorsom, "Underdevelopment 
and class for□ation: the origins of migrant labour in �amibi� 
1850-1915", University of Sussex, n.d. 1973·1, (mimeograph)
p. 1 J.
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Historians and others are not agreed on the wisdom of 

applying the term 'feudal' outside the Nedieval western 

European context. The possibility of' a wider application of 

the term was first hinted at by Voltaire: 

"Feudalism is not an event; it 
is a very old form which, with 
differences in its working, 
subsists in three-quatrers of our 
hemisphere". 4 

Yhe position received support from Marx Bloch, one of 

the leading modern analysts of Feudalism in Medieval .f!.urope; 

"Like all the phenomena revealed 
by that science of eternal change 
which is history, the society thus 
characterised las feudal) certainly 
bore the peculiar stamp of an age 
and an environment. xet just as the 
matrilineal or agnatic clan or even 
certain types of economic enterprise 
are found in much the same forms in 
very different societies, it is by no 
means impossible that societies 
different from our own should have 
passed through a phase closely 
resembling that which has just been 
defined. If so, it is legitimate to 
call them feudal during that phase".5 

Indeed, Bloch regarded as

"a question or the deepest interest 
whether there have been other societies, 
in other times and in other parts of 
the world, whose social structures in 
their fundamental characteristics 
have su�ficiently resembled that of our 
Western feudalism to justify us in 
applying the term 'feudal• to them as 
well." 6 

It is conceivable that, but for his premature death, Dloch 

himself might have gone on to analyse a range of 'feudal' 

situations outside the context of Hedieval Europe. His initial 

reading on the question, and particularly on Japan, had already 

4Voltaire, cited by Bloch, Feudal Society, 2:441. 

5Bloch, op.cit., 2:446.

6Ibid., 1:xviii.
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led him to the conclusion that 

"Feudalism was not an event which 
happened once in the world". 7

Despite Bloch's standing in the field of Medieval studies, 

his commitment to the use of the term 'feudal' outside the 

�uropean context is still only shared by a minority of 

histori2ns and social scientists. Upposition to the wider 

application of the term is of two main types. There is firstly 

an extreme position, the characteristics of which have been 

discussed fully above, and which entirely rejects the 

comparative method. �t rests on the assumption that persons, 

events and institutions defy comparison because they are 

unique. From this point of view, the term 'feudal' is a purely 

chronological referent which can be used only in connexion 

with a particular phase in the history of the western 

European experience. The position was first put forward by 

i•iontesquieu, 8 but that of the modern writer Boutruche is not

far from it; 

"La feodalite est medievale. Elle 
ne doit rien a l'Afrique, rien 
sans doute a l·Asie, le Japon 
excepte. Elle est fille de l• 
Occident." 9 

A second and more moderate attack is levelled by a 

number of writers who, whilst claiming to accept the principle 

of comparative analysis, feel obiiged to reject the use of term 

ifeudal'. one argument has been that the use of the term in 

relation to situations outside �'urope is to bring to their 

study an undesirably Eurocentric approach. 10 ;J.'here are really

two points here. Une relates to the philological antecedents 

of the term and is easily dismissed. The structural approach 

to the study of Mankind was first developed in Europe, and 

its terminology inevitably still reflects this. Lt should not 

7Bloch, ¥eudal Society, 2:447. 

8Montesquieu, cited by Bloch, op.cit., 2:441.

9Robert Boutruche, Seigneurie et feodalite (Paris, 1959) p.297, 
cited by Goody, "Feudalism in Ai .. rica'l", p. 14n. 

10Goody, op.cit., pp.10-11.
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daunt a historian genuinely committed to work within a 

comparative framework. More fundamental is the question of 

the cultural carry-overs implicit in the use of' the term 

'feudal' • This is only a problem, however, i:f the term is 

defined and so applied in a culture-bound way. The problem 

can be overcome by rigorous structural definition of the 

concept with which the term is associated. The limitations 

of the knowledge of the time necessitated Bloch using the 

.t;uropean experience in formulating a more or less structural 

definition of f'eudalis�. 11 Ideally it is necessary to push

beyond this. Although it may yet be too early to derive a 

structural definition from the comparative analysis of a 

range of' societies, this must remain as the ultimate aim. 

r•iOre worrying to some has been the seeming 1 inkage of' 

the term 1 £eudal' to the �arxist theory of social epochs. 
12

There is a fear that to use the term is to indicate a sharing 

of' this viewpoint. Marxists certainly are concerned with 

using the concept in this way, though this is not to say that 

everyone must do so. The question of the place occupied by 

�-eudalism in an overall system o� social epochs, can be 

separated from a desire to form generalisations about societies 

with similar patterns of' relationships in a wide range of 

time-periods and parts of the World. 

A third kind of moderate criticism, and one which must 

be respected, is that the term and the concept with which it 
1 r 

is associated have often not been used with sufficient rigour. 

•i·his is however, a criticism to be levelled at the work of

particular historians and social scientists rather than a

contribution to the basic theoretical debate.

11Bloch, Feudal Society, 2:441.

12Goody, "1''eudalism in Africa?", p.11.

lJibid., p.2. 
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ultimately many of the criticisms levelled from the 

moderate point of' view ring somewhat hollow. The position

of Jack �oody, the leading discussant of the problems

involved in the application of the term and the concept

of 'feudalism' to Africa, is a good example. He argues that

"If we are to take up and develop 
the tradition of comparative work, 
which has been so neglected in 
recent years by historians, sociologists 
and anthropologists alike, then the 
best strategy at this stage is to avoid 
the kind of overall comparisons that 
are invited by words like tribalism, 
feudalism, capitalism. These abstractions 
make for too crude a level of analysis." 14 

Exactly what 'comparative' concepts Goody would substitute 

is not entirely clear. in attacking the use of the term 

•feudal' he looks with favour on such notions as 'clientage', 15

16 
and the'segmentary state'. Yet he does not seem entirely

happy with these kinds of generalisations either and the final.

statement of his position casts doubt on his very commitment

to the comparative method itself;

"The extent to which the developments 
in Africa resembled those that 
occurred in Western Europe is 
certainly worth pursuing and could 
even shed some light on the major 
historical problems that engaged the 
attention of Marx and Weber. Hut in 
this, as in other comparative work, 
we must start with less worn counters, 
with more operational concepts •••• "17 

It is in the continued multiplication of 'operational' or

observationally-derived concepts that the comparative method

is negated. A commitment to their use as primary tools of 

analysis ultimately must represent a commitment to the 

particularism of the empiricists.

14 Goody, U:f'eudalism in Africa?", p.13. 

15ibid., pp.5-7,9-10, 14. 

16Ibid., p.8.

17Ibid., p.16. See also his remarks in Goody, Technology,

Tradition and the State, pp.17,21.
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Comprehensive categories must, of necessity, oversimplify 

the reality which they attempt to encapsulate. Their use is 

fraught with danger • .Nevertheless, as Postan has pointed out, 

they are the same dangers as are inherent in all general terms, 

and 

.Moreover, 

"without generalised terms representing 
entire groups of phenomena not only 
history but all intelligent discourse 
would be impossible". 18 

"if generalised concepts are to be used, 
there is much to be said for employing 
only the useful ones, i.e. those which 
help us to distinguish one historical 
situation from another, and to align 
similar situations in dirferent countries 
and even in different periods". 19 

It is for this reason that an attempt is made to employ the 

concept of 'Feudalism• in the present work • 

.i:'·rom the point of view of i•1arxist structural History, 

the term 'feudal' is employed to characterise a particular 

mode of production. On the other hand, the term 'Feudalism' 

is used to identify a particular epoch in the process of 

social development; one in which the incidence of the feudal 

mode of production is sufficient for it to be said to 

characterise the epoch, even though it raay not be universal 

within it. 

Unfortunately, neither Narx nor Engels devoted very

much attention to the precise analysis of' the feudal mode of 

production, or the nature of' the transitions which may be 

possible to and from it. As riobsba,'llll has pointed out, their 

primary concern was to isolate the features of the feudal 

epoch in Europe, which appeared to facilitate the transition 

to the Gapi tali st epoch in that part of the World. 
20 ·.rheir

18M.M. Postan, n�orewor�•, in Bloch, Feudal Societz, 1:xiv.

19 · t Postan, op.cl. • 

ZOrtobsbawm, "Introduction", in Marx, rre-Gapi talist Economic 
Formations, p.11. 
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analysis of' l''eudalism in general is accordingly very incomplete • 

... ,:uch more than in the case of Capitalism, the remnrks of i-larx 

and ..:.ngels on this question must be taken as work in progress, 

a source of useful insight on which to build. 

Three clusters of problems are associated with the term 

Feudalism in riarxism. First, the precise nature of the mode 

of production designated as �'eudal. Secondly, the nature o:f 

the transition to Feudalism :from other social epochs. Thirdly, 

the nature of the transition from Feudalism to social epochs 

dominated by other modes of production. At this point in the 

argument we are concerned to discuss only the :first and 

second clusters of problems. The third cluster is considered
21

below. 

The lack of clear conceptualisation o:f the .t<'eudal mode 

of production in ciarxism necessitates a re-examination of the

concrete historical situation to which the term was first

applied. AS uloch defined it;

"from the 8th century onwards there 
was a sharply demarcated group of 
societies in 1/estern and Central 
Europe, whose elements, however 
diverse, were cemented solidly 
together by profound resemblances 
and constant relationships". 22 

The age of Feudalism in western and central Europe is usually 
2J

thought to have been all but over by the lJth or 14th centuries, 

though some see a revival of it in 'bastard' form during the 
24 

15th century. Other parts of �'urope are either thought not 

to have developed suf:ficiently in a similar direction to 
25 warrant the use of the term, or, as in Perry .Anderson's

21see chapter VIII.

22Narc Bloch, Melanges Historigues {Paris, 1963) Vol.1, p.123, 

cited by .Anderson, Passages From Antiquity to Feudalism,
p.16.

23Ancterson, op.cit., pp.182,263. 

24
1{.B• Macl''arlane, "Bastard .t<eudalism", cited by N.M. Postan, 
The Medieval Economy and Society (Pelican, 1975) p.195. 
-

25Bloch, 1-1elanges tlistorigues, p. 124; Feudal Society, 2 :44 5-6 • 
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formulation in regard to eastern �urope, to have experienced 

the flowering of Feudalism rather later.26 Since there is

consensus only on the question of western and central I:..'urope, 

it is on the historical experience of these areas that 

attention will be concentrated. 

Unfortunately, even within these limits, there is little 

agreement as to exactly what constituted the essence of the 

concrete historical situation to which the term l<'eudal has 

been applied. There is first the view taken by the Anglo

German 'legalist' school, ? .. rhich uses the term in a narrow 

technical sense to be 

"merely a name for the legal or 
customary principles embodied 
in the 'Feudum' as the universal 
principle of military organisation. 
Thus told the history of feudalism 
is mainly the story of baronial 
and knightly contracts of service". 27 

There is secondly the view tl1a t would widen the use of the 

t . 1 . t 28
term to charac erise a comp ete socie,y. 

The second and wider of these two views is now accepted 

by a majority of students of the subject. Within this broad 

position, however, there is little consensus as to the elements 

which must be isolated as fundamental to the notion of Feudal

society. Hather than discuss these viewpoints within a 

competitive framework, I propose to regard them as essentially 

complementary and to use them to highlight certain of the 

economic, social, political and military relationships of 

society which seem to make up the general nexus characterised 

as Feudal. After all, 

"the framework of institutions 
which governs a society can in 
the last resort be understood 
only through a knowledge of the 
whole human environment". 29 

26Anderson, PassaP,es t<rom Antiauity to l"eudalism, pp.161-4,
215-6,229,263; tlloch, Feudal Society, 1:180, 2:446.

27Postan, "Foreword", in Bloch, op.cit., 1:xii. See also
Postan, Medieval Economy and Societz, pp.89-92; Goody, 
"Feudalism in Africa?", p.J. 

28�or the emergence of this viewpoint see Bloch, op.cit.,
1: xvii-xviii. ,tt·or ..oloch' s commitment to it see Ibid., l : xx. 

29 Bloch, op.cit., 1:59. �ee also 1:268.
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The econof1'1y of' European .t"eudal society was essentially 

rural, with urban centres - in so far as they existed at all 

- being subordinate to the countryside.JO It was characterised

by a relatively low level of the f'orces of production w Jl In

the important rural sector, they included a dynamic

agricultural component and a possibly less significant

animal husbandry.

The dominance o:f the rural sector in the Feudal economT
.. 

makes the patterns of' socio-economic relationships which

developed in association with it of considerable interest. �·or 

some the essence of Feudal society consisted in the relationships 

developed between men and the land,32 
and in particular the

situation of' dependent land tenure implicit in the notion ot: 

the 'f'ief' 1
•

33 Yet this may be to generalise f'rom an 

observational model limited to a particular European historical 

situation. The Roman law which guided property relations 

during Feudal times was not a product of the ¥eudal era, but 

a carry-over from an earlier historical epoch. Looked at from 

a structural point of view, property 'ownership' under Roman 

law can be seen as a bundle ot rights, the proportion being 

held by any sincle landowner or peasant varying considerably.34

unlike the concept ot: Roman property law, that of a bundle of 

rights in relation to land is freely capable of an application 

outside the narrow confines of the particular historical 

context of i'ledieval western Europe. 

JO Anderson, Passages b'rom Antiquity to J!'eudalism, pp.24, 150 • 
.1his is an important component of' the .t,,·eudal mode o:f 
production; .Marx, Pre-Capitalist Economic J!·ormations, pp.77-8. 

J
1

Allderson, op.cit., p.142.

32"enjamin �uerard, cited by �loch, �eudal Society, 2:441.

J3works cited by J.jloch, op.cit., 1:xvii; li-oody, "i,·eudalism in 
Africa?", p.J. 

34Hindess and Hirst, Pre-Capitalist Modes of Production, p.2J5;
Goody, op.cit., p.6. 
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Approached from a different direction, the essence of 

socio-economic relationships in the rural sector of Feudal society 

was not dependent land tenure, but dependent cultivation.J5 But

the relative intensity of the relationship of dependence appears 

crucial. ·.i:-he form of labour organisation which was characteristic 

was neither 'slave' nor ':free' but something in between. The 

precise form varied a great deal along a 'serf' - 'peasant' 
. 36 

continuum. 

Descriptions of these relationships in the rural sector 

sometimes emphasise the element of class domination and economic 

exploitation of the humble by the powerfui.37 In other accounts

stress is laid on the degree of reciprocity between the parties 

involved.JS Hore ir.iportant than the question of the origin of 

these social relationships, is their precise structure. They 

invariably involved a proportion of the direct producer's labour 

-time, or a proportion of the product resulting from the

application of his labour, being extracted to help support the

subsistence and supra-subsistence requirements of a non

labouring class. There was a:n extraction of 'rent', but this

took a decentralised form under Feudal conditions.39

At one time writers moved beyond the notions of dependent 

land tenure and dependent cultivation to see the manorial system 

J5p0stan, Medieval :Sconomy and .::,ociety, p.90. ;:>ee also pp.G4 and 

88 of the same work. 

J6Anderson, rasssages From Antiauity to Feudalism, p.24; Postan,

op.cit., pp.98-9,102,140,144,153,164-9. 

J7p0stan, 
op.cit., 

":Foreword", 
2:44J. 

J8see note .6& below. 

in Bloch, �eudal �ociety, 1:xiii; Bloch, 

J9Hindess and Hirst, Pre-Capitalist �;odes of Production, pp.2 24 
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as being an essential ingredient of 1''eudalism. On closer 

examination of the situation, however, this view has since been 

rejectect.40 The distribution of the manorial system within

Feudal �urope was closely related to topographical factors,
41

and the specific legacy of an earlier perioct.42 As such it

represented not the essence of Peudal society, but a particular 

assemblage within the general framework. 

Al though it is certainly dif'ficul t to picture a .t,'eudal 

economy without an agricultural component, to concentrate 

entirely on the relations of cultivation may yet be to employ 

a definition which is too restrictive. It automatically 

excludes animal husbandry and other types of production. 'l'his 

seems an unreasonable exclusion. The essence of the 

structure of the rural economy under Feudal conditions was not 

dependent cultivation, but dependent production. Dependent 

production existed in the sense that economic power, which is 

to say control over the means and fruits of production, was 

unequally distributed. 

40Bloch, Feudal �ociety, 1:279; 2:442; Postan, "Foreword", in 
Bl O Ch' 0 p • Cit • ' 1 : xv. 

41The typical manor, and the nucleated village with which it was
often associated, represented a production complex appropriate 
to predominantly arable plains-country. The pastoral practices 
and pocket cultivation which were associated with hilly, upland
topography was a production complex, which in its lower 
cooperative work requirement, le� itself more readily to the 
existence of a less servile peasantry and its greater dispersal 
across the countryside. On this question see Postan, i"Jedieval 
Economy and SocietY:, pp.100,124; Anderson, i:iassages From 
Antiquity to .L'eudalism, p.155 • .i''or the extension of this more 
flexible position to take account of situations outside Europe 
see !Hoch, op.cit., 2:447; Goody, "Feudalism in Africa?", p.10. 

42.tJloch, op.cit., 2;442 • .t<'or the development of the manorial 
system see Anderson, op.cit., p.140; k'ostan, .Medieval Economy 
and Society, pp.90-91. The manorial system had an altogether 
longer history than �'eudalism itself; .dloch, op.cit., 2:442. 
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unce more however, the degree of inequality and the 

distribution of the surplus extracted in the form of 'rent' 

appears crucial to an understanding of Feudalism. Economic 

power was certainly not distributed equally, but neither was 

it entirely concentrated in the hands of a particular individual 

or single social class. The monarch, and the aristocracy from 

whose ranks he had emerged, enjoyed access to a rental income 

extracted from the individual serf or peasant households. This 

economic power was not complete, because the subordinate class 

was not totally separated from control over the means of 

production. �t was not concentrated in the hands of the monarch 

or a handful of individuals, but decentralised to varying 

degTees amongst a large number of powerholders. Economic power 

was thus partially diffused through the various levels of 
43

.treudal society• 

The subordination of one man to another, which was evident 

in the •economic' sphere of social relations, was in fact 

common to the whole of Feudal society�
4

�t was clearly apparent 

li-J 
it might at first appear as if the point is untenable in the 

case of some of the intermediate powerholders of Feudal 
society. Attachment to the household of a patron is sometimes 
seen as an alternative to an independent economic base in 
land. J.f however, as many writers have suggested, the 
emergence of a household retinue system is one of the 
structural changes in society marking a passage away from 
Primitive-Communism, then the replacement of household 
dependence with land grants is probably one of the indicators 
of the completion of the transition to �·eudalism. Intermediate 
strata, like those above and below th�m, now also possessed 
a proportion of the bundle of rights in land which amounts 

to the concept of 'ownership'. Thus they too had acquired 
an economic base which allowed them a substantial degree of' 
freedom from their patrons. For the significance of the 
retinue system in general see Anderson, .r'assages From Antiquity 
to Feudalism, pp.108,116,232. For the system of household 
attachment see Bloch, Feudal Society, 1:151,169. For the 
fusion of vassallage and gran't of land, which took place in 
Europe from about the 8th century A.u., see Anderson, op.cit., 
pp.139,233; oloch, op.cit., 1:158. �or the related shift 
away from a 'citizen' or 'peasant' army or militia see Bloch, 

op.cit., 1: 152. 

44 .i:iloch, op.cit., t:145. 
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in the sphere of 'politics'. 11erc various levels o f dependency 

existed; from the humblest serf, through various interr:rndiate 

levels of 'chiefs', to the paramountcy at the apex o:f the 

system. 45 'Vassalage', with its strong military connotations,

was not the essence of �eudalism but a form of dependent 

political relationship found at certain levels.46

Despite the superficial resemblance to a simple 

nierarchically-organised structure, in fact 

".lt was an unequal society, rather 
than a hierarchical one - with 
chiefs rather than nobles ••••••• " 47 

The structure of political relationships was such that, although 

power was not equally distributed, neither could it be easily 

concentrated at any level. Political as well as economic power 
48 was partially diffused, or locally-centred. To use Anderson's 

phrase, .l:'·eudal society was generally characterised by a 

· t· � · t 1 
49 Th h · ld ct 'parcelliza ion 0.1. sovereign y . ose w o wie e economic 

and political power, were also in a position to wield judicial 

and other forms of power in their local sphere of influence.50

The general decentralisation of power obviated the need for 

. d . .  t t· t 51 
bureaucratic a minis ra ive struc-ures. 

1�5p0stan, t-1ediev2.l �conomy and Society, p.92; Anderson, Passa,-,_--es
From Antiouity to Feudalism, pp.139,147; Bloch, �eudal Society, 
1:146,170. 1he 'political' sphere is extremely important to 
an understandine of l•'eudal society; Hindess and Hirst, Pre
Capitalist Modes of Production, pp.224,226. 

4 6 Dl O Ch' 0 p • Cit • , 1 : 1 4 7 • 

47lbid., 2:443. 

48Goody, "Feudalism in Africa1 tt, p.4. 

49Anderson, op.cit., p.147. 

50Ibid., p.152; Postan, Medieval Economy and Society, p.82 ; 
Bloch, op.cit., 2:442.

51 Anderson, op.cit., p.153. 
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The existence but undoubted wealcness of the position 

the powerholder at the apex of the political system, was 

perhaps of particular i:nportance. 5
2 The powerholder at the 

of 

apex 

did not possess a power base which transcended his personal 

weal th. 1�e could not, for example, exploit the mass of the 

peasantry directly.53 Relationships of this kind were confined

to the estates or homesteads under his personal control. Heyond 

this, relationships with the peasantry could only be developed 

indirectly through the mediation of one or more of the 

intermediate levels in the political structure, and would 

require the cooperation of powerholders at these levels. £his 

in turn depended upon the ability of the powerholder at the

apex to gain and maintain their allegiance, usually through the 

distribution of favours. The powerholder at the apex was a

'paramount' rather than a 'king'. His power was very far from

being 'absolute'.

The individual's occupation of a position at one of the 

levels within the political structure involved at one and the 

same time, his protection by - and subordination to - another.54

�nis dual element in the political system has allowed some 

writers to see the individual relationships involved as having 

been instituted from below through feelings of insecurity, and 

others to see them as having been developed from above through 

the use of force.55 �t is however, the actuality rather than

52 8ioch, Feudal Society, 2:443,445 •

.5JAnderson, .Passages From Antiquity to 1"euda1ism, p.151.

54In so�e parts of Peudal �urope this was to be seen plainly 

reflected in the 'castellar' landscape; ibid., p. 142.

55Goody, "Feudalism in Africa1", pp.6,14; Bloch, Peudal Society,
1:171. 
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the origin of the relationship which concerns us at this stage. 

At the lower levels of Feudal society, relationships of 

dependence were often freely revealed in aspects of day-to-day 

living. At higher levels it was often the case that they were 

hardly revealed at all, except in time of financial crisis at 

the apex, or more usually, in time of the paramount's 

involvement in war. On such occasions dependants would be 

expected to offer military assistance. In many parts of �urope 

the 'knights', who were amongst the intermediate powerholders 

of �eudal society, seem to have actually formed an active 

warrior aristocracy. This situation has led some writers to 

include amongst the defining characteristics of �eudal society, 

the virtual identity of the class of 'chiefs' with that of 
. 56 l professional warriors. Xet on c oser examination this may

prove to be less an essential structural requirement than a 

particular feature of the �uropean tand the Japanese) system 

at a stage in its development. As Anderson has pointed out, 

the essential commitment of a dependant to his patron was to 

provide a •military effective'. This might take the form of 

a body of retainers or a sum of money. Unly on exceptional 

occasions was the dependant obliged to attend in person and 

t . .  t . b t 1 57
actively par icipa e in a t e. 

unlike in certain Primitive-Commw1al. situations, the 

network of social relations which comprised Feudal society

was not based solely upon 'natural' considerations. Although 

kin links remained significant, they were not of paramount

importance in determining the pattern of social relations.58

similarly, economic and political inequalities went far beyond

considerations of 'natural' status such as age.59

56Bloch, Feudal �ociety, 2:444.

57Anderson, Passages in the Transition From Antiquity to �eudalisrr 
p.147. See also Postan, .1.,1edieval. l!:conomy and Society, p.95. 

58Goody, "Feudalism in Africa't", pp.1,6; .!:Hoch, .r·eudal Society, 

1:142, 2:441,443. 

59Goody, op.cit., p.7.
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rtaving isolated some of the essential features of the 

various spheres of Feudal society, it is necessary to once 

more draw the threads together into a coherent whole. For bloch 

a simple listing was sufficient; 

"A subject peasantry; widespread use of 
the service tenement li.e. the fief) 
instead of a salary which was out of 
the question ; the supremacy of a class 
of specialised warriors; ties of 
obedience and protection which bind man 
to man and, within the warrior class, 
assume the distinctive form called 
vassalage; fragmentation of authority 
leading inevitably to disorder; and, in 
the midst of all this, the survival of 
other forms of association, family and 
State, of which the latter, during the 
second feudal age, was to acquire renewed 
strength - such then seem to be the 
fundamental features of European feudalism".60 

Bloch's listing of the essential features of Yeudal society

does not quite go far enough. J_n order that the concept of'

1,eudalism can be fully applied in comparative structural

analysis, it must not only invol-ce the really essential features

of �eudal society, it must also show them in their dynamic
61 

interdependence. �t is necessary therefore to show the 

manner of their integration into a particular �eudal mode of

12.I'od11r.tio;a. 

the 

This task has been attempted by Perry Anderson. lt'or him

�eudal mode of production in Europe was one 

"dominated by the land and a natural 
economy, in which neither labour nor 
the products of labour were commodities. 
The immediate producer - the peasant -
was united to the means or production -
the soil - by a specific social relationship. 
The literal :formula of this relationship 
was provided by the legal definition of 
serfdom - 1 glebae adscripti 1 or bound 
to the earth; serfs had judicially 
restricted mobility. The peasants who 
occupied and -cilled the land were not its 
owners. Agrarian property was privately 

6O�loch, �eudal Society, 2;446.

6lp0stan, "Foreword", in Bloch, op.cit,. 1:xiv. 
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controll�d by a cla�s of feudal lords 
who extracted a surplus from the peasants 
by politico-legal relations of compulsion. 
This extra-economic coercion, taking the 
form of labour services, rents in kind or 
customary dues owed to the individual lord 
by the peasant, was exercised uoth on the 
manorial demesne attached directly to the 
person of the lord, and on the strip 
tenancies or virgates cultivated by the 
peasant. Lts necessary result was a 
juridical amalgamation of economic 
exploitation with political authority. The 
peasant was subject to the jurisdiction of 
his lord. At the same time, the property 
rights of the lord over his land were typically 
of degree only: he was invested in them by a 
superior noble (or nobles), to whom he would 
owe knight - service - provision of a milito.ry 
effective in time of war. His estates were, in 
other words, held as a fief. The liege lord in 
his turn would often be the vassal of a feudal 
superior, and the chain of such dependent 
tenures linked to military service would extend 
upwards to the hie;hest peak of the system - in 
most cases, a monarch - of whom all land could 
in the ultimate instance be in principle the 
eminent domaii-1 •... ..•••. .••• .. ..••••.• • ...••• 

The consequence of such a system was that 
political sovereignty was never focussed in 
a single centre. The functions of the State 
were disintegrated in a vertical allocation 
downwards, at each level of which political and 
economic relations were, on the other hand, 
integrated. This parcellization of sovereiG11tY 
was constitutive of the whole feudal mode of 

production".62 

Broadly speaking, it will be against Anderson's formulation

the soutl,-east African situation will be tested. Anderson,
that 

was concerned with the development of an operational
however, 

f. J.•tion of the ¥eudal mode of production as it functioned
de 1n 
. particular historical situation. Accordinely, it incorporates
in a 

ber of more or less culture-bound components and is
a num 

there
fore not entirely satisfactory as a general structural

definition of the ¥eudal mode of production as a widespread form.

t �n reuard must also be paid to structural points already
lier a.� 0 

. d in the discussion of Feudalism. Other points will be 
raise 

considered as they arise in the analysis of the south-east

African situation.

62
An

derson, Passag-es From Antiouity to .r'cudalism, p.147 •
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J. t is necessary to considar now the second oi' the

clusters of problems which surround use of the term l"eudalism 

in t:arxist thought. That is, problems associated with the 

transition to the Feudal mode of production or to a social 

epoch characterised by it. The weakness of the Marxist 

explanation of' the transition to 1''euclalism is well known; 

"The genesis of capitalism has been 
the object of many studies 
inspired by historical materialism 
•••·•·••• • The genesis of feudalism, 
by contrast, has remained. largely 
unstudied within the same tradition: 
as a distinct type of transition to 
a new mode of production, it has 
never been integrated into the general 
corpus of Marxist theory." 63

So far as western and central Europe are concerned, two 

inputs are commonly agreed to have been of great importance; 

the Roman legacy and the Germanic conquests. Heyond this, 

however, agreement breaks down. �ome stress the importance of' 

the Roman legacy; l!.Uropean .t•eudalism is seen to be the result 

of the collapse of the Homan Empire. Nany of the or�anisntional 

forms, and notably the manorial system, are seen to be direct 

or indirect carry-overs from Eoman times.64

A second vie,vpoint stressas the Germanic input. The origin 

of' Feudal institutions, and notably the system of vassalage, 

is seen to originate within the German tribal societies which 

then spread them to other parts of' �urope through the
65 

mechanism of conquest. 

A third viewpoint, which usually concedes supremacy to 

one or other of the above-mentioned views, reminds us of the

importance of pre-Homan and pre-G-ermanic elements in the 

development of the particular forms associated with the �eudal 
66era in western and central �urope. 

6JAnderson, yassages .rrom Anticiuity to .r·eudalism, p.18. 

64�ee the discussion in Bloch, Peudal Society, 1:148. 

6.5see the discussion in .1:-'ostan, Medieval Economy and �ociety, 
pp.2-1J. 

66.Lbid., p,.5.
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A fourth view, and perhaps that most commonly accepted, 

whilst conceding that two of the characteristic elements of 

Feudal society in Europe - the manor and the vassal system -

had their respective origins in Roman and German societies, 

argues that the balancing of the relative importance of' these 

two inputs in the genesis of Feudalism in this area constitutes 
. . 67 

a fruitless exercise. The particular form taken by Feudalism 

in western and central Europe resulted from the violent 

collision of two complete systems. Anderson has expressed the 

point succinctly; 

"the catastrophic collision of two dissolving 
anterior modes of production - primitive and 
ancient - eventually produced the feudal 
order which spread throughout medieval t'urope".68 

in essence it is no more than the argument which had been put 

forward by Bloch more than thirty years before.69

Satisfying though the l:lloch-Anderson explanation may be, 

for the particular form taken by the transition to Feudalism 

in western and central Europe, it cannot be taken as a structural 

formulation for the rise of �eudalism in general. As the 

writers are obliged to concede, a transition to �eudalism 

albeit more slow - did occur in parts of �;urope where the 

elements for this kind of synthesis were not present. �t was 
· 

t -, 7o A 1 1 ti notably the case in eas ern �urope. more genera exp ana on

is therefore required. 

various general explanations of the transition to 

�eudalism have been put forward, usually based on one or other 

of the viewpoints developed in relation to the particular

European situation. Goulborn's formulation, for example, is

clearly influenced by the 'Roman-legacy I viewpoint. He arc;ues

67Bloch, Feudal Society, 1:148; 2:44J; Anderson, Passages .r·rom 
Antiquity to i''eudalism, pp.128-JO. 

6SAnderson, op.cit., p.128. See also pp.18-19,137,142,154, 21 3. 

69vloch, op.cit., 2:443.

70see above p.101, note 26. 
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that Feudalism is a mode of revival of a society whose polity 

d . .  t t d 71 ·h· . . 1 has 1s1n egra e • i is 1s certain y an interesting idea, 

though it seems unlikely that i'"eudalism could result froi:1 the 

breakdown of any imperial system • .1.t is hard to imagine, for 

example, that the end of the 20th century iJritish Empire could 

ever have produced a revival of Feudalism in the metropolis. 

The level of the forces of production must clearly also be 

taken into account. 

The 1 Germanic-conquest' view of the transition to �·eudalism 

in western and central Europe has given rise to the notion of 

a path of •unaided development' to Feudalism, which also helps 

to explain the transition east of the Elbe.72 The possibility

of such a transition vas recognised by Harx as a result of his 

researches into the east European situation. in a letter to 

Engels discussing Polish developments, �1arx wrote that 

"here s er!�dom can be shown to have arisen 
in a purely econoraic way, without the 
intermediate link of conquest and ethnic 
dualism 11

• 73 

It may well be that Feudalism can arise both from a 

regression from an 2dvanced stRge of social differentiation, 

as hinted by Coulborn, a11d from a development towards an 

intermediate stage of social differentia�ion, as indicated in 

the letter of' 1-:arx to �ngels. Hobsba,vm has traced the occasional. 

thoughts of 1-.arx and cngels on the nature of this transition, 

and shown in fact how a tentative conclusion was reached that 

a variety of different transitions to �·eudalism was possible.74

.Moreover, the transition to .i:'eudalisrn need not occur in 

71coulborn, Feudalism in tiistory, p.J6L�. See also Goody, "Feudalisn

in Africa?", pp.7,9.

72
'l

'he term is employed by Anderson, .r'assages .l!'rom Antiaui ty to 

Feudalism, p.216.

7JKarl. Marx and Frederick Engels, Selected Correspondence

(Lawrence and 'Wishart, 1965) p.95, cited by Anderson, op.cit.,

p.2 29.

74Hobsba,-nn, "Intro due tion", in .:-iarx, Pre-Capitalist Economic

Formations, pp.9-54. 
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every part of the World. As Hobsbawm points out; 

"Feudalism appears to be an alternative 
evolution out of primitive communalism, 
under conditions in which no cities 
develop, because the density of 
population over a large region is low".75 

}Iot all the transitions to .r·eudalism which appear to be 

theoretically possible need be discussed here. it is suggested 

that in the south-east African case, the underlying trend 

accords closely with the 'unaided development' model. A passaGe 

from forms of Primitive-Communalism to an epoch characterised 

by the homestead is discernible, and the dynamic implicit in 

this mode of production was in the process of creating the 

necessary social and technological forms which were the 

preconditions for an independent transition to .t'eudali sm. .ln 

the event, however, these processes were overtaken by a 

colonising movement instituted by more socially developed 

societies located in the interior of south-central or southern 

Africa. These colonising groups came to supply the Feudal 

aristocracy, which by the 16th century, was already in process 

of establishing a position of hegemony in many if not all parts

of south-east Africa. �t is to the description of this ¥eudal 

situation in late 16th century south-east Africa that we now

turn. 

75 ttobsbawrn, ".introduction'', in l'larx, Pre-Capitalist �conomic 
.r'ormations, p.23. :::iee also p.32 of .Hobsbawm' s same contribution • 
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V 

A POLITICAL ECOi>iOMY OF SOUTH-EAST 

AFRICA IN THE LATER 16th C�NTURY 

The first written records which can be used by historians 

o:f south-east Africa date from the later 16th century.1 It thus

becomes possible to build up a more detailed picture of' social 

relations in the region after 1550 than for earlier periods. 

The most important later 16th century accounts are those o-f 

the experiences of' survivors of .Portuguese shipwrecks. 2 .t<'our

main accounts are known to exist.They have been collected and 

translated by 'rheal and tioxer respectively.3 
These records

1The possibility of a pre-1550 Arab or J..ndian trading link
with the region, and thus the posstbility of earlier written 
records, cannot be discounted altogether. In 1498 Vasco da 
Gama made a brief landfall, but his report o:f the incident 
conveys little of interest. Early 16th cantury Portuguese

records contain some references to Delagoa Hay, but not to

the situation prevailing elsewhere in the region. 

2Between 1500 and 1635 some .550 Portuguese ships sailed :from
the East to Portuga1. Only 470 ot' these ships ever reached 

Lisbon. A large number were lost on the African coast.
Unlike the outward voyage, a coastal route through the
Mozambique Channel was usually followed on the homeward
journey by the annual :fleet, which averaged 5 vessels in the
mid 16th century; Boxer, Portuguese �eaborne Empire, pp.208
-9, 221.

JThe accounts of survivors of wrecks in 1552, 15.54, 1589 and 
1593 appear in Theal, Records of South-East Africa, Vols. 
1 and 2. The 1589 and 159J accounts also appear in Boxer, 
Tra�ic history of the Sea. Boxer claims to have translated 
independently and more literally :from earlier editions o:f 
the original Portuguese texts. rle :freely acknowledges a 
substantial debt to 'l'heal, however, and the difference 
between the two versions of the 1589 and 1593 accounts is 
seldom considerable. 
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are especially valuable since they relate the experiences of 

people who undertook lengthy journeys along the coast, and 

sometimes through part of the interior. Their aim was to 

reach Delagoa hay, or other points further along the coast 

where Portuguese vessels were known to call • 

.t.ven these valuable documents pose a number of problems 

for the historian. �ot all the writers paid equal attention 

to describing the features of the communities encowitered, 

and possibly only one is actually the work of an eye-witness.4

All the accounts are very uncertain in establishing- the 

geographical location of physical features and societies 

encountered. The assembly of material from these accounts 

into a balanced overall picture is further complicated by their 

coastal bias, the different seasons in which the parties 

were travelling, the different routes followed, and the 

different extent to which each party was equipped with guns 

and trade-goods. These :factors, when combined with the 

unsystematic geographical and chronological span of the reports,

means that such sources can udmi ttedly o..m�1u,-t to no more than

a fragmentary record.

r,;oreover, the accounts naturally only describe the 

relations between the shipwreck parties and the various 

societies which they encountered. \vi th the exception of the 

De1agoa polity of Inhaca, no group o:f travellers lived within 

one of these societies or interacted with it over sufficient 

time for it to gain an intimate knowledge o:f the inner 

structure of the society, or of the pattern of its 

interrelationships with other societies. It is reasonable to 

assume therefore, that throughout the region,both of these 

types o:f relationship were much more complex and wideranging

than the records indicate directly. To take two examples;

there is no mention made o:f local trading networks, and

4This is the 1554 account written by Perestrello. The brevity
and lack of balance of the 1552 accoW1t suggests a secondary 
origin. As uoxer points out, the 1589 and 1593 accounts are
the work of contemporary Portuguese chroniclers, though 

they almost certainly had access to eye-witnesses and/or

first-hand sources which have not survived; Boxer, Tragic

�istory, pp.J9-40,46 .
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little or uO direct reference to extraction of surplus from 

the peasantry. The overall level of social development 

indicated in the accounts suggests, however, that the 

existence of both might reasonably be expected. It is possible 

that they are absent from the historical record because the 

diarists were never in a position to observe their operation. 

�he same may be true of a number of other important indicators 

of the general stage of social development which had been 

reached in the region. 

Despite these obstacles, some attempt must be made to 

reconstruct the political economy of south-east Africa in the 

later 16th century on the basis of these records,�f earlier 

and subsequent changes in the pattern of social relations 

in the region are to be understood. This chapter first 

introduces the four accounts on the ha.sis of which conclusions 

are to be formulated, and then the general settlement pattern 

which they appear to reveal. Secondly, the overall social 

formation is analysed from the standpoint of the degree to 

which patterns of social relations characteristic of various 

modes of production can be said to have axisted within it. 

These modes are respectively; the Primitive-communal, the 

Homestead, the Tributary, and the i,--eudal. To facilitate this 

analysis, a simple threefold geographical division of south 

-east Africa is made. Thirdly, and using this system of'

geographical categories, a conclusion is formulated which

draws attention to the uneven pattern of social development

in south-east Africa as a whole • .l<'inally, certain outstandin,g

contradictions present in the overall social formation are

isolated and suggested to furnish a part of the dynamic

necessary to bring about further social transitions in the

region. 

The first of the four accounts to be considered dates 

from 1552, and concerns the survivors of the Portuguese ship

SAO JOAO. The ship foundered in June, a little to the north

east of the mouth of the �-1zimvubu Hi ver. 5 Some 500 people

survived the wreck. The majority were not Portuguese, but

.5 Lr .N. Theal, The Portu.'?'t.lese in South Africa (1896) p.168. 
The full account of the wreck and the subsequent journey of 
the survivors occurs in Theal, Records, �:136-149 • 
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6 
slaves. The party of survivors left the site of the wreck 

early in July 1552, and reached Delagoa Bay in October.7 The

party clearly followed the coast, but the account of their 

journey which has survived offers only brief remarks on this 

phase of their expedition. ihe account is chiefly interesting 

for its description of social relations at the Day itself. 

Mistaking uelagoa tay for a lesser river, the party sought 

to circumvent it, only to find themselves at the mercy of 

an unfriendly king on its northern shore. Eventually only a 

handful of survivors were picked up by a Portuguese ship 

which visited this part of the Hay from Mozambique.9

6Between 300 and 400 slaves had actually been aboard the ship, 
but 60 died in the wreck itself; Theal, Records, I:1J6. Lhe 
whole Portuguese Empire, including its shipping, was heavily 
dependent upon slave labour in "the period. The shipwreck 
accounts make it plain that these slaves were obtained from 
various parts of India and the Far East, as well as from 
Africa. Amongst the African slaves were small numbers sent 
annually from .Mozambique to Goa in order to make up 
deficiencies in the crews of' the :fleet. This helps to explain 
the fa�iliarity of some of the shipwrecked slaves wi�n the 
languar;es encountered on parts of the south-east At'rican 
coast. :Many of the slaves aboard ship were used for menial 
work at sea, but others appear to have been the property of 
officers and Portuguese passengers. Their number included 

women as well as men; G.�i. Theal, The Ueginnin� of South 
African History (1902) p.379; Boxer, �ortuguese Seaborne
Empire, pp.57,207,213-22; E.A. Alpers, The East African 
Slave Trade (Dar Es Salaam: Historical Association 01'

Tanzania, 1967) p.5.

7Theal, Records, I:1J6,1J8. 

Sibid., i:139-46. 

9Ibid., I:147-8; Theal, Beginning, p.141. 
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In April 1554 the SAO BENTO was wrecked somewhere on 

the Transkei coast between the Kasuka and Mtata rivers. lO

After some days sper1t in the vicinity of the wreck, a party 

comprising 224 slaves and 98 Portuguese set off overland in 

the direction of Uelagoa Hay. 
11 Unlike that of the 1552 party,

their route appears to have alternated between the shore and 

a course much further inland. Heduced to 56 Portuguese and 

6 slaves, the party arrived at the capital of Inhaca on the 

southern shores of Delagoa tiay in July 1554.12 Only 20

Portuguese and J slaves finally survived to be taken off by 

a Portuguese vessel which called at the Bay in 1555.13 The

account which this party has left behind is altogether much 

fuller than that of its predecessor. 
14

The SAO TOME was wrecked on the south-east African coast 

in March 1589. �he precise position has not been identified, 

but was probably a little south of St. Lucia Bay.15 lt took

the survivors only about a month to reach the capital of 

lnhaca at the Day.
16 

A few remained there awaiting the arrival

of a �ortuguese vessel, but others attempted to press on 

overland in the direction of Inhambane and Sofala.
17 A

detailed account of the party's experiences has survived, 

which includes important information on the overall pattern 
. 18 

of political relations in the northern part of the region. 

10For the debate surrounding the precise location see Theal,
Beginning, p.282; Records, .1.I:xii; Wilson, "i'iguni", p.79. 

11Theal, Records, I:227. 

12rbid., I:270; Theal, Beginning, p.285.

1JTheal, Hecords, I:280-1; H.A. Junod, "The condition of the
natives of south-east Africa in the 16th century according 
to the early Portuguese documents", South African Journal 
of Science 10 (1913) p.142.

14The ful1 account of the journey is in '!'heal, Records, I:
218-85.

15For the debate on the precise location see Boxer, Tragic
History, pp.65-6,69; Wilson, "Nguni", p.79. 

16 Boxer, op.cit., p.81.

17�bid., pp.82-J. 

181bid., pp.54-104.
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¥inally, in March 1593 the SAO ALBERTu was wrecked on

the Transkei coast, near to the 1•1bashe Hi ver or even further 

to the south.19 The survivors of the wreck comprised 125

Portuguese and 160 slaves.20 .i'his party also travelled to the

capital of the Inhaca at Uelagoa tlay, which they reached 

early in July. 117 Portuguese and 65 slaves completed the 

journey.21 The account of the party's experiences is of

especial importance because, unlike other parties, this group 

consistently followed an inland route.22

As Honica Wilson has already pointed out in an important 

pioneering work, the settlement pattern which emerges from

these shipwreck records is of a sparsely populated coast, 

but with many settlements further inland. The 1593 party, 

travelling inland and NNE, were told that they would always 

find settlements with provisions in this direction, as indeed 

.d 
2

Jthey di • 

An especially well-settled part of the region appears 

to have lain between about the Nzimkulu and Hfolozi rivers, 

and some miles inland from the coast, though it is not clear 

how far into the hinterland this zone extended. �evertheless,

even in this well-settled inland zone in the heart of south

-east Africa, there were also belts of almost uninhabited
24

country • 

.bore interesting than the general distribution of 

settlement in the region are the different modes of production

with which this settlement appears to have been associated. 

Patterns of social relations characteristic of four modes 

of production may be distinguished; Primitive-communal, 

Homestead, '.l'ributary and .r·eudal. The problem is to decide to 

what extent these modes of production existed in pure or

independent form.
-

19For the debate on this location see Boxer, Tragic History,

pp.108,114-5; 'l'heal, Records, II:xxvi, 293-4; Theal, 

Beginning, p.296; Wilson, ".Nguni u , pp.79-80.
-

22Tbe full account occurs in Ibid., pp.107-88. 

2Jwilson, "Early history n, p.172. 

24 Ibid. 
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An initial geogranhical divis;on is suggested to 

:facilitate the analysis. .r•irst, a southern zone extending 

approxir.ia tely from the Fish to the Ytzimkulu rivers. Secondly, 

a central zone extending between the Nzimkulu and Nfolozi. 

Thirdly, a northern zone extending :from the H:folozi to the 

shores of Delagoa Day. The boundaries of these zones are 

sometimes difficult to relate to features mentioned in the 

various accounts, and the attempt to set observations 

within this :framework must be regarded as tentative. it is 

not suggested that the divisions necessarily conform to any 

structural distinctions which the analysis of the overall 

social :formation of south-east Africa may reveal. The division 

is merely a tool to :facilitate such an analysis, and will

be used in this way throughout the remainder o:f the present

work. 

it is quite clear from the shipwreck accounts that 

Primitive-Communism, or modes of production closely related

to it, did not dominate the social formation which existed

in south-east Africa in the later 16th century.25 .lt is more

difficult to decide the extent �o which the Primitive

Gommunal mode can be said to have existed as an independent 

mode of production at aLl. At first glance there would 

appear to be some evidence for the proposition. �ertainly, 

the hunting and gathering practices characteristic of a 

migra 1;ory or semi-migratory Primi ti ve-C01:1munal mode of 

production can be shmm to have persisted into the period. 

'ihe 1554 party of survivors from their wreck on the

Transkei coast, initially set out inland in an attempt to

reach Delagoa Hay. They found no inhabited settlements or

evidence of :farQing activities. Only one empty settlement

site was encountered, comprising

"about twenty huts built with poles and 
thatched with dry grass, in form and size 
like a baker's oven, such as is usual 
among all the peoples of this coast. They 
move them from place to place with the 
seasons, according to the abundance or 
barrenness of the ground, upon the wild 
fruit of which they principally subsist".26 

25por discussion of the concept of �rimitive-�ommunism, see
above pp.64-66. 

26Theal, Records, I:2JO. 
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Veering back to the shore in search of food,27 the party

was nevertheless obliged to travel for 22 days before finding 
28 any group prepared to barter foodstuffs with them. During

this time the party clearly came across some settlements, 

because small groups of inhabitants emerged to pnrsue them 

with considerable hostility.29 In order to obtain food, the

trave1lers were obliged to adopt a migratory gathering mode 

of production themselves, relying upon shellfish, an occasional 

fish or animal which they caught or which they stumbled upon 

already dead, together with fruits, roots, insects and other 

wild produce of the bush.JO The large number in the party, and 

their lack of intimate knowledge of the food possibilities of 

the environment, meant that the survival of its members was 

always tenuous. 

ihe coastal population, however sparse it may have been, was 

clearly either unwilling or unable to furnish the food which 

the travellers required. vunod argued for the former possibility. 

He suggested that the party carried few goods suitable for 

barter, and so were not welcome in the area.31 Although the

party had foolishly discarded some of the iron which it had

salvaged from the wreck,32 
Junod's suggestion still seems

unlikely. In particular, it is known that the party proved 

very successful in bartering for food later in their journey. 

It would therefore seem that the party was unsuccessful at 

this stage for other reasons. �t is suggested that the Primitive-

27Theal, Records, I:2JJ.

28Wilson, "Early history'', p.168. 

29�heal, Records, I:225,228,234. 

JOibid., I:234; Theal, 3eginning, pp.28J-4. 

J1Junod, •·Condition of the natives", p. 141. 

J2For the goods salvaged see Theal, Beginning, p.283. b'or the

abandonment of' part of the iron see Theal, Records, I:229. 
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Communal mode of production which may have characterised the 

area, did not furnish sufficient food-surplus, or embrace 

technologies of food storage, which could enable it to supply 

foodstuffs to what must have been a party o:f r;iore than JOO 

people. ihe continual harassment of the party by small and 

relatively disorganised bands of local inhabitants is consistent 

with the idea o:f primitive-communists attempting to de:fend 

the limited resources of the environment which formed their 

means of production. 

At a river which may have been the r-1zim..1<ulu, JJ the 1554 

party once more veered inland, and their experience of 

hardship ceased abruptly. Primitive-Communism gave way to a 

different mode of production with an altogether more 

developed subsistence base. It is not clear whether, in the 1550s, 

this different mode o:f production occupied the interior for 

some way south of the river as well as beyond it. If it 

extended - continuously or intermittently - as far south as the 

1,1tata River where the party had initially gone inland, it can 

only have done so at a considerable distance in the interior. 

To return to the incidence of Prirnitive-Cornmunalism south 

of the }lzimkulu; even in this restricted part of south-east

Africa there were signs that the days of Primitive-Communalism 

as an independent mode of production were numbered, if they 

had not already passed. At their Transkei wreck, after its 

presence had been well-noted by 7 or 8 men on a hill, the 1554 

party had an encounter with a distinGuished-looking man 

escorted by a heavily-armed retinue o:f 100 warriors. Sooe 

amongst these warriors carried iron-tipped assa�ais, and their 

leader wore a kind of red bead which the Portuguese identified 

as having come from the Cambay part of India and which were 

known to have featured in the uelagoa �ay commerce. People who 

may have been associated with this :force stripped the wreck

for its metal content, and regarded cloth as well as iron as

a highly acceptable gift. The fact that the retinue of warriors 

�as seen to subsist largely on roots gathered from the veld, 

and the travellers could not obtain :food in barter, suggests 

that the subsistence base was not yet very developed in the 

JJwilson, "Early history", p.168. 
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area. Ihe contradiction between this undeveloped subsistence 

base, and social features totally inappropriate to Primitive

c;omr.n.1nism, suggests that the retinue was associated with a 

;node of production centred outside the area, a notion which 

is consistent with the different character of the language of 

this group relative to that more usuai on ��is part of the

Jk mh ay h b t d' h ' t coast. i e group m ave een a ra ing or unt1ng par y,

the vanguard of a people in process of establishing itself 

as a colonial aristocracy in the area, or a police detachment 

associated with a polity centred some distance inland but 

which claimed control over the people of the coast and events 

taking place on the shore.

in the central zone, between the Mzimkulu and Mfolozi, 

production practices characteristic of Primitive-Communism

were again in evidence. The experience of the 1552 party,

which traversed the entire coastline of this zone, appears in

many respects to have been similar to that of the 155 4- party
35

further to the south. One aspect of this experience also

serves to support the notion that, even inland, farming

t. ••rere not established or at least not cont�nuousprac ices , 

south of about the �zirnkulu River. Before setting out from

their wreck near the f·izimvubu, a section of the party explored

a little way inland, but found only a cluster of huts which

were empty except for a number of 'arrows 1
•

36 The observation

J4Theal, Records, I:22J-5.

35Ibid., I:135-8. 

J6Ibid., I:1J5. There is often a problem in dealing with the

nomenclature of weaponry used in the shipwreck accounts. Un

this occasion TI1eal equated 'arrow' with 'assagai', but the

1593 account refers to a group with both 'arrows• and •assagais',

suggesting that the terms may not be interchangeable; Boxer, 

Tragic History, p.166. 1he context suggests, however, that 

•arrows• were not part of the bow and arrow weapons system

whiGh is hardly ever mentioned in the accounts, but was, like

the •assagai', a type of throwing weapon. various types of 

throwing weapons, designed for slightly different purposes,

are known to have come into use at some point in the south-
east African past. A stabbing weapon was also in use at 

Delagoa rlay in 1554; The al, op.cit., I: 276; L.B. L•iaingard, 
!'!History and distribution of the bow and arrow in ::>outh Africa•r,

sooth African Journal of Science 29 l19J2) pp.711-23; Thompson, 
Travels and Adventures, I:165; Gerrit uarinck, "Interaction 
between Xhosa and Khoi: emphasis on the period 1620-1750", in 
Thompson, African Societies in southern Africa, p.147. Precise 
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suggests the incidence in the area of a relatively simple 

economy based upon transhumance, with peopj_e adjusting their 

subsistence base and moving their settlement sites with the 

seasons in a regular pattern. 

·1'his kind of economy cannot have extended very far

inland, because the 15j4 party found the interior of the 

central zone characterised by a dif'ferent and more complex 

mode of production. Only occasionally did travellers in the 

interior come across smal1 bands of hunters, and even then 

only in the tracts of uninhabited country which were 

intermittent within the central zone.37 

�ven at the coast there were signs that the economic 

practices associated with Primitive-Communism were in the 

process of being brought into articulation with economic 

practices characteristic of other modes of production. Thus, 

before setting out from their wreck, the 1552 party had a 

strange encounter with a small group of people leading a cow. 

They were clearly anxious to barter the animal for iron 

carried by the travellers, but were warned against it by others 

who arrived on the scene.38 This m�y indicate either that the

anii,ial \;as thought too precious to be exchant;ed, or that it

wa:s not actually the property of those who herded it. The 

incident certainly suggests that livestock-husbandry was being 

practised in close proximity to the coast, if not actually 

at the coast itself. 

identification of the weaponry in use in a historical 
situation. is important for establishing the pace and direction 
of technological change, and ultimately for the periodisation 
of social development in the region under consideration. So 
far as 16th century south-east Africa is concerned, the 
rnain problem is to decide the extent to which iron-tipped 
weapons had replaced those of wood or those with stone tips. 
�omenclature is again a problem. Are the 'darts' referred to 
in some accounts to be equated with the 'fire-hardened sticks' 
of others? Are 'assagais 1 and 1 launces 1 iron-tipped by 
definition, or are they general terms which may hide either 
a wooden or metal construction? There is enough evidence, 
however, to indicate that the use of iron-tipped weapons was 
not universal in the later 16th century. See, for example, 
Boxer, Tragic History, p.79; \vilson, "Early history", p. 168. 
Since it is difficult to imagine how a wooden instrument 
could be a more effective weapon than one with a blade made 
of iron, it seems reasonable to conclude that the distribution 
of iron weapons was a function of wealth, cost or class, 
rather than of !<nowledge or choice. 

3�Boxer, op.cit., p.1¼8. 
J· Theal, Records, .L:lJ.5. 
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The 1593 reference to hunters operating in the interior 

of the central zone makes it quite clear that they were not 

associated with an independent Primitive-Communal mode of 

production. Although the hunters were accompanied by their 

women in the manner of a Primitive-Communal hunting band, they 

were also able to offer millet to the shipwreck survivors.J9

This may indicate an agricultural component of their economy, 

or as may be more likely in this case, a linkage to a mode of 

production which included groups prepared to furnish grain in 

excha.�ge for a proportion of the products o� the hW1.t. 

In the northern zone, beyond the fifolozi River, there 

was further evidence of hunting and food-gathering - economic 

practices characteristic of Primitive-Communism • .t:t'ishing, a 

form of production representative of an early stage of 

development from Primitive-�ommunisrn, was also reported. Ln 

this zone, however, it is even clearer that these economic 

practices were not integrated into a Primitive-Communal mode 

of production which existed in pure and independent form. 

l.nstead they were integrated into a more complex mode ot·

production, and were being increasingly subordinated to other

economic practices wi�hin it.

The 1554 party veered back to the coast in time to 
40 

traverse most of the coast of the northern zone. Its

experience was in some respects consistent with that further

to the south, and with the general impression of the 1552

party. Relatively few settlements were encountered, and these 

were described as 'poor•.
41 .Ln the immediate hinterland of the 

coast, and particularly in marshy localities, travellers 

found plenty of evidence of systematic hunting activity. These 

areas were teeming with large game including elephant, buffalo,

zebra and •sea-horse 1
•

42 
Small parties of hunters were seen at

39Boxer, Tragic History, p.148. 

40,rheal, Records, I:237-8. The precise point at which the 
party returned to the coast is not clear from the account. 

41Ibid., I:244. 

42ibid., I:239,258; Boxer, Tragic History, pp.172-3. The term
•sea-horse' often appears in 16th century and later accounts,
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work, 
43 .:...:-id buffalo and other game meat was sometimes

44 
bartered by the parties from settlements in the area. 

'l'here is evidence to suggest that these hunting 

practices were taking place in the midst of, and possibly 

in articulation with, a complex mode of' production which 

included commodity exchange amongst its characteristic 

range of economic activities. 'l'ravell.ers al.ong the shore of 

the northern zone noticed the presence of ambergris.
45 This

is a resource of the natural environment which has no 

immediate use-value to a primitive-cornmunalist, but one 

which had an international exchange value in the period, 

and one which is known to have been exported from south

east Africa. At one of the settlements in the immediate 

hinterland of the coast, the 1554 party were shown another 

item the value of which derived from considerations of 

com1:1odi ty exchange rather than direct conswnption by the 

immediate producer. This was an ivory tusk which was to 

be taken for eventual 

s�me distance :further 

exchange 
46 on. 

with Europeans at a 'river' 

The travellers came across evidence of th e social 

comp�exity of the northern zone in the period. Some of the 

settlements appeared to include a not very systematic 

agriculture and animal-husbandry in their subsistence base.
47

but so too does the term 'sea cow'. ¥ram the context of 
their use, it seems that two different animals are 
intended. The 'sea horse' appears to have yielded a product 
of interest to Buropean merchants • .Lt was probabl.y the 
rhinocerous, the horns of which were in demand in India 
in this period; an early 18th century visitor to Uelagoa 
Bay spoke of seeing "several rhinocerous horns brought 
thence to Bombay. much larger than ever I saw in India or 
China"; Al.exander .tlamil. ton, A .i:-.ew Account of the East Indies, 
2 vols. (Edinburgh, 1729; 2nd ed. London, 1930), I:16. See 
also Welch, �outh Africa Under John III, p.276. •Sea cows' 
seem to have been hippo. 'i'hus the same 18th visitor to 
uelagoa Bay saw "sea cows and rhino and elephants"; 
Hamilton, op.cit., I:16. Even in some contemporary accounts, 
however, the distinction is sometimes blurred. '1here are 
also puzzling references to trade in the 'teeth' of 'sea 
cows'. 

4JBoxer, Tragic history, pp.172-J.
44'1'heal, Hecords, I: 257,269.
45see below p.201n.

46Tb l . ea , op.cit., i:2q5. The 'river' was almost certainly 
Dela.goa Bay. 

47see below pp.148-50.
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Bracelets and other metal ornaments were seen, 48 and attempts 

made to steal metals from the ship1rreck parties.49 Occasionally

the parties were confronted by croups of' armed men, who seem 

to have been more concerned with separating stragglers from 

their clothes than with protecting the resources of the 
· t · th .. · · t · · 50environmen in e manner O.l. prJ.,7lJ. 1ve-commun1sts. 

1.•ishing was also reported as an aspect of the 

the northern zone. .1. t seems not to have been a total 

economy 

source 

of subsistence, but an element within a mode of production 

which included food-gathering, together with a little grain 

cultu::-e and livestock husbandry. Fishing settlements seem to 

have been located on river banks a little way inland f'rom 

the sea. 51

of 

in the interior of the northern zone, economic practices 

characteristic of Primitive-Communism also existed in 

articulation with economic practices characteristic of a more 

complex mode of' production. l.n the ivory accumulations 

reported to be controlled by powerholders in the Lebombo 

llills,5
2 and in other references to the ivory industry and

53 
commerce, there is indirect evidence of the incidence of

hu.n.tinc; pursuits. But hunting was clearly primarily 

undertaken in order to yield a commodity, an item which 

derived its value from exchange rather than from direct 

consumption by the producer. Hun ting 1-1as no longer an element 

48
.._ hat is, ornaments w1typical of a Primitive-Communal r.iode
of production; '..t.'heal, Records, I: 247. 

49rbid., I:247,255.

,., ') 
:J• b. d .J. 1 • , i:247-8,250,260-1,262,264,266. 

51
1.bid., .1.:237-8; Boxer, Tragic ,tistory, p.79 • .r'ishing is
here distinguished from the sir:ipler production form of 
gathering shellfish along the shore • 

.52noxer, op.cit., p.7l�. There are hints of a seasonal movement
of elephn.nts between the Lebombo 1 lills and the marshland 
of the plain below; ibid., p.172. 

53Ib"d  1 • ' pp.66,69. 
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of a Primitive-Communal mode of production in the area, but 

was a subordinate component of a more complex mode of 

production. 

Nuch the same pattern prevailed in the vicinity of' 

Uelagoa Hay i tsel:f • .r•ishing was clearly important at the 

Day, for the 1554 party noticed a sophisticated f'ish-trapping 

device in operation - the first to be reported in any of the 
54 16th century accounts. The 1552 party commented that

11 • • • • • • this country was poor in means 
of subsistence, not that it could 
not produce them, but because the 
Kaffirs were people who only sowed 
very few seeds and ate nothing but 
the beasts which they killedn . 55 

The same emphasis on hunting and gathering pursuits occurs in

the 1554 account; 

"The people of' these parts, •••••••• 
••• , live in forests, naked, without 
law, without custom, without clothing, 
and have no other wants which may induce 
them to gather provisions and keep the 
surplus which they may obtain in 
ravourable times for times of scarcity. 
They live on roots and herbs which the 
bush provides, and sometimes on the 
flesh of elephants and hippopotomi, 
without tilling the ground by the products 
of which they all live, chiefs as well as 
subjects •••••••• 11• 56 

Large game was clearly plentiful in the vicinity of the 

54Theal t Records, �:54. As in the case of all forms of the
economic exploitation of the resources of �ature, the act 
of fishing is capable of taking a variety of forms - of' 
existing within a range of different modes of production. 
The differences bet,•reen these f"orms are a function of the 
physical envirorunent, of technology, of forms of labour 
organisation, and of the manner of the distribution of the 
product. Change in the mode may be induced by change in any 
one of these inputs. 1''or discussion of the incidence of 
elements of these forms at various points in time and 
space within the southern Af'rican context see P.�.R. r-1aclaren,

"'l'he fishine devices of Central and Southern Africa", 
uccasional Pa ers of the Rhodes-Livin stone Museum 12 (1958)
pp.1- 8; vtmod, Life of a South African Tribe, II:85-6,88. 
J.t is difficult to identify all the features of fishing 

production in south-east Africa in the later 16th century.

55Thea1, Records, �:138. 

56Junod, "Condition of the natives", p.155, after Theal, op.
cit., .1.:272-4. 
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southern shores or Delagoa .day.57 When large animals were

killed, the Inhaca paramount was called to go into the bush 

to inspect and feast on the product.58

�n conclusion, economic pursuits characteristic of 

Primitive-Communism still persisted into the later 16th 

century over large areas of south-east Africa, but in many 

cases as subordinate elements of an articulation with 

economic practices characteristic of more complex modes of 

production. �his was only partially the case in the southern 

part of the region; but further north, and especially north 

of the Mfolozi River, these elements were subordinated to 

commodity production and other elements characteristic of 

a mode of production which was not Primitive-Communal in its 

overall complexion. 

in the case of hunting, the subordination of l'rimitive

�ommunal forms implied that a proportion of the surplus-

labour of the direct producer was now extracted Ly powerholders 

in the form of ivory, the value of which derived from 

considerations of comr:1odi ty exchange rather than of im.media te 

consumption. To some extent this form of surplus can be 

regarded as 1 natural 1
: an inevitable by-product of the act 

of hunting certain kinds of large game, which were already 

highly valued for their meat.59 That is, these animals 

already yielded a product with an intrinsic use-value for 

the immediate producer • .1.t required no great production 

revolution for the ivory by-product to be exchanged or given 

up in tribute or rent. 

57In the 15.50s, the power balance was still tipped slightly 
in favour of the substantial population of large garae. 
Animals seem to have been able to raid into large human 
settlements on the southern shores of the bay with impunity; 
Theal, Hecords, i:274-5.

58Ibid., �:273-4. This is the only direct clue to the nature 
of the relationship between the Inhaca and the hunters in 
the period • .  

59Tney retained this intrinsic use-value ri�ht into the 19th 
century; .Junod t Life of a South African Tribe, II:55; Alpers, 
.1.vory and Slaves, pp.11,69; Tom Fynn, "Reminiscences o±' Chief 
Tom �ynn, Alfred County 1899", Natal Archives, Bird Papers, 
Vol.5; I3ird, A 7.I1.2ls of i\atal, I:297-8; Erasmus Smit, The 
Diary of Erasmus Smit, ed. n • . ? • Schoon, trans. W .G.A. �•1ears 
(Cape ·,rown: Struik, 1972) p,,35, 
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In the aarly years of the ivory industry, a relatively 

simple articulation was therefore possible between Primitive 

-Communism and a mode of production in which commodity

exchange was an important element • .in the early years of the

ivory commerce, the principal function o:f the Delagoa

middlemen may have been simply to co-ordinate the collection

and storage of the product, and to negotiate at the point of

exchange with Arab and later -'uropean merchant aG·ents.

There are obvious limitations to this. The hunting of 

big-game is a hazardous process, as the intensity of the 

rituals surrounding it indicate.
60 When small handfuls of

men are involved, much is also left to chance. It is a form 

of production which readily lends itself to innovation in 

the fields of technology and large-scale labour mobilisation 

and direction. Various reports of big-game hunting in the 

relatively distant past of' southern Africa exist, many 

revealing to a greater or lesser extent innovations in these 
61 

two spheres. unfortunately the 16th century shipwreck

accounts throw no light on the form of production 

characteristic of south-east Africa at this time. On the basis

of' this silence, and the occasional references to small 

groups of hunters, it is suggested that innovations of this 

kind had yet to be systematically employed. The simple pit 

-trap method, which is described in the 17th century accounts,

may have been the basis of the dominant form of hunting • .k"its

were dug in the marshy tracks leading to and from watering

places known to be frequented by the game animals being

60 !'.or description of some of' these which persisted into the 
early years of the 20th century see Junod, Life of a South 
African Tribe, II:80. 

6 l ;tor examples of some of' the more complex forms of big-game
hunting operative in various parts of Africa before the 
introduction of the firearm see Junod, op.cit., II:52-60, 
68-70,74-5; _Sundstrom, Exchange �conomy of Pre-Colonial
Africa, pp.6J-4; Alpers, .lvory and Slaves, pp.11-12, 16-20,
24-5,27-8; �haw, "Haterial culture", p.98; Junod, "Condition
of the .Natives", p.165; Wilson, ".Hunters and herders", pp.
48-9; "l-iguni", p.110. l''orrns of production in the era o.t'
firearms are discussed below.chapts.9-10.
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hunted. Stakes tipped wlth poison were driven into the 

botton of the pits, and the whole disguised with branches 

and ve:3"etation • .l:iunters seem to have located themselves in 

huts established in the area for the purpose of supporting 

the bunting activity which took place there from time to 

time. vnce an animal had been caught, the hunters were able 

to kill and eat it at their leisure. �o large-scale labour 

organisation or sophisticated weaponry was necessitated by 
� 

d t. 
62 

this form of pro uc ion.

If indeed this was the form of hunting production in 

south-east africa in the later 16th century, then the function 

of' the .uelagoa middlemen would still have been concerned 

with the organisation of the collection and storage ot' the 

product of small-scale hunters, and with ensuring that this 

product was not lost to rival tradine states. ihere are 

indications, however, that the uelagoa middlemen only dealt 

directly with the hunters, if' at all, in the immediate 

hinterland of' the Bay. l''urther inland there existed 

po,--;erholders who were sufficiently powerful to act as a 

further intermediate stage between the direct producers of 

ivory in the interior of south-east Africa, and the final 

consumers of the product,who, at this stage of the commerce, 

were located in india.63

The question of the persistence into the later 16th 

century of the Homestead mode of production must next be 
64 considered. As suggested above, the Homestead mode is

characterised es sen ti ally by a <:.om�\e.ll articulation between 

62
'i'he notion that this was one of the earliest forms of big
game hunting to be practised in the region is suggested by 
the traditions collected by Junod, Life of a South African 
Tribe, II:55,57-8 • .Lt is not to be confused with more 
sophisticated labour-intensive forms which were also based 
on the use of pits. :::iee also Alpers, .Lvory and Slaves, p.16. 

6J1n 1589, the ranks of these powerholders certainly
included the Lebombo Hills paramount'.Monhirnpeca'; Boxer, 
'J.'ragic History, p.74. There were almost certainly others. 

64 see above pp.?J-81.
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agriculture and livestock-husbandry, to which all other 

economic practices are subordinate. �either extensive 

commodity exchange, nor systematic extraction of surplus by 

a class outside the homestead, are characteristic of the 

mode. 

ihe limited experience of the southern zone which was 

gained by travellers in the 1550s, revealed no evidence of 

a mode or production based upon systematic agriculture and 

livestock husbandry. The travellers' experience of the zone 

was confined, however, to the coastlands north of the J-.1tata 

.Hiver, and to rare and short forays inland. The possibility 

of the agriculture with livestock-husbandry articulation 

having existed further inland, or even perhaps further to the

south, cannot be ruled out altogether. 

Oertainly, by 1593 there is clear evidence of this 

production complex existing in some parts of the southern

zone • .Lhe party of shipwreck survivors which came ashore on 

the Transkei coast in this year was fortunate to have 

dealings with a chief called Luspance, who was escorted by 

a retinue of 60 men. He presented them with two large sheep

"of the Urmuz breed", and then entered into trade by

exchanging two cows and two further sheep, toeether with

milk and millet, for some of the copper carried by the 

Portuguese.
65 As in the case of' the organised force

encountered by the 1554 party on a similar section of' the coast, 

1..;uspance spoke a lnnguage which, unlike that of some other 

ueople along the coast, was intelligible to one or two slaves
� 

66 
of the party. 

65.i'he :four animals were exchanged for three pieces of copper
the size of a hand; �oxer, Tragic History 9 pp.119-20,126.
Most of the contemporary references to sheep in the area
rercr to them being 'fat-tailed'; probably of the same
breed. Ormuz was an island at the mouth of the Persian Gulf,
which was the site of an ancient Arab entrepet. It was
capt:ured by the lJortuguese in 1515; hence the :familiarity
of the ship wreck survivors with Ormuz; .Boxer, Portuguese
Seaborne Empire, pp.40,46,62. �tis difficult to decide
:from the reference whether the sheep in south-east Africa
were of the same breed as those at Ormuz, or simply appeared
to be si�ilar. �f the former, it might suggest an early Arab
commerce as the ori�in o:f the breed in south-east Africa.

66 Boxer, op.cit., p.119.
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The survivors were recor::mended by Luspar1ce to follow 

an inland route towards uelagoa Jay, which tallied with their 

own conclusion based upon a reading of the account of the 

1552 d. t· 67 ""'I u.:1.:fortuna te expe i ion. 1 1.e rou to proved to follow 

Ground which was 

ttvery good and level, ••••••• 
abounding with pasture and 
water 11

• 68 

As promised by Luspance, they came across plenty of settlements. 

Several examples of the 1593 party's dealings with these 

settlements are recorded. At one point, for example, it came 

across a number of small homesteads with millet standing in 

fields associated with them. Cows were once again bartered 
69 for pieces of copper. 1'urther on,

"they came to a village consisting 
of a few houses around a kraal, 
in which there were about a 
hundred cows and a hundred and 
twenty very large sheep of the 
Ormuz breed. .i.1ere lived an old man 
with his sons and grandsons, who 
with great surprise and joy 
received our people, and brought 
them gourds full of milk." 70 

Here four cows were obtained in exchange for saall pieces of 

h 11 71copper "wort as mnny pence • 

Soon after, the party reached the homestead of Ubabu, 

where rnilk was available in exchange for iron nails, but high 

prices were demanded for cows. A complete copper cauldron 

was asked in exchange for four cows, and Ubabu was also 

interested in a brass candlestick for which he was prepared 

to offer three cows. ihe party regarded these prices as

exorbitant, but it seems some business was done.72

67Boxer, Tragic History, p.126. 

68 .ibid., p.128; Wilson, "Early history", p. 169.

69Eight cows for copper worth 2 cruzadoes; Boxer, op.cit., p.128 • 
.i.'or another exv.mple of such a transaction see .Lbid .. , p. 12 9. 

71.1.bid.

72'1.'hree cows for copper worth 200 reis or 5d in Elizabethan
money; Ibid., pp.132-4. Lhe bartering of small provisions 
1'or nails seems to have been possible almost throughout south 
-east Africa in the period.
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Having crossed what may have been the Mzimvubu River, 

the party passed through another cluster of homesteads. uere 

they met Vibo, who was described as a chief more po,rnrful 

than any they had yet encountered • .tie was seen supervising 

a group of men who were driving a herd o:f 11 some hundred cows". 

Two of these animals were given to the party bef'ore :formn.l 

exchange relations were entered into. Here 

"they had no difficulty in purchasing 
as many horned cattle, sheep, hens, 
gourds and millet cakes, and as mucll 
milk and millet as they need". 73 

it is not clear what items were given in exchange. 

'.1here is then plenty of evidence for the existence 0£ 

the particular combination of economic practices characteristic 

of the homestead, in the interior of the southern zone in 

the last decade of the 16th century. There is no direct 

evidence of an item of the combination existing in isolation, 

suggesting that the articulation was o:f ancient origin. �t 

is 1ess clear whether the combination was of recent 

introduction into the southern zone as a whole, or had 

existed for some time but in parts of' the region which had

not been visited by the 1552 and 1554 parties. There is a 
74 certain amount of evidence in support of the latter view •

.i:-:ot only agriculture and livestock-husbandry were in 

existence in the southern zone in 1593, but also the homestead

production unit itself. Each homestead appears to have been 

presided over by a proprietor, but to have included perhaps 

three generations of males, together with wives and
75 dependants. Polygyny was clearly an aspect of the social 

organisation . 0babu, for example, possessed seven wives.76

73jj0 xer. Tragic history, pp.135-6. i.t is not clear whether
this was fresh or stored millet. Lt was April, which is 
to say the season when the harvest l-.as due, but a few days 
earlier the travellers had noticed that the crop was sti11 
green in the fields. 

74 �otably the traditions of ancient settlements located 
inland, before migration towards the coa.st in the modern 
period; see above p.88, n76. 

75�ee above p�1J4. 

76 · t Boxer, op.cl. • , p.1J1. 
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Individual homesteads not only controlled considerable 

resources in reproductive and labour power, but also in 

livestock. The willingness to trade cattle and foodstuff's 

suggests that it was customary to produce a surplus of 

these items, and that this was being smoothly translated 

into a real surplus at the end of each production cycle. �n 

turn this real surplus could be accumulated in the form of 

1. t 1� 77 1ves oc '"• 

1here is some evidence to suggest, however, that the 

homestend in these areas did not exist as an independent 

mode of production. Copper, and in one case brass, were in 

der.'land, al though there is no evidence that such i terns 

possessed any intrinsic use-value in the societies encountered. 

They appear to have functioned as lubricants in a widespread 

pattern of exchange relations. Metals, and especially copper, 

carried the status of stores of wealth, of accumulated 

exchange values, which could be displayed and carried in the 

form of ornaraants, but which could also be readily translated 

· ite�s of more direct use-value • .Ln the absence of an
1r.. ;:;o 

indication o.f technologies based upon copper and brass, the 

prevailL1s demand for them n:ay be taken as an indication of 

the articulation of the homestead with a mode of production 

in which a commodity market existect.73 There are further

indications of this in the red trade beads which were seen 

being worn by some people; and which, like those encountered 

by an earlier party which visited the southern zone, were 

thou_c-;ht to have come 1'rorn .lndia via Delagoa !:lay. 79

�he pattern of political relations reported is 

consistent with the idea that the homestead no longer 

functioned as an independent mode of production. The individual 

77For discussion of these concepts and processes see above 

pp.77-9-

78�or the notion of metal ornaments as readily transported 
stores of wealth see Sundstrom, Exchange Zconomy of Pre

 Colonial Africa, pp. 119,250. �-or copper in this role see 
Ibid., pp.261-2. 

79�oxer, Tro�ic history, p.1JJ. 
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homa&tead-proprietor was no longer the level at which 

political and economic sovereign�y was exercised in full. 

�hus one homestead-proprietor felt obliged to conduct the 

party to his chier.80 The reference to a retinue, in this

case bO r.1en acting as an escort to the chief Luspance, suggests 

either linkages between several homesteads, or the existence 

of a cl8SS of people dependent upon the more powerful 

homes�ead-proprietors. The description of the chief Vibo, 

certainly indicates that not all homestead proprietors were 

equally powerful. 

At the same time, however, there is no evidence of the 

rigid control of homestead-proprietors by powerholders 

occupying a level of sovereignty above them. The loss of 

sovereignty was partial. The clearest indication of this is 

perhaps the fact that the proprietor who conducted a party 

of Portuguese travellers to his chief, felt quite free to 
81 first engage in a spot of trading on his own behalf'. There 

is no def'init� evidence of surplus being transfered from 

individual homesteads to those powerholders who were in 

process of establishiag a level of sovereignty above them, 

thou:::;-h it must be emphasised that the reports on 1vhich these 

conclusions are based are extremely sketchy. 

lt is suggested that the interior of the southern zone 

in the late 16th century was characterised by the loose 

subordination of the homestead to powerholders who dominated 

small tracts of country. Control was exercised through the agency 

of small personal retinues, and by having the homesteads of 

different members of the ruling dynasty dotted about the 

territory of the respective states. These people appear to 

have been the only officers of the state to which important 

80Boxer, Tragic History, p.129. 

81.Lbid.
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business coulrl. be entrusted, and yo'!.lllg members or the 

dynasty were invariably the men supplied to the travellers 

as ruides. 
82 

.it is a pattern of politics characteristic

of the Tributary mode of production,which has been isolated 

ns an intermediate form in the process of transition from 

Primitive-�ommunism, through the Homestead, to a fully

fledged Yeudalism.
83 

These dynastic states are perhaps the

'small fissiparous chiefdoms' which empirical History has 

identified as being characteristic of the era of south-east 

African history before the advent of Shaka. 

There are also indications of linkages between the 

various d.�nastic states, and then onward to communities 

outside the southern zone, though it is not clear whether 

any dependence upon these outside communities was yet implied. 

ihus Luspance seems to have introduced the 1593 party to a 

well-worn route, along which a succession of guides could 

be obtained to conduct the party on to the next territory. 

The party appears to have stumbled across a trade route 

linking the southern zone to regions to the north and south

of it. 

Before reaching the banks of' the Hzimkulu River, which

lias been taken to mark the beginning of a central zone of 

south-east ,,frica, the 1593 party ha.d first to negotiate 

an extensive tract of uninhabited country. it took the 

party 14 days to cross it, a period in which the travellers 

were forced to fall back upon the gathering of roots for their 

subsistence. uerricourt has identified the tract of country 

as the 'nomansland' of what was to become t;ast Griqualand.
84

It was probably the same tract of uninhabited country that

the forays inland of the 1554 party had also revealect.
85 It

is more difficult to decide the reason for this gap in the 

inland belt of settlement. lt may, like the situation at the

coast in these latitudes, have been a reflection of the

inhospitable nature of the environment for farming purposes. 

Alternatively, and perhaps more likely, it marked an: important 

82
.tloxer, Traeic History, pp.126, 128, 1J0-2, 1J4, 136. These young
members of the dynasty controlled smaller retinues; Ibid.,p.134� 

SJSee above p.81. 
sh . Boxer, op.cit., pp. 136-8; 1Jerricourt, \I Settlement in the 

Transkei and 1.;iskei 11, p.61.

85�ee above p.121. 
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86political boundary. 

t�ch fuller records exist of the central zone than of 

the areas to the south of it. Both the 1554 and 1593 parties 

reported their experience of it in a fair amount of detail. 

in particular they reported having encountered a much larger 

and more settled population than appeared to be the case 

further south. As Theal pointed out, that part of south

east Africa which was eventually to become the 19th century 

'Natal' they found thickly populated, at least away from the 

immediate coastal strip.87

�he mode of production which dominated the central zone 

closely resembled that already encountered in the southern 

interior, though in this case there was no question but that

it existed in the 1550s as well as later in the 16th century.

A!2Ticulture and animal husbandry were the key economic 
0 

pursuits; and the homestead the fundamental,though probably 

not the independent, unit of production. ·.1·he overall social 

complexion of the zone is clearly described in the 1593 

account; 
"The dress of these haffirs is a mantle of 
ox-hide, with the hair outwards, which 
they rub with grease to make it soft. �hey 
are shod with two or three soles of raw 
leather fastened together in a round shape, 
and secured to the feet with straps; in 
these they run with great lightness. in 
their hands they carry the tail of an ape 
or a fox fastened to a thin piece of wood, 
with which they clean themselves and shade 
their eyes when observing. This dress is 
used by almost all the negroes of haffraria, 
and their kings and chiefs wear, hanging to 
the left ear, a copper ornament made after 
their own fashion. 

861n addition to their function as political buffer zones,

empty tracts of country may also·have been important for

hunting; Wilson, "i.\guni", p.107. Some human interaction 

took place across these zones. In this particular instance,

a man was seen travelling in the company of two women;

Boxer, Tragic History, p.138. Perhaps this may be an 
indication of 'diplomatic marriage' across major political
boundaries. !<'or the notion of diploma tic marriage and its 
significance, see below chapt. 9.

87Theal, Be�inning, pp.299,JOl. See also Records, l:2J4 • 
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These and all other i'�a:f:firs are 
herdsmen and cultivators of the 
ground, by which means they subsist. 
They cultivate millet, which is 
white and the size of a pepper-corn; 
it is the fruit of a plant o:f the 
size and appearance of a reed. vf this 
millet, ground between the two stones 
or in wooden mortars, they make flour, 
and of this they make cakes, which 
they cook among embers. Of the same 
grain they make wine, mixing it with 
a quantity of water which, when it has 
:fermented in a vessel o:f clay and has 
cooled and turned sour, they drink with 
great enjoyment. 
Their cattle are very fat, tender, ,.,ell 
- flavoured, and large, the pastures
being very rich. Most of them are
hornless, and the greater number are
cows, in the abundance o:f which their
riches consist. They use milk and the
butter which they make from it. '.L·hey
live in small villages, in huts made of
reed mats, which do not keep out the
rain. These huts are round and low •••••
•••••••They surround the huts with a
hedge, within which they keep the cattle
•••••••• • ••••••• .1hey obey chief's whom
they call Inkosis.
The language is the same in nearly all
Kaffraria, the difference being only one
like that between the different dialects
of Italy and the ordinary dialects of
Spain. The people never go :far :from their
villages, and thus they know and hear
nothing except what concerns their
immediate neighbours ........ 88 

other evidence from the period augments this picture 

of the societies of the central zone. A flourishing

agriculture existed in articulation with livestock husbandry. 

�hough centred on the grain-crop miliet, certain root and 
89 

•r·h ' ' . . d other crops were grown. ere is no convincing evi ence

88w11son, "Early history n, p.169, a:fter Theal's translation 
of the original l'ortuguese. Al though the passage appears 
at the beginning of the narrative, the author makes plain 
that the remarks relate generally to most of south-east 
Africa; Boxer, Tragic History, p.124. 

89Boxer, op.cit., pp.140-2,151-2,155-6,160; Theal, Records, 
I:2J4. ::iee also Wilson, "Nguni", p.109. 
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of maize cultivation in the period.90 At least one method

of erain storage was seen in operation, that of the basket; 91 

but it seems reasonable to assume that the mode of storage 

based upon grain pits dug in the cattle kraal at the heart 

of the homestead,was also in existence by this time.92 �ron

9oThe nomenclature used in the various 16th century and later 
accounts to describe grain crops, is difficult to follow. 
l. have followed Theal and Boxer in talcing 'millet' to be
that crop usually referred to in the Portuguese accounts
as 'nacharre', 'nachami', 'nachenim', 'nechinim', 'nechinim
milho' and possibly 'alpistre'. It is not entirely clear
whether these are Portuguese terms or Portuguese renderings
of local names. See Junod, "Condition of the natives » , p.156.
Junod describes the millet grain as small, round and
blackish; Junod, Life of a South African Tribe, II:10. The
colouring is difficult to reconcile with that mentioned
in relation to the main grain reported by the 1593 trave11ers; 
see above p.140. This may reflect a reluctance to distinguish 
between 'millet' and 'sorghum', which has carried over into 
modern times. in this i prefer to follow Junod who draws a 
:f·irm distinction between the two. 'rhe 'millet' referred to 
here is probably that which has come to be known as 'mabele' 
or 'kafir-corn'. Intensive research has failed to reveal 
any reason to dispute 1•1onica Wilson's conclusion that maize 
was still absent from the subsistence base in the later 16th 
century; Wilson, "Nguni", p.109 • .1.he whole question of the 
history of grain cultivation in southern Africa badly needs 
careful investigation. The question is important, because 
the grain crop in use carries certain structural imperatives, 
as does the introduction of any new types or varieties. At 
the level of the preliminary structural analysis being 
attempted here, the important point to establish is that 
there was cereal cultivation, and thus a grain product. 

91'.l'heal, Records, I:2J6. The report was by the 1554 party.

92For the earliest recorded example of this mode see below
p.��1 . As Frobenius recognised many years ago, the method of 
grain storage is equally as important as the fact of storage 
itself. uifferent forms 0£ grain storage have existed in 
different parts of Africa at different times; Eike naberland, 
ed., Leo Frobenius 1873-1973: An Anthology lWiesbaden: Franz 
Steiner Verlag GmbH, 1973) pp.9-13; Leo Frobenius and Ludwig 
Von wilm, ed., Atlas Africanus: Belege Zur Norpologie der 
afrikanischen Kul turen, part 1 tNunich, 1137?J; Wal ton, �'l.frican 
Village, pp.147-50; Theal, Ethnography and Condition of South 
Africa Before 1505 (2nd ed., 1919) p.268; ..... 1arks, 11 ;.1.raditions 
of' the ..:-latal •Nguni'", p.142; wilson, "Nguni", p.11J; Junod, 
!Jife, op.cit., II:26; ;:;haw, nhaterial culture 1', pp.87-8. The 
problem is to decide exactly what is indicated by the form 
of grain storage employed, and then what conclusions may be 
drawn from the general incidence of the form in relation to 
migration patterns, spread of technoloeies, colonisation 
tM'f<1. ... e.""ts and so on • .Ls the f'orm of storage a function of 
enviromnen t, cultural 'tradition' , of considerations of 
mobility and permanence, immediate consumption requirements � 
future needs, size of surplus, of the articulation with 
husbandry or the lack of it, of the type of grain, or of' the 
prevailing level of the forces of production? 



hatchets were in us� to facilitate the clearance of new

:farming land.9.3 The livestock component o:f the economy

included cattle, sheep and goats; the last-mentioned seemingly 

to a minor extent. Poultry were less important than in areas 

further to the north.94

.L·here seems little reason to doubt that in most areas 

the homestead production complex was capable of generating a 

real surplus which could be translated into accumulated wealth 

in the :form of livestock or other readily negotiable items. 

Certainly the travellers :found small provisions readily 

available in exchange for iron nails or crystal beads; 95

together with sheep and cattle :for copper, or copper augmented 

by iron.96 The abundance o:f cattle was reflected in the

relatively low price demanded. At one point the 1593 party 

obtained no less than 24 cows :for "copper of small value u.97

.Lhe party was able to build up a substantial store of 

transportable wealth in the form of cattle. At one point their 

herd numbered 22 animals.98

9JJ:3oxer, ·fragic History, p. 122. An observation for the who.Le 
region traversed by the party, it suggests that technologies 
had been evolved to permit the reclamation from �ature 
o£ land :for farming, a process which has sometimes been 
suggested to constitute an important element in the drive 
towards the social epoch of Feudalism in �uropean conditions. 
Variations in geographical and class distribution o:f the 
technology in the period cannot be ruled out. 

94Theal, Records, I:234-5; Boxer, op.cit., pp.140-J,151,154-8,
160. I have taken the availability of milk as additional to
the more obvious indicators of livestock husbandry. The
relative lack of importance o:f poultry compared to the north
is reflected in the lack of ritual devised to protect and
control this :form of husbandry; Wilson, "Nguni", p. 1 09.

95Theal, op.cit., I:234-6; Boxer, op.cit., pp.140-2, 150. r'or 
the bartering of s�all provisions against unspecified trade 
goods, see Boxer, op.cit., pp.140,152, 1 54,156-7,160. 

96Theal, op.cit., .L;2J4-5; Eoxer, op.cit., pp. 1 40,142-J,15 1 , 1 55

97Boxer, op.cit., p.151. 

98Ibid., p. 142.
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The degree to which copper, and to a lesser extent beads, 

were freely negotiable items in the central zone, would also 

seem to indicate the articulation of the homestead with a mode 

of production which included the exchange of commodities, for 

there is no evidence that either copper or beads carried a 

direct use-value. '1"he evidence suggests that this linkage may 

ultimately have been with the Delagoa Bay trading states. The 

1593 party was able to obtain information regarding the date 

when the next Portuguese ship was expected to be at the Bay.99 

Whilst still some JOO miles from this destination, the party 

also discovered that the guide they had obtained for a 

particular section of the journey 

"affirmed that he had already been to the 
land of the Inhaca where he had seen 
Portuguese and the pangaio." 100 

There were not onl.y clear indications of a level of 

political and economic sovereignty above the individual 

homestead-proprietor, but also of a degree of social 

differentiation which transcended that which had been 

encountered further to the south. Here labour-power was also 

a commodity on occasions, :for guides and messengers could be 

obtained in return for payment in metals.101 Here there was

competition amongst homestead-proprietors for the right to be 

first to trade with the travellers, 102 
though here also there

were some chiefs powerful enough to force such people to seek 

b f 
· · t . 103 'I'h 

permission e ore engaging in rade with strangers. ere 

were chiefs who dealt with the travellers only in the company 

of armed retinues comprising up to 50 warriors. 104 The

institution of chiefship was sufficiently developed for some 

of its incumbents to control. directly the surplus generated 

by a number of different homesteads. 1he surplus was consumed 

in situ, by the chief and his retinue residing :for a period of 

the year at each.105 
Here too were chiefs powerful enough to

99Boxer, Tragic rtistory, p.146. 

1 OO J.bid. , p. 1 56. 

lOlibid., pp.144,155-7,160. Brass and copper for major tasks, 
and iron nails for fording rivers with messages or 
passengers. A proportion of the charge for these services 
may have accrued to a chief; see below pp.14J-4. 

102rloxer, op.cit., p.149.

lOJibid., p.155. 
104Ibid., pp.151,160,162. 
105 

Ibid., p.151.
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demand payment :for the services of guides whom they were in 

a position to supply, and who appear to have been familiar 

with the routes to Delagoa Bay. 106

Consistent with the general picture of social 

differentiation, is the impression given by the 1593 account 

of the travellers crossing a succession of territories 

controlled by different powerho1ders, and which appear to have 

possessed fairly discrete frontiers. 107 Sometimes the

travellers referred to these territories by the names of the 

chiefs whom they found controlling them, and who they were 
108 continually obliged to honour. On other occasions they

were more firmly identified as 'countries' with specific names. 

The belts of uninhabited territory encountered from time to 

time may have represented important political divisions.110

certainly guides were sometimes extremely fearful of crossing

them. :tn one case no less than a brass candlestick was 

demanded for their trouble, and even then the guides fled at 

t . t 111 h ld d the first oppor uni Y• T e  travellers found that o an 

new routes existed through the countryside, and that they

were generally assured passages more free from political or
112 

military confrontations by keeping to the newer ones. 

106Boxer, Tragic History, pp.156-7. 

107This is my impression based upon a reading of the relevant 
portion of the account; Ibid., pp.151-9. 

1( 

108These included \in no particular order); Mabomborucassobelo, 
.Mocongolo, Gogambampolo, .Nutua dondom-rnatale, J.nbancunha, 
and Ukinyane. Further linguistic analysis is probably 
required before these rough approximations of the names 
heard by the shipwreck survivors can be rendered fully 
intelligible to a local African audience, or related to 
existing genealogies. 

109Thus .Lnhancunha was a chief in the country of Ospidainhama; 
Boxer, op.cit., pp.140-2. 

110.t<.or two major frontiers of this kind see .Lbid., pp.14J-8, 1 59
-160.

111Ibid., pp.14J-8.

112It seems doubtful that a route could •wear out' in any 
physical sense, and a change in the route used probably 
reflected a change in the local balance of military and 
political power. 



hearing the northern margin of the central zone, the 

1593 party appears to have crossed a particularly important 

frontier, and one which also appears to have been in dispute. 

un one side of it was the frontier chiefdom of Ukinyane. He 

was only in a position to offer the travellers small 

provisions, and indicated to the party that this was because 

he was at war and that therefore his subjects were 

forbidden to barter their cattle in case they might be 
. 113 . 

required by the army. On the other side of a small river 

which may have marked the current position of the frontier, 

was the chiefdom of Hutua dondom-Matal.e. unce again only 

small provisions were available, indicating perhaps that 

this chiefdom was also organised on a war-footing and was 

the enemy about which Ukinyane had been concerned. �n fact 

the travellers were told that they were lucky to be allowed 

to pass at all. t'arties headed for Delagoa Bay were normally 

not permitted to cross this frontier at ali.114 
A more

natural boundary - a large river which was probably the Tugela 

_ wns encountered a little way further on.115 The fact that 

the forces of �rutua dondom-natale dominated both banks of 

this river, may indicate that he was the vanguard of a 

political system in process of extending its hegemony 

southwards, and had already gained control of this particular 

strategic Tugela crossing point. Control of important river 

crossings carried with it the power to extract a proportion 

of the surplus product implicit in the goods passing across 

it. '.fhe travellers had already come across such a situation 

prevailing in another part of the central zone.
116

113Boxer, Trai,ic History, p.160.

114Ibid • .Lf the ban really was total and of long-standing,
then it may represent an attempt by northern powerholders 
to gain a monopoly of the supply function to the Bay, by 
preventing a linkage between Delagoa Bay and ivory 
producers far to the south. if the incident has suffered 
in translation, it may rather indicate a toll barrier, or 
an insistence that commodities be exchanged or new porters 
and guides taken on at this point, so that the chief and 
the social groups which he represented could share in the 
middleman profits of the commerce. 

115.1bid., p.162 • .Lt was known as the 'Vchugel' river.

116Ibid., p.160. The guides then with the party knew they
would not be allowed to cross the frontier. �he chief on 
the other side of it provided fresh guides for the party • 
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'1'he interior of the central zone in the later 16th 

century appears to have been characterised by a mode of 

production in which the homestead was the fundamental unit 

of production, but in which tull. economic and political 

sovereignty was not vested in the individual. homestead 

proprietor. A level of sovereignty existed above the 

homestead proprietor, which reduced him to the status of 

a peasant. This level of sovereignty existed in the form 

of the small. but powerful. chiefdoms which have been 

described. '.L'he power exercised by these chiefs was very far 

from being absolute. �ach homestead-proprietor retained 

control of the means of production, and possibl.y suffered 

only indirect forms o:f surpJ.us extraction. 

The power of these chiefs was also constrained by the 

fact that a third level o:f paramount sovereignty also seems 

to have existed in the central zone. '1'he 1589 party learned 

that, running south from a 'kingdom' called M.ocalapapa, was 

another known as Vambe. It included "a great part of the 

land they call J.'iatal". 'l'hat is, it dominated the 
117 

geographical area which has been termed the central zone. 

Theal thought that the Vambe paramountcy dominated 

country on either side of the �ugela valley, which probably 

meant that it was in a position to control. one of' the most 

important iron-mining and manufacturing complexes in the 

whole of south-east rif'rica.118 
it is not entirely clear

whether the paramountcy had developed independently out of

the homestead and tributary forms, or whether it had been 

superimposed by invaders :from outside the central zone. The 

second of these possibilities seems the more 

117Boxer, '1Tagic History, p.70. See also above pp.87-8. 

118For a description of this complex see above p.84. The 
point rests on a satisfactory date being ascertained 
for the complex. bee also .t..-agan, Southern R.frica, P• 160.
�ontrol of mineral production is often thought to have 
been :fundamental to the power of' major African state 
systems, such as those associated with the 'ruin peoples' 
of south-central Africa; lbid., pp.88,100; Monica Wilson, 
"Changes in social structure", p.82. 'J.he point is usuaJ.ly 
made, however, in relation to 'precious• metals such as 
copper and gold, and it is perhaps questionable whether 
iron production carries with it quite the same structural 
imperatives. Various simple and more complex modes of iron 
mining and smelting are conceivable, and there is 
unfortu.'1.ately no direct report of' the mode characteristic
of south-east Africa in this period. 



. bl 119
plausi e. 

The parcellization of sovereignty between powerholders 

at various levels, gave the central zone in the later 16th 

century a pattern of social relations which was 

characteristically J:l·eudal. Sovereignty was shared between 

a primary level of peasant homestead-proprietors, an 

intermediate level of' regional chiefs, and a paramountcy 

which from time to time demanded vassal obligations from 

these chiefs. Unfortunately the 16th century records contain 

no detailed evidence of the forms of surplus extraction 

which were characteristic of this mode of production, but 

it is certainly clear that power was not concentrated at

any one level. in fact there are signs that the paramountcy

was relatively weak, with considerable power shared

between the intermediate and primary levels. 

A further characteristic of the mode needs to be 

stressed. The general interest shown in acquiring items such

as copper, brass and beads, which appear to have carried no

direct use-value, is suggestive of the degree to which

commodity exchange was emerging alongside subsistence

agriculture and livestock-husbandry. une commodity o:f 

importance was ivory, for the 1589 party learned that the 

lands of the vambe paramountcy were one source of' the ivory

which reached the Portuguese at Delagoa Hay. 120 �his in

turn suggests an articulation of the mode with the hunting

pursuits reported from the coast and the belts of nomansland

in the interior, though there is no clear evidence of the

form taken by this linkage.

119'
.1 heal, largely following Bryant, certainly thought a
colonising movement likely. lie saw the 'r•1bo I as having 
gradually extended their power down the Tugela valley 
and into the hinterland on either side of it, though his 
suggestion of a later 16th century date for this movement 
,M� be questionable; Theal, History of South J-\.frica Since 
1792, .L:J7J,J98. See also Krige, �ocial ::Jystem of the
Zulus, p.2. If indeed the ribo was a powerful lineage 
e�tending its control over south-east hfrica from the 
in,:;erior, then it would help to explain why there 
could also be .Mbos \ 1 Numbos 1 ) in east-central Africa; 
Alpers, Ivory and ::>laves, p.49. lt would point to an origin 
on the north-west margins of south-east Africa. 

120Boxer, Tragic nistory, pp.70-71.
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The description eiven hy the 1589 party of the 

political situation south o:f the feudal paramountcy of 

vambe is consistent with the picture already presented of 

the southern zone, and indicates a contrast with the situation 

:further north. :rrom the Vamhe paramountcy 

"to the (;ape of Good liope there 
are no kings, but all is in 
the possession o:f chiefs called 
Ancoses." 121 

As the various parties of travellers passed into the 

northern zone, they generally seem to have found the economic 

pursuits characteristic of the homestead :form much less 

developed than was the case further to the south. ihe 

exception to this was the Lebombo Hills country to the west.

Here one or more powerful state existed, which not only

controlled substantial resources in ivory, but which were

also underpinned by a subsistence base in which both

a.gricul ture and livestock-husbandry seem to have been well
122 

established • 

.1he position on the plains beneath these hills was 

rather different. The 1552 and 1554 parties appear to have 

seen hardly any cattle, and a cow was bartered on only one 

occasion.123 Goats and hens were quite common, but even the

former were found to be extraordinarily expensive relative
· h. , k d f 

124 
to the prices w icn were as e or fat cattle :further south • 

.Millet was sometimes available, but even the great Inhaca 

himself appears to have had insufficient for his needs. 
125

121eoxer, iragic History, pp.70-71.

1ZJTheal, Records, I:2J8.

124Ibid., L:238,245,250. �oultry have an ancient origin in
this region; Junod, Li:fe of a South African Tribe, I:357;

II:51-2. 

125rbid., I:2J8,245,260,270-1,273.
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It has already been pointed out that parts of these northern 

plains were probably vulnerable to drought, and this may 

have temporarily influenced the situation which the parties 
126encountered. uenerally, however, they were struck by the 

lack of f'arrning development in the whole country about 

Delagoa Bay, and their accounts emphasise the importance of 

hunting and gathering pursuits in the subsistence base.127

Later accounts of the plains and the Bay hinterland 
128

confirm this picture in part, but also suggest that a 

number of changes may have been in process. The cereal crop 
129 

amachueria was reported, and was available at the Bay

even in 1593 which was apparently a year of drought.lJO Now

cattle and sheep were occasionally seen, though most appear

to have been concentrated at the homesteads o:f the leading

:figures in the Delagoa Bay trading states.131 This

accumulation appears not to have been entirely the result o:f 

natural reproduction or the operation o:f abstract market 

:forces. There is clear evidence o:f cattle being taken by 

prominent :figures in these states :from those in the interior

who were not powerful enough to de:fend them.132 There were

signs that processes of 'underdevelopment' associated with

126See above pp.4,5-6..J. "'°'r ��.s, 

127see above p.129 

128Boxer, Tragic History, pp.79,82-J,168,170,177,181. 

129ibid., pp.82,181. The nomenclature o:f crops in the northern 

zone is just as problematic as in the case of areas to the 
south. In Boxer's translation it is rendered as 'ameixoeira'.

The term seems not to have been applied to any of the 
crops grown further south, suggesting either that it 
designates a different crop or that it belongs to a di:f:ferent 
ianguage grouping. Junod thought millet the oldest grain 
crop in the northern zone, and that 'ameixoeria' was the 
term :for the small grey sorghum, later to become known as 
'ka:ffir corn'; Junod, "Condition of the natives", p.20; 
see also Life o:f a South African Tribe, II:9-14. This 
does not entirely solve the problem of grain terminology, 
:for a number of seeming contradictions remain to be 
resolved; see above. p.141n. On the basis of the lack o:f 
':first fruits' regulations to control its late 19th century 
production, Junod concluded that maize was of modern 
introduction to the region; Junod, op.cit., Li:fe, I�:9-14. 
�here is no clear evidence of it in the later 16th century. 

1JO�oxer, op.cit., pp. 181,162. 

131�bid., pp.83,170,174,182.

1J2.Lbid., p.172; 'J.'heal, Records, I:139. People fled into the 
bush when strangers arrived, because they :feared raidingparties. 
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a polarisation of social classes was already underway. 

Commodity exchange was clearly an important economic 

practice throughout the northern zone; 

"These Negroes are more covetous and 
self-interested than those met 
earlier in the journey ••••••••• " 133 

Iron, beads and copper still all carried some value, but as 

the travellers passed beyond st. Lucia Bay, cloth and even 

Turkish and other coinage was found to be already acceptable 

in trading relationships - a clear contrast to the situation 
1J4 encountered further south. In one area the travellers

found that the coral which they had picked from the distant 

shore could be used in exchange relations.135 Gold and jewels

were coveted by members of a local aristocracy who knew 

their exchange value with the Portuguese who called at the 

Bay. These two items were not desired for their own sake, but 

because they could be exchanged £or beads - a far more useful
1J6 

currency in south-east Africa as a whole. Copper ornaments

and imported beads were both seen to be in evidence.137 

Other aspects of these northern societies also indicated 

the importance of commodity exchange within them. ·rhe

trave1lers sometimes found, for example, that rivers

represented economic or political frontiers, and that tolls

were 1evied on those seeking to cross them.138 Numbers of

canoes were seen quite far inland along the navigable rivers

which made their way across the northern plains-country, 

suggesting that an efficient mode of transport for bulky items 

may a1ready have been 1inking the Delagoa Bay port with

133noxer, Tragic History, p.161.

134Ibid., pp.79,82,168,177; Theal, Records, I:14J,269; Junod,

"Condition of the natives", p.142. The writer of the 1593 

account (who was not the original diarist of the journey) 
concluded that cloth was especially valuable in large 
transactions involving cattle; Boxer, op.cit., p.161. There 
is no evidence from the accounts as presented that this was 
the case, and cloth was used in transactions involving small 
provisions as well, suggesting perhaps that it cannot have 
been that valuable, except in relation to the south. in the 
south it was sometimes given as a gift to a chief but it 
was not freely negotiable. In fact all these items were 'cheap' 
relative to cattle; Boxer, op.cit., pp.162-4. 

1J5Boxer, op.cit., p.166. Could it have been ambergris? 
1J6Thea1, Records, I:270-71,277. 
1J7Ibid., I:140.268; Boxer, op. cit., p.169. 
1:38 Theal, op.cit., I:140-41.
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important states in the interior.139

It is quite clear that the central component of the 

commodity exchange element of the northern economy was ivory, 

and that its primary destination in the later 16th century 

was the ships which visited Delagoa Hay. In addition to the 
140 evidence already cited, the travellers were able to get

up-to-date information throughout the northern zone regarding 

f h. . t 141 the state o s ipping a uelagoa Bay. Away from the

important river routes, they occasionally also learned oC the 
142

passage of ivory-bearing caravans headed for the Bay. Guides 

were readily available to conduct them from one chiefdom to 

the next along the current routes to the Bay.143 Unfortunately

there is very little information concerning the pattern oC 

exchange relations with the Portuguese at the Bay itself, 

though beads seem to have been one important import in the 

period. 144 '.L'he most important trading partner of the Portuguese

was said to have been the inhaca himself, though commerce 

was certainly not monopolised by him at this stage,145

1J9,_rheal, Records, I: 140,141,

14osee above p.128. 

141'1'heal, op.cit., I: 141; Boxer, 'l'ragic History, p.178.

142Boxer, op.cit., pp.173-4.

143see for example, ibid., pp.172-77. 

144Theal, Records, i:268,281. The cloth which was seen worn 
by important people in the northern zone may have been 0£ 
local manufacture, or was an additional import. it is 
important to understand the precise nature of these imports 
in the later 16th century, '.(hey were neither useless 
, trinkets ' , nor '.1:!,'uropean manufactures 1 

• 'i'he Portuguese had 
simply captured an ancient Indian Ocean commerce. Most of 
the beads and cloth probably still came from 'Cambay' -
that part of india now known as Gujerat - and it was this 
region which also consumed most oC the ivory which was 
exported from south-east AfricaJ see, for example, Boxer, 
op.cit., p.175n. rhe beads were not •trinkets' but, l.ike 
copper before them, functioned as specie in the lubrication 
of a wideranging internal trading network. �t is possible 
that beads were imported to perform this function either 
because copper was already devalued by its general 
availability, or because copper ornaments were too cumbersome 
to form a satisfactory currency. 

145Theal, op.cit., I:268; Boxer, op.cit., pp.71,81.
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By the later 16th century exchange relations at Delagoa 

Bay had taken on a predictable routine. A Portuguese trading 

vessel or 'pangayo' was regularly sent to the Bay from the 

Portuguese entrepot at Mozambique Island. Annual visits had 

been normal at least as far back as 1548, but in 1580 these 

were placed upon a biennial basis. It was usual for the pangayo 

to arrive at the Bay early in the year, and to spend several 

months there • .Boats crewed by Swahili people were sent from 

the ships to engage in trade with the paramounts, members of 

the aristocracy, and important vassal chiefs who resided at 

the shore or a little way inland along the major rivers. The 

Portuguese constructed a complex� huts on one of the islands 

controlled by the �nhaca, where they spent their time whilst 

trade was being carried on. The pangayo finally left the Hay 

during the season of the westerly monsoon, which usually 
146began in June or July. 

'Jihe articulation of ivory and other commodity production 

with an Indian Ocean commerce certainly did not begin in the 

later 16th century. An ancient Arab trading connexion is 

plausible, 147 but even Portuguese participation in the Delagoa

commerce began early in the 16th century. �he flurry of 

Portuguese official activity around mid-century, was simply a 

successful attempt by the Portuguese Crown to capture a commerce 

which was already flourishing in private Portuguese hands, and 

one from which up to then the Crown had been content to derive 

an indirect income.148 It is reasonable to assume that a

proportion of this commerce took place with groups to the 

south of the Bay. 

146welch, South Africa Under John l.II, p.272; Junod, "Condition
of the natives", p.1.39; .Boxer, Tragic .&:1istory, pp.71,73

_,
8 3, 

" 146,181-2,184-5; Theal, Records, I:280,282-J; Wilson, ".Nguni ,  
p.78 . i''or the wider Indian Ocean context see Theal, Beginning,
pp.204,206,220,274-5; Boxer, Portuguese Seaborne Empire, esp,
pp.1,6,47.

147see above p.90; and Welch, op.cit., p.288.

148 6 Welch, op.cit., pp.155,2 9�271,272,276-7; Alpers, Ivory and 
Slaves, p.42; Boxer, Tragic Histoq, p.71; Welch, �outh 
Africa Und.er King .Manuel, p.2J3; E. Axelson, South-East 
Africa 1488-1530 (1940) p.Bo. The Bay gained its title of' 
the Bay of Lourengo �•iarques after a Portuguese merchant who 
operated there in this period; Wellington, SQuthern Africa : 
A Geographical Study, I:18,3. 
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What is much less clear is whether commodity exchange 

originated in the northern zone, and indeed in south-east 

Africa as a whole, with the ivory industry; or whether it 

pre-dated this industry • .1he latter possibility is perhaps 

suggested by the fact that copper seems to have been 

regarded as a store of' exchange values :from the very :first 

moment when the records of the ivory commerce begin, and 

may thus have runctioned in this capacity before it. 

'!'he complex articulation o:f hunting,gathering, cul.tivatioi 

livestock-husbandry, :fishing and commodity exchange was 

reflected in the high degree o:f social differentiation in 

the northern zone relative to the situation prevailing 

further to the south. it seems that little economic and 

political sovereignty now remained with the individual 

homestead-proprietor or hunter-gatherer. 

·.i·he whole o:f the northern zone appears to have been

divided up into a number o:f countries. These were not al.l. of' 

equal power, and it is perhaps possible to pick out a number 

of paramountcies; Tembe, Inhaca, Mocalapapa, the lands 
149 

of' Monhimpeca, of' Hacomates and of' Angomanes. It is 

suggested that these were the equivalent of' the feudal 

paramountcy of Vambe which dominated the central zone. These 

states had an identity and a permanenc� separate from the 

individual powerho1der who dominated them at any given time, 

and they based their integrity on considerations of power 

rather than on any •natural' ethnic homogeneity or 

continuity.150 
Physical :features which formed the frontiers

between these states,ref'lected in their current names the 

prevailing balance of power.151

149Boxer, Tragic History, pp.70-4,182; Theal, Records, I.:262,
267. 

150
Thus one o:f the countries seems to have been 
inhabited by the people called 'Macomates' and ruled by 
the paramount called 1 Viragune'; Welch, Portuguese, pp.90-91 
•Inhaca' seems at once to have been the name of a
paramountcy and the term of respect associated with those
who held the paramountcy or other high office in the state;
in other words the honour-name taken by members of the
ruling dynasty.

151Tous one and the same river was termed 'Melenga.ne' and
'Zembe', and perhaps later as 'Maputo', depending upon 

the period and froin whom the information was obtained. 



There seem to have been friendly links between certain 

of these paramountcies, notably between Tembe and the Lebombo 

Hills state ruled by Monhimpeca. 152 J.n other cases major

frontiers appear to have existed between them. Particularly 

important was that between the 1ands of Inhaca and those of 

powerholders located further to the west who probably looked 

upon themselves as part of a rival Tembe commercial and 

political al.liance system. This frontier seems not only to 

have comprised a deep river, but also an extensive 

nomansland in which only an impoverished group or •bandits• 

were seen to be operating. Powerholders to the west of this 

divide seem to have been totally unwilling to commit either 

their guides or their trade goods to a passage across it. 153

�ach of these territorial paramountcies were controlled 

by means of a number of intermediate regional powerholders.

some of these were members of the appropriate ruling dynasty, 154

but along the marches o:f the larger paramountcies were the

chiefdoms of vassal 'captains•. These men, whilst owing 

allegiance to the state and wielding power on behalf of it, 

were probably not members of the ruling dynasty.155 Beneath

this intermediate level of power were local headmen or
156 

'manumuze', and then the various groups o:f direct

producers. 

1.52Boxer, ·.rragic History, p.74. There were probably linkages 
beyond this to states within the central and southern 
zones; see above p.89

153aoxer, op.cit., pp.166-7.

154oral traditions make it clear that this was the way in 
which the Tembe lineage initially came to control a portion 
of the northern zone; Junod, Life of a South African Tribe, 

• The Inhaca also seems to have had his relatives
dotted about the countryside in this period; .ooxer, op_.cit., 
p.176. See also Omer-Cooper, Zulu A:ftermath, p.19.

1.55Amongst the vassals of 'l'embe were the chief Nasamana (in 
the 1550s) and the small state of 'Fumo' (MfumoJ. The
allegiance of' the small c hiefdoms ruled by 1\-ialangana,
Gamabela and Belingane is wiclear; Hoxer, op.cit., pp. 
160,166,170,182. For two examples within the Inhaca system 
see Ibid., p.174. une was the chier Bambe, who is not to 
be confused with the central zone paramountcy or Vambe. 

156Boxer, op.cit., p.169.
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A situation of parcellised or ¥eudal sovereignty was 

apparent, though at a relatively more advanced stage than 

in the central zone. Here very little power remained at the 

level of the direct producer, and it was largely diffused 

between the paramountcies and the various intermediate levels. 

In the sphere of political relations, for example, the Inhaca 

paramount was assisted by councillors - by a court 

aristocracy - in making decisions.157 There were other

indications that the power of the paramount level was far 

from being absolute in the period. On occasion the lnhaca

requested payment from shipwreck survivors in recognition of

his attempts to protect them from the more rapacious of his

countrymen.158 In 1554 the chief Masamana, who was one o-£

the vassals of Tambe, appears to have been in a position to

trade with the �ortuguese on his own account. When this led 

to conflict, the forces of the paramountcy were not 

automatically committed to his defence. even though the

paramount was clearly aware of Masamana•s problem.159 The

main indication of allegiance of intermediate powerholders 

to the feudal paramountcies seems to have occurred in time 

of the paramount's involvement in conflict. Occasionally 

vassal chiefdoms were call.ad upon to supply military

effectives to enable the paramount to expropriate the cattle

surpluses accumulated by chiefs and homestead-proprietors

who had elected to try to retain a measure of independence

from the paramountcy concerned. The 15.52 shipwreck party

had been called upon to supply just such a miiitary effective

to the ruling Inhaca to enable him to subordinate a 'rebellious
160 

kafir' • 

157Theal, Hecords, I:271. 

158ibid., I:276-7.

159Ibid., I:282. The paramount had clearly held back to see 

the way the battle progressed. He was rewarded by the
Portuguese after their victory with a number of Masamana's 
women. 
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Parcellised sovereignty gave a number of individuals 

a power-base on which to buil.d. Conflict was endemic. Thus 

an interme4iate powerholder Gimbacucubaba, had recently been 

exiled from the territory over which he had ruled, and had 

been forced to take refuge with an ally in the central zone. 

The new ruler of the territory was one of the vassal chiefs 
161

or captains of the Inhaca. Feudal patterns of political 

sovereignty also meant that a number of members 0£ the 

ruling dynasty were in a position to compete for the position 

of the paramountcy, and there is evidence that this in 

fact took place. If successful, the candidate took over the 

title of head of state, together with whatever modes of 
162

exploitation were then appropriate to the office. 

Patterns of feudal sovereignty were possible within the 

political sphere, because economic sovereignty had also yet

to be concentrated at the apex. Members of the aristocracy, 

and even vassal captains, probably controlled more than one 

homestead directly, but they did not control concentrations 

of food suf�icient to enable them to feed large numbers 0£

visitors. 
163 The travellers found that it was necessary to

divide up their number into small groups that could then

enter into relationships with a large number of dif£erent

production units or homesteads.164 Though paramounts frowned

on private barter relationships, they seem to have been

powerless to prevent them.165 
The division of economic

sovereignty, like that of political power, followed the

characteristic Feudal £orm.

161Boxer, Tragic History, p.160

162Tnus the Inhaca paramount encountered by the 1552 and 1554 
parties, and referred to in another Portuguese account 
written in 1575, seems to have been one and the same man. 
He seems to have been still alive in 159J, but was living 
inland having been ousted from the paramountcy. The office
was then in the hands of one of his sons who, fearing 
rivals £or the succession, had staged a coup by prematurely

usurping his father; Boxer, op.cit., p.181. Struggles of 

this kind within feudal aristocracies are well known to
historians of 1'-1edieval �urope, and they were to be a 
recurrent aspect of south-east African politics for some
time to come. 

161Tlleal, Records. 1:273. When grain was forthcoming it seems

to have come from dif':ferent production units. These may have

belonged to the paramount, or he may have had to purchase
the grain or levy it in tribute; Ibid., I:270-1,273. 

164 Ibid., I: 14J,278-9; Boxer, op.cit., p.83.
165 Theal, op.cit., I:270-J; Boxer, op.cit., p.83.
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Other aspects of the societies encountered in the 

northern zone were consistent with a stage of Feudalism 

in which social differentiation was far advanced • .Ln addition 

i 't i t' 166 
to the ub qui ous warr or-re inues, there were also 

messengers, trans1ators and other holders of bureaucratic 

office. 1
67 Dress was an indication of wealth and status,

168 
with the aristocracy wearing cloth and brass. The more

powerful appear to have been separated from their subjects 

and others by a number of elementary distancing devices.169

The whole of the northern zone seems to have been known as 
170 

the land of 'Fumos' - the land of the 'kings', and

their capitals reflected their wealth and power. The 

principal homestead of the Inhaca in 1554 was

"large and with many inhabitants, with 
its court-yards and paths in a not 
very disorderly state, and was 
surrounded by a kind of prickly pine 
trees which grow in that country, 
thickly set, with three or four 
entrances where they were necessary. 
ll'hile we rested in the court-yard 
before the King's rustic mountain 
palace, he commanded certain huts to 
be cleared in which we slept that 
night•. 171 

The shipwreck parties found plentiful evidence in their 

own experience of the degree to which the surviva1 of 

individuals and groups in the northern zone rested on

considerations of wealth and power. ihey found the metals, 

beads and cloth which they had salvaged, fundamental to 

their survival, but only so long as their possession of 

166,.rheal, Records, I:247,248,266,269; Boxer, '.i'ragic History. 
pp.81,167,170,178. Retinues sometimes stopped the 
travellers to demand their business; '1'heal, op.cit., 
.1: 141-2. 

167,_rheal, op.cit., .1:269,278-9; Hoxer, op.cit., pp.81,178.

168
tloxer, op.cit., pp.81,180.

169
The 1552 party, £or example, was not allowed to enter 
the capital of one of the kings to the north of the Bay;
Theal, op. cit., I:14J. ihe Inhaca received visitors 
whilst seated upon a throne. 

170Boxer, op.cit., p.71. 'Fuma' is apparently the local verb
•to rule•.

171.1.heal, op.cit., I:270. The Inhaca also had other homesteads

in the vicinity.
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:firearms enabl.ed them to control thesa it.ams as property.172

Attempts were made to separate the travellers :from these 

commodities, and firing of muskets was often necessary to 

prevent it. 173 Bandits appear to have been operating in the

interior of the northern zone, possibly with a view to 

robbing caravans of this kind,174 and even some o:f the

vassal captains of the Inhaca were known as thieves by the 

people subject to their rule.175 Separated from their

firearms and trading goods, the travellers were either 

reduced to a :form of labour relationship with powerfu1 
176 

homestead-proprietors,which was akin to slavery; or else

they were left to scavenge in the bush, until an offer of 

ransom payable in beads saw their being rounded-up and 

exchanged with the �ortuguese as yet another commodity.177

in view of this evidence, it is not difficult to 

imagine how expansion came to take place in the size of 

household retinues. In fact one source of late 16th century 

recruitment throughout south-east Africa seems to have been 

the shipwreck parties themselves. African and J.ndian slaves, 

and occasionally Portuguese as well, chose to abandon the 

parties of travellers, or were forced to do so by ill

health, in order to enter into relationships with homestead 

-proprietors or local powerholders. Several were encountered

172Theal., Records, I:226; Boxer, Tragic ttistory, pp.67,117,
119. 

173The shipwreck parties were attacked from time to time
throughout their journeys, but these seem to have 
increased in number and intensity as they moved into 

174 

the northern zone; Theal, op.cit., I:2J6,247,248,250,260-2, 
264; Boxer, op.cit., pp.126-7,161-2. Some chiefs took a 
close interest in the working and potential of the 
firearms; Boxer, op.cit., p.161. 

Boxer, op.cit., p.166. The report refers to the plains 
beneath the Lebombo Hills. 

175The chief Bambe, for example. See above p.154n. 

176
Th . h 4 1.s was t e fate of the 155 party at the Bay; 'I'heal, 
op.cit., 1:278-9. 

177The �ate � th 1552 4 4 � o� e party; Ibid., I:1 J-8. Even the 155 
party eventually found itself ransomed to the Portuguese• 
Ibid., L:281. 

' 
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by later parties. They were reported to be well-established, 

and most declined the opportunity to resume the journey to 

Delagoa �ay. Some were amongst the bureaucratic office

holders of the northern trading states.178

In conclusion it may be said that the social formation 

which was south-east Africa in the later 16th century, 

exhibited many of the features characteristic of the social 

epoch of Feudalism in an African context. Over much of the 

region, indicators of the transition to Feudalism - such 

as personal retinues and the reclamation of the bush through 

the use of iron tools - were already co-existing with 

indicators of the existence of Feudalism itself. Most 

important amongst these were the patterns of parcellised 

economic and political sovereignty characteristic of the 

epoch. 

The incidence of feudal patterns of social relations 

was sufficient in the later 16th century, for the Feudal 

mode of production to be regarded as the determinate mode 

in the overall social formation which was south-east Africa 

within the period. Neverthe1ess, �·eudalism was far from 

being universal within this social formation. Neither did 

it exist in a pure and fully-developed form anywhere within 

it. There is evidence of the existence of pre-Feudal 

carry-overs, and of the existence in relatively undeveloped 

form of features such as commodity exchange which are 

characteristic of later social epochs.179

A threefold geographical division has been used to 

try to illustrate the unevenness of social development 

within the region. South of the Mzimkulu there were signs 

that the social relations characteristic of Feudalism 

were as yet relatively undeveloped, though there were clear 

indications that the transition was in process. Commodity 

exchange was only just beginning to make an impact. 

178 Thaa1, Records, I:235-8,251; Boxer, Tragic History, PP.
130,140,151,178.

179F . .  1 or sim1 ar conclusions in relation to the epoch of
Feudalism in Europe see Bloch, Feudal Society, I:279;
Anderson, �assages rrom Antiquity to Feudalism, p.148 •
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In the central zone - between about the r,,izimkulu and 

,-1folozi rivers - l!'eudalism had arguably reached its purest 

form in the region. In the kingdom of Vambe a feudal 

paramountcy existed, but the group of small principalities 

or vassal chiefdoms which sheltered beneath this umbrella, 

enjoyed a substantial degree of autonomy. This was 

evidenced by the frontiers the travellers came across, and 

the seeming ability of these chiefs to control traffic 

passing across them. LVen homestead-proprietors may have 

enjoyed a high degree of autonomy. �'he hunting and gathering 

practices characteristic of a pre-Feudal epoch, and the 

commodity-exchange characteristic of a post-lfeudal epoch, 

were both in evidence; but they were subordinate to the 

flourishing agricu1tur� and livestock-husbandry pursuits 

characteristic of �eudalism. 

�--i-ie northern zone may be divided into �wo parts. J.n 

the highland areas of the western interior, the mode of 

production seems to have borne certain structural similarities 

to that prevailing in the central zone, though with a 

possible intensification of the commodity-exchange component. 

1''urther to the east on the plains of the northern 

zone, and in the immediate hinterland of Delagoa Bay itself, 

a rather different pattern of social relations was in 

evidence. rtere a pattern of parcellised economic and 

political sovereignty survived, but in the context of an 

extremely weakly developed subsistence base. The articu1ation 

was primarily between hunting and commodity exchange, with

gathering, fishing, agriculture and livestock-husbandry 

as subordinate aspects ot' the economy. Direct producers 

appear to have been held in a much more subordinate 

condition than was the case further south • .it is not 

entirely clear whether this situation resulted from the 

enserfment of previous generations of homestead-proprietors, 

or from the thrust of a .r·eudal aristocracy into an area 

previously characterised by �rirnitive-Communalism, though 

most evidence would seem to point to the latter possibi1ity. 

The socia� formation which was south-east Africa in 

the later 16th century was clearly extremely complex, even 

th0ugh the Feudal mode of production was broadly determinate 

•••• /161 



within it. it was .fraught with contradictions cap�ble o.f

generating the .forces which could bring about a transition

to a new social epoch. J.:hose in the northern zone were

the more immediate, and some had already spilled over into

open conflict. As Alan Smith has pointed out, most o.f the

more overt contradictions in the northern zone at this

stage already revolved around the process of commodity
180 exchange. 

Within the northern zone .four contradictions had

erupted into conflict. The .first was that between the two

major commercial systems centred on Tembe and Inhaca 

respectively.181 The second was the conflict within the

ranks o.f the various aristocracies and ultimately .for the
182 control o.f the paramountcy with which they were associated.

The third involved the expansion of the various paramountcies

through the agency o.f .frontier vassals, in an attempt to

gain more direct control over the sources of the ivory

supply and over the main trading routes leading northwards

to Delagoa Bay. 183 Finally there was the related attempt

of J.nhaca to resolve the con�radiction between its

developed social institutions and wretched subsistence base,

by extending its hegemony to permit direct expropriations

of homestead surpluses accumulated beyond its existing
184 .frontiers. Some of these processes of expansion

involving powerholders in the northern zone, may already

have threatened the paramountcy of Vambe, and in particularly

its vassal chiefs on the northern margins of the central

zone. 185 

A further pattern of contradictions is discernible in

the relations between the states of the northern zone and

the Portuguese. 'I'he relationship at this stage was based

upon comm�dity exchange rather than Portuguese Imperial

180 Alan Smith, "Delagoa Bay and the trade o.f south-east 
Africa", in R.Gray and LJ. Birmingham, ed., Pre-Colonial
African Trade (Ox.ford UP, 1970) p.265. 

181J d "C uno , ondition of the natives", p153. See also above
p. 154. 

182 See above p.156 and n.

�:�Boxer, Tragic Historz.1 p.157, and above pp.145,1,56.
See above p.149 

185 •
See above p 145• • 



1 186 rh LI t · t · · d · contro . ' e �or uguese posi ion in the western In ian

Ocean was simply not entrenched suf£iciently for this 

�'uropean commercial empire to contemplate dispensing with 

the intermediary services of a number of south-east African 

powerholders. The Portuguese �mpire simply did not have 

the resources at hand to do this, or even to attempt a 

subordination of the powerholders with whom it had dea1ings. 

Nevertheless some tension in the pattern of relations 

with the Portuguese was already in evidence. In 1554, for 

example, a Portuguese trading embassy had clashed violently 

with one of the vassal trading chiefdoms of the Tembe 
187 

paramountcy. At least one attempt had also been made 

to open up a direct sea link with Macomates •188 Located

in the vicinity of st. Lucia Bay and the Nfolozi, this 

was probably one of the important ivory suppliers in the 

period. Had the Portuguese succeeded in dealing with it 

directly, the whole middleman position o:f a state like 

Inhaca would probably have collapsed co�pletely. �t is not 

entirely clear whether the attempt failed because of the

lack 0£ a suitable harbour, or because or the virulence 

of' opposition :from Lnhaca. 

The heavy involver.1ent of the northern states in the 

ivory industry and commerce, also placed them in positions 

on the margin o:f a �uropean commercial empire as well as 

an African one. As such they were already vulnerable to 

fluctuations in the pattern of global commercial relations 

upon which this empire was based. Decisions such as that 

made in 1580 to change from an annual to a biennial pangayo 

186'.f'heal, Beginning, p.220.

187see above p.155.

188.Boxer, Tragic History, p.69.
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sent to the Bay to trade, cannot have been without their 

structural impact on the prevailing patterns o:f relations 

in south-east Africa, and particularly those of the 

northern zone. 

'1·he existence o:f these various contradictions meant 

that, implicit in the social :formation which was south

east Africa in the later 16th century, were :forces capable 

o:f bringing about a transition to a post-.1t·euda1 epoch of' 

social relations. The :further development o:f these 

contradictions, the emergence o:f others, and the initial 

consequences o:f their dynamic interaction in the period 

between 1600 and 1680, :forms the subject o:f the next 

chapter. 
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VI 

PATTERNS OF CONTINUITY AND CHANGE 1600-1680 

During the period 1600-1680, a number 0£ £orces, some 

new but most with roots in the past, were serving to reshape 

elements of the later 16th century social formation of south

east Africa. '.l'wo of these forces were especially dynamic. The 

first was the further extension of agricultural and livestock 

-husbandry practices into new areas, together wi�h

technological innovations in the areas in which these practices 

were already well-established. By 1680 only a few areas in 

the extreme south remained dominated by �rimitive-Communalism 

as a more or less independent mode of production. These 

developments were tending to permit the persistence of existing

pat,:;erns of .reudal social relations, and their extension into

new areas. 

The second force was in some respects running contrary 

to these .il'eudal tendencies, and worked to frustrate the full 

development of' 1''eudalism in south-east Africa. '.Chis was the 

intensification and geographical expansion of' commodity 

production and exchange. Ivory was the most important of these 

commodities. ·.rhere was an underlying tension between these 

two developments, but as yet there were still few overt signs 

of crisis. 

Employing the same three simple geographical categories 

as were utilised in the analysis of the social formation of 

south-east Africa in the later 16th century, this chapter 

will attempt to chart the main lines of continuity and change 

in the period between 1600 and 1680. '!'he source materials 

employed in the reconstruction are primarily the accounts of 

the survivors of Portuguese shipwrecks, and offer the same 
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kinds of opportunities and disadvantages as their later 

16th century equivalents.1

Within the southern zone, an initial distinction 

may be made between the country south of about the Kei 

river, and that between about the Kei and the Mzirnkulu. 

South of the Kei there was evidence of the persistence 

into the 1600-1680 period of Primitive-Communism as a 

1argel.y independent mode of production. l"tost of the 

evidence for this conclusion is drawn from coastal reports, 

but there are hints of the extension of this situation 

into the interior. 

1n 1622, the SAO JOAO BAPTIS'i'A was wrecked on this

2 section of the south-east African coast. The party of 

survivors found themselves in an area in which 

"there is a lack of :fruit and 
provisions, though it seems as 
if the soil would yield abundant 
crops of anything sown in it. '1'he 
inhabitants thereo� live solely 
on shellfish, some roots which 
look like truffles, and the 
produce of the chase. They have no 
knowledge of any seed planting, or 
of any other kind of' provisions". J

When the party eventually le:ft the site o:f the wreck 

after one month and six days,4 they did so in the knowledge

- gleaned f'rom an Af'rican of 1 Nozambique' whom they met 

in the vicinity of the wreck - that ahead of' them, :far to 

the north, was a prosperous land; 

" ••••• a region where there were cows, 
but it was all a wilderness as far 
as that". 5 

1 Accounts o:f the experiences o:f :four sets o:f castaways 
have survived. They relate to wrecks in 1622, 1635, and 
two in 1647. Portuguese o:f:ficial records o:f the commerce 
passing through Delagoa Bay may also be available :for 
the period, though they have not been used in the 
compilation o:f the present account. 

2 .l'·or the de hate on the precise site o:f the wreck see Theal,
History and �thnography, IIL:68; tloxer, Tragic history, 
pp. 49, 1 97, 2 38; wilson, "Early history", p.170; Uerricourt,
"Settlemen� in the ·franskei and Ciskei", p. 62. '1'he whole 
problem arises because of the notoriously inaccurate
calculations of latitude in the period by the Portuguese.
'1·he account is particularly important because it is written
by an eye-witness; Boxer, op.cit., p.49.
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The party initially kept close to the shore and 

existed by collecting herbs, fruit and shellfish. On this 

section of their journey, the travellers met one group of 

hunters from whom they bartered hippo meat. At another 

point on the journey they obtained shrimps by the same 
6barter method. 

The survivors of a wreck in 1635 set out on their 

overland journey too far north for their experiences to 

cast any additional light on patterns of production south 

of the Kei. A similar picture was reported, however, by 

the survivors of the l'ojQSSA SENHORA DA ATALAYA, wrecked 

on the Ciskei coast in 1647; 7

"They sow no grain, and live only 
on roots, the produce of the 
chase, and some shell-fish when 
they come down to the shore". 8 

The comments of this party also hint that a pattern 

of' transhumance was characteristic of these small coastal 

communities, a conclusion borne out by evidence from other 

sources. Travelling along the coast in winter, this party 

3Boxer, Tragic History, p.200. 

4Ibid., p.198.

5 Ibid., p.201. It is not clear whether the man from 
'i'lozambique' was a survivor of a previous wreck, or had 
travelled south to undertake some function in the area. 

6Theal, Records, VIII:79,81.

7wilson, "Early history", p.171. In addition to this wreck
in the period, there is also a report of another on the 
coast in 1643. The survivors of a small Portuguese 
vessel apparently travelled overland to Delagoa Bay and 
beyond, but no account of their journey seems to have 
survived. See Theal, op.cit., VIII:J07,J41. 

8wi1son, "Early history n , p.171, after the Portuguese
original. 
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encountered settlements from which fish could be obtained 

to augment the shellfish collected by the party from the 

shore. A little way inland large animal traps were seen, 

with a cluster of five empty huts close by.9

The picture presented in these two accounts is 

corroborated by what little is known of the survivors 

of the SACRA.NENTO, a ship which had also been wrecked in 

1647, but a considerable distance further south than the 

ATALAYA. lO

'l'he general experience of' these parties on the 

first· stage of their journeys northwards, was all the 

more frustrating because from time to time they came 

across pockets along the coast where separate elements 

of the �eolithic production complex were evident. Far to 

the south, the 1622 survivors had been approached at the 

site of their wreck by people who offered milk and a few 

cattle. Business was done in exchange for "some pieces of 

iron hoops�, but the party was never able to obtain 

sufficient to meet the provisioning needs of all its 279 

members. 'l'hese cattle were clearly very precious to the 

former owners, for some which had been traded were stolen 

back "by a subterfuge in the night 11
•

11 'l'his is consistent

with the lack of reference to any agricultural component 

of' their economy. ··1'his encounter was rather different 

from others further north on the coast. The group was 

a1most certainly not associated with an inland zone of 

homestead-farmers, for it included women and children as 

well as the men who herded the cattle. The survivors' 

9Theal, Records, VII�:J10-J14. 

10Ibid., VIiI:349-52.

11 
Ibid., VIiI:78J Roland Oliver and Caroline uliver, ed., 
Africa in the uays of �xplora�ion (New Jersey, Englewood 
Cliffs: Prentice Hall, Spectrum tlooks, 1965) pp.1J2-J. 
J.n addition to using the cattle as a food reserve, the 
party le:ft the wreck with 17 oxen which it had trained 
to carry people and baggage. 
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description of other aspects of these people suggests 

that they were a 'Khoi' community of herders, operating 

on the north-eastern margin of the region normally thought 

to have been their homeland.12

Although the evidence is not conclusive, it seems 

likely that these coastal communities were not peripheral 

to a more developed hin-terland. The 1622 party had been 

warned to expect a lengthy period of wilderness. At one 

point on its journey the 1647 party turned inland in 

desperate search of food, only to find a lack of both 

settlement and £oodstuf£s, which drove them once more 

back to the coast where at least they could scavenge 

along the shore.13

Metals of all kinds were extremely scarce south of 

the Kei river, and local people scoured the shipwrecks 

for iron nails.14 As soon as they realised the value of

the metals to which they had access, parties took steps 

to build whole economies around them. Stocks were built 

up from the wrecks by the survivors, and steps tal{en to 

preserve their monopoly against the threat from local 

scavengers amongst the debris.15 Equipped with firearms,

the travellers were in a position to control these metals 

12They were described, for example, as having been
"whiter than mulattoes", and speakers of a language 
which was unintelligible even to the slaves of the party, 
because of the click-sounds which it incorporated; 
ooxer, Tragic History, pp.197-8. 

lJ�'heal, Hecords, VIII:)16

14Ibid., VIII:211,221.

15Ibid., VIII:211,248. The 1622 party in particular burnt
their ship "that the Kaffirs might not take the nails 
and make the barter high f'or us". Presumably the nail.s 
were collected after the fire, otherwise burning would 
have simply improved the chances of local people 
retrieving the metal. See also ibid., VIII:77• 



as property. They were able to establish themselves as 

merchant caravans purveying scarce commodities. 

Before crossing the Kei river, the travellers found 

plenty of other indications of the scarcity of meta1s. 

Reference has already been made to a barter transaction 

which revealed that iron was even expensive relative to 

cattle. 16 �ron had yet to be employed in weapons 

technology, for the 1622 party reported that people south 

of about the Kei river used wooden assagais, 17 and the 

1647 party suffered an attack in this area by a group 
18which could only throw 'darts' at them. 

The evidence suggests that, al.though the Primitive

-Communal mode of production was probably still the

dominant mode in that part of south-east Africa south of

the Kei river, it was not quite universal within it. There

was evidence of at least a co-existence, if not an

articulation, with a mode of production centred upon a

semi-migratory livestock-husbandry. in the presence of

the man from '�lozambique', there may even be an

indication of a simple articulation with commodity

production and exchange.

'l'he zone of transition to a different mode of 

production appears to have begun in the vicinity of the 

Kei river. The 1647 party traded cattle at the coast a 

few days south of what was probably this landmark. here 

were a number of huts within sight of the shore, the 

inhabitants of which included women as well as men, 

suggesting that they were not simply temporary hwiting 

shelters. One of the members of the settlement was a former 

16see above p.167.

17Theal, Records, VIII:81; Boxer, Tragic History, pp.204, 
208. 

18Theal, op.cit., VIII:314. For a discussion of weaponry
in south-east ��f'rica, see above pp.124-.5 and n • 
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slave who had escaped :from the 1635 party, and had 

presumably travelled southwards :from the site of that 

wreck. 19 In addition, a 11 :few grains" of millet were

traded by the 1647 party at the huts of people at the 
20coast who were thought to have been fishermen. 

Eventually a little copper procured a guide for 

the 1647 party. He immediately led it inland, to a zone 

where there were many homesteads. Millet, bread and 

cattle were said to be abundant, and could be bartered 

for copper. By the time the party reached the central 

zone,it was herding 42 cattle. it felt economically and 

militarily secure enough to divide into two groups.
21

A much more detailed account of their experiences 

of' the southern zone between about the Kei and Mzimkulu 

rivers, was given by the 1622 and 1635 parties. 

After having struggled for so long to :find food, 

the 1622 party was on constant lookout for the land of 

plenty which they had been promised lay ahead of' them. 

A little over a month after leaving their wreck far to 

the south, and still travelling along the shore, the 

party beGan to notice signs of a denser pattern of 

settlement,associated with a more varied subsistence base, 

than they had found south of the Kei. �he 

surplus accumulated at the first of the villages 

encountered, which comprised fifteen straw huts, was 

apparently insufficient :for the occupants to be prepared 

to offer any food to the travellers, even in exchange for 

metal. Resorting to force, the party could still only 

find fish, calabashes and melons.22 They did acquire the

19Theal, Records, VIII:31J-4.

20Ibid., VIII:312.

21Ibid., VIII:JlS-25.

22 Ibid., VIII:86; Boxer, '£ragic history, pp.207-8. They

may have reached the Mtata river; Wilson, "Early history·•, 
p. 170.
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important information, however, that cows and grain 

could be found inland.23

Although a deputation from the party seems to have 

travelled inland, the deviation proved temporary. ¥or 

reasons which are not apparent, the party resumed its 

former course along the coast. Here they found occasional 

settlements of fisherf'olk. At the first of these they 

also found signs of an articulation with agriculture, for 

they were able to barter a little dough made of fines 

seeds from a herb.
24 

b'urther on the party found only

shellfish at the shore, and resorted to eating the dead 

bodies o:f their comrades.25

in desperate straits, the party eventually acquired 

a guide in exchange for copper. tte led them inland where 

the party :found 

"many kraal.s and cows at al.l 
of' them". 26 

The party finally deduced that it would do better by 

remaining inLand, and soon afterwards it entered the first 

zone o:f plenty it was to encounter; 

"On meeting some -Negroes we 
asked them about the villages, 
and they replied that if we 
walked fast we would reach them 
when the sun was in the meridian. 
Being eager and in want, though 
weak, we kept on climbing, and 
in the afternoon we reached the 
top of a range from which we had 
the most beautiful view that our 
eyes could desire, for many 
valleys lay before us, intersected 
by rivers and smaller hills, in 
which were an infinite number of 
villages with herds of cattle 
and garden pl.ots." 27 

The party was given a friendly welcome and plenty of food 

was forthcoming in barter. A lot of cattle, milk and fruit 

was traded in exchange for copper and another metal which 

23Theal, Records, VIII:85-6. 
24Ibid., VIII:87.
25�bid., VIII:89-90,99.
26Ibid., VIII:90.
27 

Boxer, Tragic history, p.214. 
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28 

Soon after leaving this area, the party was faced 

with the need to travel :for two days further into the 

interior in order to ford a very powerfully-flowing river.
29

It is di:f:ficult to be precise, but it may have been the 

Nzimkulu, the landmark which has been taken as the 

boundary between the southern and central geographical 

zones. 

The picture of' the productive base between the Kei 

and .Mzimkulu rivers can be corroborated and expanded :from 

another source. This is the account of the survivors o:f 

the NOSSA SENHORA DE BELEM, wrecked between the Bashee 

and Umtomvuna rivers in June or July 1635. 272 people 

were saved from th e wreck.JO Unlike pravious groups o:f 

survivors, this group did not set out to walk to Delagoa 

Bay. Instead they moved only a short way to a river mouth 

near the wreck, where they set about the construction o:f 

boats in which they planned to sail south, and then 

eventually on to the Portuguese settlements in .Angola. 

This task took them six months.31 J..n consequence, the

account of the experiences of this party tells us little 

about the region as a whole, but a good deal o:f t he way 

of life o:f the people in the vicinity o:f the wreck. It 

is the closest to an in-depth study of a particular society 

that survives from this period. 

28Boxer, Tragic History, pp.215-7; Theal, Records, VIII:90
-92. Translation of the Portuguese term :for this second
metal seems to be one of the :few points on which Theal
and Boxer disagree. �t is usually referred to by Theal
as I tin 1 , and by Boxer as 'brass'. l!'or ot her examples
see Theal, op.cit., VII�:111-12; Boxer, op.cit., pp.2J9,
241. On this point I have followed Boxer. Unlike Theal,
he devoted his whole life to translating and working
with Portuguese documentation.

29Theal, op.cit., VIII:9J-4, 100-101.

30Theal, Beginning, p.J79; wilson, "Early history", p.170. 

J
1Wilson, op.cit., p.170.
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Along the shore the party saw only a small group 

of' "wretches" looking for mussels.32 Close by, however,

a little millet was bartered £or copper,33 but an offer 

of no less than two brass bracelets £or a cow was refused, 

suggestive perhaps of the relative poverty of' the community 

concerned, or of its lack of control over the full 

cluster of property rights of the cattle which it herdect.34

�"'rom a mu1atto survivor of an earlier wr�ck who came to 

introduce himself to the party, it was learned that there 

were kraals with a more developed subsistence base further 

inland. 

A deputation was sent to follow up this advice. Some 

nine miles into the hinterland along a valley, they 

found themselves at the point where the water flowing 

in the river was no longer salty. Here a zone of denser 

settlement began. There were

"many kraals along the banks, and various 
crops of' millet, gourds and beans; we sa," 
also herds of' horned cattle upon t he 
hills". 35 

The party's slave interpreter from 'i'iozambique• could 

comprehend only a few of the words spoken by these people. 

From the people in this area, and from sorties f'urther 
36

inland, the party obtained no less than 219 cattle. 

The general subsistence base of the area which was 

reported by the 1635 party included hunting, cultivation, 

animal-husbandry and food collection; though it is possible 

that their comments do not distinguish between the 

situation prevailing at the coast and in the richer 

hinterland. 

32Theal, Records, VIII:211.

J3Ibid., VIII:205. 

34Ibid., VIII:216 •

.'.3Sibid. 

36Ibid., VIII:218
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So :fo.r as the hunting component of the economy was 

concerned; 

"They all have dogs with ears and 
tails cropped, with which they 
hunt wild pigs and stags, as well

as bu:f:faloes, elephants, tigers 
and lions. There are many 
hippopotosnin . J7 

Hunting pits were seen dug into tracks :frequented by large 

animals, and hippo meat was clearly relished.JS 

Their agriculture was centred on 

"millet as large or larger than 
linseed. They have maize al.so, 
and plant large melons which are 
very good, and beans and gourds 
o:f many kinds, also sugar canes, 
though they brought us very :few 
of' these". :39 

The clear reference to maize suggests that agricultural 

practices were su:f:ficiently well-developed in the area 

:for new technological innovations - in this case a new 

crop - to be set to work. Maize is known to be a highly 

efficient crop in the natural environmental conditions 

characteristic o:f more or less this part of south-east 

· 4o Tl i . d . t · h th t th Africa. 1ere s no in ica ion owever a e crop

was yet at all widespread. 

�he cattle of this people were

"very fine and the tamest cattl.e I have
ever seen in any country. In the milk 
season they live chiefly upon it, 
making curds and turning it sour,

which was little to our taste". 41 

J7Theal, Records, VIII:205. 

JSibid., VIII:22J. 

J9Ibid., VIIl:205. 

40rn the 1950s the highest maize yields per acre in the
whole of the Union of South Africa were recorded in the 
southern part of �atal; that is,only marginally to the 
north of the area under consideration; Wellington, 
�outhern A:frica: A Geographical Study, II:7. uf course, 
a whole range of' other factors must be taken into account, 
but in optimum social conditions maize is clearly a 
highly efficient crop in the area. 

41Theal, op.cit., VIll:205.
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ilespite this flouri3hing hunting, agricultura , and 

livestock-husbandry, 

"they also eat a certain root which 
resembles spurge laurel, and they 
say it is very strengthening. There 
are others yielding a fine seed, 
which also grows under ground. They 
eat this with great enjoyment, and 
also the gum from the trees ••••••• 11 42 

Iron was still scarce in this area, and was seemingly 

not applied at all in the sphere of agricultural tools. 

according to the 16)5 account, the women were seen 

"pl.anting and tilling the earth with 
sticks to prepare f'or their grain�•. 4J 

Iron was applied in the field of' hunting instruments and 

weaponry, but its use in these spheres was by no means 

universal. iron assagais seem to have been carried in 

particular by warrior retinues associated with important 

powerholders. Equipment of this kind represented a very 

substantial investment in the context of the time and area. 

·.-:he 1622 party encountered a military :force comprising no

less than 100 warriors, all of' whom were armed with iron

assagais. 44 'l'he 1635 account speaks o:f

"assagais with broad well-fashioned 
heads". 4S 

But the 1647 party drew the general conclusion that 

"their arms are o:f :fire-hardened wood 
and a f'ew iron assagais". 4b 

As was the case over most of' south-east A:frica in 

the period, the division o:f labour was probably primarily 

sexual. Women were reported to have been involved in the 

work of planting and tilling, but it is not clear how 

other tasks were apportioned. 

42Theal, Records, VIIl:205.

4.Jwilson, "Early history", p.171.

44see below p.177. 

45wilson, op.cit., p.170.

46Ibid., p.171
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�he social formation existing between about the Kei and 

:Mzimkulu rivers was very different from that in the extreme 

south. It involved a complex articulation between the economic 

practices characteristic of the homestead, and those 

characteristic of Prirnitive-Conununalism • .ln the exchange value 

of copper, and to a lesser extent of brass, there was also a 

hint of a further articulation with practices of commodity 

production and exchange. Ivory may have been involved. ·.1·he 

labour-services of guides, as well as large and small provisions, 

could be obtained in exchange for copper. The possibility of 

distant commercial linkages, or even a relatively recent 

conquest of the area, was suggested by the fact that the 

travellers came across people whose language was intelligible 

to some of the slaves of the party, most of whom had probably 

been taken to India via Mozambique from some point in east or 

east-central Africa. 47 Some people at the coast appear to 

have been able to understand this language, but not to speak 

it fluently with the slave interpreters of the shipwreck parties. 

A firm political link appears to have existed between 

the poorer people at the coast and the prosperous homesteads 

of the interior. Thus the 1622 party came across a coastal 

commu;1i ty which professed its allegiance to a powerholder in 

the interior, and warned the castaways that a message had 

already been sent to inform him of the party's arrival and 

its activities at the coast. 48

The general impression given by the accowits is that 

the natural line of communication led inland from the coast to 

the wealthier interior settlements. The parties generally seem 

to have found lateral movement at the coast,and in its 

immediate hinterland, extremely difficult. There seem to have 

been few clearly-defined paths, clashes were not uncommon, 

and guides reltic tant to travel in this direction. '.!.'ravel 

l�7,11heal, Records, VIII• 77 "5 307
.. . ' u ' • 

4Sibid., VliI:86.
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along the valley corridors into the hinterland was much 

easier, and the natural inclination of guides seems to 

have been to follow this route, possibly with a view to 

joining a main north-south route along the even highveld 

country.49

'l'hese corridors into the interior seem not only to 

have been associated with major rivers, but were also 

clearly defined in a political sense. Each appears to 

have been controlled by a powerholder located in the 

interior. '.1.'hus the 1622 party, striking inland in the 

company of a guide, 

"travelled for a day and a night. 
Journeying farther on he met in 
a valley the son of the king of 
whom the Kaffir had spoken, 
accompanied by a hundred �affir 
warriors all well armed with 
iron assegais". 50 

Receiving news from the coast, the interior powerholder 

had despatched this strong force,under the leadership of 

a young member of' the ruling dynasty, to intercept the 

travellers. An ox was presented as a gesture of good faith, 

and then exchange relations entered into for a few cows. 

The travellers were promised 20 more if they could wait 

a day, and as many as they wished if they were prepared 

to wait 8 days.51 By the time the cattle had been brought,
52

however, the travellers had already chosen to move on. 

The wealth and power of the state concerned in this 

incident was indicated by the size of the retinue, the 

weaponry of the warriors comprised entirely of iron-tipped 

assagais, its ability to receive messages from a distant 

coast, its ability to mobilise a substantial force of well-

49The castaways were suspicious of guides who did not
lead them directly towards De1agoa Bay, and some were

killed for guiding the parties in the 'wrong' direction. 

50Boxer, Tragic .ctistory, pp.209-210. 

51Ibid., p.210; Theal, Records, VIII:86.

52The party received this information from some slaves who
had deserted from the main party at this point, only to 
rejoin it later. 40 cattle were actually produced; Theal, 
op.cit., VIIL:97. 
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disciplined warriors at short notice, its ability to 

present an ox as a token of goodwi11, and its ability 

- given time - to round up substantial resources in

cattle which it was prepared to dispose of in barter

transactions. If,as the quotation indicates, the guide

really was prepared to travel by night as well as by

day, then the power of the state was also indicated by

its ability to guarantee the security of its subjects

and friendly visitors.

The travellers came across indications of other 

concentrations of wealth and power in the interior. 

People spoke respectfully of "negroes of higher rank", 

and parties dealt on occasion with chiefs, one of whom 

was "a warlike chief with a large following". A clash 

with a similar force caused one group of travellers to 

retire back to the poverty but relative safety of the 

coast.53

The social formation existing between about the 

Kei and Nzimkulu rivers thus exhibited a number of features 

indicative of a transition to �eudalism in process. in 

the interior there was evidence of an economy centred upon 

relatively highly developed agricultural and livestock 

-husbandry practices. 'l'hough the presence of' chiefs and

warrior retinues indicated at least one level of

sovereignty above the homestead, the seeming wide

distribution of' cattle, and the ease with which members

of homesteads entered into barter relations with the 

travellers, suggests that a substantial measure of economic 

sovereignty remained at the level of' the homestead

proprietor. 'l'he chiefs and retinues may have been especiall.y 

concerned with a commodity exchange component of' the 

economy, centred on ivory. There is no direct evidence 

of the existence of a .tteudal paramountcy, and the social 

5:3Theal, .H.ecords, VIII:220,2251 .Boxer, Tragic History, 
p.217
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formation may have still been characterised by the 

dominance of' a ·.t:ributary mode of' production. The use 

of' wooden agricultural instruments, suggests that there 

was stil.l considerable scope for improvement in what 

was already a relatively well-developed subsistence base. 

As the parties of' travellers moved into the 

central zone, they found that the prosperous farming 

settlements encoW1tered in the interior between the Kei 

and Mzimkulu, continued intermittently.54 As the 1622 

party, still untrusting of guides, struggled laterally 

across one difficult ridge after another, they sometimes 

came across people prepared to barter cattle. When this 

was refused, thef't was resorted to by the castaways. On 

the other hand, only a little stale millet could be 

bartered, possibly because they were travelling through 

the area in January and February - months when th& new 

crop was still green in the f'ields.55 

having crossed a large river, which required the 

use of a raft, the party passed through a zone of' poor 

kraals which they :found to be .located on the :fringe of 

a belt of' prosperity; 

"Next day we reached the kraa1s of' the 
1onged for plenty where they at once 
brought :for sale many goats, cows, 
cakes as big as Flemish cheeses and 
so much millet that afterwards we
could not carry it all ... 56

Pood of' all types, including hens, was generally plentifui.57

Thereafter the party 

"marched along the top of -the hills 
on the slopes of which there were

so many and such fine looking kraals 
that it was admirable to see the 
great quantity of' cattle which came 
out of them. They brought us along 
the wayside a lot of' milk for sale ••• n58 

54Theal, Records, VIII:100,102,104.

S5Ibid., VIlI:102,105; Boxer, Tragic History, pp.229,2J1. 

56aoxer, op.cit., p.2JJ. 

57Ibid. 

58 b"d .l 1 • ' pp.2JJ-4 • 
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This picture 0£ prosperity continued for some way 

further. �he party bartered for foodstuffs without 

their having to request them. On a number of occasions 

they were approached by many peop1e "all bringing 

something for sale", including cows and cakes.59 A fina1

transaction invo1ving hens, cakes, and millet beer took 

place in the vicinity of a big river. Having reached 

this river, which may have been the 'l'ugela, in the 

rainy season, they found it impossible to cross at the 

point chosen - six miles from the shore - for some days. 
60

The local people were able to cross it on "bits of wood". 

Before the party could cross the river, it was the victim 

0£ the most concerted attack it had yet encountered, and 

one which was to cause them to dub the river, the •Blood 

river'. Mention wi11 be made of this attack later. it 

was to cause the party to return to the relative security 
61 

of the shore. 

Although the two sections of the 1647 party were 

able to barter foodstuffs from individual homesteads in 

the interior of the central zone, like the 1622 party 

they too suffered a number of attacks from more or less 

organised armed groups. Harassed to distraction by these 

attacks, the parties eventually veered back to the 

safety of the coast and regrouped. Lt seems that they had 

been far inland when these attacks began, because it 

took them several days, "walking six or seven leagues 

every day u, to regain the coast. 

The 1647 party found, however, that even at the 

coast in the central zone adequate food could be bartered 

to meet its needs; including millet, fish, hens, goats 

and cows.6� At one point near the coast, the party

59Boxer, Tragic history, pp.234-5. 

60Ibid., pp.2J6-8; •.1.·heal, Records, VIII:110. Boxer has 
argued that this river was the Mzimkulu and that the 
�'ugela was reached later; Boxer, op.cit., pp.2J8n,241n. 

61see below p. ii� •

62 'J.'heal, Records, VIII:JJ4-6,JJ9.
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"a great quantity 0£ millet, native 
bread and sesame, the £irst we had 
seen; and everything was brought to 
us in such abundance as we had not 
experienced before". 63 

Only two or three miles inland, the party made its camp 

in sight of 

"many kraals on a plain near a river, 
where they brought us such quantities 
of provisions to barter that there 
were more than a thousand loaves of 
crushed millet, the best bread in all 
Kaffraria, hens, millet, cows, goats, 
and sugar canes, all in great quantities''.64 

Further on, the party 

"ascended a high sand-hil.l covered with 
a thicket on the top and as we were 
about to descend again we caught sight 
•••••••••of the fairest plain our eyes 
had ever beheld, studded with many 
kraals, traversed by rivers of fresh 
water, and covered with many cattle. 
There came to us so many Kaffirs, men 
and women, that the plain was black with 
them, and they brought us so much 
barter that we rested a little in their 
sight". 65 

i<'rom the landmarks mentioned by the writer 0£ this 

account, it is extremely difficult to £ollow its precise 

movement, particularly since major rivers would not 

have commanded so much attention at this, the drier time 

of the year. A little later, however, the 1647 party 

probably crossed into the northern zone. 

In certain respects the social £ormation encountered 

in the central zone in the period 1600-1680 exhibited 

similarities with that prevailing between about the Kei 

and Mzimkulu rivers, but there were also indications of 

change. One difference was that Primitive-Communism seems 

63Theal, Records, VIII:JJ6.

64Ibid., YIII:337.

65Ibid., VIII:34O. The party thought that it was then
between latitudes 27 and 28° 5, which would have put 
them north of St. Lucia Bay. ·.1:his is impossible for, by 
their own admission, they were still several rivers and 
several days' journey south of' 'Santa Lucia'. They were 
:�en

t
south of the 'Pescarias river', which was usually 

b 
e erm used for the '.1'ugela, but in this case may haveeen the i-ifolozi •
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not to have exi�ted as an independent mode of production 

anywhere in the central zone. The homestead production 

complex now extended to the coast in most places, and 

was probably limited more by environmental and class 

considerations than by any lack 0£ knowledge 0£ the 

technologies involved. '.i.'he homestead existed throughout 

the zone as the fundamental unit of subsistence production, 

and the dynamism of the form was indicated by its ability 
66 to harness new crops such as sesame and possibly maize. 

Imfe or sugar cane was being grown, possibly not as a new 

crop, but certainly as one which was scarce and not 

readily bartered to strangers. �o great restrictions 

appear to have been placed in the way of homestead -

proprietors seeking to barter small provisions to the 

travell.ers. 

There were hints that technologies associated with 

the exchange £unction were even more developed than in 

the south. Copper was especially useful. it was 

"the best article for barter in 
these parts" . 67

Copper cauldrons, drinking cups and other copper impliments 

were stolen from the camps of travellers and from 

straggl.ers amongst their number. '.l'he parties were 

convinced that these were not taken because of their use 

-value as impliments, but because of the exchange value

of their copper content.68

Some of the parties had anticipated that such a 

situation would arise, and had taken early precautions to 

ensure that not only were they equipped with this valuable

66walton, African Village, p.6J; and Wilson, 11 Nguni 11
, 

p.109, after 'i•heal, Records, VIII:157,205. ltor sesame
see above p.181. There is no evidence that either crop
was widely grown in the central zone in the period.

67Theal, op.cit., VIII:218,J2J; Boxer, Tragic History,
pp.20,,214,239. 

68�'heal, op.cit., VIII:108,206,225,312; Boxer, op.cit.,
pp.204,235. 
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metal, but also with the weapons which woul.d enable 

them to control it as property. Before the 1647 wreck, 

f'or example, 

"the captain had already ordered the 
gunner ••••••••• to put some powder 
and balls in barrels, and to collect 
all the arms he could and all the 
copper and bronze for the maintenance 
of' the camp, as this is the current 
coin of Kaffraria, that we might 
trade f'or what was necessary". 69 

The parties were aware that a number of' other £actors 

determined the exchange value of' the copper and other 

metals which they controlled. One of these was the number 

of suppliers, and an attempt was made to preserve the 

status of' the parties as single monopolistic suppliers 

of scarce commodities in a market comprising a number of 

competing buyers drawn from the ranks of individual 

homesteads. Offenders within the shipwreck parties were

severely punished.70

In some respects brass was comparable to copper, f'or 

"it is certain that throughout all 
Kaffraria copper and brass are 
valued more highly than all goods 11• 7t 

Yet there was also an important di:f:ference. Brass was not 

nearly as readily negotiable as copper. This was partly 

due to the fact that it probably carried an extremely 

high exchange value, but it was also a re:flection of its 

special £unction as a ��mbol of the highest levels of 

political authority in the region • .Lt was a metal which 

common :folk thought twice about being seen handling at 

all.72

69·1·heal, Records, VllI:304.

70Ibid., VII.L:91.

71see also Boxer, Tragic History. p.239.

72see, for example, '!'heal, VIII:216.
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Another factor which influenced the value of the metals 

which the parties carried was the degree to which a surplus 

of foodstuffs was available, and the extent to which it 

actually remained the property of the direct producers to use 

as they thought fit. Season was an important factor here,73

but there were also signs that cattle were not always 

controlled as property by the people who were seen herding 

theJD. Sometimes the offer of exchange relations was refused 

altogether, or an extremely high price demanded.74

From time to time the travellers were obliged to give 

demonstrations of the power of their muskets before it was 

acknowledged that access to the metals they carried could 

only be gained through exchange relations.75

In addition to the ability of individuals to offer 

cattle and provisions in barter, there were also other 

indicators of· social stratification. At the level of· the 

homestead 

•there are rich and poor among them,
but this is according to the number
of their cattle." 76

73Thea1, Records, VIII: 102,225,J40,J48,J52; Boxer, 'fragic 
History, pp.229, 2Jl. "Stale millet" had been obtained in 
February; '!'heal, op• cit. , VIII: 10.5; .tloxer, op.cit., p. 2Jl. 

74Theal, op.cit., VIII:96; Hoxer, op.cit., p.234. Such
instances were less frequent than they might otherwise have 
been, due to the parties' indication in their manner that 
a ref'usal to trade would be likely to lead to conflict. 

75Theal, op.cit., VIII: 106,220,326; .ooxer, op.cit., pp.215,
227. 

76w11son, "Early History", p.170.
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An.other indicator of the weal th of' a homestead proprietor was 

the number of wives he had married, for an exchange of property 

was involved. 77 By the same token, and as a sl.ightly later 

account pointed out, a homestead-proprietor could also be rich 

in his daughters, for 

"They ••••••••• give cows f'or wives, and 
therefore the richest man is he that hath 
most daughters •••••••• 78 

Other ways in which the wealth of the homestead was indicated 

included the kind of shield a man carriect,79 together with the

mode of dress of himself and his wives ,.

80

In general, there were signs that within the homestead 

a simple sexual division of labour was in process of giving 

way to a distinction between those who laboured, and those 

who controlled labour as property. 'l'here were indications 

that women were being thrust into the role of serf-labour 

wider the control of their husbands. They could no longer 

own property themselves for 

"even their ornaments go to the men".81 

:1arried women not only under took the bulk of the labour in 

and about the homestead, but generally 

"become as slaves to their husbands". 82 

77.J:he account is not entirely clear as to what constituted
a wealthy man in this regard, and to what extent wealth
was evenly distributed. At one point it is suggested that
"the kings have four, five and seven wives". At another
the implication is that!!:.!!. men "choose six or seven";
Theal, Records, VIIi:204-5.

781686 report in Bird, Annals, i:59. Apparently a man could
also be rich in his 'sisters', though I do not pretend 
that I entirely understand how this could be possible. 

79 . .l'heal,· op.cit., VIII:204-5. 

BOibid., VIII:205.

81Ibid.
82Ibid.
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Although the individual homestead-proprietor was in 

a position to oppress the womenfolk under his control, his 

power was otherwise far from absolute. homestead-proprietors 

were subordinate to a number of chiefs, some of whom were 

encountered by the travellers on their journeys. 83 There 

seems also to have existed a level of intermediate power 

between the homestead-proprietors and the chiefs. Visitors 

sometimes found themselves confronted by important-looking 

men at the head of sizeable bodies of armed retainers. '.1.'he 

leader of one such force introduced himself to the 1622 

party as the 'manumuze' of the tract of country through 

which they were then travelling. He demonstrated his 

connexion with a society of wealth and power by presenting 

the party with a buli.84 The camp of the 1647 party was 

visited by an important-looking man accompanied by a body 

of JOO men. tte wore many copper arm-rings, and addressed 

the castaways in Portuguese.85 His role is uncl.ear, but it

may have been that of another minor powerhol.der, or a 

state official in the sphere of commodity exchange. 

83Boxer, Tragic History, p.217; Theal., Records, VIII:92-J.

84Boxer, op.cit., p.2JJ; 'l'heal, op.cit., VIII:106. I am 
grateful to Jeff Guy for pointing out to me that 'manumuze' 
is a corruption of a common word in the area meaning 
'head of the household', and that it may be used in a 
relative sense in relation to any level of power which 
commands respect. In this case it may indicate a local 
headman. 

85Theal, op.cit., VIII:326,J28. 
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it is interesting that, un1ike most other men of 

authority the parties had encountered, this Portuguese

speaking man did not introduce himself as a chief or as 

the son of a chief, suggesting that he was not actua1ly a 

member of" the ruling 1ineage or dynasty to which he owed 

allegiance, and from which he derived his authority. ·.1·he 

trave11ers thought his background may have been that of a 

slave escaped from an earlier party of castaways. This is 

quite conceivable, because former slaves and Portuguese 

were both often encountered along the way, and sometimes 

found to have acquired elements of wealth and status. 

Individuals continually abandoned the parties with this 

kind of vision in mind.86 An alternative explanation of

this particular man's ability to speak Portuguese would be 

that be was a visitor or immigrant t o  t he area from one 

of the Delagoa trading states. Certainly, at the �ay there 

existed by this time a small group of officials who found 

a command of �ortuguese useful in their frequent dealings 

with outsiders. 

A number of clashes took place within the central 

zone between the shipwreck parties and organised groups of 

warriors. vne attack involved "hundreds brandishing 

assagais".87 Another involved some 200 warriors equipped

with assagais and large shields.88 Although no decisive

victories were achieved by -chese groups of warriors, the 

degree of' harassmen"t was sufficient to cause the castaways 

to veer back to the coast where, although 'the subsistence 

opportunities were fewer, security of strangers was more 

assured. 

86�astaways encountered by travellers along the coast 
included Portuguese, Africans who had been bought as slaves 
by the Portuguese at t-1ozambique Island but who would have 
come from a variety of localities in the hinterland of' 
east-central Africa, 'mulattoes', 'cabras' who were 
descendants of mulatto men and black women, Javanese, J.ndian 
, 1•1alabar blacks', and by the 1680s English sail.ors. t'iost 
were sufficiently established to have acquired wives and 
cattle. �ome had acquired additional status as rainmakers, 
or were otherwise associated with powerholders. The fate of 
women settler-castaways is not recorded; Theal, Records, 
VIII:86,94,102-J,107,217,220,31�,117,J28,JJ4,J16,J21,3J6-8, 
J80; Boxer, Tragic History, pp.228,2,30; Bird, Arulals, I:59. 

S7�heal, op.cit., VIII:J26-7.

BBibid., VIII:J27.
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Some interior groups preferred to harass the par-cies 

with stones,and 'cudgels' or 'knobkerries 1
•

89 If these

men also carried iron-tipped assagais, their reluctance to 

use them in battle is understandable. As so far developed, 

iron-tipped weapons were essentially throwing instruments. 

They could only be recovered from the field after a 

successful battle. This was the practice in the southern 

zone as late as the early years of the 19th century. 

Lichtenstein learned that the Xhosa burnt the grass after a 

hunt that they might recover the blades of iron-tipped 
90 

assagais. Failure in battle, defined as a force being 

driven from the field, left the defeated group without 

weapons, which could only be replaced over a considerable 

time and at considerable expense in terms of the expenditure

of accumulated surplus labour. The victorious force,which 

controlled the field of battle, was immediately placed in 

possession of an increased stock of the same weapons without 

cost to its own reserves of accumulated surplus. �n time of 

peace the iron content could easily be translated into 

other forms of' technology, or exchanged for other forms of' 

wealth. �n the southern zone there was a reluctance to 

cornmi t iron to use in combat as late as 1782. The survivors 

of the wreck of the GROSVENOR reported that 

"not choosing to lose the iron of the 
lance, they drew out the lance-staffs 
and sharpened the end, and threw 
these staffs at our people". 91 

The 1622 party in:fl.icted a defeat on a force which 

was sufficiently confident of victory to commit iron weapons 

to the battle, and it is tempting to speculate on the cost 

to the society involved. The battle took place in the 

89
Theal, Records, VIII:JJl. Such weapons were not confined 
to poorer communities, but were amongst the full equipment 
of the warriors of the most military groups in the area. 
stones, for example, were used in the 'Blood River' clash 
described below. 

9o.l:i. Lichtenstein, ·1-ravels in �outhern A:frica in the Years 
1803,1804,1805, trans. A. rlumptre, 2 vols. {Cape Town:
1928-30), I:J32. 

91P.R. Kirby, ed. and intro., Source Book on the Wreck of the
Grosvenor East Indiaman ( Cape ·fown: Van Riebeeck �ociety,
1953) p.J7. 
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vicinity of a major river valley, which may have been 

that of the 1'ugela. The attack took place at night, and 

may have been carefully planned to take advantage of the 

rain which had fallen unceasingly for three days. Some 

of the techniques involved may antedate, by some two 

hundred years, aspects of the military revolution 

attributed to the Zulu state. Gertainly the attack took 

place on three sides, not unlike the cow-horn fighting 

formation of the �ulu armies in later years. in general 

the travellers thought that 

"These Kaffirs have a better mode 
of' fighting than those previously 
met, for they used shields like 
targets of wild buffalo hide, 
which are very strong, and covering 
themsel.ves therewith they hurl.ed 
countless assagais••••••••"• 92 

.Ln the attack, there was no reluctance to use both 

the common wooden assagai, and a large number of iron

tipped examples. ·.rhe attackers' confidence was not 

misplaced, f'or they had chosen their moment well. '.L'he 

rain rendered useless the powder needed for the firearms 

of the defenders. Some of the local people were clearly 

well aware of the threat from these firearms, for only 

two days before an 'arquebus' had been stolen from the 

same camp. Lt is possible therefore that there was also 

knowledge of their unsatisfactory performance in wet 

weather.93

ln this initial phase of the battle, the party of 

shipwreck survivors suffered heavy losses; 

"••••••they almost drove us from our 
camp, with such extraordinary war 
cries and whistling as if hell were 
loose. They killed �1anuel Alvares 
and a bombardier whose name was • • • • •

Carvalho, both of whom died on the 
spot, and they seriously wounded 
sixty others, of whom Antonio Borges 
died next day •••••••••• we had 
suffered so severely that little 

92Theal, Records, ViII:109.

9Jl..bid., VIII:108.
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would have su:f:ficed to put an end to 
us •••••••• not one of us escaped 
·without damage f'rom an assagai or
stone." 94 

The party survived only through the vision of' its 

commander and a monumental slice of' luck. Immediately it 

was seen that the :firearms would not function, the 

commander ordered that they be pl.aced by the fire to dry 

out. �ventually, the firearms were brought into service, 

and the battle tipped in favour of the Portuguese. Soon 

af'ter,the rain ceased and the :former imbalance between 

the two weapons systems was restored. 

The :following morning the survivors amongst the 

castaways counted the drain to the resources of' the 

attackers that defeat in the battle had involved. The 

camp was littered with countless assagais. Like all other 

communities in south-east Africa in the period, the 

shipwreck survivors were only too aware of t he use, and 

value in small transactions, of the iron content of these 

weapons, and had no intention of giving their attackers 

or anybody else a chance to recover it; 

"••••••••five hundred and thirty were 
found of iron alone, not including 
many f'rom which the iron had been 
taken and concealed in order to trade 
with. Those of fire-hardened wood 
were so numerous that they could not 
be counted 11

• 95

In a matter of a few hours, the attackers had lost iron 

which it would have taken a considerable investment of 

accumulated surplus to replace. lhe defenders were

richer by an equivalent amount. 

Another point is suggested by this incident. �t is 

that even in the central zone in the period, warriors 

were not totally equipped with iron-tipped weapons. Iron 

was still a relatively scarce commodity. 

94Theal, Hecords, ViLI�109.

95 .ibid.; Boxer, Tragic tiistory, p.237. Boxer, in a £ootnote·,
perhaps misinterprets this passage. In this instance it 
seems not to have been the attackers who removed the 
iron after the battle, but individual members of the 
party of castaways, who acted in advance of the community •
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A remark of' the defenders in this battle bags the 

question as to why metal weapons were used at all. They 

claimed that the iron-tipped assagais did them no more 

damage than those made of' wood. 96 '.l'his may be something

of' an ex�ration, but it does suggest that iron weapons 

were not yet particularly efficient. rt may be that 

those which were usua1ly carried had been primarily 

designed as a technological innovation in the sphere of 

big-game hunting. Certainly, shipwreck parties found the 

hide of the elephants and hippos sufficiently thick for 

gun-shot from their light firearms to simply bounce off' 

the target. un1y a lucky shot, which hit behind the 

shoulder or some other place where the animal was vulnerable, 

could bring it down. 97 Wooden assagais are therefore 

likely to have been a lot less efficient than the heavier 

and sharper iron-tipped variety. Poorer hunting communities 

may have obtained access to such weapons by entering 

into 'hunting-on-the-half' relationships with powerholders 

in a position to provide them with sets of these weapons. 

i-1uch the same kind of relationship certainly came to 

develop around the later hunting technology of the 

firearm. 

There is some circumstantial evidence in favour of 

such a proposition. The attack took place on a height 

overlooking a river valley in which this particular party 

saw elephants for the first time.98 A day's journey from 

the site of the battle, the party had seen what may have 

been the headquarters of an absent hunting group, a place 

where ivory was traded for carriage to Delagoa Bay, or 

the homestead of an important powerholder who had an 

interest in both these activities. This community was 

said to have included one of the renegade �ortuguese 

castaways who had chosen to settle in the area, rather 

than seek an escape route. The settlement comprised; 

96Tbeal, Records, VIII:109. 

97Ibid., VIII:223. 

98Ibid., VIII:110
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"many kraals. Among them 
was a very large one which 
the •••••• Kaffir pointed 
out, saying 'There is the city 
of the Portuguese'. We 
approached nearer to the said 
kraal, and saw a thatched 
house with four corners, a 
thing we had not seen before 
durin& our journey, for all 
the others were smaller and round. 
We urged the Kaffir to go and 
call the occupant, but he told 
us not to tire ourselves in 
vain, for he would not corne." 99 

The absence of this important man from the 

settlement may conceivably have been related 

to the pattern of the ivory trade. The incident 

occurred in February, that is at the time of 

year when the arrival of the pangayo at Delagoa 

Day was imminent, and possibly the tin:e of 

year when the carriage of ivory to the �ay 

trading states reach.eel a peak. 

;._ t the same time there was evidence 

that warriors equipped with iron weapons who 

had participated in the '2lood River' battle, 

may have been associated with a major interior 

concentration of power, which also controlled 

substantial resources in iron. If, as I suspect, 

the 'River of Dlood' was the river which has 

come to be known as the Tug-ela, then an 

important centre of iron-mining and iron

smelting cannot have been far away. The intensity 

of the conflict may have been a reflection of 

the fact that the travellers had penetrated 

close to this complex, and were actually within 

an important area of ivory production. �oth 

may have been associated with tne Vambe paramountcy 

which was thought to have dominated the central 

zone in the later 16th century, and which was 

seemingly still in existence in the 1680s. 

99Theal, Records, VIII:108; Boxer, Tragic tt.istory, p.2J5. 
An escaped slave was also a member of this community, 
and other castaways were settled nearby; Boxer, op.cit., 
p.228.
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In conclusion, there is no evidence 

of the persistence of primitive-communalism 

in the central zone into the 1600-1680 

period as an independent mode of production, 

though there are a number of hints that 

hunting was practised with a view to obtaining 

exchange commodities, and notably ivory. The 

primary economic articulation was between 

agriculture and livestock-husbandry organised 

on the basis of homestead production units. 

Commodity production and exchange involving 

ivory and iron were important though remained 

secondary to this primary articulation. The 

predominance of agriculture and livestock 

husbandry tended to permit the persistence of 

feudal patterns of sovereignty, and there is 

no evidence of a concentration of economi� 

and political power at any one of the four 

levels of sovereignty identifiable in the 

social formation - homestead-proprietor, 

'ma:::iumuze', chief and Vambe paramount. 

Nevertheless some tension does appear 

evident in this articulation. The social 

polarisation within the homestead may indicate 

the degree to which outside forces were impinging 

upon it, and tending to reshape its social 

organisation. There were clear indications of 

social and political differentiation, though 

it is difficult to pinpoint instances of open 

conflict. There was a seeming contradiction 

between the willingness of homestead-proprietors 

to engage in barter trade, and the apparent 

wish of certain powerholders to use the warriors 

who□ they controlled to drive the parties of 

strange merchants from their territories. It 

is possible that these powerholders owed their 

allegiance to a distant paramountcy rather 

than to regional chiefs, who generally appear 

to h2ve been relatively 'weak'. The possibility 
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of a somewhat more centralised pattern of political 

control is suggested also by the relative insignificance 

of frontiers within the central zone, compared to the 

situation which seemed to exist in the later 16th century. 

There seems to have taken place a decline in the number 

of frontiers, and in the size of the belts of 1 nomans1and' 

which formerly tended to separate the most important of 

them. it is likely that such steps towards the centralisation 

of power would have been associated with the commodity 

production and exchange component of the economic 

articulation, rather than with the food production activities 

of the homestead. 

The discussion bas so far been concerned to 

characterise the social formation prevailing in each of 

the southern and central zones of south-east Africa in the 

period 1600-1680. It remains to examine the situation in 

the northern zone, that is between about the Mfolozi river 

and the southern shores of Delagoa bay. 

Once it had crossed the 'Blood river•, on its 

journey northwards along the coast, the 1622 party was

faced with a difficult decision. Experience had taught 

it that the best sources of bartered provisions lay inland. 

Yet here too were organised military forces which had 

harassed the party to an all but fatal degree. In the 

event the threat of future clashes proved decisive, 
100because the party set out once more along the shore. 

At the shore the party occasionally came across 

evidence of systematic fishing activity, and settlements 

£rom which the product could be obtained in exchange for 

copper. 
101 This is consistent with the picture presented

102 
in the 1647 accoW1t, of fish-traps along estuaries. 

100Theal, Records, VIII:110.

10libid., VIII:113.

102Ibid., VIII:J42,J45.
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The 1622 party also came across plenty of signs of 

a second element of the economy of the coastal region. 

Countless elephants were seen, 103 and the extensive tracts

of marshy ground were littered with game-pits to trap 
104these, and other large animals such as the hippopotamus. 

Although similar traps were reported much further south 

near the coast, their number appears to have been much 

larger in this area. 

From time to time, both the 1622 and 1647 parties 

made detours into the hinterland; either deliberately in 

search of food, or in order to circumvent a particularly 

difficult section of a river or lake. The picture 

presented in the accounts is one of sharp contrast. On 

the one hand the 1622 party found homesteads from which 

hens, millet, "alpistre called ameichueria", and even 

cattle could be obtained.105 Going inland to circumvent

st. Lucia Bay, the 1647 party found numerous homesteads 

occupying a cultivated plain. Gourds, melons and, for the

first time on their journey, tobacco could be obtained •

.Millet and sesame, though grown,were not available 

because it was November and the crops were still green in 

the fields. 
106 Cattle were seen, but seemingly only in

large concentrations. At one point the party bartered for

no less than 140 animals. 107 Even as the castaways once

more followed the shore, only a few days from uelagoa 

Bay and in a region which was dry with great sand hills 

and without surface water, detours a little inland 
108yielded sesame, hens, gourds and melons. 

103Theal, Records, VIIL:110,112,J42,J47. 

104Ibid., VII1:J42-J. 

105ibid., VIII:111,llJ-5. 

106-b.d J. l. • , VIII:J46,J48-9,J52. 

107Ibid., Vi�I:J47-8.

1oSibid., ViII:J52. 
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Other parts of the accounts of the experiences of 

the castaways in the northern zone in the period,contradict 

this picture of prosperous homesteads. It is not clear 

whether the contrast was a function of natural environment, 

politics, class differentiation, or some combination of 

the three • .Parts of the northern zone formed flat, barren 

country "inhabited by very poor people". 109 Some controlled 

no cattle and others very few. very high prices were 

asked for these animals, and people were much more 

d t 11. t th t 11 t k _.,. .  110 O concerne o se o e rave ers us s o� ivory. ne

account suggests that north of St. �ucia Bay, no cattle 

were seen at all. At some of the poorer settlements, men 

who appeared to be familiar with the work of porterage, 

came forward to offer their labour-services to the parties 
1 1 1

o:f' castaways• 

As the parties neared Delagoa �ay, they began to 

enter the territories immediately associated with members 

of' the aristocracy of the middlemen trading states. 'J.'he 

first of these was associated with the son of' the lnhaca 

tangane. in 1623, the homesteads of this man were situated 

three miles from the shore. nere the party was offered 

goats, honey and bananas, but seemingly not grain or cattle. 

'.1.'he homestead cluster of' the lnhaca Sangane himself, was 

situated on a height between two small hills, in the 

interior two days• journey :from the Bay. Here the party 

obtained goats, sheep, hens and ameichueria in exchange

for copper. •.1'here is no direct re:ference to the cultivation

of other grain-types, or to cattle-keeping.112 

The court of the Inhaca Sangane, and its immediate 

surroundings, seem to have been rather more prosperous

when visted by the 1647 party. Here salt was available, 

the first reported by any of the 16th and 17th century 

109Boxer, Tragic History, pp.240-1.

110Theal, Records, VIII:J49. 

111Ibid., VIII:111.

112Ibid., VIII:117.
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parties, though cattle are still not mentioned; 

nrl'he :food for barter was plentiful, 
consisting of fish, salt, the first 
we had seen, sesame, mil.let, honey, 
butter, eggs, hens, she-goats, and 
sheep, all in such abundance that 
it seemed to us that we had reached 
a land of plenty". 11J 

At the court itsel:f, the lnhaca ordered that his 

guests be lodged in huts, whereupon 

"they brought us plenti:ful barter of 
sesame, hens, sweet potatoes, 
butter and :fish". 114 

The party stayed at the court :for 15 days, during which 

time they were able to obtain su:f:ficient :food :for their 

needs. 

The 1622 party went on from the Inhaca Sangane's, 

to visit the court o:f the Inhaca Manganheira, located on 

or cl.ose to an island in llelagoa Bay. On the instructions 

o:f the Inhaca, it obtained :fish, hens, ameichueria and 

a :few sheep, but not cattle or other types of grain.
115

The later party did not visit this court, and was only 

able to obtain gourds and melons as it travelled rowid 
116 

the shore of the Bay. 

��en in this northern zone, where there were 

indications of a relatively high degree of social 

differentiation, shipwreck parties obtained their provisions 

by private barter from individual homesteads, rather 

than by dea.J.ing with a central po,.,erholder. 

11JTheal, Records, VIII:354. The problem is to decide
whether this salt was produced locally or imported 
from some other part of Africa, and whether it had 
been in use previous to this 17th century observation. 
There is some evidence to suggest both that it was 
produced locally, and that its origin in the area dates 
from well before the 17th century. Several di:f:ferent 
methods o:f sal.t production have been reported from 
different parts of Africa in the 'pre-colonial' era. 
south-east Africa possessed the resources for most o:f 
these, and Junod thought salt production to have had 
an ancient origin in the region. ne details some o:f 
the methods in use in the northern zone in the 19th 
century; Junod, Li:fe of' a South African '.i.'ribe, J.I:35;

Alpers, Ivory and S1aves, pp.16,26. 
114Theal, op.cit., VIII:354.
115

Ibid., VIII:118.
116

Ibid., VII�:356. 



One important difference was evident, however, f'rom 

the situation in the central and southern zones, and 

confirmed a trend already apparent in the later 16th 

century. In the northern zone, and especially north of 

St. Lucia Bay, the relative exchange values of items 

controlled by the castaways underwent change. The value 

of copper declined,117 and cloth replaced it as the most

useful item in barter transactions. Up to this point in 

their journeys, the castaways had sometimes given up 

cloth voluntarily in honour of powerholders along the 
118 route, but it had never been traded. Near the Bay,

on the other hand, cloth was not only worn by important 

people, 119 and used in decoration at the courts of the
120 leading powerholders, but was even in high demand 

amongst the poorer people of the countryside. Parties 

obtained their supplies of food in this way; 

"Everyone bartered freely for pieces 
of cloth and old rotten rags, in 
whatever state they were, as if 
they had been without a hole." 121 

Another quotation makes it clear that the castaways were 

disposing of cloth rather than purchasing it; 

"••••••thcy brought us plentiful 
barter •••••••• which each one 
traded for at will with pieces of 
shirts, trousers and handkerchiefs, 
and every kind of cloth •••••••• " 122 

"When the crews of Portuguese trading ships were billeted 

ashore amongst various homesteads, it cost the Portuguese 

treasury three pieces of cloth per man per month.123 When

ships finally sailed from the Bay, they took with them 

large quantities of provisions which they had obtained 

through barter, but it is not clear whether cloth was also 
124involved in these transactions. 

117Tlleal, Records, VIII:J48. One of the 1647 party, who
had been wrecked before on the coast, and had already 
travelled through the northern zone, told his comrades 
that they might as well dispose of all their copper in 
trade before they reached st. Lucia Bay, for from this 
point onwards it was of little value. 

118see, for example, Thea1, op.cit., YlII:76.
119Ibid., VIIl:116.
120rbid., VII�:118,354.
121Ibid., VIII:J5j.
122Ibid., YIII:J54.
123Ibid., VIII:J57-8.
124 

Ibid., VIlI:358. 
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The LJelagoa trading states were clearly important 

centres of w�alth and power in the period. This was 

apparent in the brass ornaments and cloth worn by the 

paramounts and the members of the aristocracy; in the 

rare items such as salt which visitors could obtain; in 

the existence of specialist groups o� state officials, 

such as those of messengers and interpreters who could 

speak Portuguese;
125 and above all in the elaborate courts

which were occupied by the major powerholders. in 1623, 

the principal homestead of the .J.nhaca iv1anganheira was 

"composed of large houses with palisades 
and courtyardsw. 126 

The Inhaca, who was old and fat, sat on a throne covered 

with imported cloth when receiving visitors.127 The

Inhaca Sangane occupied a "large thatched house", which 

was also clearly very different from the small beehive 

-shaped grass huts characteristic of poorer people

throughout south-east Af'rica.128

The position of' these Delagoa states, and of' the 

ruling lineages within them, rested upon their function 

as middlemen within a commercial system linking south

east Africa, south-central Africa, and various points 

around the periphery of' the Indian Ocean. Although the 

south-central African component of' this pattern of 

commerce is only hinted at in the source materials of 

the period, there is plenty of evidence of the other 

two elements of the articulation. 

The l.ndian Ocean connexion was indicated by the 

various references to a �ortuguese presence at the Bay, 

the Yortuguese having usurped Arab and �ndian interests 

in the 16th century as the principal organisers and 

carriers of' the trade. Large quantities of' 1 LUropean' 

1 25�ee, for example, Theal, Records, VIII:354. 

12601iver and Oliver, Africa in the uays of �xploration,
p. 144.

127Theal, op.cit., VIII:118.
12801iver and Uliver, op.cit., p.142 .
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trade goods were seen scattered around at the Inhaca 

1-1anganheira' s in 1623, though one suspects that at this 

time they were probably.only 'European' in the sense 

of having been traded by the Portuguese, rather than 

having actually been manufactured in Europe.129 At the

same time, the Inhaca Sangane was clearly well-acquainted 

with the recent comings and goings of the Portuguese at 

the Bay, and many Portuguese apparently visited his 

court each year. Dealing with the 1623 party through 

his Portuguese-speaking interpreter, he expressed a wish

for further trade with the Portuguese.130 In 1647 he was

described as an important Delagoa merchant.131

In addition to a commercial linkage to parts of 

the central and southern zone, evidence of which has 

already been presented at various points in the argument 

above, the trading states also controlled an immediate 

hinterland more directly. Travel.lers in the northern 

zone often came across important-looking men who appeared 

to be associated with one or other of these trading states. 

vne party was visited at the shore, near what was 

possibly the i�:ifol.ozi river, by the manwnuze of the district; 

suggesting that even the shore itself was part of his 

jurisdiction. His wealth and status was indicated by the 

brass collar which he wore, the assertion that he was 

the son of a chief, and his ability to present the party 

with an ox as a token of goodwill.132 A second meeting

with a man of similar importance took place a little 

closer to Delagoa Bay.133 Some days north of St. Lucia

Hay, the travellers encountered a man who appeared to be 

of particularly high status. his dress included cloth 

12901iver and Oliver, Africa in the Days of Exploration,
p.144.

1JOTheal, Records, VIII:117.

1J
1Ibid., VIII:354.

132Boxer, Tragic history, p.2J9; Theal, op.cit., VIII:111.

lJJBoxer, op.cit., p.241. 
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as well as a considerable array of brass ornamentation, and 

he was attended by six retniners. He introduced hi�self 

a son of the Inhaca Sangane.134

�'here were indications that people in the northern 

zone owed allegiance to such representatives of important 

powerholders. A former slave-castaway, whom the 1647 party 

enconntered near the coast, acknowledged that his position 

was that of a political dependant. He explained to the party 

that his "king lived at a great distance•1
• 

135 It is not

clear in what practical way dependent groups demonstrated 

their allegiance to such powerholders, but tribute in the 

form of labour-power, ivory or ambergris may have been 
136

involved. 

The southern shores and immediate hinterland of Uelagoa 

Bay were dominated, as in the later 16th century, by a 

number of important merchant powerholders. in 1647, the main 

ones were the .i.nhaca Sangane, Nachavane who may have been the 

successor to the .uiliaca nanganheira• Tembe the Elder, and 

Tembe the Younger. All were situated within a total distance 

of only about J6 miles along the shore of the Bay. uther 

powerho1ders existed to the west and north o:f the Bay.137

There were di:fferences in the extent of their power. Machavane 

was more powerful than his neighbour the lnhaca Sangane, 

whilst Tembe the towiger was already a paramoWlt "rich in 

subjects and catt1e".138 Although the evidence is not

conclusive, it wou1d seem possible that there were still only 

two paramountcies on the southern shores of the Bay - those 

1J4Theal, Records, YIII:116,354.
1J5Ibid., VIII:JJ8.
1J6Amber�is is a wax-like odoriferous substance, which is

used in perfumery and was once used also in cooking • .lt 
is found floating in tropical seas and in the insides of 
whales. '.L'ravellers in the northern zone of south-east Afric 
in the 16th century came across it along the shore; Boxer, 
Tragic History, p.66n • .Lt was a1so found north of the Bay; 
.t.bid., p.26J; l'heal, op.cit., vIII:1J1. !''or a 17th century 
reference to a shipment from Delagoa Bay see Theal, 
Beginning, p.406. See also below p.244 and chapt.IX. It 
was a1so available at l.nhambane; Theal, op.cit., VIII:135-6 
.L ts importance may be the reason why l'lanumuze in the 
northern zone even watched closely travellers along the 
shore; see above p.200. It is sometimes termed 'amber', 
although the term should actually be reserved for a 
different substance - a fossil resin used in jewellery. 

137Theal, op.cit., VIII:J54-6. 
138

Ibid., VIII:355-6.



of Tembe and .Inhaca - but a considerable degree of 

competition within these paramountcies amongst the ranks 

of' the two ruling lineages. A foothold at the Bay, a.Ld 

control of" the paramountcy its elf', may have been the two 

main poin�s at issue. 

The social formation which was the northern zone 

in the period 1600-1680 was characterised by a coraplex 

articulation involving agriculture, livestock-husbandry, 

fishing, hunting, and commodity production and exchange. 

The essential difference from situations further south, 

was that the commodity production and exchange components 

o:f the articulation, were competing with subsistence 

food production :for the position of' dominance within it. 

The contradiction which appeared to exist in the 

later 16th century; between the development 0£ complex 

social institutions associated with a middleman commercial 

function, and a poverty-stricken subsistence base; had 

been partially resolved by class polarisation. Cattle 

appear to have been concentrated in fewer hands, and there 

were signs that labour and even perhaps food had taken 

on the status of exchange commodites. 'rhe more general 

spread of agricultural practices, may also have helped

to avoid the contradiction reaching crisis proportions. 
139

A coro11ary of the growing importance of commodity 

production and exchange, was the further fading from

view of certain elements characteristic of the social

epoch of Feudalism, though the overall complexion o:f the 

social formation of the northern zone was arguably stil1 

Feudal. Production of food crops,and of' small livestock, 

still seems to have been organised in individual 

homestead uni ts, ,-.hich also retained a fair degree of

control over the destiny of their surpluses. At the same 

time, control over patterns of commodity production and 

exchange, and the exercise of' political sovereignty, was 

1J9There were also technological innovations in the sphere
of agricultural production. Tobacco, for example, is a 
crop mentioned in the 17th century accounts which is 
not mentioned in those of the 16th century. It is more 
doubtful whether sesame can be taken to be a ne,, food 
crop. It only seems to occur in the 1647 account, which, 
unlike that ?f the. 1622-J castaways, makes no mention of
•ameichueria • it 1s possible that the two terms relate

to the same crop.
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becoming concentrated within the ranks of aristocracies 

from which the incumbents of the paramountcies emerged. 

Even here, however, elem en ts of a i'·eudal pattern 

survived, because the power of the paramountcies was 

still hardly differentiated from that of individual 

members of the aristocracy. There was a parcellisation 

of sovereignty, and considerable scope for competition 

between powerholders beneath the umbrella of the 

paramountcies, and even for competition for the control 

of the paramountcies themselves. 

The social :formation of the northern zone was not 

stable. implicit in it were a number of forces tending 

to produce :further social differentiation. Subsistence, 

was still a problem. Drought, for example, was a persistent 

threat in parts o:f the northern zone; there had been 

very little rain :for five years before 1647.
140 

Other pressures derived from the articulation with 

the �ortuguese seaborne-Empire. One element here was the 

structure 0£ Portuguese commercial relations with the 

Bay merchants. The practice of' sending a biennial - or 

even an annual - trading pangayo to the Bay, meant that 

goods had to be stockpiled for many months. The increasing 

competition £or the trade amongst powerholders within 

south-east Africa, meant that ivory could no longer be 

lef't with direct producers until ships called at the Bay. 

The ivory had to be collected and stored, either by the 

Bay states themselves, or by interior powerholders who 

sought to monopolise the supply �unction in a particular 

area. Specialised cadres 0£ o£ficials to organise the 

caravans and to undertake the trade; together with 

warriors to protect the sources of supply, trade routes, 

and accumulated stocks against commercial rivals; all 

added to the amount o:f expense incurred by the middlemen 

states during this time lag. 

Worse still, these time-lags could be extended 

140Theal, Records, VlII:352. The drought was said to 
have been accompanied by plagues o:f locusts, and to 
have caused widespread famine. 
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to an indeterminate length, du3 to fluctuations in tho 

overall pattern of the world economy, and especially 

of' the Portuguese commercial empire within it. These 

f1uctuations could be generated by events hundreds or 

thousands of miles beyond the shores of south-east Africa, 

and were totally beyond the control of the Bay states. 

Before 1647, for example, no ships had called at Delagoa 
141Bay for three or four years! 

Sometimes individual polities were deliberately 

excluded from the trade by the Portuguese for a period, 

in order to demonstrate the reality of their dependence 

upon it. Such a fate seems to have befallen the once 

-powerful Inhaca Manganheira. As early as 1623, he was

bemoaning the £act that, because of a clash a year or so

before, no Portuguese trading vessels were calling at

his capital. rte was under great pressure, because

"his houses were full of ivory 
and ambergris ti. 142

With such a complex of pressures to which powerholders 

in the northern zone were subjected during the period 

1600-1680, it was increasingly difficult to maintain 

a position of relative independence. Clashes between the 

major trading systems centred on Tembe and .Lnhaca may 

have become more frequent. Certainly there is evidence 

of clashes within the ranks of the aristocracies. ln the 

case of Inhaca, for example, sometime before 162J the 

Xnhaca Sangane was ousted from the paramotUltcy by the 

.1nhaca Manganheira. By 1647, however, the Inhaca :::iangane 

had recovered a good deal of his former position, and 

the party of castaways of that year do not mention the 
14J 

Inhaca Nanganheira at all. 

141Theal, Records, VIlI:355.

142Ibid., V�Ii:119-20.

14Jibid., VlII:354.
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The social formation of' south-east Africa as a 

whole in the period 1600-1680, was clearly extremely 

complex, and incorporated a number of local and more 

general contradictions capable of producing a transition 

to a new social epoch. One of the most important 

general contradictions, was that between the structural 

imperatives implicit in the spread of commodity production 

and exchange, and the Feudal patterns of social relations 

which had come into existence at a time when these 

economic practices were relatively little developed. 

There were already signs, particularly in the northern 

zone, that 1''eudal patterns of social relations were 

crumbling under the increasing pressure stemming from 

this incipient contradiction. The further development of 

this and other contradictions, and their dynamic interaction 

which produced a general crisis of Feudalism over a 

large part of south-east Africa, form the subject matter 

of the next chapter. 
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VII 

THE 1'-.EUDAL CRISIS 1680 - 1750 

The complex historical development of the social 

epoch of Feudalism in south-east Africa was reflected in 

the pattern of the lf'eudal crisis which was eventually 

produced. The crisis proved to be neither simple nor universal 

throughout south-east Africa. 

The geographical location of the crisis had much to do 

with the uneven pace of the spread of patterns of feudal 

relations to different parts of the region. It was almost 

at the very moment when a pattern of feudal relations was 

clearly distinguishable in the southernmost parts of south 

-east Africa for the first time, that a lone incipient

contradiction within the social formation of the northern part 

of the region was brought to a head. Patterns of feudal 

sovereignty could not cope with the structural imperatives 

which were the consequence of the articulation of feudalism 

with commodity production and exchange. There were other 

elements to the crisis, but these appear to have been closely 

interrelated with this contradiction and essentially 

subordinate to it. 

The articulation between feuda1ism and commodity 

production and exchange was of longstanding, and some changes 

had clearly taken place in the social formation by way of 

adjustment to it. There were limits, however, to the extent 

to which these adjustments could take a gradual, and largely 

peaceful form. During the period 1680 to 1750 there were sign 

that the intensity and complexity of the articulation had 

reached levels at which a fundamental, even revolutionary 

readjustment of the social forces was becoming inevitable • 
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The growing intensity and complexity of the articulatic 

with commodity production and exchange is partly reflected 

in the kinds of written sources which are available for the 

reconstruction of the his�ory of south-ea�Africa in this 

period. Portuguese ships were no longer wrecked upon this 

section of the African c�t.1 �'he principal written

sources for the history of the area south of Delagoa Bay 

nO\l.lcomprised the reports of English and uutch visitors to 

the region. Some are the accounts of shipwrecked parties, 

but others relate the experiences of men who made 

landfalls in the region with commercial contacts 

specifically in mind. Some idea of the volume of 

commercial traffic passing along the south-east African 

coast at this time can be gained from the fact that, 

during the short period from 168J to 1689, we know something 

of the activities of men from eight ships, some of which 

made more than one voyage to the area.2 There were a1most

certainly others, including of course the regular 

Portuguese pangayo to Delagoa tlay.3

Groups from many of these ships spent a considerab1e 

time ashore and recorded their experiences. Some spent 

months or even years in the area. Yet in some ways these 

1In fact there were fewer Portuguese shipwrecks in general
in this period; tloxer, Tragic History, p.26. 

2These were, with the approximate dates of their landfall.s
in the are�, the British ships JOHAJWA (1683), 
GOOD HOPE (Nay 1685), CAPTAIN WYNNFORD (July 1685), 
BONAVENTURA {1686) and tlAUDEN (1687); and the Dutch 
vessels STAVENISSE (1686) and NOORD (two visits in 1689). 
The CENTAUR, originally built by castaways to carry them 
to the Cape early in 1687, made a further voyage to the
area in 1688 under the colours of the Dutch East India 
Company. 

3see Bird, Annals, I:25-6, 56-7, 59; Theal, Beginning,
pp.406-7. 
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accounts are less revealing than those which relate to 

earlier periods. Unlike the all-embracing descriptions 

le:ft by the wandering castaways of an earlier era, in the 

main the accounts are pre-occupied with the question of 

the incidence of' commodity exchange, though this in itself 

is a re:flection o:f the importance of the activity in the 

social formation of the period.

As in earlier chapters, a simple threefold 

geographical division of' the region will be employed to 

convey the uneven pattern of' social development in south

east Africa, and to highlight the particular crisis whi�h, 

by 1750, came to characterise the social formation of' the 

northern zone. 

The southern zone was now characterised by the 

intermit�ent existence of the homestead production 

complex of agriculture and livestock-husbandry throughout 

its full extent from the Mzimkulu to the Fish River, though 

pockets of settlement associated with simpler forms of 

subsistence production probably still existect.4

The wreck of' the Dutch ship STAVE1-.ISSE took place 

in 1686 not f'ar :from the Mzimkulu River. '!'he report that 

up to 1,000 armed men were present at the wreck at any one 

time would seem to suggest the presence in the area of a 

polity able to organise and control a substantial number 

o:f warriors.5 Parties which traversed the country south 

of' the wreck reported passing throuc-h countries con-trolled 

by a number of such kingdoms, some or all of which 

represented the exercise of' power at the level of the 

feudal paramountcy. Monica Wilson has identified these 

4For the collection of honey and roots see Bird, Annals,
I:47. For fishing see Ibid., I:58. For hunting see 
below. 

5Theal,History and Ethnography, II:291. 

6Bird, op.cit., I:40-42,45,47; Wilson, "Early history", 
p.172. une survivor reported the countries of the Temboes 1 

�apontemousse, �aponte, Matimbas, Maligryghas and
Magossebe. Another, who may have followed a different
route (nearer to the coast or further inland), mentioned
Emboas, Mapontes, Ma timbes, .r-1agrigas and i•1agosse •
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as the Mbo, at and almost certainly to the north of the 

wreck; and in succession to the southwards, the 

.l"1pondomisse, Mpondo, Thembu, Riligwa, and Xhosa. 7 Beyond

to the south was a tract of country difficult for the 

traveller, because no polity was then in a position to 

guarantee security within it. its principal inhabitants 

were 'bandits', who used bows and arrows, and were 
8known as the Makanaena. 

The accounts of the castaways in this period 

tell us very little of the social organisation of the 

countries through which they travelled. This is not 

particularly surprising. The castaways hurried through 

this zone in the hope of reaching the Cape, and probably 

only passed through the periphery of states, the centres 

o£ which lay inland.9 They would not have lingered in 

any one place sufficiently to enable them to report in 

detail on the prevailing social formation. Their 

brief picture is borne out by oral tradition. The 

genealogies o:f the ruling lineages o:f the groupings 

identified :from "these accounts by 1•lonica WiJ.son, go 

back severai generations before the 1680s, and there 

are indications in most of a presence in the region 

at this period, though some may sti11 have been 
10centred a little way inland. 

There is one very important exception to this 

generally brie:f picture o:f the social :formation presented 

in the accoW1ts. ·.rhis concerns the 'Nagosse' or 'Xhosa• 

people. Reports of the dangers o:f travelling onward 

through the country of the i�1akanaena, persuaded most 

of the castaways to halt their overland journeys in the 

Xhosa country. They learned very little about the Xhosa 

7wilson, "Early history", p.172.

8Bird, Annals, I:42.

9,J.'he castaways sometimes travelled along the shore 
itself; Ibid., I:40. 

10wilson, op.cit., p.174.
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paramountcy itself, an indication perhaps of its 

relative lack of development. They did report in 

considerable detail, however, on the pattern of social 

relations prevailing within one of the chiefdoms which 

comprised the loose Xhosa feudal confederacy. The 

castaways spent many months living in this chiefdom. 11

Precise identification of the polity concerned is 

difficult, but it may have been Gonaqua.12 It is suggested

that the patterns of social relations prevailing within 

this chiefdom, were probably fairly typical of those 

which characterised the southern zone as a whole in 

the period. 

This particular 'Magossebe', 'Magosse 1 or 'Xhosa' 

chiefdom, was a formidable structure in the late 17th 

century. It dominated a tract of country which was 

"incredibly populous", and situated in the vicinity of 

. 13 Th 1 the Fish river. e and was fertile, and the 

subsistence base built around well-developed cultivation 

and animal-husbandry. 14 '!'he geographical extent of' the

state cannot be estimated, though the coast may have 

formed one boundary.15

118ome castaways were taken off by ship from this
country 2 years and 11 months after they had originally 
been victims of the wreck. '.l.'hey had taken up to 22 
months to reach it, sometimes travelling along the 
shore, and sometimes up to 90 miles inland; Hird, 
Annals, I:40,45. 

121'1.agamma, the name of the chief in whose territory the
castawais resided, does not seem to feature in the 
genealogies of the Xhosa royal-descent group; Harinck, 
"Interaction between Xhosa and Khoi", pp.154-5 and n. 
There was, however, a ruler of the Gonaqua called 
Gamma who was alive at about this time. According to 
tlarinck, Gonaqua was located a little inland in the 
vicinity of the 1''ish and Keiskamma rivers; .l.bid., 
pp.163-5. This location tallies with the accounts o:f' 
the castaways. 'l'he chi5fdom was said to have been 
located in latitude JJ 42•. It was separated £rom the 
STAVENISSE wreck by some 130 leagues {390 miles approx.), 
and four great rivers. ".i.'he wreck probably lay not more 
than 70 miles south of 'Port Natal'; Bird, op.cit., .l.: 
40,45; Theal, History and �thnography, II:291. 

13wilson, "Early history", pp.171-2J Bird, op.cit., .L:46.

14 
There were plenty of cattle, and some sheep and goats.
In addition to the usual range of vegetable crops and 
fruits, three types of grain are mentioned. One of these 



The chiefdom was largely autonomous, but did 

acknowledge a level of Feudal paramountcy beyond it, 

however loose this relationship may have been. The 

chief', through the mediating agency of' an aristocracy 

of "great men", normally determined the outcome of' 

disputes and effected punishment; 16

"but should the matter in dispute be 
of' great importance, and when he 
cannot rely upon his own judgement, 
he refers the parties to an older 
King in his neighbourhood". 17 

It is not clear what general obligations were due by the 

chief' to the paramountcy, though support in time of' war 

may have been one. 

Within the chiefdom, the main centripetal force 

was a structure in which the various levels of' political 

and economic power more or less coincided. The then 
18 current chief was the young Magamma. tlis position 

appears to have been relatively little differentiated 

from that of' an aristocracy of' •·great men", from amongst 

the ranks of which he was doubtless drawn. Below this 

came a level of individual homestead-proprietors� 

possibly with their own level of' dependants. The class 

structure may have been of recent origin, reflecting 

the reduction of an independent Gonaqua chiefdom to the 

status of' a Xhosa vassal state. Nagamma and the ';great 

men" may have been members of a colonial aristocracy. 

Certainly, by the middle 

was said that the 

of the 18th century, it 

"uonaquas ••••• all ••••• resided among 

may have been maize, but if so it is strange that the 
castaways did not mention it by name. See Bird, Anna1s, 
.L:42-4,46-7. 

1.5The centre of' the chiefdom may have been some way
inland, but some of the castaways stayed at homesteads 
which, though owing allegiance to it, could not have 
been far from the sea, since they were able to come 
down to the shore quickly once they learned that a ship 
had been sighted. 

16aird, op.cit., �:46.

17Report of a castaway quoted in D. Moodie, ed., The Record
Or a Series of Official Papers Relative to the Condition 
and Treatment of the l�·ative Tribes of South Africa (fasc. 
repr. ed., Amsterdam, 1960) p.4J1. 

18 . d 4 Bir ,  op.cit., I: 2.
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the Caf'f'ers and served them". 19 

'!'he power o:f Nagamma was :far :from being absolute. 

Not only was he subject to an outside paramountcy, and 

to the demands of' his "great men"; but he was also 

obliged to take into account the need to maintain and 

reward the loyalty o:f his subject people. 'l'he operation 

o:f the system can be clearly seen in the manner in 

which the products o:f war or raiding were distributed; 

"When the Hagossebe have a dispute 
with any o:f their enemies, and 
declare a war, the booty o:f cattle 
taken :from the enemy is divided 
between the King and the other great 
men: but the iron and copper is worn 
as a mark of' bravery by those who 
get it." 20 

A number of state monopolies were essential to the 

day-to-day maintenance of' the chiefdom, and o:f the 

power of' the chief within it. �n addition to the state's 

major share in the distribution of' the products of war, 

it also claimed a monopoly over the hunting o:f large

game, and over the distribution of the product; 

"On going to hunt, and killing any 
game cf value, they bring the 
same be:fore the king, who keeps it, 
rewarding the bringers by 
slaughtering an ox". 21 

'fhe monopoly probably had some relation to the ivory 

industry. Certainly there were elephants amongst the game 

seen in the area by visitors, although there is no 
22 

direct mention made in the accounts or an ivory commerce. 

19�eport o:f a Dutch East India Company expedition to the
eastern Cape in 1752, quoted by .liarinck, "Interaction 
between Xhosa and Jihoi", p.167n. 'Ca:f:fer• is used 
here in the restricted sense o:f the people of the 
•�affer' or •Xhosa' nation.

20Bird, Annals, I:43. The repeated use o:f the term •�ing'
in the account is a little misleading • .t-1agamma seems 
to have been implied. ttis power was well short of that 
o:f a 'king'. 

21Bird, op.cit., I:43-4.

22-·b·d I•44 .l 1 ., • • 
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Complementing the hunting monopoly of the state, 

was an equally centralised control over trading relationships 

with external agencies; 

"No one must presume to barter anything 
to a stranger without the King's 
consent". 23 

The pattern in Nagamma's chiefdom, as in many other south 

-east African polities at the time, seems to have been

that in theory the state maintained the right to control

and profit from all trade. In practice immunities were

allowed to homestead-proprietors to trade in small

provisions, without the state levying any direct charge

011 the transaction. The monopoly was particularly 

concerned with long-distance trade goodsJ such as ivory, 

metals and rare skins. 24 ..: .uch the same situation still.

prevailed in the 17th century at De1agoa Bay itself. 

By this time, no attempt seems to have been made 

to systematically reorganise the prevailing relations of 

subsistence production. The homestead remained the 

fundamental subsistence-production wiit in Magamma's 

chiefdom, and the head of each was left with a large 

degree 0£ autonomy in regard to the organisation of 

the production process; 

,.land is in common, each grazing his 
cattle or cultivating the ground where 
he likes; they may also remove from 
place to place, provided that they 
remain within the boundaries of the 
kingdom'' • 2 5 

The territorial limitation on the scope for movement was 

fundamental to the maintenance 0£ the state; because, in 

Feudal conditions, its position rested upon the extraction 

of rent or tribute from the homesteads in various forms. 

For a homestead-proprietor to remove his labour-force, 

and other aspects of his production unit, beyond these 

limits, constituted an act of open rebellion. 

2JBird, Annals, I:43.

24'l'he production and commercial exchange of rare animal
skins was an important industry over much of south-east 
Africa in the period. They were becoming extensively 
used in providing distinctive mili·tary and other uniforms 
of the various states. 

25Bird, op.cit., I:46. �ee also below chapts. X and Xt •
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The absence o:f a concentration o:f sovereignty in 

the sphere o:f the economy concerned with subsistence 

production, was brought home to the castaways within 

hours o:f their arriva1 in the chie:fdom. Though i•iagamma 

was not displ.eased by their arrival, he was not in a 

position to o:f:fer them subsistence on his own beha1:f. 

�he castaways were obliged to enter into direct relationships 

with individual homesteads. '.1.'hey first begged :for f'ood 

:from homesteads which they came across, but later they 

seem to have been formally distributed more evenly amongst 

them. Presumably they were called upon to assist in the 

work of the homesteads, though there is no direct mention 

of this in the accounts.26

The mode o:f surplus extraction upon which the state 

was founded, seems to have involved the exploitation of 

the homestead as a collective unit of production. ln 

ef:fect each homestead was in process of being reduced to 

the status of' a peasant household. '!'here is no evidence 

that the mechanisms used at this time involved the direct 

expropriation of surplus through the use of force. Rather 

more subtle mechanisms were employed, which nevertheless 

amounted to the extraction of rent, because they ef':fectively 

involved levies on the surplus-labour generated, in 

various forms, by the homestead production unit. '.J:he 

operation of these mechanisms by the state worked to the 

benefit of the aristocracy of " great men", as well as to 

that of the chief' himself. 

'.Che most important of these mechanisms invol.ved 

part of' the fruits of' the labour expended in war or in 

hunting, being demanded by Nagamma and the aristocracy 
2· 

over and above their direct participation in such activities. 

•ihough the direct-producer in these cases retained access

to a proportion of the product of his labour as warrior

or hunter, if indeed any was forthcoming, the surplus

26
nird, Annals, �:45.

27see above p.212.
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accruing to a number of' men by virtue of' their collective 

labour was creamed off to support the position of chief 

and aris-cocracy. 

�'wo other mechanisms had a similar ef'f'ect. One of 

these was the system by which the state levied fines on 

its subjects in the form of' cattle. 28 ·.1.:he second was that

by which cattle sacrifices were offered up to the state's 

religious leaders, of whom the chief himself was the most 
. 29important. 

A final mechanism involved the state's ability, 

through its insistence upon a trading monopoly, to manipulate 

the pattern of exchange relations to its benefit, and to 

the detriment of individual homestead-proprietors. uutsiders 

had first to barter with the chief, in the full knowledge 

that all other producers were f'orbidden to trade Wltil 

such time as his price had been met. '.i.'he price paid in 

subsequent transactions would tend to have been lower,

both in view of the larger number of producers involved,

and by virtue of the fact that a portion of the purchaser's 

requirements had already been met. 

Although these various mechanisms involved the 

transfer of surplus from the homestead to levels of 

sovereignty above it, none directly attacked the capacity 

o£ the homestead to continue to produce this surplus. 

Noreover, the intensity of exploitation was not great. 

Visitors usually painted a fairly rosy picture of the 

situation of the Magosse people, even to the extent of 

pointing out that their women wore better quality 

ornaments than those who lived closer to the Dutch 

settlements at the Cape.JO

28Bird, Annals, I:46.

29Ibid., I:4J. An important part o:f the power of' 1 1'iguni'
political leaders came to derive from this close 
association of 'church and state•. See also Wilson, 
"l'�guni", p. 126. 

JOBird, op.cit., I:42. 
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The surpl.us accruing to the chiefs in such states 

was not used in conspicuous consumption, in so far as 

this would have been possible in the context of the level 

of the forces of production at the time; 

"Their houses are like hay-cocks 
in ��rope, and on1y a little 
larger than the common huts, and 
they wear the skins of the deer 
or tiger, but in other respects 
they are quite like the common 
peopl.e.". J1 

In this and other respects, the concentration of wealth 

and power in the hands of powerholders seems to have been 

somewhat less than in the most complex of the states of 

the northern zone •

. Metals were amongst the i terns most highly valued

in this particular Magosse chiefdom. According to one 

observer 

"their riches consist in cattle and 
assagais, also copper and iron". 32

Lobola payments involved copper, iron, assagais which 

may have been iron-tipped, and the more familiar cattle.33

Rituals surrounding death were also structured in such 

a way that, although the individual was 1ost to the 

community, his or her store of copper and iron was 

preserved. J4

The importance of metals is also indicated by the 

part played by them in major state ceremonies and 

rituals. A key element of the ritual surrounding the 

death of the chief, involved the whole population 

immediately laying 

"aside the copper rings worn as 
ornaments on the necks and 
arms ••••••• ". 35

J1Bird, Annals, 1:46.

J
2J.bid.

JJibid., I:4J.

J
4Ibid., I:46.

35- b. d .1. 1 • 
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·.L·here is no evidence that copper ore was actually

mined within the territorial limits of the chiefdom. in 

fact both the chief and his subjects appeared pleased to 

trade their cattle for copper carried by an occasional. 

· 't 36 Th h' � .i!-uropean v1s1 or. e c 1.e.t.dom may have been an

important manufacturing and dispersal centre for copper 

ornaments, for which it appears to have possessed a 

smel. ting capacity. '1--.a tal I was known as the main regional. 

centre of iron manufacture, but the Magosse seem to have 

been unusual in their ability to work in copper; 

"As the �atal Hottentots smelt their 
iron, so they ( the l'mgosse) can 
smelt the metal for arm-rings: they 
may also have some knowledge of 
minerals." 37 

Identification of the source of the copper ore is 

more problematic. Part of it may have come from the north, 

for a copper-mining complex is k:11o·w:n to have existed in 

the earl.y 19th century at the jw1ction of the Mzimhlanga 

and �zimvubu rivers; 

"The people living on the spot sold 
to the parts of tribes living at 
a distance this ore, which they 
called Nqgabu, 'green paint'. n 38 

This mining complex must have been located close to the 

Dedesi tributary of the Vpper-Mzimvubu river, which is 

reported to have been the dispersal point of the Xhosa, 

36Bird, Annals, I:39.

J7Ibid., I:42. �rom the context it seems that 'hottentots i 

is used here as a general derogatory term for the 
African population of the area, regardless of ethnicity. 
Harinck has taken the quotation to be a reference to 
iron-smelting amongst the kagosse. ihe interpretation 
here is based on the assumption that arm-rings were

almost always made from copper. This interpretation 
would also seem to fit the sentence construction rather 
better. 1�1onica Wilson has recorded that the accounts 
include reference to the making of' various tools and 
ornaments; Wilson, rtEarly history", p.172. 1et there is 
nothing in tiird 1 s collection of these descriptions to 
indicate manufacturing in iron, or of the use o:f any 
iron tools beyond the assagai, which might well have 
been imported. All other sources speak of iron having 
been scarce in the southern zone right up to the 19th 
ceni::ury. 

38R.B. liulley, "An account of the Rev. Owen's visit to
Zululand in 1837 as related by R.B. Hu11ey", �ata1 
Archives, Private papers collection, no.12, p.2. rlulley 
had travelled with Owen from Hutterworth as interpreter 
and artisan. 
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'l'hembu, and Npondomisse groups :from what may have been

a parent hpondo lineage.39

Un the other hand, at some point trading relations 

involving the importation of' refined copper may also 

have been opened up with the Tswana people and the Kh.oi in the 

southern A:frican interior, and later with the Dutch at 
4o -h • . t hthe Cape. T e  presence 0.1. special guest huts a eac 

major 'village' or homestead suggests a pattern of 

considerable interaction between the chiefdom and outside 
41 

groups. 

Although there is evidence in Magamma 1 s chiefdom 

of' an articulation between the :food production practices 

characteristic of the homestead, and elements o:f commodity 

production and exchange, there is no indication that the 

incipient contradiction involved had reached anything 

like crisis proportions. A loose pattern of social 

relations appears to have characterised the social 

:forma-t;ion, and the castaways saw no evidence of preparations 

for conflict with outside forces, or of civil turmoil, 

during the period of their residence in the state. lf 

later evidence is auy guide, there were still possibilities 

for the application of technological innovations in 

the sphere of' agricultural production, and for further 

social differentiation, before a situation would be 

reached which demanded a more :fundamental readjustment 

of the social forces. it was not a society particularly 

w1.der stress, and perhaps in this regard fairly typical 

of the situation prevailing in the southern zone as a 

whole during the 1680 to 1750 period. 

39see above p.88n. 

40Harinck, 111 1.nteraction between Xhosa and Khoi", pp.160-
166,170 fig.7. 

41Bird, Annals, I:46.
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In the centra1 zone, that is between about the 

Mzimkulu and Mfolozi rivers, there were signs of a much 

more developed commodity production and exchange component 

within the overall economic articulation than was the case 

further to the south. ln fact in the vicinity of a bay on 

this section of the south-east African coast in the period, 

there took place the first stirrings of developments 

which provided an internal threat to the position of the 

Delagoa tlay trading empires. 

'i'he impression is usually given in historical writing 

on south-east Africa, that throughout the 17th and 18th 

centuries, Uelagoa tlay remained the only harbour linking 

overland and Indian Ocean commercial networks.42 This was

not the case. �uring the later part of the 17th century, 

'Port �atal' began to emerge as a rival. �y the 1680s it 

could be reported that 

"This river is the principal one on the 
coast of �atal, and has been :frequently 
visited by merchant vessels u . 43

Amongst these ships were a number of .t.'nglish vessels. 

A Captain Rogers visited the 'Bay of �atal' on a number 

of occasions before 1685, and brought back to the metropolis 

a detailed account o:f the country. At 'Port �atal' he also 
44 

found two men :from a ship wrecked five years previously. 

42Alan �mith's excellent studies of commercial and political
patterns in south-east Arrica are concerned only with

the uelagoa Bay dimension, and relatively little attention 
is paid to developments before 1720; Alan Smith, The 
Struggle :for Control of Southern Nozc:>.mbique, 1720-1835, 
Ph.D. thesis, University of California, Los Angeles, 1970; 
"Trade as a factor"; "Delagoa Bay and the trade of south 
-east Africa".

43unattributed mss. in Dessinian Collection, Cape '.L'own,
reproduced in Bird, Annals, I:27. 

44others amongst the survivors of this vessel had tried to 
make their way to Delagoa Bay. There is no known record 
o:f their having arrived, and accordingly no account of 
their experiences. See William Dampier, Voyages and 
Discoveries (1699; 2nd ed., ed. and intro. Clennel 
Wilkinson, 19J1) pp.296-7. Bxtracts from this work are 
reproduced in Bird, op.cit., I:56-9.
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The ships which called at the 'Port' in this early 

phase of its history, did not do so as a result of chance 

landfalls. As early as 1684 there is a report of a ship 

being fitted out in Bngl.and with trade goods for "Rio de 

.l.'latal". 
45 

The captains and merchant backers of these vessels 

seem not, at this stage, to have been primarily interested 

in ivory. After all, ivory was available at Delagoa Bay 

and elsewhere further north on the coast, and the potential 

of the central and southern zones in this regard was 

perhaps only just becoming discovered. ·.rhe demand was for 

cattle and their products, probably for use mainly as 

provisions for the crews - and perhaps for their anticipated 

cargoes of slaves. The Dutch were making the taking-on of 

provisions by English ships at the Cape extremely 

. lt 46 difficu • 

Cattle were not kept by ordinary homesteads north of 

about St. Lucia Hay, but only by the powerful. In

consequence the BO.i>:AVEi\'.f'URA found the price asked for 

cattle at Delagoa Bay more than it could meet, and put to 

sea once more intending to make a landfall to the south, 

where trading prospects were expected to be brighter.47

Unlike this ship, the CAPTAIN WY�NFORD actually made 

straight :for 'Port Natal' :from the metropolis, and entered 

the harbour in July 1685.48 The primary aim of its

captain was to secure a cargo of beef, and a tiny 

45
This was the GOOD hOPE which le:ft G-ravesend in .1.'lovember
1684 with a crew of 50. lt made straight for the 'Natal' 
coast which it reached in Hay 1685. J.t was partially 
wrecked on crossing the sand 'bar' into the harbour of 
the 'Port'; Bird, Annals, I:J4. Some o:f the survivors 
put to sea again in what was probably the deck-boat of 
this ship, whilst others joined the CAP·.1'AI.t. Wl'.°J.�r.FORD. A 
third group of' survivors remained at the 'Port', and on 
one occasion made a lengthy journey inland. They were 
eventuall.y joined by the B01.'iAVE.NTURA survivors, and 
most of the STAVEi'iISSE people, in constructing the CEr f.L'AlJR, 
a vessel in which all but five of this combined party 
sailed to the Cape in .1''ebruary 1687; Ibid., .L:29,31-5. 

46Alexander Hamilton, A New Account of the East Indies
(Bdinburgh, 1727; repr. ed., 2 vols., London, 1930) I:14. 

47nird, op.cit., J.:3J.

48Th.is was a small vessel. o:f only 35 tons; Ibid., I:J4.
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amount of' ivory seems to have constituted little more 

than a souvenir of the voyage. A party from the ship, 

11 Having gone more than 13 or 14 mijlen 
inland •••••••••• returned with two 
elephants' teeth of two or three 
pounds weight; and after having 
purchased, killed, ru1d salted a good 
many oxen and cows, sailed again •••• 11 .49

It was not long, however, before the availability 

of ivory began to interest visitors to 'Port Natal' as 

much, if not more than the supply of cattle and cattle 

products. Amongst the first systematic ivory traders 

at the 1 Port• were survivors of shipwrecks. tlefore the 

late 17th century, the first thought of castaways had 

been to seek their overland escape from the area, or 

to join African societies on a more or less permanent 

basis. �ow they could establish themselves as traders 

in the confident expectation that they could later join 

one of the small. ships which were now putting into the

'Port' for provisions. After all, there were many 

precedents for itinerant European traders establishing 

themselves in a similar way on other margins of 

d. E . 1 . 50
expan 111g uropean commercia empires. 

·.Lhe first group kno,\'11 to have fo.l.lowed this course

of action comprised five English sailors of the GOOD HOPE, 

in Nay 1685. having refused the opportunity of' joining 

other vessels, and 

"finding that their copper rings were

much prized, they sold them for 
elephants' teeth, ru,d in a short 
time they had collected, as he guessed, 
three tons". 51 

The ivory was eventually shipped out to the Cape in the 

CE.1.'1'.l'AUR in i'ebruary 1687. 52 Another group of sailors

49.rlird, Annals, I:34. See a.lso Thea.l, History and
Ethnography, II:29J. The llutch 'mijl' was very variable, 
but usually taken as the equivalent of the English 
'league' in this period, i.e. some J mi.les; C.R. Boxer, 
'.L'he Dutch Seaborne Empire, 1600-1800 (Hutchinson, 
1965) p.305. l have used this equivalent whenever 
the term has arisen. 

5oFor examples from the ear.ly stages of the Portuguese 
relationship with west Africa, see Boxer, Portuguese 
Seaborne Empire, p.J1. 

51Bird, op.cit., I:J4. �ee also Theal, op.cit., II:291,293-;
52 

Bird, op.cit., i:J4.
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stayed behind, probab1y ,.,i th a similar aim in mind. 53

It is not entirely clear from what source or sources 

the men o:f the GOOD HOPE obtained this ivory. One 

possibi1ity is that it had been obtained through trade 

with one or more interior powerholder, who was probably 

accustomed to collecting ivory :for eventual exchange 

at velagoa Bay. Certainly, on at least one occasion, 

the party travelled between 75 and 150 miles into the 

hinterland o:f 'Port �atal', and had dealings with a 

powerholder whose high status was indicated by the 

heavy and unusual metal ornament which he wore. 54 The

group was also :familiar with the then current rates :for 

the hire of porters in the area.55 it is equally 

plausible, however, that some or all of this store of 

ivory had been accumulated through a number of dealings 

with direct producers operating in the marshy country 

nearer the coast; though it would then be strange that 

powerholders who were used to control.ling the ivory

industry did not move swiftly to remove this threat to 

their monopoly. 

53They comprised 4 Englishmen and 1 Frenchman. See Theal, 
History and Etlmography, II:295; J.S. Christopher, 
natal Ca e of GQod tlo e •••••••• com risin Descri tion 
o:f this Colony etc. 1850) pp.1 -17. 

54The journey was of 50 mijlen or 150 miles, but it is
not clear whether this was the total for the round -
trip, or simply the furthest point reached; Theal, 
op.cit., II:294; Christopher, op.cit., pp.16-18. The 
castaways thought that the metal ornament was gold, 
but it was perhaps more likely to have been brass. Brass 
was beginning to be imported through Delagoa Bay from 
the English at about this time; Smith, Struggle :for 
Control of' Southern Mozambique, p.164. As in the case 
of copper, however, it is just possible that these 
imports were undercutting an indigenous brass-smelting 
industry, albeit probably at an embryonic stage of 
development. �'he raw materials :for the smelting of brass, 
and its near relative bronze, notably copper and tin, 
were available and being traded in southern Af'rica in 
this period. There are hints in the archaeological record 
of smelting of this type, but they have yet to be 
systematically dated. See, :for example, .P.A. Wagner, 
"Bronze f'rom an ancient smelter in the Waterberg district 
o:f the �'ransvaal", South African Journal o:f Science, 23 
(1926) pp.899-900; nfurther notes ••••• ", Ibid., 26 {1929)

pp.56J-74; L.C. Thompson, "A native-made tin ingot", 
.Nada J1 (1954) p.41; N. Baumann, "Ancient tin mines of 
the Transvaal", Journal of the Chemica12 Netallurfical
and Minera1 �ociety ol �outh Africa 19, pp.120-J ; 2d,

pp.J2-4. 
5S See below p. "1��. 
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Visitors to the central zone in this period spoke 

in enthusiastic terms of the potential. of the country f'or 

the ivory industry. ·.1·hey drew a tten. tion to the presence 

of large numbers of elephants, their concentration in 

herds, and their substantial size; 

"Elephants are so plenty here that they 
feed together in great troops, a 
thousand or fifteen hundred in a 
companyn . 56

r.1'he orders of magnitude in another account, whilst remaining 

impressive, seem rather more rea1istic; 

"There are elephants of an incredible 
size, and in such numbers, that 50 or 
60 are seen together". 57

There were also 'sea horse&' in the are.?� '!'here is no clear 

indication where precisely these concentrations of large

game were to be found, though earlier parties of travellers 

had seen elephants or game-traps in marshy cowitry near 

the coast, and along the major river valleys. 

J.nterested parties in the metropolis and its overseas 

satellites, who were in touch with the rather specialised 

literature relating to the expansion of European 

commercial activities, could now read sanguine accounts of 

the productive potential of these lands; 

"This same �ata1 is said to be a fertile 
country, and everything will grow there 
the same as in Europe". 59 

J.n remarks such as these can be discerned the first 

stirrings of a mode of thinking which was to become the 

foundation for a 'Natal lobby'; a collection of interest 

groups which came to press for the European colonisation 

of the region. 

56oampier, Voyages, p.297; a1so in Bird, Annals, I:57•
Although the orders of magnitude are perhaps too large 
to be credible, this does not seem adequate reason for 
their reduction to 100 and 150 .respectively in a work 
which includes this quotation; J.S. Christopher, Natal, 
Description, p.15. 

57Bird, op.cit., I:J2; Christopher, op.cit., pp.16-17.
For another reference to the presence of elephants at 
this time see Bird, op.cit., I:25. 

58oampier, op.cit., p.297. See also above p.126 n42, and belo�

59Johan Daniel Dutna, "A true account and description of 
the Cape of Good Hope", mss. c.1685, Dessinian Collection, 
Cape Town, reproduced in Bird, op.cit., I:26, 
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In more•popular' works, impressions of the region 

were already beginning to be set within a racist 

ideological framework. It was to reach its apogee in the 

19th century, and came to serve as a rationale, both for 

the initial extension of capitalist relations of production 

to the region, and for the various forms of labour coercion 

which becrune necessary for the extraction of profit; 

Again, 

"The natural fertility of these countries 
makes the inhabitants lazy, indolent, 
indocile and simpl.e". 60

"They are nimble people, but very lazy: 
which probably is for want of commerce". 61 

English sailors and the Engl.ish merchant backers 

of 'privateers• which called at 'Port �atal.' in this 

period, were not alone in showing interest in the 

commercial and other possibilities of the central zone 

of south-east Africa.62 The Dutch were equally active,

but in this case with the backing of a monopolistic 

chartered company. Cape representatives of the uutch 

East India Company, probably because of the competitive 

situation at Delagoa Bay, showed considerable interest 

in 'Port �atal' in the period. As early as the 1680s it 

was reported that 

"The East India Company would have taken 
possession of this fertile land ('J.'erra 
de �atal) years past but for seeing at 
the mouth of the Port a reef or a sand 
-bank that no galiot without touching
could get over without danger; so that a
small vessel could not safely go in
there 11

0 63

60Hamilton, East Indies, I:15, citing a survivor of the
JO.WNA wrecked in 168J, who travelled overland to the 
Cape. Another version gives 'imbecile' rather than 
'indocile 1 ; Bird, Annals, I:25. '!'he gist is of course 
the same. 

61nampier, Voyages, p.298.

62The term 'privateer' is used here to denote merchant 
vessels not of the English East India Company,which in 
theory, had a monopoly of all English trade with the 
Indies, a term which included south-east Africa in the 
period. Ships wishing to trade in the 'Indies' had to 
purchase a licence from the Company for each voyage. It 
is doubtful whether this regulation was always complied 
with. See Arthur W. Secord, Robert Dru

61
1 s Journal and

other Studies (Urbana: Illinois uP, 19 JP• • 
63Butna, 11 ·.frue account", in Bird, op.cit., I:26.
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The cata1yst for change in this policy was the arrival 

of the CENTAUR at the Cape in F'ebruary 1687, with a number 

of Dutch and �nglish castaways aboard, survivors of' various 
64recent wrecks on the 'Natal' coast. The passengers of 

this ship not only brought to the Cape a quantity of ivory, 

but also important news concerning the productive potential 

of the area in regard to this and other items. To the 

dismay of' the Company's representatives, however, the ship 

also brought the information that a small group of 

"foreigners" had settled in at 'Port Sotal' and had refused 

to join the CE�TAUR.65

Faced with this situation, the Company's representatives 

at the Cape moved swi:ftly. First, they bought the 

provisions of beef and grain which had been left over from 

the voyage. On examination the grain was found to be 

different :from that already known at the Cape, but valuable 

nevertheless for making bread. 66 '£his confirmation of' the

picture the Council had already received of the productive 

potential of 'Natal', was of considerable importance at 

the time. The Council was then concerned to find a supply 

of' grain which could be tapped to supply the subsistence 

of an in�lux of new 'free' men or settlers who were shortly 
6...,expected to arrive at the Cape from .t.'Urope. 1

The Council's second move was to buy the CENTAUR itself, 

and to hire two of its passengers - English sailors f'rom 

the wreck of' the GOOD HOPE - to act as guides on a voyage 

back along the coast.68 This expedition was thought

64Bird, Annals, I:J5-6. See also above p.222. 
6.5Ibid., I:J5. These men had "thought it better and more

advantageous to remain there than to trust themselves 
to the uncertain waves of the sea and of' fortune". 

66Ibid., I:J2,J6. The grain was either 'millet' or •sore-hum',
because maize was kno·wn to o:f':f'icial.s at the Cape by 
this time. van Riebeeck had sent for maize samples as 
early as 1652; Van Riebeeck to Batavia, 13/5/1652, cited 
by A,H.H.<..roodwin, "The Origin of' maize", South Af'rican 
Archaelogical Bulletin, VIII, {r-iarch 1953) p.1..J. 

67Bird,op.cit., I:48.
68Ibid., I:J2-J,J6o At least one of these men, by the name

of Kingston, had been amongst thos who had built up a 
stocl( o:f ivory through trade; Ibid o , I:J2,J4. See also 
above p.221. 

• •••• /2.26
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necessary by the Counci1, 

"that the five Englishmen lei�t there by 
the packet may be brought hither in 
order by these means to deprive 
European potentates of the possession 
of these countries". 69 

The vessel sailed from the Cape in �ovember 1687. It was 

able to take off a11 but six castaways residing in the 

'Nagosse' country, though it is not clear whether a 

landfall was made at 'Port �atal' itself.70

·1·he remaining castaways dotted along the coast,

provided the public justification for another Company 

expedition to these parts. In October 1688 the Company 

vessel NOORD was sent along the coast, ostensibly for this 

purpose. The primary object of' the voyage was in real.ity 

rather different. It was to survey the harbours and 

commercial potential of the whole of south-east Africa. 

After sounding and surveying Delagoa Hay, the captain was 

to 
"form a minute description of all the 

advantages offered to the Company by 
the intervening country, either on the 
coast or in the interior •••••••••• and 
also to recover the men stil1 missing 
of the crew of the STAVE.NISSE." 71 

'l'he ship visited Delagoa Hay, 'Port t-la tal', and the coast 

near the STAV&�ISSE wreck, but was prevented by storms 

from entering Algoa tlay. it returned to the Cape in 

February 1689.72

Encouraged by the reports brought back by the CE.1.'ITAUR

and the �ooRD, the Council which managed the Dutch East 

India Company's affairs at the Cape, was anxious to bring 

the whole of south-east Africa into a dependent colonial 

69Records of the Council, quoted in Bird, Annals, I:J2. 

70ibid., I:J6-7. Three castaways declined to be taken off, 
and three others were away at the STAV�ISSE wreck. 

71Records of the Council, quoted by Bi�d, op.cit., I:44.

72Ibid., I:45,48-SJ.
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relationship with i� particular Company satellite. The 

dream of an overland trading link between the Cape and 

these productive lru1ds was already clearly in evidence 

of' the thinking of the t;ouncil. A 'mission' was required 

to investigate Algoa Bay and enter into commercial. 

relationships with the people of' that area, and then 

"al.so to try whether we could not open 
a road in ,:;his direction to Terra de 
�atal, procure some intelligence of the 
missing crew o:f the STAVE,,ISSE, and 
discover the whole country as far as 
Rio De la Goa, so as to bring into the 
hands of' the Company, and of' this Colony, 
whatever profits that country may 
af'f'ord". 73 

In the event, a mission by sea was thought more 

likely to succeed, and the .1:'IOORD was once more sent aJ.ong 

the coast in October 1689. The expansionist aims of' the 

council at this time are quite explicitly stated in the 

instructions given to the captain of' the vessel; 

"Watching a fit opportunity, you will enter 
into a negotiation with the chief, or so
called Ingose, solemnly to purchase from 
him, f'or the i-ionourable Company, for beads, 
copper, ironmongery, and such other articles 
as they have a liking for, the bay �atal 
and the adjoining land, and you will have 
a deed of' conveyance •••••••••• passed before 
commissioned members of' the ship's council, 
and signed by the chief' Ingose and some of 
his nearest relatives, taking good care 
that the articles of' merchandise f'or which 
the bay and adjoining land is purchased 
are not noticed in the deed, except in 
general terms, and that the amowit of the 
same be estimated at nineteen or twenty 
thousand guldens". 74

As the instructions imply, the value of' the items was a 

hypothetical figure designed to impress other European 

powers. The actual transfer of' wealth to be involved was 

but a fraction of this f'igure.75 !:>imilar instructions

7JRecords of' the Council, quoted in Bird, Annals, I:48.
-i-his may not have been the f'irst time that an overland
trading link to south-east Africa had been projected
at the C...:ape. 'l'here is an unclear ref'erence to some
•colonists' having been authorised by the Company to
make such a journey in 1684, though the f'ate of this
expedition is not mentioned; Ibid., �:26.

74Ibid., I: 54

75Brookes and Webb, History of' .Natal, p.5. 



were issued in regard to Algoa Bay, but only those 

concerning 1 Port .::;at.::.l' were in fact carried out. 76

Although the Company headquarters in the Netherlands 

seems general.1y to have been well disposed to the idea 

of Gape expansion into south-east Africa; the policy 

itself, as in so many other cases in the history of the 

empires of European merchant capital., seems to have had 

its roots in the Cape Counci1?7There were already local 

Cape merchant interests which stood to gain from such a 

connexion, and their number was to continue to increase. 

The 'men on the spot' were eventually to have a substantial 

influence on the 19th century decisions to annex the 

region, and even on the form that this annexation was to 

take. 

in the event, the Dutch did not carry through their 

ambitious plans for the central zone of south-east Africa. 

Attention was switched, in the early decades 0£ the 18th 

century, from the potentialities of 1 .L'latal' and its port, 

to the already proven commercial opportunities of Delagoa 

.day. The 1 Port' was not, however, totally abandoned. There 

are hints that as early as 1699 attempts were being made 

to p1ace the ivory trade there on a sounder footing. In 

this year two men were left by an English ship which 

called at 'Port Natal'. �hey were instructed to gather 

ivory for subsequent collection. They must have been 

successful, for two others were left behind by the vessel 

which called to make the collection. 78 It is not clear

whether this became a regular practice, though it does 

seem that vessels put into the 'Port' at fairly regular 

intervals to trade in this period. According to one source, 

'Port �atal' came to be frequented by so many �nglish 

that it came to be known to Dutch sailors as the 1 Engelsche 
. , 79Logie. 

76Bird,, Annals, I:55-6. 'l'he ship entered the Hay of 4,atal
in :Late December 1689 and lef't again early in Ja.J1uary 
1690 

77see for example, Bird, op.cit., I:5J.

78Theal, History and �thnography, II:398.

79c.F. Shuter, �nglishman 1 s .i.nn (Pietermaritzburg, 1963),
cited by Brookes and Webb, history of hatal, p.6. '.L'he 
CLAPHAN may have been one such vessel • .Lt is known to have 
traded beads and copper rin�s for ivory, at some point on 
i!:\f.

oast south of Delagoa in 1714; Derricourt, "Settlement",
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There is also a clear reference to slaves being 

traded by an r.'nglish ship which called at 'Port l,atal I in 

1719; 

"here we traded for slaves, with large 
brass rings, or rather collars, and 
other things: we bought in a fortnight's 
time, 74 boys and girls: these are 
better slaves for working,than those of 
i•1adagascar, being stronger, al so blacker". 80 

Although this is the only recorded example of slave 

trading at 'Port Natal' during the whole era of' the 

European commerce in human cargoes, it is quite clear 

that this particular transaction was based upon exchange 

rather than force. '.l'he slaver seems to have offered a 

particularly high 'price'; it is doubtful if anything 

was more valuable in south-east Africa at this time than 

brass neck-rings. The excha7.ge was presumably negotiated 

with a major powerholder, though this is not mentioned 

in the report of the incident •  i:-.orris thought that the 

slaves may have been sold by a group of recent migrants 

fro� the north, though there is no direct evidence for 

th. 
81

l. s. 

The trade passing through 'Port 1,atal' in this 

period was of sufficient importance for an attempt to 

be made in 1729 to establish a permanent factory. For 

reasons which are not entirely clear, the project was 

abandoned after a short time.82

Thus, in the period between about 1680 and 1730,

there were signs of the development o:f' 'Port i'latal' as 

an alternative to Delagoa Bay as a link between the 

states o:f the interior of the central zone of south-east 

BORobert Drury, Madagascar : Robert Drury's Journal 
(2nd. ed., London, 1729) p.445. At one point the work 
was thought to have been the product of the imagination 
of the novelist Daniel Defoe, but :for a convincing 
demonstration of its authenticity see Secord, Robert 
Drury's Journal. Secord has much else to say of value 
on the question of English involvement in �ndian Ocean 
commerce in the period. 

81t'1orris, Washing of the Spears, p.69.

82J.C. <..:hase, ed., '1'he Hatal Papers, A Reprint o:f all
t,jotices and .t:-ublic Documents, 1488-1843 (Gra."lJ.amstown, 
1843) p.1J. 



Africa,and the network 0£ Indian Ocean commerce. Here the 

initial :f'unction of coastal middleman, involving the 

collection of ivory from the interior to be loaded onto 

the ships, was not being performed as at the Bay by 

African states, but by a handful of itinerant European 

traders. Unlike the situation at Delagoa Bay, therefore, 

there were no structural grounds ror the emergence of 

a contradiction between the interests of European merchants, 

and iocal coastal middlemen. There were, however, strong 

grotmds £or the emergence 0£ an open contradiction 

between those parties - African and European - who had 

become involved in the 'Port �"atal' commerce, and the 

powerful Velagoa states,which stood to lose a gTeat deal 

if' the new trading routes linking 'Port i,atal' and the 

heartland of south-east Africa were to become established. 

A further twist was given to the pattern of contradictions 

already existing between the velagoa states, and those 

associated with the Vambe paramountcy of the central 

zone. 

After 1730, 'Port �atal' appears to have undergone 

a sharp decline; its :f'irst period of rivalry with Delagoa 

Bay for the trade of south-east Africa at an end. Trade 
BJ 

did not revive until the early part 0£ the 19th century. 

The possible reasons for this decline are discussed later 

in the chapter. 

From the various comings and goings of visitors 

and castaways, it is possible to build up a picture of 

the prevailing pattern of exchange relations in the 

central zone between about 1680 .. --..nd 1750. ·.fhe evidence 

suggests that a surplus of foodstuffs was generally still 

being generated, and that people were free and interested 

to offer foodstuffs in barter relations with visitors • 

.At 'Port riatal', plenty of :f'ood could be obtained by 

83I have only :f'ound one definite reference to a ship
calling at the 'Port' between 1730 and 1820. This was 
a uutch vessei which paid a visit during, or a little 
before 1757. Its activities are not described; 'fheal, 
Beginning, p.424. A careful examination of' the 
a'"ppropriate European shipping records might conceivably 
reveal others. The revival of' the trade in the 1820s 
is discussed in chapter 11 below. 
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this method, including milk, bread, beans, poultry and 

pumpkins. Cattle and other livestock could be obtained 

by short journeys inland. A similar situation prevailed 

in the hinterland of.' the S'l'Av'E.1,ISSE wreck, some 70 miles 

south of' 'Port Natal', near the .1•izimkulu river. 84

As in earlier times, the castaways and other visitors 

found that bartering relationships were a political as 

well as an economic function. The limits within which 

exchange could take place, were ultimately determined by the 

relative levels of force available to the negotiating 

parties. The STAVE.NISSE people reported that 

"The natives, indeed, offered us bread 
and cattle for sale, but we had nothing 
wherewith to purchase the one or the 
other. Nothing is esteemed there but 
beads and copper rings for the neck or 
arms. For nails, bolts and other 
ironwork of the wreck, we, indeed, �ot 
some bread and corn, but as the natives 
set to work themselves, and by chopping 
and burning fully supplied themselves 
with iron, we .:.iot being at first aware 
that it was so much regarded, nor 
daring to prevent them for fear of 
provoking them, as they had sometimes 
fully a thousand armed men, they had 
everything in abundance, while we 
suffered from want·•• 85 

1n desperate straits, some of these castaways welcomed 

the opportunity o� joining with the survivors of the 

GOOJJ .ctOPE and .l.10.i-.AVE1'fl'Ul{A at 1 :,Port .L�a tal. 1 • 86

The attraction of joining this combined. party lay 

in the fact that, equipped with adequate firearms and 

84Bird, Annals, .J..:J5,50; .J .::;. Christopher, .1.,atal, .uescriptio:
pp.18-19; 'l'heal, History of South Africa, .LI:J00. ;:::iee 
also other examples quoted in the text of the chapter. 

8 5Bird, op.cit., J.: 28-9. The ship was wrecked in .l!'ebruary
1686. One section of the survivors set out to make the 
overland journey to the Cape, but travelled only as far 
as the ':Magosse' or 'Xhosa' country, from which most 
were eventually taken off; ibid., I:28-9,31,40,75. For 
those who moved to 'Port .Natal', see below on this page. 

86Uird, op.cit., I:29. 
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powder, it had been able to retain control of a substantial 

store of two of the most valuable types of trade goods in 

use in the central zone at this time; beads and copper. 

The five sailors of the GOOD HOPE, who declined various 

opportunities to leave the area, had been paid o:ff by 

their former captain in goods of value in the local barter 

trade. They had 

"received from him for the wages they 
had earned, each 68 lbs. of copper 
arm, neck, and ear rings, and 14 lbs. 
of beads, 7 gwis in all, with some 
powder and lead". 87 

By the judicious barter of the beads alone, they were able 

to meet their subsistence needs in bread, meat, beer, 

milk, fruits and roots. �he copper was used specifically 

h . . 88 for pure asing ivory. 

Drawing on this store of trade goods, the combined 

party of the castaways from the three ships was able to 

accumulate a vast store of foodstuffs with which to stock 

the CE.N'l'AUR - the vessel built by them at I Port l'oatal' • 

\vhen the vessel eventually sailed, for what proved to be 

a twelve day voyage to Cape ;.own, it had been stocked 

with 

"some prov1sions of ground meal, and 
two or three tons of corn, two or 
three hundred fowls, about 1000 lbs. 
of salted and smoked beef, with 20 
goats, 150 pumpkins •••••••••••• and 
all purchased :for the copper and 
beads o:f the English". 89 

B7Bird, Annals, I:29,34. 

88.1.bid.

89._rhis quotation is taken from the account of 10 officers
and sailors of the S'1'AVE1'.!S::::>E, and is reproduced in 
�bid., I:J1. A slightly different version is given in 
a work of '.i"heal; "J or 4,ooo kilos of mill.et ,. 500 kilos 
of meat, mil.let in the form of meal, 20 goats, 2 to 
JOO :fowls, 150 pumpkins ••.•••• "; 'l'heal, History of �outh 
Africa, II:295. The ship sailed in .tfebruary, which was
probably not the optimum time of year in which to acquire 
grain, because the new harvest would still have been in 
the fields. Yresumably the grain stocks had been 
accumul.ated over a period. The surplus was sold to the 
Company at the Cape, meat £etching J stivers a pound, 
and corn 6 guilders per muid; Bird, op.cit., I:J2,J5 • .Ln 
view of all this, it is difficult to understand the 
begrudging comment of the master of the STAVE,.,ISSE on the
food stocks of the CEftTAUR; Bird, op.cit., I:29. 
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There are indications that labour-power, as well 

as ivory and provisions, could be obtained for payment. 

Copper; rather than the smaller items of currency, iron

nails and beads; was demanded. 'lhe party of castaways 

which built the CEi.'lTAUR at 'Port .r,atal. 1 in 1686, obtained 

casual labour in this way to help in the construction 

work.90 In addition, it was reported that porters could

be hired for a single copper ear-ring, who were prepared 

to carry loads of from 50 to 100 lbs. over journeys 

lasting three or four days. 91 'fhe five sailors of the

GOOD tlOPE appear to have acquired a small number of 

followers on a more or less permanent basis.92

'.i'hese indications of the high value placed on 

copper, are consistent with the general impression of 

earlier travellers that it was the best item for barter 

in the central zone, and possibly further south as well. 

Nerchants fitting out ships in Britain for trade in this 

part of Africa, seem to have been careful to include 

substantial stocks of copper rings of various sizes in 

the trade goods loadect.93

The high value placed on copper by the people of' 

the central zone of south-east Africa,reflected the fact tha 

it could be traded on over a wide area in exchange for 

a variety of goods and services of more direct use-value 

than the metal itself. As one party of castaways 

reported; in exchange for a 

ncopper arm ring or a common neck ring 
of the thickness of a tobacco pipe, 
they sell a fat cow or ox of 600 lbs. 
weight, more or less: for a similar 
ring they give as much corn as will 
fill an ordinary meal-tub." 94 

9oBird, Annals, I:J1. 

91Ibid.

92J.bid.

9Jibid., .l:J4. 

941bid., I:J2. For other examples of cattle changing hands
at the same rate see l.bid., I:J9. A copper arm-ring was 
worth one rix-dollar at the Cape at about this time; 
Ibid. 
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control of cattle,of' course,gave access to other forms 

of wealth, not the least of' which was the labour and 

reproductive power of' womenfolk through the lobola 

system. Amongst the 'Hagosse' or 'Xhosa' people to the 

south, copper could also feature directly in lobola 

payments. 95

Brass was of a much higher value in the central. 

zone than copper. Even slaves could be obtained by those 

who controlled quantities of' it.96 It is likely, however,

that brass was only just beginning to enter into a 

general pattern of' exchange relations in the area. 

Previously it had been so precious that it had hardly 

been traded at all, but rather confined to use as a 

symbol of' wealth and authority worn by the most powerful 

political leaders. Even in the 1680s, there is a report 

of' a powerholder re.fusing to exchange the metal 

ornament which he wore, and which was probably brass, 

for copper of greater weight.97

'l'he value and role of iron in the exchange economy 

seems to have been rather different to either that of' 

copper or brass. At one level it was similar to copper 

in being widely coveted; 

"Une may travel 200 or JOO mijlen through 
the country, without any fear of' danger 
from the men, provided you go naked and 
without any iron or copper, for these 
things give inducement to the murder of' 
those who have them". 98 

Yet the actual exchange value o.f iron seems to have 

varied from one community to another. In the central 

zone its exchange value was generally lower than was 

the case further to the south. Iron nails were useful 

in obtaining small provisions. Hy contrast, only half 

a century previously, but far to the south, no l.ess 

than 219 cattle were bartered by one group of' castaways 

95�ee above p.216� and Dampier, Voyages, pp.299-JOO.

96�ee above p.229.

97Bird, Annals, I:J5.

98 . 4-.J.bid., I; o.
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for pieces of iron.99 lt seems that the major

component of the 'price' of iron in a particular 

situation was its usefulness to the iadividual would

be purchaser, rather than the degree to which it could 

be traded on. 

Beads were widely accepted in small transactions. 

ln fact in the central zone they seem to have 

functioned as a unit of account for such transactions, 

in much the same way that copper ornaments of' certain 

size and type acted as a unit of' accow1t for trade in 

larger and more valuable commodities. At 'Port .Natal.', 

a range of more or less established prices, measured 

in beads, existed in the 1680s for small provisions.
100

As a wider variety of types of' beads entered into 

circulation, so a more complex price structure may 

have come to be bui.Lt around them.101

From the various examples of' exchange relations 

·which have been described, it seems possible to

assemble a tentative table of exchange equivalents, as

they existed in the vicinity of' '?ort natal' in the

1680s. ·  l'he uni ts of' account shown on the left of' the

table are in ascending order of exchange value, but it

99�ee above p.173. The incident occurred in 1635. 

lOOThese were: J beads 
4 beads 
5-7 beads
6-7 beads
8-9 beads

: 1 hen 
: 3 pumpkins 
: ½lb. bread 
: 1 quart of milk 
: 6-7 pumpkins

See Bird, Annals, 1:50; Theal, History and Ethnography, 
II:JOO; J.S. Christopher, �atal, Description, pp.18-19. 

101For discussion of the various types of beads which
came to be used in commercial relations, see W.G.�. 
Van Der Sleen, "Trade wind beads", .Han (February 
1956) pp.27-29; A Handbook on Beads�iege: �usee 
du Verre, 1967). �'vidence that the type of' bead 
offered by European traders was an important variable 
in the pattern of commerce in the area, will be 
cited below. 
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is difficult to determine. a precise scale o:f relative 
102 

orders o:f magnitude: 

Approx. 4-5 beads or 
a :few iron nails 

1 copper ear-ring 

1 thick copper arm-ring 
or thin copper neck
ring 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

Brass arm or neck rings: 

Subsistence needs o:f 
one man per day 

Labour-power o:f one 
man :for J or 4 days 

One meal-tub of corn, 
or one ox or cow o:f 
good weight, or ivory 
o:f many times greater 
weight than a given 
copper ornament 

A very great deal o:f 
goods and services, in 
so far as they were 
negotiable at all. 
Possibly some items, 
such as slaves, which 
could not be obtained 
in exchange for 
lesser units of account 

�rom the reports of exchange relations, and from 

other evidence, a fairly clear picture can be built o:f 

the subsistence base operative in most parts of the 

central zone in the period between about 1680 and 1750. 

The picture is one of a :flourishing and diversified 

agriculture and livestock-husbandry.103 An annual

'notiona1 1 surplus was probably still being generated, 

and smoothly translated into a 'real' surplus which 

could be accumulated. The fact that a large number o:f 

direct producers seem to have dea1t with castaways and 

visitors in exchange relations, suggests that the amount 

of surplus being extracted by a level o·f sovereignty 

above the homestead was still not considerable. 

102only in the case of the copper-ivory ratio was a
calculation necessary. All other relationships are 
mentioned directly at some point in the contemporary 
accounts, or can be readil.y deduced. The cost of 
ivory is based upon the reported experiences of the 
:five sailors of the GOOD HOPE. The maximum amount of 
copper available to them would seem to have been 
J40 lbs. A little of this was used to employ labour, 
but most of the remainder was used in acquiring some 
:} tons or 6,000 l.bs. o:f ivory. '!'his gives a maximum 
ratio of 1 lb. of copper to 17.6 l.bs. of ivory. Even 
if the figures on which the calculation is based were 
relatively inaccurate, the margin :for error would 
seem such as to allow the conclusion presented above. 

10Jin addition to the material.s presented in the chapter,:.JS
o
�rury, .Madagascar, p. 445; Dampier, Voya.ges, pp.297
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The accounts cast little light on the problem 

of technological innovation in the sphere of agricultural 

production, except to confirm the use of a form of 

grain storage which probably had an ancient origin in 

the area; 

"They preserve their corn in 
cavities under ground, where it 
keeps good and free from 
weavils for years". 104 

Maize may have been part of the subsistence base, as it 

had become further to the south t though it was still 

too scarce and too precious to feature in the barter 

trade with European visitors.105 It is not clear

whether iron-hoes as well as iron-hatchets were now in 

general use. 

The basic political as well as production w1it 

was still the homestead, described variously as the 

'village' or 'kraal', and dominated by its male 

proprietor; 

""fhey live together in small villages,
and the oldest man governs the rest, 
for all that live together are of 
kin, and therefore they submit to 
his government". 106 

The division of labour was still primarily sexual, 

within the homestead; 

"the men keeping to their employment 
and the women to theirs".107 

One visitor thought that there were no specialist arts 

or trades beyond the homestead, though no detailed 

account exists of any major state in the central zone 

· d lOB 'I'he . f t k b th 1in the perio . precise orm a en y e sexua 

l0
4

Bird, Annals, i:46; Theal, History and Ethnography,
II:J04. 

io5Two kinds of grain are usually mentioned; millet 
and •corn' or 'guinea corn'. The latter was used 
especially for bread; see especially Dampier, Voyages, 
pp.298-9. 'Guinea corn' is one of the many problematic 
grain terms which occur in the historical record of 
Africa. Jeffreys generally thought it to be a name 
for •sorghum', and l have interpreted it in this 
way here, though he also cites an example where the 
term seems to have been used for 1 maize 1

• Joffreys 
adds to the conclusion by asserting, without any 
evidence, that the •Zulus' had maize before 1450!; 
H.u.w. Jeffreys, "The origin of the Portuguese word
'Zaburro' as their name for maize·•, Bulletin de l,
I.F.A.N., series B, x�x l1957J pp.113,116,134.
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division of l.abour is not entirely clear • .ln at least 

part of the central zone, however, cows were milked by 

f lk 1 09 - -h. . d . . . 1 the women o • ·.1.: is is a J. vision of abour which

reflects either th7 underemployment of the womenfolk 

in other spheres, which seems highly unlikely in view 

of the flourishing agricultural production in which 

women were almost certainly involved; or that there 

were now substantial demands on the labour-time of the 

menfolk beyond the homestead. 

lieyond the homestead was an intermediate level 

of political power, for the people were generally 

"submissive to a chief". 110 

Not all the people who owed allegiance to such a chief, 

would have been members of the clan or kin-group which 

may have formed the nucleus of the membership of a 

chiefdom • .Lt was very much a political community; a 

th th . l . f k . 1 l l S hstate ra er an a simp e grouping o in. uc 

powerholders were recognised by visitors in the period 

by the amount of wealth they displayed in the form 

of metal ornaments, by their bearing, and by the size 

of' the retinue which escorted them.112 One such man

must have dealt with the JJutch Company in the 1689 

transaction involving the 'purchase' of 'Port 1�atal'. 
11J

A later encounter with the son of' this powerholder 

indicated that such chie:fdoms now remained in the hands 

of the same rul.ing lineage from one generation to the 

next, unless the pattern was violently overthrown. it 

106nampier, Voyages, p.JOO.

109Ibid.Elsewhere, possibly further south, men undertook
milking; Bird, Annals, I:J1. 

1lOJ.S. Christopher, Natal, Description, pp.16-17.

111wilson, "i';guni", pp.116-118.

112For one such encounter, see above p.2,34.

113see above pp.227-8.
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also indicated that the transaction had not involved 

a transfer of the total complex of property rights in 

land, but the acceptance by the powerholder of the 

Dutch Company as his personal vassal, together with 

the extension of the immunities and obligations that 

this entailed. The son repudiated the arrangement of 

his father. 114

'l'here are also indications of the persistence 

of a Feudal paramowitcy over and above the individual 

chiefdoms in the period. it was the land of the 1 Emboes' 

- of the 1 .Nbo', 115 which Bryant and Theal respectively

equated with the late 16th century paramountcy of 

•V b ' 116
am e • 

It is difficult to assess the level of the 

contradictions within the social formation of the 

central zone, which had been reached by 1750. A 

considerable increase in the incidence of commodity 

production and exchange seems to have taken place, 

relative to the situation prevailing in earlier periods. 

Yet there are signs that this had yet to place any 

substantial burden on the pattern of homestead food 

production. which was clearly in a flourishing state. 

·i·here may have been some tension between the 

chiefdoms beneath the paramountcy, over the 

of' the extraction of surplus from the commerce 

through their respective territories, though even 

is not mentioned directly in the contemporary 

'.fhe primary contradiction may not in fact have 

internal at all, but have existed between the 

paramountcy which dominated the central zone, and 

paramountcies which were competing for dominance o

the northern zone. Reasons for this tension will 

114Bird, Annals, i:55,59.

115see above pp.208-9 and n.

116see above p.88, and Theal, History and Eta'1.ography,
I:55,J5J-9; II:J02. 
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discussed below. There is some evidence of it in the 

fears o:f some Delagoa people who :featured in a curious 

incident at 'Port �atal' in 1719, involving an �'nglish 

slaving vessel; 

ncaptain White put on shoar here six 
natives of Dillagoe, which he took 
with him the :former voyage: They had 
two or three Kings' dominions to go 
through, be:fore they came to their 
own country, and were in some fear 
they might be intercepted: The 
Captain gave them guns, ammunition, 
hatchets, and brass collars". 117 

In the period 1680 to 1750, the commodity 

production and exchange components o:f the economy o:f the 

northern zone, beyond the �i:folozi, also increased in 

intensity and complexity. Both these developments were 

closely related to changes in the level and pattern of 

demand for south-east African commodities and marlcets 

amongst the merchant powers which controlled the 

principal lndian ucean trading :fleets. 

Involvement in the commerce o:f eastern Africa, 

and especially in the ivory trade, was important to 

�uropean merchant interests, because they :found it 

extremely di:f:ficult to trade low quality European 

manufactures in exchange :for cloth, pepper and other 

products o:f the Lndian sub-continent. A costly trans:fer 

o:f bullion was sometimes the only way access could be 

gained to these important commodities.118 The Portuguese

had largely been able to avoid the dirficulty by 

trading ivory :from eastern Africa to India, where it 

was highly valued as a raw material for a number o:f 

. d t . 119 tluxury in us ries. �ow other European merchan 

interests sought to follow a similar pattern. 

117urury, ,·iadagascar, -p.445.

118For most o:f the second half o:f the 16th century, for
example, the Malabar pepper traders re:fused to accept 
payment in anything other than gold; �oxer, Portuguese 
Seaborne Empire, p.60. See also .tlrian Gardner, '.1he 
East India Company (Rupert Hart-Davis, 1971) p.'li-57 

119
rt was used in particular :for the manufacture of hindu
marriage bracelets. A:frican ivory was valued over and 
above the Asian variety, because it was softer and 
therefore easier to carve. 



'!'hey were doing li -ctle more than trying to capture an 

existine Indian Ocean commerce from the Portuguese, in 

the same way that the t'ortuguese had captured it from 

the Arabs more than a century before. At various times 

before 1750, English, Dutch and French interests all 

came to be involved.•Pirates' were also active. 

So far as south-east Africa was concerned, the 

main focus of attention was Delagoa Bay, where the 

t'ortuguese were known to have enjoyed a prosperous 

commerce since early in the 16th century. The interest 

shown in 'Port Natal', and which has already been 

described, was essentially a spillover from this. �nglish 

vessels visited Delagoa Bay as early as 1597, and began 

to trade for ivory there from 1650. 120 '.1.'hey were

especially active after 1680. 
121 In the face of this

competition, the t'ortuguese maintained their pattern of 

biennial trading visits to the �ay only with increasing 

difficulty; and in 170J, after the pangayo for the year 

1692 had been destroyed in the Bay by a .r•rench privateer, 
122

they abandoned their seaward interest altogether. 

120.::,mith, The Struggle f'or Control of' .Southern t,,1ozambique,

p.J8; 'l'heal, Records, v:296; Beginning, p.J85.

121na.mpier, Voyages, pp.296-7; tlamilton, East .Lndies,
I.15-17; Robert Everard, nA relation of three years
sufferings of Robert Everard upon the coast of Affada
near Nadagascar in a voyage to India in the year 1686",
in Awnsham Churchill, ed., A Collection of Voyages and
Travels, 6 vols. (London, 1704-J2J, VI:259-60; "ird,
Annals, I:24-6,31,33; Theal, Beginning, pp.405-7,414;
Histor* and Bthnography, II:295; Smith, op.cit., esp.

pp.JS, J-4,58,61-2. 

122oampier, op.cit., pp.296-7; Theal, Hecords, V:295-7;
Beginning, pp.406-7; History and BthnographY, iI:299; 
Portuguese, p.272; Smith, op.cit., p.4o.
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Subsequently the Portuguese concentrated on developing 

the northern port of lnhambane, and relied on an 

overland route to tap the trade between Delagoa Bay 

and points in the hinterland of south-east Africa.123

After a period in which uelagoa Bay was an 'open 

port', the Uutch East India Company finally followed 

up an early interest,124 by establishing a permanent

factory at the Bay in 1721.125 This was abandoned in

1730, and Uelagoa Hay once more reverted to the status 

of an 'open port' for the duration of the period under 

consideration in this chapter. 

Alan Smith has already discussed these patterns 

in detail, and no attempt will be made to duplicate his 

work here.126 
The aim of the following discussion will

rather be to try set the patterns of commodity exchange 

associated with these developments, beside other changes 

taking place in the social formation of the northern 

zone, and to examine the extent to which the contradictions 

implicit in the socia.1 formation were tending to 

produce a general �eudal crisis. 

12Jsmith, The �truggle for Control of �outhern Nozambique,
pp.40,77-114. The Portuguese apparently continued to 
maintain an active interest in the internal and 
external politics of the Bay, and their diplomatic 
activity was influential in the prevention of the 
English East India Company £rom establishing a presence 
there; Tileal, Beginning, p.414. 

124As early as 1653, Jan Van Riebeeck, the Dutch East
lndia Company's managing agent at the Cape, had 
suggested fitting out a ship to sail up the south
east coast of Africa, to search for the source of 
the go1d, ivory, ebony and slaves which were thought 
to come from these parts; Andrew Smith, Andrew Smith 
and J.�atal : Documents Kelating to the Early History 
of the Province, ed. P.R. Kirby {Cape To,m: Van Riebeeck 
Society, 1955) pp.172-J. For later uutch interest see 
Ibid., pp.158-9; and above p.226. 

125For the history of the Dutch factory see Andrew �mith,
op.cit., pp.159,174; Theal, Beginning, pp.414-5,419; 
History and Ethnography, II:461,467-8,471,479; PortuguesE 
pp.272-J; Alan Smith, The Struggle for Control •••• , 
pp.49-111,154-5. 

126Alan Smith, The Struggle for Control of �outhern
.i•1ozambique; "'l'rade as a factor"; "Delae;oa lay and the 
trade of south-east Africa". 



unlike areas further to the south, the social 

formation of the northern zone came to be fraught with 

contradictions in the period between about 1680 and 1750 • 

.e·our sets of contradictions can be identified which were 

associated in various ways with the 9owmodity production 

and excha age components of the economy. i"irst, a set 

associated with the relationship between the uelagoa 

middlemen and the emerging world Gapitalist economy. The 

second set derived from the relationship between the 

Delagoa middlemen states, and powerholders located in the 

interior of south-east Africa. The third derived from 

the antagonistic interests of the l!.'uropean merchants and 

the interior ivory suppliers on the one hand, and the 

Delagoa middlemen on the other. �he fourth and final set 

of commodity production and exchange contradictions, 

stemmed from the antagonistic element in the relationship 

between �uropean merchants and Delagoa middlemen on the 

one hand, and those in the hinterl.and of' south-east Africa 

engaged in manu:facturing industry on the other. 

The first set of contradictions included those 

which stemmed f'rom the struggles being £ought out amongst 

the various geo-political. sectors of' European merchant 

Capital. The confused picture of conflict and change 

involving Portuguese, 11:nglish, Dutch and 1''rench interests 

at velagoa Bay in the period, has already been described.127

::;truggl.es being fought out within these geo-pol.itical. 

sectors, between various groups of merchants, was also a

factor which helped to generate this :first set of
. 128

contradictions • 

.n further £actor was change in the overall political 

economy of Imperialism, and in its specific national

sectors. Change of' this kind brought important structural

changes in patterns of supply and demand at the Bay.

127see above pp.241-2.

128i"iost of the English ships which visted the Bay were
'privateers' and therefore in competition. Even the 
Portuguese interest was divided; 'J.'heal, Records, VIII: 
405-6,416; ;:,mith, Struggle for Control of Southern
Mozambique, pp.20J-4.
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A situation in which European merchants simply replaced 

Arab predecessors in undertaking bilateral trade between 

powerholders in Af'rica and India, gave way to a more 

complex pattern. The political economies of the Portu6ruese, 

Dutch,and .t!,Uglish empires, came to include pl.antation 

agricultural components which required slave labour. 

Delagoa Bay was one of the ports from which a supply of 

slaves came to be demanded.129 A demand was a1so instituted

for a range of other commodities,on a more or less 

experimental basis, over and above the continuing demand 

for ivory and ambergris. This was especially the case 

during the era of the i>utch factory at the Bay.130 There

was also a shift in patterns of supply. Indian cloth and 

beads came to be augmented and eventually replaced by 

European manufactures; notabl.y beads and copper and brass 

ornaments. 'i"he English appear to have played a leading 

part in altering the range of goods available for import 
1 "1 through the Bay, J though the era of simple bilateral 

trading of European manufactures for raw materials 

produced in Africa was still some way off. A complex 

pattern of international commerce came into operation, 

which inc1uded south-east Africa as one leg of its 

� 1 t. 132
network oi re a ions. 

129smith, Struggle for Control. of Southern Hozambique,
p.68. It was not a·major slaving port in the period.

1JOFor ivory and ambergris see Everard, "Sufferings", p.259; 
Hamilton, East Indies, I:15-17; Smith, op.cit., pp.49-52, 
61-2,72. Exports from Delagoa Bay in the Dutch period
included ivory, ambergris, aloes (a plant species from
which a purgative drug was extracted), gold, tin, copper,
oil (which may have been from the sesame plant or from
whales which are kno,m to have been hunted later in
the century), and slaves; Andrew Smith, Andrew Smith
and Natal, p.174; Theal, Beginning, p.418; History and 
Ethnography, II:467-8,479; Alan Smith, Struggle for 
control o-f Southern �\1.ozambique, pp.49-52,61-2,72. When 
the Dutch withdrew, the market in most of these 
commodities,apart from ivory and ambergris, collapsed. 

1J1By the early 18th century, for example, the Portuguese
at lnhambane were offering Venetian beads; Alan Smith, 
Struggle for Control of Southern Hozambique, P.74. Brass 
appears to have been a speciality of the English; Ibid., 
pp.JS,164. It is important not to anticipate the date 
when some European manufactures were important in the 
trade of south-east Africa. In the .IJutch period, copper 
imported in �uropean vessels to Delagoa Bay was 
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Though these :fluctuations in the pattern of supply 

and demand amongst the European merchant interests trading 

to Delagoa Bay,opened up a range of' new opportunities for 

the Delagoa middlemen, it also meant that they were 

subjected to a rang·e of new pressures. These emanated 

both from the fluctuations within the emerging world 

t,;apitalist economy, and from tho struggles fought out 

amongst the various geo-political and economic segr.1.ents 

within it. So far as the .uelagoa states were concerned, 

unlike the long period of' Portuguese dominance o:f the 

carrying function to and :from the Bay, almost nothing 

could now be relied upon. i.t ·was dif'f'icult to know when 

ships would call, how many there would be, what they would 

require and have to offer, and what kind o:f pricing 

limits would prevail. An altogether di:f:ferent structure 

of commerce was involved in the period of the permanent 

vutch :factory, than in the periods when uelagoa was an 

•open' port • .1.-.0 sooner were patterns of' relations

adjusted to deal with one situation, than a new one was

brought into operation • .1·he general contradiction of

Imperialism, that between 'metropolis' and 'periphery',

was imported into the south-east African context.

as Delagoa states manot.\11vred in attempts to come 

to terms with these opportunites and pressures, tensions

amongst them sometimes spilled over into conflict, 

and occasional confrontations with European merchant 

thought,by the uelagoa middlemen, to be inferior to 
that produced by their interior suppliers - though 
it may perhaps have been 'cheaper;; Alan Smith, Struggle 
for Control of' Southern r-iozambique, p.50. The cloth 
which commanded a high price at uelagoa Bay in 1718 
was still. 'coarse• Cambay (which is to say Indian) 
c1oth; Hamilton, East Indies, I:17. 

1,;2'l'he network involved calls in the European metropolis, 
A:frica/r-.adagascar, .lndia/East .1.ndies, West Indies/north 
America, and back to the metropolis. The pattern is 
discernible, together the commodities associated with

the respective ports of call, in the voyages planned by 
some of the English ships of' the periodo 'l'he BAUDEi�, out 
from �ngland, called first at Delagoa LJay for ivory. 
'l'his was to be sold in .Lndia, a:fter which a call. was to 
be made at Nadagascar :for 'blacks'. 'l'hese were to be 
sold as slaves at Archin - a leading port on the island 
of Sumatra, and a staging point for the uutch East 
Indian Empire• '.L'he ship was then to return to lndia 
presumably for cloth or pepper to be sold in the metropolis 
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interests are also recordect.133

'l'he second set of contradictions associated with 

commodity exchange in the period, was generated by the 

relationship between the coastal middlemen, and states 

located in the hinterland 0£ south-east Af'rica. These 

states sought to control and benefit from the flow of ivory 

to the Delagoa Bay middlemen. One group was located onl.y 

a little way into the hinterland o:f the Bay, in positions 

�heal, Records, V:407. See also Boxer, �ortuguese 
Seaborne Emnire, pp.42-J; Dutch Seaborne Empire, PP• 
154,198; Dampier, Voyages, pp.9,84-104. The CAPTAIN

lfYN�FORD, having loaded salted beef at 'Port Natal', 
sailed for "Mozambique, Madagascar or India""; Bird, 
Annals, I:,34. The GOOD HOPE, a:fter repairs due to its 
running aground on entering 'Port Natal', sailed :from 
south-east Africa to trade on the east African coast 
some JOO miles beyond �,ozambique. 1'""'rom here it was 
planned to proceed to Nadagascar, where it was planned 
"to take in slaves". These were to be sold in the 
West Indies; Bird, op.cit., I:34. For other voyages 
which illuminate :further the general pattern of �'nglish 
commerce in the period see Bird, op.cit., I:25-6; 
Secord, Robert Drury's Journal. For a fascinating 
record of' slaving at Madagascar in the period see Drury, 
Madagascar. 'J.'he (;ape sometimes also featured as a port 
of' call on voyages of' this kind. With the permission 
of the local �ouncil of the vutch East lndia Company, 
£or example, f'reemen at the Cape in the 1680s bought 
slaves who had been shipped from Madagascar in the 
English ship FRANCES; Bird, op.cit., I:26. Black slaves 
were also employed aboard ships of the Dutch East 
India Company at the time. ·fhe mate's boy of the 
S'l'AVENISSE was one; Hird, op.cit., I:49. 

1.3.3smith, Struggle :for Control. of Southern .1.•1ozambique, 
pp.5J-4,58,67-8,78,108. 



ideal for the interception of goods passing along the 

major trade routes to the Day. Clashes between the 0elaeoa 

middlemen and powerholders of this kind sometimes 

occurred. 1J4

Further inland were located numbers of chie:fdoms 

which controlled territory through which passed major 

trade routes linking the Bay and points far in the 

interior. 'l'hey extracted tolls and customs dues, insisted 

that their followers undertook for payment the carrying 

function through their respective territories, and 

otherwise sought to benefit from the passage of commerce. 

All these activities made inroads into the margins of 

profit accruing to the Delagoa middlemen. Since the 

trade routes from the southern side of the Bay seem to 

have reached almost to the Cape, and passed through a 

succession of such chiefdoms, the inroads must have 

amounted to a considerable totai.135

At various points in the interior were located 

the principal trading partners of the respective Delagoa 

middlemen. These undertook the collection of ivory from 

the direct producers, and the organisation of its 

supply to the Bay, in return for the imported trade goods 

supplied by the middlemen. At the furthest point of 

complex trading networks, there was considerable scope 

for disagreement over pricing. These interior suppliers 

134For an example to the north-west of the Bay see Alan
Smith, The ;:,truggl.e for Control of Southern :Mozambique, 
p.68.

135For some late 16th century examples of such inroads 
see above pp.14J-5. For an 18th century example of 
tolls being collected along major river routes see 
Smith, op.cit., p.184. A nwnber of pieces of evidence 
point to the existence of trade routes linking the 
Day to points far to the south. For example, a 1688 
report spoke of the Portuguese buying ivory at the Bay 
which had originated as far south as St. Lucia nay; 
Theal, History and Ethnography, II:299. The 80 
survivors of the English ship JOHA.Ni'4A, wrecked on the 
coast near Delagoa Bay in 1683, were able to get a ·  
succession of porters and guides,in return for payment, 
who accompanied them on their chosen journey southwards. 
�ome of these survivors eventually reached the Cape; 
.Hamilton, East Indies, I:15; .l:3ird, Annuls, I:24-5 • 
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were constantly on the lookout for opportunities to 

free themselves from dependence upon the middlemen. To 

take an extreme example, they were no doubt willing 

partners in the opening up of a new trade route through 

'Port �atal' in the period between about 1680 and 1730. 

The general contradiction between the interests 

of the middlemen and those of interior powerholders, is 

clearly evident in the prevailing patterns of struggle 

and confrontation in the period. uuring the vutch period, 

it was reported that the middlemen often went to war 

to prevent 'inlanders' trying to deal directly with 

Europeans. 
136 The abrupt cessation of trading t11rough

'Port �atal• may have been the result of just such a 

military operation. lf so, it would have involved a 

thrust deep into the central zone, and thus deep into 

the territory of the chiefdoms of the Vambe paramountcy. 

In the 1750s, the people of Tembe would not attempt 

to penetrute the blockade mounted by interior powerholders! 37

By the same token, inland traders were not allowed 

through to trade directly with ships at the Bay. 138

'l'he third set of commodity exchange contradictions 

concerned the combined interest of' European merchants 

and interior states, in outflanking and ultimately 

destroying the niddlemen. 'l'he development of 'Port Natal' 

by English commercial interests was perhaps the most 

spectacular of the moves in this direction. During the 

Dutch period, an attempt was made in 1726 to survey the 

136Alan Smith, "Trade as a factor", p.182.

1J7Ibid.; Smith, Struggle for Control of Southern
Mozambique, p.79.

1 38smith, struggle for Control, pp.SJ-4.
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Maputo River leading into the southern interior• but 

the Dutch were never al.lowed to open up an overland 

route with 'hatal•.139

Cl.ashes sometimes occurred between the middlemen, 

and the crews of European merchant vessel.s which refused 

to accept the terms of trade at the Bay, and tried to 

turn them in their favour by the use of force • .l.n 1687, 

for example, the captain of the English vessel BAUDE.1.'I 

found that his trade goods would only procure two tons 

of ivory from the middlemen. A sloop was launched from 

the ship to try to penetrate the middlemen's blockade 

of the rivers leading inland to the sources of the 

ivory supply which reached the Bay. When the sloop was 

driven back to the ship after rough treatment at the 

hands of the middlemen, the captain adopted a fresh 

strate::nr. Some 'captains' and their followers from a 

particular middleman chiefdom were lured aboard the 

BAUDE.i.'i, whereupon they were imprisoned in irons until 
. f th . 140more ivory was or ... coming. 

�he fourth set of contradictions related to 

commodity exchange followed from the conflict of interest 

between manufacturing groups in the interior, and the 

cor:1bina tion of European merchants and Delagoa middlemen. 

It was a set of' contradictions which to some extent 

overlapped with other sets and added a further degree o� 

complexity to the overall situation. ·i·he import of' 

European manufactures, notably copper ornaments, 

threatened the position of those powerholders in the 

interior who controlled the local production and 

distribution of such items. in so far as European imports 

were cheaper and more accessible to the Delagoa middlemen, 

1.:39Alan Smith, �truggle :for Control of Southern .Mozambique,
pp. 88-9; Andrew Smith, Andrew Smith and 1'1a tal, p. 160 •. 

140 Everard, "Sufferings", p.260. For hints of other 
examples of similar incidents see above p.240; and 
Alan Smith, op.cit., p.58. 
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1ocal industries in the interior were threatened with 

'underdevelopment•. 

'  .t.'hese complex sets of' contradictions within the 

commodity production and exchange components of' the 

economy of the northern zone, could only be contained 

by a centralisation of political and economic sovereignty. 

A surrender of sovereignty to the level of' the 

paramountcy was inevitable if the position of members 

of the various competing aristocracies were not to be

swept aside by more fundamental pressures for change. 

"Y 1730,the need for this was clearly recognised by the 

commander of the Dutch factory at Uelagoa bay. A 

political and military programme which would lead to 

Dutch dominance of the region was proposed. His Dutch 

superiors had neither the resources nor the will to 

undertake such a task, and withdrew the Uutch presence 
141 altogether. A transition to Absolutism tlllder the

hegemony of the LJUtch East �ndia Company was not to be. 

A range o� contradictions also flowed from the 

subsistence component of' the economy of' the northern 

zone. The subsistence base of' the northern zone was 

stiLl in a state of crisis. The �o�AVENTURA found cattle 

too expensive to purchase at LJelagoa Hay in 1686.
142

Provisions were said to be very expensive by tne crew of' 

a vessel which visited the Bay in 1688. 143 The .Dutch

found that 1oca1 peasant production was insuf'f'icient 

to furnish the subsistence needs of' their f'actory, and 

food had to be imported by ship. 144 
The Dutch set about 

plantation agriculture themselves, seemingly relying 

141smith, Struggle for Gontrol of Southern Mozambique, 
pp.108-111. 

142. . d Ann 1 .tS1r , a s,
II:29.5. 

.i:31,JJ; '.i'heal, History and Ethnography, 

143smith, op.cit., p.45.

144Ibid., p.51. Even local people themselves were in
dire straits. 
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on forced labour recruited and controlled by local 

powerholders. Up to 500 people, mainly women and 

children, were employed in the fields in any one day. 

Even so, the agricultural experiments of the Dutch seem 

to have enjoyed little success.145

·1·he contradictions which flowed from the commodity

exchange component of' the economy, and those which 

stemmed from the subsistence component, interacted to 

produce a general contradiction in the social formation 

as a whole. The wretched subsistence base of parts of 

the northern zone, was incapable of supporting the 

complex superstructure needed by the commodity exchange 

component of the economy. The contradiction was 

exacerbated as an increasing proportion of the labour

time of the peasantry was directed by powerholders to 

be committed to military service, porterage, the 

carriage of messages, the loading and unloading of 

ships, commodity production, manufacturing, the operation 

and maintenance of the canoes which plied alont; the 

major rivers, and to labour on the 0utch plantations. 

lt was a general �nntradiction which loose patterns of 

social relationships characteristic of the epoch of 

Peudalism could not contain. A major readjustment in 

the social formation was required if the respective 

aristocracies of the northern zone were not to be 

confronted with a popular social revolutionary 

movement. A partial sacrifice of sovereignty to the 

apex, which is to say a transition to Absolutism, proved 

to be the manner in which these structural contradictions 

were to be contained. 

145 smith, Struggle for Control of �outhern Nozambique, 
pp.51-6,67-8,87. �t is di£ficult to work out exactly 
the form of labour relationship involved. lt seems 
that each day's labour force was recruited and 
supplied by a local chief. �ot only he, but also a 
regional powerholder above him had the power to 
suspend the supply at any time, and there is no 
indication of the uutch being able to recruit directly. 
Daily rations were provided, and wages paid in beads 
according to a scale which discriminated in favour of 
men. �t is not clear whether these wages were paid 
direct to the labourers, or to those who supplied the 
labour. it is certain, however, that both the local 
and regional chiefs claimed at least some proportion 
0£ these payments. 



PART THREE : 

THE TRANS.['1'IO.N TO ABSOLUTISM 



VIII 

A NOTE ON THE CONCEPT 0,:- A.USOLUTISM 

"efore discussing the origins of 'Absolutism' in 

south-east Africa, some introduction of the concept itself 

is probably necessary. 

'Absolutism' is usually a term loosely applied to 

characterise a certain kind of political society presided 

over by a number of European monarchs at various points in 

time between the 16th and early 20th centuries. As such 

it has often been taken to be a generic term characterising 

an era if not a social epoch in the history of Europe -

the 1 A60 of Absolutism 1 • 

As Perry Anderson has recently reminded us so 

forcefully, however, the emergence of Absolutism at a 

particular staee of European history, and more locally at 

various points in time within it, was not accidental. 

Absolutism forms an important stage in social evolutions. 

As such it is capable of an\..indeed demands careful 

structural analysis in the manner of other important 

stages of social evolution.1

Absolutism originally interested Marx and Engels in 

so far as it appeared to form an important transitional 

stage in European history between the social epochs of 

Feudalism and Capitalism. Most Marxists would now agree 

with this, though there remains considerable disagreement 

not. only about the precise nature of Absolutism, but also 

on its relative importance in the overall picture of this 

½>erry Anderson, Linea
,

es of the Absolutist State
(New Left Books, 1974 pp.9-2J esp. 
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transition. In a recent collection of' essays which 

purport to examine the question of the transition from 

Feudalism to Capitalism� essentially in Europe, the 

concept of Absolutism is not mentioned at all.2

A start in unravelling the confusion surrounding 

the employment of the term, and identifying its place in 

structural analysis of historical change, may be"'� ½

isolating some of the more superficial characteristics 

which appear to distinguish Absolutism from the social 

epoch of' Feudalism. These appear to include the 

development of standing armies and a general escalation 

of war; the beginnings o-r •national' taxation which is 

to say taxation of the populace levied directly by the 

apex; moves towards a unified commodity market; the 

erosion of' vassal-clientage, which is to say the erosion 

of' intermediate levels of sovereignty based upon personal 

dependence; the increasing ranee and scope of inter-state 

diplomacy; codification of the law; and the development 

of perm8nent bureaucracies attached to the state in various 

spheres of socic:il life including administration, police, 

the church, the law and the military.3

In structural terms two fwidament;:il readjustments of 

the pattern of social relations characteristic of Feudalism 

were involved. ¥irst, there took place a partial surrender 

of political sovereignty by the 1''eudul aristocracy to the 

monarchy, or, as it has been characterised here, to the 

paramountcy at the apex, ·.1.'here took place 

"a displacement of politico-legal 
coercion upwards towards a centralized, 
militarized summit - the Absolutist State. 
Diluted at village level, it became 
concentrated at 'national' level."4 

2Eugene Kamenka and R.S.�eale, ed., Feudalism,
Capitalism and Beyond (Edward Arnold, 1975)0 

3Kar1 .Marx, The Civil War in France, in i•1arx and Engels, 
Selected Works in One volume, p.389; 
Anderson, Lineages of the Absolutist State pp.17, 29-39 
and passim, Hindess and Hirst, Pre-Capitalist Modes of 
Production, pp.299-JOl,307. 

4 Anderson, op.cit., p.19. 
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The second feature was a partial surrender of 

economic sovereie-nty to the apex. The notion of 

•national' taxation and standing armies implied direct

levies by the apex on the labour-time or the peasantry,

rather than indirectly through various .levels of

intermediate sovereignty. The new-fowid politico-legal

powers of the apex were underpinned by a greater capacity

to extract economic surplus.

The important point is that this surrender of 

sovereignty to the apex was partial, especially in the 

economic sphere. The Feudal aristocracy retained a 

sufficient grasp on the state apparatus and on the modes 

of surplus extraction for it to be regarded as continuing 

as the dominant class in the social formation.5

This line of continu:i ty has led ·writers to conclude 

that the changes takinr; place took the form of an important 

social readjustment, uut not a social revolution. This is 

certainly an important aualification but need not lead 

to the conclusion that the changes involved were insufficient 

to warrant their being taken to represent an important 

stage in social development. Even though it may not be 

possible to regard Absolutism as a completely new mode of 

production, the change from a situation of loose feudal 

para1:.10W1tcy to one of c>_bsolute monarchy, coupled with 

changes in the pattern of the ben�fici8ries of surplus 

expropriation, will be regarded here as forms appropriate 

to a new social epoch, and one which need not lead 

inexorably to Capitalism. 

The question remains as to why this pattern of changes 

took place in Europe. The notion of social readjustment 

rather than of social revolution suggests that the changes 

represented an attempt to cope with an emerging pattern of 

contradictions within the social formation of Europe 

immediately prior to the 16th century. it was an attempt 

to resolve a crisis of Feudalism short of the total 

overthrow of the ruling class which benefitted from the 

feudal mode of production. 

5Anderson, Lineages of the Absolutist State,p.18 



There would appear to be two main positions in the 

debate surrounding the question of the nature of the feudal 

crisis in Europe. One school of thought stresses the 

internal contradiction between the interests of the 

peasantry and those of the landed aristocracy. A peasant 

revival threatened the class position of the aristocracy 

which was obliged to resort to new methods, and to 

surrender a portion of sovereignty to the apex in order 

to contain it.6

The second position stresses an external contradiction. 

This was the interpenetration of Feudalism with commodity 

production and exchange. The new social forms were an 

attempt to contain this b\lrgeoning contradiction. In an 

early formu1ation expressed in class terms, Absolutism 

was 

"an equilibrium between the landowning 
aristocracy and the bourgeoisie." 7 

Arguing along the same lines, but without specifying the 

particular class characteristics of the contradiction, 

Althusser has argued in geueral terms that Absolutism 

represents an attempt to contain the various antagonisms 

inherent in the overall contradiction between patterns o:f 

social relations appropriate to Feudalism and patterns of 

social relations required by the expansion of commodity 

production and exchange. Thus 

"The political regime of the absolute 
monarchy is only the new political 
:form needed for the maintenance of 
feudal domination and exploitation 
in the period o:f development o:f a 
commodity economy." 8 

6Anderson, Lineages of the Absolutist State, pp.18-19.

7Frederick Engels, Zur Wohnungs:frage, cited by .Anderson, 
Lineages of the Absolutist State, p.16.

8 

See also Enge1s, Origin of the Family, Private Property 
and the State, in Marx and Engels, Selected Works in 
One volume,p.588, cited by Anderson, op.cit., p.15 

Louis Althusser, Montesquieu, Le Politigue et l'Histoire 
(Paris, 1969) p.117, cited by Anderson, Lineages of the 
Absolutist State p.19. 
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Broadly speaking, it is this formulation which will be 

applied to the south-east �frican situa�ion. 

Once an Absolute form of society has begun to be 

brought into existence, three lines of' development would 

appear to be possible. First, a stabilisation of Absolutism 

may be achieved. In this case, as in many parts of 

bUrope, the social climate is created for vast areas of 

cultural achievement and technological innovation, often 

under the direct patronage of the Absolutist State. At 

the same time the way is cleared for the gradual evolution 

of a bourgeois form of society. 

The second possible line of development stems from 

one of the major contradictions inherent in the Absolute 

form itself. There is always a dan�er that the social 

readjustment needed to bring about the transition to 

Absolutism will proceed too far, and will spill over into 

social revolution, sweeping aside the feudal aristocracy 

and cementing an essentially despotic relationship between 

a subject popul�ce and the ruler at the apex. A transition 

to Despotism is possible because, in attempting to 

contain the feudal crisis, the aristocracy is obliged to 

deliver into the hands of the state the tools which could 

be employed in its 01.·m rlestruc tion as a class. 9

The third conceivable line of development could stem 

from the inability of Absolutism to control all. the internal 

and external contradictions inherent in the particular 

social formation. In this case it is neither able to 

stabilise itself, nor achieve a satisfactory tr2.nsition 

to Despotism. In such circumstances Absolu�ism would 

crumble into its constituent parts which would then be 

realigned in articulation with the dominant element in the 

overall pattern of contradictions. J.n the European instance, 

9perhaps this is the place for 'Oriental Despotism' and 
the 'Asiatic Mode of Production t in the structural 
sequence of social epochs. As has recently been pointed 
out by a number of writers, both concepts as currentl.y 
defined are little more than static residual categories. 
See_ especially Anderson, Lineages of the Absolutist State, 
pp.462-550; Hindess and Hirst, Pre-0apitalist Modes of 
Production, pp.178-220. 
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this involved a realignment under the hegemony of 

Capital1sm.10 It is this line of develo�nent which

appears particularly appropriate to an understanding of 

the south-east African situation, though there are clear 

indications of early attempts to guide the social formation 

along both of the alternative roads of development. 

The general remarks outlined in chapters I and IV, 

on the question of applying social categories outside 

the specific context in relation to which they were first 

evolved, may be taken as the writer's justification £or 

applying the concept of Absolutism to the African context. 

lOFor discussion of this line of development at 
theoretical level, see especially Hindess and 
Pre-Capitalist Modes of Production, p.J07 • 

a 
Hirst, 
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IX 

ORIGINS OF THE TRANSITION TO ABSOLUTISM 1750 - 1810 

Historians and others have long been concerned to 

.. 1 scribe and analyse the political changes which took place 

in south-east Africa in the later 18th and early 19th 

,:�nturies. Valuable though their accounts are, all f'all short 

,., f a chieving a thorough understanding o:f the changes invoJ.ved. 

1�0 main problems have hampered the achievement of such 

an understanding. First, the :focus of' the questions asked has 

been blurred or misdirected. 'J:he general problem is not, as 

in most of' these accounts, to explain the beginnings of state 

-formation in south-east Africa. In Marxist terms, the

principle of' the state had been present :for some tiIDB since

it forms but the active, conscious and official expression 

of the structure of a class society. 1 Even looked at f'rom

the point of' view of' non-Marxist sociology, state systems had 

.Long come into operation in the region. There were po.lities 

in which a body of persons had come to be equipped with the 

means to enforce rules binding on everyone who came under 

their jurisdiction, to settle disputes arising between them, 

to organise their defence against external. enemies, and to 

impose fines, taxes or other economic contributions upon 

them .2 As the discussion 0£ Magamma•s late 17th century

'Magosse 1 polity has indicated, the principle of' the state 

1 �arl Marx, _S_e_l_e_c_t_e_d __ w_r_i_t_i __ n�g=s_;;i;:.;n;.;:.._��;;,;,o;;..c=i-o;.;;l.;;.o
;;.Ji,lg14y_a=n;;.;;d;;._.;;;;S..;;o..;

c
;.;;1.;;.· a=l;.....;P;...h;.;;.;;i;..;;l;;,..o=s..;:

o
...,p __ h_y 

ed. and intro. T.B. Bottomore and M. Rubel, trans. �.tl. 

�ottomore (Pelican, 19631 p.223.
, 
- t'his ls more or less the de:fini tion of' the I state I advanced 
.in Lucy Mair, J!rimitive u-overnment (Pelican, 19641 p.11 •
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by 1750 was present in the social formation o:f the southern

zone of south-east Africa, as well as in areas further to 

the north. 

1he key task for the historian is then to explain 

how and why certain changes began to take place in the 

nature of the state in south-east Africa in the later 18th 

,:�entury, and why these changes appear not to have moved 

t)eyond the northern and central zones in the period.

The second weakness of the majority of works which 

,leal with the problem of political changes in south-east 

11frica in the later 18th and early 19th centuries, lies in 

rile manner in which the whole question of' socio-political. 

,. 11.ange is understood. An empirical approach is used. No 

.,.,  t-tempt is made to set the changes within a comparativ.e-

� tructural sequence of social epochs. Instead, particular 

:rorces are argued to have been the decisive causative £actors 

in bringing about. the pattern of changes. Amongst those 

which have been put forward are population pressure - linked 

t:,y someto the introduction o:f maize, by others to pressure 

,:,11 agricultural or grazing land; the development of l.ong-

,i l stance trade; the introduction of new weapons and new types

of warfare; the personal intellectual capacity, psychology 

or experience o:f individual hero figures such as Dingiswayo 

and Shaka; the use of systematic terror as an instrument of 

state policy £or the f'irst time; and the diffusion of 

political and military models drawn from other parts of Africa 

a:ad beyond.3 It can only be a matter of' time before the

incidence of drough� and the importance of iron technologie� 

are added to the list. 

Many, i:f not all these ±'actors may be of signif'icance. 

!hey are not necessarily mutually exclusive. Change in one

sector of society can rarely take place without setting in:

motion a chain of forces which will produce change in other

Jyor a brief review of the literature on this subject see 
Leonard Thompson, "The Zulu Kingdom and -Natal',,, in Oxford 
!.!i:.�;torY of South Africa, I:JJ6-J42.



sectors. A picture o:f the dynamic interdependence o:f these 

changes is therefore necessary. They need to be set within 

the overall context o:f crisis and change in a specific mode 

of production. 

The essence o:f the Feudal mode o:f production� which 

nominated most o:f south-east Africa in the years immediately 

before 1750, is the parce1lization o:f power amongst the 

various levels of'· the society such that the paramount., or 

-r:ne powerholder at the apex, is unabl.e to control. the 

labour-power o:f the peasantry directly, except in relation 

to his personal. dependants. It was this situation which 

hegan to break down a:fter 1750. 

In addition to the old-style geographical. expansion o:f 

�ontrol by powerholders at the various levels, at�empts wer� 

also being made in this period to render it. mo,re, absolute. 

An element may have been the attempt by intermediate 

powerholders to strengthen their hol.d ov.er the peasantry, 

though this is almost impossible to document. More evident, 

and perhaps of more significance,were the attempts of 

paramounts to :free themsel.ves :from the constraints imposed 

by the existence of' re1atively independent intermediate 

powerholders. A painful transition to the concentration of 

sovereignty at the apex was begun. Though never compJ.eted� 

and hard1y stabilised to any degree, it was to reach it� 

apogee in the shortlived Shakan state. 

It is in the nature of the· powerholder in all situations 

that he wiJ.]_ seek to prevent the erosion of his position, and,

where possible, extend and render more absolute the nature

of the power which he wields. Whether the powerholder in any 

situation is abl.e to attain these goals, and the extent of. 

his success or :failure, depends upon the complex of other 

forces operating in the situation. Thus the important question 

fn the south-east African situation is no� really why 

powerholders at: the apex took steps to render their power 

more absolute, but why some were successful and others not. 

The key to an understanding of' the contrasting outcome

of' such attempts in dif'f'erent parts of' south-east Africa, lies

in the uneven character of the social epoch of Feudalism in
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thP- i:-e.gion. By the second ha.lf' of' the 18th century, the 

social :formation of south-east Africa had not been 

:feudalised completely, or even everywhere to the same extent. 

Important variations still existed. As Marc Bloch would have 

anticipated from his studies of Feudalism in the European 

context, the picture must be 

"carefully shaded - by regions and by classes". 4 

The remainder of this chapter is concerned to show how

this uneven pattern led to an uneven transition to the social 

,�poch of Absolutism in south-east Africa. Each zone - northern., 

c�ntral, and southern - is considered in turn. 

The politics of the northern zone in the later 18th 

·>'ntury centred upon the Delagoa state of Tembe. For long

an important trading state, the period sawTU\� achieva;�

a position of' hegemony over all its rivals along the 

80 uthern littoral of the Bay; 

"Tembe commonly call'd the Great hath a 
large coW1try o:f what extent not known 
is the power:fullest captain o:f any about 
uela.g-oa; ••••••••••••• Nanice is the next 
to him in power tt . 5 

In. some cases, long and costly wars had been necessary to 

subdue opposition. Several campaigns spread through the 18th 

century, for example, had been necessary before Machavane.and

its close associate Inhaca were :forced to acknowledge Tembe

hegemony.6 Some of these states retained some semblance o:f

an individual identity, but acknowledged their dependence 

either by a transfer of tribute,or more directly by accepting 

the rule of member of the '1'embe royal :family. 7

Tembe expansion was not confined to the immediate 

shores o:f the Bay. A determined thrust was made into the 

southern interior. At· some point its .1!,'mpire came to comprise 

4Bloch, Feudal ,Societ�, I:71.

5,,�ir Penwell' s account o:f a visit to Delagoa Bay",. in. Theal, 
:Records, II:46.1. Penwell's account is undated, but has been 
�lttri"t)uted by Theal. to the late 18th century. Mani.ce was a 
powerholder on the northern shore of' the Bay. 

,.,. 

0Alan �mith, "The struggle for control o:f southern Mozambique,
pp.J1-J4,78,108,169,170-176,223. 

, 7 Ibid • , p • 17 0 • 
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some 27 provinces and to extend 200 miles into the int�rior. 

It was said to have been in a position to put 300,000 fighting 

men into the field when all the military ef:fectives :from 

its various vassals were mobilised.
8 

In addition, its 

trading and political embassies ranged even :further into 

the hinterland o:f the Bay • 

 Tembe expansion permitted some degree o:f political 

stability'·and rationalisation o:f exchange patterns to be 

brought about. The lack o:f these two conditions, and their 

own incapacity to achieve them, had been one o:f the :factors 

ieading to the Dutch withdrawai.9 Although it is di:fficult

to document, one element in the rationalisation may have 

been a reduction in the number o:f local tari:f:f barriers it 

was necessary :for the trading caravans to cross, and thus 

an easing o:f pressure on the pro:fit margins o:f those who 

remained to participate in these commercial relations. 'J:'he 

possibility o:f division o:f labour between the various 

chiefdoms which now comprised the Tembe Empire is also 

evidenced • Na:f:foorna, :for example, s·eems to have been 

especially well known :for its specialist "launce, hoe and 
10 

collar ma.1<ers". The raw materials :for these metal 

manu:facturing·industries were not produced or smel.ted at 

the Bay itself, .:for the cra:ftsmen worked their metals 
11 "cold with a hammer upon a stone". They were imported in

their expensive refined state :from places in the interior

on the margins o:f the Tembe Empire; 

''They have no minerals at Delagoa but 
what they purchase .:from a people that: 
live at eight days journey distance 
which is copper and iron". 12 

8Alan Smith, "Peoples o:f southern Mozambique", p.572; "''!'rade
as a factor", p.181; "PenweJ.l's account", in Theal, Records, 
II: l-t,61. 

9AJ.an Smith, "'The struggle :for control of southern Mozambique"
PP• 109-111. 

10"Penwell's account", op. cit., p.458. 'Launce' was one o:f
the contemporary terms used by European visitors to re:fer 
to the assagaio 'Collar' refers to the metal neck rings 
worn by importc:tnt people. 'Ma:f:fooma' is sometimes also 
rendered as 'M.t'u.mo ' · • 

11Ibid., p.461 ..

12Ibid., p.463. Copper was the raw material forsome of which weighed from l-1- to 6 lbs apiece.used .:for the assagais and hoes. 

collars, 
Iron was 



A large proportion of these refined metals probably reached 

the Bay :from the highveld to the west, where groups such 

as the Venda were renowned :for their handling of metals in 

this period. 13

The development o:f more :favourable political and 

commercial conditions at the Bay soon attracted a revival 

of' inter.est in the area on behalf' of the major Indian Ocean 

merchant groups o:f the time. English and Indian-owned ships 

operating f'rom.�urat and Bombay paid :frequent visits to 

the Bay a:fter 1750. They established a semi-permanent :factory, 

and stationed boats on the various rivers leading into the 

interior. 14 In 1776, William Bolts' Austrian Asiatic Company

of 'i"rieste built a permanent f'ort at the Bay and prosecuted 

a successful trade. 15 Finally, these commercial activities

at lJel.ag-oa Bay undermined the price structure at Mozambique 

to such an extent that the Portuguese :felt the need to 

intervene in order to counter the threat to their position 

in the international ivory trade. In 1781 Dolts' :fort was 

destroyed by the Portuguese, who went on to complete the 

construction o:f their own replacement in 1787.
16 

�'he

Portuguese maintained a political and commercial presence 

at the Bay after this date, though they were not, in a 

position to prevent independent merchantmen f'rom breaching 

their trading monopoly. 17

13·AJ_an !:>mith, "Delagoa Day and the trade o:f south-e;.1st A:frica,.,
p.284; 'l'heal, .History and Ethnography, ·II:466-8; Fagan, 
::;outhern Africa p.157; �hula Narks and Richard Gray, 
"Southern Africa and Madagascar 0 , in Richard Gray, ed., 
'!'he Cambridge History of Africa Vol. IV {Cambridge UP, 1975)
pp.408-9. 

14Alan Smith, "Trade as a factor", p.17J. For the general
Anc;lo-Indian involvement in the ivory commerce of the 
..illdian ocean in this period see Alpers, Ivory and �J.aves 
pp.xvii,14J. 

l.5Alan Smith; "The struggle :for control of southern Mozambique n• 
pp.165-6; "Trade as a factoru ·, p.174; '£heal, Beginning, 
p.424; Portuguese, p.274.

16-rhoal, Portur;uese, pp.274-5; Beg·inning , pp.424-5; Smith,
11 ::;truggle", op.cit., pp.20J-4.

17smith, "::itruggle", op.cit., p.236; "r..i.'rade as a :factor",
pp.171�-5; '.1'heal, Beginnin�, pp.426; .Portuguese, pp.275-6. 



Underlying these changes was a more fundamental shift 

in the pattern o:f productive relations in south-east Africa. 

Technological innovation and specialisation of function was 

beginning to lead to the underdevelopment of local. craft 

industries. People were becoming dependent upon a relativel.y 

.few concentrations of manufacturing capacity for agricul.tural 

.impliments, weapons and ornaments. Moreover,.this manufacturing 

capacity was even in process o� being relocated outside south

�ast Africa altogether. Imports into south-east Africa by 

sea had initially been confined to items such as beads and 

rare metals which :functioned as specie in the lubrication of 

an independent south-east African economy� 8.Now these items 

were gradually being replaced by :finished manufactures; 

i.ni tially from India and latterly from �urope. By the end of

r.he 18th century:1 these i terns included cl.0th, replacing 

imports :from areas to the north of the Hay and locally produced 

animal skins; guns, a new weapons system replacing the 

locally-produced assagai; finished copper and brass ornaments; 

8nd possibly imported iron hoes replacing those manufactured 

locally. 19' 'l'his general change was encouraged by the Del.agoa

middlemen, because it widened the margins of profit accruing 

to them by virtue of their undertaking the supply o� 

manufactured goods to a large part of south-east Africa. rrhey 

110 longer had to bear the heavy costs of' purchasing raw

material.s in the interior and transporting them by the use o:f. 

human labour across various tariff barriers to the coast, 

where further costs of manufacturing had to be borne • .lvory, 

ambergris and a trickle of sl�ves were the principal. 

commodities given in exchange for these items.20

18it is difficult to decide how far the import of items
which were locally regarded as specie can be taken to ha..,.e 

· laid the :foundations nf' the process of' underdevelopm!:?n t.
'.t'he go.ld imported from Africa by the .l tali an city states is
sometimes, for example, taken to have been one of the factors
stimulating the emergence of CapitHlism in l'Jurope. See An1in,
•Underdevelopment ·and dependence in Black Africa".

19 lt'or the pattern of imports through Delagoa .bay in the period
see "Penwell's account'�, in Theal, 1<.ecords, II:461; 1•ynn, 
Diary, p.48; �mith, ,...,.1.rade as a factor 11

, p.173; Junod, Life 
of a :::,outh African Tribe, Il.:14J. 

201.1·heal, Beginning, p.432; 1<ecords, ll:462, 468-9; :::,mith,
"Trade as a factor", p. 176.  
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There was little ind.i_cation that any :fundamenta1 

break.through had been made by the end of' the 18th century in 

the sphere of' subsistence production. Visitors reported that 

food production was in a wretched condition. Three kinds of 

,:rain were known, but Penwell thought that in general the 
21 people produced "but very l.ittle corn ° . By the same token,

although 

"they use both hunting and fishing •••••• 
they do not live by them » . 22 

::;tttle, sheep, goats and poultry were reported, bu:t livestock 

•l•.J es not seem to have been abundant. Visiting ships :found :i,.t

very difficult to obtain sufficient food supplies from local
2J 

1 1 r.oducers. .1.n general, little in the way of a 'notional 

s:�rplus I was being produced which could be stored against 

:;itH possibility of droueht,or human disruption of the regular 

production cycle. ::iubsistence production in the northern 

7,one was poised on a knife edge. There were signs that the 

crisis in the sphere of subsistence production was only being 

contained by the intensification of the exploitation of' the 

serf class of' womenfolk which undertook almost all the tasks 

in the annual cycle o:f agricultural production. Once attached 

t" a homestead by the contract between·homestead proprietors 

which was marriage, the woman became 

•an entire slave to her husband, sowing
corn, cutting wood etc ••••••••• they
take as many wives as they are able to

.purchase". 24 

2i,,Penwell's account", in Theal, Records, II:457-9,46.3. On&.
o:f these 6rrains was small and known as 'maise'. Poss�b.ly 
this was the recently introduced maize, though the description 
of its size is a little puzzl.ing,·and suggests '.u11, alternative. 

22Ibid., p.459 ..

2JAlan Smith, "The struggle for control of' southern Mozambique "',
p. 182.

') '4-
,;.. L "Penwell's account", op.cit., p.h6o. Liberal. anthropologists 

and others have been highly suspicious o:f early visitors' 
accounts o:f the social situation of womenfolk in Africa, and 
prefer to see the role o:f women in a more :functional light. 
Modern scholarship is now questioning the. whol� :functiona.l 
model o:f the relationship between men ax1d womenfolk in a wide 
range o:f places and time periods. It is high time that the 
reports o:f early visitors to Africa on this question were

interpreted more literally. 
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Tembe expansion saw its subordination of a number of 

chiefdoms which had formally been independent or which had 

fallen within the orbit of other paramountcies. By the late 

18th century the zone of contention may have been thrust 

southwards across the Mfolozi, and westwards into the Lebombo 

Hills and onto the highveld. The chiefdoms of Qwabe, Mthethwa, 

:-,gwane and Ndwandwe may have been in process of' being reduced 

to vassals of' the Tembe royal family. Since these changes 

were taking place at the very margin of the imperial system 

,>f Tembe, the new patterns of allegiance may have been seal.ed 

;.;nd demonstrated at this stage by loose mechanisms such as 

,\iplomatic marriage, the re-orientation of trade routes, the 

•!1�livery of military effectives when required, and the giving 

,ip of tribute, rather than by formal annexation. ::;o :far as 

the thrust southwards into the central. zone was concerned, 

j_ t was the interests ot: the members of the loose Vambe 

paramountcy that were chiefly threatened by these devel.opments, 

and notably that of Hlubi, C.entred on the upper Mzinyati,,t 

was now directly in the path of any :further Tembe expansion.
25

The opportunity for Hlubi to reverse these losses, seems 

to have been provided by a collapse in the united :front 

presented by Tembe in its foreign pol.icy. 'J.'his was the product 

o£ a major civil war which broke out in �embe in 1794. The 

causes of the war are not entirely clear, but_ one account· 

suggests that it was rel.ated to the question o:f access to 

the profitabl.e trade passing through Del.agoa Bay. During th& 

18th century, the Tembe paramount had simpl.y been 

"the most eminent vendor of amber and 
ivory". 26 

He did not possess a comp1ete monopoly of the trade. A number 

of other merchants had access to it. �"'his situation came to 

25It is difficult to point to concrete evidence in support
of the precise hypothesis formulated here. On the other hand, 
it would appear to follow from a number of pieces of 
circumstantiat evidence. Space does not allow a full 
discussion of all of' these. l''or clashes between the imprecisely 
defined llelagoa peoples and those of the interior in the 
period, see Alan Smith, "The struggle for control of' southern 
Mozambique", p.246. For the relationship between Hlubi and 
Vambe see Bryant, Olden Times, PP.14-7,315. David .Hedges is 
undertaking an important study of  the whole question of' the 
political relationships which came to exist between the 
.Bay and the �i'ugela in this period. 

26 s ·th "T mi , rade as a :factorw 178 , p. • 
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be challenged in or a little be:fore 1794. At this time the 

Tembe paramount, who was now known to outsiders by the term 
27 

Capella, made a bid for absolute power in a key sphere o:f 

the economic li:fe of the Empire. 'l'he monarchy, possibly . 

extended to include the immediate royal family, demanded a 

monopol.y over the .trade goods.28 For the :first time a direct

attempt was being made by the immediate ruling group to 

iindermine a key element on which was based the position of 

intermediate powerholders within the Tembe system. 'i·he ruling 

:-::roup was bidding not only for a change in the span of its

,;ommand, but also :for a fundamental. change in its scope. 

:mportant intermediate powerholders resisted the move, and 

:1 bitter civil war broke out. 29

The consequences of the civil. war for the Tembe Empire. 

were disastrous. First, Capella proved unable to contain 

the rebellion even though he had enlisted help :from the 

�ortuguese. An important section o:f the aristocracy, together 

with their dependants, was able to establish a rival. state 

o:f Maputo.30 Secondly, the united front presented at the Bay

by the Del.agoa m�ddlemen was shattered. and the poli t·ical 

balance tipped f'i:rml.y in favour of' whichever �uropean power

currently dominated the carrying trade.�, Owen and 

.other� were soon to become the first Europeans to penetrate 

f'ar into the hinterland of uelagoa Bay and to discover the 

�rue sources of' much of' the ivory which had been traded by 

the middlemen f'or centuries. With the removal of' the once 

predominant power o:f the middlemen, the way was opened £or 

direct relations between the European merchant interests 

represented at the Bay and those states :far in the interior 

which controlled the supply of' ivory. �ventual.ly it ,toul.d 

also provide one setting :for the emergence of a general 

contradiction between these two interests. '.i.'hirdl.y, the 

0pportunity was provided for �uropean penetration of local 

;!7J unod, Li:fe o:f a ::iouth Af'rican Tribe, J.I:141.

28A1an ::imith, "Trade as a :factor", p.183n.

29 b· · 181 .L ia., p. •

JOibid. The civil war may have been protracted and therefore 
some yea.rs be:fore .Maputo was abJe to break completely f'ree 
from Tembe dominance. As late as 1799 it was apparently still 
a tributary of that state• Smith "'l'he struggle f'or contro 1 o:fsouthern Nozamb1que 1♦

, p.22J. ' 
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politics. �embe, £or example, increasingly looked towards 

"ritish or other �uropean help in order to counter the threats 

which came to be mounted against it by Maputo and other 

'Vatwahs' in the interior.31

The £ourth £ata.l consequence 0£ the civil war for Ternbe 

rortunes was the opportunity it provided :for major central.. zone 

.-;tates to regain the ground they had lost to the 'i•embe �pire. 

1he return 0£ Mthethwa to the sphere 0£ in£luence of the 

vambe paramountcy appears to have been one examp.le 0£ this 

process ,. Like so many other aspects o:f south-east A:frican 

:1istory in this period, it seems to have hinged on a succession 
1 itspute. 

In polygamous societies, marriage could be used by a 

powerholder to cement diplomatic relations with various 

important £amilies within and beyond the state. 'l"he record 

o:f such marriages in the oral history of south-east Af'ri.ca 

testifies to their importance in the history o:f the region. 

The system also introduced,· however, the possibility of" 

succession disputes which could plunge a state into civil

war at the death o:f a powerholder or even in anticipation o:f 

such an event. AJ.l. the sons of' a powerhol.der by his various 

wives could put :forward certain cl.aims to succeed to political 

of':fice. �ome rul.ing lineages in the region devised complex 

rules of succession, or took other more drastic steps to 

en�ure that the succession was not disputed.32 These·were

rarely £oolproof", and more often than not rival candidates 

were put forward by rival. power blocs within the state, with 

the outcome being determined by the balance o:f power between 

them. Under :feudal conditions, where there was no great 

concentration of' power ·a·t any one point in the political. 

structure, succession disputes were al.l but endemic and the  

:fragmentation o:f the state a :frequent outcome. 

J 1 d 
. -- 46 'l'heal, Recor s, J.l.: 9 

J2se� :for example; Junod, Li:fe o:f a South a:frican Tribe,
:.L:J68. 
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Succe��ion disputes of this kind might also represent 

an O!"Vr.r:ctunity for an outside powerhol.der to extend his 

��wer-base by backing a successful candidature. Sons of chiefs 

with a claim to the succession were accordingly often 

harboured, feted and ultimately backed in their quest for 

power by outside powerholders anxious to reduce a recalcitrant 

chiefdom to vassal status. 

Sometime late in the l8th century, the mechanisms used 

in Mthethwa to ensure. a smooth succession were chal.l.enged.JJ 

The rule of the current. incumbent of the chiefship, Jobe, was 

not questioned, ·but rival factions.began to mobil.ise behind 

-!i.f'ferent candidates for the succession.· The Mawewe faction ,. 

,.Illich was probably the dominant 1.ineage at the time, and may 

have been all.ied to Tembe, proved able to remove the immediate 

threat to its position. 1�e rival faction acknowledged its 

subordinate status by withdrawing its candidate, Godongwana, 

who was later to become known as Dingiswayo. The precaution was 

taken, however, of assisting him into exile so thau: the 

possibility remained for a future challenge to the status quo. 

,,n the eventual death of Jobe, Mawewe succeeded to the 

.p h. 34
chie.1.s 1.p. 

JJThe precise date of the succession crisis in Mthethwa is 
unJ..cnown. P..rnn, in one account, implies a date before 1714,Q; 
Fynn, Diary p.l. As has already been pointed out by others, 
this is almost certainly wrong. Another version by Fynn implies 
a much later and more realistic date in suggesting that 
Dingis,.,ayo's'carrer' began in 1780; Fynn, "l8J9 paper", in 
Bird, Annals, I:6J. Krige thought, quite reasonably, that 
the date could have been between 1785 and l.795; Krige, 
Soc�al System of the Zulus p.6.

J
4

Fynn, "1839 paper", in tlird, Annals I:60-61. My interpretation 
of this tradition is that Mthethwa was once a vassal state 
of Hlubi. As such it had once been ruled by a lineage from 
ttlubi or closely linked to it. At some later stage this 
ruling 1.ineage was overthrown and subordinated by a rival 
lineage backed or supplied by Tembe. Both Jobe and his 
supposed successor, Mawewe, were members of' this new ruling 
lineage. 'l'o cement his position, Jobe had taken wives from 
some of the subordinated chiefly linea�es. Vingiswayo was 
the son of such a marriage. He was pushed forward as the 
candidate of the rival }Uubi faction. 
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Even assuming the above account of Dingiswayo's origins 

to be accurate,35 there is still no consensus on the route

followed by him into exile. �hepstone thought a long southward 

journey to the Cape to be the likely direction, a suggestion 

which seems singularly unlikely to me on a number o:t.· counts. 3
6

Much more plausible is .r'ynn's account which suggests that 

Jingiswayo travelled westwards into the interior. Had he done 

so, he would have immediately crossed the frontier of Tembe 

in:f'luence into the vassal chiefdoms of' Hlubi. This would help 

t;O explain l'ynn's report that, despite o:f:fer's of' reward made 

by the ruling lineage of Mthethwa if' Dingiswayo were given up, 

he was shielded by the chiefs through whose territories he 

t;ravelled on the way to the Hlubi heartland. Here he ini tiaJ.ly 

d1.tered the service of.' an important homestead. 37 

J5The whole prevailing tendency in the analysis of traditions 
relating to political succession in Africa has recently 
been challenged. Noting that traditions from a wide variety 
of regions and time periods accord a twin signi:fican.ce to 
the role o:f •exiles' and 'outsiders', Argyle has argued that 
the two :figures should be seen as being one and the same 
person. The furthest point to which the 'exile' is said in 
the traditions to have travelled, is in fact his actual 
point of origin. �his is certainly a very interesting argument 
In the south-east African situation, however, and :following 
the argument o:f �heps�one rather than o:f Fynn or Hryant, it 
has led Argyle to conclude that Dingiswayo was a complete 
•outsider' - a 'white•, 'Khoi', 'escaped slave', 'Sotho',
or whatever, who came from the south or west and. then carried
through a conquest o:f Mthethwa; John Argyle, "'Who were
1Jingiswayo and Shaka? Individual origins and Political
Transformations", unpublished seminar paper, university o:f
London, Institute of' Commonwealth ::,tudies 19.2.76. Here .L
have tried to outline an alternative mode of explanation,
which, whi,lst recognising the importance o:f the 'exile I and
'outsider', tries to take account also of the very detail.ed
traditions which exist of Uingiswayo 1 s :family background and
the various g·eog;raphical locations of the kraals in which
he grew up. For these see Daniel, "A geographical study of
J?re-Shakan Zululand'", p.25 •

.'.36shepstone, "Early history of' the z.ulu-Kaf'ir race", in Bird,
A,."1.nals, I:163; Stuart, in Stuart Papers, quoted in Argyle, 
.. \{ho were Dingiswayo ancl ::::»haka?", p.6; Hussell, .Natal, 'fhe 
Land and its Story, p.129. The main problem with this ki.nd 
of explanation is the sheer distance of travel through 
unknown and perhaps hostile territory which would have been 
involved. 

J7fiynn, Diarv pp.2-8; .ttynn, "1839 paper", in riird, Annals, I:61.
The outline of' the accow1t was taken over by Bryant; .1:Sryant, 
Olden '.l'ime.s p.95; bryant, Dictionary, introduction • 
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Once it had been brought to the attention of' the ttlubi 

paramount, J:iangane, that a prominent candidate for the Mthethwa 

chi_e:fship had taken refuge within his dominions, Dingiswayo 's 

for.tunes turned for the better. ne was conscripted into the 

ranl�s of' Pangane's household retinue.38 wring this period,

he may have participated in an expedition. to Delagoa Bay,39a

trading party to the Bu�falo river,40 and possibly a number

ryf' hunting expeditions.41 In the traditions recorded by �ynn,

llis promotion by the paramount to the status of an intermediate 

powerholder within the feudal. structure of': the Hl.ubi state, 

by grant of territory and gif't of' cattl.e, is idealised as 
42 .r:eward for a particular act o-f' bravery. It may also have 

:.een the reward f'or the loyalty of' a man who might yet prove 

useful within a grander political strategy. ln structural 

terms, uingiswayo had become a minor vassal of the Hlubi 

paramount. 

At this point the mysterious 'white' man riding a horse 

and armed with a gun, makes an appearance in the traditions and 

supposedly also in Hlubi.43tte is certainly unlikely to have 
44 

been Dr. Cowan, and may not have been quite 'white', though 

it is quite plausible that a man bearing some resemblance t·o 

the picture painted by the traditions did exist. The most 

likely explanation is that he was one of a party of hunter

traders attempting to pioneer new country, and that the group 

had reached the area from the south rather than from Delagoa Bay 

J.S J;tynn, "18 39 account n, in Bird, Annals, I: 61 •

.J9.Bryant, Olden Times, pp.87-88.

40cecil Cowley, Kwa �ulu (Cape '1·own,J.966) p.46.

4l t d·t· t1· The ra 1 ion ou ined by Fynn speaks of his prowess on a 
pa.rticular hun ting expedition as hv.ving been the :factor 
which enabled his speedy promotion in rilubi; Fynn, n18J9 
account 1', ir,- nird, I: 61. 

b,., 
T"----b"d .1 J. • 

'iJ i,ynn, Dia;r:y pp.1-7. :::>ee also .iirige, Social System of the Zulu�
p.8; Horris, washing of' the 8pears p.'4-1; Omer-Cooper,
Zulu A:ftermath p.27; Brooke and \·lebb,A History of l'latal pp.8,9

44
This had been Fynn's suggestion; Fynn, Diary pp.l-7. nut see
'.L'hompson, "Zu.lu Kingdom", in Oxford History o.f �ou th ;\frica 
I:JJ8; narks, "The Nguni, the Natalians and their History''• 
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which would have necessitated travel through territory 

dominated by 'l'embe. In legend and even in some 'history' an 

individual hero figure is often taken to represent a wider 

grouping or a complex of historical forces. it is just 

possible that the 'white' man in the tradit�on represents a 

convenient shorthand for a group of men equipped with horses 

and firearms. 

There is a good deal of circumstantial evidence in 

support of this proposition. �ven before 1750 parties of 

elephant hunters from the <;ape are kno,m to have been 

operating across the Kei and almost as far as the Mzimvubu.45

rJnk.nown parties may have penetrated even further north. It 

seems quite conceivable that, JO or 40 years later, the 

operations of 'Khoi' or white hunters extended to the Tu.gel.a 

valley and beyond. '.i:he prospect of hunting in such areas 

must have seemed an attractive one in the light of news 

brought from Delag·oa Bay and 'Port Natal ' • Certainly Fynn 

speaks of armed and mounted groups of 'Kho�• hunters 

operating near the Mzimkulu in the 1820s.46
i Alternatively, 

such a group could have reached Hlubi from the west. 

�uropean travellers had reached the latitude of the·Tugela, 

but in the interior across the Drakensberg, well before 

1822.4
7' Unknown 'Khoi' hunting bands may have reached the

area even earlier. From the traditions which he had col1.ected, 

Bryant in fact concluded that the mysterious 'whiteinan'

arrived in the area at the head of a hunting party, though 

at 1.e.ast part of' their membership may have been Tswana-Sutu. 
48

The way the 'whiteman's party'of the- traditions is 

said to have behaved is also· consistent with. the known 

behaviour of hunter-traders penetrating into new territory. 

45Nonica Wilson, "Co-operation and confl.ict : the eastern 
Cape frontier•, in Oxford history of South Africa, I:234-5.

46Argyle, "Who were Dingizwayo and 6haka?", p.7.

47oxford History of' South Africa, I:1J9 map 4.

48Bryan t, vlden r.i"ime s, p. 88 •
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Where J;:-ru.nter-traders encountered local concentrations of 

poW'or, it was usual. :for them to apply :for clearance be:for&· 

commencing operations in the area. The· 'Port Natal' traders 

approached Shaka Zulu in this way in the 1820s. Practical 

demonstration by the hunter-traders o:f their acceptance o:f 

vassal. status was o:ften the price demanded by a powerhol.der 

before such permission could be granted. The suppl.y o:f a 

military e:f:fective to support the· :forces of' the powerholder 

on a raid or police action was the most frequent way in 

·N"hich vassal. status was acknowledged. Precedents in th&·

region dating back to the 16th century have. already been

mentioned. In addition, Shaka was to demand a mil.itary

off'ective :from the traders at the 'Port• on a number of'

Jccasions, and it was to be Dingane's :first thought when

confronted by an embassy from the Voortrekkers.

Levies o:f the Portuguese Company are unl.ikel.y to have

been involved on this occasion. There is no evidence that 

the particular combination o:f horse and gun was in use at 

the Bay in this period, though it was of course al.ready 

very common at the Cape. 

If this interpretation o:f the 'white' man tradition 

is accepted, then later events recorded in the tradition become 

understandable. An arrangement was reached with the Hlubi 

paramount or, less likely, with Dingiswayo direct. The men 

with :firearms were to join a mil.itary force under Dingiswayo 

in attempting to. reconquer Mthethwa and Qwabe, chiefdoms which 

had, at some time in the past, become members of a rival. 

commercial empire, possibly centred on the Tembe paramountcy. 

In return for assistance in this direction, the group was 

promised hunting and trading rights in the coastal hinterland, 

direct access to which had always been barred to hunter-traders 

by the wideranging power of' Tembe. 

The combined force travelled from the Hlubi heartland 

in the interior, in the general direction o:f the coast.
49 

49Fynn., "1839 accountlt, in Bird, Annals, I:62; Fynn, Diary
pp. 7-8; Bryant, Olden Times p.89. 
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The date of this operation has been disputect.50 I:f, however,

Fynn's suggestion o:f 1795 is accepted, it would help to explain 

Tembe's inability to come to the assistance of its exposed 

vassals on the margin o:f its now divided empire. Maputo would 

prbably have looked with favour on any moves by Hlubi which 

�ould serve to weaken further its principal rival at the Bay. 

Several clashes occurred before Dingiswayo, with

support· of' certain sections within the state, 51was installed

.in place of' Ma.wewe as the chief'·of Mthethwa, and before Qwabe 

was finally :forced to give up its support. for the :Mawewe 

r:ause. At some point the 'white' man was 'killed.' in Qwabe, or 

.�•erhaps withdrew from the operations to claim his reward in 

,,unting and trade.52

Conscious o:f his relatively exposed position, Dingiswayo 

took steps which acknowledged the paramountcy of Hlubi. No 

attempt was made to occupy Qwabe or to claim allegiance :from 

any o:f the chiefdoms in the 'l'ugela and Mzinyati valleys to 

the south.SJ This was the corridor dominated by his Hlubi patror. 

.50
Fynn, quite plausibly, dates the event to about 1795; Fynn r 

Diary p.8. Krige ouggests 1806; Krige, Social Systems of 
the Zulus p.8. 

51For evidence of a popular uprising of' 'kinsmen' of' Dingiswayo,
and the reluctance _of' headme-n, who may also have been kinsmen, 
to join the :forces challenging the status quo, see Bryant, 
Olden Times p.90. Headmen of' this kind were amongst t�1ose put 
to death in the ensuing events; Ibid. Argyle would seem to 
me wrong in seeing the behaviour of headmen in thj_s respect 
as a simple question of morality - of loyalty to the proper1y

! 

const-ituted authorities rather than to the 'pretender' 
.IJingiswayo. I would suggest that their behaviour can be 
better understood in terms of pol.i tics and self'-interes.t. See 
Argyle, "Who were Dingiswayo and Shaka?", p.4. In general, 
his political model for the area is somewhat wooden and makes 
no allowance for social tensions within the society, hence 
the need for his analysis of' change to stress the role of 
total outsiders. 

52Fynn, "1839 account", in Bird, Annals, .i::62.

5Jsmith, urrade as a facto r", pp.184-5. For the full list o:f 
the chiefdoms attacked see Brynnt, Olden Times pp.98, 100-
106; .ti'ynn, 11 1839 account", in Bird, Annals, I:64. 



The support of' Maputo was al.so sought by sending to 

the Hay 100 oxen and a quantity of" elephants' tusks • .Maputo, 

itself" anxious f"or allies in the interior, responded with a 

quantity of trading beads and blanl�ets. A regular trade was 

instituted. _5
l
} It was almost certainly not the first time 

Mthethwa had been involved in long-distance trade. Most of the 

chief'doms of' the area had probably participated in trade of' 

this kind .for many years. '.L'he eJ.ements of' change lay in. the 

orientation of the trade route, and the identity of' the 

ruling lineages which were in a position to benefit .:from the 

commerce. 

Dingiswayo's aggressive political and military operations 

�.rere initially concerned to extend the acknowledgement of his 

paramountcy, from the .l'"lthethwa chiefdom to neighbouring states 

situated along a corridor running from the mountains in the 

west to the coast in the east.55 By 1818, some JO chiefdoms 

had been obliged to accept a vassal status under the new ruling 

lineage of Mthethwa.56 The$e were chiefdoms which both H..lubi

and Maputo were happy to see reduced, and Dingiswayo may 

have received some further military assistance from one of 

these paramountcies in undertaking the task.57 At one stage

the Hlubi-Mthethwa-Maputo axis may aJ.so have combined in an 

54Fynn, Dia:ry pp.10-11; Fynn, "1839 accountn , in Bird, Annals 
p.6J; Charters, in Chase., Natal Papers p.20.

55Interestingly enough, Ndwandwe conquests were said to have 
been ini tiall.y oriented in a paralleJ. direction; Smith, "Trad, 
as a :factor", p.185. 

56Rev. J. Shooter, The Kaffirs of Natal and the_Zulu Country
(London,1857), cited by Bryant, Olden Times, Chapter XVIII 
and Sluckman, "Rise n, p.162. The propor-t:bnate 'span' of 
command within Zululand irnpl.ied by this :figure is not entirel; 
clear. Daniel suggests that there were some 50 'clans' dotted 
about Zululand before the rise of 'state' systems; Daniel, 
t<A geographical study o:f Pre-Shakan Zululand", p.2J. Junod, 
on the other hand, suggests a :figure o:f 9h before ShB.ka; 
Junod, The Li:fe of a South i\:frican Tribe, I:359. In any case 
the arbitrary use o-f: nomenclature and the :failure to 
d.istin:c,i-u.ish clearly between levels of' poli.tical power makes 
statements such as these fairly pointless. 

57:F)�in implies that external assistance may have continued for 
some time af'ter the initial reconquest of Nthethwa • 
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attack on Tembe itself'.58

In order to stabilise the position of' the new Nthethwa 

ruling linea�e, and to reduce its dependence upon outside 

powerholders, certain structural changes were attempted in 

relation to key institutions within the feudal structure. It 

is hard to estimate to what extent these were original and 

unique innovaoons, and to what extent they were based upon 

outside models or an aspect o:f more general changes taking 

place in the northern part 0£ south-east Af'rica at about this 

time • .ln essence the changes involved the replacement of 

':feudal' with more 'absolute' patterns of' control f'rom the 

�entre. 

One o:f the key sectors in which change was instituted 

was in military organisation. The principle of' a peasant army, 

divided on a regional basis and owing allegiance to the 

paramount only through courtesy of' intermediate powerholders, 

was :finally abandoned. The system of' household retinues, under 

which warriors were directly dependent upon the paramoun.t, 

was extended into the system o:f a standing arrny.59 Boys and 

men were recruited into age regiments focussed upon the off'ice , 

of the paramount.60 
This had the added ef'f'ect of destroying

loyalty to local intermediate powerholders, which had been one 

of the central features of the :feudal system. The practice o:f 

male circumcision ceremonies, which had been conducted at the 

level of' the local chiefdom and had therefore tended to focus 

56Tembe suffered a major attack :from the interior soon af'ter
1800; Smith, 11 Trade as a factor n , p.185 •  Alternatively, the 
attack may have been mounted by a e;roup in the Lebombo Hills 
!"iorth of the Pongola, which may also have been seeking to 
regain a position lost to •rernbe at some earlier stage. 

59This may be to anticipate a later development. According to
Omer-Cooper, the regiments only assembled periodically; 
umer-Coope�, Zulu Aftermath p.28 

60wilson, "Ng�ni", in Oxford Historv of' South A:frica, I :124;
Omer-Cooper, Zulu Aftermath pp.27-8. The system was c.l.1.ready  
operating in Pedi and Tswana. 
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. 61. 
l.oyalties upon it, was also abandoned at about this �irne. 

Quite how Ding1:swayo was able to achieve this f'arreaching 

shi:ft towards a·bsolutism is not clear. One factor may have 

been the :famine which a:fflicted the area in about 1802,
62 and

which may have :forced the poor to seek out patrons. As the 

head o:f a standing army, Dingiswayo also accepted the 

responsibility for its subsistence needs. Moreover, his manner 

o:f courting the :favour o:f the peasantry in his initial 

campaigns invol.ving :forces from outside Mthethwa, may also 

have been a factor. Cattle were taken :from the rich homesteads 

which possessed them in quantity. The oxen were distributed 

amongst the warriors of the army, but the cows, which formed 

part o:f the subsistence base and held the capacity to reproduce 

wealth, were redistributed amongst the peasant homesteads o:f 

the conquered. This mode of' military operation appears to 

have continued throughout Dingiswayo's reign.
63

Under the household retinue system, dependants of a 

powerholder lived o:f:f the surplus produced at his various 

homesteads. Given the lack of a primary transport revo1ution 

in the interior of south-east A:frica, this was consumed in situ, 

Dingiswayo adapted this system to cope with the situation o:f 

a substantial standing army. Periodically the regiments wer& 

sent out to consume the surplus of homesteads beyond the 

Mthethwa heartland, over all of which the paramount now c1aimed 

a degree of control. It was this which provided the dynamic 

£or expansion, and which enabled a large number of men to be 

maintained und·er arms; 

61Fynn, n1839 account", in Bird, Annals, I:64. Omer-Cooper
.thought that the change was probably taJ<ing place in other 

states in the area besides Mthethwa at about this time; 
Omer-Cooper, Zulu Aftermath pp.27n, 28. In the area of' 
modern-day Swaziland, where large-scale states possibly 
developed much earlier, the practice had already disappeared; 
Bryant, Olden Times p.99. In Npondo, which did not see a 
successful transition to absolutism before the Mfecane 
period, it was only abandoned much later; Hunter, Reaction 
to Conquest p. 165. Further south still, where the :feudal 
mode of production a.nd :feuda.l state organisation was 
especially firmly entrenched, it was not abandoned at· all. 

62 . 
TJ h · f' 4 .Morris, .nas ing o . the Spears p. 5.

63Fynn, Diary pp.9-10; Fynn, "1839 account", op.cit., p.64 •
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"The great test of victory in his 
mind seemed to be the power of 
feeding his army on the grain stores 
of the conquered. 'Let the weak 
men sow, and the strong men reap•, 
wns his motto. It is said that he 
always halted his army until.the 
enemy's corn was exhausted." 64 

After the initial conquests, such visits may have become 

regular:sed on an annua.l cycle as a form of tribute col.lection. 

This was not a system of predatory·raiding. It wa.s 

not a mode of destruction, but a new mode of surplus extraction 

focussed on the paramountcy. Great care was taken to preserve 

the productive base. Although .men from subordinated chiefdoms 

might be drafted into the Mthethwa standing army, the 

destruction of women and children, or their separation f'rom 

the land, was always f'orbidden.65 By such means, the labour

force required for food production and the day-to-day tending 

of livestock was preserved intact, together with the capacity 

for the reproduction and rearing of children who would 

eventually :furnish the.labour power :for workin·g the land or f'or 

the maintenance of the regiments of' warriors. As has already 

been pointed out, cows were not directly appropriated by the 

centre, but were le:ft :i.n the countryside so that they migh.t 

continue to form part of the subsistence base and f'orm the 

nucleus o:f new herds. In general., when the needs o:f the army 

had been met, it withdrew to the centre or another l.oca.li ty, 

a:fter which the peasantry was able to re-occupy the homesteads. 

Dingiswayo 

64'fi'-<T ... -Jnn, 

"never destroyed or permanently dispersed 
any people with whom.he went to war." 66

"18J9 account", in Bird, Annals I:64 p.63

65Ibid. This was, in essence, the continuation o:f an earlier
':feudal' mode o:f warfare, under which women and children had 
always been spared. See Bryant, Olden �imes p.79.

66Fynn,''18J9 ;_ccount", in Bird, Annals,I:6J. 'Chief's' were
spared if they accepted a d.epende:nt status in relation to 
the new :incw1,ben t o:f the pa.ramoun tcy; Omer-Coo1,1er, Zulu 
Aftermath p.29. See also note 50 above. With their economic 
and military base unrlercut by the new structures, they 
posecl li i;tl.e threat. Zwid.e of .Ndwandwe was reported to have 
been s�m�l.arly lenient towards conquered populations; &n��1, 
"Trade as a factor", pp.185-6. 
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Control over a large standing army enabled a monopoly 

over exchange with external agencies, which had eluded most 

of the feudal paramounts in the area before, to be enforced. 

Here there was to be no compromise. Trade was carried on as 

an. arm of' the state, and n·o merchants were permitted to enter 

the Mthethwa dominions to deal directly with the producers of' 

ivory or with intermediate powerholders who might once have 

been in a position to control. it. 67 'l'ransgressors within the

state were to be p�t to death.68 Lt was precisely this kind

of' farreaching change in the distribution of' surp1us between 

the paramount and the aristocracy which was prevented in the 

south by the strength of the feudal mode of production, and 

was only carried through in Tembe with the aid of a foreign 

army and at the expense of a civil war which, in effect, 

destroyed the state. 

It is not clear whether the paramountcy attempted to move 

beyond this to control. commodity production as well. as exchange 

in relation to ivory. Certainly a kaross industry, and perhaps 

others, were set up under the control of' the state.69 Moreover,

a standing army divided into regiments and :focussed on the 

paramount would have been an ideal. production unit in a 

systematically-organised ivory industry, and the commercial 

monopoly of the state its essential complement. Once the 

coastal chie:f'.doms had been reduced, Mthethwa would certainly 

have had access to ivory-producing areas. If, however, the 

:f'.ood production sector of the e conomy is any guide, the changes 

which took place in Mthethwa at. about this time were essential.l.y 

concerned with a change in the orientation of the �istribution 

of surplus, rather than with a thorough-going change in the 

organisation of' production itself. 

Overall, the changes involved the beginnings of'. a 

transition from :f'.eudal sovereignty to absolute sovereignty of' 

·the paramountcy, which is to say of a highly centralised state.

The struggle between the powerholder at the apex and the

aristocracy was :finally in process of being resolved in favour

of the former. The pa.ramountcy was moving towards a position

67 
Fynn, "1839 account", in Bird, Annals I:63, p.63.

68
Fy I nn, 

6?
Fy nn, 

Diary p.7. 

1•1839 account", op.cit., p.6J. 
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where it could appropriate the labour-power of' the peasantry 

and its products directly, without the intervention of 

intermediate levels of' power. The royal standing army was the 

essential vehicle £or the change. 

The principle of: the sta.nding army could be introduced 

in the area, to whatever extent,70 without the immediate

collapse of' the subsistence base. This was possible because 

there had never been a social unity of fighting and tilling 

in south-east Africa comparable to that which had existed 

in some parts of medieval Europe.71 In most areas, and probably

for some considerable time, there had been a sexual division 

of labour within the homestead between the bearers of' arms 

and the tillers of the ground. There had also been an age and 

class division of' labour between the herders of cattle and 

other males. In consequence, the increasing number of men 

enrolled into the army, and the increasing amount of' their 

labour-time spent under.arms, did not automatically drain from 

the subsistence base labour-power necessary for its continued 

maintenance. Moreover, Dingiswayo•s careful husbandry of the 

productive resources of the state ensured that the army's 

operations also did not have this destructive effect. A 

farreaching production revolution was not immediately required. 

What did perhaps take place was an intensification of' 

the sexual division of labour - a further debasement of the 

position of the womenfolk within the homestead. This already 

seemed to be evident in the oppressed situation of their 

sisters in the northern zone. 

One of: the factors inhibiting the transition to absoluti� 

at the Bay may in fact have been the relative poverty of the 

70There is no clear inf0rmation as to what proportion of the 
menfolk, and what proportion of their labour-time, was 
committed to servj_ce in the army. Since, however, the 
tra�itfuns give the �mpression that it wes a new development 
in Mthethwa, it is likely that the initial proportion of: 
both was relatively low. 

71rn Europe at a comparable stage o:t' development, it seems
l ikely that men participated in agricultural work to a mucn
greater extent than was the case in south-east Af'rica. See
also Anderson, Transition from Antiquity to Feudalism p.140.



environment, which had necessitated the enserfment of 

women even under feudal conditions. Once the sexua1 division 

of labour at the Bay had been pushed thus far, further 

development of the subsistence base could not proceed without 

a much more farreaching productive revolution than had been 

required further south. 

The possibility of the development in part of the 

northern zone of a subsistence base utilising a smaller 

permanent labour-force than had hitherto been the case, may 

nlso have been facilitated by certain technological changes 

taking place i11 the area. In particular, the use of iron

hoes and the cultivation of a highly efficient cereal crop, 

maize, may have both become widespread in the second half 

of the 18th century. 

Although extremely difficult to document, it seems 

likely that a similar farreaching pattern of changes was 

taking place in other parts of the northern zone at about 

this time, and notably in Ndwandwe, Ngwane and Hlubi.72 The

changes described in Mthethwa, and which the nature o:f the 

source material has made difficult to entirely separate 

:from the agency of the hero-figure Dingiswayo, were probably 

representative of a general structural change underway in 

the area.. The changes can best be understood i:f they are 

situated within the context o:f developments in the political 

economy o:f south-east A:frica as a whole over a considerable 

period of time. 

The energies of new or established ruling .lineages 

in these states were initially concentrated upon extending 

both the 'span' and 'scope' o:f command within a restricted 

territorial framework.73 Only when power was consolidated

within these limits were steps taken to channel the dynamic 

72 · Marks, "The Nguni, the Natalians and their History", p.5JJ.

73For the use:ful concepts of' 'span' and 'scope' o:f command
see Basil Sansom, 1•Tra.di tional rulers and their realms", 
in W.D. Hamm?nd-Tooke, ed., The Ban-cu-Speaking Peoples of' 
Southern Africa (London: Routledi:;e and Kegan Paul, 1974) 
n.2Zi7 ..
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implicit in the new organisational f"orms into lateral 

expansion beyond the previously tacitly agreed territorial 

boundaries between the major state systems. Dingiswayo, 

I'or example, appears to have been extremely reluctant to 

commit Mthethwa to lateral expansion at the expense of" 

�ither his Hlubi or N"dwandwe neighbours.74

Lateral expansion would now automatically bring into 

�on:flict powerful state systems based around large standing 

armies. The repercusions would be f"arreaching, and demand 

the full implimentation of the kind of production. revolution 

to which changes of the kind instituted in Mthethwa bef'ore 

1818 were but the necessary introduction. 

Although triggered. by events and pressures in the 

northern zone, many o:f the processes which have been described 

overlapped into the central zone. Even in the southern zone 

however, there were also some indications of' a weakening 

of the prevailing :feudal complexion of the social f'ormation. 

The principal evidence for this comes :from the diaries of' 

the survivors of the wreck of the GROSVENOR, and of' members 

of the parties of would-be rescuers which set out from the 

Cape75The ship ran aground on the south-east African coast

between the Mzimvubu and the Mtamvuna in August 1782.76

74 zwide, the Ndwandwe paramount, was supposedly captured on
a number of' occasions by the Mthethwa army, but always 
released by Dingiswayo even though he refused to acknowledge 
1�1thethwa hegemony; Fynn, "1839 account", in Bird, Anna.ls, 
I:64; Russell, Natal, The Land and its Story, p.130. This 
may be something o:f an exc1Jg"eration, but it does puggest 
,:;hat Mthethwa wa.s extremely reluctant to confront Ndwandwe 
directly at this stage. For evidence of' the care taken 
by Dingiswayo not to encroach on the Hlubi sphere of 
influence see above p. '-76 • 

75•1·he most useful collection of documents concerning the
wreck and t�e subsequent overland rescue attempts is P.R. 
Kirby, ed. and intro�, Source Book on the wreck of the 
Grosvenor East Indiaman (.Cape Town: Van l<iebeeck �ociety, 
19 53). 

76Ibid., pp.J,50n, and map between pp.192 and 19J.·
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The sumvors learned that their ship had been wrecked 

on the shores of the country o:f 'Hambona', occupied by the 

'Abonyas' or 'Bomvana' people.77 -This seems not to have 

been an independent state, but like Mpondo, Mpondomisse, and 

certain other states to the north and south, to have been 

a member of the vast 'AbaMbo', 'Mbo', •vambe', 1 Mambookie' 

or 1 Mambooker' system.78 ·More precisely, the people in the 

vicinity of the wreck professed allegiance to Ngqungqushe, 

whose capital was then at or near Lusikisiki and who was

the father of the later Npondo paramount Faku.79 South of

•
1 Hambona', and extending southwards as far as the Mbashe river 

80
was the country of the 'Mambookies' or 'Mambookers' proper. 

Throughout this part of south-east Africa, the 

survivors o:f the GROSVENOR and their would-be rescuers 

came across evidence o:f a social formation under pressure 

and in process of change. llisciplined :forces of warriors 

armed with iron-tipped lances or assagais were encountered, 

seemingly often undertaking policing functions on behalf 
81 of the state. Though villages were seen with cattl.e, none 

were available :for barter. People were not even prepared to 

part with mi1k.82 The travellers learned that peopl.e were

not allowed to sell catt1e without the headman's l.eave. 

Moreover, peasants could not apply to the headman for such 

permission. Yeasants were not permitted to converse with 

the travel1ers directly • .All negotiations were to be 

conducted through the agency of' the headman or of his 

appointed agent.
83

77Kirby, Source Book on the Wreck of' the Grosvenor, pp.JO, 
179. 

. 

7Sibid., pp.J0,72n.179. 

?9Ibid., p.7�n.

BOibid., pp.JO,J1,49,51n. 

81Ibid., pp.37,68,71,72,74,76,105.

82Ibid., pp. 4J-4,77-78,79,80-81,91,9J-97.

83Ibid., p.77.
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There were signs that commodity exchange occupied 

an important place in the economy. �'verywhere the travellers 

found copper in great demand, and the items made of this metal. 

that they were carrying were frequently stolen or taken from 

them by force.
84 

There is no evidence of copper-based 

technologies in use in the area, and it seems that copper 

functioned as a medium of exchange. 

The :fact that copper rather than Dutch currency from 

-the Cape was still the prim2.ry medium o:f exchange, suggests

that the primary economic links of the area were still

orientated towards the north and the interior. �'ven a Dutch-

3peaking white youth,whom the travellers came across 1.iving

.i..n the area, was extremely reluctant to act as a guide on

a journey towards the Cape, and showed no interest in the

medium of exchange in use there;

"They offered him any money if he would 
conduct them. He said he did not want 
money but copper". 85 

Local people encountered by the survivors near the site of 

the wreck advised the castaways to head north-eastwards 

towards Delagoa Bay, suggesting that this route was better 
86 

known to them than that southwards to the Cape. 

Not only copper but also iron and brass were in great 

demand. �'ven guns were valued for their metal content 

rather .than for the new weapons technology which they 

represented.
87 In general the travellers found that

"The natives minded nothing but metal. TP.88 

The travellers came across a number of' outsiders who 

were established in the area and who seem to have been 

active in the trading network, including a Portuguese

speaking black, and a 'Malayam•.
89 

It is dif'ficul.t to identify 

84
Kirby, Source Book on the Wreck of' the lrosvenor, pp.JJ, 
J5-J6,J8,68,71-74,76,79,91,93,95. 

85Ibid.,

86
Ibid., 

87 lbid.,

88
Ibid., 

89ib·d J. • '

p.J6.

p.J5.

pp.JJ,J5,J8,6J,68-69,74. 

p.43.

pp.36,43-44,7J,96-97.

..... /28b 
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the commodities which were traded, but the products of 

the hunt may have been amongst them. Certainly the travellers 

saw elephants and sea cows, and came across evidence of 

hunting activity.90

There were indications of moves towards the concentration 

of' power at the centre. The travellers noticed that the 

various states which occupied the southern zone were 

:separated from each other by 1 nomanslands 1 
- tracts of 

uninhabited country.91 In the case of the 1 Mambookie' state,

:=mf:ficient power and resources had been surrendered to the 

,:entre to permit the state to control the entry of travellers 

:.nto 'Mambookie I country. The measure was presumably 

designed to prevent inroads by hunter-traders :from outside, 

imt it was equally e:ffective against the would-be rescuers 

o:f the GROSVENOR survivors. Most if not all the rescuers 

were turned back by the officials and military forces of 

the 1 :Mambookie' state before reaching the site o:f the wreck. 

The state o:f:fic.ials apparently asked of the travellers 

"i:f they thought them :fools, to let 
them pass through their country". 92

The power o:f P.ven the 1 Mambookie' state was still, 

however, :fa.r from absolute. By contrast to the position in 

regard to cattle property, agricultural production appears 

to have remained largely in the hands of the peasantry. The 

products o:f the peasantry, now including sweet potatoes and 

'Indian corn' or maize, were sometimes available for barter 

to strangers.93 Agricultural labour appears to have been 

entirely the preserve of womenf'olk.94 It is impossible to

9°Kirby, Source Book on the Wreck of the Grosvenor, pp.44,
86,93.104,108. 

91Ibid., pp.J�,4J-44,96-97,177,115.

C)
2Ib;d., 31 1 .,_ p. • See also p. �9.

93Ib'd 37 3 ° l 1 • , PP• , c1, 7 J, 7 �, 79, 81 , 9 5, 108, 1 12. 

9hibid. , p • 11 J



decide what, if any, proportion of peasant production was 

given up in the form of tribute or rent. 

At the coast there were still communities for whom 

the collection of mussels from the seashore constituted an 

important source of subsistence.95 In fact the concentrations

of wealth and power clearly lay inland, in the hands of 

people whom the coastal communities feared. They sometimes 

:,ent to the trouble of' warning the travellers or the 

implications of following a route which led into this 

hinterlana.96

The technological base of the 'Mambookie' state was 

J}9rhaps still too primitive to permit a thorough trnnsi tion

to Absolutism to be effected at this stage. Though the

military forces of the state were equipped with iron-tipped

weapons, these were still extremely scarce and costly to

replace. Th.is scarcity led to the farcical situation whereby,

not only the iron tips of their weapons were held back by

warriors in any engagement, but
t1 • • • • afterwards the natives brought sweet

potatoes to exchange for the lance-staffs 
and sticks they had thrown at our people". 97 

It was a military system totally unsuited to the era of 

escalnting warfare which was about to burst upon south-east 

Africa. Iron technology had also yet to be systematically 

applied to agricultural impliments, which still seem to 

have ta.ken the form o:f wooden digging sticks.98

9 .5 l ' 1 
Kirby, Source Book on the Wreck of the Grosvenor, pp. J J-��,
8h,85,89,93, 100,102, 10Z�. 

96Ibid., pp.71,77-78,91�

97Ibid., pp.J7,74.
98 - \-!ilson, 11 .Nguni", in Oxford History, I:114.
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South of the 1 Mambookie' heartland, between the Kei 

and Mbashe rivers, was located the territory of the 

'Tnmbookies', 1 Tambookers 1 or 'Thembu' people.99 :::,tate

power seems to have been even less developed in this case 

thnn in that of 'Mambookie' to the north, and it may well 

have been a 'Mambookie' tributary • .&'ven with protection 

from this source, however, its position seems not to have 

been secure. It possessed few cattle, and was at war with 

�crtain chiefs of the 'Ca:ffer' or 'Xhosa' system who were 

encroaching upon its territory from the south, across the 

nomansland which had formerly defined its southern frontier.100

f.n this area travellers came across numbers of empty huts, 

::hough it is not clear whether these had been permanently 

-tbandoned or had merely been temporarily vacated by people
101following a transhumance economy. 

In the 'Caffer' or 'Xhosa' country of the extreme 

south of south-east Africa, where the feudal system was 

8Specially firmly rooted, attempts made by paramounts to 

,nove towards a situation of absolute power were quickly 

forestalled. They foundered upon the temporarily united 

opposition of the feudal aristocracy and the peasantry. The· 

high level of development of the subsistence base in the 

area, and the relatively lesser developed trading and 

manufacturing components of the feudal economy, meant that 

a powerholder at the apex was not able to build up a 

position of wealth sufficient to enable him to mobilise 

the resources required to enable him to overcome resistance 

organised at intermediate levels. 

The failure of one of the 'Xhosa' paramounts, Ngqika, 

to overcome the constraints placed upon the absolutism of 

99l(irby, Source Book on the Wreck of the Grosvenor, pp.J0,51n,
175-7,1{8.,

,ooibid., pp.175-7.

101 Ib1· d • , l l 8.,, Sl pp• � �, .J-• I-• 
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his po,�er, clearly reveals the resilience of the feudal mode 

of production in the south. Van der Kemp, the first 

missionary to visit the area, reported in 1800 that 

nhe has his counsellors who inform him 
of the sentiments of his people, and 
his captains admonish him with great 
freedom and fidelity, when he abuses 
his authority to such a degree, that 
there is reason to fear that the nation 
will shew him their displeasure. This 
is done if he treats the admonition with 
contempt, not by way of insurrection, or 
takin6 up arms against him, but most 
effectually, by gradual emigration. Some 
kraals break up, and march towards the 
borders of' the country, c.1nd there they 
stay, keeping themselves ready to emigrate 
to another country; they are successively 
followed by others, and this seldom fails 
to have the effect wished for; I have 
myself been a witness to these proceedings". 102 

If this threat to the very basis of the state's continued 

existence was not sufficient, intermediate powerholders were 

prepared to lead a 'popular' insurrection. Van der Kemp knew 

of only one occasion in the history of the area on which 

t:his ultimate step had proved necessary. 103

Attempts to escape from such constraints in order to 

reach a situation approaching absolute power,were accordingly 

rarely made iri relation to an aspect of society which 

touched upon the interests of' the aristocracy directly. A 

more gradual, piecemeal approach was used. Neither was the 

sequence foliowed everywhere the same. ln consequence, the 

point of' confrontation between paramount and aristocracy 

might be reached, if at all, in relation to different and 

sometimes seemingly unimportant aspects of' the social 

formation. The stand was made by the aristocracy well bef'ore 

its essential interests were challeneed. 

it was sometimes the case that a compromise solution 

wns reached, with the aristocracy defending its essential 

102J.T. Van der Kemp, "Report", in Transactions of' the
N.issionary Society (London, 1804-181 J), Vo 1. 1, p. h J6,
cited by llilson, "NG·uni", in Oxford History of' South Africa,
I�12J.

lOJVnn der Kemp, op.cit. 
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economic interests, whilst making concessions to the 

paramountcy in other less crucial spheres. tiuch a compromise 

is well illustrated in the differing outcome of two 

confrontations between .Ngqil<a and the aristocracy which 

were witnessed by Van der Kemp. The situations of confrontation 

developed 

"one time when Geika \Ngqika) had made 
a law against private revenge, 
forbidding a man, who had detected his 
wife in in£idelity to the marriage 
bed, taking a.way the life of the 
seducer; and the second, when he would 
have made the king heir to all his 
subjects who died without heirs in a 
direct line. He was required to retract 
both; that however related to private 
revenge was established, the other was 
set aside." 104 

The feudal states of the 'Xhosa' confederacy were 

rormidable structures in the late 18th and early 19th centuries 

but in no case does it seem that a powerholder at the apex 

of the political system had been able to render his power 

nbsolute. Hintsa, for example, was said to have been able 

to mobilise 10,000 followers, yet the control he exercised 

over them was not direct but mediated through eleven 

regional chiefs, who thus represented major powerholders at 

the intermediate levei.10
5

Even the homesteads of relatively minor powerholders 

impressed visitors with their size. One was reported in 

1779 to have comprised 50 huts occupied by some JOO 

inhabitants. 106 Even the homesteads of the rank-and-file o-f:

the population as yet sh01ved little sig�1 of systematic 

underdevelopment and the concentration of their wealth and 

labour at the centre. In 1797, for example, Barrow saw 

many homesteads in the area each co;nprisine between 10 and 
107JO huts. 

104H. Lichtenstein, Travels in Southern Africa
180J,180h,1305, transl. A Plumptre, 2 vols. 
1928-JO), Vol.1, p.JSJ.

105w11son, "N"guni", p.113.

in the Years 
\Cape Toun: 

1 Oo�.r. A T • � Paterson, Narrative of Four uourne s into the Countr 
of the Hottentots rind C;>.Efraria London, 1789 p.90. 

l 0..,1 J. Barrow, An Account o:f Tr.-1.vels into the Int0rior o:f
Southern Africa, 2 vols. {London, ld01), Vol.�1, p.1'.)2 •
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Neither was wealth concentrated at the apex. The 

paramount Has almost by definition a wealthy man, but even 

:i.n termedia te pOi\'erholders mich t control 11 above a thousand" 
108 

cattle. It seems that, like the paramount, intermediate 

powerholders could e;ain depencl2nts in return for the loan 

of cattle. 109

In the early 19th century a contrast could not only 

be dr;::,wn bet,-,ecn the situation prevailing in the southern 

zone and that coming into being further to the north, but 

also between the social formation of the southern zone and 

the societies of the hi�hveld interior, already rigidly 

structured along class lines. As Thompson pointed out after 

•l. v1 sit to the 'Xhosa I cou,1 try in 1821, important chiefs 

such as Ngqika certainly existed, but 

"The despotism of the chiefs over the 
inferior ranks is much less oppressive, 
and more easily evaded than among the 
Dechuanas; and there is no class of them, 
like what are called the 'poor Bechuanas' 
in a state of absolute bondage. The power 
and influence of the chiefs depend so 
much oil their popularity, and the transfer 
of allegiance from one chief to another 
is so readily effected, that the arbitrary 
power of the hereditary aristocracy is 
under tolerably efficient checks". 110 

'1·he states of the southern zone as a whole, with the 

partial exception of the 'Mambookie' complex which gave 

rise to Faku's Mpondo, were ill-prepared to resist the forces 

of the states. of the north in which the structural. changes 

associated with the transition to Absolutism were already well. 

advanced. The rise o:f one o-f these states to a position of 

hegemony in south-e2.st Africa as Cl.Whole forms the subject o:f 

the next chapter� 

1 osv 
d ,, 11 an er 1\emp, Report 11, in Trcinsactions o:f the I'•iis ,:;ion.ary

Society, Vol.1, p.460. 
109 

Ibid., I: l+J6. 

110 Thompson, '1--ravels :tncl Adventures, I:167.
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X 

THE ABSOLUTIST STATE AND IMPERIAL EXPANSION 

The opportunity having been provided by the weakening of 

Tambe hegemony over the northern interior of south-east Africa 

after the Civil War of 1794, attempts were made by some of 

the major interior states to -widen their 'span' of command. 

The new Bay state of Maputo may also have had similar ambitions. 

There were three important short-term consequences of 

this expansion. First, certain of the states involved were 

able to develop direct relationships with some of the competing 

sections of International Capital whose representatives were 

based at various points on the coastal and southern margins 

of south-east Africa. This direct relationship, which had 

previously been prevented by the ability of Tembe to defend 

a 'middleman' role in the commercial patterns of the area, 

was initially seen to be of' mutual benefit.
1

Secondly, collision between the expanding state systems 

came to be increasingly frequent and intense; there was a 

general escalation of war in south-east Africa. Struggle no 

longer involved small-scale police operations designed to 

retain control over existing vassal chiefdoms within clearly 

defined parallel territories, but rather conflict between 

the major interior states themselves as well as between their 

respective vassals. Ndwandwe, Ngwane o:f Sobhuza, Hlubi, 

d . bl J • 1 d 2
Mthethwa an possi y Ngwane o:f Matiwane were a l 1nvo V<� • 

Occt1.sionally the Bay states were also drawn into the struggles. -

Thirdly, the increasing intensity and frequency o:f 

collision furnished the dynamic for a furthering of the changes 

nlready in process in the 'scope' of command o:f the major 

1This theme is explored more fully in Chapter XI below.

2
Daniel, "Geographical study of Pre-Shakan Zululand,., pp.23,29,
JO; Morris, Washing- of' the Spe[•_rs p.55. li'or the NdHanctwe
�thethwa conflict see beloH. 

3smitl•, "Trade as a factor rr in Thompson, African Societiesin Southern Africa, pp.lMS:6.
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interior powcrholclers. The nature of' the state and of the 

prevailing structure of relationships associated with it were 

reoreanised on a war-footing 2.round leadership fieures 

appropriate to a time o:f military crisis. In the present 

limited state of our knowledge of these processes, attention 

,!!US t be co ncen tra ted on Mthethwa where the reorg2ni sc:, ti on is 

,vell known and 2.ppears to have been particularly thorough. 

Dy 1818, �rthc th\va forces aprJCared on the point o :f' total 

defeat by the Ndwandwe Army of Zwide. Dingiswayo was r-ip-;:,arentl.y 

1-:ctptured and put to death, though a portion of' the Nthethw:t

Army remained intact.4 The cor:imander of this secti on of the

''rmy was Shaka who had already built a reputation in the- area 

c1S  a skilled and ruthless m:ili tary leader. The succession to 

the Kingship was seized by him as the candidate of the Army 

in what amounted to a swift and relatively bloodless coup. His 

immediate success in stemming the Ndwandwe advance, 5 ensured 

the breathin& space required for the short-term consolidatio11 

of his position and that of his faction. Nore legitimate

candidates for the Nthethwa succession were killed,
6 

and

Shaka established a new capital, Bulawayo, outside the Mthethwa 

l1eartland in territory potentially less hostile to the change 

of dynasty.7 A trusted vassal was accorded the task of' ruling

the r--:thethwa heartland itself. 8 

Shaka's origins and early life, like those of' DL1giswayo 

before him, are shrouded in mystery. He appears to have been 

4various slightly differing accounts of these events have been
put forward. In some Ndwandwe features as the aggessor whilst
it is Mthethwa in others. Some see Shaka as having rallied a 
defeated army, others hint that Dingiswayo had, in effect, been 
toppled :from within by a Shakan re:f'usal to commit to battle 
the section of' the Army under his control. J.n Rus5ell's account
the M.thethwa population take shelter in Zulu country after theiJ: :
own had been overrun, whilst in others Shaka's control over 
Hthethwa appears to be imposed from without. See, for example� 
the discussion in the Ox:f'ord History which attempts to draw 
together what is known; 'l'hompson, "The Zulu Kingdom 2.nd Natal ... , 
in Oxford History of South �frica, J.:J42-5. See also Russell, 
Natal: The L<'lnd ,tnd its Story, p.lJl; Krige, Socinl Systr�m of 
the Zulus, pp. 9-11; Smith, "Trade as a factor", in Thor.:pson, 
1\frican Societies in Southern Africa, p.185; Unter-t;ooper 
Zulu Aftermath, pp.�9-JJ. 

' 

�Kriae, Social System of the Zulus, p.11. 
1·homhson, 'l'hP. ·1 1 1] ,1 " • d d l\T t 1 · o f O !:'. t ....,_ --'- ».in� om an l-.a a , 1n x ord History � Af'rica '·

.lbid. , p. J42. 
8Ibid., p.J4J.



born a subject of the small and obscure Zulu chiefdom 1ocated 

between the upper Mhlatuzi and the White Mfolozi west of the 

Ntheth,vu nuclear area. 9 The chiefdom may have had a certain

economic importance which made its dominance attractive to 
10 outside powerholders. There is some sugaestion that Shaka 

was the son of the incumbent chief by a woman from a subordinate 
11lineage. As such he posed a distant threat to the succession 

o:f the candidate of the ruling lineage. He became an exile 

:u1d at some point joined or was conscripted into the growing 

Mthethwa army. Sometime about 1816, _following the death of 

the Zulu chief', Shaka was backed by Mthethwa forces in a 

successful attempt to overturn the succession of the candidate 

o:f the ruling lineage and to install himself as chief. Zulu 

!1ad been drawn into the Hthethwa syste1:1 and Shaka was to 
12 

accept a vassal status until the death of his patron. There

are close parallels with Dingiswayo's own rise to prominence,

and such careers may have been not unusual of the times.

Shaka may have taken a few tentative steps towards 

expandi ng the 'span' of his own command before the time o:f 

the key confrontation between Mthethwa and Ndwandwe.13 What

is more certain is that he presided over :further changes in 

the 'scope' of command in Zulu, and later in the Zulu-Mthethwa 

state as a wbole. These reorganisations permittec: a further 

farreaching expansion o:f the 'span' of command. Tha Zulu

.Mthethwa state gave way to a Zulu 'Empire' which dorninat�d 

almost the entire land-area which we hnve subS\ilmed under the 

title of south-east Africa, and one whose rj se was to have 

repercusions over an even wider area still. 

These changes have often been linked to an underlying 

current of population pressure. It is ar�1able, however, that 

9Thompson, 11 The Zulu Kingdom and Nata1 1·, in Oxford TI:istorr
of South A:frica,I:J42. 

10
/'. 1· t ,ccor<"inc; o one source, it had enjoyed a reputation as a 

ll 

community of pP.dlars; Theal, History of South ,\f'rica Since 
1795, I:J7h. 

Thompson, op.cit. 

lJK r1 {Se, Social System of the Zulus, p.11.
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the precise nature o:f the c ., •i s.i..s facing Zulu-Mthethwa in 

t;lLc era of· Zhc1l-a was "'.:1nt. one of' population 'surplus' at all 

but of" labour 1 s1Jr:·tage' • .Pdmittedly the notion of' labour 

shortage 1� surrounded by almost as many conceptual problems 

as that of population pressure. Suffice t o  say here that the 

term deaotes a political as much as an abstract economic 

imperative. To employ it is not to imply that the new rulers 

o:f Zulu-Mthethwa had any intrinsic right to the labour-power 

of' the peasantry o:f the area, but only that the maintenance 

nf their position depended upon their gaining direct access 

to it. 

The evidence for this propositi on is sketchy, but no more 

50 than the more familiar populati on pressure thesis. First, 

the traditions suggest that the initial problem facing Shaka 

as a military commander was that his forces were substantially 

. outnumbered by those of �it enemies. 14 This is partly borne

out by the manner in which the Zulu-Mthethwa remnant was able 

to survive the 1818 clash with Ndwandwe. Something akin to 

1 ,;uerrilla tactics had been employed. The Army avoided battle 

�nd staged a tactical retreat, destroying the subsistence 

base as it went. The strength of the vast Ndwandwe army wa,s 

sapped as it attempted to cross the tract of barren countryside, 

and it may then have been harassed by Zulu-Mthethwa raiding. 

�'ventually the Ndwandwe army, though not decisively defeated, 

was obliged to retreat to its distant heartlanct.15 At one level

it represented a tribute to the tactical skills of Shaka, at 

another it suggests that Zulu-Mthethwa was obliged to adopt 

a mode of warfare appropriate to the numerical weakness of 

the forces who remained at its disposal. 

Secondly, many of the subsequent changes made in Zulu

Hthethwa can be interpreted as measures to overcome a situation 

th · Krige, Social Svstem of the Zulus, p.11; Omer-Cooper,
Zulu Aftermath, p.J2.

15n.F. Fynn, The Diary of Hen!Y Francis Fynn, 180J-1861, comp.
and ed. J. Stuart and D. Mck. Malcolm, lPietermarit�burg, 
1950) p.17; Krige, Social Sx:stem of the Zulus, p.11; Omer
Cooper, op.cit., pp.J2-3. 



of labour shortage, including the application of more efficient 

technology and especially the development of' forced-labour 

systems, drawing not only on t he peasant-homesteads of the 

immediate area of' the state, but also captive-labour brought 

in from outside. 

Thirdly, contemporary or near-contemporary observers 

did not consider the possibility of population pressure in 

their accounts. The hypothesis is entirely a product of 

retrospective interpretation and deductions from the wretched 

state of the Natal population after the early Zulu raids. 

The only visitor to recor d  any direct comments on the matter 

at all was Farewell who visited the Zulu capital in 182h. 
16 

Although he is not an entirely satisfactory witness, his

comments add further plausibility to the labour shortage notion 

"Chaka's country appears very 
th inly peopled. I fancy he assembled 
all his disposable force on the 
occasion of' our visit, and probably 
fifty thousand souls, :fourteen of 
which might be :fighting men on a 
push, form the whole population 
of the large territory he is 
possessed of." 17

With the Ndwandwe threat contained but not removed, an 

immediate reorganisation of the patterns of relationships 

prevailing with in Zulu-Mthethwa was undertaken, building on 

the earlier foundations o:f the general transition to absolutism 

in the area. A militarisation of society was pushed through, 

which had as its object the development of 'absolute' systems 

o:f control from the apex of all sectors of living. 'fhe Army, 

at once the institution of the state with which Shaka and his 

immediate associates were most familiar and the source of much 

of' Shaka's popular support, was to be at the core of mc>-ny of the 

changes and the vehicle for the implementation of others. The 

dramatic natu:r:e of' the changes involved, provoked considerable 

opposition which could be contained only by the ernployment of' 

terror and institutionalised modes of rebell.ion. 

16 I-le was concerned to solicit direct Dritish Imperial protection
for the operations of white traders in south-east Africa 
opera ting from the Cape and 'Port Natal'. ,As such it may have 
been in his interest to minimise in his accounts, thedifficulties facing conquest. · '

17Farewell to Lord Somerset,
in Bird, Annals, I:192. 

Governor of the Cape, 6/9/1824 
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Three overall explanations of these changes would seem 

possible. The first, and still quite common hypothesis is 

that Shaka was a psychopath who, through sheer will, built 

a transitory system around him based upon a. mode of" 'predation' 

rather than one of 'production'. The system was nothing more 

than the institutionalised reflection of his irrational mind,

which collapsed on his <leatl1 immediately and totally because 

of its own internal contradictions and becRuse it depended 

Llpon the ruthless will of' its founder. This is not the place 

to enter into a detailed discussion of the role of the 'hero' 

or •anti-hero' in shaping the course of history. Suffice to 

:;;ay that the main problem with this view is that many of the 

changes appear to have been in process for some considerable 

time and over a wide area, and some survived into the second 

half of the 19th century and beyond. 

A second hypothesis is that the changes introduced a 

transient but thoroughly rational system; a pattern of 

relationships characteristic of a feudal system attempting to 

udjust to the exigencies of a total war situation. With a 

ccturn to peacetime conditions came an automatic return to 

the looser pre-war forms. '!'his is certainly a tempting 

hypothesis, but rela.xation in time of peace seem not to bave 

produced a. complete return to pre-war forms. �ertain key 

changes, which seem to have been in process over a long period, 

were institutionalised. 

The third possibility is that the changes were associated 

with the painful transition to a new mode of production 

characteristic of a further epoch in the progressive separation 

of .Man from Nature in south-east Africa. The cataclysmic nature 

of the change in the overall pattern of relationships which 

was involved meant that it was associated with considerable 

�;ocial strife. The dynamic which the new organisational forms 

released meant· that it led also to external conflict on nn 

equally formidable scale. It is the case for this third 

possibility which will be argued here.18

18 The three-way debate surrounding the interpretation of these 
events, and the role of Shaka in them, is perhaps reminiscent 
o:f those concerning- the historical interpretation of the role 
of Robespierre, Hitler and Stalin in equally cataclysmic 
processes in Europe. 
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A problem which hampers a structural analysis alo.ag 

these lines is in fact the expansion of' the 'span' of cornmand 

which the changes permitted. The Zulu-.Mthethwa 'state' was 

progessively transformed into a Zulu 'empire'. But the change 

involved was not simply one of' scale. It was also one of' 

structure. Hetropolis-periphery relationships developed 

alongside the patterns of relationships within the metropolis 

itself. Though they were interlinked, the modes of exploitation 

of labour differed. 

As Saxon has suggested,19 after Kwame Arhin's work on

Ashanti,20 three broadly concentric zones of' Zulu power

rteveloped each characterised by different kinds of' relationship! 

to the apex. The Zulu 'heartland' was made up of' a number of 

'provinces' in which control from the apex was partic1..1larly 

absolute. Beyond this was a zone of' 'protectorates' - peoples 

and territories which were incorporated into the Zulu system 

directed by the apex, but in a rather different fashion to 

the �rovinces' of' the 'heartland'. Finally, on the outermost 

reaches of' the imperial system, were a number of' 'tributary' 

states whose mode of incorporati on was still looser and more 

unstable.21 
.ln reality the simple model suggested may have

been rather more complex with certain 'tributaries' existin� 

in a geographically closer relationship to the metropolis 

than certain 'protectorates' and so on. 

A further problem which makes structural analysis 

particularly difficult, and which neither Saxon nor Arhin 

really allow for in their model, is the fact that the Zulu 

polity represented a system in process rather than in stasis. 

Expansion or retreat of' its boundaries was continually taking 

place. Accordingly, the concentric zones of' Zulu power cannot 

be permanently and comfortably related to specific geographical 

areas. 1�eir boundaries were constantly shifting. 

19 oouglas E. Saxon, "The early Zulu state: Centre versus the 
Provinces", unpublished seminar paper, University of 
California, Santa Darbara, 1968.

2°Kwame Arhin, irThe structure of' Grentor Ashanti, 17uo-184.2 11

, 

,Journal of' Af'ri can History, VIII, 1 ( 1967). 
21saxon, op.cit., pp.1-14. In stressing the political dimension

these categories are perhaps not ideal, though Saxon's gcnerRl 
poi� t t�ia t the Zulu state cannot be seen as a homogeneou.'3 
euti ty J.s well taken and forms the b,1 sis for the analysis
presented here. 
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A f'inal problem concerns source material. The sources 

available in English are certainly much richer than :for the 

18th century. They include collections of traditions, and the 

accounts of trnders, missionaries and other contemporary 

visitors to the area, many of whom ventured a considerable 

distance from 'Port Natal'. Yet few of these accounts contain 

much material on the general question of systems of production. 

Politics and the ivory trade are their major preoccupations. 

Subject to the qualifications outlined above, an attempt 

will now be made to view the changes from the point or view 

of the mode of production hypothesis and employing Saxon's 

!riodel of concentric zones. The changes which appear to have

taken place in the Zulu 'heartland' will be cousiclered first.

As Sansom has suggested,22the essential features of the

changes were twofold. i_f•irst, separated departments of social 

life were isolated and uistinctions of rank and status created 

within them. Secondly, each department was centred on the 

monarchy, which is to say the apex of command. It is not quite 

. t h " 
23 

true to say however, that "there was no priva e sp ere , 

that the power of the monarch was universally located, its 

scope absolute.24 T�e direction of the changes was certainly

oriented towards the emergence of' thoroughly centralised and 

despotic states, and in the political department of a form of 

divine kingship. It is arguable, however, that the transition 

was still in process when the new system was decisively 

challenged from outside. A more judicious summary of the 

situation was offered by Gluckman in a pioneer work on the 

early Zulu state; 

"During the t ime of the Kings, 
the State bulked large in the 
people's lives". 25 

22sansom, ttTraditional rulers and their realms", in Hammond
Tooke, The Bantu-Speaking Peoples of Southern Africa, pp.279-
280. 

23E.V. Walter, Terror and Resistance, p.218.
24For this conclusion, and an introduction to the idea of

'location' of commund, See Sansom, 11 Trad:itional rulers and 
thelr realms", in Hammond-Tooke, op.cit., p.279. 

25Gluckman, "The kincdom of the Zulu", in Fortes and Evans
Pritchard, African Political Systems, p.46. See also, IbJ<l., 
.. The rise of' n Zulu E,'mpire", in Scientific American, 202 
(l960) pp.167-8. 

f.-,n,.o. 
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Deci sive steps \vere taken towards centralising the 

control of labour. Women as well as mon were involved. The 

recruitment of menfolk into the labour-force directed by the 

state took the form of a forced conscription of all males 

of an economically active age residing in the heartland. The 

abolition of the circumcision rite26 indicated the blurring 

of the distinction between men and boys which was taking place 

and was appropriate to a situation in which all available 

labour-power was being pres�ed into the service of the state. 

:ten 1vere taken at a relatively early age from the homesteads 

into which they had been born, and which had been responsible 

for �heir subsistence in early childhood, to join their age 

r>eers from throughout the heartland in one of the various

labour-reeiments o:f the state. Much i:f not nll their labour

time and labour-power until the age of .35 or 40 was to be

expended on behal:f of the state.27 In the context of the

possible life-expectancy of the times, this must have been

close to an economically-active lifetime.

26wilson, "Nguni", in Oxford History of South 1�frica, I:125

27The general point is well known, but it is not clear whether
labour was released to individual homesteads at key tines in 
the production cy�le, such as harvesting and clearing new 
ground. Gluckman argues that it was; "The second important 
change in Zulu family life was caused by. the younger men 
having to serve at the king's military barracks, which kept 
them from home most of the year"; Gluckman, "The kingdam o:f 
the Zulu" in Fortes and l!.'vans-Pri tchard, A:fri can Poli tic al 
Systems, p.28. Yet Gluckman att:empts in this article to 
describe the Zulu state as it existed in the time of Mpande, 
and the subsequent changes which took place. He does not 
claim to be describing the state as it operated at its 
peak, a point which is sometimes f'orgot·t;en. In most spheres 
of li:fe, a certain retreat :from the more despotic patterns 
of relationships is evident, beginning before Mpande's time 
and continuing through it. It seems reasonable to suppose 
then that Gluckman is describing a more relaxed pattern of 
labour recruitment and control than had once existed. 
Moreover, his analysis makes no mention of the 'captive' 
component of the state labour force which is freely conceded 
to hnve been a :factor in the rise of' the Zulu Empire. It 
seems ublikoly that captives could have returned to their 
kraals at certain times of the year since they were usually 
de�troyerl nt the moment of capture. See also below note Jl. 



The state exercised rigid control over tlw menfolk who 

made up the various labour-regiments. Each regiment was billet tee! 

at one of some 15 royal homesteads, which in effect bec;:,me 

barrack towns.
28 

Within the barrc1.cks extremely tight discipline
· t . i h. h . l d · · d 1 d · · i 

29 c l swas main aineL w 1c inc u ed a r1g1 sexua 1v1s on. �urp u 

sexual energy could be expended only in the frequently-held 

feasts and militarised marathon singing and dancing sessions.30

Steps were taken to stamp out the more overt manife::,tatioru 

,•f an individualist peasant mentality within the ranks of' the 

r·egiments. 'there is no record of the rank and file having been 

i>ermi tted to retain an economic interest independent of the

�ing's table. There is no record of private trading, of

, ul ti vat ion of plots around the barrack towns on an individual

hasis, or of regular individual visits to the former homesteads

in the countryside. �arriage was totally forbidden during the

long period of active service in the regiments,31 so thut there

was, during this time, no opportunity for men to establish

new peasant homesteads independent of the state and which might

distract them from a total commitment to its service and a

total dependence upon its bounty.

Whilst serving in the regiments, a substantial proportion 

of a man's time was spent in military activity. This included 

garrison duty at the eapita1,32police operati ons against

recalcitrants as well as full-scale operations against distant 

powerholders,33 the protection of incoming and outgoing embassies

28Thompson, "Zulu kingdom and Natal ir, in Oxford History of'
South Africa, I:J44.

29Ibid.

)Oibid.; Russell, Natal: The Land and its Story, p.lJ2. 

JlSmith, Andrew Smith and Natal, p.86. This is not to say,
however, that all men who served in the regiments were in this 
position, but only that the major fighting untis were so 
restricted. There were also reeiments o:f men who were married; 
Natl,aniel Isnacs, ''History of Chaka", in Bird, Annals I:181. 
It is possible ·that these were only drawn together i'rom 
homesteads in the countryside at a time or major crisis. 

J
2

Th . t· f e organisa ion o the royal capital differed little from that 

JJ 

of other military barracks in t.he state; Thompson, 11 Zulu 
kingdom and Natal", in Oxford History of South Africa, I:J44.

See below pp .�-ft., and notes. 

. ••• /J02 
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· J4
1\. ' h t· and of other groups travelling on state business. 1•1uc ime 

was also spent in trainine; and other activities concerned 

to improve the military effectiveness of the regiments.35 The

youngest male conscripts attended the regiments on active 

service as shield carriers, cattle-herders and baggage 

handlers.36

The labour-power of the womenfolk o:f the heartland was 

·tlso harnessed to the service of the state. Visitors to the

Zulu capitRl saw large and organised groups of women as well

as men clrawa up for inspection,37 suggesti ng that women as

,�ell as men were conscripted into labour-regiments controlled

: ,y the state. The proportion of the womenfolk and o:f their

la.bour-tirne committed to state service in this way is not clear,

hut it may always have been rather less than required of the

tnHn:folk.

Two other sources of' labour-power appear to have been 

controlled directly by the Zulu state. Widows became property 

of' the state,38 and were seen at work by visitors to the 

·31'-. In 1827, f'or example, a party of' Port Natal residents
journeying to Delagoa Bay were accorded a military escort 
by the Zulu state; Fynn, Diary, p.131. 

35Russell, Natal: The Land and its Story, p.1J2. 

J6 smith, .Andrew Smith and Natal, p.78. Perhaps there is somethi.n, 
of a knight-squire character about the relationship between 
the warrior and his young shield carrier. 

37Fynn saw between 8,000 and 10,000 women drawn up for his 
in?pec tion at Shaka' s kraal in 182/+; :F'ynn; Dia.ex, p. 71. The 
summary killing of a kraal of 60 people, seemingly composed 
only of' women, which was carried out in Dingane's time, may 
be further somewhat circumstantial evidence of' the existence 

I 
• u of women s regiments; R.ll. Hulley, An account of the Rev. 

Owen's visit to Zululand in 1837 as related by R.B. Hulley 0
, 

Natal Archives Manuscript Coliection, mss.12, p.lJ. Hulley 
had accompanjed Owen. He had been hired at Butterworth as 
an interpreter and artisan. 

JSThe payment of bride-price to the King was said to b;:::ve 
been a condition o:f their re-marriage; Smith, 1\ncrew Smith 
and Natnl, p.79.

1- - -
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ca.pita1.39 There may also have existed a separate stratum of

male servants or slaves o:f the King whose members assisted in 

the domestic work at the capitai.40

The number of men and women conscripted from the Zulu 

h�artland into the direct service of the state was continually 

increased, at least in the early years of the Shakan era, by 

1 nung captives of both sexes brought back by the J,rmy as a result 
. l�l ,,t� operations in the periphery. It is dif'ficult to estimate 

,hat proportion of the regiments derived from this source, and 

t:o what extent their conditions of state service differed from 

t:hat of conscripts from the heartland. 

Complementing- thestate 1 s control over the labour-power 

or men and women was_a partial monopoly of technology. 'l'he 

monopoly was partial in the sense that it may have been confined 

to certain key instruments of war. Each Zulu warrior was equipped 
h2 w.i.th a complex wardress, a large war shield and a variety of

lveapons. Un campaigns he was attended by a shield-carrier,

and supplied with sufficient food for the outward march carried

or herded by other levies.43 Since at the peak of Zulu power

J9Killie �ampbell, "Umgungundhlovu - Dingaan's Kraal, Information 
collected from Old Zulus", .Natal Archives Manuscript Collection 
mss.61, p.lJ. It is not clear whether all widows in the state 
were conscripted as labour and as property by the state in 
this way. 

l�Oibid.; Isaacs, .. History of Chaka", in Bird, Annals,:I:182.
In fact it was one of the King's doraesti c attendants who 
put Shaka to death in 1828. 

h.1Theal, History of South Africa Since 1795, I:378. 

42
rt included crane feathers, together with jackal, ox, civet
and monkey skins; Fynn, Diary, p.14; Russell, Natal: The Land 
and its Story, pp.132-J. 

113see above note 36. For discussion of other aspects of state
investment in· raiding see below p .314-.
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44 
there moy have been up to 100,000 men under arms, the 

maintenance of the Army, and particularly its involvement in 

distant operatio11s, involved the state in a massive investment 

of capital. 

The capital invested in shields and weapons ,-:as guarded 

with particular jealousy. The war-shields, which were of cow 

hide and which could only be replaced by killing more cattle, 

,-;ere regarded as state property; 

"The shields are all.the king's 
property and are delivered to 
each soldier on going to war". 45 

lvhen the regiment returned from active duty, the shields were 

11 11.ce more collected nnd stored in a special place under the 

direct c 011.trol of' the state of'ficial responsible :for their 
lt-6

custody, in this case the regimental commander. 

hli,.Russell, Natal: The Land and its Story, p.lJ5. Armies sent out 
on specific campaigns would have been less, and the general 
accounts of th.em which we have would. seem to make H.ussel;l.'s 
figu:i..�e :for the total size of the Arey a reasonable one. 
Fynn, :for example, estimated that. the Zulu army which passed 
him on its return from an attack on the Mpondo in 1824 
numbered 20,000; Fynn, Diary, P• 62. The l826 expedition 
aga�nst Ndwandwe, the most powerful of the Zulu states' 
enemies, numbered about 50,000, though this figure also 
included boys and women; Ibid., p.12J. The total military 
effective of the �ate was said to have been organised into 
three distinct armies; Isaacs, irHistory of Chaka", in Bird, 
Annals, I:l81. Since the total included regiments of boys 
and of older married men, and the Army rar�ly undertook a 
major campaign without being augmented by detachn1ents :from 
vassals in the periphery, Fynn's estimate t hat the core o:f 
the Army amounted to some 50,000 men is also reasonab1e; 
Fynn, "History of Godongwana {DingizwayoJ and (in part) of 
Chaka'·', in Bird, Annals, I:66. This would tend to suggest 
that the 70,000 males drawn up at Shaka's kraal for 1''ynn's 
inspection in 1824 represented something ciose to the state's 
total military effective, excludi ng perhaps the regiments 
o:f older men dispersed in krao.ls about the country side; 1''ynn, 
Diary, p.71. 

h,., .?Hev. George phampion, "Journal", 18/l/18J6, in Missionary 
lforald Vol.JJ, p.177, reproduced in Bird, Annals l:\�OJ. 

h6 t . . ct· . Cap ain (;ar iner, "First interview with Dineaan, February 1835 1 

in Bird, op.cit., I:288; Campbell, 11 Umgungundhlovu", p.17. 



The recently-introduced short stabbing spea.r also appears 

to have been an item of technology which remained the property 

of the state. For a warrior to return without it from the 

battlefield was a state offence punishable by death.47 Its

value to the state lay in the investment in the iron content 

it incorporated. The new weapon in fact was not onJ.y more 

efficient in the strictly military sense as has often been 

oointed out. It was also vastly more efficient than the 

i:hrowing assagai in an economic sense. This was true in two 

cespects. First, it prevented the heavy losses of iron to the 

enemy which could result if' the Army was forced to quit the 

battlefield. 
48 

Secondly, its introduction removed the possibility

.,f the kind of anti-state behaviour which had characterised 

the peasant armies of the past and which continued to occur 

in the peasant armies of the feudal states to the south. 'l'he 

peasant soldier had been apt to pocket the metal head t·rom his 

assagais, with a view to future personal use or trade, before 

using the shaft alone against the encmy.49

It is not clear whether the w ar uniform was also an item 

of state property, though Fy nn's genera1 impression was that 

most war equipment, if not all, was provided by the King, which 

is to say by the state.SO

47 Fynn, Diarx,pp.lJ-16; Omer-Cooper, Zulu Aftermath, pp.JO-Jl. 
Though there is general agreement that technological 
innovation in the military sphere had much to do with the 
momentous political and social changes brought about in 
south-east Africa in the late 18th and ea.rly 19th centuries, 
there is less agreement on the precise timing of the 
innovations, and on the degree to which they ·were totally new 
rather than the functional adaptation of' existing forms. For 
discussion of these questions see Omer-Cooper, Zulu Aftormath, 
pp.JO-Jl; Ibid., .,Political change in the 19th century Hfecane" 
in Thompson, African Societies in Southern Africn, pp.212-215; 
Thompson,_ 11 Zulu kingdom and Natal", in Oxford History of
South Africa, I:Jl�2-J; Theal, History of' South i,frica Since 
1795, I:375; Junod, Lif'e of a. South African Tribe, I:ll,50. 

lt8 
l ··For an examp e of the loss which could be involved see above 

chapter VI pp.188-190. 

\')This was still the case in the feudal states to the south 
as late as 1782; see <=ibove f.��, 

50 Fynn, Diary, p. 28h. 
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Other forms of' technology, including non war shields, 

appear to have been more freely available.51 It is not, ho,�·ever,

possible to draw a firm distinction between the mode of control 

over the instruments of war and over the instruments of 

production. In the Zulu system, war could also be a source 

0f production. In some senses therefore, instruments of war must 

nlso be considered amongst instruments of production, especially 

,ts some weapons were also the tools of' the hunter. The firearm, 

,-·hich was gradually being introduced into the arec:.1, ;:�nd which 

wns quickly added to the list of items of state property, is 
52

an obvious example. 

Within the heartland, all land, in the sense of all 

territory within the borders of the state, was under the direct 

c ontrol of the state. Access to it could not be gained without 

the acceptance of certain obligations to the state. Attempted 

individual separation :from the land, which is to say attempted 

migration out of the territory controlled by the state, was 

::.in offence against the state, 53 There may also have been certain

"ardens or sections of the veld specifically set aside for the 
IJ 

direct use of the state, though generally homestead sites could 

_pI•obably be chosen from broad tracts o:f the country side wj_ thin 

the territorial boundaries of Zulu. 

5l"Those tshieldsJ used in war are considered the property of 
the King; others ofthe people"; Smith, Andrew Smith 2nd Natal, 
p. 51. The right to bear non-war shiel.ds must thus be listed
amongst the 'immunities' allowed to the private sector. It is
not clear whether this can be extended to the eeneral right
to bear arms. It is not, in other words, clear whether the
state actually possessed a monopoly of the instruments of
production within its realms, or simply the greatest
concentration of them.

52The Zulu state clearly possessed some firearms in the time of
Ding8ne; Fynn, Diarx, pp.195-6, 255-7; Smith, Andrew Smith 
and Natal, p.171; Rev. F. Owen, "Journal'', 12/ll/18J7, in 
Church Missionary Record Vol.IX no.9, reproduced in Bird, 
Annals, I:JJ5. For a detailed account of the history o:f fire
arm::; in the area see J.J.Uuy, ".Notes on :firearms in the Zulu 
l<ingdom", unpublished seminar poper, University of' Lor1don,

Institute of Commonwealth Studies, 1969. See also chpt.XI belo1 

SJThe Zulu state appe�rs to have looked with tolerance on a 
build-up o:f people at Port Natal providing- they were drawn 
from dev,.tsta ted groups in the periphery. Those fleeinc fro□ 
t�c henrtland itself were pursued, and the harbourinG of such 
groups by the black community at the Port became one of the 
points of contention between the Zulu state and its va�sal 
ch:ie.fs in the area - the white trc::ders. Soc also below p��t\ 
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Vast herds of cattle were also under the direct control 

or the state, geographically distributed between the capital, 

other regimental barracks and, in the sense discussed below, 

various private homesteads in the countryside.54 
Cattle had a

.;;pecial economic signif'i cance in the system as a source of 

,nilk, meat and the raw material for war-shields, but also as 

a highly mobile and :freely negotiable store of accumulative 

wealth. 

J:n the vast resources of labour power, technology, 

t,erritory and cattle-wealth under its immediate control, the 

;tate also controlled a substantial amount of capital, which is 

;::o say the accumulated capacity to bring about future production 

The corollary of a substantial concentration of capital 

at the apex was the direct involvement of the state in 

production. The male regiments were essentially multi-functional 

organised labour gangs rather than regiments of professional 

soldiers, though there may also have been some degree of 
• 

specialisation in this regard amongst the regiments, based upon 

considerations of age and other factors related to efficiency 

in certain spheres of work. The labour-time and labour-power 

of the male regiments was under the direct control of the state 

and could be expended as the latter saw fit. It is clear that 

neither was expended totally in the military sphere. A portion 

of the regiment's work involved productive activity. Some of 

this activity was directly related to their military functions, 

as in the manufacture of war shields from materials provided 

by the state and which would eventually become the property of 

the state.55 The ree,-iments could also be called out, however, 

to hunt on behalf of the state, though this never became the 
t.'.6 

principal source of ivory in the area.J lly the t ime of Dingane,

r:: ·� 
)

'-

Thompson, "Zulu kingdom and Natal", in Oxford History of 
South Africa, I:Jl�4. For cattle at individual homesteads see 
below ,,�B. 

55champion, "Journal ff , 20/l/18J6, in Bird, Annals, I:206; 
G3rdiner, "First interview", in Ibid., pp.283-5; Isaacs, 
''History of Chaka 11

, in Ibid., p.171; Smith, Andrew Smith and 
i•�a tn.l, :p. 86. 

56charnpion to Anderson, 21/4/1837, in D.J. Kotze ed. Letters
of t�e Am�ri?an Missionaries 18J5-18J8 {Cape T�,m, ��� 
Riebeeck Society no.Jl, 1950) p.159; Fynn, Diary pp.80,lJl, 
1 2-J; Isaacs, op.cit., p.182. See also below p.'llO and .note



a wide vari�ty of types of productive work outside these 

spheres was being performed by the male regiments; 

"The work of the soldiers at peace 
time was to build huts, make stock 
folds, plough lSic?), weed, reap and 
some other light work £or the kraal". 57 

The wide range of activities indicated in this report may 

reflect a decline in the amount of the labour-power of women 

available to the state in Dingane's time, as well as a 

reduction in the need for shields in a more relaxed period of 

i.n terna t ional relations. 

'l.'he primary function of the labour-regiments of women 

-,.;as to undertake the bulk of the work associn ted with th� 

;iroduction of grain and other crops which the state required 

t;o feed the labour-regiment s and others who ate at the 'King's 

table', to furnish the state with seed for the new season, and 

with a surplus for storage against unf'ons��"' even tuali ti es so 

as to prevent a drain on capital stocks. 58 Large granaries 

were seen by visitors to the capital and other major kraals. 59

The women's regiments may also have participated in light 

manufacturing activity, and less productive worlc associated 

with the day-to-day running of the capital and of the other 
�

barrack-towns. 

:Mining also appears to have been a sphere of proc'.uction 

in which the state was directly involved. There were ruthless 

punishments for those who attempted to undertake mining 
61 independently from the state, though beyond this there is

57campbell, "Umgungundhlovu", p.17 

58Theal, History of South Africa Since 179.5 t I:J78.

59campbell, op.cit., p.15. 
60 lb'tl,

61Isaacs gives an account o:f an extremely interesting tradition
reluting to the history o:f metals in the area. Iron had 
originally �een the mark of distinction in Netal-�ululand, bui 
at some point was rerlaced with a new metal which appeared 
'white' during the srneltinr; process until worked into 0rm

bangles or rings. It became the mark or the powcrholder, 
leaving iron, \vhich was plentiful in the region, as the 
ornament o.f the commoner. The chiefdom ·which controlled the 
p:,odtu�tion of the 1 ,vhi te I rnetnl was conquered and its rulers 
destroyed. The tradition goes on to sugf:·est th:::1t all ,1•ho 
attempted to min<:.� the new metal were put to death. Tbis may 
have been the case, pE')rhaps designed to protect er monopoly of 
its production centred elsewhere, thourfh I have interpreted 
this to mean that death may have been a more sel0ct.iv0 
punishment reserved for those who attorriptcd independent 
production. 'fhe tradition operates in 'legend' time, rind the 
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no information on how precisely mining was oreanised or the 

source of the labour-power which was expended in this sphere 

of economic activity. The range of minerals produced in the 

h : +-. d t . 62
heartland may ave �een coniine o iron. 

Certain of the military operations of the regiments 

also brought income to the state in the form of cattle, grain, 

labour and reproductive power.63 The state's direct involvement

in 'production' was widener  in this way to include the 

predation of the periphery. 

date of the changes is accordingly open to speculation. 
See Nathaniel Isaacs, Travels and Adventures in �astern 
Africa, ed. L. Herrman, 2 vol_s.� (Cape Town, van Tiiebeeck
Society 110s. l6 and 17, 1936-37), reproduced in Bird, Anna.ls 
I:186-7. 

62rron ivas said to have been plentiful in northern Natal
Zululand by this time; Ibid. One source was situated. in the 
vicinity o:f the Amatikula River; Gardiner, "First interview", 
in Hird, Annals, I:305-6. Gardiner appears to have thought 
this the only mine i,n operation at the time. This may h.:.--:..ve 
been the case, though recent archaeological research has 
revealed the existence of at least one other iron mining and 
smelting centre within what became the Zulu heartland, 
though as yet the period covered by its operations is unknown 
The centre is in a small valley off the 'l'ugela valley, 20 
miles below the site of' the present town of Colenso. An 
iron mine, comprising mostly surface workings but incorpora-, 
ting one vertical shaft: not yet examined, has been :found, 
together with a hor izontal coal shaft. Some 80 furnaces 
have also been discovered. Two local black informants thought 
the complex had operated "before the whites came". The 
discoveries have been made by a team from the Natal t,iuseum 
led by Tim l\Ia.ggs. I am grateful to John Wright of the 
Department of History at the University of :Natal, 
Pietermaritzburg, for this information; Private communication 
lJ/J/1976. The sources of copper and the raw or :finished 
materials for brass are unclear, but may have been :fc1irly 
distant. Both metals were amongst the i teu:s being im_rorted 
from Delagoa Bay, not necessarily brought to the Bay by 
European ships, during; the period when the Zulu state was 
at its hei,<.�-ht. 

6JThere is a.bundant evidence of cattle-capture. See, for
example, Sn!i th, Andrew Smith and Natal, p. 68; Fynn, Diarv, 
pp.23,126-7, 147. bar the question of grain see below 
fi313 • The question of predation on the labour and 
reproductive power of the periphery is more problematic, and 
certainly <lid not occur on every occasion that an impi wus 
sent out. In the 1824 attack on Ndwandwe, for example, the 
men were found absent .:ind the women and children ,v-erc 
appare1ttly killed; Smith, op.cit., p.68. 
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The cattle, which formed the most valuablH part of

the fines levied by agencies of the state upon citizens who

offended against its will, also found their way to the centre.

In this sense, ns in the case of forced labour recruitment,

the Zulu state was also involved in the predation of its

heartland. 

In those spheres where the state w,,s not equipped or 

chose not to organise production d irectly, the st:-d.;e sometimes 

ensured its economic predominance by clcdmine,· and enforcing 

a monopoly over exchange. The most important of these involved

ivory. The state maintained only a minor interest in its

direct production, yet travellers noticed that

"The ivory comes all to the King". 65 

r-tore precisely, 
11 The Zoolahs kill but few elephants, 

yet Dingaan at times possesses 
considerable quantities of ivory, 
which he receives from tribes that 
are tributary to him". 66 

With the immediate producers obliged to deal with the 

Zulu state acting in a middleman capacity rather than directly 

with European purchasers of' the commodity, the bul.k of the 

income received from exchange of the product fell to the Zulu 

state; 

"Ivory, since the first, has been the 
chief, indeed almost the only, article 
sought after by the colonists, and as 
that, according to the Zulu law, is 
regarded as the exclusive property o:f 
the king, he alone has been the principal 
dealer, and actually almost the only 
individual who has materially benefitted 
from the trade tt . 67 

65chnmpion to Anderson, 21/4/1837, in Kotze, Letters of the
American Missionaries, p.159. See also Smith, .A •.drew Sud th 
and .Natal, p.164; Ibid., 11 Historical precis by Dr. Andrew 
Smith, Cape Tow1.1. 6/5/1834 11

, in Bird, Annals, I:262. 

66Andrew Smith, 11 Journc1.l of' a visit to Dingaan, 1832", 28/'J/ 
18J2, in Smith, Andrew Smith and ?fatal p.32 0 

67Ib"d lf
T

T' t . 1 . . . 
.1 •  , nis ,orica precis", in Bird, Annals, .t:262. 
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The state monopoly over the exchange of' this commodity 

was jealously preserved; 

''Chaka had an extreme aversion to
anything like commercial traffic, 
and :forbade it among his people. 
To the Europeans he always expressed 
himself' decidedly opposed to any 
intercourse having for its object 
the establishment of a mercantile 
connection with his subjects." 68 

Other repor·ts make it quite clear that it was not commerce

as such which was opposed by the Kings, but any attempt to 

trade directly with their subjects with a view to avoiding 

the state· monopoly. In fact 

"Dingane liked the white men very 
much but not more than Shakaft . 69

The ivory was exchanged for European trade goods; 

"With the teeth he (Dingane) 
obtains of the whites presents of 
beads, cloth, etc•,•·•·••••••" 70 

The range of imports also included copper. 71 Cattle were

exchanged with the traders in the same manner.72 The hunter

traders at •Port .Natal' and the Portuguese at Delagoa Bay 

were both involved in this commerce with the Zulu sta t;e.73

68Isaacs, "History of' Chaka", in Bird, Annals, I:l.82. Isaacs 
proceeds to disp1ay a somewhat racist naivety in his 
interpre·tation of the motives behind the maintenance of 
this monopo1y.

69campbell, "Umgungundhlovu", pp.25-6. See also Isaacs,
op,cit., p.18J. 

7o�hampion to Anderson, 21/4/1837, in Kotze, L9tters of the 
American .Missionaries, p.159. See also Smith, "Journal "' ,
28/J/18J2, in Smith, Andrew Smith a..�d �atal, p.J2; 
Campbell, op.cit., pp.25-6. 

71campbell, "Umgungundhlovu", p.26. 

72Ibid., Fynn, Diarv,pp.255-7.

7.3campbell, "Umeungundhlovu", p. 26.
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The wealth accumulated by the state's involvement in 

these various spheres of economic activity gave it vast 

resources to distribute. To speak,however, o:f a •redistributive 

economy with the l\.ing at its hub, is perhaps to suggest a 

rather more organic and ideal.istic relationship between the 

state and its subjects than appears to have exis·ted in 

practice. It minimises the amount o1' po'lier over redistribution 

exercised at the apex.74

The state exercised total control over the redistribution 

of the cattle which reached the centre through the various 

institutionalised channels. They became, in effect, state 

property. There were three possibilities; immediate consumptio,.1. 

by the state and its dependants, redistribution on-the-�1.oof', 

or accumulation with a view to the future needs of the state 

and their value in exchange. 

J.mmediate consumption took the form of the cattle being 

slaughtered to provide meat for the regiments and for others 

who were permitted to eat at the 'King's table 1
•

75 Though this

probably tool<:. place in all barrack towns wh�n the state was 

at the height of its power,76 it was a routine practice at the 1 

capital itself'. In Dingane's time, 6, 8, and sometimes 10 or 

12 cattle were slaughtered daily for consumption in the 

capital. 77'1'he cattle hides which were isolated by this process

74 The notion of' the 'redistributive economy' is now a 
device f'requently used by historians and anthropologists 
in the analysis of African political systems. 

75�-ynn, lliary, pp.Jl; Smith, Andrew Smith and Natal, p.4J; 
"Evidence of" Henry Francis 1''ynn bef'ore the l.852 ,:.H1.tive 
Conumi.ssion", in Bird, Annals, I:110; Isaacs, "History of' 
Chak:a", in Hird, op.cit., I:171; Campbell, "Umgungundhlovu", 
p.15. Visitors were also entertained; Ibid., p.21.

76Gardiner, "First interview", in Bird, Annals ,. .l:28J-4.

77Gardiner, op.cit., p.286. See also Champion, "Journal", 
22/1/1836, in .l.:!ird, op.cit., I:208; Campbell., "Umgungund!i.lovu 
p.16.
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78 
furnished the raw material :for the manufacture of war-shield�. 

Some cattle were redistributed on-the-hoof as a form 

of bounty; 

"Where catile had been brought in 
by a commando or a:fter killing any 
of the Zoolas, the King generally 
distributes a considerable proportion 
of them amongst the people". 79 

'.fhe proportion of cattle-income distributed in this way 

probably varied with the fortunes of the state and of' the 

economy. J.n time of political instability, :for example, the 

number o:f cattle consumed directly or redistributed amongst 

dependants of the state may have been increased, as the state 

fought to maintain the allegiance of its subject population. 

cattle ,,.ere given in reward for particular loyalty or serviceE 

rendered to the state. The recipients ranged from successful 

commanders to those whose craf'tmanship enhanced the prestige 
80of the throne. 

'!'here is some doubt, however, to what extent the state 

was actually abdicating its property rights in the cattle by 

means of such awards. '!'he cattle kraaled at the various

barrack towns, for example, remained the property of the stat� 

with the regiments having free access to them onl.y for 

mil.Icing purposes. They were kil.led on the express instruction.: 

of the state.81 Fynn noticed a similar situation in the •

countryside, where private kraals retained a large measure-

of control over their crops, but not over the cattle whose 

products they used in their diet, for these were the property 
82 

of the state. 

781'hus an attempt was made to concentrate all cattle o:f a
certain colour at certain of the regimental barracks so tha· 
when killed, they would furnish hides which could be made 
into shields of the colour associated with the re�iment. 

""9 ' Smith, Andrew Smith and .Natal, p.50; Isaacs, "History of 

80 

81 

Chaka", in ciird, Annal.s, I:l.71; Champion to Anderson, 
21/h/1837, in Kotze, Letters of the American Missionaries, 
p.159; Gampbell, "Umgungundhlovur. , p.20.

For an example of th� latter see l;ampbell, op.cit.,

Fynn, Dinr:;::, p.284; Gardiner, "First interview", in .tlird, 
Annals, I:2:1J-5. 

82Fynn, op.cit., p.28Z�.

. . . .  /'l1 l.i. 
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Cattle not consumed immediately or distributed in this 

way were added to the royal herds.83 This store of' wealth

could then be put to a variety of uses ranging from commerce 

to 'investment' in a raiding party by furnishing its 

subsistence requirements for the march to the f'ront.84

The state also controlled the distribution of' large 

amounts of' other kinds of' :foodstuf":fs, and principally grain. 

'l'he role o:f meat in the diet of' the regiments has in :fact 

sometimes been exaggerated. .beer, pumpkins, porc-i¼<,, sour milk 

and clotted blood were actually the basic subsistence foods 

for most p��ple at the -barrack towns and, to a lesser extent, 

83champion to Anderson, 21/4/1837, .:in Kotze, Letter3 of the
American Missionaries, p. 159. 

$.l�There is some confusion ·as to the amount of' labour-power 
and foodstuffs which the state normally invested in such 
operations. According to J.saacs, for example,in Shaka 1 s time 
it was "determined that when an army was sent to attack a 
distant tribe it should be supplied with barely a sufficient 
number of' cattle to suffice for its support until its 
arrival at the place· of' action, observing 'that they must 
either conquer or perish•;� Isaacs, "History of' Chaka", in 
Bird, Annals, 1.:172. See also Ibid., p.179; '.l'heal, History 
of South Africa �ince 179.5, I:378. ·.this would seem appro
priate to the kind of ruthless, militarist state which �ulu 1 

by all accounts was. 'i'be baggage train would then have 
included cattle together with some boys to herd and to carry 
the warriors' shields. Yet a report of the operation in 
1826 against mighty Ndwandwe speaks of women in the party; 
.F'ynn, Diar:l, p.123. On another occasion fynn -witnessed the 
passage of a Zulu army attended by women with beer, milk and 
corn; i,·yn11, Diarx:, p.189. See also Watt, Febana, p.189. 
This wou.ld have meant that the Zul.u army, even in Shaka's 
time, operated in no more ruthless or efficient fashion 
than the pathetic and undisciplined horde which set out fron 
the Port in 18J8 with a view to carrying out a second raid 
into the Zulu heartland whilst the Zulu impis were 
preoccupied elsewhere; Hewetson, nMr Hewetson's Journal", 
11/J/18J8, in Church Missionarx Record, Vol.IX, 10 (Oct. 
18.38), also in Bird, Annal.s, I:J_5!1--5. :.Lt is just possible 
that the seeming contradiction between the accounts of 
I.saacs and f'ynn hinges upon the point in time during an
operation that the armies were observed. An army going to
war might-very well have herd�d only cattle. One :returning
from a campaign may have acquired f'oodstuf':fs and captiv�
labour and reproductive power. Certainly armies are known
to have scoured the countryside for t�ood on its return
passage :from a campaign, This would also
help to explain exactly how captives and tribute in the i'orrr
of foodstuffs actually reached the capital, a point on
which the contemporary sources are strangely silent •

•••• /315 
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at the capital itself.85 Visitors to the capital in Dingane's

time reported that 

"At the King's kraal there is usually 
a great collection of corn for the 
regiments residing there". 86 

So long as the state retained control over a size��ie 

slice of the total production of the heartland, the regiments 

remained entirely dependent upon the state for their day-to-day 

subsistence requirements; 

"In these military towns the whol.e 
food of the soldiers, consisting or 
•utshwala' in the morning and beef
in the evening, is provided at the 
kin"' s cost, and partaken o:f in pu'ulic 11• 87

"They live, as it were, at the King's 
table, and not on the �ruits of their 
own labour". 88 

The food of the regiments, as well as their shields, was issued 

85.l<ynn, Diary, pp.25-6; l.!ampbell, "Urngungwidhl.ovu", pp.5,18-19,
21. 

86 smith, Andrew Smith and Natal, p.51.

B7Gardiner, "I!'irst interview", in Bird, A.anals, I:288. 
88champion, "Journal", 20/l/18J6, in jjird, op.cit., p.206. '.i.'her,

is some dispute as to the commitment of.' the state to the 
regin1ents in the barracks outside the capital. Xrige has 
argued that only the regiments at the capital were provided 
with food by the state, even when it was at its height; Krige 
Social Systf'm o.:f the Zulus, pp.265-6. Gardiner, by contrast, 
states specit'ically that the regiments at all the barrack 
towns were fed by the state; A.F. Gardiner, �arrative or a 
Journe to the Zoolu Count •••••• Undertaken in 18 (London 
1836 p.5 . As Saxon has suggested, the question of time may 
be crucial here. The commitment of the state to �eed all its 
labour force is appropriate to absolutism in its ascendan� 
phase. Krige's work, though here she is considering the �ulu 
state in the time of Shaka and Dingane, is generalJ.y concernec 
with the nature of the state during its long period of 
decline. The title of her work, together with the approach 
it incorporates, is quite mislead�ng and suffers rrom the 
familiar inadequacies of the ahistoricism of the ethnographer•. 
anthropologist which have been discussed in the introduction 
to this wor�-=:. I:f taken in contrast to the work of' Fynn, Isaac; 
Gard�1er and the like, rather than as a supplement to it, 
Krige's hook once more ta.kes on the stat\.lS of' a work of g-rectt 
scholarship and value - a study in the retreat from 
absolutism or, if you prefer �t, from past glories. See Saxon 
"'l'he early Zulu state", p. 11+, nnd below P. 4-11 .

..... /Jl6 
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to them by their commanders,89symbolising their total

dependenca upon the state and its officeholders. 

The imported goods which came into the hands of the state 

through trade with European agents were distributed amongst 

the more important Army •captains', women, and other dependants 

of the state.90

Associated with this highly centralised mode of productior 

focussed upon the apex was an attempt to reorganise political 

and social relationships within the heartland along similar 

lines • .tach department of' life was reorganised around pyramidal 

patterns of relationships focussed upon the apex. J.:a t�1e 

political system, there was no possibility for intermediate 

officeholders to accumulate sufficient, wealth to build up local 

power bases independent of the state. �bose who attemptad �o do 

so were denounced and their property eagerly confiscated by 

others who were allowed a small proportion of the proceeds for 

their trouble, though all cattle came to the stnte.91 1-'o-wer

was no longer parcelled out amongst a number of great men as 

i.n fendal times, but was concentrated at the apex and only

mediated through the various echelons of a growing bureaucracy.

The hiehest echelons in this system were located for th� first

ti�e on an almost permanent basis at the capital, and of�en

r.1a.de state decisions though they were presented as the wi.l.l

of the incumbent of the Kingship, and ultimately dep�ndsd upon

his ratification in the manner that the decisions of officials

in the provinces ultimately depended upon ratification by

higher echelons at the centre-. 921.n making key decisions of

state policy, the .King was advised by men who headed the two

most powerful of the bureaucracies of the state - the principal

ree;imental commander and the principal regional chief

89Gardiner, "�irst interview", in Bird, 1.:288.

90champion to �nderson, 21/4/1837, in Kotze, Letters of the
p._,nerican i•dssionar�, p.159; Smith, "Journ�l of' a visit to 
lJingaan", 28/J/.l8J2, in Smith, Andrew Smith and .rrn.tal, p.32. 

91.1..sancs, r'History of Chaka", in Bird, Annals, .l:172.

92Tb nz· l k. ompson, Ju u ·ingdom and Natal", in Oxford History of
South Africa, .1:Jli5. This appears to have remained the case 
1:o a. large extent even in i'-ipande' s tiru�; t,. uckman, "Kingdom 
of the �ulu", in l"ortes and .:.:,'·vans-.Pri tchard, A-fric3.:i .Poli t:.t ca.
Systems, pp.JO, 32. 

• •• • /117
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representing the pol�ticaL bureaucracy of the state in the

countryside. 93 \;Ompleting the change in the structure of

political relationships from feudal times was a change in the

nature of the office of the powerholder at the apex. �o longer

was it an office of 'paramount' chief amongst many cheifs,

but of something approaching divine kingship.

Similar attempts to focus relationships upon the state

Here made in the social sphere. A number of long-standing

practices were adapted to high-light the power of' the A.ing

94 t more clearly. ::;teps were taken to remove intermediate cen res

of power between the state and its subjects in the social

sphere as well. An independent group o:f rainmakers was destroye

by ::;haka immediately upon his accession to power, and religious

systems generally reorganised to focus upon the King at the

apex whose power in the religious sphere came to be mediated 

9Jcauckman, "Kingdon1 of the Zulu", in l''ortes and Evans-�ri tchar, 
African Political Systems1 p.33. '.rhe observation dates f'rom
.Mpande's time and is used to support Gluckman's general 
argument that, at this stage in its history, the state 
political system was characterised by overlapping powers 
and allegiances, involving a political department based upon 
a hierarchy of King, district chief's and ward headmen, and 
a miiitary department based upon a hierarchy of King, senior 
indunas and captains; Gluckman, op.cit., pp. J0-4J. '.fhe 
problem is to decide to what extent this situation also 
prevailed when the state was at the height of' its pow�r. 'J:he 
consensus view appears to be that the political department 
in :fact undertook the administration of the coW1tryside and 
that� even in the heartland, the chiefs, some newly appointed 
others 'hereditary' incumbents, had not been reduced to cogs 
in a well-oiled bureaucratic machine, but were controlled 
:from the centre only by a mixture of political manouevre· and 
military coercion; Thompson, "Zulu kingdom and Natal", in 
Ox.ford History o:f South A:frica, I:J45; Gluckman, "Rise oi' a 
Zulu £rnpire tt, in Scienti:f�c American, p.167. See also Saxon, 
"The earl.y Zulu state", pp.4-5; ;�s, 1•The l\t,uni, the 
.Natalians and their history", in Journal o:f African Histo:r::z, 
p.536. Though the general trend towards administration  from
the. centre, through various separate departments each ,d th
their o'Wl', bureaucracies, is clear, in the political as in
other spheres the Zulu state even at its height did not achie,
achieve a totality of absolutism. It was never, to employ a
popular though imprecise term, a fully-fledged 'Oriental
despotism'. See also the discussion which forms the conclusio1
to this chapter.

94nh .i:- th . . l e  ceremony OA e first fruits, for example; Max �luckman, 
"Hi tuals of Rebellion in South-ll.:ast Africa", in .!:iax Gluckman, 
Order and Rebellion in Tribal Africa{London, Cohen and West, 
l9o3J pp.li6, 125, 1J2. 



through a bureaucracy of priests.95 As Dingane expressed the 

situation to a Christian missionary who spolce o:f an all-power:ful 

God; 
"If that is your belier, you are of 
no use to me or to my people, we knew

all that before you came to preach to 
us. I and my people believe that there 
is only one God - I am that God.n 96 

The monumental changes descr�bed amounted to the destruc

tion of a feudal mode of production which had probably 

dominated the area for centuries before about 1750, and its 

ceplacement with a new 'absol.ute' mode of production and 

·lppropriate superstructural institutions. A change o.f this

",agni tude, seemingJ.y spread over a relati ve:Ly short p,'lriod or

time in the case of Zulu-Mthethwa, could not be accomplished

without the exercise of a substantial amount of force. 'With a

monopol.y over the instruments oi' coercion, the state was in

a position to institute a systematic re;l.gn. of' terror designed

to quell all opposition as the transition to absolutism was

forced through • .i.n addition to reporting severe punishments

1.· t::la ted to what were clea.rly crimes against an ab.solute regime, 

visitors also thought they detected signs of arbitrary killing, 

ordered by the King or his officials as a tactic in their 

relentless struggle to remind the populace of' the new situation 

· 97N t 11 1.· h o:f absolutism. o a these kil ings were, owever,�arb1trary

as they sometimes appeared to contemporary observer.3. 'fhere is 

some evidence to suggest, for example, tha·t Shaka killed his 

mother and that the mass killings he ordered after her death 

were necessary to :forestall opposition from groups sympathetic 

95one o:f Shaka's first moves on his accession to power was to 
remove the independence of the rainmakers. Thereafter these 
and other 'doctors' became the King's assistants. 'Religion' 
and 'medicine' became departments of state; Gluckman, 
"Kingdom of the Zulu", in Fortes and l!.'vans-i-1ritchard, African 
Political Svstems, p.Jl. 

9611e apparently went on to expound an ingenious and hig·hly
'political' theory of 'hell'; Hul.ley, "An accoun ; of the 
Rev. Owen's ""'.'isit to Zu.lula.nd in 18J7 as related by H. B. 
Bulley 11

, p.16. �ulley had probably been present at the time, 
though the precise wording is almost cer·tain1y his rather 
than JJingane•s. 

97The classic account of terror in the Zulu state 3.t its height
is walter, Terror and Resistance. Hut see also s�nsom, 

"Traditional rulers and their real:n3 '', in Hamoior,d-'l'ooke, 
The Bantu-Speakinf2 �eoples of' Southern Africa, pp. �80-1..
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to her or to the candidate for the succession that she was 

reputed to have been nursing at the time.98

'.i'he reign of' terror is a phenomenon appropriate to a 

situation in which a. radical social trans.formation., though 

in process and even well under way, is not yet complete and 

far from being stabilised to the extent of popular resignation 

or acceptance of the new patterns of relationships. By 1820, 

the transition to absolutism in Zulu-.Mthethwa was :not yet 

complete • Certain immunities to the absolute po,�er of the 

state were still conceded in various spheres of' life. �ven 

sources of opposition to the nature of the changes still 

remained to be crushed or won over. 

'ihe most important o:f these immunities in the heartland 

lay within the sphere o f  production. One of the most important 

feudal institutions which was never totally destroyed was that 

of the fundamental production unit - the peasant homestead. 

It survived, though in a much attenuated form, and was 

eventually to form the nucleus of a later feudal revival. 

The peasant homestead survived because the new 

absolute mode of production, still in the process of being 

introduced, was not yet in a position to undertake responsibi

lity and to <level.op systems for labour-reproduction and the 

subsistence of the very young, the infirm, the weak aud the 

old. The continued existence of the homestead became an aspect 

of state policy. At the age of' 35 or 40, men were released fron 

the direct labour-service of the state in the regiments, and 

allowed to take wives f'rom amongst the women recently released 

:from similar obligations to the state. 99 '£hey were permitted

to establish new homesteads within the broad territorial area 

98Tom .l!'ynn, '.'Reminiscences o:f Chief '!'om .Fynn", .Natal Archives,
Bi rd .l:'apers; Vol. v. A"t; the time o.f the interview in 1899, 
liynn was a chief' in Alfred County, Natal. , l0 wa::, th+:! nephew 
of Henry Francis .l!'yru1. This would seem to be by :far the most 
plausible explanation o:f the killings which were carried out 
by agents of the state following her death. �o such killings 
followed upon the death o:f Shaka•s grandmother, and all king: 
Shaka included, were constantly on their cuard A5ainst the 
emer5ence of 'heirs' who could become the excuse for a 
powerful fuc-tion to attempt to overthrow the rulin.::: lineage 
or even thA present incumbent of' the throne; see Bryn.nt, 
Olden Times, p.6J7; Thompson, "Zulu kingdom and 1'iatal, in 
Ox:ford History of South Africa, .l:J44; above chapter\�.

99r1·hom· p.0on, op cit �44 5 ., • • ' pp • ..J - • 
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100 
over which the state claimed control. They were per:nitted 

to :farm, utilising the small amount of labour-power represented 

by themsel.ves and their youngest children. Their principal 

contiuuiug obligation to the state remained the rearing of'

f.'resh labour-power which was conscripted into the labour 

regiments of' the state at a relatively early age. '.rhe loss of.'

young male labour was not disastrous to the livestock-herding 

activit:les of' the peasant-homesteads, because there were hardly 

a1cy cattle to herd. They were concentrated in the control of 

the state, and only a handful remained under the control of the 

homestead production units • .t!,'ven the homestead o:f a current or 

former 2nd captain o.f a regiment, which trav..,,,llers visited near 

the IJmvoti River, control.led only a handful o:f beasts.101

The homestead of' the age of absolutism in the Zulu

r.Ithethwa heartland was very different from the larger and more 

dynamic homesteads of' the pre-feudal. and feudal. epochs in the 

h:lstory o:f the region. It had lost the capacity to produce a. 

regular surplus of foodstuffs, and therefore the capacity to 

accumulate capital, which was now the monopoly ot' the state. 

In this depressed state, the homesteads of the heartland seem 

not to have been subjected to any systematic collection of 

·tribute from the centre, which would have destroyed their

subsistence base comp:tetely, though there is some evidence to

suggest that, in the rare event of a surplus at the end of the
102 year, part was given to the agents of the state. The

homestead rat�ined, however, the capacity to produce labour-

lOOThe Zulu heartland was constantly being expanded and there
is sometimes an impression in the literatur�, no more than 
that, that newly demobilised men and women were encouraged 
to settle the 'frontier' lands. �n the south, this meant the 
lands beyond the Tuge_la in the .Natal. interior. 

lOl. Andrew �mi th, "Journal", in Smith , .Andrew Smith and Natal
p • ll-O • 

L02 "They bury their corn in the ca ttl•'.:'! kraal as in Ca.f:ferland •••
wh�n very strong it is often sent as a present to the chiefs" 
::-:imith, op.cit., p.51. The reference to 1 chie:fs 1 here clearly 
::i.dds a complication., .however, and thG extent of the tribute 
obligations to the centre in the sphere of agricultural 
production o:f the homesteads in the hearland rernains 
problematic. 

/,,,.,1
• • • • .J'-



power, and it was this •surplus' which in-terested the state, 

and ensured the continued survival of the peasant-homestead as 
lOJa tributary mode of production. 

Al though the severing o1' captives f'rom their 1·ormer 

1 ,·)me steads in t110 periphery was permanent, with their families, 

 :::-ops and huts oi'ten destroyed once and :for all at the moment 
104 th . h ,; t' capture, ere is no evidenc� to suggest that t ey were

1,arred from the privilege to which their conscripted comrades 

.-�0111 the heartland aspired - the opportunity to set up homesteads 

, . f their own on being discharged from the labour-service of' the 

,r:ate. If manumission really was automatic, then neither the 

, 0nscript or the captive portions of the labour force of the 

>tlu state were technically slaves, though they were both clearly

, form of uni'ree labour closely akin to slaves. l.n this, perhaps

as in other respects, the absolute mode of production was not

(j_Ui tt> a fully-fledged slave mode of production, though it is

n.1.•guable that a change was in process towards such a situation.

When visitors reached the Zu.lu heartland, they commsnted 

i.t_pon the large number of homesteads dotted about the country side.

:-:,y)eaking of' the territory between the 'l'ugela and Ding-ane' s

r,apita.l, one contemporary observer reported that;

"This part of the country is mountainous, 
and what is remarkable, the mountains 
are the most fertile and thickly peopled. 
�n fact the mountains are full of kraals; 
sometimes they stand on top of' very high 
mountains where a wagon could not go". 105 

�bese outlying settlements may have been composed of former 

t 1 b d th . . 106.
regimen a mem ers an eir wives. 

lOJit has been suggested that labour was always the only surplus 
that the 'Bantu economy system' in south-east Africa was 
capable of producing; Morris, Washing of the Spear�, p.66. I 
would argue that this is to generalise by projecting back 
into the past a picture of the homestead as it existed at a 
time of severe repression, and one which was of relatively 
recent origii1. 

104see below pp.:.�4-��o.

l05Grout to Anderson , 12/2/18J6, in Kotze, Letters of the 
American dissionaries, p.97.

106This would certainly be consistent with the practice of
.--,zilikazi, another more or less 'absolute' monarch of the 
period and one who had been familiar with organisational 
systems within Zulu. '11ie wherewithal to establish new home 
stead production units, namely wives and cattle, were only 
given out ·,o men who had performed satisfactory military
la.bour servlce in the regiments; Phil.ip, May 1833, in h.ot�z.e,
op.cit., p.J2. 
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'l'he immunities in the sphere of' production in t.he 

heartland wvc-e not quite confined to the attenuated homestead. 

Groups o:f specialist craftsmen, including smiths, leather-
107'Workers and 11ood-carvers congregated at the Zulu capital. 

Although some of their production, such as the manuf'acture o:f 

assagai heads, may have been controlled by the state, there is 

some suggestion in con.temporary reports that craftsmen at the 

court also enjoyed a measure of economic independence. Much of 

their work seems to have been individually commissioned by the 

hlng, leading captains and other important people, and paid for 
. lOts

in cattle or beads, both highly negotiable items. 

Iron was worked into assagai heads, axes, hoes and blades 

. . r various descriptions, 1.o9 and possibly ornaments for rank
l.lO ,,nd :file warriors. Copper and especially brass were worked

tnto ornaments :for important men and women at the Court, ranging 

:from members of the ruling dynasty, and prominent .Army captains, 

to the :female members of the Royal seraglio.111

(.;ertain immunities were permitted in other economic sphere: 

though carefully confined a nd regulated by the state. 'l'hus 

. �xchange was permitted outside the state monopoly of' ivory, and 

107Fynn, Diary, p.274; Campbell, "umgunguadhlovu", 20; Tom 
Fynn, 0 Reminiscenses". 

lOB,it"ynn, Diary, pp.270, 274; 1.;ampbell., op.cit.,Visitors to south• 
east A:frica now remarked that beads were the main circulating 
medium; Champion, in Kotze, Letters of the American 
Missionaries, P ►55. As material. in eariier chapters will 
indicate, they had only gradually come to oust copper rings 
of various sizes in performing this £'unction. The change had 
been in process over several hundred years • .in its turn coppe, 
had probably come to replace small pieces of iron as the main 
circulating medium. I would argue that the actual ownership o: 
cattle did not change nearly as frequently as is sometimes 
sugges·ted. 'l'hey were essentially a capital reserve which coulc 
be loaned out, but which did not change in day-to-day small 
transactions to any great extent. 

l09smith, Andr�w Smith and .Natal, p.79; Campbell, op.cit.,p.19;
Gardiner, "First interview 11 , in Bird, Annals, I:J06. Iron was 
said to have been plentiful in '.lulu at this tim9; .Lsaa.cs, 
Travels and Adventu:res, cited by Bird, op.cit.,p.186. By 
contrast, south of the Mtata River as late as 1832 it was stil. 
extreme.ly scarce and in high demand; Smith, "Journal",19/1/ 
1832, in Smith, op.cit. p.15. 

110 • tl • t 80 bmi �, op.ci .,p • •
111Fyn:n, Diary_, p. 270; i,ynn, "Reminiscences"; Gardiner, "First

interview", il} Bird, Annals, I: ,'.306; Isaacs, 'I'ravel �3 and AdvP:ntures, c:i.ted bY-Bird, op.cit., I:186-7 1.39 •• ,. ' 
"Journal" in .  d i . T •206 8 

, , c.;,1amp1on, 
, il1r , op.c t., -· - • 
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in so :far as a11y resources or surpluses remained under the 

control of individuals. For general small-scale commerce of 

this kind, traders :found that they could employ only a range of 

trade-goods different from that used in their direct dealings 

with the state; 
"For the purchase of what the 

Zoolas have to dispose of• the 
beads mentioned are of no avail, 
as no subject is either permitted 
to receive or possess them, unless 
as gifts :from the king. On that 
account the common red and whtte 
are the most useful :for general 
trade". 112 

• 1ne sector of small-scale trading which interested the �uropean

1. ,;rnm�rcial agents was sea-cow I s teeth, the source oi' th,e poor

1 ,, ,n's ivory. Its proch1c tioil was one o:f the spheres of iwmunity

l'ermitted by the state;

"Dingaan exacts all the teeth of 
elephants killed by the Zolas; 
the sea-cow's teeth the people 
keep themselves". 113 

A further cluster of' immunities allowed small-scale rewards 

i c, t11ose who loyally undertook diff'icul t duties on behalf of 

t,.h.e state. Those who carried out the execution of state enemies 

w ➔re permitted to keep their instruments of war, a small �ource 

of' iron though the cattle had to be 

driven �o the capitai.114 
A similar pattern may have been

:followed in relation to larger-scale military operations. 

This network of immunities in the economic sphere a:1.lowed 

certain divisions of wealth and status to persist or re-emerge. 

The continued existenc9 of' a small private sector within the 

overall •3conomy was reflected in the fact that property seems 

to have continuad to change hands at the time of" lllarriaga.115

U.2smith, "Journal.", 28/J/18J2, in Smith, Andrew S1:iitl1. and Natal
p.J2.

1.Jibi<l., p.87. Yor the importance o:f sea-cow's teeth as a
trading commodity at Delagoa Hay at the time of Fynn's visit 1 

in the early 1820s sea Fynn, .Oia!X_, p. 1�1. 

i14 ·t �s9 }ynn, op.ci ., p.� ; 
Annals, I:171-2, 179. 

.J. saac s, "iii story of" c:1aka" , in Bird, 

115cattlc and perhaps bead9 changed hands. In Dingane's tima the
amount differed gr·e;rtly according to the rank or the ·h·oman anc 
non concerned; :C.:.ini th, Andrew ;:,mi th and ,·ia tal, p. 79; Gardiner,
"I•'irst in-te:r-v·iew", in Bird, op.cit., p.J02. 



But this network of' immunities was always closely regulated, and 

any attempt by men to move beyond the position of' controllers of' 

a little wealth and status to controllers of' capital met with 

severe retribution from the state machinery. The men in the most

fav�Jurable position to attempt this were• regimental commanders 

uwl ➔rtak.ing campaigns in the periphery from which much booty was

foi::-thcoming. '!'here are a number of.' instances reported in the 

c•:", r·amporary accounts of' their attempts to control a portion of

::-1,,-:--: booty, and of' the state's vigorous response to their 
116 d 1.,, 1 oyalty. There was to be no permitt.ed revival of a f'"eudal

1 • •. 1 .i tocracy exercising certain powers independentl.y of the apex,

i,i;i t as there was to be no freely allowed revival in the fortunes
J 

0 ,· r,he peasant homestead.

�he mode of production which supported the Zulu state in its

he.n rtland and at the height of' its power was neither a fully-fledged 

feudal system nor a fully-developed d'-se�\SO'\ with a slave

labour force as its foundation� It was rather an intermediate

form based upon a linkage of' two modes of' production. '!'he dorninant

element was a. mode of' production characterised by a high 

degTi.Ht of' economic centralisation and severe labour repression, 

whi J. 3 t the peasant-homestead, in a severely attenuated :form, lay 

at the heart o:f a tributary mode of' production whose elements were

all that survived from the destruction of feudalism. The relation

ship, but for the level of the forces of production characteristic 

of' the epoch and a rather different dominant mode of production,

bears certain striking resemblances to a later, even a contemporary 

. . t ti 117 
south African si ua on. 

116A good example followed the Zulu attack on certain groups at
Del.agoa Bay in 1833; Antonio Jose .Nobre, "A guerra dos reis
vatuas vizinhos de Lourenco Marques em 18JJ", n.d. tbut probably 
written before 1839')� pp.J9,50 r59-60, cited by Gerhard Liesegang, 
''Dingane 1 s attack on Lourenco Marques in 1833 11 , Journal of
�frican Historx, X, 4(1969), p.574, and n.

Ll'lThe peasant ho�estead survived, in ever more attenuated :form, 
through the later 19th and early 20th centuries, on white-owned 
land, white farms and in the reserves. J.t is arguable that, in 
the present-day Bantustans,its :further decline bas been arrested 
and its continued existence in attenuated form incorporated into 
the economic strategy of' the contemporary South African state, 
which is to say that of.' metropolitan and local •capitalism'. 
J!;lsewhere, in the resettlement a.reas and on some of the planta
tion estates, its continued existence has been stabilised at .:-tn 
even more repressed level. The labour-power reproduced and reared 
in the homestead,by virtue of' the exigencies of its attenuated 
form as a unit of production is forced to devote almost an entire 
economically-active lifetime'to the service of one of' the sector� 
within the dominant capitalist mode of' production. whilst in 
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There are close parallels between the nature of the Zulu 

state during this particular phase of its history, and the ease o:f 

the Abron kingdom o:f Gyaman in west Af'rica, and which has recently 

been analysed by Emmanuel r.rerray. He writes; 

11 In the view o:f several present-day historians 
and economists,, including Samir Amin, 
�atherine �oquery, and Yves Person, the 
structure of pre-colonial African socio
economic formations may be described as the 
combination of peasant communities organising 
their labour without outside interference, and 
of warrior aristocracies basing their wealth 
and power on their control of' long-distance 
trade. In my o,m view, this picture underestimates 
the economic and social role played in many 
formations by captives: in Gyaman and in 
Ashanti, it is essentially captives who 
produce the surplus :from which the 
aristocracy's means of' domination are drawn; 
and 1ong-distance trade functions to al1ow 
the aristocracy to 'realise• the surplus 
product extracted from its captives' labour, 
not directly to obtain resources for itself 
in the :form of rights or tol.ls. 'J.'hese 
social :formations are therefore constituted 
by the conjunction of a kin-based tributary 
mode of production and a mode of production 
based on the exploitation of slave labour�. 118 

Perhaps, however, 'l'erray attempts to generalise :f'rom his 

mo<le1 too f1:1.r; 

"In conclusion, i raise the question as to 
whether this kind of structure is not the 
foundation of most social formations of pre
colonial Africa, at least where states have 
been in existence". 11..9. 

un the contrary, Terray•s analysis relates to a particular form 

in the progressive evolution in the nature of' the state, a form 

different from the 'feudal' and pre-feudal 'dynastic' forms which 

generally preceded its appearance, and from forms appropriate to 

later more developed levels of the productive forces. 

service, a batiery of regulations, which include a rigid sexual 
ilivision, ensure the unf'reedom of the labour units. The pattern 
,1f controls reaches its apogee in the compounds of the mining 
;-f)mpanios - the regimental labour barracks of contemporary ::iouth 
Africa. 

113)tnlmanue1 Terray, "Long-distance exchange and the formation of the
state: The case of the Abron Kingdom o:f Gyaman", in E�onomy and 
Societr, Vol.III, J (August 1974), p.J15. 

ll9Ibid.
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Unlike in certai n parts of' Africa north ¢f the Limpopo, and 

in many other parts of' the world, no further devel.opment proved 

possible in the nature of the absolutist state in south-east Africa. 

The remnants of the contradiction between absolutism and f'eudalism 

was never totaJ.1y resolved, and absolut ism stabilised to the point 

wh<-;! r•� further development could take place, bef'ore a long-incipient

contradiction between absol.utisn1 and capitalism came to a head, 

nn•J. whic h reduced absolutism itself' to a tributary mode of' the 

Jnt,;: ,rnational capitalist system. 

Before this decisive cla sh took place, however, the dynamic 

i111p I tcit i n  the new absolute mode of' product ion permitted a 

r,, c1· 1:�aching expansion of Zulu-,•1thethwa beyond its immediate heart

J;, . 1. For a time, between about 1825 and 1835, Zulu-Mthethwa came 

to •!ominate a vast south-east African empire, reaching Delagoa Bay 

in �he north, almost to the Cape 'frontier' in the south, and 

spiJ.ling over onto the h ighveld in the west. It is the southward 

extension across the 'l'ugela which chie.fly concerns us here. 

�n many respects the situation prevailing within the Zulu

Mth,�thwa heart·land is more easily understood tha n the pattern of' 

relationships between the Zulu-.Mthethwa metropol.is and its 

pe ..... lphery. Arrival at a clear understanding of the situation 

between the Tuge1a and the Umzimvubu, in the area of what was to 

become known in colonial times as Natal, is particularly problematic 

The classic settler view of the situation prevail.ing in this 

region during the period of Zulu imperialism has always been that; 

120 

"When the Voortrekkers crossed the 
Orange Rive r in 18J6, they found a 
huge expanse of territory which had been 
almost entirely depopulated as the 
result of' barbar ic warfare among the 
Bantu tribes. The region eastward of 
the Drakensburg, now comprising the 
Province of Natal, had been swept 
almost clear o� inhabitants, between 
t�e years of 1812 and 1828, by Uhaka, 
the chief of' the Zulus, who had pursued 
a policy of extermination of other 
Bantu tribes". 120 

M.H. De Kock, The Economic Development of South Africa (London,
19)6), p.32.
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Again; 

�Dy the close of' the year 1823, 
Tshaka had swept the country virtually 
free of inhabitants as far south as the 
Umzimvubu. Some remnants found refuge 
in the foothills of the Drakensburg, 
others fl.ed towards the Eastern Cape •••• 
.Neither kraals nor cattl.e remained. Natal 
in 1824 was almost completely depopulated". 121

Al.though many sett.ler historians have chosen uot to be 

aware of the former long history of black settlement in this 

clrea, and see in the emptiness of the countryside a certain 

justification for settler claims to it, the more careful 

amongst them draw a contrast with the recent past; 

"Before this time the lower terraces 
of the territory between the Tugela 
and Umzimvubu rivers were the most densely 
peopled districts of �outh Af'rica ff . 122 

This picture of the Natal situation has formed the basis 

of a whole school o:f history which sought to emphasise the 

destructive aspects the 'M:fecane•. 'l'he picture is one o:f the 

local societies in violent and, above all, irrational turmoil 

prior to the fortuitous arrival of the white settlers.
123

In the last decade this view bas come to be seen as a 

threat to black and also to white English-speaking 'liberal' 

interests in the area. Two devices ha.ve been used to counter 

the threat. l<'irst, Omer-Cooper's work has been instrumental 

in crystallizing a view which, whilst conceding turmoil, prefer: 

to concentrate attention upon the constructive 'stata-bui.lding' 

processes which have been concealed.1248econdly, attempts are

being made to p1e.y do,ro the actual destruction itself, by 

focussing attention upon the remnant groups which were abl.e 

to survive. 

121 
A.F. Hattersley, The British Settlement of .i:�atal: A Stu.dl_

122 

in Imperial Migration \Cambridge UP,1950), pp.12-lJ. 

1heal, History of South Afr�ca Since 1 I:J87. See also 
Ibid., Historical Sketches, pp.26 -5. 

123nattersley, The British Settlement of �atal, pp.12-1);

124 

Krige, Social ::::>ystem of' the Zulus, p.lJ. 

Orner-Gooper, Zulu Aftermath; Ibid., "Politiccll ch::in;�q in the 
19th century .M:fecane 11, in Thompson, African ::-:ioci •".!ti Rs in 
�011.iibern Af:r::il:a., pp. 2i)7-229; l.bid., chapter in J.C. Ane:ie and'• rown, �l�ica in the 12th and 20th C0nturies

-·



These historians are primarily concerned with the 

•ethnic' or 'nationalist' approach to the past, and their

debate need not detain us here. But the analysis of destruction

is also problematic to the structural historian attempting to

analyse the past from the standpoint of a rather different

set of assumptions. Destruction appears to have no place in

a rationally-ordered mode of production which assumes that

the husbandry of scarce resources forms the object of all

economic activity rather than their destruction or even their

predation. '!'he notion of irrational. destruction must be

confronted and ultimately rejected :U' the psychopathic antihero

view of change in the region is not to regain credence.

The notion of a partial destruction of population in the 

,1rea seems impossible to refute. �ear-contemporary reports 

1r1ention evidence of' it on a number of" occasions • 126 .t"lthough

the reports of sparse settlement and abandoned kraal.s along 

the coast cannot be taken as conclusive evidence,127since such

areas had always been relatively sparsely populated,128evidence

from the interior would seem beyond dispute. In 1825, for 

example, a small party of hunter-traders with Khoi and African 

-followers travelled inland along the Umgeni River valley. 

126vr'ege, "Journal of a visi·t to Dingaan", l.9/J/18J2, in
Smith, Andrew Smith and .atal, p.29. Dre"ge accompanied Smith 
on his visit and kept a separate diary. ciee also ;:,mi th, 
ttJournal", in Ibid., p.80.; "Inhabitants of the territory 
(now the Colony of Natal), during the time of Jobe, father 
of Dingizwayo, before the extermination of native- tribes by 
Chaka•t, encl. no.Jl. in Lt. lrOV. Scott•s Despatch 110.12, 
26/2/1864, also in Bird, Annals, I:132, 1J8-�; Grout to 
Anderson, .l2/2/18J6, in. Kotze, Letters o:f the A.."Tlerican 
.Missionaries, p.97; Farewell, "Diary", cited by B.P. i,att, 
Febana: The True Story o:f 1<--are·well  (London,1962J, p.87. I 
have described the reports as near-con.temporary since all
the authors arrived in the country a f"ew years a:fter the maii: 
devastation had been carried out, though probably 
sufficiently close to the time o:f the events for them to 
acquire a reasonable picture of them :from black witnesses. 

127 ' 1 '::iee, for examp e, Adams to .Anderson, 11/4/18.36, and Grout 
to Anderson, 16/6/1836, in notze, op.cit., pp.110,112. 

128�ee above chapts.

• ••• /J29
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In the vicinity of what may have been the Hillcrest area, 

they :found a rich country but with signs o:f recent devastation. 

There were the bones o:f thousands o:f people, "a great number 

appeared to have been burnt in their huts". 1.29 

Even where there had been devastation on this scale, 

there were always some who escaped to survive in the llills. 

�'Ven the 1825 travellers, who had visited the Hill.crest site 

0£" devastation, came across such a group, and there "ere 

clearly others.130They survived, however, in a wretched

condition; 

"on my arrival in this country in 
March 1824, there were no inhabitants 
in the district south o:f the Itongati. 
'l'here were neither huts, cattle, nor 
grain. There were, however, many 
natives scattered over the country, 
the remnants o:f tribes destroyed by 
Chaka, seeking sustenance from noxious 
as well as harmless roots; so that 
more were destroyed by this wretched 
£are than preserved. Seldom more than 
two natives were then seen together. 
'!'his was occasioned not onl.y by the great 
dif:ficulty experienced in obtaining :food, 
but from distrusting each other. Some 
of' them from necessity became cannibals". 131 

C,ne rationa.l explanation of" this destruction which has 

been put forward stresses politico-military :factors. The Zulu 

armies had been engaged in wars 0£ extermination in order to 

create a 'cordon sa�itaire• around the Zulu heartland, which 

would serve to hinder de£ections or would-be invaders.132This

may well be part 0£ the explanation, but economic :factors were 

probably of at least equal significance. ' fhe raids we:re al so 

wars of predation which yielded cattle, labour-power, 

reproductive-power and perhaps grain for a Zulu-Mtheth,"a state 

1291,'arewell, "Journal", in Smith, Andrew Smith and .Natal p.64.

lJOibid., p.65. See also Smith, op .. cit., p.60; "Inh?.hitants of 
the territory tnow the colony ot: 1'iatal)", esp.p.125, 142; 
Watt, Febana, p.41.

l.JlFynn, "Evidence of' Henry Francis }.t'ynn before i-ia ti ve
Conund.ssion,1852 .. , in Bird, .Annals ,. l.:123 .. 

132waltar, Terror and Resistance, pp.132, 1J7; tiansom,
"Traditional rulers and their realms", in Hammond-Tooke ,. 

Bantu-Speaking Peoples o:f ::,;outhern Africa, pp.279-30. The 
p1�oposi tion is sometimes extended t�ake Zulu ropresentativl', 
ox a more gene�a� kind of state which surrounds itself witha <l•.:!popula.t�d 1;1.ng'; Stevenson, £..opula tion and. Poli t.ic:::i. l 
�l'.:.st•uns in A..:-op1cal Africa,p.4,5. 
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suf':fering a shortage o:f al.l these resources in it::. st.t·uggles 

on the northern front. In these conditions additional dependant 

were not wanted and they were either put to death or permitted 

to escape into the bush. Chief's and their f'ollowers who offered 

resistance or who were thought capable o:f ral.lying opposition 

to Zulu were put to death and their kraals destroyed.
133

It is not in :fact unusual for certain relatively early 

stages in the development of imperial systems, of patterns 

of relationships between metropolis and periphery, to take 

the form of direct expropriation of labour and capital, some

times accompanied by bloody conflict. With time, however, 

predation usually gives way to more ef:ficient systems of 

exploitation of the periphery by the metropolis. These systems 

are more e£ficient in the sense that, whilst a suitable surplus 

continued to reach the metropolis, the capacity of the peripher 

to continue to :furnish it is not destroyed. This transition 

appears to have occurred in a number o:f imperial systems during 

the course of world history, and it took place in the Zul.u 

empire as well. 

Once the Zulu state had weathered its initial crisis, 

a more varied and e:fficient pattern o:f relationships with the 

periphery came into operation. Within. the periphery, a 

distinction developed betwe&n an immediate 'protectorate ' zone, 

and a 'tributary' zone which was more distant from the 

metropolis in bothQgeographical and political sense. 

various modes o:f survival o:f the remaining population, 

or o·f new additions to it, came to be legitimised by the Zulu, 

state in the 'protectorate' zone which, at one point, included 

much of the territory of what was to become the colony of 

Natal, but which at this time was a colony of the Zulu state. 

One mode of survival appears to have been that of ivory bunting 

Organised communities were allowed to continue to exist, and 

others to regroup, on the condition that �hdy devoted the bulk 

of their economic energies to the production of ivory for 

_________________________________ ......,.. -

1331n Shaka's time, chiefs were not simply reduced to vassals
but might be killed together with their itumedia te followers;
Smith, Andrew Smith and Natal, _p.80. 
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supp1y to the metropolis. In return they may have received 

some payment in cattle, or merely permission to continue to 

herd; 

"Between th& Umzimvooboo· and Natal, 
at some little distance inland, 
reside several small hunting parties, 
formed out of the remains of conquered 
tribes, and the ivory they obtain 
they barter chiefly for cattle". 134 

It was by controlling the surplus of such groups, rather than 

by direct invol.vement in production, that the Zulu sta·ce 

obtained the bulk of' the ivory which it traded to .&'uropean

. 1 t 135 commercia agen s. 

A second mode of survival was that of a commercial agent 

favoured by the state. South of' the ·1ugel.a, this was an oft'ice 

which dated only from 1824 when certain .i!,'uropean traders were 

permitted to establish themselves at 'Port hatal' in the 

'protectorate• zone. They had been attracted to the area by the 

evident signs that the emergence of' the Zulu empire had enabl.ed 

the ivory in south-east Africa to be placed on a highly 

organised footing, centred on the Zulu metropolis. It was the 

value o� the trade between the Zulu state and �uropean 

commercial agents at De1agoa Bay, which encouraged rival 

Europe�n interests at the vape, and to a lesser extent else

where to open a new direct link to the Zulu metropolis through 

•Port Natal', so avoiding the intense competition at Delagoa

Bay. The ivory trade came to fluctuate between these two

outlets before 'Port �ata1' was eventually able to oust. its

rival, atr least in so �ar as ivory produced south of the

TUgela was concerned.136

lt is quite clear that, before a change in the situation 

took place in 1838, the traders had only been able to establish 

and maintain their position on the express permission of the 

Zulu sta·te. Their :first thought as they set foot on the shores 

134 Smith, "Journal", 28/J/18J2, in ;.:;mith, .An.drew Smith and Nata] 
p.J2. l<"rom the context it woul.d appear that Smith thought
that these groups were dependants of the �ulu state.

135Ibid.
- 36 
.1. 'i'hese themes are discussed more fully in chapter XI below. 
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of what was to become known as �atal, was to seek out the 

King of' Zulu so that this permission might be negotiated. 

Substantial gif'ts were offered by the traders as an indication. 

of their submission to the laws of the Empire, and some 

received as a gesture of good faith on behalf of the state. 

'.l'he first arrivals, and the later additions to the .l!,"uropean 

population of �atal before 1838, continued to accept, however 

reluctantly, their status as subjects of the Zulu protectorate 

zone. l.J8

The commercial ag·ency all.owed to the traders extended 

only to direct exchange with the state, and in consequence 

they spent much of their time at the Zulu capita1.139�t did

not permit free commercial exchange with subject peopl-as 

within the Zulu empire or with individuals within the 

heartlanct,140 except in so far as its nature fel1 within the

scope of the immunities already described, or the express 

lJB'l'he situation is clearly revealed in Gardiner's evidence 
to an important British Imperial commission; 

Q. "Who is the sovereign chief' of Natal?"
A. 11 It belongs to the :tulus".

Q. "ls it a dependency of the Zoolu country1•
A. "Entirely".

Q. "Have you any proof' that the country in the
neighbourhood of Natal was a dependency of the
Zoo1u country?" 

A. "Quite so; because he orders people up £ro� Port
Natai, if he chooses, and the white inhabitants
have frequently sent up to him to request that 
certain things might be done". 

See British Parliamentary Papers, 1836, VII (538), Report 
From Select �ommittee on Aborigines, Aug, 1836, I:46J,
evidence of Gardiner. See also Hulley, "Account of the 
Rev. Owen 1 s visit to Zululand", p. 4; Hev. Owen, "Journal", 
lJ/l2/18J7, in Bird, Annals, l:339. 

lJ9campbell, '"Umgungundhlovu", pp ., 25-6. 
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permission of the state had been obtainect.
141 

It seems highly 

doubtful that the direct hunting o:f the elephant was amongst 

the immunities initially allowed to the 'traders', though 

the hunting of other game such as the sea-cow and buffalo was 
l.42probably permitted. 

Certain other modes o:f survival. in the 'protectorate' 

zone may also have been possible. There is some suggestion, 

for example, that some groups were allowed to survive on the 

condition that their grain surplus was regularly :furnished to 

the Zulu state, though this :form may have overlapped with the 

hunting mode of survival already described. In 1824, for 

exD.mple, Fynn came across a number of' farming groups in the 

south of Natal who had been subjected to rigid 'corn laws' 

by the Zulu state. They were not allowed to reap the new crop 

until the annual impi from the metropolis called to collect  

tribute. In consequence Fynn's party were reduced almost to 

starvation before they crossed into the Npondo territory.
143

ln 1837 it was said of' a group nearer to the Tuge.la that the 

Zulu king •eats• the first green corn, and that certain other 

portions of the total agricultural production was also res�rved 

.for the consumption of' the state.
144 

It would seem that a

141 Fynn seems to have been allowed to trade directly o.n certaii:
occasions in Mpondo country. But the character of the majo
rity of the expeditions which he made in this direction 
suggests, however, that he was not actually trading �ith 
Mpondo but simply collecting tribute in ivory. In such casef' 
the actual •exchange• took p.lace between the :t.ulu state ,.

which received trade goods in return for ivory, and Cape 
merchants. Mpondo had simp.ly organised production by Khoi 
hunters, receiving the bulk of' the proceeds as tribute. ThiE 
surplus was then expropriated by Zulu. :F'ynn operated as the 
commercial middleman. 'fhe relationship between Zulu, .li"'yn.n 
and Mpondo is suggested by the report that iynn was providec 
with 60 carriers, seemingly by the Zulu state, in order to 
transport ivory from Faku. Three journeys are noted; \�att, 
Febana, p.1J5; b'ynn, Diary, p.118; The relationship between 
Faku, which is to say the Mpondo state, and K.hoi hunters 
is clearer; C,Brownlee, "The 1 Nkumanda': A:.n account of a 
British military expedition to i:ondoland and .Natal in 1841-
42; What led up to it, and what :followed", .Natal Archives, 
Mss.5J, p.2. 

142
This was certainly amongst the immunities permitted to otheJ 
imperial subjects; see above p.·�23. '!'he attempt to add to thE 
sphere of i:�1muni ties regarding trade and hunting, particu
larly in relation to ivory, was to become one o.f the princi
pal contradictions between Zulu and the various whites 
living in the .Smpire. 

l4J ifa tt, Febana, p 96 
ll 

---- • • 

1 � �Champion to Anderso11 21/4/1QJ7 · ·L'" t L tt :f th , u , in .n.O ·ze, e ers o · '-�
A . • me·r- 1can Nissionaries, p.1.59.



number of' the •raids' of' the Zulu impis into the periphery 

may in f'act have been armed caravans for the collection of 

the year's surplus.145

Groups which were permitted to survive in the protecto

rate zone were allowed to rebuild production units, more or 

less based upon the homestead, which were capable of ensuring 

a steady production of' the surplus required by the metropolis. 

The traders, for example, were allowed to recruit :fo.1.lowars 

from amongst the groups of' refugees who had not been otherwise 

accorded a legitimate mode of survival by the Zulu state. 

Their wretched condition ensured that many accepted this 

option voluntarily, but there is some evidence to suggest that 

others :found themselves conscripted by force.146By the time of

their return from a first visit into the hinterland of souther: 

Natal, the traders had already acquired a number of such 

followers, 147 to augment the··1abour of the small number of
148 

Khoi and whites they had brought with them from the cape. 

They were immediately given seed and set to work producing 

the grain and other crops_cRpabie of' meeting the subsistence 

requirements of the new community, and any demands which might 
' 

in future be made by the Zulu state or by the crews of' visitin 
h. 149 s ips. 

145This may account for the regularity and seasonal timing
0£ Zulu •raids'� They were sent out each winter after 
harvest; Isaacs, "History of (;haka", in Bird, Annals, I:179 
So. See also Fy:nn,Diarv, pp.64, 304-6. See also note 84 
above. A similar pattern of' attack and withdrawal related 
to consumption requirements and harves t schedules has been 
suggested for the operations of rebel offshoots from �ulu 
in the Zambezi region in the 183Os; Allen 1'.... Isaacman, 
�,)zambigue. '.fhe A.fricanization of' a h'uropean Institlltion: 
The Zambezi .Prazos, 1750-1902 li\iadison, Wisconsin UP, 1972 J
p.122. It is not suggested that all Zulu 'raids' were of
this character.

146Tr i t' · f aLers some 1mes took women back in their wagons rom the

lh7 

Zulu country; !L�Port of' Select Committee on Aborigines, 1BJ6 
I:46J, evidence.of Gardiner. �ee also below p.�� and 
note 

i•ynn brought back 30 men and women from his first visit to 
Mpondo country; !<'arewell, "Journal.", in ::imi th, Andrew Smith 
and .Natal, p.62. 

148. ' "J- 6 /4/ LJrege, ournal", -13 18J2, in timith,op.cit.,p.J2; Kotze 
Letters of the American Misaionaries, p.96.

1491..... 11 rarewe , "Journal" 
' in Smith, Andrew Sud th and .1:,atal, p. 62

• • •• Jr.Vi
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Initially no mo-re than a band:ful, the number of refugees 

clustered in the vicinity of •Port Natal' rapidly escalated. 

ny about 18J5 their number may have reached some 3,000 men, 

women and children.
150in:formation regarding new arrivals was

regularly conveyed to the �ulu capital, and so long as its 

general conditions o:f occupation of imperial territory were 

not broken, the �ulu state did not intervene. 

�ontrol of' these various groups of' survivors was 

exercised through chie:fs.152in the case of the traders at

least, these emerged :from within the ranks of the local 

community, rather than an outside candidate being· imposed. '!'he 

Zulu state does seem to have reserved the righ however, to 

influence the choice of the commWli ty •
153

l.50bynn, Diary, 22, 116-7, 130-1 and n.256; Smith, Andrew Smit
and Natal, p.170; Grout to Anderson, 12/2/18J6, in Kotze, 
Letters of' the American Missionaries, p.97. 1.t is not clear 
if this approximate figure includes all the homesteads 
which, by the mid 18JOs, existed in loose dependant 
relationships with the trading commw1ity at Port .Natal. 
Some were certainly far from the Port itself, on the Illov� 
Urnlazi, Umkomanzi, at Umzin to and Umgeni. Although most 
were close to the coast, some, which may have been 
independent of' the l-1ort, had survived the Shakan holocaust 
in1and. Futu's group were, :for example, located near the 
headwaters of' the Umkomanzi. �ynn had large kraa1s as far 
south as the Umzimkulu; Drege, "Journal", 22/J/1632, in 
Smith, Andrew Smith and Natal, pp.JO-Jl; Grout to Anderson, 
op.cit., p.99; Ibid., 16/6/1830, p.112; �mith, op.cit.,
p.62; '.rheal, Historical Sketches, p.265; Watt, Febana, p.
245, l46; Hu11ey, "Account of the Rev. o,,-en's visit to
Dingaa.n",- p.2; Bird, Annals, I;l..50; Kotze ,. op.cit., pp.200,:
202. By 1837 there was a community of 1000 around the moutc
o:f the Illovo alone, suggesting in fact the visitors'
estimates o:f the population relates to the immediate
hinterland o:f the Port only • .Lt is sometimes di:f:ficu.lt to
distinguish between dependants of' the Port community and
�roups engaged in other modes of survival.

1
.5

2see also .'!'om Fynn, "Reminiscences".

l.5J"Nost of the white men have under them Zoolahs and control
them as chiefs n ; Grout to Anderson, 12/2/18J6, p.97.

Their life-style was appropriate to their political statuf; 
Each presided over anumber of homesteads and "all live 
with several Kaffer women"; ilr�ge, PJournal", b-lJ/4/1832, 
in ;:jmith, Andrew �mith and Natal, p.32. 
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In addition to the particular obligations appropriate 

to their individual modes of survival, groups shared general 

obligations to the Zulu state. The most important o� these 

comprised a military ef'f'ective. The relationship of' vassal.I.age, 

which had been transcended within the Zulu heartland itsel.f, 

persisted in the periphery. The 'protectorates' under their 

various chiefs were in fact also vassal states of the Zulu 

metropolis. The intensity of the obligation varied according 

�o the need of Zulu at a particular point in time and the 

general nature of the relationship it enjoyed with the parti

cular protectorate group concerned. It might involve the 

provision of baggage handlers, 154 of rank-and-file solctlers, 155

of' shields,156 and occasionally of the chiefs themselves. 157

All protectorates were expected to furnish any additional. 

subsistence needs which the regiments required during their 

passage through the periphery. 

As enemies of the �ulu stato came to develop modes o� 

154According to Isaacs, who was probably not correct on this
occasion, this was the sole military obligation of all 
vassals; Isaacs, Travels and Adventures in East�rn Africa, 
I:139-40. 

l55li'ynn., Diarv, pp.l.JO, 14.3, 249-50; Smith, Andrew Smith and
Natal, p.65; Watt ,. Febana, pp.121, 208; .Morris, Washing of 
the Spears, pp.9J, 100-101, 1J6. 

l.56 These had been demanded from Jobe in Dingane's time as part 
of the tribute- due from that chief; Campbell, "Umgungu.ndh.lovl.' 
p.14. ¥or it to be met, the surrender of capital. or the
carrying out of a raid would have been necessary. By contras1
begging :for shields at the capital was an indication of
dependent status. See the case of the chief or regimental
captain G-eogo; Gardiner "First interview" in Bird, Annals,
I:28J-5.

l57King, one of the traders, was accorded the status of regimen
tal commander; Fyrm, Diary, p.141. In 18JO 30 whites and 40 
blacks from �ort �ata!, all equipped with firearms and under 
the command o:f 'chief' John Cane, assisted the Zulu army 
against Sobhuza in the Pongola Mts.; William Wood, Statement:: 

158 

Respecting Dingaan1 King of the Zulus (Cape Town,1840) cited 
by Bird, Annals, I:J77. Wood claimed to have been an 
interpreter to Dingane. 

One way in which li"'ynn acknowledged his 0�1n dependent status 
was by 'allowing' Zulu impis to call at his kraals to 
commandeer supplies; 1<y11n, opci t., p .142. See also Ibid., 
p.61i ; 1,att, .i."ebana, p.96; Smith,Andrew Smith and Natal,p.78.
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defence capable of withstanding Zulu, attacks, the mil.itary 

effective which could be furnished by the traders came to be 

increasingly decisive to the outcome o:f any operation of the 

Army. To the :frustration o:f the Zulu state, they alone could 

supply well-equipped and well.-trained musketmen. '.l'he cowmuni t) 

at the 'Port' came to include a large and ever-increasing numbel 

of such men, arid the Zulu. state came to demand that a 

proportion of their labour-time be committed to military 

operations with its Army. IS'\ A similar military effective also 
161:seems to have been supplied by the Portuguese at Delagoa Bay. 

In view of the various modes of survival which appear to 

have been possible in the 'protectorate' zone of the lulu 

,.�,upire, it is difficult to take at :face value Bird's unsubstan

tiated assertion that, 

nThe Zulu tribe grew into a nation. 
within the limits of Zululand; but to 
all, except the herdsmen of the 
roya1 cattle, it was .forbidden to 
dwell in any part o:f the country 
between the 'l'ugela and the Umzimvubu". 161 

l59.fhe substantial military e:f:fecti ve demanded of the .Port 
community in 18JO resu.lted .from the :fact that Sobhuza had 
retreated into mountainous country where the use or .firearms 
was needed to flush him out; Wood, btatements Resp�cting 
Dingaan, in Bird, Annal.s, "L:377. See also i••ynn, "Death o.f 
Mr. King", in Bird, op.cit., I:�5. 

l.6{J Fynn, Diary, p.198; ;::imith, Andrew Smith and Natal, P•72•

161John Bird, "Introductory Notes", in Bird, Annals, .l:6.
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In a sense, however, the legitimate retention of cattle to 

herd was the badge which came to be worn by most of the 

protectorate homesteads. Since this right could always be 

removed by the Zulu state, and was never extended into a licence 

to accumulate capital in the form of substantial herds under 

conditions of personal ownership, all those who were permitted 

to remain in Natal were "the herdsmen of the royal Cattle".165

Individual survival in the Natal protectorates depended 

upon adherence to the general laws laid down by the Zulu state 

:for the administration of this zone of the periphery, such as 

the delivery to the centre of a suitable military effective 

�.rhen reouired. It also depended upon adherence to the particulaI 

laws appropriate to the specific mode of survival co11cerned • 

. rraders were to respect the state mDnopoly over ivory and 

perhaps cattle exchange, hunters to respect the need to deliver 

their product to the centre, and farmers the need to desist 

�rom immediate consumption before tribute had been collected. 

Anti-state behaviour, defined as the attempt to add to the list 

of' immunities or to widen existing ones, brought swift retribu

tion from the state. Military operations of this kind were 

highly selective. On some occasions, whole protectorates were 

punished. On other occasions, as in the case of the 18Jl raid 

on the John Cane establishment at the 'Port•, the target was 

even more precisely def'ined.166These were raids of punishment 

and should perhaps be distinguished from the raids of predation, 

conquest and the tribute-collecting sorties already discussed. 

Not only subjects of' the protectorates, but also outsider! 

were expected to adhere to the law of the empire. The 

:fundamental requirement t as the would-be traders who arrived 

at 'Port Natal' had realised, was to approach the state for 

admission into a mode of survival. Kat River Khoi, operating 

on hunting parties for the elephant overland as far as the 

Umzimkulu anct·beyond, se�m to have sought to avoid this 

165-.rhis general interest o:f the Zulu state in the cattle
resources being herded in different parts of its .c;mpire woul.c 
help to explain why cattle theft appears to have been a 
serious crime against th e state; Fynn,"History of Go<longwana 
(Dingizwayo) and �in part) of Chaka", in Bird, Annals, I:71. 
See also Fynn, Diary, p.24. 

166s "th mi , Andrew Smith and Natal, pp.70-71. One of the Fynns
had actually been t'orewarned of the attack by the Zulu state
�ynn, Diarx, pp.118-9. 
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requirement and the limits on their operations it would 

undoubtedly have brought. In 18JJ one such party was destroyed 

by a Zul.u impi as a salutary warning to the remainder.
167

Beyond the zone 0£ •protectorates' was a further zone 

of 'tributaries'. These were usually major states in their own 

right. the Zulu state, however, expected a pledge of recognition 

0£ the furthermost boundaries of the protectorate zone 0£ its 
. d . th 168 

Q t· ct· J. t· �mp.ire, an various o  er assurances. �orne imes 1p oma ic

activity was unable to maintain this position of hegemony, and 
1.69 the Army was despatched to redress the status quo. A 

i:·,.?latively small-scale payment of' tribute may also have been 

,lemanded as a token of recognition of the nature of the roles 

uf dominance and subordination.1
7°

The geo-political boundaries between the Zulu heartland, 

the protectorate zone, and the tributary zone, were in a 

continual state of' flux in the same way that their overall 

complexion was undergoing change. The boundary between the 

heartland and the protectorate zone, :for example, is often 

tal<:en to have been :fixed at the Tugela throughout the �haka

Dingane period • .17i Yet in J.832, the homestead o:f the 2nd captain

of a Zulu regiment was encountered a little to the south o:f the 

Umvoti River, seemingly one of many homesteads in the area.172

J.67 Fynn, Diary 9 p. 22 2 •.

168saxon, "Early Zulu state", pp.ll-lJ.

169Liesegang, "Dingane 1 s attack on Lourenco :Marques"; .rynn, 
Diary 9 

pp.64, 231; Smith. Andrew Smith and Natal, p.99 •

.1'70A:fter the Delagoa Hay raid, for example, Portuguese levies  
were seen at the court of' Dingane with presents to appease 
the King; Fynn, op.cit., p.2Jl; urahamsto,"n Jou:-nal 7/8/J.8J4. 

1...,.1 ' The Pongo1a is usually taken as having marlted the northern 
boundary of the heartland. Alternatively, the distinctions 
between metropolis and periphery, or between he3.rtland, 
protectorate and tributary zones are blurred completely. It 
must be said, however, that the Zulu state did sometimes 
appear as a homogeneous entity to the contemporary observer; 
"The country occupied by Dingaan,{which) stretches from the 
neighbourhood of Delagoa Hay to Port Natal, •••••• "; hotze, 
Letters of the American Missionaries, p.J2.

172 � . th A d · · �mi , n rew Smith and Natal, pp.40-1 and n.



In 1838, whilst the attention of the Zulu Army was engaged 

elsewhere, it was possible for a highly prof'i table raid to be 

carried out by the 'Port �atal' refugees into "that part of 

Zulu.land on the ·1ugela beyond Lrreytown". 
173 Another ;lccount

makes it clear that the commando did not in fact have to cross 

the �ugela at all in order to achieve its object of exacting 

retribution for the destruct�on which had been su£fered during 

Shaka 's ird tial. wars of' predation. 174 It seems likeJ.y then that

the Zulu heartland was gradually being extended to incorporate 

the inner margins of the protectorate zone, a process which 

was encouraged as each regiment was demobilised anc.J. its former 

,uembers sought out fresh sites on which to establish their 

homesteads. Nearer the coast, the 'l'ugela may have remained as 

che boundary. 175

The protectorate zone seems to have included Qwabe, 'Port 

Nata l' and the vast majority of all groups who remained in 

occupation of territory between the heartland and the 
. 176 

Umzimvubu. 

Groups over which the Zulu state claimed, but was not 

always able to maintain, a metropolis-tributary relationship 

included Mpondo and Sekonyela's people in the south, together 

l 73,_rhe force comprised JO whites and 2,500 blacks, and captured
J,OOO cattle together with some 500 women and children; 
J·oseph .Kirkman, "Lif'e of' Nr. Joseph Kirkman in Zululand 18.36-
40 '', in The State, December ( 1910 J, typescript copy in .i.Va tal 
Archives, Mss.no.J6, p.8. See also Lindley to Adams, J/4/lSJE 
in Kotz6, Letters of' the American Missionaries, p.21�2. 

174Lindley to Adams, op.cit., The Zulu kraals were empty of
fighting men. 

l75when the party of' the Rev.Owen left Dingane's kraal for Port 
Natal, arrangements were made that they should be provided 
with food by the state o nly as far as the 'l'ugela River; 
Hulley, "Account of H.ev. Owen's visit to Dingaan", p.lJ. 

176�axon:, "Early Zulu state", pp.6-10. l·'ynn witnessed the
arrival at the capital of emissaries f'rom Q:wabe who were 
given beads by the King, suggesting that the chiefdom 
retained a degree of independence commensurate with protec
torate status; 1'ynn, Diary, pp.16,93. The history ofQ,>1aba in 
fact clearly indicates the degree to which tha geo-political 
structure of Zulu was constantly undergoing change. lts 
original territory was drawn into the heartland and, rather 
than suffer total destruction, the remnant of the ruling 
lineage led an exodus to the south, to the very margins of' 
the b;mpire. 

• ••• /141



with Sobhuza's Ngwane, the Bay states, and the remnant Ndwandwe 

in the north, and .l'IZilikazi I s peopl.e in the west • .177

The vast changes which took place within the heartland 

as the transition to absol.utism was pushed through, and the 

equally vast changes which took place in peripheral. regions as 

they were forcibly incorporated into the Zulu imperial. system, 

both produced widespread and intense distress amongst the 

social groups whose modes o:f existence were totally reorganised 

The changes undermined the positions of' :former f'eudal power

holders at various levels as much as the remainign independence 

of peasant households. £Ven the labour-regiments, whose members 

ate at the KLng's table, were in fact made up 0£ near-slaves 

who had every motive to cut off the hand that :fed thi:!m. The 

state struggled, through ruthless punishment of the disloyal, 

through an institutionalised reign of' terror, and through 

various "rituals of rebellion", 178 to contain potential. opposi

tion f'rom within metropolis and periphery. 

Yet the opposition was never totally contained. various 

modes o:f' resistance and rebellion are apparent in the historica 

record. A common form of' resistance to the spread of absolutism 

or colonialism which was adopted by major former feudal. 

powerhol.ders, took the form of an organised migration of their 

peasantry into new territories outside the Zulu span of' co�mand 

and often into defensible l.ocations.
179 Groups whose political 

unity had been shattered sought protection from distant and les 
. h l.d bl. f' ' th · i l. 

lSO oppressive power o ers capa e o ensuring eir surv va , 

or fled into the hills to form bands 0£ outlawed 'bushm�n• whic: 

preyed on the subsistence base of the empire. 

l77saxon, "Early Zulu state", pp.12-lJ.

178For a somewhat 'functionalist' interpretation o� these see
Gluckman, "RituaJ.s of rebeliion in south-east Africa", in 
Gluckman, Order and Rebellion in. Tribal Africa. 

179'1'he f'ullest description of these is Omer-Coop,ar, Zulu
Aftermath. 

180Ibid., especially chapter J.l; Jt'ynn,Diary, pp.21-2, 60-1.
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·!'here were two main modes o:f rebellion, tbs one individual

the other collective. The individual mode consisted in attempts 

to escape from the heartland, perhaps from the regimental 

barracks, to disappear into the periphery. The loyai sections 

of the  .Army initially probably had little diff'icul ty in 

containing this particular form of rebell.ion, but by Din.gane's 

time some began to successfully reach the 'Port Natal' 

community, much to the :frustration of the Zul.u state and the 

ernbarassment of the traders.182

The collective mode o:f rebell.ion took the form 01' 

military commanders leading disgruntled sections of' the Army 

out of the Zulu span of command, failure to accomplish a state 

obejctive a:nd :fear o:f resulting punishment serving to cement 

ttogether a regimental. unity capable o:f transcending disparate 

regional origins and considerations o:f rank and status.J.SJ 

On one occasion, in September 1821::s, disgruntlement 

within a section 0£ the Army and the ambition of a particular 

section of the ruling dynasty coalesced to permit the overthrow 

of the Shakan regime.184 It was essentially a palace coup

rather than a successful. rebellion or popular insurrection and,' 

in the .long-term, no revolutionary structura.l changes appear 

to have resulted from it. 

Somewhat ironically, a number o:f the more organised rebel 

groups who had succeeded in escaping :from the Zulu span o:f 

command, became predators on the productive base of' weaksr 

populations beyond the borders of' south-east A:frica .• Both the 

the Soshangane and Mzilikazi rebel groups, for example, adopted 

this strategy :for survival.1
�5 In so :far as they were able to

stabilise their positions of dominance, they were also 

182'1'he ref'uge�s at the .Port were originally recruited from
among-st remnant Natal groups but, it has been suggested, 
after about 1827 their number came to include also refugees 
:from the Zulu country; Hattersley, 'i'he British Settlement 
of Natal, p.l.J. 

183The exodus which took place under Mzilikazi is probably the
be3t known example. Ndwandwe had suffered very similar losse� 
to Soshangane and Zwangendaba; Omer-Cooper, Zulu Aft,?rmath, 
chapters 4, 5, 9.

184Ibid., pp.41-2.
185Isaacman� Hozam-:_); que .'i"he Africauization of' a F:uropea11;

Institution, pp.122-J; Joint letter of the missionaries in 
.MzilikaZ_:L '_1:l_ __ c?�ltry ·to Anderson, 1.8/8/1836, in l\.otzO, Letter.-= 



instrumental in bringing about a further extension o:f the 

absolute mode of production into parts o:f southern Africa where 

its development had either not yet begun or where the transi tior' 

towards it was less advanced. 

.. 

The maintenance of the systems of' relationships which 

comprised the Zulu state and its vast empire required firm 

and constant direction :from the centre, not on.ly by the power

holder at the apex, but a.lso by a group of courtiers and a 

numerous bureaucracy. A geographical distribution of power 

centres was not appropriate tothe new situation. A change began 

to take place in the locus of power. Though the King still 

,oade occasional visits to minor centres of' power in the country

side, 
186 

he spent an increasing amount of time presiding over

the affairs of state from one particular royal homestead. Zulu 

now had a capital. ln the time of Shaka, Bulawayo had been 

chosen as the site, but in the time of Dingane its location 

was shifted to Ngungundlovu.187

The size and pattern of life at Mgungundlovu indicated 

its :function as the hub o:f the state and of a vast empire. 
188 t;ome 1500 huts were counted. The presence of a large ulili tary

garrison, of labour-regiments of men and women, and of vastr 

capital reserves in the form of' the cattle in its vast kraal 

made it the dominant centre of weal th and might'.. In addition, 

numbers of servants and craf't"smen were seen at· work. Senior 

members of the bureaucracies which ran the various departments 

of state, and especially the leading military com111anders, sp�nt 

much o:f their time at the capital. ¥rom time to time the 

regiments were called there :for for revue, and the Army was 

always given its final preparation f'or ·war at the capital. A 

council o:f state met from time to time to decide major at,f'airs 

of state, and lesser groups presided over other decision-making 

ln relation to the arfairs of particular departments. Major 

186Gardiner,"First interview", in Bird, An..---ials, J.:29J-4.
187 Thompson, "Zulu kingdom and Natal", in Ox:ford History of'

South Africa, i:J42, 352.

188campbell, 11 Umgungundhlovu 11 , p.5. For drawings anct plans of
the capital see Smith, Andre,., Smith and .i--.at3.l, p.5J; Gardine1 
Narrative of a Journey to the Zulu country, opp. p.28;
Ritter, Shaka Zulu, opp. p.209; Fynn, Diarv, opp.p.J26; 
1.ilu

1
:k

7
man, "Rise of a :.Gulu Empire" t in Sctentific Amer:!.ca71.,
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trials and punishment s took p1ace at the capital or were 

ordered from there. The imperial dimension was represented by 

the periodic ·arrival of vassal chiefs, of embassies from dis tan, 

tributaries, of traders, and of outsiders seeking permission 

to join an established mode of survival i n  the periphery or to 

institute a new one. Seemingly unlike th e situation which 

prevail ed in the earlier time of feudal paramountcies, all 

such visitors to the capital could expect to be fed at the 

K�ng's table rather than barter food from individual producers. 

Presiding over the whole was the person of the King, his 

prestige within the community at the capital enhanced by a 

variety of distancing devices.189

in 

One of' these distancing devices was the .King's residing 
l.90the seraglio, the home of a particular stratum of women. 

Jt is difficult to arrive at a clear understanding of t he place 

of these women within the social structure. It would seem that 

they were not rank-and-file women of the labour regiments. The 

nature of their personal adornment, which included four brass 

neck rings, is suggestive of an aristocratic status.191 'i.'his

is consistent with other aspects of their life at the capita1!9;

However aristocratic, the women of the seraglio were not 

exactly ladies or leisure. According to one source, it was the 

duty of Dingane's seraglio to cultivate his personal crops. 193

This is consistent with a hint contained in another report that 

these were not the property of the state, but of tha King 

personally, though it must be said that the line between the 

private and state aspects of the life of an absolute monarch 

189see :for exampJ.e, Champion, "Journal. n , in Bird, Annals,I:2O3-6

190
Fy nn, Diaryt pp.25-6.

1.91watt, Febana, p.6O; Champion, "Journal", in Bird, Annals,
) I:202 t 20!!._ Large amounts of beads were also worn. 

192The specially-imported red and green bl.ankets, for example,
appear to have been .for their use; Campbel.l, "U:ngungundhlovu� 
p.lJ.

l 9 3 ,� l · r "F · t · t · · i uarcine, irs in erview", in B rd, Ar1nals, .l:280. It is 
just possible that Gardiner failed to distinguish between the
womf;h of the seraglio and other strata of women at the 
capital. Champion, for example, distinguished between fem�leservants.working in tha serqglio ond its mora aristocraticregular inhabitants• Champion "Journal" i .:i· d 

201 
, , , n u1r , op.cit.t 

.l: h 
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is so� �nat hard to draw and perhaps not partir�i- -�y revealing.j 

... : ... 1e report su_ggests that women were given tr i_;he King by 

vassal chief's and other important mP-:-.a. �,.,_ -chin the empire who 
. ·th h" 194were anxious to remain on GOod tr�. ms w1 im. 

Having P.stablished that the women of' the seragl.io 

probably comprised the personal property and the labour force 

of' the King, which would help to account :for the juxtaposition 

of a labouring role and aristocratic personal adornment, a 

further problem remains. The nature o:f the personal. relation is 

not exactly clear. The women o:f the seraglio are usually seen 

as the wives or concubines of the King, and there seems little 

reason to doubt that sexua.l relations took place. 195 There 

�s some suggestion, however, that women could be given out by 

the King as wives :for important men in return for bride-price;9� 

a useful way also of cementing political ties. In this sense 

the women of the seraglio were not in structural terms the 

•wives' of the King but his 'daughters', 'sisters', or

'wa.rds'. 197 A plausible explanation is that the seraglio 

included both kinds of relationships, either by means of the 

existence of separate stratum within it, or by an individual 

fulfilling different roles in different circumstances • 
. f 

Within the capital and elsewhere in '.6u.lu, the massive 

complexity of the division of labour, rank, status, department 

and wealth which comprised the fibre of the empire, was codified 

and subsequently publicly exhibited in the :form o:f an equai 

194 �ampbell, "Umgungundhlovu", p.14. 

l95It has been argued that Shaka, for example, was impotent: 
Morris, Washing of' the Spears, p.54-. Gluck.1uan suggests that 
he may have been a latent homosexual; Gluckman, "Hise of a 
Zulu .Empire", in Scientific American, p.168. These arguments 
are usually based upon interpretations of his reluctance to 
marry, to permit others to marry or have full sexual rela
tions, and his refusal to acknowledge an heir. As Shaka 
himself told visitors, however, all these aspects of his 
public life ·were motivated by political considerations and 
are certainly completely understandable :from that perspectiv• 

J.96srnith, Andrew Smith and Hatal, p.80.

197The women th_emselves described their status as that of
'sisters' of the 1\.ing; Champion, "Journal", in Bird, 
Annals, I:202. 
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variety of uniform, t. b d d .  ' i 
198

ornamenta ion, a ges an insign a. 

·.1.·here is some evidence to suggest that, even before the

disastrous confrontatio n o:f 18J8, the Zul.u state was finding 

it increasingly dif�icult to contain the contradiction between 

absolutism and feudalism within the heartland, and between 

�etropolis and a vast periphery. To cement the position of 

the new regime following the 1828 palace coup, certain 

concessions to popular opinion within the army and within the 

countryside had been thougn\.necessary.i99 The tributary feudal.

mode of production was allowed to reassert itself. 

In the production sphere, the capital and the re-gimental 

r.owns retreated from a situation of self-sufficiency based 

upon an absolute mode of production. No ground was said to have 

been cultivated in the vicinity of' the capital in l.-8J6.200

J.ns-tead, women f'rom homesteads in the countryside now brought:

small quantities o:f :food to support individ ual kin relative s

serving in the regiments.201 The amount of labour-time of the

peasantry committed to state service underwent decline;

11 Peopl.e went to work for the king 
:for a couple 0£ months and then others 
o:f their people t ook their place". 202 

l98Regiments were distinguished by different coloured war
shields, itself a reflection o:f a division of labour within 
the ranks 0£ men based upon age and indicative of specialisec 
function. vistinguished rank and file warriors wore iron nee� 
rings, their captains and other men of high rank. in the 
bureaucratic systems of the state, wore brass. 01der men,

perhaps of' distinction but who did not :fit within thi3 
ca teg·ory, appear to have worn • headrings ' ; Smith, Andrew 
Smith and .Natal, p.80; Campbell, 11 umgungundhlovu 0 , p.16� 19. 
There was a similar pattern of rank amongst women. The 
aristocracy of the seraglio was distinguished by the wearing 
or brass. A further distinction, perhaps based upon age or
marriage status, existed between those who wore striped 
beads and thos who wore white; see above p.44; Campbell, 

op.cit., p.lJ. 

J.99Fynn, Diary, p.162.

200Ch ampion., ttJournal", in Bird, Annals, I:'206-8.

201campbell, "Umgungundhlovu0
, p.12.

202_b'd 
.1. J. • , p.22 •



The state was obliged to permit the depletion of capital 

stocks concentrated at the centre, in order to maintain the 

loyalty of followers by means of gifts or cattle on-the-hoof or 

:fo:- immediate consumption.203 Even so, re:fugees began to succeed

iu their attempts to escape from the heartianct, 204 and powerholder� 

in the periphery to throw off their protectorate or tributary 

sr;,,tus, in some cases launching attacks on the state itself'.
205

::-> t,... te monopol.ies began to crumble. 206 £'verywhere the network of 

i, ,,11uni ties was being extended by anti-state action from below. 

The state was unable to contain these various threats becausE 

i. i had lo st its technological advantage in relation to the

i , . •  r;ruments of coer cion • .1ts tributaries and rivals had been able 

L build up armies modelled upon that of' Zul.u, and to evolve an 

eft'icient mode of' defence conprising retreat into rocky cou�try 

where the regimental system was largel.y ine.f:fective. The :tul.u 

Army began to return :from campaigns badly mauled, 207 so t:t1at its

commanders would not risk sending it :forth again without ensuring 

it:, reinforcement with a substantial military effective from loyal

va�sals. A relaxation o:f discipline in the barracks, especially 

. t 1 1 t· h" 
208 

h t d .. in relation o sexua re a 1.ons ips, may ave pos pone mu-ciny

but canhare.ly have increased ef':ficiency, serving as it did to 

pi>irmit a :further revival of individualistic peasant loyalties.

203Fynn, Diary, p.298; Campbell, "Umgungundhlovu" pp.16,24; Cowley, 
Kwa-Zulu, p.61; Omer-Cooper� Zulu Aftermath, p.J6. 

201-t... , 
 

t;rc.-ol,� 04\-l 'cl.Mo 1 \\\<.;S9� cR �-'<o-\ 
1 

\>, �\ • 

205In 1837,f'or example, Sekonyela's 'Nantatis' of Tlokwa, who were
equipped with f'irearms and horses by this time, succeeded in 
taking o:ff 300 cattle from within the Empire; General letter of 
the missionaries, in Bird, APJ1als, I:211-2. The Qwabe of Nqeto 
were one of the most important groups to succeed in b:::-eaking 
away during this period; see Omer-Cooper, Zulu Af'terma th, p.159 •

.. , ,6 
� · This point is �is cussed in the following chapter • 

. �n-71-ynn, Diary, p.227; Morris, Washing of the Spears, pp.106-7.

Andrew Smith and Natal, p.86; Campbell, "Umgungundhlovu", 

/nl.o 



By the time of their decisive confrontation with a new set 

of outsiders in 18J8, it .is arguable that absolutism and the 

empire to which it had given rise, were both already in decline 

in south-east Africa. 

The extent of �he decline by this stage ought not. to be 

e��ggerated. �be Zulu state, like its northern neighbours between 

th'" Tugela and Delagoa Bay, had never become a thoroughgoing 

'despotism' in which al.1 subjects of: the state had been reduced 

t,,, something like the same level of' degradation beneath the King. 

(t had always presided over a class society in which certain strate 

•Hd oyecl higher status and greater access to weal th than others.

A·, a result of external crisis, the aristocracy had been obliged

Li concede to an upward displacement of' politico-legal coercion.

·1'h,)ugh such a displacement was arguably in the long-term interests

of t;he aristocracy as a class, it :furnished the sta·te with the

instruments which could be used, and were of'ten used, to break or

discipl.ine individuals and groups within the nobility i tseJ.:f.

The institutionalisation o:f these instruments, however, and their

pormanent use against the aristocracy as a class had never bee-n

:tnh:mded. When, as under Shaka in Zulu-Mthethwa ,. it appeared that

t;tiJs might become the case, a powerful alliance of' aristocratic

gr.:,ups moved to overthrow the powerholder at the centre and to

replace him with a figure who would permit a return to systems

which placed less pressure on certain groups within the aristocrac}

An inevitable corollary of this was a reduction in the demands 

placed upon the labour-power of' the homestead by the centre, 

which in turn reduced the capacity of' the state to control 

rebellion in the �lllpire. It is arguably this stage which had been 

reached in Zulu by 1838. A retreat from the more extreme forms of 

absolutism had taken place, hut certain essential changes from a 

ft�udal epoch remained intact. These included an escalation of war, 

bureaucratization of office, intensif'ication of taxation by the 

cnntre to include a direct labour demand upon the peasantry, the 

,, i·,>::;ion o:f vassal-clientage, wideranging diplomatic networlcs,

t1,": mercantilist powers over coinmodi ty exchange. It is precisely 

Ll1LS complex of changes, rather than more extreme and less 

permanent additions, vhich have been taken to comprise the essence 

•••• /J49 



of the change from Feudalism to Absolutism in �urope. 

The crisis which had faced the feudal aristocracy in 

the northern part of south-east Africa, and which had 

eventual.ly set in motion the transition to Absol.utism, lay 

in the field of its changing but increasingly important 

relationships with the local representatives of a distant 

capitalist mode of production. As the brief f1owering 0£ 

:Port .tiatal in the early 18th century indicated, attempts 

were being made by these representatives to reach ivory 

suppliers in the hinterland • .Ll1 order to contain this 

pressure, it was necessary for Tembe to expand inland to 

institute tighter controls over commodity production in 

the hinterland. 'l'his constituted a threat to the interests 

of major interior powerholders. Farreaching structural 

changes took place in these interior states, designed to 

permit successful resistance to this encroachment from 

�embe. Central to these changes was the undermining of· the 

position 0£ intermediate powerholders, and the attempt to 

pin do'Wn a semi-servile peasantry into new and more 

intense :forms of dependence and exploitation. ln the event 

the transition to Absolutism was aborted before the Zulu 

Empire was ever in a position to match the political, 

technical and cultural record of absolutist states in 

other parts of Africa and elsewhere. An analysis of this 

disruption of' the development of Absol.utism in south-east 

Africa forms the subject of the next chapter • 

•••• /350 



PART FOUR : 

'£HE TRAi-JSITION TO CAPITALISM 



XI 

ORIGINS OF THE TRANSITION TO CAPITALISN 1820-18J8 

The formal incorporation of •�atal' into the British 

E,,,pire through the annexation of the territory to the Cape 

i.n 184J, is usually seen in terms 0£ the logical. extension

., t' British concern to protect the sea route to India, or in

t ;•rms of' a hwnanitarian concern to protect the population of

g,·,uth-east Africa :from Zulu or Voortrekker depredations. This

chap-t:er argues that the origins o:f annexation are more direct

and more deep-seated than either of these explanations

allow. It was the natural consequence of the gradual capitalist

p�netration of the social formation of south-east Africa over

a period of several centuries. During the third and :fourth

decades of the 19th century this gradual penetration

(tt.tickened considerably, culminating in the arrival o:f the

Voortrekker settlers in the heartland of the Zulu Empire at

the end o:f 18JT. It was this event which :final.1y brought

the incipient contradiction between. Zulu Absolutism and

Cape-British Capitalism to a head.

The chapter :first describes the establishment o:f 

capitalism at the Cape in the characteristic colonial :form 

in which capitalist relations are dominant but :far :from 

universal. �econdly, various ideological and social :forces 

<¼re shown to have been competing :for dominance within this 

h-r.oad :framework in the early history of.' Capitalism at the Cape. 

;:i t':ferent groups held di:f:ferent views as to the :form capitalist 

,1.,velopment should take in southern Africa. Thirdly, the 

,.•1t2.pter tries to show how both the .Port Nata.l hunter-traders 

,11td the Voortrekkers were both products of' capitalist 

expansion at the Cape • .Neither enterprise could have been 

mounted without the support of Cape Capital. ¥ourth1y, it points 

out the degree to which the various contradictions between 

fractions of Capital were temporarily set aside, in the interest 

of resolving the primary contradiction which had developad 
between Capital.ism anct Absolutism in south-east .Africa • 
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The development of' capitalist patterns o:f relationships 

had long been in process at the Cape. The process received 

.further encouragen,ent in 1815 when a south African poli ti eccl 

us well as economic foothold for British Capital was at 

last stabilised at tl,e Cape. Additional networks of 

i·ela tionships came to radiate from Cape Town, and above 

,d.l from the burgeoning merchant houses of' that city, to 

iink distant groups in the hinterland with the British 

,,,etropolis and its various other overseas interests. 

The opening of a new channel of credit direct to the 

.rretropolis permitted capi tali srn at the Cape to gradually 

.,xtend its hegemony over existing modes ot� production in the 

· � S f th t ,pg1on. o ar as e me ropolis was concerned, the most 

important of these were the large farming enterprises based 

11pon various forms of unfree labour, notably the great sheep 

farms of the eastern Cape and the vineyards and wheat farms 

of the western Cape; the family production units of the 

11easant homestead, capable of producing a substantial surplus

01 foodstuffs; and the various productive systems capable of 

supplying ivory and cattle products which flouri!:ihed in 

the far.interior of the Colony and beyond its borders. 

Merchant houses were the vehicles for the extension of' 

c�pitalist hegemony over each of these modes of production. 

fly means of' direct land-purchase, renting operations, 

mortgaging of various descriptions, and normal extension of' 

11)uring the course of the Napoleonic Wars, the �etherlonds
were conquered by France, and Britain occupied some Dutch 
possessions, including the Cape in 1795. The occupation 
continued until lBOJ, when there was a three year period 
of Netherlands authority under the Batavian Republic which 
had succeeded the monarchy in the Netherlands. In 1806 the 
Cape was re-occupied by Britain on the outbreak of further 
war in E,urope, and in 1815 the Cape became a permanent British 
possession. 

'"It seems that some at least of the new ruerchant houses at 
the Cape were closely linked to mercantile and fin�ncial 
houses in the metropolis. There woulrt sHem to be a need 
for rese.-1rch into the network of 'metropolitan I and 'local' 
Capital prevniling at the Cape in the early years of British 
domination. Richard Moorsom's work on Port Elizabeth may 
make a useful contribution in this direction • 
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commercial credlt, the larger merchant houses at Cape Town�J 

and to a lesser extent those which were beginning to 

mushroom at inl�nd centres such as Grahamstown and later 

Port Elizabeth in the eastern Cape, came to be involved in a 

variety of productive activities.4 
By the 182Os, chains of

capitalist relationships, ultimately linked to the metropolis 

itself, already permeated the political economy of the �ape 

and were in the process of determining its overall complexion. 

Though capitalism was establishing- itself as dominant 

in the political economy of the Cape region, it was not yet 

,-:lear to what extent capitalism might replace existing modes 

�r production, rather than simply being content to 

f'Xpropriate a portion of the surplus which they produced. 

rhree main visions appear to have been advanced. First, 

was the vision of a 'pure' capitalism, in which there would 

he no s�boc-!'ll\�\e modes of production. Capitalism its elf woul.d 

undertake the full range of economic processes at the Ca.pe 

as it had come to do in the metropolis. A second vision 

involved the combination 6:f a dominant capitalism with a 

-;"b:):•l,M·•'--� mode of" production based upon some form of unfree 

Labour. The third vision involved the combination of a 

dominant capitalism with a s<Jb()�li."�\� mode of pro due tion based 

upon the peasant homestead. A further possible combination, 

involving a dominant capitalism coupled with a variety o:f 

01� s��at-l�Y\�\:.� forms furnishing a surplus in ivory and cattle 

]According to one source, the three leading merchant houses 
at Cape 'J:own in the immediate post-Napoleonic era were 
Collison & Co., Ebden and Easton, and Hamilton Ross; 
A.F.Hattersley, An lllustrated Social Historv of South Africa 
(C.ape Town: Balkema, 1969) p.98. 

4
At the Cape, prior to the systematic development o.f joint
stock banking after about 1830, merchant houses undertook 
a number of banking functions, notably the extension o.f 

credit often secured by mortgages on land or other property. 
Slaves were mortg·aged to capitalists, :for example, in order 
to raise working cnpital; H. Cloete, Five Lectures 011 the 
Ernir;ra tion o:f the 0utch :farmers :from the Cape and their 
Settlen1ent in Natal, unt:i.1 their formal submission to 
Her Majesty's authority in 184J (Ca;e 'rown, 1656), reprint ed. 
The Histor of' the Great Hoer Trek c1.nd the ori ·in of' the 
South 1\:friCE'.H Re ublics to 18 , ed. and intro. \'i. 
uroclrick-Cloete Lon(lon, 1899), p.48. Merchant houses took 
on similar banking- functions in their early years o!� 
activity in Natal. 
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products, though of consi <lerable irnport;,nce in thn short term, 

was never seriously considered as a strategy upon which the 

long-term economic exploitation of' the region and its 

colonised populations could be founded. 

Each of the major visions had its ideolo�ists and 

publicists at the Cape as well as in the metropolis itself, 

notably in certain newspapers and amongst certain croups of 

missionaries. From time to time they also had their political 

�pokesmen, and even their legislators in the local rutd central 

�orridors of power. 

Since the Cape was incorporated into the British Bmpire 

,t:-;; a colony, rather than as the private f'ief of a monopolistic 

chartered company, the continued existence and further 

diversification of local centres of Capital was possible, 

together with the involvement in the periphery o:f a range of' 

sectors of metropolitan Capital. Each of the major vis�ons 

of the political economy of the future became associated 

with a particular concentration of' local or metropolitan 

CapitHl, and there was also the potential fdr complex patterns 

of' alliance and conflict involving a number of such 

concentrations. Of'ten these patterns transcended the 

stereotyped dichotomy between local and metropolitan capital. 

The struggle between these visions was important bec&.use 

:it would ultimately be difficult for them to co-exist 

satisfactorily. Each mode of colonial exploitation needed the 

state to furnish a particular pattern of institutionalised 

relationships if it was to flourish. To express the dilemma 

in the parlance of the time, and in relation to a particular\� 

important sector or colonial policy, the reduction o.f the 

indigenous population to the status of peasants, proletarians, 

or slaves each had di:fferent and :farre.1ching implications for 

(he qt1estion ot the nature of the 'Native Policy' to be employed 

!,y the Empire in its Cape possession. 

Dy the same token, the debate betwe�n the various major 

visions of the future was not outlawed by the �npire, because 

it was :functional to it. The predominance of' the capitalist 

mode of production, and of Imperial hegemony, were both taken 

as thfl st.::1.rting points or much, though perhaps not till, of the 

debate. The point at issue concerrJC!d the precise :form tlwt 
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the expropriation of surplus-labour would take. In more 

abstract terms it involved the theoretical as well as 

practic,,l identificntion of' the most ef'ficient f'or.n of 

colonial exploitation, given the prevailing level of the forces 

of production at the Cnpe, in the metropolis, aHd in the

British r,mpire as a whole. 

The crucial importance of' this debate, and o.f the struggle 

!Jetween the systems of relationships of which each vision was

tiut the philosophical reflection, has been largely ignored

by almost all the competine; historiog-raphi�s 

,if the area. It was this struggle, and to some extent still 

ls this struggle, which came to play a major part in 

determining the subsequent history of" southern A.frica. 'l'o 

some extent it is Also the key to an understanding of the 

evolution of the political economy of' European Imperialism 

as a whole.5

It woul<l not be long before each vision established a 

bridgehead in Natal and then eventually came to compete for 

dominance within that geo-political region. Initially, ho�ever, 

t;he debate and the associated less abstract f'orms of struggle 

.for sup::;_•emacy were conducted at the Cape and with regard to 

its own :future as a colony of' the British metropolis. 

In the early years of British rule at the Gape, the 

'pure' capitalist vision enjoyed considerable support in the 

Imperial corridors of' power and in the burgeoning merchant 

houses of Cape Town. Amongst the clearest local articulators 

of the vision was George Thompson, who had arrived at the Cape 

r:: 

�By 1820 there were already a number of modes of colonial 
exploitation operative in the Empire and which might Le taken 
as models for the future exploitation of southern A:f'rica. 
over much of ,the Americas, and during the Dutch period at the
Cape, slavery had been employecl, almost entirely based upon 
the import of labour from outside. In India the land revenue 
sett] ements at this stage were l:trgely geared to encourage 
locc:il powerholders to undertake production of the kind 
re(]uired by the metropolis • .1.n the new settlement� of 
Au-:;tralasia, white convicts were beginning to be imported 
with a view to supplying tho labour f'orce required f'or the 
clevelopmen t of' cnpi tali.st; patterns of product.ion. in we::;t 
Africa the first steps were being taken to institute a peasnnt 
mode of coloninl exploitation. 



soon after its formal annexation, and who had ostahlishod or1e 

of the leading Cape merchant houses. He carnpaiGned f'o:r the 

impl�mentation of the 'Pure' capitalist vision of a society 

hierarchically ordered along class lines. He looked forwnrd 

to seein� a general polarisation which would leave a powerful 

but numerically small class of large capitalists at the top, 

with a vast mass of proletarian 'free' labour below. He had 

nothing but contempt for those,like many of the Dutch farming 

·t'amilies, who allowed a system of inheritance unsui tcd to

capitalism to break-up large capital accumulations, leaving

them apportioned amongst numerous sons.  '{hey were each left

to ek8 out a living, burdened at the outset by non-productive

debt, as neither fully-fledged capitalists nor true

�•roletarians. Their wretched small-scale hunting and. grazing-

pursuits, their use of impoverished unfree labour, and their

small-scale expropriation of agricultural produce from the

peasantry, brought little long-term benefit to the Imper.lal

metropolis,or for that matter to its local agents, men

such as �hompson himself.7

Thompson was not a racialist •  uis contempt for the 

poorer Dutch who retained some control over the means of 

production was matched only by his admiration for the richer 

capi tal.istic Dutch :£'armers. 8 Neither di.d he side with those,

6see G. Thompson, Travels and Adventures in Southern A:frica
(London, 1827); repr. ed., and intro. Vernon S. Forbes, 2 
vols. "Introduction", I :vii-xxi. '.rhompson had been one of 
the original members of the t;ape Town Commercial J:<:;xchange on 
its formation in 1822; R.F.M. Immelman. Men of Good Hope: 
The Ca e Town Chamber of Commerce l80l1--19 4 ( Cape Town: 
Chamber of Commerce, 1955 , appendix B p.)14. 

7Thompson, op.cit., II:J2J-4. There is a striking similarity
to the views of Gibbon Wakefield and to the analysis of 

8 

Marx in all of this. ¥or an introduction to the general 
debate on the question of 'systematic colonization' whit.h was 
beginning- in the metropolis at this time see A.li-.L. Shaw,

ed. and intro., Great Britain and the Colonies 1815-1865 
(London: Methuen, 1970), especially the chapters by Pappe, 
Ghosh, Winch, ::iemmel, and Kittrell. 

Thompson, Travels and Adventures in Southern Africa, 
II:J28-Jl 
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like Gibbon-Wakefield, who were generally opposed to 

pastoral activity.9 Pastoralism was quite acceptable, providing 

it was undertaken on large-scale and thoroughly capitalist 

Jines, and providing it furnished an export commodity directly 

of use within a rapidly industrialising metropolis. At the 

Cape it wns the eastern Cape sheep farmers with their export 

,,f' wool throueh the Cape Town merchant houses, ratl1er than 
10

the small-scale cattle farmers, who enjoyed his support. 

The 'pure' capitalist vision was reflected in decision-

t11aking in the early colonial period at the Cape. .1.t was 

;ipparent, for example, in the sphere of immigration policy. 

;-. delilJera te decision was made to implement the vision of a 

i•olnrisation of social classes, even within the white population 

., t the Cape • The Albany settlement in the eastern Cape 

• ms largely recruited from English labourers thrown out of

work in the metropolis by the structural changr�s in the

economy which followed the i..,apoleonic Wars. Only a handful

nr large-capitalists were in theory to be permitted to

emigrate alongside the members of the proletariat. The class

polarisation within the ranks of the emigrants was intensif'i(,d

t,y the fact that m;;:,ny of the labourers were .formally

indentu:--:-ed before leaving- the metropolis as servants of the
l.lcapitalists with whom they travelled. 

9A work which brings out clearly the hostility to pastoralism 
amongst certain political economists in the metropolis is 
A. J. Christopher, "Natal: A Study in Colonial Land 
Settlement", unpublished Phd. thesis, llurban, University 
of ftatal, i969, pp.1-10. 

lOThompson, .i.·ravels and Adventures in Southern Af'rica, II:J28-
Jl. Systematic sheep farmiug began in the .Albany area of' 
the Eastern Cape in 1827. By 18JO, 4,500 lbs. of wool 
valued at £222 were exported. ln 1841 these figures had 
risen to 61,778 lbs. and £27,848. Three-quarters of the wool 
exported from the Cape came from these areas; Eric A. Walker, 
The Cambridge History of the British Empire, Vol.VIII:

�outh Africa, Rhodesia and the Protectorates (Cambridge UP,
19J6) pp.242, 771. 

ll · A.1,·.Hatte:rs.ley, The .Natal Settlers 18h -1§.!.P-
(Pietermaritzburg, 19 9 ,p.J5. Hattersley argues thc1t the 
class polarisation was less intense ±n the case of the 
l8h9-51 Natal immigration. The Albany settlers were not 
alJowed to own slaves; Ibid., Illustrated Social History 
of South Africa, p.104. 
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The vision was just as clearly implemented in the often 

overlapplng- spheres of colonial 'Labour' and 'native' 

policies. The more extreme forms of unfree labour were 

progressively outlawed, notably with the formal abolition of 

;.-:,lavery in 18JJ.12 
The result was generally to throw a vast

ruJmber of' thoroughly proletarianised, poverty-stricken and 

r1ear-rightless labourers at the mercy of capitalist employers 

,:ho were freed from both the obligation to tie up capital in 

1heir labour force,and to some extent the need to undertake 

r�e production of the foodstuI'fs required by their work-force.13

·�his fundamental adjustment in the political economy of the

}·,_.gion had been permitted only by a combination of' the

, ,nportation and reproduction of slaves, and the incorporation

'"to the colony of near-destitute refugees from the Nfecane •

.1i1e foundation had at last been laid for a tr,,nsition to a

'free' labour force.

In fact neither aspect of the 'pure' capitalist vision 

ever came to f'rui tion .. Most of the poorer immie;ra.i:tts brought. 

from Britain to the Cape to furnish the backbone of the labouring 

;, ,Hi artisan component of a capitalist class hierarchy, 

r•:1.rticularly in the field of agriculture, found life much easier 

nnd more profitable as hunters, transport-ri�ers and 

�ntcrmediaries in the still highly lucrative ivory and cattle 

· h . t . 14 It t h t  f trades in t e in erior. was as ye muc oo easy or

'free' labour to escape from the class position allotted for it 

in the 'pure' capitalist vitdon of the political economy of 

the cape. Whilst some argued for the tighter indenturing of 

white labourers, others became reconciled to the fact that the 

level of the forces of production at the �ape was not yet 

appropriate to the implementation of the 'pure' form of 

capitalism which Thompson and others had desired. 

1 ?('Joni ca t·:il son, "Co-operation and con:flic t: The Eastern Cape
frontier", in Oxford History of South Africa, I:JOO-Jll 

I 'I 

'For conditions which faced Khoi and 'free blacks' immediately 
after emancipation see, for exnmple, Philip to J.B. Purney, 
Nay lSJJ, Missionary Herald (Oct. 18JJ) pµ.414-420,
reproduced in Kotze, ed., Letters of the 1\merican M.i�;.sionaries, 
p. 3l�.

14The case of William \.:iradwell, for example; Hattersley, �
British �ettlement o:f Natal, p.J. ::iome of these men bcca1i1e

pioneers in the hunting, trading and transport-riding 
activities which came to link .Natal with tbe Cape. 
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A similar setback to the vision was suffered in the 

related spheres of 'laLour' and 'native• policy. The material 

conditions for the existence of a 'free' black labourin� 

proletariat did not exist, in the same way that they did not 

:or a 'free' white labouring proletariat, with the possible 

exception of Cape Town itself.15 'l'he same variety of' non

rroletarian frontier opportunities was available to them as 

to their white equivalent, and in many respects they were 
16better equipped to take advantage of them. 

The same problems were encountered as the Colony 

�!xpanded to incorporate the peasant homesteads of the interior 

,,nich were in process of rebuilding following the ravages of 

the Mfecane. Having retained or regained a substantial measure 

,,f control over the means of production, the occupants of 

::uch homesteads were not interested in the prospect of a 

.L·i f'e spent as proletarian labourers in white employment. 

'Labour shortage' remained the almost unanimous complaint of 

""·hi te employers at the Cape. As a leading capi �alist employer 

,1 t the Cape argued, the s true tural conditions were not such 

,is to permit the abandonment of slavery or a related form of 

forced and unfree labour; 

"free labourers cannot supply 
their place in this country as

they may leave their work when 
most wanted."17 

Historians who interpret the economic history of' southern 

Africa from a 'liberal' standpoint have tended to see the 

question of 'labour shortgage•, and its supportive notion of 

the backward-sloping supply curve of labour, as the result of 

an inexplicable reluctance of 1 Dutch' employers to pay 

sufficient wages in the case of the former, and as a figment 

of the imagination in the case of the latter. In effect such 

historians take as their starting point the assumption that 

;111 men who are not capita.lists are necessarily proletarians 

,i ependent upon employment with capita lists for their very means 

1· .'.)Cloete, History of' the Great Boer Trek, p.50

16Martin Legasslck, "The Frontier Tradition in South African
lListorio{'.,-raphy", unpublished seminar puper, University of 
Sussex and Institute of' Commonwealth Studies, 1970.

17A.Van Breda, quoted in G.M. Theal, ed., Records of' the Cape
Colony, J6 vols., {London, 1897-190.5), XXXIV:J06, cited by 
hattP.rsley, lllustrat,�d Social !.ii.story of South AfriQ.:..t, 
p.lO J. 11'-ven slaves lwd been di1'i'icult to retain.
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of subsistence. in southern Africa in the early part of the 

l9th century the conditions for this class polarisation 

between capital and Labour did not exist. The 1 labou� shortage 1 

o:t� capitalists was quite real, as was the 'target worker' and 

the backward-sloping supply curve. '!'here was a labour-shortage 

;� �most regardless of the wages which were offered. 
18

Actually there was nothing unusual in all of this. The 

,;\me problem was being encountered wherever the capita.list 

,.,.�,de of production sought to expand into new peripheral areas 

jn its pure form. It was the case, for example, in the non

c;.Laveowning regions of' .North America and in Australasia. The 

J'c'  te of the individual capitalist employer in Western .Australia 

l,,;JS almost identical to that of members of his class who had 

'"''ti.grated to Albany in the Gape. A Mr. Peel who went to 

w-3 stern Australia with a capital of �50,000 and JOO persons 

of the working class, was "left without a servant to make his 

bed or fetch him water from the river", as his labourers disperse· 

to take up land as independent owners.19 As wakefied pointed

ont, 

"Where land is very cheap and all 
men are :free, where everyone who 
so pleases can easily obtain a 
piece of' land for himself, not 
only is J.abour very dear, as 
respects the labourers• share of' 
the produce, but the difficulty 
is to obtain combined labour at
any price" 20 

Under such conditions, hired workers soon 

,.would have ceased to be l.abourers 
for hire; they would have become 
independent landowners, if' not 
competitors with their former 
masters in the market o:f labour". 21 

'lhe problem facing the expansion of' capitalism in its 

111·1'he usual rate for 'free• black labour on the •:frontier'
in the 1840s was 5/- to 7/- a m.onth plus rat:Lons; 
rattersly, Illustrated Social His�ory of South Africa t 

p.io4 

19.�. Gibbon Wake:field, England and America, 2 vols.,
lLondon, 18JJ), II:JJ.

20Ibid., I:247.

21Ibid., II:5.



pure form as an integrated mode of' production was well 

understood by Marx. The process of Primitive Accumulation, 

that is the appropriation of the means o:f production by a 

mlnority, producing a simple polarisation between Capital 

and Labour, was more or less completed in the metropolis; 

"It is otherwise in the colonies. 
There the capitalist regime 
encounters on all hands the resistance 
of producers who own the means 
of production with which they 
work and who can gain wealth :for 
themselves by their own labour 
instead of working to enrich 
a capitalist". 22 

vresh emigrants sent out from the metropolis merely adapted 

their mode of life to the prevailing imperatives of the 

.�tructural conditions in the colonies. The opportunities for 

,,pward class mobility were numerous, and not confined to the 

Land-ownership element emphasised in the writings of the 

contemporary political economists. Not only was further large

scale capital accumulation imposs-ible under such conditions, 23

existing capital accumulations were also being dissipated. 

It was becoming clear that . at the Cape, as el.sewhere,

the pure capitalist vision could not be implemented overnight. 

lt was becoming clear that the capitalist mode of production 

required more than capital, as it had been understood up to 

this time, as a stock of goods at a given moment.241capital'

was a social relation between persons,25 just as was 'labour•.

The material conditions at the Cape at this t_irue wen. appropriate 

to the natural existence or evolution of neither. They could 

be created, but only by the massive depl.oyment o:f" 1 etate 

power, a deployment which the embryonic colonial state did 

not have the resources to carry out .• 

In these circumstances greater credence began to be 

given to the major alternative visions of the political economy 

,·, f' the :future, visions which appeared to enjoy firmer roots

r1 •") 

'•'Karl Marx, Capital, l!:veryman ed., II:848. 

23H.O. Pappef, "Wakefield and Marx", in Shaw, Great Britain
and the Colonies, p.200. 

24Ibid.

2 ... �Marx, Capital, II:849.

.. .... /·162 



in the structural conditions of the time. Both were visions 

of a capitalism adapted into a 'colonial' form. A fully-fledged 

capitalist mode of production would not be introduced. Instead, 

capitalism would content itself' with appropriating a portion 

0 f the surplus produced by a s-,'not-4\1\�� mode of' production 

which was not in itself capitalist. 

The 'pure' capitalist vision gradually retreated ever 

1 ·:irther into the :future. As supporters of' alternative visions

�ought the assistance of' state power to create the institutional

conditions necessary for their ef'f'icient operation, even the

:,tatus of' 'pure I capitalism as an eventual goal came to be

diallenged. Although the vision occasionally reappeared in. the

1 deas of individuals, the programmes of' interest groups, and

the policies of administrators, the goal ot a non-racial class

society polarised along classic capitalist lines, remained

for much of' the 19th and early 20th centuries a minority position

within Capital. Arguably, only now is it beginning to re-emerge

within certain sections of Capital as a formidable alte�native

to the past and the contemporary ordering of the political

economy of southern Africa.

By the 18JOs at the Cape it was becoming apparent that 

the principal short-term struggle lay between the peasant 

homestead, and various production units based upon forced 

.labour, as al terna ti ve s1.1�at-�\M..\.:� modes of' production under the 

pervasive umbrella of a predominant capitalism. 

The peasant homestead vision had long been upheld at the 

Cape in the work and writings of the representatives of the 

London Missionary �ociety. 'l"he Rev. Philip is perhaps its 

. bl. . t 26 best known pu icis , but there were many

�-!6Many of' Philip's contemporaries, who were hostile to his
vision, seei:ied to see him as having singlehandedly •misled 1 

the Imperial policymakers, at the Cape and in the metropolis, 
into carrying out policies which were hostile to the eu1ployer 
interest. His critics could not actually face the possibility 
that the Imperial policymakers wer.e themselves hostile to the 
employers and therefore 'guilty' of' the betrayal o� the�r 
interests. 'l'his seer.1s to ha.ve been the position of Chase,:f'or 
example. See his editorial comments in Chase, ed., �he Natal 
papers, esp. pp.61-l�, 47. The missionary's vision is set out 
in Jotm Philip, ReseRrches in South Africa, 2 vols., 
(London, 1828). 



others.27 The position of the LMS missionary in the metropolitar

and Cape social structure strengthened his general hostility 

to the processes of proletarianisation.
28 

But the LMS

missionaries, like othen who expounded the peasant homestead 

27va.n der Kemp, for example, the LMS founder of Bethelsdorp.
�hris Saunders has recently drawn attention to the career of 
the LMS missionary James Read, who also operated within this 
tradition. Read sometimes seemed to sail dangerously close 
to the wind, but he never gave up his basic belief in the 
role he was destined to play in lmperial strategy even though 
he had taken a black wife and lived a very simple life. H:is 
view of' the new Kat River Settlement, for example,was worthy 
o:f any prophet of the peasant-homestead vision of cap:i. talism 

. 

' 

in the region. He welcomed the settlement because "their 
wants will increase and this will give a stimulus to industry" 
Read to Stockenstrom, 16/6/1829, Cape Archives, L.G.5., 
cited by <.,;hristopher S,-1.unders, "James Read: r.rowards a 
Reassessment"; unpublished seminar paper, University of 
London, .institute of Commonwealth Studies, 22/1/1976, p.7. 
The Cape Town Commercial Advertiser, under the edi tor.s:-1ip 
of' John .l<'airburn, appears to have been the newspaper of the 
period which came closest to espousing the p·easant-homestead 
vision, and served to spread its message amongst a wider 
merchant and official audience. '!'here were strong links 
between the Advertiser, leading LMS :figures, and others 
sympathetic to the peasant-homestead vision, not the least 
of' which was .Philip's position as .t<'airburn' s fa ther-in-.law. 
!::>ee W.M. Macmillan, "Political development, 1822-18Jh", in 
Carnbrid e Histor of the British Em ire VI11: South A:frica, 
pp.2 8-260. For an example of the editor's clash with 
employers I opinion over the question of' hottentot wages see· 
lbid., p.259. li'or another employer's attack. on the 
Advertiser's policies see Chase, ed., 'l'he Natal �apers, 
appendix pp.297, J02. 'l'he vision and its adherents find 
their sympathetic historian in W.M. Macmillan. See his 
The Cape Co lour Question (London, 1927); Bantu, Boer and 
Briton lLon<lon, 1929; 2nd. ed., Oxford, 1964); 
The I�oad to Se1f'-Rule (London, 1959); and his notes on the 
1.)11ilip Papers in Rhodes House, Oxford. 

28
rn the eyes of the leading employers, the LMS missionaries
were not 'respectable'. They came from poor fam:llles and 
:fraternised w.ith blacks; lJloete, Five Lectures (1856 ed.J 
p. 32. Cloete had been a leading· lawyer and political
figure at the Cape and an 'employer' to the extent of
having owned slaves. The class tension was clearly rooted
in the objective conditions of' the missionaries' backgrounds.
Philip had begun his working lit�e as a millhand in the
metropolis, :t-Iof'f'at had been a gardener, Read was initially
employed at Bethelsdorp as an artisan, Ashton had
been a house painter, Edwards a carpenter, and Livinestone
himself a rnillhand; ,J .A. I •  Agar-Hamil ton, 'l'he Na ti ve Poli ex_
o:f the Voortrekkers 18J6-58 (Cape Town: Hiller, 1928) 
pp.94, 98; Saunders, "'James Read", p.!i. 



vision, were not opposed to the expansion of' capit�lism and 

of the Empire as such.29They were concerned to oifer a mode

o� incorporation of the colonised into these systems which was

alternative to proletarianised or unf'ree labour. They were

r,oncerned to offer a means of' avoiding the evils with which

triey had been all too familiar in the metropolis. The colonised

had to become 'civilised', which is to say they had to enter

Jnto patterns of' relationships which would meet the basic

, •�quirements of' Capital and the metropolis. They had at once to

1,ecome 'industrious', that is they had to engage in •work' of

: ome kind from which a suitable surplus produc·t could be

Jt1rnished to Capital. But they had also to accept the obligation

•,d:i._;_ch capitalism imposes on its servants, the obligation to

,:n.nsume the manufactures of' the metropolis. Certain changes

in way of life were also demanded which would permit a smoother

i11tegration of the homestead into a political economy in which

capitalism rather than absolutism or feudalism was predominant.30

As early as the 1820s, the peasant-homestead vision of the 

political economy of the future in southern Africa had become 

:.ceali ty on some of the LMS stations in the Cape. As a 

homesteader at Bethelsdorp reported in 1823; 

"When the missionaries came among us 
we had no clothing but the filthy 
sheepskin kaross; now we are clothed 
in JJritish manufactures. We were 
without letters; now we can read our 
bibles or hear them read to us. 
We were without any religion: now 
we worship God in our families. 
We were without morals: now every 
man has his own wife. We were given 
up to licentiousness and drunkenness; 
now we have among us industry and 
sobriety. We were without property; 

291''or the Christian-expansionist or �hristian-imperialist,
theme in Philip, for example, see Kotz&, Letters or the 
American Missionaries, P�J7. Missionaries were o:ften very 
active in ndvancing the frontiers of' Empire. In order· to try 
to free themselves from interference by thos�who did not 
accept their vision, they tried to work in more and more 
advaaced positions • 

.JOAs Philip wrote, "The civilization of the people amonp; whom 
we labour in Africa is not our highest object; but. tha.t 
object can never be secured and rendered permanent among them 
without their civilization. Civilization is to the Christian 
religion what the body is to the soul ••• "; quoted in Kotzi, 
op.cit., pp.J7-8. 



now the Hottentots of' Bethelsdorp 
are in possession or fifty wagons and 
a corresponding number o:f cattle." Jl

The peasant-homestead vision also came to enjoy a good deal 

of support in the corridors o:f power and amongst important 

sections of' merchant capital • ..ln the conditions of the tim.e, 

the peasant-homestead production unit, whether on the mission 

�tations or in still more developed form outside them� alone 

seemed to be capable o:f :furnishing a surplus o:f :foodstu:ff's 
sufficient to meet the subsistence requirements of the non-

Frtrming sectors o:f the economy and :for export • 32 .1 ts efficiency

n:-; an agricultural production unit also led to attempts being 

1,:1de to diversify its interests away :from a concentration solely 

,,pon :foodstuff's  to include the growing o:f crops which could 

i'urnish the commodities which were needed by the metropolis as 

r,:1w materials for its expanding industrial base. JJ 

The alternative vision of production units based upon 

vurious forms of' unf'ree labour was not destroyed by the formal 

ahol:i.tion of' slavery. Employers found that they could not recruit 

and stabilise a labour-force in the face of' black resistance 

without resorting to various forms o:f coercion. Labour, some 

or it forcefully recruited from the periphery o:f the 

JJ.J.antjes Spielman, "Statement 0 , c.1823, in Kotz{, Letters of' 
of' the American Missionaries, p. 34. 

32The great incidence o:f peasant production :for the 'market'
in the Cape and elsewhere in southern Africa has recently 
been brought out clearly in a number of' works. For the Cape
see especially Monica Wilson, "The g·rowth of peasant 
comrnun.i.ties", in Ox.f'ord ltistory o:f South A:frica., II:49-68, 
See also I:263; (.;olin Bundy, 11 The emergence and decline of' 
a South At'rican peasantry", African Affairs 71, 285 �1972) 
pp.J69-J88; Tony Kirk, "Progress and decline in the Kat River 
Settlement, l8.29

:-5h 11, Journal of A:frica.n History XIV, J (197JJ;
I.bid., 11 The <.;ape Eastern Frontier in the early I.9th centuryt•, 
unpublished seminar paper, University of London, Institute 
of Commonwealth Studies, 14/10/197i.

I ' 
- ·· wool was one such commodity at the Cape, see Kirk, op.cit.,

( 1971). I have elsewhere b,�g-un to show how steps were taken
to encourage or force the growing o:f cott-on by peasant
homesteads in Natal in the early years following the vritish 
annexation in 1843. See Slater, "Land, labour and capital", 
p. 261+ and n.



colony, 34
was kept rigidly controlled, euphemistically described 

as existing under conditions of 'apprenticeship 1
•

35

AS the pot�ntial :for a 'pure' form o:f capitalism receded 

from view, the vision o:f a capitalism based upon a tributary 

mode of production centred on the expl.oi ta tion of' un1'ree black 

Labour came to :find unexpected allies • .M.Uch of the wes.leyan 

,nissionary e:f:fort at the Cape appears to have been orientated 

.in this direction. The Reverend Archbell. :for example J 
was 

1
,rominent in the defence of 'apprenticeship' and other aspects 

uJ' this particular vision of the political economy of the 

. , 'J 
··

1 .8ven in the area of slavery, in the Eastern Cape slaves 
had been used almost entirely for domestic purposes with 
herding :functions being performed by 'hottentot' or 
'bushmen' labourers, who received :food and an occasional. 
blanket in return f'or their services. 'Bushmen' and 
their families were hunted down in order that their women 
and children could be forced into ser�ice; I�ttersley, 
tllustrated Social History of South Africa p.104; 
J�rasmus Srr.it, The uiary o:f Erasmus Sm:i.t,ed. H.F. Schoon, 
trans. W.G.A. Mears, \Cape Town: Stru�k, 1972), editor's 
addendum p .1 70. A trickle of forced .labour mny also have 
been reaching the Cape from Natal and beyond by this time. 
See below p. 3Ca� and n. 

J.5T.R.H. Davenport, "The consolidation of a new society: The 
Cape Colony", in Oxford History of South Africa, .lI:2�0,)09. 



f'uture.36 He, like many other missionaries of' the period, but

in clear contrast to the men of' the LMS, took up the position 

J
6Archbell's career is extremely interesting, and illu:5trates

the changing nature of the interests of' Capital in southern 
Africa, and the shifting allegiance of certain missionaries 
to accommodate its needs. He arrived at the Cape as a 
Wesleyan missionary in 1818, and by the 18JOs was working· in 
the interior with Moroka's people. l have not been able to 

·come across details of the nature of' his work at Moroka's,
but an indication may be gained from the fact that he wrote
to the LTrahamstown Jour:i.1ci l in this period in defence of
apprenticeship. Hy 1841 he had followed the Voortrekkers into
.Natal and was one of' the few missionaries who -were highly
regarded by them. He !�inally ceased to be recognised as a
Wesleyan missionary in about 18.50 by which time he had buil.t
up a battery of economic interests which were more pressing
on his time. He wa.s a laree landowner in .Natal and used his
1;wnership of' an early newspaper, the .Natal Independent;, to
uspouse his particular views on political: economy. AS a
:i_andowner, who stood to benefit from the annexation o- .Natal
to the J�pire, he had actively assisted in the moves toward.s
colonisation which took place in the early 1840s. ln his
evidence to the 1852 Natal .Native Affairs t:ommissio.n, he
espoused the classic employer vision which demanded moves to
create, by the more or J.ess suble application of' force, an
indigenous and tightly controlled labour :force. But, like so
many other land speculators in Natal, his :farms rem�ined
un.sold and undeveloped; in the parlance of the time, :for
want of' labour and capital. He seems to have tried to
Hxtricate himself from th.is situation by o:f:f-loading some
land in the floating of the Natal Land and Colonisation t;ompany
in 1860. rie was also renting land to white tenants and, I
�uspect but cannot prove, to Africans. in his la�er years he
was closely involved in mwdcipal and colonial politics. ):t·or
an introduction to his career and views see Hattersly, British
::>ettlernent of Natal p.89; l'lla.ta.l, Proceed.in:\S and He-port o:f
the Co:nmi :ssion to enc-,uire into the past a.nd Pre.sAn t .sta. tt-, of
tbe l\.af'irs in the District of .atal •..•• {Pietermaritzbure, 
l85JJ, part I p.17, part II pp.3,41-56, part III pp.J-12. 
For his interest in the Natal Land and Colonisation Company 
see Companies House \London), 2066/1, list of shareholders 
on 10/5/1862 and on Jl/7/1866. For h�s interest in another 
speculative venture, the Natal Cotton Company, see PRO BTJl/ 
600/2.508, memorandum of.association. 
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� · t - · t -�1 
:v · · · f 01 a cap1 a.Lis -; ass1onaries o·. this persuasion supported 

the notion of a capitalist economy rooted fu unf:ree labour 

systems because it was in their class interest to do so. 

In the l8JOs, however, the institutional structures 

thought necessary f'or the maintenance of' this vision at the 

Sape ancl its f'urther extension into the periphery were being 

undermined by support f'or the 'pure' capitalist and peasant

homestead visions. Small-scale production in the interior based 

upon un:free labour had yet to reach a modus vivendi with the 

f.:japire and with the i..;ape merchant houses. It had proved to be 

·ucither 'industrious' in the sense of furnishing commodities,

and above all agricultural commodities, for export to the

-,1etropolis; nor had it devel.oped int_o a large-scale market for

metropolitan manu:factures. Though the representatives o-J: the

ir:mpire at the Cape sought to reconcile the various al.ternative

visions, support at this stage :for the combination between

capitalism and un:free labour, particularly in rel.ation to the

use o:f state power to destroy the institutional structures

necessary for the continued maintenance of al.ternative modes,

was not yet as strong as interested parties would have wished.

With unity between institutionaJ. forms and structural 

realities not yet achieved at the Cape, a bitter struggle 

continued to be waged, in words and on the ground, between the 

protagonists o:f the two major visions. The principal contradic

tion was, not surprisingly, between the LMS missionaries and 

----:-------------------------------------

37 As Bishop Robert Gray reported in 1848, "I :find tl':lcl. t in 
this colony missionaries are in little better odour th;1n 
Bishops. Many of' them are mere traffickers, a.nd books and 
reports are not to be believed. Moravi�ns, Independents, 
and. Wesleyans, all grow rich by dealing in tea and cof:'f'ce, 
guns and gunpowder, horses and hides, blankets and ivory i'; 
c. Gray, ed., Lif'e or Rob�rt Gray, bishop o:f Cn.pe Town, 2 vol�
tLondon, 1876), I:l89. Later in his career Gray took on much
more of: the mentality of a member o:f the employer class and
this, ·though yet to be brought out clearly in any work, was
at the root of' his well known strum-;·le with Bishop Colenso
in Natal, who was rather more sympathetic to polygamy and
other a.spec ts of the peasant-homestead vision. The whola
question of the missionary role in shaping the political.
economy of the Gape and elsewhere is complic�ted by the fact
that not every missionary remained loyal to the mainstream
position taken up by the mission which he represented. In
:\fatal in the l8hos, :for example, the 'Rev. James Allison,
though a WesleyHn, attempted to implement the peasant
homestead vision on his stations. He :fought a running verbal
and practical battle with the Wesleyan hierarchy, which
was closely wedded to the white employers' vision of· the :futu
and his connexion with the Wesleyans was f'inal..ly broken
a.l together in 1851. l am not aware o-£ a. work ,,hich does
justice to the career of this interesting man.
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the white small-scale farmers. l.n the couatry�ide 

"The settlements of Hottentots under 
the direction of the London 
Missionary Society within the 
boundaries of' the l;olony su:f:fered 
continual interference from the 
colonists anc. the Government who 
both rer;arlted them as reservoirs ot: 
labour that could be exploited 
for their own convenience".J8 

.In 1316, t:or example a clash had taken place between the 

resident missionary at the Tooverberg station, who was trying 

to stabilise a group of 'bushmen' as peasant farmers, and some 

white :farmers who seized some children :from the station for 

'apprencticeship 1
•

39 Un this occasion the state appears to

··8
J For examples of attacks on the LMS stations, and reference 

to others, see Smit, Diary, p.169; Cloete, Five Lectures 
pp.JO-JS; Theal, Records o:f the CA.pe Colony, IX:74; 
Agar-Hamilton, Native Policv of the Voortrekkers, pp.9-12,92; 
J. Green; The Kat River Settlement in 1851 (Grahamsto,m,1853),
The Moravian mission stations were, by contrast and because
of' ·their 'industrial' training programmes, much more popular
among-st the employer class; Agar-Ha.mil.ton, op.cit., pp.92-J.
The work of' the Horavians was praised by the An�lican
establishment figure, Bishop Gra.y, thoue;h he took the :familia:
employer position in general towards mission stations;
11 • • • • these institutions ought to be and will be broken up.
They keep the coloured and white population too widely 
apar½ and the capital and land ot the country are deprived 
o:f the labour essential to the prosperity o:f the Colony .. ; 
u-ray, Life of l{obert u-ray, :1:19.5 

39 Smit, Diary, editor •.s addendum p .170. Smit had been the 
.wMS missionary in question. His is a :fascinating career, 
beset with contradictions. His work, training,and poverty
stricken lifestyle was typical of LMS missionaries in 
general. He was, however, a Dutchman of the Frontier rather 
than an artisan of the metropolis, and was related to one 
of the leadinc; Voortrekkers. Perhaps because ot: this 
connexion he joined the Gerrit Maritz party of' Voortrekkers 
which lef't the Cape :for Natal. The :final irony was tha.t, 
because no other churchmen could be induced to make the 
journey, he was called upon by the trekkers to undertake 
religious duties - an LHS missionary as predikant to the 
Voortrekkcrs. Many had been opposed to this, and had 
even boped an 'Englishman', James Archbell, could have 
been persuaded to accept the office, as a man more 
sympathetic to the employer vision and altogether more 
'respectable' in character. When the trekke-rs eventuo.lly 

arrived in l�otal they chose a rather dir'ferent man to be 
their principal religious leader. 

- ••• fJ10
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have intervened in support of the farmers,40 though this

was not always the case. 

Whilst this bitter struggle was still in process with 

with a view to the long-term development of the political 

flconomy of the Cape, something approaching a consensus could 

be reached in relation to the short-term interest of Capital in 

ivory and cattle products from the interior. The desire to 

tap new sources of these commodities furnished the essential 

dynamic for the geographical. expansion of' capitalism beyond the 

immediate borders of' the Colony. In the early 1820s, south-east 

Africa became a prime target f'or such expansion. 

As has already been demonstrated, south-east Africa had 

tong occupied a position on the periphery of a variety of' 

commercial networks radiating from different gee-political 

sectors of European Absolutism,41 and later of' European and

1�orth American capi talisrn. Sometimes these connexions were 

mediated through a local sub-metropolis, as in the case of 

the Portuguese at :Mozambique, the Dutch at the tape, and the 

English in India. tly the 18th century bases were thought usef'ul 

on the very margins of' south-east Africa itself, where both the 

.Portuguese and the Dutch had, at one time or another, establishi 

a perrna:r.ent presence •. By 1820 the .Portuguese were still firmly 

entrenched at Uelagoa Bay. Other interests, however, notably 

the fast-rising forces of' British and American <.;apital, had 

not developed such organised systems for the prosecution of 

their trade with the region. A relatively inefficient operation 

40 .Andries Stockenstrom ordered Srni t to remove f'rom '.Cooverberg
in l818; Smit, Diary, editor's addendum p.171 • ..Ln 1820 he 
was appointed by the same man to manage the mission station 
at Aookfontein near Heaufort West, with the task of 
stabilising and routinising 'Bushmen' for farm work; Ibid., 
p.172. :t am not exactly sure what this involved and :fiu<l it
difficult to say for sure whether this represented a retreat
from Stockenstrom's forme r policies, or simply an attempt to
implement them in a politically less sensitive region.
Stockenstrorn is a difficult ficure to situate clearly in one

·or other of the camps o:f political economic visionarie$,
perhaps because of' his primary role as a servnnt of: the state
rather than as an independent policymaker or capitalist.
Judging by the eeneral hostility to him amongst many o:f the
leading employers' represeatatives of the period, however, hi
basic sympathies may well have lain elsewhere. A careful stud
o.f' his autobiogra.phy may resolve this proulem; �ir .Andries
Stockenstrom, Au�obiography of �ir Andries Stockenstrom,ed.
C.W. Hutton, 2 vols., \Cape Town, 1887).

41
�ince the Portuguese connexion with south-east Africa dates
:from the 16th century, the term 'absolutism' would seem more
appropriate than 'capitalism' here. See Anderson t 

Linea5"es of the Absolutist .::>tate,
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invol.ving a number of' privatP- merchantmen competing with 

each other and with rivals f'or the attention of' a nur7tber of 

coastal middlemen, was still relied upon. 

Although .l:'ort .Natal had occasionally been brought into 

the network of' commercial relations, 42a combi1ia tion of

geographica143and local politica1
44

f'actors had ef'f'ectively 

served to channel the bulk of' the commercial tra:ff'ic through 

Delagoa .bay. 

By the early 1820s, �ape merchant houses were amongst 

those participating in the trade through Delagoa .i:say • .ln 1822, 

:for example, the important merchant house of Henry Nourse and 

,;0• 
45 had sent a vessel to the Bay which returned to (;ape Town

with a substantial cargo o:f ivory, wax and other commodities.46

, .. ,en such as Henry .li'ranci s Fynn, Henry Maynard and 

Nathaniel Isaacs were establishing reputations at the Cape as 

supercargoes on the ships which were involved in the Delagoa 

trade.
47

In 1822 members of' the leading merchant houses of' Cape 
48Town joined together to :form the Cape Town Commercial Exchange, 

an instrument for the prosecution of their collective interest 

1�2 
L" b S VSee Anderson, 1neages o:f the A solutist tate, chapter. 

and chapter VII pp.l-3 

4JThe existence of' the 'bar' at the entra.nce to Port Nata.l
was a hazard to navigation which had been well known to 
mariners :for well over a century. 

1.i.4Dela.goa middlemen had fought, over a long period and ld th a
high degree of success, to prevent .B.'uropean commercial agents 
from penetrating their exchange monopoly to deal with 
interior suppliers.directly. 

45Henry Nourse ha.d been one of the original members of' the Cape
Town t;ommercia.l Exchange; Immelman, Nen of Good Hope, 
appendix B p.Jl4. 

46Hattersley, �ritish Settlement of Natal, p.J. 

li 7 Ibid. ; Watt,' Febana p. 21 •· Fynn had been supercarr;o on a Nourse 
ship Hhich visited the Bay in 182J; J:tynn,Diary pp.36,45n,52. 

1
�8'l'he :first o:fficial meetinc- of' the �1ew body took place in f.·Jarch

1822, though a 7-member committee, which seems to have been 
a forerunner of the Exchange proper, was in exi$tenco as 
early as 18l9. Two me11 who were to be prominent in the 'lxa tal · 
lobby', and the subsec:iuent history of i�a tal colony, A. 
Chiappini and J. Collison, had been amo11gst the members of the 
cornmlttee and probably had there£ore played prominer1t roles 
in th� formatio11 o:f the Exchange; lmmelman, Mea of Good Hope,
pp.Jl4, J22. 

• ••• /')72
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as a class. ��om the outset the members of the Exchange, both 

jointly and as individuals, interested themselves in the 

rurtherance o:f the commercial possibilities o:f south-east Africa 

The subject frequently appeared on the agenda of meetings o:f the 

Exchange ati.d of its inner committees. 
49 Particular interest was

shown in Natal. J:"or some members of' the Exchange this was to 

become a deep and lasting interest, the powerful Nourse, 

Ghiappini, Thompson, Ebden and Collison families amongst them.5C 

The precise nature of the interest fluctuated as changes took 

place in the overall complexion of capitalism in the area. At 

one point, :for example, commerce gave way to land speculation 

as the principal capitalistic link between such :families and 

��atal. 51

49rmmelman, Men of Good Hope, pp.l29-1Jl.

5o All these were t;ape '1•own merchant :families in the period. For 
Nourse see above p • •  1be Chiappini family ran a firm of 
merchants and shipping agents, which had initiaJ.ly built its 
fortune in these areas, but which bra..:1ched out into bankic ... g 
and into agency operat�ons :for metropolitan assurance and 
insurance compa.nies. A. <.Jhiappini was the brother-in-law of' 
the first tsaron :i:Jewboroue;h, and arrived at the Gape after the 
:r-�apoleonic Wars. He was chairman of' the Exch�nge in both 1829 
and 1837. E. Ghiappini was the chairman in 185J-4. For G-. 
Thompson see note 6. l<'or Ebden see note J. Like the Chiappinis 
by 1840 he had diversified his merchant activities to include 
an agency :for the metropolitan Eagle_ J.nsurance Company • .B'or 
the importc1nce o:f the Collison :family at this time see note J.

Francis Collison had arrived at the Cape towards the end of' 
the .Napoleonic Wars, and was a wine merchant amongst other 
things by 1840. �or the contribution of these men to the 1 

1 Xatal lobby' see below. For their later economic interests 
in Natal see note 51. 

51The Collison, Nourse and Chiappini :families were deeply
involved; Slater, "Land, labour and capital", pp • .259-263. 
From his vantage point in the Cape legislature, };bden took 
an active interest in the .Natal cotton schemes o:f the 1840s. 
The house of Chiappini, linked to the firm o:f Jung and Co., 
was similarly involved, but by the 1850s it had switched its 
interest to sugar, and was also tal<:ing an active inter(�st in 
resolving the Natal 'labour question•. It had :furnished 'the 
capital to build the Durban (Port Natal) customs house in 1841 
which was then leased to the embryonic colonial sta t·e, and 
f'inanced the Pietermari tzburg-Durban telegraph in 1864. 
Collison was a.n active campaigner :for white immigration to 
1{atal from the metropolis, financed the :first i,:m:igrnnt ship 
to .Natal in 1849, and, through his involvement in the Byrne 
scheme, managed to off-load some of the firm's speculative 
landhoJ.<lings in .Natal through this means. .Nourse, Thompson, 
and Chiappini seem to have played minor roles in the floating 
of the Natal Land and Colonisation Co.t and/or of the Cotton 
Plantation Co. It is difficult to trace the activities or

the capital concentrations which these families controlled 
after about 1860. 

• ••• /J,7J
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The embryonic colonial. state, by calling upon the 

resources of' the 1!.,'mpire as a whole, did its best to create 

favourable conditions f'or the furtherance of' commercial 

relations between the �ape and south-eas t Af'rica. In the decade 

fol.lowing the assumption of' ..t:Sritish sovereignty at the Cape, 

a careful survey of' the south-east Af'rican coast was undertaken 

under Capt. w.F.W.Owen.52 He took the trouble to penetrate a 

considerable distance inland from Uel.agoa Bay in l.823, and to 

report on alternative harbours along the coast.53 His findings 

were widely publicised, and a direct exchange of information 

with merchant shipping sometimes took place.54

Armed with information collected f'rom these various sources 

�t became possible for merchants at the Cape to contemplate a 

o;eans of resolving the two principal contradictions which dogged 

their commercial relations with south-east• Af'rica. The :fi.rs t 

of these was their need to compete for trade with other 

eeo-political concentrations of' Capital. The second was their 

need to deal with coastal middlemen rather than with direct 

producers or, at least, with major interior suppliers. Both 

contradictions pushed up the price which Cape merchant houses 

had to pay for commodities and reduced tl1e profit which finally 

accrued from metropolitan sales. 

'i"he decisive step in this direction was taken by one 

Francis lreorge .r·arewell. An English East lndia merchant, 55 he

had already developed close links with �ape merchant houses, 56

52ttattersley, British Settlement of' Natal p.3

5Jw.F. Owen, Narrative of' Voyages in the 'Leven' and 
'Barrncouta', 2 vols., lLondon, l8JJ), I:212-225. Fynn had 
also penetrated inland of' the Bay in l82J; �'ynn, Diary, 

pp.45, 52.

54watt, Febana, p.21. 

55crigina11y from Devon, he served :for a period in the Royal 
1>;avy. This experience, as f'or so many others of his class and 
generation, gave him a valuable insight into the scope and 
commercial possibilities of the Empire. He became an East 
India r;ercha;·1t, a,1d in the period between. 1815 and 18:22 tradec 
continuously between India, the Cape aHd South Arrrerica. The 
term 'merchant', though valuable in general analysis, 
sometimes serves to obscure important variations in the 
relationships to �apital. Farewell was clearly far from being 
a ' grand' merchant, sittine in his metropolitan counting hous� 
yet :1e nl s� seems to have been rather more than a I supercargo
�ee 1iatt, _ ebana pp.9-10; .l'ynn, Diar • 
"ritish Settlement of' Nat 1 4 

y P ■ 5l, Hattersley,
56 

a p. 
Watt, op.cit., p.14. 



and with the Imperial authorities there.57 Unlike most of' his

merchant colleagues, however, he had actually visited LJelagoa 

.Bay for himself. '.rhere he had seen large stocks of' commodities 

collected for export, but he had also learned that 

'''l'hA whole of' the ivory and the gold 
dust obtained by the Portuguese at

Delagoa Bay was derived from this 
powerful chie:f's lShaka's) territory".58 

1re began to contemplate a direct tradine; link between the 

Cape and this major interior supplier o:f ivory and other goods. 

The prospect of a direct link through Delagoa.Bay seemed 

,1nlikely. The .Portuguese, with the advantage of' a permanent 

i·ort at the Bay, were already undertaking the dif':ficul. t and 

�ometimes costly process o:f removing the independent middleman 

element with a view to obtaining a Portuguese monopoly of the 

trade through the Bay. 59 It would take a powerful force to 

dislodge their position and then to continue the assault on 

the middlemen which the Portuguese had begun. A sirnpl.er 

strategy was preferred by Farewell - the opening up of a new

port. 

:;7 He had been the 'merchant' whose agency had been used by 
Lord �omerset, then Governor of the Cape, to import wheat 
from Dengal to initially f'eed the new British immigrants to 
the Albany settlement in 1820; Watt, Febana p.17. 

5Slbid., p.J.2. See also .ti'ynn, Diarz pp.51-2, 56. fynn had
acquired similar information; Ibid., p.42. b�rewell had 
visited the Bay whilst travelling on a merchant vessel 
inward bound from India. 

59.'1.his seems to me the essence of the processes described
in Gerhard Liesegang, "Ding;aan' s attack on Lourenco Marques 
in 1833'', Journal of African History, X, 4 (1969) pp.565-79. 
The comp�lexi ty oi� the situation described by Liesegang may 
be explained by the fact that Zulu absolutism was also 
expanding from the interior with a view to monopolisine the 
exchange as well as the interior supply function in the 
pattern of commHrce through the Bay. It is quite c.lear, 
however, that although the struggle between Portuguese 
capitalism ai1d Zulu cbsolutism had not been resolved by this 
time, the former indepenf3ent and dominant position of' the
Del ago a Eiiddlem<➔n had been eroded by 18 33. In the 1820s
the erosion would still ho.Ve been in process.

- -
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Possibly having secure,-1 Cd.pi tal back.int.· from the 
6 O · · f' th C 61 .. ,_ ·1 1metropolis, and _ .. -..c. i:.�.1.�i..1..y rum e ape, � arewe .. 

chartered a ���sel under Capt. James Saunders King to search 

f'�>' ::,4 alternative harbour on the south-east African coast. 

St. 

was 

Lucia Hay was not :found. suitable, but a successful landing 

made at Port Nata1.62

Heceiving news of this success, Farewell set about 

mounting a larger expedition with a view to opening direct 

dealings with Shaka and to establishing a permanent trading 

presence at the Port. He seems to have relied upon additional 

capital backing from the Cape rather than from the metropolis 

1_tsel:f. At .least. one major Cape Town merchant house became 

lnvolved.63 Additional skilled labour was recruited, including
64

Fynn as supercargo, and a number of men experienced in the 

techniques of hunting and trading beyond the borders of the 

Colony
65 'l"wo ships were chartered and loaded with, in addition 

to a large quantity of trading goods, a number of horses which 

had the e:ffect of making the expedition much more mobile than 

6°Farewell seems to have continued his voyage from India to
the metropolis be:fore returning to the Cape to commence his 
Na·tal activities. 'l'here is, however, no clear evidence that 
he raised capital for the e�terprise during this visit. 

61Major Cape merchant houses do not seem to have been involved
at this stage, but see note 62. 

62watt, .l<'ebana p.20; Fynn, Diary p.56n; Hattersley, British·
Settlement of Natal p.4; Farewell to Somerset, 1/5/1824, 
Annals, .L:71-2. Another account,- whilst af_�-reeing with the 
details o� the voyage, suggests it had been financed by a 
number of �ape merchants from the :first, with Farewell, 
seemingly, playing no particular role; Fynn, in Bird, 
op.cit., I:7J-4.

6Jwatt. t presumably following Farewell's papers, gives the name
as J.R.Thompson; Watt, ltebana pp.29-Jl. In Hattersl.ey'� 
account the name is expanded to Joh_'"l Thompson, and he adds 
the importent information that he was the head of a Cape 
merchant house, though he does not indicate whether the :firm 
actually bore the same name; Hattersley, British Settlement 
of' N::-:.tal p. 4. This was preswnably the same J .H.. Tho:npsou -
who had been the Cape I tra.der' met by uwen at Delagoa Bay 
in 1822; Horris, Washing of the Speacs p.72. In.formation :from 
t'ynn su,,;gests that Thompson was assoc:ia ted with the firm of' 
.' lexander Thompson and (;o., which he re:fers to as 1''arcwell Is 
principal ba.cker; .t'ynn, Diary pp.52, 56. 

6
hwatt, 1''ebana pp.21, JO; I-Iattersley, op.cit. p.4.

65watt, op.cit., p.22; Hattersley, op.cit., p.li. i"iorris,
Washine of the :::;pears p.l75



many of its predecessors which had made landlngs at the Port.66

Finally the backing of uovernor Lord Charles Somerset was 

sought and eventually received by Farewe11.67

Fynn and Ogle were amongst the men who travelled to 

Natal in April 1824 on the first ship of the expedition whilst 

l•'arewell. r emained behind. 68 The point is that the arriv�.l of

these men at the .Port did not represent the arrival of ct

single, independent adventurer or even group of' adventurers. 

The voyage, like others to the Port before it -which are 

sometimes forgotten, required considerable expertise, 

organisation and, above all, capital. Without the backing of 

cape merchant capital, the landing would not have taken place.69

voyages of exploration in the period were rarel.y romantic 

adventures, they were more often the instruments of a 

capitalist class bent on extending the span of its interests. 

Representatives of the party immediately visited �haka's 

capital to neg�tiate its entry into a mode of survival 

acceptable to the Zulu state. The mode took the form of a 

direct trading agency with the state, and the Farewell trading 

�ettlement was accorded the rights and obligations appropriate 

-i;o protectorate status within the Zulu Empire. 

lt was not long before other merchant interests sought 

to establish a rival presence at the .l:'ort. Saunders King, who 

had again captained one of Farewell's ships, was so impressed 

66wa t t, . }t'e bana p. 29; Smith, Andrew Smith and .Natal

67The letter of support was dated i·1ay 1821+, that is after 
1''arewell's first ship had arrived at Port 1.'latal, but possibly 
before r'arewell himself had left Cape Town; Brink to .l''arewell 
5/5/1824, in Bird, Annals, .1:72-J. Watt argues that Farewell 
had acutallybeen accorded official ambassador status by 
Somerset; Watt, I<'ebana p. 38. See al.so l'y:nn in Bird, op.cit., 
l:7J-L*; Hattersley, Enp.-lish Settlernent of' .Natal p.4; 
Russell, �atal: ��e Land and its Story p.139

6S · · d . t I 4 ' Fynn in .oJ.r , op.ci • , :73- ; 1-.att, t·ebana p.JJ.; Horris, 
washing of' the Spears p.77. 'l'he potential 'settlers' in the 
party declined to remain, and only the trading group took 
up occupation. 

69 .l''arewell is said to have accumulated 'debts• to the tune of
�2,000 in order to get the expedition off' the grouHd; Wat-c, 
Febana p.178. 

,,,..,,.., 
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by the commercial potential of' the area that he sought to 

organise a rival merchant consortium, capable or challenging 

the Farewell monopoly, and even perhaps of purchasing his 

entire establishment at the .Port.70 A firmer capital base was

secured f'or the venture by linking it directly to the metropolif 

as well as to Cape interests. A company was f'ormed in Loudon 

headed by Lord James Townsenct.71 An experienced supercargo,

�athaniel �saacs, was recruited to furnish the necessary tradine 

expertise,72 A separate concession was obtained from the Zulu

state, and a separate base established at the Port.73

At some point Fynn also separated from the Farewell 

enterprise, possibly to operate on behalf of the King 

consortium,74or possibly as a rival· to it. The separate

villages which the agents of each consortium established, the 

pe-rsonal hostility between them, and their intense commercial 

rival.ry reflected the intensity of' the commercial rivalry 

between the distant Capital concentrations with which they 

were associated.75 It was rarely, if ever, that these men came

to operate as a community or an ethnically-determined 

interest group. 

Capital concentrations in the eastern Cape were not far 

behind those of Cape Town itself in interesting themsel.ves 

7°watt, Febana p.178. King was apparently aware of Farewell's 
outstanding debts. The over-exteusion of credit is also 
perhaps indicated by the fact that Farewell hacJ yet to 
replenish his store of trade goods; Ibid., p.222. 

pp.121-J. 

72Ibid., pp.l2J, 205.

7.Jibid., p.20,5. 

74Ibid., pp.205,222,225,227; Morris, Washing of the Spears
p.ll+J. The switch woulc have been quite easy becnuse it seems 
that supercargoes were not usually in direct wage-employment. 
tynn had been working for "a speculative reward". 

75Fynn ceirtainly seems on occasion to have operated with a 
g;rea t deal o1:' independence, though this may have been 
consistent with �he role of supercargo to a merchant 
consortium. 
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in the commercial po�ential of south-east Africa.76 Within

five years of the date of the first Farewell Trading Co. ivory

shiprneitt from Port Natai, 77 an overland link between the Port 

and the pri:,lcipal centres of' the eastern Cape came into 

78G, h operation. ra amstown was the most important of' these, but 

other centres en.me to be involved indirectly. Ivory was the 
· · 1 t · t · 79principa mo iva ion. 

The first regular link between Grahamstown and Port Natal 

seems to have beeu established in 1831.80 In this year, James

Collis, a partner in the firm of' Maynard of' lrrahamstown,81

together with one Biddulph, an ivory trader from Uraff' Reinet,8;

T6This i.s not to say that merchant houses in the eastern Cape
were entirely independent. Many, if not all, would probably 
at this stage have been branches of' the Cape 'rown houses, 
and throueh them linked to the metropoli s. I am 11.ot aware 
of a study which has w1ravelled the intricacies of the early 
local network o:f Capital at the Cape. 

77watt is contradictory on the actual date of' the :first ship.men, 
It may have been September 6th l82l�, but elsewhere he gives 
December lst, and points out that the vessel sank be:fore 
reaching- the Ce.pe, which can't have done :F'arewe.11 's cash-:flow 

problems any good at all; Watt, Febana pp.87, 102. 

78 Wagons were beginni ng to reach Port Natal overland :from 
the Cape as early as 1829; Ibid., p.294. 

79smith, Andrew Smith and Natal p.163 

BOibid. 

81some years earlier a Henry Maynard had been a supercargo or
trader operating on ships trading from the Gape to Delagoa 
Bay. It seems reasonable to assume a connexion with the 
Gra.hamstown firm. He was amongst the Cape merchants and otheri 
who were pressing for the :form.al annexa. tion of' Na ta.l to the 
Cape in 1839; 
A firm of' �iaynard and Co. owned land in 1'ia tal, seemingly 
as absentees, in 1890; Natal, J:<;uropean Immigration to .Natal. 
The Experience of Practical Farmers (.Pietermar:i.-czburg,l890) 
p.20. evidence of' John Bainbridge, Ladysmith.

82smit, Diary, editor's addendum, p.179; Smith, Andrew Smith
and �:a tal pp. 6; 
It is difficult to decide to what extent to,ms like Gra:f:f 
Reinet can be taken as independent centres rather than 
satellites. 
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made the journey. In the following January, the Ca.wood 

brothers arrived at Port �-atal f'rom tsraharnstown with no less 

than six wagons of merchandise. They too 

"had come wi�h the object of establishing 
a system of' commerce i• SJ 

.tn _11'ebruary, �mi th and Drege, who may have been undertaking 

a semi-official investigation of the commercial potential 

of south-east Africa84met a further party at the Umtamvuna,
· 85 this time en route from the Port to the Cape. There were

rum ours that more arrivals of trading parties financed from 

t . . t 86Grahams own were imrninen . 

Considerable profit accrued from the overland trade to 

- the Grahmastown merchant houses. Hy :May 1834 it was possible

£or Andrew Smith to record that

"Several of the individuals of' the 
original party, who yet reside in 
the vicinity of the bay tof Natal), 
as well as a number of other persons 
who have lately directed their 
attention to trade in that quarter, 
have within the last two years 
traversed the country between 
G-raham 1 s Town and the Zulu 
territory in all directions, and 
have on several occasions conveyed 
to the colony considerable quantities 
of ivory etc., without the slightest 
interruption".87 

'J'he involvement of eastern 0ape capitalists in the 

trade of sou-th-east Africa was not confined to the overland 

route. The growing coastal commercial centre of Port Elizabeth 

83Fynn, Diary pp.216-7.

84one writer has argued that Smith had been sent by the
Imperial authorities and that he was the first to be of'fered 
the Lt. Governorship o:f .Natal in 1842; Smith, Andrew Smith 
and �atal, editor's introduction, pp.6-7. Un the other 
hand, Smith clearly had close links with the c.;ape merchant 
community. He addressed meetings of the t;o:nmercial Exchange 
on .Natal, and it was nis account of the .Natal visit which 
was used by the merchant community as documentary evidenc� 
in support of its campaign for annexation o:f the territory. 

85nr�ge, "Diary u , in Ibid., p.26

86Fynn, Diary pp.216-7.

S?" · th "II. t . 
1 ' · . J:-i. d A 1 �mi , 1s. orica precisn , in >1r , nna s, I:261.
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at Algoa Bay was alsn becoming involved; 

"There have been t�o modes of' 
carrying on the trading intercourse 
with the adjacent countries; in 
times of' tranqulity it is frequently 
carried on over land by means of 
wagons; but of late years a ve�sel 
has also been employed between 
11 lgoa Bay and Port 1-..a tal, a mercantile 
agent being resident at Port �ntal BB
f'or the purpose of' regulating the trade 11• 

It is clear that by the mid 18JOs a dynamic merchant 

capitalism based at the Cape had thrust deep into the �atal 

colonial periphery of' a Zulu absolutism. Absolutism and 

capitalism, once separated by the buffer agency of Delagoa 

Bay m_iddlesmen, now confronted each other directly in 

south-east Africa. 

The incipient contradiction between these two modes of' 

production competing for predominance in south-east Africa 

was initially overlain by a more immediate contradiction 

within capitalism itself, that between rival geo-political 

centres o:f Capital. Whilst Cape-British capital was thrusting 

into the periphery o:f the Zulu Empire in the south, 

Portuguese and other capitalist interests were equally 

active in the north, ensuring that a proportion o:f the total 

commerce was lost by the Gape and that prices were in:flated 

to a level :favourable to Zulu.89

Moreover, the most aggressive o:f the rival sectors of 

metropolitan Capital, that based in.�orth America, was not 

only active at .uelagoa Bay,90 but had also begun to ma.ke its 

presence f'elt at Port Natal itself. ln 1830, for example, 

and .American ship called at the Port to unload the trading 

goods which the Zulu state now coveted most, and for which it 

was prepared to pay enormous prices -·modern firearms and 

powder.91 The sh�:fting :fortunes o:f the various sectors of

capital active in the area can be seen reflected in the 

slti:fting allegiances o:f the supercargoes • .Nathaniel .Lsaacs, 

88selcct Committee on Abori�ines tl8J6J,p.469, evidence o�

c;..-1.rdiner. 
89smi th, "Trade as a factor", in 'rhompson, African Societies

in Southern Africa, pp.186-9. 
90.i.\.otze,Letters of the American ;..iissionaries, editor's 

introduction, p.8; Morris, washing of the Spears p.122. 
91smith, Andrew Smith and Natal p.171; Bird, Annals, I:195-6.

Elepbant t:,rur..s were fetching up to 30 or l+O cattle; .r'-ynn, 
�-- � .... ~ .,._ 0.....,...1$L_  



once associated with King's c.;ape-.13ritish consortium, was 

now the supercargo of the American vessel. The shift of 

Cape-British interest to �ort �atal had successfully resolved 

or avoided one co1.tradiction, the Delagoa J:Say middl.emari. 

�actor; but the contradiction with other eeo-political 

. . t l . d 92
sectors of c.;ap1 a remaine . 

Cape merchant t;apital, and the local representatives 

of the Empire of which the �ape was but a segment, were

both well-appraised of the situation. As early as November 

18JO, for example, John Cane and Thomas Holstead had arrived 

in Grahamstown leading a deputation from the Zul.u state 

bearing a gift of peace and a request for mutually-profitable 

trade. The traders al.so took the opportunity to report the 

activities of the American ship, the glut of cheap beads 

with which the area had already been flooded by the riva.l. 

traders operating through Delagoa Bay, and the overall 

scarcity of ivory for Cape-"ritish trading interests which

resulted.93 The position of Cape-British merchant interests 

in south-east Africa was clearly under threat. 

Alongside this problem, Zulu absolutism was also 

b�coming increasingly inimicable to the e££icient prosecution 

of Cape-British merchant interests. Capitalism and absolutism 

had not always been antagonistic forces in south-east .Africa. 

In the relatively early stages 0£ its interest in trade with 

92rt is sometimes suggested that the traders at Port Natal
refused to supply guns to the Zulu state and that this was

a sou:r.ce of friction with Dingane •. It is quite clear, 
however, that the gun trade was reaching larg·e-scale 
proportious in the 18JOs. The Americans worried the traders 
in the same way that the continued. activities of the 
Portug·uese at Delagoa Bay worried them. Rivalry amon�st 
supp.liers threatened the price structure and indec-Hl their 
whole pattern of commerce. On the gun trade see note 91; 
rynn, Diarv pp.255-7; Bird, .Annals,I:Jl li. Set� also above 
p.18. Collis accidentally killed irimself in 1835 when 1,500
1 bs. of gunpowder exploded in his store; J.l'lorris, \-:ashing of'
the Spears p.135.

9 3�ynn, op.cit., p. 230; Smith, Andrew Srni th and Natal p .171; 
Morris, op.cit., p.122. The news wns duly passed to th<� 
local centre of state power; Campbell to Hell, 26/ll/18JO, 
in Bird, Annals, I:195-7.



south-east Afric3, metropolitan capiialism, like metropolitan 

absolutism b�fore it, had been content to accept the status 

of a miJ1-o:.c tributary mode of' production within a local 

pulitical economy in which aH indigenous feudalism was in 

process of giving way to absolutism as the predominant mode 

of production. it could not have done otherwise. With its 

tiny ships and individual traders operating at the very er..d 

of' what was still a relatively weak network of capitalist 

relations, metropolitan capitalism was simply not in the 

position to furnish the capital needed to organise and 

undertake commodity production directly. It was even too 

weak to undertake the coercion required to extract a 

commodity surplus :from the direct producers, or to organise 

the carriage of such goods to the coast. The,se functions 

could only be undertaken by local powerholders who alone 

possessed sufficient on-the-spot capital resources. 

it was the agency of local powerholders which pushed 

through the transition from production for use to prod.uci;ion 

of goods for exchange, which is to say the transition to 

commodity production. The transition had probably already 

taken place in relation to metal at least, long before any 

direct �uropean contact with the area. �ow it also took place 

in relation to the hunting of' the elephant. Once principal.ly 

a source of food for immediate consumption by the direct 

producers, it was now made into a source of ivory - an 

exchange commodity. 

In the earliest phase of' the transition to commodity 

production in relation to ivory, the size of capitai 

concentrations was still relatively low and distributed 

amongst a number of powerholders across the countryside in 

accordance with the prevailing feudal patterns of relation

ships. In these circumstances parallel commercial networks 

developed linking the direct producers to the representatives 

of' the 1'..'Uropean merchant firms. 1-!ithin these networks, 'the

capital required to undertake various functions ,\·as initially 

supplied by different feudal poworholders. No local 

powerholders undertook production itself. This was undertaken 

by a S\Jboc-�"°'�� primitive-communal mode of production. The 

first level of the i1wolvement of local centres of capitel 

was that of the expropriation of the ivory surplus. Capital 

was employed to organise and equip warrior retinues capable 
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of' enforcing such systems of' surplus extraction f'rom the direct 

producers. Other powerholders nearer the coast organised the 

overland carriage of' the commodity and of' the imported items, 

and a third group undertook the f'uuctions of' storage and 

exchange at Delagoa Bay • .t<'airly rigid boundaries existed 

between the territories of' powerholders within each of' these 

three groupings, possibly with to11s exacted on ·goods which 

crossed them. 

Gradually, however, capital began to be concentrated 

in f'ewer hands and in larger amounts. A transition to absolutisr 

became possible. At one end of the commercial network, Tembe 

came to all but monopolise the exchange function at the Bay, 

and then to expand into the interior to dominate the :function 

of overland carriage and even perhaps to beg·in to enter into 

direct relationships with the producers themselves. in the 

interior a number of' capital concentrations involved in the 

commercial network resisted this encroachment, and sought 

instead to reverse its direction. Zulu absolutism was the 

most successful and succeeded in virtually incorporating the 

exchange function at Delagoa Bay within its imperial system. 

In the north by the l8JOs the principal threat to its monopoly 

of conr.rol over the entire ivory industry came from the 

external component of the exchange :function - the Portuguese. 

In its heartland Zulu appears to have begun. to u.1ndertake 

ivory production directly, though the bulk certainly still 
... 

came through the expropriation of' the product of others-in

the periphery, and expropriati on which was beginning to be

threatened by the l8JOs by the expansion o:f the capitalist 

mode of production.

The key change which had brought about the incipient 

contradiction between absolutism and capitalism was the

strengthening of the metropolitan base of' capitalism, a,nd

particularly �f its British gee-political sector. No longer 

were its ships and men operating on the very margins ot· an 

embryonic imperial system. A firm base had now been established 

at Port Natal which was itself a mere 12 days' voyage or a 

slightly longer wagon journey away t'rom an even strong·or 

sub-metropolis at the Cape. Reserves of' capital had boen 

available to engineer a success:ful outf'lank.ing of' the .Uelagoa 

middleman exchange function, and were suffic:i,ent to undertake 



the remaining functions of the industry, inclu�ine direct 

production itself. Absolutism was no longer essential to the 

continued survival of metropolitan Capital's interests in 

south-east Africa • .Ln fact it was coming to represent an 

obstacle to the ascendancy of capitalism to a position of 

dominance. 

Zulu absolutism in the time of Dingane was at once too 

weak and too strong to maintain a pattern of relationships of 

mutual benefit • .Lt was too weak to meet the needs of a dynamic 

capitalism in that its resources were so far stretched in 

trying to contain internal and external threats to its hegemony 

that it could not offer ivory in sufficient qua.ntities and 

at sufficiently .favourable prices to meet the dec1ands of the 
94 cape traders. At the same time it was too wet•.k to ensure 

the security of traders operating within its Empire, as the 

death of l''arewell in 1829 at the hands o:f rebels testified 
. "dl 95

only too viv1 Y• 

Yet Zulu absolutism in the l8J0s wns too strong to 

permit the untramelled operation of �ape-�ritish capitalism 

in its periphery. From tinre to time it moved against individual 

trading interests, as in the case o:f the raid on the property

and :followers of John �ane.96 It was strong enough to direct

some trade to Delagoa Bay and to the Americans who visited 

Port Natal, thus leading to higher ·prices and more intermittent 

94
Fynn, Diary pp.19.5-6. Hides appear to have become almost 
as important as ivory itself, but their price too was 
becorrr.i.ng uneconomic; lbid., pp. 215-6, 220 • .t<".or earlier 
examples o:f commercial transactions between the traders and 
the Zulu state see, :for ex;:.u!lple, .l.bid., pp.lOJ,llO,J.l.l,ll7, 
14 J; norris, Washing o:f The ::>pea Ts pp. 91, 116; Watt, li'ebana 
pp.74, 146; Felix Okoye, "Dingaan and the Bri�ish trarlers n , 
unpublished seminar paper, University of' Cal.i:f'ornia, 1965,p.5

95rie was probably killed by Nqueto Nkondlo's followers near 
the Mpondo country in September 1829. He seems to have been 
bringing a consignment of' guns overland f'rom the Cape at 
the time; \1att, F'ebana p.J05, 26; .J:1ynn, op.cit., pp.160-70 • 
.Nca:;::,ai's rebel group was also operating between Faku's and 
t;;rahamstown in 18J2, Smith, Andrew Sm.i.th and .Natal p.J4. 

96see above chapter X • l''ear of' f'urther raids had been
enout:h ·t;o cause a temporary mass exodus i.n 18J2, a further 
e�arnple o:f the degree to which Zulu absolutism's hegemony 
could frustrate the efficient prosecution of' commerce. 
See 1<-ynn, Diary pp. 202-J 

•••• /385 
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patterns of supply than the traders were prepared to accept. 

The Cape traders resented the power which the Zulu state 

exercised over them by virtue of the commercial monopoly it 

demanded. Dingane was, :for example, a very dif':ficult customer 

i�or beads; 
11 1.n April, 1832, he pre:ferad blood-

red and rose-coloured ones, but in 
the absence oI' such, he would accept 
the white tembos, when not too small, 
and ' also the dark blue. H.ed and green 
baize, together with blankets, he 
also occasionally requires".97 

;'ione o:f these kinds of beads could then be used in small-scale 

p;eneral trade, which was not a state monopoly. From time to time

hA demonstrated that he possessed the power to shut of£ trade 

itith the Zulu heartland altogether.98 Zulu still insisted that

the traders acknowledge their status as vassals of the state 

by delivering substantial military effectives :from time to time, 

though this relationship seems to have been in the process of'

giving way to a more equal one wfth sol.diers being rewarded f'or 

their services with substantial numbers of cattle, as in the 

manner of the members of settler commandoes.99

:F'rom the viewpoint of' Zulu absolutism,. it was frustrating 

that the Empire could neither :fully meet the requirements of' 

a dynamic capitalism nor mobilise sufficient power to contain 

its ascendancy to a pos ition o:f predominance in the periphery. 

it watched as the once-nar.row confines of' the immunities all.owed 

to the traders were burst asunder. ·1·hey began to enter into 

97smith, "Diary", in.Smith, Andrew Smith o.nd Natal. p.32. 

98Bird, Annals, I:322-3; Chase, Natal Papers p.86.

99
Fynn, Diary pp.2li-9-50; Bird, op.cit., I:320. 
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direct trading relationships with direct producers of' ivory. 

Determination of the timing and nature of this important 

change is problematic. According to one source this change 

took place almost immediately the traders established a 

presence at the Port in 1824. Certainly Fynn appears to have 

comrmtssioned southern Natal and .1.v1pondo groups to hunt :for 

ivory in that year. '!'here is some suggestion, however, that 

in doing this .l.<'ynn a.nd the other traders were acting with the 

reluctant and probably temporary agreement of' the Zulu state. 

shaka's current military campaign prevented his impis 

undertaking their own usual collection of ivory t_ri bute from 

peripheral tribes. 'rhere is certainly some evidence to 

sug·gest that ft'ynn enjoyed very good relations with the Zulu 

state and was even rendered assistance by it for his activities 
.:LOO

in the south. 

In periods when the Zulu armies were not preoccupied 

with containing internal or external threats to the state, 

they may have undertaken the function o� collecting ivory 

tribute and bringing it to the centre. Accounts suffgest that 

traders such as Fynn and Isaacs spent much of' their time at 

the·ZuJu capital, presumably negotiating f'or ivory collected
.101 

by the state. 

The supply of ivory reaching the centre was disrupted 

again in the confused immediate aftermath of the Dingane coup,

and the immunities allowed to the traders may.have again been

·1 "d d th" · l02Th temporari y wi ene on 1s occasion. ere may have been 

an alternation or uneasy co-existence between the two modes.

1°0watt, .l<'eba na pp.85-86,89,94,101.,105; Morris, WashinEt of'
the Spears pp.85,92,96,118. 

1 01 · t 222 - Watt, op.ci ., p. ; 

1020koye, op.cit., p.5.

Okoye, "Dingane and the traders", p.5.
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The next stage was f'or Europeans to organise ivory 

production itself:, without reference to the Zulu state. Thus 

when the first missionaries arrived at Port �atal late in 

1835 or early in 1.8J6, they reported that "the white people 

are either traders or hunters ... 
103 aunting took place f'or

buffalo and hippo, but also for elephant, "all of' which are 
10!+numerous not far·from Natal". There are contemporary 

references to hunting parties ,vhich included local blacks as 

well as white 'hunt·er-traders 1
, and l'ynn also had 'coloured 

. h" 1 1.05 . h b .&' servants· in is.emp oy. Hunting seems to ave een .Lreely 

undertaken by new arrivals in the 18JOs without any prior 

consultation with the Zulu state. Andrew Smith's.party began 

hunting in 1832 as soon as it reached the 1v1zim.kulu. frorn the 

t;ape, a.nd the 1834 1 Kommissie trek 1 seems to have f'ollowed 
· l06 1 . l d h t. t. 1. b . . t suJ. t. . eavi Y arme un ing par ies were a so eginning o

operate in the Zulu heartland itself'. lhe younger Biggar 

led such a hunting party into Zululand in June 1836.
107

Three modes of hunting are perhaps apparent :from this 

period. First a mode in which white pro:fessional hunters 

employed local labour in menial tasks such as gun-carrying, 

porterage, and bush-beating. Secondly, one in which white and 

black professional hunters seem to have shared the principal 

hunting activity, though whether relationships of' dominance 

and subordination were involved is not clear. 'l'hirdl.y a mode 

in which white hunter-trader entrepreneurs, through their 

links to capital concentrations at the Cape, furnished local 

hunters with the specialist elephant guns and ammunition 

lOJKotz�, Letters of the American �issionaries p.96.

104 b"d J. J. • 

l0.5.t<ynn, bi� pp.ll9,l29-JO,l98,21J; Smith, Andrew Smith and
_i,iatal p.72. See also Morris, Washing of' the Spears pp.99, 
1.21,134. 

106 . h 
. 

·t Smit , op.ci .,

l07.. · s op ci· t �•"orri , • • ,

; Fynn, op.cit., p.2JO. 

p.l.J6.

/ftnn .. 



necessary for hunting, in return for a substantial proportion 

of' the product obtained. ·.1he remaining product seems to have 

been exchanged through the agency of the entrepreneurs for 

cattle. As the elephant gun became a more powerful and. 

accurate huntine- technology, and large concentrations of' 

manpower perhaps thus became less necessary, this seems to 

have become the dominant mode, its hegemony J.astint� well into 

the second ha lf' of the 19th century.108

The Zulu state suffered further emba"l'ffl.ssment from its 

inability to restrict the loss of labour and reproductive 

power to the traders. In addition to the steady exodus of 

'refugees' to the comnnmities established in the vicinity of' 

the t rading settlement at 'Port Natal', traders returning from 

'.lulu country sometimes took women back in their wagons, 

seemingly as far as the Cape.109

In general, by 1835 the hunter-traders at the Port were 

venturing to treat with th e Zulu state as equals. They were 

l>y this time often giving the Zulu state cause to tal<:e 

offence.110The Zulu state was in process of losinG its

hard-won monopoly of the interior supply and coastal exchange 

functions in the international pattern of commercial relations 

prevailing in the region. 

Zulu absolutism looked on·as these dangerous developments 

were taking place, because it was also struggling with its 

own internal contradictions which had led to individual and 

collective rebellion. It looked on because it still lacked 

108:F'or discussion of' the patterns of hunting organisation
see, :for example; John r:oreland, "Notes 1'urni shed by Toohey", 
pp.l-6, in Moreland Papers, Natal Archives mss. collection. 
Toohey had begun. systematic hunting operations in Natal 
early in 1835; Bird,Annals, I:550. 

l09Select Com�ittee on J\borigines (l8J6), I:l�6J, evidence of 
li·c1rcUner; S. lJanniste.r to Sec. of 8tate, 1.2/5/1329, in 
Chase, Natal Papers, pp.24-9. 

110select Committee·, op.cit., 1:469, evidence of Gardiner



the guns and horses which were the hallmarks of an adcendant 

capitalism in the region. 1.nstead it sought to treat with King· 

George, the absolute ruler whose subjects were giving so much 
111 

trouble. J.t sought guns and horses and, :from the missionaries 

in its midst, the technological expertise which appeared to furnish 

the dynamic of the new mode of production whose agents �t now 

con'.'ronted. It sought to make men such as .rynn, and Gardiner rulers 

or i�a tal with an allegiance · to the Zul.u state rather than to the 
112 

The expansion of capitalism could not, however, be checked. 

In AlJril 1834, for exampl.e, 

"about 30 persons left Graham's 
Town with the intention of' 
forming a permanent establishment 
in the vicinity of the Port, and 
it is understood that in this 
project they are supported by some 
of the most respectable merchants 
of Graham's Town". 113 

For f'ynn, however, the competitive pressures of Natal trading in 

the face of Delagoa, American and eastern Cape competition and 

th.=i deteriorating relationship with Zulu Absolutism had :finall{

grown too much and he retired to the Cape in September 18J4.
11 

With the twin and interrelated contradictions with rival. 

· geo-political sectors o:f Capital. and with Zulu absolutism as yet

unresolved satisfactorily in :favour o:f Cape-British interests, the

latter began to call upon state power to supply the institutional

conditions which would allow the stabilisation of' their predominancE

in south-east Africa. '1·here was a demand for the f'ormal annexation

of the reg1on to the Empire.

lJ .  lAt one point, for example, Shaka directed that 86 ivory tusks
be sent to King George as a token of h�s wish for good 
relations; Fynn, Diarz p.141. 

JJ?Dinr;ane made at least one treaty with the missionary Gardiner 
,"I ver the re:fugee question, :in which he was to be held responsibl, 
t',:>r returning- refugees to the Zulu state when this w,.1s dem<-1.nded; 
-,,!.Leet Committee on Aborig-i:nes (1836), I:l1-63, evidence or
r

r
ardiner, See also Fynn, Diary pp.2J9-40.

l1Jsmith, "Pr;cis 11
, in B:ird, Annals, I:26J .• See also .1tynn, op.cit.,. 

p • .2JO. Could th is ha.ve been the famous 'Kommissie trek'? See
below p._4,.01. 

1.1. li.Fynn' Diary PP• 216-7, 236; .Morris, Washin.g- of' the Spears 122 � p. �-
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The goal was a limited one at this stage. '!'he d.ema.nc was not 

for the complete colonisation of' south-east Af'rica, which would 

have involved a f'ull-scale frontal assault on Portuguese and 

othP.r' interests at Delagoa Hay. Neither did the demand extend to 

a colonisation of Zululand. �apitalism as a system of' relations 

irt �outhern Africa was as yet insufficiently developed to either 

rennire or to risk attempting the total destruction of' Zulu 

nh:,,,lutism in its heartland. That confrontation was stj_ll half a 

c,.,,t:ury away.115 Instead the demand was for a colonisation of'

i-i:,_l,;d., that is the replacement of' Zulu absolutism with Cape-British 

c,,p_1.talism as the predominant mode of' production in the region. 

Sometimes these campaigns were launched amongst the samll 

tJ ,
1
.ti ng community a.t Port Natal itself'.116 'l'hey rejected any h2,lf'

men .-,:ires ·which appeared simply to fetter their commercial freedom,
. . 1 . 1 . . th . . 11 7 

demauning a co on1a reg1.me 1n .  e1r own ima.ge. 

Hore often they were launched at the c..;ape it self', ,d th 

occasional echoes in the metropolis. Sometimes an individual would 

spoak out through a letter to an o:f':ficial or a newspaper or through

a HtJ.11-publicised speech, more o:ften the collective instrument of

the cla.ss most directly a:ffected was employed - the Cape 'l'own

t;ommercial Exchange.

Whilst the relatively short-term interests of merchant 

c..;apital in the ivory, cattle and. gun trades was the immediate point 

at �ssue, the idea that Natal, once colonised would ever revert

to foreign control once its ivory and cattle stocks held been

exhausted, was never considered. In fact the demands gradually 

brought into focus fundamental issues related to the political 

economy of a future colonial Natal. The debate and struggle which 

1J.5It came to a head eventually in the .-\nglo-ZuJ.u War of' 1879,
\,hen : ;ri tish Imperial troops added their weight to loca.l colonia: 
i"orces in fina Lly cru shine; the power of' the Zulu state. For 
;1 n introduction to this clash see Norris, •,;ashing- of' the �pears. 
p.l22

11°::,ynn, .Jiary pp.243,256; .Bird, Annals, I:Jll-12.

117They were hostile to the efforts o:f Gardiner, and certain amongs 
the officials at the CaI)e, to control the g·un trade and the 
in:flux of' refugees; Bird, op.cit., J.: J;;;O-l; (.;hase, Xa tal Papers,
pp.86,96-8; Ghampion to Cane, 29/5/l8J9, in Kotzt, Letters 
of the American Missionaries pp.177-8.
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still dominated colonial politics at the Gape was in the process 

of' 0eing carried over into Natal itself. 

Within months of his arrival in .Natal, Farewell had been 

lookinc to the Imperial authorities .for the grant of' someth1ng 

;,,p;1,:oachinc chartered status for his i..;ompany. 

"I took possession of the country ••••• and 
hoisted the :r::nc-lish colours and fired a 
salute in presence of several of' Chaka 1 s 
chiefs, which proceedings, I trust, will 
meet with your Lordship's approbation 
and sanction, as well as that of' th..e 
Bnglish Government. Your Lordship is 
already informed that commercial pursuits 
and a wish to obtain a knowledge of this 
country was my object in coming here, and 
the benefit to be derived f'rom my present 
grant of' land with the power of preserving 
some branches of the trade in my own hands, 
I look to as the means of' reimbursing the 
great expense .1. have been at". ll8 

.t1iS demand was not successful, not least perhaps because there

were already Gape-British rivals f'or the trade over which he was

claiming a monopoly. lt is interesting, however, that already

private property in �atal land was already being put .forward as

l . l . . ll.9 
part of' the co onJ.a vision. 

In 1829, prompted by a letter f'rom .B'arewell., the t,;a.pe '.l'own 

t;ommercial Exchange appears to have d irectly taken up the question

for the first time. The Exchange directed that a letter be sent

to Government

"expressing the opinion of this vommittee 
that an establishment on the coast of' 
.Natal under the sanction and protection 
of' His Majesty's Government for the 
introduction of British manu:factures would 
tend much to promote the commercial 
interests of this Colony" 120 

----------------------------------------

- ·1 ,: 
J .-,'�'arewell to ::iomcrset, 6/9/1824, in J:Sird, Annals, I:192. 

; . () 
,.1. • .1 i<'arewell also hinted at the possibility of white in11nig-ration; 

tbid., 191-J. His activities in ;.',ia.tal were la .er to f'orm the 
i}a.sis f'or the submission of a  block clr:dm to almost the whole
.,f co loniaJ_ Nc:'1.tal in the 18l�os by the merchant f'ir,n which had
;)�cu his principal backer. In l8J5 the whi tc con:muni ty at the
J'ort had :formed the sem0Ln1ce of' a government amonc·st its member
for the first time "mainly for the purpose of' granting and
dist.ri bu ting. la.tH! in f'rcehold among themsol vcs 11; G. W. Eybers,
Sr�lect Cons ti tut:i.oni1.l Documents Illustrating· South African 
History, 1795-1910 \London, l918), p.xliv. 

-

2() · .1mmelman, Nen of Good .H,ope p 1?9
-

. - .
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The idea was def'ended by the steering- committee of' the Exchange 

be:fore the annual general meeting of' the body in April 1829.121

In the following month ::iaxe Bannister, a prominent c.;upe and 

f. 122 t th � S Imperial J.gure, wro e to e vecretary of tate outlin:tn;:.�· a 

s:i.ii1 i lnr proposal and enclosing a separate annexure from the 

" rw� rcan tile body at Cnpe Town", presumably the Bxchang·�, which 

a,,.-i ,:•d further arguments in t·a.vour of' colonisation. 123 The proposal

· w;,· ,l.ominated by the question of' short-term trading interests, but

11,. r ') and there that of' the long-term colonial future of Natal is

a 1.,, 0 touched upon. 'i"he two major visions are mentioned, with the

p•!:, r,an t-homestead as the more immediate hope. Trade wou1.d not only

be ,•tcrative but will also "improve the nativt�s n "when our

pi·,,. :.sctions are brought under their daily notice". In time they

wiL; be brought to produce what. is wanted and to consume

metropolitan manu.factures.124 Un the other hand, the immi.gration

of white settlers, though not planned in the short-term, mti.ght

remc1in as a future possibility.125 The proposed colonisation was

eventually rejected in London rather than by the Cape authorities� 26 

'l'he question was again considered by the .l!;xchange in 18JJ. when 

a meeting was attended by J.C.Chase, who "stated some £'acts relative 

to -t:he trade of' Port Natal" •127 At a subsequent meeting Chase

and Dr. Andrew Smith

"communicated to the committee a variety 
o:f information on the subject o:f Port 
i-.·a.tal, with a view to the proposed 
formation and protection o:f a .l:lri tish 

121Lmmelman, Men of �ood Hope p.129

122.L,iving by this time in Cape 'l'own, he was a former Attorney 
'..iencral of' New South Wales, and a financial bac·1c0r o:f the 
1•·arewell trading company; s. .uannister to Sec. of' State, J.2/5/
I.829, in �hase, Natal J?apers pp.2h-9,.

1,;:� �1 (bid .. It is not clear whether this was an o:ff'icial communication 
�·-com the �xchar:i-g-e or was a private initiative on Bannister's 

1,:-,i rt. ,::;c.Xe Bonni.ster b�came one of the most prominent fj.(�Ures
1 n. the •:i-..atal lobby'. It was British Imperial. annexation by the
,.:.,pe which interested him, and his campaign did not stop with 
Lht� voortrekker tak.eover in l8Jd; Volksrnad to Jervis, Jl/7 /1839 
i.n Bird, Annals, I: 53.J..

124
s. unnnister to �cc. of State, 12/5/1829,in Chase,
Natnl Papers, pp.24-9

l25Ibid.

126_;;.:ec. of State to Bannister in Chase, o · t 29 . ., p.ci • , p. •

127Imrnelmvn, Men of' Good Hope p.129
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settlement in that neighbourhood".128 

Eventually, after a further public meeting a petition was drawn

up by "merchants and others, inhabitants of the Cape of Good Hope". 

It demanded the annexation of' Natal, was signed by 190 people

including many of' t�e leadin� Cape merchants, and was conveyed to 

LJ ,_ ;;, Dri tish Government via the Governor at the Cape in April. 
129 

lK ·;,h. Henry Cloete senr., and Michael Van Hreda had been 

1. 1 . t .  th . th· · lJO
p .. :rticu a.r y prominen in e campaign on is occasion. 

l ''" 
· "'·� rfinutes of' the Exchange, quoted by Immel man, Men of' Good Hope

Alexander Thomson, amongst others with a known special interest 
:Ln Natal, had been invited, but did not attend. 

1:·•J !!:>id., p.lJO; Bird, Annals, I:253-5,268; Fynn, Diary pp.✓�16,243, 
·•56; Smith, A..."1.drew Smith and .Nata,l pp.6

,.
151,1.55-7,176. A

readily available but partial list of signatories is given in
Ibid., pp.155-7. it includes H. Cloete Senr., A. Chiappini,
Alex. Chiappin:l, E. Chiappini, J • u •. �bden, D.G.Vnn Breda, N.:Va.n
nreda senr., George Thompson and Andrew Smith. We have already
had cause to mention the class identity of' the members o:t this
g:roup, and their consistent eceonomri.c interest· in :Natal aru1exa
tion and the subsequent colonial exploitation of' the territory
a:fter 184J. Amongst the other easily distinguishable signntures
were those of John Borradaile, J.v. Chase, P.A. Zeederberg, and
1,,.G. Watermeyer. Borradaile, like Saxe Bannister, wa.s one o:f
those who continued the campaign for the Cape• annexation. o:f
Natal a:fter the Voortr.ak.k.er occupation in 18J8. 'l'he merch,"1.ut
:firm o:f Borradailes (sic?), Thompson and .Pillans was lc1.ter to 
become �mportant in another Imperial sector. J. t acted as age.n.ts 
for insurance companies and for the Imperial Co1c1missioners :for 
south Australia or Van Diemans Land as it -i\"as often. known in the 
period; Chase, who. had once been the .American consul in <.;ape 
Town, was a consistent advocate of' Natal annexation. lfis great 
treatise, the Natal Papers, published in 18l�J, is shot through 
with capitalist ideology of the employer persuasion. 'rhe 
½eederbergs were still a prominent t..:ape Town merchant family in 
is4o. P.Zeederberg was the fifth largest Natal land speculator 
in 1860 with 56,4.37 acres; Slater, uLand, labour and capita.i n , 
p.26Jn. I know very little about the class position of F.G.
watermeyer, except in so f'ar as it is indicated by a minor
:interest in the Cotton Pla.11.tation L;ompany in the 1860s, one of'
the handful of front organisations for Cape and Nutal land
speculators. In the share register he is described as a •Cape
eentleman'; PRu BT31/7J5/215c, list of shareholders on 27/3/186!
earl Waterraeyer was a much more prominent capitalist in the
period, though. I cannot at the moment prove the connexion.

·1 - 1 · ) -- ·' �;mi th, op.cit., pp.1l.1-6,148,ll�9,l50; Immelman, :Men o:f <.:rood Hope 
p.129
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.r'arewell 's ori{�inal scheme, and J:Sannister' s rc:d tera tion of" 

it in 1329, had aimed at furthering the interests of a single 

cor:,pany, a small group of capitalists. 1.t could not gain the 

m8 sa support o:f the merchant class as a whole. Althout;h, for 

e��rnple, the Graham's Town Journal had been sympathetic to the 

,-.·e--oral idea of .�atal colonisation, it had initially :felt unable 
,.: 1 

•co ,"':iupport proposals :for it because o:f their implied commercial

:: .•·;,')poly for_Farewell's group.lJl Now the proposal had been couched

1 -, 11 ,ore general terms, the merchant class as a whole couJ.cl lend 

t.h,:"i. r support to it and the Journal a.dded its own voice to the

._;.,wpaign.1J2 The Natal lobby, i:f one can call it that, ,vas all

b: � 1: complete. 

cape officials added their voices to this,
133 as to the

1.ier carnpaign.
134 

With bourgeois society at the 1,.;ape still

a ::,mall and relatively close-lcnit group, though including Uutch 

as well as English and other European 111embers, 135 merchants were

accustomed to rubbing shoulders with leading local Imperial 

offtcials. It is therefore not surprising that the Natal lobby 

of'•um enjoyed the support of the trovernor and his immediate staff. 

In the event, a strong colonial voice but with relatively 

little ech� in the metropol�s �tself', did not succeed. Natal was 

still not seen as part of' the total Imperial design and its 

colonisation was rejected on the grounds o:f' its financial cost.136

lJ1Grahamstown Journal 3/8/J.8J2, quoted in Chase, -Natal Pr-:tp�rs
pp.JO-JJ. 

132.1ts ITk'1 jor concern was the threat of a :foreign intervention, the
essential ingredient for the unification. of the l.:1.pe 
capitalistic interests, and took the arrival of Am�rican 
missionaries in Na ta.l to be the vanguard o:f it; 1\,otze, Letters 
of' the American .Missionaries pp.116-7 and note. 

1�3�1D'Urban to Stanley, 17/6/1834, in Smith, Andrew Smith and Natal 
p.l,52.

J���or example, �ir Lawry �ole to R.W. Hay, ll/l/18Jl, in Bird, 
1-\tmals, I:195-6. 

lJ}A elance at the names of some of the leadine merchnnts, lawyers 
and farmers of' the period would seem to be enough to reveal 
this ethnic diversity. 

lJbChase, ivntal Papers pp.J7-8; ::imith, Andrew Smith and Natal 
p.176; Immelman, i'·it�n of <.:rood Hope p.lJl. 
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Though not yet backed by formal isntitutional structures 

the practical colonisation o:f .Natal was not checked. In<ieed, both 

the two major visions of' o:f the colonial :future of' the Cape were 

already being projected, in reality, into its Natal periphery. 

�he peasant homestead had been allowed, by Zulu absolutism, 

to revive in certain parts of' its Natal periphery in order to 

u,vi erpin the modes of' survival which it perm itted in these areas. 

'l. ,•,,ding and hunting had been amont;st these modes of' survival., and 

lt 1 cir members received their subsistence requirements from the 

h<"•iesteads associated with each. The peasant homestead was already 

p ,,nviding the essential subsistence base upon which capi tali.st 

w,1works of' relations could be built. As the missionary Gardiner 

0 t.,��erved in 18J5; 

"In this heterogeneous community, 
a singular transposition of the 
natural order has taken place. 
The natives, although barely raised 
above the lowest scale o:f civilizarion, 
subsist by agriculture, while the 
Europeans, with but :few exc<�ptions, 
live entirely by hunting". 1J7

The loss of cattle, expropriated by the �ulu state and by 

groups fleeing :from its wrath, had led to a general intensi:ficatio 

of the agricultural component of' the homestead economy.138 
The

results could sometimes be impressive; 

"I wandered this day throug;h the 
delightful gardens of' an unconquered 
tribe; who, unable to defend cattle, 
betook themselves to tillage, and 
now have :five miles in a good state 
o:f cultivation. They have J.ndian-
corn ten f'ee high: ,vi th pJ.ots of" 
amadoombi, a root not unljke potatoes, 
the leaf resembling the parsley; and 
izingeloobo, an agreeable sort o:f pulse. 

:i'·�7 Quoted in Bird, .Anna1s, I:297-8 

.l '.;S r-)·1111 in Bird, op.cit., l: 71. 'J.'he shortage of cattle for bcirter 
was notice3ble all the way to the Cape in the early 1830s, 
though it is intere::;ting that they could sometimes be obtained 
f'rom traders, possibly en route from Natal and Pondolnnd to th◄ 
Crtpe. i:•Jilk, corn and other :foodstu.ffs were more readily 
ava.iL'J.ble in exchange f'or iron, brass, other metals, cloth, beai 
nnd new manufactures entering into the pattern o:f trade - kniv 
and tinder boxes; Smith, Andrew Smith and Natal pp.11-1.5 
Kotze, Letters of the American Nisslona:ries 

1--,, 
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All this immense tract was 
cul tiva te<l by the J'emalcs, with a 
spade in the :form of a scraper 
used in l�glish houses". lJ9

> �imilar picture was reported by a number of' other visitors to 
140 

ci i t·ferent parts of' the region. 

yarticularly impressive to visitors was the intensive 

,�, ,.pping of' maize with which they were not f'ami liar an,l the

0 ''(:rall surplus which resulted;

"1'-Iatatan' s people last year had 
three crops of mealies, beine suf£icient 
:for ten tlme their number for twelve 
months". 141 

1.cipl.e croppi�g may have been an exception, but. two crops a year

,· maize was relatively normal in the area. k'eople sowed according
0 ,: 

·to the rains, which could mean as early as June or as late as

�eptember. ��e crop took four months to ripen. A proportion o:f

tlie crop was apparently used as seed which was immediately
. d . h 142 

replanted giv1ng a secon  crop in Marc . 

'J.hough maize, or lndian corn as it was also known, was 

cloe.:arly very important, it was but one o:f a :full rana-e o:f crops;

"The principal productions o:f this 
place are indian corn, Ka:f'fir corn, 
and poko ••••• species of' millet, •••• 

J.J9newetson, "uiaryn , 17/l+/1858 \Sic), quoted in the "South-ea.st
.A:frica mission", Church .Mi.ssionary Record IX,l (?:ovember,J.8J8) 
p.27J.

140General. letter to ;\nderson, 22/8/1837, in l(otz;, Letters o:f 
o:f the American :Missionaries p.202; Lj_ndley to J\nderson, 

21/8/1337, in .Lbid., p.200 and n.; Smith, Andrew Smltn and Nata:

pe91; Chase, Natal Papers pp.JO-JJ. See also Kotze, op.cit., 

p.112. 

141Smith, op.cit., p.6J.

1 1•::�lbid., pp.77, 169. At least between Port Natal a.nd Ding-ane's

c;:pi tal, corn ,vas generally planted on the tops and slopes of'

low ridees; Ibid., p.l-1-2. The intensive cult:i.vution of' g-rain 

in this period ma.y have been confined to pur•ticularly favourabl◄
environmental zones. On the other hand it may h£,ve been a 

more general phenomenon roote in shiI'ts over time in the 
,:;tructure of the polit.ic.:1 l economy rather than shif'ts over spac�

in the natural environment. Orie observer suggested, .for 
exP.mple, that bef'ore the Mpondo lost cattle in the Mfecone,
they had crops of' 'Gaffer' and Indian corn which "produced. we11•
but apparently only once a year; Ibid., p.103 
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•••• pumpkins, calabashes, sweet 
potatoes, beans etc. These are all. 
very abundant, and the soil. is 
supposed to be odapted to the 
cultivation o:f most kinds of fruit". 143 

l1�4 
'.fobacco and imf'e were also grown. Cattle stocks were gradually 

14c:

i),�ing rebuilt but were still very low. ::>

The productiv.e capacity of' the homestead in the lntor l.8J0s 

uresented a striking contrast with its condition in the' 
46 

!''!lativel.y recent past.1 The contrast had been brought about

partly by technological change. New arrivals at Port Natal used 

w,•oden spades fer cultivati on, but more established homesteads 

i t,•d been able to obtain meta]. impliments.147 uf much greater

,= , gnif'i ca nee, however, was the fact that the homestead had 

r•i,cained control over its household labour :force, which had o:ften 

been decimated by the Zulu state on a permanent or long-term 

b,;sis. The highly efficient division of' labour betwee-n men, women 

and children, which had characterised the homestead production 

unit in the days o:f its feudal and pre-:feudal vitality, was now 

aeain in operation; 

--••*·--------------------------------

1 l� ·3 .,, 
-· - Kot.ze, Letters o:f the American Missionaries p.17'6.

i44�mith, Andrew Smith and Natal pp.77,94

145Kotz&, Letters of' the American Missionaries p.96. A sympathetic
missionary at Port Natal thought that the black community 
there suffered from dysentry because their diet was •vegetable 
al together 11

; Ibid., p .lll. 

ih6
Fynn, who apparently lef't Natal. in 1.8J4, had painted a
rather t�loomy picture of' the surplus-producing capaci i;y of' 
the 1 I{a:fir trbes 1, especially those near the �2.pe, but it 
is not really clear who or what period he is ta�lking about; 
1''yn.i1 in Bird, .Annals, L:71. In the early 1830s some privation 

· at ·the end of' the soason was still kno,m, but hardly to the
extent implied by the Fynn account, which I take to re:fer, in
view o:f the optimistic missionary accounts of the time, to
rather an earlier period, when the homestead as a production
unit was still disrupted and heavily exploited by the Zu.lu
state; Smith, Andrew Smith and l'Hltal p. 63

l.·'•l Smith, op.cit., p.63. Even the •wooden spade', which would
probably tod�y be called a 'hoe', may have been n more 
e:ff'ici ent agricultural technology than the 'digging- .sticks, 
wh.ich ha<l one time been the principal implirnc�nts in use in· 
t he region, and were still in use in parts of the south. 



"At our kraal the men are now busy 
weaving bask.ets, as the time of 
harvesting the corn approaches •••• 
'l'he business of plnnting, hoeing, 
and harvestin&· devo.lves on the 
wo";nen. The rnen clear the ground, 
construct t:he baskets and the corn 
receptacles, and watch at night in 
the gardens to keep n:way the wild. 
hogs and other a1iimals". 148 

"During the rainy season, while the 
women are eng,iged in planting, m2.ny 
of the older children are required to

take care o:f the younger, or to assist 
in the gardens". 149

y,,,111g ch ildren probably spent a good deal o:f their time during 

1;, ., growing season in the fields scaring away birds which might 

J > ,,·d on the crop.
150 

With relatively :few, i:f any, livestock to be

·tt�nit,�d, there was probably also a surplus of male labour within

the nomestead at this point in its history as a mode o:f production

in I�a tal.

Freed from the more oppressive aspects o:f the pressure �rom 

zuJ: 1 absolutism, the homestead had not yet :fallen.victim to the 

s-r::ructural changes which would eventually be demanded of it by 

D"-'"' co1onising forces. Key social practices such as polygamy were 

not challe::-iged by the hunter-traders but ra.ther were adopted by

the,n. A surplus crop could be traded when available, rather than

as a necessity to meet tax and rent demands. 'l'he homestead was not 

yet reouired to :furnish a surplus in a non-:food raw material 

demanded by the m.etropolis, which would place it at the mercy o:f 

the vagaries of an international. capita.list pricing system, and 

without subsistence reserves capable o:f withstanding lean drought.

years. Labour could be released for profitable employment when

.surplus to reouirements, rather than when determined by the

application of coercion by :forces outside the homestead. By means

1 !
•
8champion, "Uiary", in .Hird, Annals, I:208. See also Smith,

A,.'1drew Sid ti-i ai1d N� p • 90. 

·• L1 ,; I' 
L ·Ko•tze, Letters of the American wissionaries p.175.

1 c· ) 
• 

• .::>l. This certainly seems to h::ive been the normal practice amone;s-c
grain producers over a wide range o� geogrQphical areas and 
time-periods in south-east Africa. Junod spoke of' it as having 
been the_

usual pr�ctice amongst the 'Tsonga' in the 19th ccnturJ
Jtrnod, Life of' a ;:,o,uh African Tribe, :.t...1.:22,2h. In. 19th century
colonial Natal it was one o� the labour imp6sitions levied by 
w1Ji te f'armers on their black peasant I tenantry•. 



o:f the exchange of produce, and the employment of surplus labour 

for •wages', capital reserves in the form of livestock could again. 

be accumulated, as well as luxury items obtained :for immediate 

consumption. 

i\s earJ_y as the late 18J0s, the "' �•,tal.i ty of the homestead 

mode of production in .Natal was in the process of persuadine; some 

tll:•t it might be capable o:f :forming the basis :for the long-term 

c:,,litalist exploitation of the territory. Certain of' the me.a of' 

1.h•, Arm.�rica.n Board Mission appear to have been cominr; to this

conclusion. Like all Christian missionaries to Africa, they were

concerned to "teach the Africans to be industrious and help them

: ,, improve their soci al conditions" •
151 which is to say that they

\, . ,-;� concerned that the indigenous inhabitants enter into 

5 .:,ttisfactory relationships with Capital. Beyond this, however, 

their spiritual links appear tohave been with the LMS vision of' 

the political economy o:f the :future rather than with, say, that of 

the Wesleyans, the :Moravians or the Dutch !{e:formed Church. The 

Mission had written to Phulip enquiring as to a suitable sphere 

of operations, and had in :fact been directed by him to Natal; 

-"The country occupied by Dingaan, 
which stretches from the neighbourhood 
of' Delagoa Bay to Port Natal, presents 
a noble field .for missionary labour, 
and in many respects deserving the 
pref'erence to any other :field of' labour 
connected with the southern portion 
of' thH Af'rican continent. From the 
:fertility of the land, and the contiguity 
of Port Natal and De La Goa Bay, the 
labours of efficient missionaries in 
that country miEht in course of' time 
give rise to a civilized community, which 
might be of' the greatest importance to the 
eastern shores of the continent n . 152 

Philip's advice was followGd, and the :first missionaries reached 

sont;h-east A:frica in 1836.153 Philip had taken the trouble to

----------------------------------------

., ,-· ., � 
-·

1 Kotze, Letters of the AmericDn Hissionar:les p.7. 
I., > ,,,,. 
-->·philip to the American Board Nission, Nay 1833, in Kotze, op.Ci' 

p.JJ. See also Ibicl., p.10.

l.'; 1-rhe first party actually lanc'ied at Port Natal on 20/12/1835
but the mission stations were not established until erll in;o 
the new year; Bird, Annuls, I:198-20(). Newton Adams wns station
at Umla�i, G�orge Ghn.mpion. and Aldin l,rout across the 'l'ugela in
the Ums:u:duzi part o:f the Zulu heartland, Ua.niel Lindley on the
Ilovo, wit� He1:ry Venable and Al.exander E. Wilson alBo int ti all 
in :t.uJ.ulnno.. L:u1�_

ley, Venab.le and Wilson 1vere :from the southernstates o:f �he U.S.A., thoueh Lindley had been born in Pe,msylv4:'-n:1.a .• The others were :from the north• Kotzef, Letters oftho �nerican Missionaries pp.10-l6. 
' 
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meet them on their arrival in Cape 'l'own.154

'fhe strongest metropolitan support f'or the ?1ission came 

:from New England, which is to say :from that part of' North America 

where trade and the cotton textile industry were the predominant 

f' • "t 1 155 It . t th P 

• • f" interests o capi a . is no ere�ore surprising to ind 

tl,�l r,, as early as December 1837, a member of the Mission in south

ea.,.; t: Africa was contemplating harnessing the potential of the 

homestead mode o:f production to the production of" a commodity of' 

Lt$� to these sections of' Capital.Venable had ulready written to 

Awe ,-.l.ca f'or some cotton seed for distrhution amongst the homesteads 

d l • t t. 156
clu,,tered aroun 11s s a ion. 

Be:fore, however, the peasant-homestead vision o:f an essentiaJ.l: 

cup •. t.alist coJ_onial economy could take :firm root in .Natal, the 

vanr,:uard o:f its main ·rival was already establishing itself in the 

territory. As early as 1832, William' .tlerg, supposedly the :first 

man from the Cape to arrive in 1�a tal with a view to farming-, had 

begun the struggle to set up an alternative mode of' productj.on, an 

altfcnative mode of expropriating surplus labour from the indigenous 

black population. 157 Andrew Smith, after his exhaustive examination

o:f t'.w territory, reported that it had lands 11 suitable for the 

object of' the agriculturist or the grazier", and came out firmly for 
. :f N t l l :f • · t :f 

. 
J.5B = .. d the vi s1.on o a a as a co ony o wi:11 e armers. .ti;ncourage . 

159 
by Smith's remarks, at least one of the number of 'Kommissie treks 

15hKotzcf, Letters of the American .Missionaries p.lJ. 

155).bid., pp.4-5. The Mission had been founded in September 181.0 
and had its headquarters in Boston. 

156venable to Anderson, 5/12/1837, in Kotz:, op.cit·., p.219. Miss:Lon 
policy was for its stations to become completely self-supporting·; 
:Ibid., p.7. The local missionaries' com.11titment to the peasant
homestead vision should not perhaps be over-estimated. Venable 
.:H�ems to have been. hiring labour as wel.l as buying milk f'rom 
,1 round his station in J.8J7, though it is not clear to what; 
purpose this was put; ibid., p.217. The support :for L:i.ndley 
i1mongst the Dutch immigrant community to .1.1,a tal is unlikely to ha.v 
tnHH1 founded on_ any love f"or the peasant-homestead vision. 'l.'his 
,,-)int needs to be researched :further bef"ore the role of' the 
�neric�n missionaries in shaping the early colonial political 
,�conomy o:f Natal  can be fully un<lerstood .• 

i,:: •"" 1 .:J I r y1m, Diary pp. 216-7. 

l58smith, Andrew .::>mith and Natal pp.168-172

159cloete, History o:f the Urcat Boer 'l"rek p.72. 

• ••• /401
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which were examining the country beyond the frontiers of the t,;ape 

in the mid l8JOs,160 
turned its attention to �atal. Oomposed of

solid Dutch citizens,161 it had been equipped by the inhabitants

. of t;he eastern Cape centres of Ui tenhage and Grahams town, and 
con�issioned to look for a :fresh country across the :frontier �hich 

mjcht be opened up for settlement.162It reported favourabl.y on its
., . 163

cxpnriences. 

The involvement of' Uitenhage and Grahamstown in the trek 

s•i,.0e.sts that there were some in the urban centres of' the Cape who 

w, :ce prepared to back what became, in effect, the Voortrekker 

vL,ion of' a colonial Natal.. 

When the Voortrekker parties of emigrant settlers eventually . 

J.1-: rt: the Colony, the vast bullc of' their number drawn :from the
161+. 

eiu, tern Cape, 1 t was with a view to developing in the interior 

the kind of :forced labour mode of production centred upon 

pastoral.ism which black resistance and lmperiaJ..pol.icy had 

160r.1orris, Washing o:f the Spears p.122.

l.Gl'l:here is not complete a.greement on the identity o'f: the more
important members of' the party; compare the lists of: names given 
in the Grahamstown Journal 5/6/1834; J •• J .Uijs, letter in Xatal 
Af'rikan·er 16/h/1897, copy in Natal Archives, Dird :Papers XI; 
cloete, History o:f the Great Doer Trek pp.62,72; Bird, Annals, 
T:2Jl. According to one source there were 21 men and J. woman in 
1h wagons; Morris, Washing of' the Spears p.122. See al.so F'ynn, 
Diary p.230 

162 · · uL tt r" ·t • Cl + ·t 72 - 1 b VJ.JS, e e , op.ci • , oe ... e, op.ci • , p. • ::>ee a so a ove 
p.25 and note lOJ. The party le:f't uitenhage early in 18J4 and
would presumably have passed through Grahamstown en route to 
,.'\Jatal. :::iee also Russell, Natal: The Land and its Storv p.154· 
Mackeurtan, Crarll� Day's of Natal p.169; Gardiner ,. I�crrrative � :f'
a Journey to the Zulu country p.89.

16Jcloete, History of' the Gret'� t Boer Trek p.72. In c=tcldition to 
visit�ng Port Natal, the party apparently visited the Zulu 
capital and was :favourably received there; Uij s, . "Letter", op,. ci·

IcihAgar-ttamilton,.�ve Policy of' the Voortrekkers p.114; t;loete,
op.cit., p.88. uy the end of July 18J7 the pattern was already
apparent. It was reported that 2JO men had left the Eastern 
district an.<l 4!-t. were about to leave. By contrast only 8 men had
.le:ft the Western district and 35 were about to leave. The lo'W:f:i.brures sut;gc8ts that these have been sta ti sties :for heads of' :families only; PRO CO lio/19 J, "General return of persons reportEto have left or to be preparing to leave" enclosure in D'G · 
to GlenelG, 29/7/1837.

'  roan
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inadvertently combined to make increasinc-ly difficult within the 
165 

Cape itsel:f. The trekkers took with them not only 1.ivestock, 

but also their slave or near-slave labour forcc,166thou�L their

ability to retain control over :i. t c·ontinued to be tempered by 

Rtate interference,167 and above all by the resistance of the
I 

j_,bourers themselves. As the diary of one of' the trekkers recorded' 

(hi one occasion 

"I learned that about JO or the men 
servants and maidservants of' the 
emigrants have run away in the night 
with thefts of' tobacco, meat, sausage, 
horses, :firearms, powder and lead 
from their masters". 168 

1· ii;>
,'\. great debate has of course developed around the question of' 
the motivations of' the Voortrekkers. Positions in the debate 
ra.nge from the notion o:f. a general need to implement an 
embryonic 'Afrikaner' nationalist conscience, to the structural 
explanations which usually plr,ce a very hea.vy emphasis on the 
'labour question'. J.n fact the contemporary documents reveal a 
whole range of' motivations and dif':ferentiated class interests, 
some de:fensive in na ture, but others clearly expansion:i.st. 
·1·hey interlocked, however, around a sing.le collective issue -
the pressures and opportunities produced by the steady expansio:
o:f Cape merchant capitalism ever deeper into t he periph<:!ry·,
and its reduction to tributary status of' pre-existinG modes of'
production. An aspect of' this steady encroachment, the desire
to replace easy-going cattle pastoralism with capitalistic
shee-:.farming, may be an element in the structural situation of

the �astern Cape which has yet to be fully brought out.

166Agar-Hamilton, Native Policy of' the Voortrekkers pp.114-5.

167A field cornet had been sent up to the camps in October 1838
to check that no labour was being held by :force and to bring 
back any that was. He returned to the Cape with 40 'app:t4entice� 
including women and children, but reported that at least 1.00 
more had indicated a desire to stay. The ex�rcise cannot be 
ta.lcen too seriously. Joubert, the field cornet, was not known 
for hostility to the trekkers, and in fact on this occasion 
carried capital up to the camps from their supporters· in the 
t:ape; Chase, .Natc:i.l Papers II: l+O, hJ; Bird, Annals, I:415-7. 
I:f the translation of' Smit's diary can be relied upon, blacks 
in the camps were still referred to as 'slaves'; Smit, Diary 
pp.145-6, 1/-1-8. 

168smit, op.cit., p.93, entry for 5/J/J.8J8 •
.•



The trekking parties did not constitute socially homogeneous 
, 1.69 

communities. ·1·here were men of' vast weal th amongst them, but 

·there were als.o many who were-very poor and who had been obliged

to mortgage or sell the remaining lands they had controlled

at the cape to speculators in order to raise the capital

necessary to obtain the powder, provisions and trade goods

necessary to sustain them on their journey.170 The gulf' between

.to9The leader of" the trek party with which Rev. Smit had 
travelled, lost 11.0 less than 5,000 sheep, JOO cattle and 
100 draught oxen in the clash with nzilika.zi; Snni.t, Diar;r_ p • .'.3

1 

entry of 20/ll"l8J6. W-.J • .Pretorius was another very weal thy 
man; Bird, Annals, I:230-JJ. C:loete pointed out that the 
departure o:f the Retief, ·uys, Mari tz, .l:'ot�ieter, Landman, 
Duplessis, Zietsman, Boshof and Otto families hit the economy 
of the Ea.stern cape hard. vlo ete, who wa.s somethi11g o:f a 
lawyer to the Cape establishment at this time, described

· them as some o:f his "oldest and best clients"; t:loete, .l''ive
Lectures, p.2. Actually some o:f those with the greatest
interest in the outcome of the '.l'rek risJced some o:f their
capital but not their lives. They did not participate in it
but ,vatcli"ued its progress from afar. once the position became
stabilised they moved in to dominate the volksraad, and were
amongst those instrumental in brj_nging about a capitulation
to the moves :for annexation by ·the Gape in 184J. 'l'hey went on
to become leadine members o:f the .Natal establishment,
prominen,t in land speculation, rack-renting to Africans, shee1
:farming, and other more or less capitalistic operations.
Space does not permit a development of these themas here.
�uf':fice to say that the_ careers of' Jaul. Zietsman, J' .�. and
J.C. Hoshof', and P.A.R. Otto are instructive. A lot of'
romantic rubbish has been written about the 'Great 'l.'rek', and
its sequel, the gallant resistance of poor Dutch settlers
to British annexation of the Republic of' .Natalia. Resistance
and romance there certainly was, but it can only be properly
understood if set within a class analysis, which is to say
alongside the less romantic and less resistant machinations
of' Gape-uutch capitalists.

l70.All in all, a great deal of' capital was invested in the 'i'rek ,. 

not only by participants but also by outsiders; Russell, 
�fatal: The Land and its Story p.156. �·or the speculativt� 
accumulation of' land which attended the exodus, and through 
which many of' the trekkers had been :furnished with workj_ng
capital forthe journey, see Cloete, History of' the U·reat 
.Boer Trek p. 37. In a sense it was the rel a ti V(Lly recent 
development o:f the credit link to the metropolis which 
furnished the structura1 cond:.ltions necessary to finance a 
large-sc,.:.le emigration through which capi t::ilist rel.a tions 
could be extended into new territory. 
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rich and poor. contin ued to .widen during the trek and in its 

immediate af'termath.171

Links with the (;ape, including those with sections o:f 

capital, were never totally severed. 'rraders travelled with or 

joined the parties :from time to 'time.172.Powerful. interested

individuals rode out :fr.om the \jape :from time to time to assess 

t:he progress which had been made, and received news in other 

forms f'rom the major figures in the parties. 173 Reti.e:f had no 

1d sh to be cut o:f:f :from commerce and deliberately steered his 

;-.arty towards the hinterland of Port .Natal •174 Long before the

171nurin� the journey, groups which ha.d exhausted their store_
of' trade goods to be used in exchanging·:food :from pea.sant
homesteads, were obliged to buy trade goods from tho:i:;e better• 
o:f.f'; n:r,iy brother-in-law G. Mari tz today sold much o:f bis 
store of' trade-goods to the peopl.e in hi s own and in 
Potgicter's ca.mp"' ; Smit, Diary p.J, entry of' 21/lt./18J6. The 
numerous deaths which were tho result of clashes with Zulu 
Absolutism, left many widows virtually destitute, and 
incapable of supportj_ng their children wi t.hout outs.ide help; 
Chase, !'latal Pan0rs II:Jl-5; Bird, Annals I:h64 •. Much help 
was, o:f course, freely given, but the land claims of the 
widows a.lso found their way, of'ten in exchange :for a pittance 
into the hands o:f richer trekkers and eventually into those 
of the leading land speculator s. This process can be 
clearly seen in Henry Cloete's analysis of' individual land 
claims, undertaken f'or the Imperial authorities in 1.8·4 J; 
See PRO C0/4.8/247. 

172smit, Diary p.-SJ, entry for 23/ll/1838, p.162, entry £or
l.5/1/1839; Bird, op.cit., I:.594.

l7JJ • .1'1.Boshof' was one such visitor to the riushmans River camps 
in 1838; Chase, .Natal .l:'apers pp.21,31_-5; tsird, Annal3 ,-

I:10 and n See also note i69 above. 

J.7
4

'Bird, .Annals, l:367. lie had generall.y no wish to upset the
Cape authorities beyond wha.t was absolutely necessary. �l'o 
the consterno. tion · of the poorer and more militant o:f ltis 
followers, he insisted that trade with English merchants 
should be allowed in the tr,ek economy, but that ·the t�:1.k:i..ng of' 
apprentices should �ot; �ha$e, Natal Papers p.117. Ketief''s 
membership of' the :farming interest was a relatively recent 
development. He had "i::>een a resident o:f l:i-rahams 'l'own, and a 
proninent businessman in the All.>any district who made his 
living partly from :ful:filling contracts placed by the .lrnperia 
authorities. i\J:1 unexplained financial :failure f'orced him to 
become the lessee o-J: a corn farm in the Winterberg district 
.Ln this capacity he clashed, like many others, with the 

•

vision of' the ±"'uture which Stockenstrom' s poli cie� -were 
serving to und;rpin in the Eastern \.,ape. It is temptine to
spcc�late on tne role he would have taken in the volksraadand 

7
n regard �o the subsequ.ent British annexa.tion, had be 

surviv�d the clash with :tulu power. !•'or biographical detailssee Chase, .Natal Paper� pp.54-60; Cloete History of' tl Great Boer Trekp.92. • 
' ·_ •le

-·· .1405 _
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decisive confrontatio� with Dingane in l8J8, some of the 

trekking parties were already engaged in commercial relations 

with Port Natal traders, which is to say with the Natal 
17r:::

representatives o:f Cape merchant capital. :>

In some cases involvement· with interested parties at the 

Cape, including i:f not solely consisting of' merchant 

,;apitalists, was more direct. ln addition to small donations 

rrom, for example, the inhabitants of' Colesberg after the 

initial Dingane raid,176 a Henevolent Committee was formed

.:it the Cape to ensure the survival. of' the trekking enterprise. 

1:1 1838 a shipload of provisions arrived at Port i"fatal. supplied 

· C ·tt 177 Th · . l f' th f d l)Y this omrnJ. ee. e principa manager o e un wa.s

also the pr•incipal merchant dealing in gunpowder in \;ape Town, 

and he was already busy trying to supp.ly the needs of his 
178 new-:found market. It was this kind of' relationship which 

provoked an i.mperial official into remarking some years later 

t:hat 

"This emigration was entirely 
aided by subscriptions raised 
in the Colony and nothing could 
be done to check it". 179 

l75 �mit, Diary p.78, entry o:f J/l/18J8; Bird, Annals, I:235.

For later example pf commercial relationships of this kind 
see PRO CO l.i.S/191, "memorial of Landman tt , enclosure in 
Napier to GJ.enelg 16/J.0/18J8; Smit, op.cit., p.122 entry 
of' 2J./7/J.8J8, p.146 entry of 7/ll/l8J8; Maj. 0harters to 
Napier, 12/12/1838, in Bird, op.cit., I:4JJ.. 

l. 76'l'he field cornet G. Joubert presented the l"'�ri t.z party with
JJO rix-dollars :from this source; Chase, .Natal Papers p.23. 

l77Smit, Diary p.1J7, entry of 18/9/1838. 

178PH.0 CO 48/193, Bell to Glcnelg, 3/9/1838. 'i'he identity o:f
this man is not clear. A John Owen Smith was involved in 
the operation, but it is not clear whether he was the merchan 
in question or rnerely his agent at Port Elizabeth (Algoa. 
ttay). Smith· had asked ,John vaw1erplank at Port Elizabeth to 
ta.ke a consignment of stores for the trekkers by sea to 
.l-'ort Natal, which he did; A •. r. Hattersley, Portrait o:f a (;it): 
l.t"ietermaritzburg: Shuter & Shuter, 195.l) p-• .15.  

l79PRO CO 537/150, ".Memorandum", J.846, pp.7-8. 
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As the Imperial of'f'icial had pointed out, the loc.al 

representatives of' the Empire made no direct attempts to 

prevent the trek, which is to say the great movement f'or the 
180 colonisation of' .:-.a tal. Too many interests 11.ad a stake in

its eventual success. Although some of' the trekkers perhaps 

,lid not initially realise the nature o:f their ·siiuation, they 

were essentially men and women caught up within an expanding 

network of' capi-calist relations. 

l . t th . h t. d k h d · t. · t · J.Bl.)espi e eir un 1ng an livestoc --� er ing a.c J.VJ. ies ,. 

the trekking parties whilst on the move did not constitute 

,.;eJ.f'-su:f:ficient production uni ts. They experienced a steady 

depletion of' their capital stocks in the form of' smalJ. trade 

g·oods and livestock which were exchanged for milk, grain and 

0 ther-:foodstuf:fs with the A:frican homesteads which were 
182encountered·en route. Their very survival was already coming 

to depend as much on the homestead mode of' production as upon 

the capitalism of the Cape, especially as their capital. stocks 

had _been :further depleted by clashes with strong powerholders 
. . 183:in the interior. 

1.n this Keakened state, the trekking parties crossed the 

Dra..1<ensherg i•1ounta.ins into .Natal la.te in l8J7 and established 

1.SONo armed force had been sent in pursuit of the trel<kers, 
and no attempt made to arrest its leaders. The lone :field 
cornet Jouber� had only been sent up to investi�ate tho 
labour question in 18J8. '.1'he token military :force landed· at. 
Port �atal in December 18JS seems to have been sent with a 
view to protecting the trading cm11munity at the J:'ort in the 
event of a major conflict developing between the Voortrekkers 
and the Zulu state, or some other eventuality. It intervened 
to nec;otiate a modus vivendi between the trekkers and the 
Zulu state, and then, once the situation had been stabilised, 
the :force was recalled to the Cape. The trekkers fired a 
salute in grn. ti tude as it retired. For an introduction -ti> 
this questi?n see Jjrookes and Webb, .i:iis-cory o:f .Natal p.J5. 

181smit, 1Jia:ry p.61 entries of 27 and J0/10/18.37, p.7J
entry of 12/12/1837.

182<.;h.ase, .Natal.Papers pp.89-91,lll; �mit, op.cit., pp.3,13,
50,59,66,7J,79,o5. 

182Wilson to Anderson, 17/4/1837 in Kotze, Letters of the
Jme:rican r-1issionaries Po.15J-4: Smit, op.cit., cit., editor' ::

a.dde.ndum p. J. 80.

J.J,..nr, 
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a number of camps on the 'I'ugela tributaries,18l� whilst

11 e.[!.'Otiations were conducted with the ZuJ.u state, in whose
0 

 185
�erritory the laagers were now located. it is just possible 

r;Yu:,;; the :lulu state was considering the u;rant of protectorate 

3 t<'t ,:;us to the new immigrants. �ertainly Hetief, the le .. ,.der of . 
b  . . ' . t 1 186 h d 1: • 

,.;he ,:;rekk.ers' em assy to uinea.ne s capi a , a )8&:1 given 

i;ask by means of which to demonstrate the wil.lingne=>s of' his 

people and himself to accept the status of loyal vassals 0£ 

�ulu. rte was c�lled upon to subdue the recalcitrant tributary 
187 

�-=konyela. 

It quickly became apparent to Dingane and his advisors, 

i:,::n,ever, t:hat the trekkers had no intention of behaving as loyal 

hubjects of a Zulu protectorate. ihe raid on �ekonyela hud been 
� 183 carried out successiully, but the product was not given up

to the sta.te • .Lnstead it was consumed by the trekkers them

::;elves,189 a classic and. all-too familiar mode of' resistance 

to the power of �ulu absolutism.190

J..:,l+ l.iy December I8J7 the camps o:f i•1aritz and Retie£' were located 
on the ,Natal side of' the Drakensberg in the Bushmr.1.11 1 s River 
v:.--.lley; 'l'heal, Historical Sketches p.;.�89. See also Smit, Diar, 
p.79, entry of' 5/l/l8J8. 1:;y the time of the Zulu raids early
in 18 J,�,, the precise locations of' 'th.e laag·ers were as ;fol .lows:
l�c: ti e:f • s at Doornlcop, ano th.er at BJ.aukrans, a th.l1�d at
:--:oordsprui t, and that of Mari tz near Estcourt; Kotze, LQt 1;ers
of' -che American .Missionaries p.2J4n.

185They may well have been within the Zulu heartla.nc\ itsel:f", as 
opposed to merely within .its imperial periphery. 

J.86The e.;1bassy appro-ached the Zulu capital via. Port Sa tal, 
probably in November .1837. See .Bird, Annals, I: JJl. 

187;: Iulley, "Account of Rev. Owen's visit to Zululand i11. lSJI",
�a�al Archives, mss. 12, p.7. 

18BA booty of' 700 cattle, 83 horses ancl 11 euns was realised; 
;:;r:1it, Diary p.79, entry of' ll/l/lt;J8. For a sli,,ht.ly dif':f'eren,. . � 

set of' .fie;uros g·iv:tng a . .larger number of e;tu1s, see Bird, 
��nals, I:J69. A Zulu deputation, accompanied by Halstead, 
i:n.terpreter to the h.ing, had witnessed the proceedint,;s;
Smit, op.cit'., p.76. 

1 RO
�· ,.'The r�uns, :for example, were auctioned in the camps; �mit,

op.cit., p. 82, entry for 22/.l/.lSJS. 

l90 see above ,t,"!,"4- ,





Even more serious, however, was the trekkers·' direct 

expropriation of the grain product of the homesteads in the 

vicinity of their camps • .No attempt seems to have been made 

even to distinguish between surplus, suusistence requirements 

and seed. �'normous quantities were taken, the ox-wagon 

.cP-presenting a much. more eff'ici ent technology for the systematic 

•:::<:propriation of the. homestead than Zulu absolutism had ever 

had at its disposal; 
11 f'rom these deserted .K.a:ff'ir vill.ages 
more than 80 heavy wa.gon loads 
(10,12 and•up to 14 J-bushel bags on 
one wagon)· have been brought into 

their camps, so that through liod's 
guidance we harvest an.cl eat what 
others have planted". 191 

The timing of the beginnings of this expropriation is 

crucial. It began even before Retief''s second embassy to the 

Zulu capital had been completed •192 '!'he trekkers were alrea.dy

actively usurping a :function which was fundamental to the 

p�ttern of relationships which existed between the Zulu state 

and the peasant-homesteads which had been a·11owed to survive 

in the heartland and in its .Natal periphery •19 J '£hey were

J<)lSmit, Diarv p.86, entry for JO/l/18J8. : .. tetie:f's second embassy: 
to thP. Zulu state only reached Umgungundhlovu on .'.3/2/l8J8; 
.urookes and Webb, History of l\'a tal p. 31. 'rh.i..s woul.d have 
allowed surficient time f'or news of the voortrekk.ers' 
expropriations of grain to reach the capital be:fore lhe

sentence of death was :finally imposed. 'l'he decision may, of' 
course, have been taken before this process bega.u, but it 
represents further evidence of the fundamental. incompnt�bility· 
between the interests of Zulu Absol.utism and the new settlers. 

192see note 191.

l931n the days, weeks and months to come, the trekkers' 
expropriation of grain reached enormous proportions; :::,mit, 
Diary pr,.97-8,101,118,120-21,123. '!'he relative dispersal o� 
tb.e 'villages' f'rorn which the grain was ta.ken sug�ests that 
the production units being expropriated were those of' the 
peasant-homestead type. The absence of people would have been 
the usual, phenomenon associated with.the arrival of a :f'oreign 
mili tnry -t:orce in the area. The men may have been called bacl< 
to the z.ulu P..rmy in case of a confrontation with the aliens, 
and the wo:nen and children would have !"'led into the bush to 
aw,d. t the voortrekkers' removal to a new country, o.r to nvoid 
any violent; con.flict which might develop. A little earlier 
they ha.d encountered a. substantial ''I':t-okwa' grouping of' 
agriculturists, and then, near the sources of' the Tue;ela, 
people dressed in the I Zulu' :fashion, who were herdin>"' large 
numbers of CE�t-tle and sheep. Space does not permit a full 
discussion of' the patterns o:f relationships involved, but it
would seem tha� all o:f these c;roups wero Zulu protectorates, 
and some may even have been under direct Zu.Lu control. �ee 
Gham�ion t� A�derson, 10/8/18�71 �n Aotze, L?tterA �r the 
. !\.mer i ca.'1. ,Mis s1onaries pp .192-19'-l. 5(-!e also Smit, op. ci ·t. , p.118. 



strikint,;" at the very economic :foundations o:f the Zulu state 

itself". In the event it was the emigrant representatives of 

tho :forced labour mode of 'capitalist production, rnther than 

those associated with the short-term trading vision, or the

long-term·pet:!sant-homestead mode of' capitalist production, who 

had brought the incipient contradiction between cal)italisrn 

.,nd absolutism to a head. 

i,·urther provoked by a public display of' the ef':fec 1:i veness 

,,-f the horse and f'irec1rm, a teclu1ological combination which the

,�u1u state did not yet possess, Zulu absolutism moved swiftly

to avert the threat to its control over l'latal.. '.i.'he numerous
. 

l 

;•etief embassy , ;as destroyed, 
19 � and the Zulu i:npis swept do,:�1

qll the trekkers' encampments. The unprepured were destroyect, 195 1 

y,;1t the force of' Zulu mili tarisrn ultimately f'oundered upon an

aspect of' the immigrant military technology with which it was

l!Ot  familiar and :for which it hod no immediate a.nswer, the 
1.96 

defensive laager. 

unce the general contradiction between capitalism and 

absolutism had been brought to a he;:-,d by the Voortrekkers 1 

beh,-...viour in :Natal, it temporc1rily overlaid the contradict.ions

within Capital. Various groups interested in one or other aspect 

ot' the general Natal colonisation movement rallied to thoir 

assistance. Merchants were prominent in arranging �aterial 

support.
197 

�ilitary reinforceme nts arrived at the encampments
. 198 under the command o:f A.w.J. Pretorius. The Port .Natal 

194It included some 70 trekkers and JO black or 'coloured'

servants; lJhase, Natal Papers, J..1.:2; Hird, >nnFtls, .l:9 puts
the number of servants at 40. Another account reports 67 men,
h boys ::1nd JO servants; Kotze, Letters of' the .-un(:::ric:c,.u 
:r,!i;:;sionarics p.22Jn. It ,..,as a ·cooly-takeu decision o:;:' state
policy. As .uingane explained, the were killed ceca.use •• they

are a fighting force"; remark attributed to 1Jingane and quotec
in vampbell, "u·mgungundhlovu'!, p.27 • .tle had tried and f'a.i.led
to do away with two other men who had ceased to deliver what 
Zulu .Absolutism required of tl-iem, Cane and 1,.r-ardiner; liulley,

''Account of,Rev. Owen's visi"G to Zul.ulnnd. in l8J7",
1,atal Archives, mss.12, pp.7-9. 

195smit, Diary p.88, entry of 18/2/18J8. 250 'coloured people'· 

were amon�st those who died. 

,196Dlnga.ne has apparently not been informed that there was more

than one camp of: trekkers; uulley, op.cit., pp.9-10. By Jw1e 
1838 the trekkers were concen"trated into t,,ro rmiin lnag;ers 
with a combined strength of: some 640 white men, J,200 women 
cind children and over 1,200 black servants; �'1orri s, \�·ashing
9.r the ST)ears p.144. Ono of' these laagers was even 
successfully raided for cattle. 

197see above p.1+!)5. 
198nrookes and Webb, History of £\atal pp • .34-5.
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representatives of Cape merchant capital, who had initially 

welcomed the trekkers as a bulwark against Zulu absolutism,199

now entered the military strue,-gle alongside them,20O f'inally

:renouncing once and :for all their status as vassal protectorates

of' the Zulu state. Their black dependants, and the peasan·t

homesteads that had regrouped in Natal. in general, had-their

own scores to settle with Zulu absolutism and added their

-weight to the struggle. 201 The md.ssi.onaries in the Zul.u

199 l Theal, �ory of: South A:frica Since 1795, II:35�. Sae also
Chase, N"atal Papers pp.86,123,125; }}ird, Ann.als I:J70,J26. _

;:_:{)O,,.,h 1 . t II 37 3 1' - Ch . - . t. . II 9 B. 1 
• t 1 eo .. , op.c:,. • , : -<+; ase, -op.ci • , : ; · iru, op.ci • i 

T:2J5,J5l+-6; Smit, Diarx_ pp.97, 10:3. ·i·heir contribution was 
almost tot.ally disorganised. A vast booty o:f cattle, women
and children was rounded up so long as the Zulu Army \'ll'as 
preoccupied elsewhere. In the first milj_tary co.n:frontation, 
however, the rae-bag nrmy f'rom Port Natal was to tally destroyec: 
and a Zulu impi swept clown to devastate the kraals and
trading e-stablishmcnts at the Port itself. The traders were
rather more :fortunate than their black allies in being able 
to take shelter on board a ship in the harbour. The Port
community in :fact came to rely on the trekkers f'or some kind 
of' protection. Zulu Absolutism·had come within an ace-of' 
ridding- the immediate thr eat from the pincer movement of'· the 
t·win forces o:f Capitalism. See Chase·, Xatal P2.:pers_II:l.6; 
Kotze, Letters of the American Missionaries pp.229n,242-J; 
"South-enst Africa mission", in Church MissionarJ!: I(uco:r.d IX, 
l (N·c,vember.18J8), p_-27O; Bird, A.'1nals, I:J8J-G,126; Joseph
Y�irkrnan

7 
.,Li:fe o:f },fr. Joseph Kirkman :Ln �ulula:1.d lSJ6-i'.10 11

, 

The State (December 19lO), copy in ."-:atal Archives, mss.,36,
pp.8-9; Fynn, Diary p.Jl5; Hulley, 1'Account of'. Rev. Owen's
visit to �ululand", p.lJ.

201Bird, Annnls, I:220; Kotze, Letters o:f the American 
Hissionar:i.us p.14. A contradiction had r',.lways existed between
the nctivi t:i.'es of' the missionaries and the interest::;; of' hU.lu 
J\hsolutism. They o:ff'ered a mediating agency with tbc .spirit 
world. outside the religious system o:f the state, f'ocu�sed on
the person o:f the King. Di.n.gane, as we have pointed out, 
was always well aware of" this contradiction and saw to it 
_that the activities of' the missj_onarios were closc.ly watched
,1.nd rcgu.la ted, and they rarely if' ever had an opportun.i ty 
of' preaching to the menfolk; Kotze, op.cit., p. 236; mtlley, 
op.cit., pp.4,6; B�rd, op.cit., I:296: above chapter �- ,
p."!.)�. Tr1eir presence was t_olerated because they occa�ionally
proved -i:1sef'hl in teachin,c\' o:f, ,lllCl sor:wtimes even. producing, 
the tecr,11.0 logical systems of' an expa nd.:i.n{� <Japi tali sm,
includin{1· the gun and the wagon; c;ampbell, "Um6runu;undhlovu w. , 
p.26; uulley, op.cit., pp.6-7. :ct is clear, however, thc;l.t
uinga.ne ,_.as on the point of' realising· that mission teachers
atid �1ite interpreters, like the traders, were a luxury
the state could not afford; Hulley, op.cit., p.11.

---�- �/4 l_l_
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heartland indicated where their true a1l.egiance lay by 

abandoning Zul.u to its :f'ate. �ven the Imperial. authorities 

declined to prevent its subjects f.'rom disputing control. 

over the Natal periphery with the Zul.u state. 

As the tide turned against the Zulu state, (the 

decisive battle was :f'ought at. 'Blood River' in December 18.'.}SJ, 

the contradictions within Zulu Absolutism itsel.:f were 

�>rought more sharply into f.'ocus.: Powerful groups broke away 

to o:f'f.'er their services to the invad&rs, and were accepted 

by them as mil.itary vassal.s in the struggle against the :forc&s 

which remained loyal. to the Zul.u state. The most important 

Hplit took pl.ace in September 18.'.39 when Mpande led perhaps 

a.s many as 17,000 peop.le across the 'i"'ugel.a into .Natal., bringing

with him 2.5,000 cattle. Other major powerholders - incJ.uding
·Jobe, Matuan and 'Sapusa', o:f:f'ered the mil.itary servi.ces of'

their f.'ol.lowers in the struggle against the remnant forces

of the Zulu state under Dingane, in return for acceptance of

their right to J.and in £11atal. It was the .combined mi.li tary

might of these groups, the trekkers, the Pretorius

rein.f"'orcements, and the remains o:f'the-Port Nata.l community,

which f.'ina.l.ly pushed back the main Zul.u power and

expropriated much of its resources.
202

By the end of 1839 the control. whi.ch the Zul.u state 

had exerted over i�s �atal periphery had :f'inal..ly been 

shattered. A decisive b.low had been dea1t to the power of 

Zulu Abso.lutism as a whole. �oya.l remnants under vinga.ne 

were forced to retreat :f'ar into its former heart.land .where 

the contradictions with Capital.ism were 1ess intense. The 

Hpande fa.ction and other groups which had sided with the:· 
invaders sollght out a new modus vivendi with the representat:i.ve 

of Cape-British Capitalism which wou.J.d permit certain 

f.'eatures of the Zul.u. socia1 structure to be preserved. 'l'he 

main :f'unction of these groups in the early colonial political 

economy of Natal was to act as a reservoir of •refugee·' 1abour, 

which could be forced into •apprenticeship' or l.abour-tenancy 

re1ationships. m the event neither solution was to prove 

permanent .• ·.L"he Dingane faction was swi.ft1y destroyed by the 

peop.le it had once oppressed, and the successors of Mpande 

were thrust into a still more subservient position in relation 

to Uape and metropolitan Capital as a result of the 1879 war. 

202
,_,

. d .u::t.r , .Annals, I:553·,578,59·1 •



CONCLUSION 

As the smoke :f'rom the confrontation with Zu.lu A.bso.lutism 

began to clear t the leading prota·gonists in the struggl.e for 

predominance in the :f'uture political. economy of Natal cou.ld 

oe seen establishing their positions. 

Many of' the trekkers continued to raid isol.ated power

holders and homesteads in order to further augment the stocks 

• of' the immediate means of' subsistence, and of' the instruments

of' production, which they had acquired by virtue of their

part in the victories over the f'orcesof' Zul.u Absolutism. vast

quantities of' millet, maize, cattle, sheep, immediate ().I\-� 

reproductive labour-power \ chi.ldren and women) were taken.1

W'i th the aid of' these resour·ces acquired by means of' direct

expropriation, a slow beginning cou.ld be made in the direction

of devel.oping a mode of' produ.ction founded on pastoral.ism and

forced--l.abour t a mode of' production which the trekkers had

found ·increasingly di f'f'i cult to maintain at the Cape. With

this aim in view, coupled with a desire to move away:from an

area where further clashes with a remnant Zul.u power seemed

possible, many of .the trekking groups left the .Bushman's River

valJ.ey early in 18.39, to establish a network of smaller

settl.ements in the vicinity of the future site o:f

Pietermaritzburg, and nearer to the coast. A f'ew men of

substance began to move up :from the Cape to add f'urther credence·

to the vision.3

Peasant-homesteads in the vicinity o:f the trek-laagers 

and Port Natal meanwhile busied themsel.ves buil_ding up thei·r 

1smit, Diary, pp.lJ6, 15.l, 159-60; Bird, Annal.s, I:438-52, 2.36,
21-1-3, 249; Morris, liashing o-£' the Spears, p. J.49. 

2Eybers, Select Constitutional Documents pp.l.5J-8; Bird, op.cit.
I:2J6-7; "Heminiscences of Chief' Tom Fynn", Bi.rd Papers v.

3see above - �. If.()� " \(,(\. 
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resources by means of' suppl.ying :f'oodstuf':f's and smal.l quantit�es 

of' essentially short-term, ':free' labour to the new aett.lers 

and to the token Imperial military :force at Port Natal.4

Vast numbers of' refugees :from the Zulu heartJ.and began to :fl.ood 

into �atal with a view to re-establishing the homestead as 

the dominant mode of: production throughout Natal, many groups 

probab1y returning to the 1ands :from which they had original1y 

been driven by 1 the power of' Zul.u Absol.utism.5

Within a matter of' months of' the se�ering of' the Zulu 

hold over Natal, there were signs that the structural cond�tions 
11id not :favour the immediate impl.ementation o'f: the voortrekker 

• or employer vision. 'l-.he :f'orced-J.abour which was essential. to

the empl.oyers' vision, and which had been brought :from the

Cape or more recent-l.y pressed int:o service, began to take 

advantage of' the relative weakness and now widespread dispersal. 

of' the voortrekker :forces 0£ coercion, to escape into one o:f' 

the variety of economic opportunities which characterise a 

•:frontier' situation.6 At the same time, some of the poor&r

·trekkers abandoned the vision to concentrate on the same type

o'i: more-immediate.ly lucrative economic activities,· notably

hunting, trading and transport-riding.7 The Port .Nata1 community

also qu!ckl.,y resumed these activities on beha.l:f of' the merchant

interests at the Cape.8

4charters to Napier l.2/12/.l8J8, in Bird, Annal.s, : :4,3l.; Jervis
to Napier JO/J/.l.839, i.ru Ibid. r pp. 5.l.8-9; ".Memorial. or."'

emigrants to Napier", in Eybers, Select Consti tutionaJ. Documen.t! ·

pp .153-8; "Remini 5:Cences or Ch:i.e� 'l'om, Fynn", Na tai. Archives ,.

Bird Papers, VX:21. 
C: 

;,Brookes and webb, History of: Natal., p.37. 

1,.;See, f'or example, Smit, Diar;(_ _pp.121-2, entry of' J.6/7/l.8J8.

7Bird, Annals, I:553; "Reminiscences o:f H.·J. Da:fel", Natal 
Archives, Bird Papers, v.

8 Danie1 Toohey, :for examp1e.
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The· col.1apse o:f the empl.oyer vision o:f the pol.itical. 

economy 0£ .Natal. was at once evidenced and f"urther encouraged 

by the concentration of" voortrekker land claims in :f-ewer and 

fewer hands as.the creditors of" the poorer trekkers began to 

demand payment.9 Many of" this poorer group were in e:ff"ect

driven into the interior as the unconscious vanguard of" a 

.f'Urther extension of" the network of" capi tal.ist  rel.at:ions in 

so�thern Af"rica.10

Neither did the increasing concentration of" land c1aims 

1ead to the immediate emergence of" systematic .large-scaJ.e 

:£"arming. Many o.f' the l.eading trekkers, sensing .the hopelessness 

of'.their vision, retired to the Cape, hol.ding their substantial. 

.Land cl.aims as ab sen tee· specuJ.a tors._ 
1.1to the major Cape mercha?lt houses. 

Others so1d them on 

lt'or the settl.ers who remained in .Natal, the vision was 

:fast becoming a nightmare. At :first the inf'lux of" near-destitute.-' 

refugees seemed like a.God-sent source of' easily controlled 

l.abour. Some certainl.y entered,into labour relationships with

l'2. white employers ,: but others, J.ike the small groupings that

9
xn th'9 course of' the f'irst two years of" the Republic of' 
.Na tal.ia, 2. 5 miJ.l.ion acres of'. claims were f'ormall.y registered 
in f'avour of 254 persons. On1y 49 of' these claims wera 
personal.l.y occupied; Hattersl.ey, British Settlement of" Natal. 
pp.46-7 • l.1.0 land sal.es ,,.ere registered with the volksraad 
between June 184.1 a_nd Jul.y l.844 at prices averaging between 
£20 and £50 a farm. Some of these had al.ready changed hands 
on one or two occasions previously. ri'he fate of' individu�l 
claims can, be traced through Henry CJ.oete's de-tailed report
on the land situation up to 1843; i.n PRO CO 48/247. For
discussion of' some of' the J.arger cl.aimants see ·SJ.ater, "Land,
1abour and capita.1•. p.259, n.21.

10At the end of' 1843 iv.was estimated that only some 365 trekker
:families remained in .Nata·.l; Bird, Annals, II:35,5-6. 

11 .Francis Collison, J.C. Zeederberg and Edward Chiappini were
three o.f these; see Slater, "Land, J.abour and capital.•', p.2.59, 
n.20 •

.u. Eyre, D�ck King pp.47, 5J.

• ••• /415



. 1l 
had managed to retain a hol.d on their l.ands despite the Mf'eca..."1..e ,, 

were bent on re-establishing their homesteads independent o:f 

outside demands, whether made by Zulu Absolutism or a section 

o:f Capital. They were o:ften success:ful in resisting the more 

oppressive l.abour demands o:f the woul.d-be :farmers,_and the 

latter were obl.igert to settl.e for a token recognition o:f their 

landlord status in the :form o:f cash or produce, or even none 

at all. Resistance sometimes cost the ':farmers' dearl.y,;\S 

In these conditions, very littl.e productive :farming was

actually undertaken by the trekkers, and they :increasingly 

·. took on the character o:f a landlord class ove. .. non-subject

peasantry. bVen this status was in danger o:f being swept away

as more and more refugees continued to re-establ.ish themsel.ves 

:.i.n Natal. '.!'he Yolksraad began to contempl.ate ever mor& fantastic 

aol.utions to the probl.ems faced by its c itizenry. As the 

diehards spoke o:f the total. removal. o:f all but a handful. of 

homesteads from the Natal scene, 17 the wealthier members of 

the community began to al.J.y with the traders. in thinking in 

terms of strengthening -state power by means of the 

annexation of �atal. to the Cape. The traders were, however, 

more concerned with the tricky problem of customs dues ��� 

�� the fate o:f a white :farming class.1t The capacity of the

14For an example o:f such a group on the Umpanza River, which
now found its land cJ.aimed by white l.andlords, see Bird

,_ 

Annal. s, .l : l.35 • 

15For rull re:ferences to this range o:f situations, see S1ater ,, 

"Land, labour and capital", p. 257.

17David Welsh, �he Roots of Segre�ation: Native Policy in Natal 
J.8h5-l.910. (Cape 'town: Oxford UP, l97J.) p.8. 

l&As an independent republic, Natal levied duties on goods 
imported :from the Cape, and exports to the Cape were equal.J.y 
liable to duty on arrival. it was a :form of 'double jeopardy' 
so :f'ar as the merchant cor:imunity was concerned, s:i..nce their 
imports to the Cape f'rom the metropolis were already liable 
to duty levied by the Cape authorities. 



homestead to produce an agricultural. surpl.us may al.ready have

been interesting the traders at Port Natal., and it was not 

long before grain :from this source began to enter into the 
20export statistics of the Port. 

Meanwhile the Natal .lobby at the Cape, now with a 

speculative interest in land to add to that ot: trade, had at 

l.ast begun to organise determinedly in the metropo1itan 

corridors of British Imperial power. As early as March and June 

1839, their agents in.·t.he British parliament bad pl.aced before 

the House of Commons two petitions to demand the annexation of 
"'1. Natal to the Cape."" With their proposals that.Capital. shou.ld 

€renerally empl.oy black .labour recruited local.ly, they he.ld out .. 

a vision not unlike that o:f many of the trekker farmer-empl.oyer: 

On the other hand, however, with the proposal. that the Empire 

should actua1J.y sell off land to new and more weal.thy immigrant: 

according to the procedures already empl.oyed in South Austral.iar 

they were real.ly putting forward a vision more sympathetic 

to the interests of' the woul.d-be land-speculator than to 

those of' the struggling colonial. empl.oyer.22 ueputations f'rom

the '.Natal. Association', the new organisational. f'orm of' the 

r:i.�atal lobby', met Imperial. of'ficials to press the case "l'or 

annexation.
23

20The f'irst clear example of' this which I have so f'ar located
dates f'rom 1846, when it was said that the smal.l export trade 
in maize which had been developed with the Cape was dependent 
upon Af'rican producers; Natal. 'Witness ;4/9/1846.

2l. Chase, Natal Papers pp.93-6.

22:rbid.

23A delegation to see the Colonial. Secretary, Lord Normanby,
comprised .Anderson, Borradaile, Maynard, Moreing and Steedman. 
In addition, Messrs • .Anderson, Borradaile and Saxe Bannister 
saw Labouchere to try to get the question of Natai annexation 
looked into by a select commi tt-ee; Chase� !-J.a. tal P�-:eers .pp. 
99-lOO. Borradaile, Maynard and Bannister were already weii
known for their interest in Natal,

•••• ;417 
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Powerful metropolitan :forces were a1so beginning_to 1end

their voice to the campaign. In the same year,. f'or example, 

the Earl of' Ripon petitioned the House of' Lords on behal.f' o:f 

L. l . t 24 1verpoo mercnan s. 

Even this concerted attack did not achieve an immediate 

victory, but it is cl.ear that the Natal annexation movement 

was gaining f'ormidab.le metropolitan as wel.J. as Cape and .local. 

momentum. In  point of :fact, victory :for the Natal. J.obby was_ 

iess than three years away.25

'When the flag of' the voortrekker Republ.ic of' Nata1ia was 

r.•aised :for the f'irst. time, in the l.ast few days of' 18.39 or

the first :few of: 1840,
26 it did not signal. the total. and

.immediate victory of the employers' vision of the pol.itical. 

ecouomy_of' Natal. • .l.t was not. an empty gesture, but it ef'fec

tivel.y represented the opening salvo in what was to prove to 

be a new and much longer struggle. The initiative had been 

taken by the representatives of the employers• vision 0£ the 

capitalist development of Natal. At the same time ho�ever, in 

Natal, at the Cape and in the metropolis, other groups which 

were to play a part in shaping the future political economy 

of Natal were already assembling their f'orces. 

2l1, Chase, Natal Papers, pp.99-100. 

2.5The decision to annex wa.s taken in December 1842; Brookes
and Webb, A ·History of Natal p.42. 

26
Ibid., p • .35.
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